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INTRODUCTION.

T is with peculiar appropriateness
that these famous travels
are once more given to the world.
Just a hundred years
ago the Suffolk squire accomplished
his last journey, under circumstances
without parallel in history.
He had quitted Paris
towards the end of June, 1789, having come to the conclusion
that, with the constitution
of the National Assembly
"the whole
business now seemed over and the revolution complete."
With
true British coolness he pursued his a_oricultural inquiries, this
time taking an easterly direction.
On the ever memorable fourteenth of July we find him at Metz, leisurely
as any modern
tourist inspecting
"what was worth viewing " in the city.
A
few days later, on reaching
Strasburg, he learns the great news :
The Bastille has fallen !
The whole kingdom
is now in a blaze.
He sees famished
mobs clamouring
for bread ; he hears of seigneurs fleeing from
burning chateaux ; he is roughly compelled to don the tricolour ;
his liberty, even life, are menaced;
yet the imperturbable
Englishman
goes on.
The wind carries his first cockade into the river; he purchases a second, taking care to have it securely fastened, and
although naively confessing the discomforts
of travel "in such
an unquiet
and fermenting
back does not occur to him.

moment,"

the thought

of turning

Alone, unarmed, ignorant of the various patois--sole
medium
of intercourse
in rural districts--our
inquisitive
and dauntless
traveller visits one out-of-the-way
region
after another, apparently unconscious,
whilst narrating
these unique experiences,
that his conduct was little _hort_-heroic.
The fittest introduction
to the centennial
edition of such a
work is surely a survey

of France

41257

in the l_resent

daymnot

made
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in the Rotunda of the British Museum or by the library firebide, but after Arthur ¥oung's own fashion--the frui_ of investigations as laboriously and lovingly pursued as those of my
great predecessor.
I have now followed in his footsteps for upwards of fifteen years, visiting and revisiting various parts of
the country described by him so graphically on the eve of the
Revolution.
Let us glance at the contrasted picture of France
under the ancien r_gime and under the Third Repubhe.
His earliest journey takes him in a south-westerly direction,
through the Orlcannais and the Ben'i, where for the first time
he meets with mgtayageq" a miserable system," he writes, "that
perpetuates poverty and excludes instnletion ;" and he goes on
to describe the fields a_ "scenes of pitiable management, and the
houses, of miselT."
Throughout the entire work we find m_tayage, or farming on
half profits, condemned in the strongest terms, yet nothing has
done more to improve the condition of the peasant and of husbandry within the last fifty years. _ M_'.tayage, indeed, which is
but another name for co-operative agriculture, forms the
stepping-stone from the status of hired labourer to that of
capitalist ; and whilst the m_tayer raises himself in the social
scale, extensive wastes are by his agency brought under cultivation. So popular is "la culture _ mi-fruits," that, according to
the census of 1872, 11,182,000 hectares were in the hands of
m_tayers, and 9,360,000 in those of peasant owners. In 1880 a
diminution is seen--18 per cent. of m_tayage to set against 21
per cent. of proprietorship.
Some parts of France are far more
favourable to agricultural partnerships than others.
We find
27,484 m_tairies in the department of the Landes, 24,893 in the
Dordogne, 11,632 in the Allier, 11,568 in the Gironde, whilst in
the Haute Savoie and the Loz_re they may be counted by the
hundred, the last-named numbering 325 only. In most cases,
be it remembered, the m_tayer owns a bit of land. Two conditions are necessary to success : in the first place, the fermierggngral, or falzn bailiff, must be dispensed with ; in the second,
a good understanding is necessary between the two contracting
See, for full information, the contribution of M. H. Baudrillart of
the Iustitut to the " Revue des Dem_ Mondes," 1st Oct., 1885, "Le
]_I6tayageen l_'ranceet son avenir."
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parties--the
one supplying
land, stock, and implements,
the'
other, manual labour, all produce being equally shared.
From
fifty to a hunch'ed and fifty acres is found to be the most favom'able size of a m_tailie.
We will now consider the present state of things in the Berri,
a region about which Arthur Yomig has nothing to say, except
that the husbandry
was poor and the people miserable.
As all
readers of Georges Sand know well, it is a land of heaths and
wastes, but the extent of uncultivated
tracts is being reduced
year by year.
So rapid is the pro_'ess that the great novelist
herself would hardly recognize certain portions of the country
she has described
so inimitably.
"_¥hat, then, must be the
changes wrought in a hundred
years ? The transformation
is
partly realized by inspecting
a pre-llevolutionary
hovel.
Here
and there may be seen one of these bare, windowless
cabins,
now used as an out-house, and, in juxtaposition,
the neat, airy,
solid dwellings the peasant owners have built for themselves.
Four years ago I was the guest of a country gentleman
near
Chtteauroux,
chef-lieu
of the department
of the Indre, formed
from the ancient Berri.
Formerly owner of an entire commune,
my host had gradually reduced his estate by selling small parcels
of land to his day-labourers.
He informed me that, whilst partly
actuated
by philanthropic
motives,
he was commercially
a
gainer.
The expense of cultivating
such large occupations
was
very great, and he could not hope for anything
like the returns
of the small freeholder.
We visited many of these newly-made
farms, with their spick-and-span
buildings,
the whole having
the appearance
of a little settlement
in the Far West.
The
holdings varied in extent from six to thirty acres, their owners
being capitalists
to the amount of from two or three hundred to a
thousand
pounds.
In each
self a small but commodious
The land was well stocked

case the purchaser
had built himdwelling, and suitable out-houses.
and cultivated,
the people
were

neatly and appropriately
dressed, and the signs of general contentment
and well-being
delightful
to contemplate.
We next
visited a m_tairie of nearly four hundred acres, and here the
farmstead was on a large scale ; the m4tayer
employed severs!
labourers who were boarded in the house, as was formerly the
custom in certain parts of England,
besides two or three dairy.
maids.
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Artificial manures and machinery had here come into use;
and if the culture could hardly be described as high farming, the
land was clean and very productive. The cordial relations of
"bailleur" and " preneur," or owner and m_tayer, testified to
the satisfactoriness of the arrangement.
Not to be outdone by their rustic neighbours, the axtizans of
the Berrichon capital have, with few exceptions, become free.
holders also. Suburban Ch_tcauroux has, indeed, been appropriated bythis class: the brand-new cottages and semi-detached
villas on the outskirts of the town representing the thrift of the
mechan/c--an instance of self-help and sobriety hardly equalled
throughout France.
The houses were not only built for, but by
their owners, in spare moments--another
fact illustrating the
innate economy of the French working man.
In purely agricultural districts of the Indre, land has quadrupled in value within the last forty or fifty years; near the
towns, of course, the rise has been much higher
Poitou is described by Arthur Young as "an unimproved,
poor, and ugly country. It seems to want communication, demand and activity of all kinds."
The ancient province of
Poitou comprises La Yend@e; but if we turn to the three carefully drawn maps appended to the original edition of the French
Travels, we find the very name, so conspicuous a few years
later, omitted altogether.
Such a blank need not astonish us.
"Who had so much as heard of La Vendee before 1793 ?" asks
a French historian of the Vendean war.
"Was it a province, a
river, a mountain ? Was it in Anjou, Brittany, or Poitou? "
Nobody knew, and, till the outbreak of the insurrection, nobody
cared to inquire.
Only one road traversed the entire country-that from Nantes to La l_oehelle--and on the creation of a department, it was found absolutely necessary to build a town as
chef-lieu, none of sufficient importance existing. Waste, brushwood, heath and morass, with here and there patches of rye
and buckwheat, occupied the place of the fertile fields and rich
pastures that now rejoice the eye of the traveller in Bas Poitou.
The transformation of recent years is startling enough. On the
occasion of my first visit to this province fifteen years ago,
many towns of the Yendean plain and Bocage were only
accessible by diligence ; since that period, railways have inter_ecLed the country in all direetion_---even the out of.the-way
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little town of Fontenay-le-Comte,
so precious to the archeologist, has its branch
hne, whilst schools, railway
stations,
and
other buildings of public utility have risen in all directions.
Niort,
chef-lieu of the Deux S_vres, part of the ancient
Boeage, and
soene of the most terrible guerilla warfare of the Blancs and the
B[eu_, now possesses a railway station worthy of a capital.
It
may be briefly described as a town of 22,000 and odd souls, without a beggar.
No rags, dirt, or vagrancy meet the eye in these
clean, wide, airy streets.
The Vendean
costume still prevails,
and whilst all is primitive, rustic, and provincial,
evidences are
here of immense and rapid progress.
The immediate
entourage
of the town is one vast fruit and vegetable garden, the property
of peasant owners.
Melons, tomatoes, and peaches ripen in the
sun, purple grapes cluster yellow walls, and luxuriant vegetation on all sides testifies to a highly favoured climate
and soil.
The produce of these market gardens is renowned
throughout
France.
Two hundred acres are given up to the culture of the
onion on]y.
La ¥end4c is a region of large tenant farms, and one visited
by me in the neighbourhood
of l_iort may be accepted as a fair
sample of the rest.
The occupation
consisted
of four hundred
and fifty acres, let on lease precisely as in England.
For sixtyfive years it had been held by members of the same family--a
fact speaking volumes for both owner and. tenant.
It had consisted in part of waste, let at a nominal rent to begin with, the
sum being raised as the
for Spain is one of the
were shown upwards of
ing in value from _£30

land increased in value.
Mule-rearing
chief resources
of La Vend4e, and we
forty young mules of great beauty, varyto _'80.
The entire stock of the farm

numbered seventy head of mules, horses, cows, and oxen, sixty
sheep, besides pigs and poultry.
¥ineyards
cover a tract of
30,000 hectares in this department,
but here, as in many other
places, the phylloxera had wrought entire ruin, only the blackened
stocks remaining.
The tenant farmer I name, as is almost
universally the case, owned a small portion of land.
Very likely,
had inquiry gone back a generation or two, we should have found
m_tayage the beginning of this prosperous family, their steppingstone from the condition of day-labourer
to that of capitahst.
Much larger holdings than the one just described exist in this
part ef France, and if the traveller takes a sou_-westerly
direc-

•
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tion from Niort to the sea coast, he will see a succession of large
walled-in farmsteads recalling the moated granges of the Isle
of Wight, the size and extent of the buildings attesting the importance of the occupation.
Of Languedoc Arthur _'oung writes in a very different strain"
The picture, indeed, drawn by him of peasant owners round
about Sauve and Ganges, in the department of the Gard, may
well bear comparison with the traveller's experiences to-day.
"An activity has been here," he writes, "that has swept away
all difficulties before it, and has clothed the very rocks with
verdure.
It would be an insult to common sense to ask the
cause. The enjoyment of property _ust have done it. Give a
man the secure possession of a black rock and he will tram it
into a garden."
Here it is necessary to put in a word of explanation.
Our
author sets down one-third of French territory as belonging to
the peasant at the time he wrote. This is one of the few errors
of a very exact writer.
In reality only a fourth of the soil belonged to the people before the Revolution, their little holdings
having been acquired by means of incredible laboriousness and
privation.
The origin and development of peasant property
throughout France can only be touched upon here. We must
go very far back, farther even than the enfranchisement of the
serfs by Louis le Hutin, in order to trace the progressive transfer of land. 1
The Crusades, especially that of St. Bernard, brought about a
veritable revolution in the matter of land tenure. The seigneurs,
impoverished by all kinds of extravagance, then sold portions of
property, not only to rich bourgeois and ecclesiastics, but to their
own serfs, for the purpose of furnishing the necessary equipment.
Many nobles thus succeeded in procuring ransom, forfeiting
patrimony for their soul's good. The small owner by little and
little contrived to better his position, and in the Etats G_n_raux
of 1481, summoned by the great Anne of France, for the first
time we find free peasants taking part in a legislative assembly.
The Tiers Etat as a political body already existed.
See H. Martin's " Itistoire de ]?rance," vol. iii., p. 268, et se_.,
"Les Serfs transformds en roturiers," and vol. vii., p. 190, "Etats
G6a6raux."
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In the words

!

of a living

authority

XI
lately

quoted, _ peasant

property, far from being a device invented
all of a piece and
carried by force of law, dates from a period long anterior to the
Revolution.
In some places the number of small parcels of
land has hardly changed from early times.
The sale of church
lands had by no means the effects attributed
to it. About onethird of these consisted
of forest, which was added to the state,
another third consisted
of buildings and town property, the rerosining
third, consisting
of land, was sold in the lots actually
existing
without being divided at all, and the purchasers were
for the most part well-to-do bourgeois.
These observations
have seemed
appropriate,
as much confusion still exists on the subject among ourselves.
That peasant
property is the direct creation of the Revolution
appears to be
the generally accepted theory in England.
Had Arthur Young's
travels been read here with the attention
paid to them by our
French neighbours,
such an error would have been cleared up
long ago.
The Gard, of which our traveller gives so glowing a description, is by no means one of the most favoured departments.
The
phylloxera
and the silkworm
pest have greatly affected the
prosperity
of both town and country, yet the stranger halting
at Le ¥igan,
or making
his way thence
to ]_fillau in the
Aveyron, finds himself amid a condition
of things usually regarded as Utopian--a
cheerful,
well-dressed,
self-supporting
population,
vagrancy unknown,
and a distribution
of well-being
perhaps without a parallel in
again will occur to his mind
Virgil concludes
his second
pastoral happiness,
which if
so often realized in the rural
Next Arthur

Young visits

any part ef
the famous
Georgic,
that
imaginary
in
France of our

the Landes

Europe.
Again and
passage with which
beautiful picture of
old Roman days, is
own.

on his way to Bordeaux.

Here extraordinary
changes
have taken place within the last
twenty years ; what then must be the transformation
wrought
during the course of a century ? Plantations,
the sinking
of
wells, drainage,
and irrigation,
are fast fixing the unstable
sands, making
fruitful the marsh,
and creating
a healthful
chmate and fertile soil.
Early in the present century the land
i JK. H. Baudriliar L " Contemporary Review," May, 1886.
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here was sold "au son de la voix;" _ in other words, the
accepted standard of measurement was the compass of human
lungs. The stretch of ground reached by a man's voice sold for
a few francs. Crops are now replacing the scant herbage of the
salt marsh, and the familiar characteristic of the landscape, the
shepherd's stilts, are already almost a thing of the past. The
_chasse, or in patois, cha_que, a word dating from the Enghsh
occupation, and derived by some authorities from "shank," is
naturally discarded as the morass is transformed
into solid
ground.
Six hundred thousand hectares of Landes planted
with sea-pines produce resin to the annual value of fifteen
million francs.
This noble tree, the pinus _a_tima,
is here achieving a
climatic revolution similar to the changes effected by the febrifugal Eucalyptus in the once fever-stricken plains of Algeria.
The cork-tree, or chine-liege,
has proved equally effective.
Many arid tracts are now covered with magnificent forests of
recent growth, not only affording a source of revenue, but transforming the aspect and climatic conditions of the country. Only
an inconsiderable proportion of the Landes remains in its former
state.
Arthur Young's second journey takes him through Brittany
and Anjou.
Here also advance has been so rapid within our
own time that the traveller revisiting these provinces finds his
notes of ten or fifteen years ago utterly at fault.
"Landes--landes--landes
" (wastes, wastes, wastes), "a
country possessing nothing but privilege and poverty," such is
the verdict passed by the Suffolk squire on Brittany in 1788.
The privileges were swept away with a stroke of the pen twelve
months ]ater ; the poverty, though an evil not to be so summarily
dealt with, has gradually given way to a happier state of things
Of no French province can the economist now write more hopefully.
Were I to renew my acquaintance with the friendly tenant
farmers of Nozay in the Loire Inf6rieure, described by me elsewhere, or the hospitable freeholders of Hennebont in the Morbihan, I should without doubt find many changes for the better.
The 8abets into which the bare feet of both master and men,
mistress and maids, were thrust a few years ago, have been
I See E. HSelus, " Gdographie de la France."

:
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replaced by shoes and stockings.
Wheaten
meat find their way to many a farmhouse
improved.
wholesome

Wages have risen.
plan. _ Intellectual

bread and butcher's
table.
Cookery has

Dwellings
are built on a more
progress, whilst hardly keeping

pace with the spread of material well-being,
is yet satisfactory in
the extreme.
When interrogated
by travellers of our own day in
French, the Breton peasant would shake his head and pass on.
Only the ebbing generation now remains igalorant of its mother
tongue.
One curious omission must have struck most readers of the
French travels.
This quick and accurate observer who takes
note of every object that meets his eye, who traverses the three
historic highroads, diverging to the right and to the left in quest
of information, never by any chance whatever mentions a village
school.
Had such schools existed we may be sure that he would
have visited them, bequeathing
us in a few graphic sentences an
outline of their plan and working.
The education of the people
was a dead letter in France at the time he wrote.
Here and
there the cur_ or fr_res Ignorantins
would get the children together and teach them to recite the catechism
or spell a credo
and paternoster.
_Vriting, arithmetic,
much less the teaching
of French, were deemed unnecessary.
The Convention
during
its short r6gime (1792-1796)
decreed a comprehensive
of primary instruction,
lay, gratuitous
and obligatory,
initiative was not followed
up, and the first law on the
carried into effect was that of 1833.
How slowly

scheme
but the
subject
matters

advanced
in Brittany may be gathered from an isolated fact.
So late as 1872 two-thirds
of the inhabitants
of the IUo and
Vilaine
could neither
read nor write.
It remained
for the
Third Republic
to remove
eighteen years schools have
department
just named
eight hundred alone2

this stigma,
and within
the last
sprung up in all directions.
The

numbered

in 1884

between

seven

and

t See M. H. Baudrillart, "Revue des Deux Mondes," 15th Oct. and
15th Nov., 1884.
2 During the year spent by the present writer in Western France
0875-6), the following announcement often met the eye at Nantes:
"Ecrivain publique, 10 centimes par lettre."
Women servants who
could read, much less write, were then an exception.
The free night_chools opened by the municipal council rendered infinite sere'ice before
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Agricultural
progress has been more rapid.
Rotation
crops
and four-course
farming
have
long superseded
the ruinous
method of sowing the same crops, generally buckwheat
or oats,
for several years in succession,
followed
by an equally long
period of fallow.
Arthur Young's corner-stone
of good farming,
a fine piece of turnips, may now be seen here as at his native
Bradfield.
Artificial manures and machinery
are used instead
of the dried leaves and antiquated
implements
once in vogue.
Upper Brittany has won for itself the name of the granary of
western France, from its abundance of corn. The Breton breed
of horses and cattle is second to none throughout
the country.
Between the years 1840 and 1880 upwards of 400,000 hectares
of wastes have been brought under cultivation,
and the process
of clearing goes steadily on.
To many causes are due this transformation
of a region so
long stationary.
Foremost stands the great agricultural
college
of Grand Jouan, near Nozay, in the Loire Infdrieure, founded
in 1830.
Our Suffolk farmer sighed for such an institution,
and predicted the advantages
that would accrue generally from
training
schools of practical
and theoretic
agriculture.
Such
schools, alike on a large or modest scale, the latter called fermedcole, are now scattered
all over France, Grand Jouan, pre.
cursor of the rest, still retaining
pre-eminence.
Its object is
twofold:
firstly, to form good farmers,
gardeners,
land-surveyors,
and agricultural
chemists;
secondly,
to develop the
progress of agriculture
by the introduction
of the newest machinery and the most improved
methods,
by farming high, in
fact, for the benefit of outsiders.
The cm_rieulum occupies two
years and a half; day students, many of whom belong to the
peasant class, are received
at a cost of two hundred francs
yearly.
"It is Grand Jouan that teaches us to farm," remarked
a
tenant
farmer of the
1875, when showing,

neighbourhood
with no little

to the present writer in
pride, a field of turnips

grown upon a layer of bone phosphate.
The spread of railways, the creation of roads and other fa.
cilities of communication,
must be taken into account, also the
the passing of the great edacational act of 1886. At the School Board
election, Hastings, 1889, many voters could neither read nor write!
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great advantages
enjoyed by Brittany
in respect of climate.
Man-hellas and camellias flourish out of doors all the year round
at Nantes, and arrived at St. Pol de Ldon (Finist_re)
in November, the tourist finds the soft air and warm sunshine
of the
south.
The fruit and vegetahles
of Roseoff and other equally
favoured spots produce sums that would have appeared fabulous
• a few years ago, much more in Arthur Young's time. _ The
: strawberries
of Plougastel
alone bring an annual return of half
a million
francs.
These market
gardens,
varying in extent
i from two or three to twenty-five
hectares, are the property of
::"peasant owners, hut here as elsewhere
a great variety of land
tenure is found.
:

M_tayage, whilst existing in the CStes du Nord and the Loire
Infdrieure,
is not regarded with much favour by the Breton.
Tenant farming and ownership
are more congenial
to his somewhat uncompromising
temperament.
The do_a/ne cong_able, 2 a
contract dating from the twelfth century,
and of universal
acceptance
fifty years ago, is now found only in Finist_re
and
the Morbihan.
Nothing
could be simpler than this arrangement--the
owner handing over his land in return for a small
rent, the farmer becoming
possessor of outbuildings,
if erected
at his expense, stock and crops, both parties being at liberty to
separate under certain conditions,
one of which was the reimbursement
of outlay.
It will easily be seen that such a system
would work well whilst the land possessed
little value and
capital was scarce.
to be found in what

Nevertheless,
the domai_e cong_able is still
we may well call a land of survivals.
Two

of these unfortunately
form a serious
stumbling-block
to progress, and seem likely to outlast the picturesque
costumes,
the
old-world
traditions,
even the ancient
speech
of the French
Bretagne.
Beggary and intemperance,
from time immemorial,
have degraded
a population
characterized
by many
sterling
qualities.
So far back as 1536 3 we find severe edicts against
Nevertheless, in the space of five or six years the Revolntioa had
quadrupled the resources of civilizatlon and enormously developed mate• rial progress throughout the country.--Mignet,
vol. ii., p. 179.
"Congdabte. 'tenure £ domaine congdable, tenure avec facLlltd pour
]e bailleur de congddier "_voloz_tdle preneur, en lui remboursant son amd.
]ioration.'_:Littr6.
See, H. Martb_, vol. viii., p. 273.
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da'unkenness in Brittany, comprised in the celebrated judicial
reforms of Fran?ois I. and his legists.
According to this
Draconian code, for the first offence the punishment was a term
of bread and water diet in prison ; for the second, flogging ; in
case of incorrigibility, loss of ears and banishment.
Orphanages, industrial schools, benefit societies, and other
philanthropic
measures are combating the first evil.
The
second, it is to be hoped, will disappear with the gradual spread
of education and material well-being.
Great is the change that awaits the traveller in sunny, lighthearted, dance-loving Anjou.
The Breton peasant, taciturn,
reserved, yet hospitable, will set before his guest the best his
larder affords--cyder,
lye-bread baked weeks before, hard
cheese, curds and whey ; in Anjou the housewife brings out a
white loaf, fresh butter and jam, wine, even liqueur.
A lady
tourist unaccompanied may safely entrust herself to a Breton
driver.
Throughout the long day's journey across solitary
regions he will never once open his lips unless interrogated.
But the English visitor in an Angevin country-house is soon
regarded as a friend by all the neighbours.
Many and many a
time, the labours in the field over, the merry supper taken out
of doors ended, have I been invited to join the peasant folk in
the joyous round.
Accompanied only by the sound of their
own voices, and needing no other stimulus, for ball-room a
stretch of sward, for illumination the stars, young and old forget the long day's toil and the cares of life in these innocent
Bacchanalia.
Ofttimes the dance would be prolonged till near
midnight, the presence of a stranger apparently adding zest to
the festivity ; but no matter how hilarious the mirth, how openhearted the sense of fellowship, no unseemly jest, no indecorous
word, jars our ears.
" Maine and Anjou," writes our traveller, "have the appearance of deserts," and he goes on to note one feature of the
com_try which even in our own time is apt to convey an idea of
poverty.
Throughout the department
of the Maine and Loire,
formed from the ancient Anjou, may still be seen those cavedwellings or Troglodyte villages which astonished
Arthur
Young a century ago, ready-made habitations hollowed out of
the tufa or yellow calcareous rock abounding in the department.
Sometimes in our walks and drives we have the backs of the
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houses towards us, and see only their tall chimneys rising from
behind the hedges. Elsewhere we come upon a vast cave, in shape
like an amphitheatre, containing half-a-dozen cottages or human
bun'ows, crops and fruit4rees flourishing overhead. But already
in 1875 the darkest and most comibrtless subterranean chambers
had been abandoned, and on revisiting the country fourteen
years later, I found neat, new dwellings everywhere springing
up, the homes of peasant farmers built by themselves.
In the
commune of St. Georges des Sept Voles I visited several new
houses constructed at a cost varying from _80 to ._'2,50,in every
ease most of the work being achieved by the owner.
One
well-to-do peasant was building for himself an eight-roomed
house, or what in England would oven be called _ villa, with
flower-garden in front, parlour, kitchen, and offices on the
ground flour, above, four airy bedrooms.
In the Maine and Loire the land is much divided, very few
farms consist of a hundred hectares, by far the larger proportion
of three or four only, or cIoserles. Yet between the years 1833
and 1870 _ the value of land showed a rise of 50 per cent., and
since that period progress has been far more rapid. The creation
of roads and railways,the use of artificial manures and machinery,
the cross-breeding of stock, had in 1862 given the Maine and Loire
the fourth rank among French departments, whilst in 1880 it
stood first as a corn-producing country.
Wine, corn, and fruit
are largely exported, and the slate quarries of Angers, the linen
manufactories of Choler, employ thousands of hands, and bring
in vast revenues, the latter in 1869 reaching the total of fifteen
million francs.
The desert that saddened Arthur Young's eyes may now be
described as a land of Goshen, overflowing with milk and honey.
The peasant wastes nothing and. spends little;
he possesses
stores of home-spun linen, home-made remedies, oil, vinegar,
_honey, cyder, wine of his own producing,
So splendid the
climate, so rich _e soil, that the poorest eats asparagus, green
peas, and strawberries every day when in season, and, as everyone owns crops, nobody pilfers his neighbour.
The absolute
'_security of unguarded possessions is one advantage of peasant
i See "M_moires de la Socidtg Iadustrielle de Maine et Loire,"
also E. R_clus, "G_ographie de la France."
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property, %he absence of pauperism, another. Each commune
charges itself with the maintenance of its sick or aged poor,
provided no members of their own family are able to undertake
the duty. The hatefulness of dependence and the strong inducements to thrift held out by secure possession of the land,
render these public burdens comparatively light. As a rule only
intemperance or an accumulation of misfortunes reduce the
French peasant to accept alms.
The third journey covers an enormous area, and takes our
traveller into regions widely divergent both in respect of scenery,
population, and resources. He begins with Champagne, traverses
Alsace-Lorraine, as the forfeited departments of the Upper and
Lower Rhine are now called, makes his way through the Jura,
Bur_,_undy,the :Bourbonnais, Auvergne, obtains a glimpse of the
RhOne valley, visits the Papal state of Avignon and the Corot6
de Nice, familiar in these days as the Riviera, at the time he
wrote, an appanage of Savoy.
It is curious that, although fully recognizing the existence of
peasant owners and, as has been seen, rendering ample justice
to their thrift and laboriousness, he never seems to have inspected any of the tiny holdil_gs passed on the road. Probably
the poor people, humiliated by want and all kinds of wretchedness, would have resented such an intrusion, feeling, in Scriptural phrase, "Verily to see the poverty of the land art thou
come." In our own day nothing flatters the flourishing farming folk of the Seine and Marne more than the visit of an inquiring stranger.
They are never too busy to be courteous, and
the curious in agriculture need not hesitate to put a string of
questions.
What a contrast is presented by that recorded conversation with a peasant woman of Mars-la-Tour (_feurthe and
Moselle) and chance acquaintance made with a housewife of
eastern France at the present time I
Arthur Young describes his interlocutor as miserably clad,
bent with toil, and although youthful, wealqng a look of age,
whilst the story she poured out, was one of hopeless struggle
and unmitigated hardship.
The farmeress of the rich cheesemaking country of Brie en Champagne still works hard, drives
to market with her eggs and butter, and even upon occasions
lends a hand in the harvest field. But on Sundays and holidays
her neat cotton dress is exchanged for a fashionable toilett_ ;
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her children

receive

a liberal

education;
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when

her daughters

marry, they have a dowry of several thousand
pounds. _ With
beaming
satisfaction
and genuine hospitality
she welcomes
an
English visitor, offering new milk or cordials, delighted
to show
her household
stores of linen,
her dairy aml poultry
yard.
Upon one occasion, after a long ramble amid the cornfields and
vineyards
near Couilly (Seine and Marne), I entered the shop of
a village baker, and asked for a roll.
The mistress
very kindly
invited me into her back parlour, brought
out excellent
bread,
Brie cheese, the pleasant
wine of the country, refusing payment.
Hospitable
instincts
are fostered by prevailing
ease and wellbeing.
The little towns of this department
all possess public
baths, personal cleanliness
is a noteworthy
feature, and beggary
is nil.
Here, however, we have under consideration
one of the
wealthiest agricultural
alone at the Meaux

populations
of France--the
sale of cheese
market
reaches
the sum of six or seven

million francs yearly. :Fruit and vegetables
are largely exported,
the village cur_, as well as his parishioners,
adding to income
by the sale of pears and greengages.
" You have come only just
in time, ladies," said the vicaire of one of these villages to myself and friends, bent on making a purchase,
during the summer
of 1878;
"almost
all my greengages
are ordered
for the
English
market.
/khl
those English,
those English,
they
monopolize
everything:
our best fruit,
and the island
of
Cyprus."
The rich red rose, erroneously
called Provence rose, was in
reality introduced here by the Crusaders, but no longer forms an
article of commerce.
Provins, ancient capital of La Brie, from
which the rose derived its name, is as picturesque
a town as any
in the country.
The popularity enjoyed by Arthur Young on the other side of
La _Ianche
need not astonish
us.
Yet one passage of these
Travels can but raise painful reflection
in every conscientious
and pa_triohc mind.
Nothing
can be more painful
to ardent
sympathizers
with France and French character
than a sojourn
in Alsace-Lorraine.
The son'owful,
indeed agonized clinging of
born Alsatians

to the mother-country,

once wimessed,

can never

I have heard of one rich farmer's daughter of this district receiving
a million of francs, £40_000, as her marriage portion.
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be forgotten.
But who is able to read the following passage by
an English traveller in the Rhine provinces just a hundred years
ago, without some change of feeling _m
"In Saverne,"
writes Arthur Young in 1789, "I found myself
to all appearances
in Germany.
Looking at a map of France
and reading histories
of Louis XIV. never threw his conquest or seizure of Alsace into the light which travelling
into it
did ; to cross a great range of mountains ; to enter a level plain
inhabited
by a people totally distinct and different from that of
France, with manners,
language,
ideas, prejudices
and habits
all different, made an impression
of the injustice and ambition
of such a conduct much more forcible than ever reading had
done; so much more powerful
are things than words."
Nowa-days, if you question
a blue-eyed,
fair-haired,
square-built
peasant girl of Alsace-Lorraine
as to her origin, she will glance
round
shyly
to assure
herself
that there are no unfriendly
listeners,
and proudly
reply in the tongue of her primitive
ancestors,
recently the conquerors
of the fatherland,
"Ich bin
FranzSslsch
geboren"
(I am French by birth).
_Vhen spending
an autumn in Alsace.Lorraine
five years ago, I found Mulhouse
still a French town in every respect but name. " Nous sommes
plus Franqais que lea Franqais " (we are more French than the
French themselves)
was the universal
sentiment
of rich and
poor expressed without reserve in English hearing.
A system
of repression only to be compared to the Russian rule in Poland,
and wholesale
immigration
of born Prussians,
is gradually
forcing a hated nationality
upon this population
so susceptible
and so warm-hearted,
uniting the graces of the French character
with the sturdy qualities of the Teuton.
Thrice unhappy
Alsace I In the position
of a beautiful
and
richly-dowered
orphan--alike
the darling and the prey of one
jealous foster-parent
after another--the
ill-fated country seems
doomed to perpetual
disenchantment
and betrayal;
her affec.
tions no sooner firmly implanted
than they are torn up by the
bleeding roots.
Of Franche-Comt_
not much is seen, the traveller's
plans
being disalTanged
by local disturbances.
He does, however,
pass through the departments of the Doubs and the Jura, formed
from the ancient domain of Mary of Burgundy.
Here, again,
we who know evjry inch of the road are struck by what at first
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appears an unaccountable
omission.
No reference is made to
: the numerous village
industries
which now characterize
the
eountlT, not only from the economist's
point of view, but also
• adding peculiar features to the landscape.
In the remotest
": valley of the Jura, breaking the solitude of pine forests, mingling
their din with the roar of mountain
torrents,
is now heard the
• sound of mill-wheels
and steam hammers,
tall factory chimneys
not a little detracting
from scenery inimitably
described
by
Ruskin.
Whilst the majority of the inhabitants
lead a pastoral
! life, and cheese-making
is eal_ied on everywhere, hardly a ham: let but possesses its special manufactory
or handicraft.
Turnery
and wood-carving
at St. Claude, gem polishing
at Septmoncel
and Oyonnax, clock and spectacle
making
at Morez, _ employ
} thousands of hands ; whilst among exports of lesser importance
._ figure wadding, gum, clock cases, bottles, and baskets.
Many
• of these trades are pursued by the craftsman
at home and on
•. his own account.
Hours ahke both pleasant
and profitable
have I spent in these cottage ateliers, chatting with my hosts as
they worked, the clean little room opening on to a _iny garden,
the baby and the kitten sporting in the sun.
The wood-carvers
are veritable
artists, and their elegantly
carved pipe-stems
find their way to the remotest corners of the
earth.

'
'
;
i

Diamond polishing
and turnery were carried on in the Jura
several centuries
ago.
For the most part, however,
village
industries, as well as village schools, were ignored by Arthur
Young, because they did not exist.
When, in 1789, he passed
within a few miles of the marvellously
placed little cathedral
city of St. Claude, the all-puissant
count-bishop,
inheritor of the
rich abbey and its seigneurial
dependencies,
had only just been
compelled to enfranchise
his forty thousand
serfs.
These bondservants of a Christian prelate, whose cause the so-called atheist
Voltaire
had pleaded
magnanimously
in vain,
were up to
that _nne mainmortable--that
is to say, if childless, they had

no power to bequeath their l_roperty, which accrued to the
This lu_terie resolves itself' into a scientific study of noses !--alongnosed nation requiring one kind of spectacles, a short-nosed people an
other, and so on. A pair of spectacles can be made here for three haltpence.
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The country was not without resources, but its revenues did
not enrich the tiller of the soil. From early times the white
wines of the Jm'a were celebrated throughout France. "I have
some wine of Arbois in my cellar," wrote the gay Gascon,
Henry IV., to the Duke de Mayenne on their reconciliation,
"and I send you two bottles which I think you will not
dislike."
The pretty little town of Arbois is worth visiting, not only for
the sake of tasting its matchless wine, hut also for its scenery-the valley of the Cuisance is indeed a corner of Eden. The soil
is poor and the land minutely subdivided in the Jura, yet the
condition of the peasant is now one of comparative ease and
entire independence.
Both morally and intellectually these
mountaineers rank high among the rural population of France.
An excellent notion of the mental capacitms of the small landowners may be obtained by attending a sitting of the Juge de
Paix. The skill and readiness with which they state their
cause and act the part of their own advocate are remarkable.
For the most part the quarrels among neighbours
arise from contested boundaries; the judge, after patiently
hearing both sides of the question, settles matters for once
and for all by v_siting the spot, and in person fixing the
landmarks.
The villages of the Doubs, especially Ornans, home of the
painter Courbet, so picturesquely placed, are also active centres
of industry : kitsch, fabricated from cherries of local renown,
absinthe, tiles, nails, wire, are largely manufactured, to say
nothing of the Gruyere cheese, the staple product of Franche
Corot& The Revolution in a few years metamorphosed entire
regions. From this period dates the famous watch-making commerce of Besan_on. Introduced by the Convention in 1793, it is
now carried on so extensively that out of every hundred watches
manufactured in France, eighty-six come from the chef-lieu of
the Doubs.
In 1880 the number of hands thus employed
reached a total of 46,000. The Bisontin watchmaker often
works on his own account ; and here, as at Ch_.teauroux in the
Indre, is witnessed a striking example of thrift among the
artizan class. !_Iany of these working watchmakers contrive by
dint of extreme laboriousness and economy to purchase a vineyard or garden in the suburbs. They build a summer-house, or

[
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even chltlet, and with wives and children there spend Sundays
and holidays amid their fruit and flowers.
From Franche Comt_ our traveller reaches Burgundy and the
Bourbonnais. In the neighbourhood of Autun (SaSne and Loire)
he tells us that he looked for fat farmers, and found only
starving m_tayers.
The department is neither pre-eminent in
the matter of agriculture nor of social advance, yet it is a sight
now-a-clays to see "the fat farmers" at the September fair of
Autun. From early morning they pour into the town, some in
gigs or hooded carriages, with wife and children, others on foot,
and the greater number driving their cattle--the splendid white
oxen known as the Morvan breed. These peasant farmers wear
under the blue blouse shining broad cloth, and betake themselves at midday to the first hotel in the place, there to enjoy
the table d'hSte breakfast ; but no sooner is business over, without losing a moment, untempted by fireworks and other entertainments, all set off homewards.
Such experiences enable us
to understand the stability and solid wealth of the French
farmer. He is not above work, and does not disdain the
unitbrm of labour.
The same strict attention to daily concerns is seen on the
occasion of a general election.
Just before attending one of
these cattle fairs of Autun I happened to be staying at St.
Honor_-les_Bains, in the adjoining department of the Ni_vre,
when an election took place.
The peasant farmers, although
the day was Sunday, performed their electoral duties with the
utmost despatch, and returned to their homes.
Much of the scenery of this part of France has an English
look. We see fields set round with lofty hedges, winding lanes,
sweeps of gorse and heather, alternately recalling Devonshire
and Sussex. Here are found tenant farms, large properties
cultivated by their owners, small holdings parcelled out among
the peasants and mdtairies.
It was inevitable that a traveller in Arthur ¥oung's time
should miss many objects of striking interest on the way. The
first itinera_,'ies of France seem to have been inspired by the
Englishman's example_I
allude to the voluminous works of
Millin and Vaysse de Villiers published in the early part of the
present century ; the departmental system had not as yet created
a French map, or_ in the strict acceptance of the word, French
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geography.
Axch_eology
was a dead letter, and very little
interest
was felt, even by educated people, in the scenery or
curiosities
of their native land.
Thus he halted at Auray, and
there was no one to point out the great stone avenues of Carnac
and the dolmens
of Locmariakor;
he passed through Alsace,
ignoring the famous shrine and grandiose site of St. Odille, extolled by Goethe in his poetic reminiscences.
Arrived at Autun,
he was within easy reach of Arallon, so nobly towering over the
beautiful
valley of the Cousin, and of the abbey church of
V_z(_lay, unique in splendour
and of unique renown.
Here,
too, he was on the threshold of the little Celtic kingdom of the
Morva_u, where village communism,
as existing among
patriarchal tribes, remained in force till our own day, and where the
stalwart husbandman
still throws over his shoulder the Gallic
sagum, or short cloak, worn by the contemporaries
of Vercingetorix.
The last village commune _'as broken up in 1848.
The
inhabitants
of this most picturesque,
but unproductive,
country
depend largely on industrial earnings, many migrating to Paris
and other to_'ns, and there pursuing various trades during part
of the year.
The curious "flottago
h bfiches perdues," or floating of loose logs, a speciality
of the Morvan,
gives work to
thousands
of men, women, and children at certain seasons.
A wretched village occupied the site of the world-famous
ironfoundries
of Le Crcusot, when Arthur Young journeyed from
Autun to Nevers in 1789.
These works, now covering a superficies of three hundred acres, and employing
ten thousand hands,
have developed into a town almost tripling the respective populations of the above-mentioned
towns, chefs-lieux
of the SaSne
and Loire and the l_i5vre.
From "the mild, healthy, and pleasant
plains of the BOUro
bonnets,"
he passed into Auver_,ne, obtaining a glimpse of "the
rich TJimagne," of which Mr. Barbara Zincke has given us an
exhaustive
account.
The Yelay is rapidly traversed, and the
chateau of Polioonac visited, already deserted by its owners, the
thankless prot_g4s of Louis XVI. and Marie Antoinette.
From
its ruined battlements
and prison towers, the tourist now beholds a heart-quickening
scene of rural ease and smiling fertility;
far and wide the beautifully
cultivated
plain, with its varied
crops, not one inch of land wasted, the whole forming a brilliant
l)atehwork of green fields and yellow corn, whilst dotted here

:
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and there
_ herds.

are neat

little

homesteads
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and pasturing

flocks

and

From Le Puy, chef-lieu
of the Haute-Loire,
in spite of
: wretched inns and troublous
times, ,_Iont_limar
on the RhSne
is reached, at that time belonging to Dauphin6, in our own, cheflieu of the Dr6me.
Here he describes "mountains
covered with
chestnuts and various
not waste or volcanic,

articles of cultivation,
which in districts
are waste, or in a great measure useless."

Until the ravages of the phylloxera,
the choicer vineyards of the
DrSme sold at the rate of 60,000 francs the hectare ; but the
manufactures
of Crest and Romans
now constitute
the chief
wealth
_-:{

_:
°
._

_,
•
•

of this department.

lqext

he visits

Avignon

and

the

country

of Venaissin,

de-

scribed as "one of the richest districts in the kingdom,"
and
followed by a picture of Vaucluse no traveller has as yet surpassed.
It was not till two years later, be it remembered,
that
the Papal state of Avignon and the little Cnmt_ Venaissin were
incorporated
into French territory at the request of the inhabirants, forming, with the principality
of Orange and a portion of
Provence,
the department
of Vaneluse.
The supersession
of
madder by chemical dyes, and the phylloxera have of late years
greatly diminished
the revenues
of this wealthy region, which,
if visited in summer, almost persuades the stranger that he is in
the East.
lqothing can be more Oriental than the veteran figtrees, the peach orchards, the olive groves, all veiled with finest
white dust beneath a burning blue sky.
Here may be said to end Arthur Young's survey of France on
the eve of the Revolution,
an enterprise
altogether original, and
carried out under extraordinary
circumstances.
_,'e need not
feel astonishment
at the great popularity
enjoyed by his work on
the other side of the Channel.
Whilst many fairly educated
English
folk have never so much as heard the author's name,

:

it is familiar to every schoolboy in France.
The Suffolk squire's
scathing
summing-up
of the ancien r_gime,
"Whenever
you
stumble upon a grand seigneur, even one that is worth millions,
you a_e sure to find his property desert," is cited in the elementary histories
for public schools approved by the minister
of
education.
_'hilst,
moreover,
]_nglish
students
have been
hitherto compelled
to resort to the British Museum
or wait
long

and

patiently

for an expensive

copy

of these

Travels

to
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turn up at a secondhand
bookseller's,
unabridged
edition after
edition has appeared in paris. _
Arthur Young did not hesitate
to tell his French readers
some blunt home-truths,
apparently
taken in excellent temper;
his journal must be described, for all that, as one long, graceful
acknowledgment
of courtesies
and hospitalities,
recorded in an
age when anything
like international
friendship
was rare indeed.
The book has greater claims upon French
sympathy.
In
spite of certain reservations,
it is a vindication
of peasant property and the Revolution,
the two cardinal points of French
belief.
From the first page to the last, he sets down the abject
wretchedness
of the people and the stagnant condition of trade
and commerce to bad government.
But another adage of our
"wise and honest traveller,"
his famous axiom, " The magic of
property turns sands to gold," equally with improved administration, must account for the contrasted picture that now meets
our view.
By the light of after-events he was led to modify his
ideas concerning
the establishment
of a democracy in France.
But he had already given his experiences
to the world;
he
could not undo the effect of his published work, and the observations summed up in his final chapter, to quote a great living
critic, were " a luminous
criticism of the most important
side
of the 1Revolution, worth a hundred times more than Burke,
Paine, and Macintosh
all put together.
Young afterwards
became panic-stricken,
but his book remained.
There the writer
enumerates
without trope or invective
the intolerable
burdens
under which the great mass of the French people had for long
years been groaning.
It was the removal of those burdens that
made the very heart's core of the Revolution,
and gave to
France that new life which so soon astonished
and ten'ified
Europe."

2

Into Arthur

Young's

services

to agriculture

we have no space

1 Twenty thousand copies were printed by order of the Convention,
and distributed gratuitously in every commune.
" Co que," dit le
Ministre de l_lnt_rieur_ Garat_ "oontribua rapidement et sensiblement
mdtamorpho_er les eailloux des collines en vignes fdeondes, et les plaines
abandonndes A ]a tourte en gros p_tturages.'--Garat,
Mdmoires, sur la
Rdrolution, Paris, 1794.
2 ,, Burke,"

by John Morley (" English Men of Letters "), p. 162.
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• to enter here.
They have been briefly indicated
by the brllhunt, but all too rapid, historian
of the English people.
"The
numerous
enclosure
bills," writes Mr. Green, "which
began
with the reign of George the Second, and especially
marked
" that of his successor, changed
the whole face of the country.
Ten thousand
square miles of untilled
land have been added,
"'_ under their operation, to the area of cultivation,
while in the
:. tilled land itself the production
had been more than doubled
_' by the advance of agriculture,
which began with the travels
• and treatises of Mr. Arthur Young."
His claims are not only those of a foremost agriculturist,
an
_, indefatigable
promoter of the arts of peace, a citizen of the
_; world in the widest acceptation
of the name.
He had pondered
., long and deeply on those social and political
problems
that
occupy thinkers
of our own day.
Eminently
practical, he yet
'. indulged from time to time in the loftiest idealism.
" Why
4 may not the time come," he writes in an early work, "when
the whole world shall be in a state of knowledge,
elegance, and
peace?"
Scattered
throughout
his writings
we find, side by
side with a statesmanlike
grasp of facts, veritable
flashes of
'_i inspiration,
a deep philosophical
.: of human progress. _
-:
:

insight

into the possibilities

i In one of his private note-books Arthur Young writes that the
manuscript of the French Travels went through a most careful process of
excision before being submitted to the printer. He adds, "I am strongly
of opinion that if nine-tenths of other writers would do the same thing,
their performance would be so much the better, for one reads very few
quartos that would not be improved by reducing to octavo."
Another interesting fact recorded is the item _,f expenditure. The first
journey, lasting just upon six months, cost £118 15s. 2d. The second
journey, of eighty-elght
days, cost just £61, or at the rate of fourteen
shillings a day, about the sum an economical traveller would speed in
]_rance at the present time_ obtaining naturally much more comfort for
his money,
Readers of Arthur Young will do well to consult the reports of the
Admini,_ration
of Agriculture
in France, 1785-7, recently published
with notes by M_I. Pigeonneau and De Foville, whilst the work of the
latter on the subdivision of land, "Le Morcellement," Paris, 1885, is a
mine of information conveyed in a most interesting manner.

_l'y warm tI_anks are due to Mr. and ]_frs. Arthur
Young,
grandson
and granddaughter-in-law
of the great agrieulturis_
without whose kind assistance
the followivg memoir could not
have been written.
The materials were p]accd at my disposal
whilst enjoying
the hospitalify
of Bradfield
Hall, the modem
mansion occupying the site of Arthtn" Young's old home.
I also beg to express my indebtedness
to 1_. Paul Joanne,
and other obliging correspondents,
:French and :English.

.:
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: _RTHUR
YOUNG was born Sept. 11, 1741, at Whitehalh
• x but this accident of birthplace
does not deprive Suffolk ot
a distinguished
son.
His home from the first, as it remained
throughout
the greater
part of his life, was Bradfield
Hall, of
,_ Bradfield.Combust,
nc.ar Bury St. Edmunds,
a property
held
by the Young family since 1620.
He was the youngest
son of
the Reverend
Dr. Arthur
Young,
Prebendary
of Canterbury
: Cathedral,
chaplain to Arthur Onslow, Speaker of the House of
• Commons,
and rector of Bradfield,
and of Lucretia,
born, de
Coussmaker,
a lady of Dutch extraction,
whose family accompanied William III. to England.
Mr. Speaker Onslow and the
Bishopof Bristol stood sponsors for the boy, appropriate
inauguration of a life destined
to be spent in the best company.
From
his father, an extremely
handsome
man six feet in stature, and
the author of a learned
work commended
by Voltaire,
he inherited
good looks, a striking
presence,
and literary
facility;
• from his mother,
an inordinate
craving
for knowledge,
and
• conversational
powers of a high order.
He describes her as very
• amiable and cheerful, fond of conversation,
for which she had a
talent, and a great reader on a variety of subjects.
She brou.-ht
her husband
a very large dowry, and no inconsiderable
portion
of this handsome
jointure
seems to have been swallowed
up in
the speculations
of her son, one of the greatest agriculturists
and
least successful practical
farmers who ever lived.
We can easily understand
Arthur Young's
love of rural life
and keeh appreciation
of scenery,
after a visit to Bradfield,
reached from Mark's Tey on the Great Eastern Railway.
It is
a sweet spot, in the near neighbourhood
of much of the boau.
tiful country
with which
Gainsborough
has familiarized
us.
Alighting at the quiet little station of Whelnetham,
we follow a
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winding road overhung with lofty elms, that leads to the vil.
lage; or in summer, knee-deep in wild flowers and waving
grasses, we may take a traverse through the meadows, their
lofty hedges a tangle of eglantine and honeysuckle, on every
side stretches of rich pasture, cornfields, and woods.
The
place has a very old-world look ; here and there, between the
trees, peeps a whitewashed cottage, _-ith overhanging thatched
roof, or a farmhouse of equally rustic appearance, very little
modernization having taken place in these regions,
_:he Suff,_lk farmer, as Arthur Young modestly calls himself,
was in reality a country squire.
His old home has been replaced by a Gothic mansion, but nothing can he more squirarehal
than the well-wooded park, ornamental water with its swans,
Queen Anne's garden and statcly avenues, leading to church
and lodge, which remain as they were in his own time. Opposite the gates of Bradfield Hall stands the village ale-house, no
quainter, more antiquated hostelry in rural _ngland.
Between
park and village, consisting of church, rectory-house,
and a
dozen cottages, lies the broad, elm-hordered road leading to
the railway station. This is the old London coach road followed
by our traveller when setting forth on his :French travels a
hundred years ago, enterprises regarded by his family mad as
those of Don Quixote himself.
Entrancin_ as were these adventuresome journeys, we can
fancy with what pleasure he hailed the first glimpse of Bradfield on returning home safe and sound from one expedition
after another.
As happens with so many men of genius, Arthur Young owed
little to schools or schoolmasters.
He was first sent to the
grammar school at Lavenham_that
exquisitely clean, picturesque village, with its noble cathedral_no
other name befits
the church--lying between Sudbury and _Vhelnetham.
"I was sent to this school," he writes, " m order to learn the
Latin and Greek ]anguages, wi_h the addition of receiving
instruction in writing and arithmetic, taught by a man who
attended every day for that purpose; but whether from my
being a favourite of his, or having my attention too much
affected by frequent visits to Bradfield, I afterwards found myself so ill-grounded in those languages, that for some time before
lea_'ing school I found it necessary to give much attention to
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recover lost time.
My mother soon bought me a little while
pony, which was sent every Saturday
to bring me home, and
though the plan was that of returning
every Monday morning,
yet the weather or some other circumstance
would often occasion
delays, not a little injurious.
The latter part of the time I had
a pointer and a gun, and went out with the master.
I had also
a room to myself and a neat collection
of books,
and I remember beginning to write a history of England,
thinking that
I could make a good one out of several other_.
How early began
my literary
folliesl
I seemed to have a natural propensity
to
writing books."
Pretty well this for a boy of nine or ten _ ALl
readers
of the " Travels
in France " will remember
Arthur
¥oung's
love of music and the drama.
an early age those tastes were fostered.

His diary shows at what
In his thirteenth
year,

he tells us, he is taken to London, sees Garrick in tragedy, and
hears the Messiah.
Another
characteristic,
equally familiar to
us, is his deep admiration
of personal beauty, and his delight in
the society of graceful, attractive
women.
This, too, we find a
feature of his somewhat
precocious
boyhood.
"What
commanded
more of my attention,"
he writes, "was
a branch
of learning
very different
from Greek:
it was the
lessons I received
from a dancing-master,
who came over once
a week fi'om Colchester
to teach the boys, and also some young
ladies.
Two of these in succession
made terrible havoc with my
heart.
The first was a Miss Betsey Harrington,
a Lavenham
grocer's daughter, who was admitted
by all who saw her to be
truly beautiful."
On quitting Lavenham,
his destiny remained
for a moment
undecided.
His father wished him to be sent to Eton, and
thence to one of the Universities.
His mother
opposed the
scheme, and he was apprenticed,
with a premium of _600, to a
mercantile
firm at Lynn,
Ite wrote of this resolve in a strain
of regret those who come after him cannot share. Itad paternal
influence
prevailed, he tells us, his life might have been very
different.
Originality
is nowhere more refreshing than in the
Church.
It is pleasant to fancy Arthur Young a bishop.
But
what other pen would have given us that inimitable
picture of
rural France on the eve of the great Revolution?
_rho else
would have
home _' _,

fought

so vahantly

the

cause

of the

farmer

_t
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"Every
circumstance,"
he tells us, "attending
this new
situation was most detestable to my feelings, till I effected an
improvement by hiring a lodging, surrounding myself with
books, and becoming acquainted with a Miss Robertson, the
daughter of the elder partner. She was of a pleasing figure,
with fine black, expressive eyes; danced well, and performed on
the harpsichord, as she received instructions from Mr, Burney
(Dr. Burney, the author of 'The History of Music '), then a
person in the highest estimation for his powers of conversation
and agreeable manners." In these interesting reminiscences he
speaks of the great foppery prevailing in dress--a weakness
from which he was not himself exempt, as the vivacious Fanny
Burney will tell us by-and-by. His extraordinary--we are almost tempted to say abnormal--energy
becomes apparent in
these early days. The future author of a history of agriculture
in ten folio volumes was already busy with the pen, writing
pamphlets 4,On the Theatre of the Present War in America," and
kindred topics, for each of which he received the value of ten
pounds in books--an arrangement between publisher and literary
aspirant that might, perhaps, be judiciously followed in these
days.
In 1759, being just twenty, he left Lynn, "without education,
pursuits, profession, or employment," he writes despondingly.
His father died during the same year.
Somewhat later, whilst
at Bristol recruiting from illness, his skill in chess.playing
attracted the attention of a military authority, who offered him
a commission in a cavalry regiment.
If we could ill have
spared Arthur Young for the Church, still more should we have
begrudged him to the army.
A_ain his mother interfered, and
posterity owes her a debt of gratitude.
Instead of exchanging
bullets and sabre thrusts with his French neighbours, Arthur
Young was now destined to the more pacific international giveand-take of roots and seeds. He became from that time a
farmer.
"I was absolutely destitute of all means of advancement in
,my path of life that promised an independent support.
So
situated, I could hardly fail of following the maternal advice, to
try what farming could do. I rented a small farm of my
mother's, and farmed from 1763 to 1766. Having taken a
second farm that was in the hand8 of a tenant, I gained some
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knowledge, but not much; and the painful effect was to con.
vince me that, to understand the business in any perfection, it
was necessary to continue my exertions for many years. And
the circumstance, perhaps, of all others in my life which I most
deeply regretted, and considered as a sin of the blackest dye, was
my publ/shing the result of my experiences during these four
years, which, speaking as a farmer, was nothing but ignorance,
folly, presumption, and rascality. The only use which resulted
from these years was to enable me to view the farms of other
men with an eye of more discrimination than I could possibly
have done without that practice. It was also the occasion of
my going on the Southern Tour in 1767, the Northern Tour in
1768, and the Eastern in 1770, extending through much the
greater part of the kingdom ; and the execution of these tours
was considered by all who read them (and they were very generally read) to be of most singular utility to the general agriculture of the kingdom."
It will not escape observation that these jottings of old age,
interesting at they are, err on the side of redundancy and
epexegesis. We wholly miss the vivacity, terseness, and vigour
of the French Travels.
At twenty-four he married Miss Martha Allen, of Lynn,
sister to Fanny Burney's stepmother. The marriage brought
him an enviable connection--troops of friends, a passport into
brilliant circles, but no fireside happiness.
The lady was
evidently of a captious disposition, shrewish temper, and narrow
sympathies. "I wonder how he could ever marry her I" wrote
the quick-sighted author of "Evelina."
On the other hand, a
generous woman might, perhaps, have had some ground for
jealousy. A few years later Ar_ur Young became famous.
Courted by the great, a conspicuous figure in society, handsome,
witty, versatile, he certainly found a London salon more to his
taste than a dull farmhouse--a day's outing with the Burneys
more congenial than heavy land.farming in wet weather.
"Last night," writes Fanny, in the gossipy, ecstatic, invaluable journal of girlhood, "while Hetty, Susey, and myself
were at tea, that lively, charming, spirited _ l_fr. Young entered
the room. Oh, how glad we were to see him t He was in extremely good spirits." Later she adds : "Well, but now for our
I The three adjectivesseem to be an iaterpolationof a later date.
©
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Greeilwich
party.
Talking of happiness, sensibility,
and a total
want of feeling, my mamma said, turning to me, ' Here's a girl
will never be happy, never whilst she lives, for she possesses,
perhaps, as feeling a heart a_ ever glrl had.'
Some time after,
when we were near the end of our journey, ' And so,' said Mr.
Young, 'my friend Fanny possesses a very feeling heart ?'
He
harped on this some little time, till at last he said he would call
me feeling Fanny ; it was characteristic,
he said, and a good
deal more nonsense, that put me out of all patience, which same
virtue I have not yet sufficiently recovered to recount any more
of our conversation,
charming
as it was."
In the meantime
he was making one disastrous
attempt at
practical
farming
after another,
like a desperate
gamester
doubling
the stakes with every loss.
For a year or two after
his marriage he remained
at Bra_lfield, farming
a copyhold
of
twenty acres, his sole fortune, and eighty more, the property of
his mother.
This experiment
proving a failure, he next hired an oceuoation of three times the size in Essex, which he was glad to b_
rid of in five years' time, paying a premium of ,_100 to the incoming tenant.
His successor, a practical farmer, made a good
deal of money out of the concern, probably as much as Arthur
Young had lost by it, so hampering
to worldly success is the
possession of original ideas !
One of his farms he describes
as "a devouring
wolf," an
epithet
that need not surprise
us when we consider
that he
made 3,000 experiments
on his Suffolk holding alone.
The superstitious
might
see in the pertinacity
with which
l_Irs. Young encouraged
her son's ventures some preternatural
foreshadowing
of his career.
Again and again she advertised
for a farm for him, and nothing
better offering itself, he hired
some land in Hertfordshire,
which ere long he anathematized
as a "hungry
vitriolic gravel, a Nabob's fortune would sink in
the attempt to raise good, arable crops to any extent in such a
country."
One of the most curious incidents
in a career that detractors
might well call Quixotic, is the origin of the famous Engli._h
Tours.
Will it be believed that just as Cervantes'
half-mad
hero set out in search of chivalrous
adventure,
and Dr. Syntax
in soma'oh of the picturesque,
_
thrice-ruined
farmer doter.
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mined to explore the entire country till he could find land thai
would pay ? Whenever he put pen to paper he was successful.
Whenever he turned to experimental farming he almost ruined
himself.
Those narratives of home travel from an agricultural
point of view were a novelty, and also supplied an actual want.
Not onlydld he give a succinct picture of farming as carried on
at that time in various parts of England, but much information
valuable to the general reader.
The three works were largely
sold, yet the author grew poorer and poorer.
In 1770 Fanny Burney gives a vivacious, jaunty picture of
her uncle, as she used to call him. She describes him as most
absurdly dressed for a common visit, being in light blue, embroidered with silver, having a bag and sword, and walking in
the rain. "He was grown all airs and affectation," she adds,
"yet I believe this was put on, for what purpose I cannot tell,
unless it were to let us see what a power of transformation he
possessed."
A year later we have a very different account. "Mr. and
Mrs. Young have been in town for a few days," scribbled the
girl-diarist.
"They are in a situation that quite afflicts me.
Mr. Young, whose study and dependence is agriculture, has
half undone himself by experiments.
His writings upon this
subject have been amazingly well received by the public, and in
his tours through England he has been caressed and assisted
almost univel_sally. Indeed, his conversation and appearance
must ever secure him welcome and admiration. But, of late,
some of his facts have been disputed, and though I believe it to
be only by envious and malignant people, yet reports of that
kind are fatal to an author, whose sole credit must subsist on
his veracity. In short, by slow but sure degrees, his fame has
been sported with and his fortune destroyed ....
His children,
happily, have their mother's jointure settled upon them. He
has some thoughts of going abroad, but his wife is averse to it."
A few weeks later she adds, " Mr. Young is not well, and
appears almost overcome with the horrors of his situation; in
fact, he is almost destitute. This is a dreadful trial for him, yet
I am persuaded he will still find some means of extricating
himself from his distresses, at least if genius, spirit, and enterprise can avail."
Bis own diary for thit year contains the following entry:
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"The same unremitting industry, the same anxiety, the uam¢
vain hopes, the same perpetual disappointment, no happiness,
nor anything hke it."
He had indeed reached one of the
aeutest cri_es of his much-tried life ; ruin stared him in the face.
But three months after that last sorrowful mention of her
favourite, Fanny Burney once more strikes s cheerful note.
Mr. Young had dined with her sister and herself, she wrote.
Fortune, she hoped, smiled on him again, for he again smiled
on the world. The originator of three thousand unsuccessful
experiments was hardly the man to lose faith in blmself. If
occasional fits of dejection overtook him, he was ready an hour
after to enter upon a history of agriculture throughout all ages
and in all countries, make gigantic schemes in the interest of
English husbandry, or to hire four thousand acres of Yorkshire
moorland with the intention of turning the wilderness into a
garden. His powers of work, of hoping against hope, of throwing heart and soul into new interests and undertakings, were
phenomenal.
Of the year 1773 he writes: "Labour and sorrow, folly and
infatuation : here began a new career of industry, new hopes,
and never-failing disappointment."
And once more the careless, yet inimitable pen of Fanny Burney gives us, in a few
lines, the catastrophe that had welinigh shipwrecked his life :" I
have had l_tely a very long and very strange conversation with
Mr. Young. We happened to be alone in the parlour, and
either from confidence in my prudence, or from an entire and
unaccountable carelessness of consequences, he told me that he
was the most miserable fellow breathing, and almost d_rect_ said
that his eonnexions made him so, and most vehemently added
that if he was to begin the world again, no earthly thing should
prevail with him to marry ! That now he was never easy but
when he was in a plow-cart, but that happy he could never be.
I am very sorry for him, but _-not wonder."
In June, 1776, after a passage of twenty-four hours, he landed
in Ireland.
His stay did not extend over three years, and
during a part of the time he was occupied in managing Lord
Kingsbury's estate in County Cork. The result, neverthelesj,
wu a survey of the country, and an inquiry into the conditio,,
of the people, which for aoeurtmy, fulness of detail, and acuteneu of ol_rvation,
render it in'_&luable to this day. "Arthur
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Young's Tour in Ireland," wrote Lord Lonsdale to Croker in
1849, "has given me the idea that his views of Ireland were
nearer the truth than any other work."
An accession of fame does not always mean an increase of
fortune, and the future was as hard a problem to the popular
author, now in the prime of life and the fulness of powers, as to
the ambitious stripling of twenty.
On his return from Ireland
he wrote, "I arrived at Bradfield
on the first of January, and
had then full time to reflect upon what should be the pursuit of
my life, and upon what plan I could devise for that fresh
establishment
of myself which should at the same time prevent
any relapse into those odious dependencies
and uncertainties
which from 1771 to 1778 had been the perpetual torment of my
life. Whilst I was hesitating
what plan to follow, an emigration to America
crossed my mind,
and much occupied my
thoughts."
This project was prevented
by his mother's advanced years, and instead
he took up leases on her estate,
gradually
increasing
his occupation
to four hundred
acres.
Henceforth
his home was Bradfield, of which a few years later
he became owner.
"My father," he tells us, "inherited
Bradfleld from his father
Bartholomew
Young, Esq., called Captain from s command in
the militia, and it is remarkable
that with only a part of the
present estate he lived genteelly, and drove a coach and four on
a property which would in the present time only maintain
the
establishment
of a wheelbarrow."
Four children had been born to him, two daughters
and a
son, and after an interval
of thirteen
years, his youngest
and
best.beloved
child, the little girl familiar
to readers
of the
French
Travels.
Whilst
he appears
to have been an affectionate and conscientious
father, all the passionate
depth and
tenderness of his nature were lavished
on this latest born, his
"darling
child," his "lovely
Bobbin."
Her name was Martha,
but her bright, quick ways, rosy complexion,
and dark, vivacious
eyes, ha_ won for her the pet name of Robin, afterwards changed
to Bobbin, and these mentions
of Bobbin in private diaries, little
notes written to her from France, and letters to others concern.
ing her welfare,
This exquisite
amply

show his character
in a new and touching light.
child--for
the adoring praise of her father is

substantiated

by others--was

the supreme

joy and con-
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solation of a llfo often steeped in uncommon bitterness, and
when she died, there went forth a wail from an utterly desolated heart., that moves us to tears after the long lapse of years.
This awful shadow is as yet far off. The existence of his darling corresponded to the most brilliant years oi Arthur Young's
career.
Glancing at the entries made between 1780 and 1787, that is
to say, between the Irish and l:rcneh journeys, we find many a
stirring episode, and much evidence of indefatigable, even
colossal labours, undertaken in a hopeful spirit. Some of these
memoranda are passing humorous: he tells us, for instance,
how whilst at I'ctworih, on a visit to Lord Egremont, he went
into a bath at four o'clock a.m., the thermometer standingbelow
zero, and on coming out walked straight into a shrubbery, and
rubbed himself in the snow to see the effect of cold upon the
body. It had none, he complacently adds, except that of increasing strength and activity.
From another note we learn
that he had been busy on stanzas to a lady.
The year 1783 opens with the project of the "Annals
of
Agriculture," which he calls, as well he might do, one of the
greatest speculations of his life. Literary contributions were
invited from all sides, and. the work was launched under royal
patronage.
Arthur Young not only acted as editor, but wrote
voluminously for its pages. The "Annals " consist of forty-five
quarto volumes, and although much of the information therein
contained has been superseded, they form, in the words of a
competent authority, "a noble addition to any library.
It is
here, as a statesman, that Arthur Young stands pre-eminent.
On questions of home or international trade, on commerce, or
prices, on monopolies, on religious bigotry, on class arrogance
aud insolence, on endowed charities, on the poor laws, on the
law of settlement, on taxation direct and indirect, on bounties
and drawbacks, he knew as much as Cobden, and has written
as wisely. That which his great contemporary Adam Smith
reasoned out, Arthur Young seems to have reached with electric
despatch by instinct."
The "Annals" made a noise in the world ; even Dr. Burney
1 H. Pel], Esq, M.P. See "Arthur Young, agriculturist, author_
"" W. Johnson_Salisbury Square.
and statesman," ' The Farmers' C1uuj
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_Vould he were

_r_x
ten years

younger, he said, he would take Arthur Young's white house
and as much land as he could spare, and enter himself
as his
scholar. From far and near came testimonies
equally flattering,
and from remote quarters of Europe, flocked disciples and pupils

t

to sit at the feet of the modern Varro.
Among those who found
their way to Bradficld were three young Russians, sent by the
"_ Empress Catherine to study farming under his care.
He gives
an amusing account of their examination.
One of the three was
so much awed that he resolutely
refused to open his lips, for
which offence, adds the narrator,
I sincerely
hope he was not
_. sent to Siberia.
Later came the nephew of the Polish ambas"i

sador,
heavy,
dull agriculture,
man, with but
a Tartar
; his
intention "a was
to learn
he madecountenance
poor progress."
The Duke de Liancourt,
that amiable champion
of the Revolu-

:

tion, the President
of the Dijon Parliament--and
other distinguished personages
familiar to readers of the French Travelsalso visited :Bradtlcld.

::

._

In the midst of those multifarious
and engrossing
occupations
the scheme of an agricultural
survey of France was gradually
taking shape in his mind.
Whilst contributing
largely to the
"Annals,"
making
a variety
of experiments
with the aid. of
Priestley,
holding what may be called a professorial
chair in
his own home, he was full of new projects.
In 1784 he had crossed to Calais with his son Arthur,
"just
to say that he had been in France."
In 1787 his friends, the
Duke de Liancourt
and Lazonski,
invited him to join them in a
Pyrenean tour, and the invitation
was accepted.
" This was touching a string tremulous
to vibrate," he writes;
"I had long wished
for an opportunity
to examine
France.
l_Iy darling child, my lovely :Bobbin, I left in perl'ect health,
the rest of my family well and provided
for in every respect as
they had themselves
chalked out, the 'Annals'
lodged in the
hand of a man on whose friendship
and abilities I could entirely
eonfide.'_
In spite of vehement
remonstrances
and agonized
entreaties,
he set out.
" I implore
you to give up this mad
scheme.
Think of your wife and children,"
his brother
had

'_ written, and much more in the same strain, working himself up
'_ into a veritable
frenzy of panic.
An expedition
to Patagonia,
- or a journey round the world, could hardly have inspired this
.0
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timid counsellorwith livelier
terrors. He certainlynever expected to seethe foolhardytraveller
again.
Arthur Young's mother had died two years before,and the
eventisthus noted in hisjournal: " My everdear and venerated
mother died. Happy, happy spirit." During her lifetime,
as
we have seen,he shrank from the notion ofquittingEngland.
It isa curiousand interestingfactthat these French journeys
exactlyrealizeda plan of travel laid down in an earlywork.
If we turn to the lastchapter of that well-written._ndcharacteristic
littlebook, "The Farmer's Letters to the People of
]ZT_gland
" (second edition,1768), we shallfind his own agriculturalsurvey of France anticipated in every point. The
nobilityand men of large fortune travel,he writes,but no
farmers; unfortunatelythose who have thispeculiar and distinguishil_gadvantage, the noble opportunity of benefitting
themselves and their country, seldom inquire or even think
about agriculture. Then followsthe sketch of a farmer'stour
in routes laiddown for his imaginary traveller,
being precisely
those he was himself to follow a decade later.
French F]anders
must be visited, Lorraine
and the adjoining
provinces, Champagne and ]3urgundy.
Then the tour of Franche Comtd and
of the Lyonnais
should be made;
next that of l_ormandy,
Brittany,
Orleannais,
and Anjou.
All the noble improxements
of the Marquis de Turbilly in that province ought to be viewed
with the most attentive eyes.
From Anjou the traveller should
journey through Guisnne
and Languedoc
; next examine Provance--then
enter Danphind,
G_t_cony, and examine the heaths
of Bordeaux ; thence make his way to _pain, and travel towards
t}alicia.
To few of us is granted

in middle

age such entire fulfilment

of the worthiest
aspirations
of youfll.
Little, perhaps, did the
writer foresee that he was himself t,_ be " that wise and honest
traveller,"
who should describe
rural France
on the eve of the
ttevolution,
not only for his own countrymen
and hla own
epoch, but for all Europe and generations
to come.
We are
gratified to find him at TurtnlJy, warmly received by its noble
owner, and inspecting
his farm, as he begged to be allowed to
do, with the oldest surviving
He had left no anxieties
France,

but his heart

labourer of the late marquis.
behind him when setting
out for

iJ ever with

his adored

child.

The fond
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letters he wrote to her in his large, clear, enviable handwriting
have all been preserved.
From Moulins, August 7, 1787, he
writes, Bobbin being then four years old: "I think it high
time to inquire how you do, pass your time, how the Mag
(magpie) does, and the four kitten,s. I hope you have taken
care of them, and remembered your papa wants eats. Do the
flowers grow in your garden? Are you a better gardener than
you used to be ? The Marquis de Guerchy's httle girls have a
little house on a little hill, and on one side a little flower
garden, on the other side a little kitchen garden, which they
manage themselves and keep very clean from weeds. Bobbin
would much like to see it." From Bagn_res de Luchon he
writes to his eldest daughter: "Do not forget to let me know
how Bobbin does. God send her well and free from accidents.
I hope she does not go alone near hedges for fear of snakes."
From Limoges 11e sends many kisses to his dear little Bobbin,
and her sister Mary is to say that he will be sure to bring her
French doll.
We must pass briefly over these rich, happy, dazzling years.
The French Travels obtained all the $clat of a brilliant invention, which indeed, in a literary sense, they may be described.
No one had done the same thing before, and now it was done
to perfection.
The author's name was soon in everybody's
mouth. He received invitations to half-a-dozen courts.
All
the learned societies of Europe and America enrolled him as a
member. His work was translated into a score of languages,
and princes, statesmen, political economists, wits--not only of
his own nationality, but from various parts of the world--paid
a visit to Bradfield.
Among his correspondents and guests
were Washington, Pitt, Burke, Wilberforce, La Fayette, Priestley, Jeremy Bentham, that eccentric yet admirable philanthropist, Berchtold, and the Duc de Liancourt.
Never, perhaps,
had been seen in Suffolk such distinguished international
gatherings.
The Burneys were, of course, frequent visitors at the pleasant
country house described in "Camilla."
Occasionally the too
hospitable host--for although now owner of the maternal estate, Arthur Young was far from rich_would
give a f_te
champ_tre. At an early hour the guests arrived. The fishponds in the park were drs{,ged, and after a long animated
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morning spentby bothsexesout ofdoors,thepartysatdown
tos fouro'clock
dinner,
degustating
thefish
justcaught.
Travelling
on thecontinent
was now outofthequestion,
but
the home journeys were continued. We find mention of an
eleven days' tour in Yorkshire, made at a cost of £17 3s. He
also visited Norfolk, Bedfordshire, and Essex. Meantime the
pen was as busy as ever. In the year 1792 the editor contributed twenty-five papers to the " Annals " on varlous subjects: Mr. Pitt's speech; the abolition of the slave trade;
turnips in Germany ; a Spanish merino ram, _'nter a_'a.
The merino ram was a present from the king, and is thus
commented upon in the journal: "This year (1791) His
l_Iajesty had the goodness to present me with a present of a
Spanish ram. The world is full of those who consider military
glory as the proper object of the ambition of monarchs, who
measure regal merit by the millions that are slaughtered, by
the public robbery and plunder that are dignified by the title
of dignity and conquest, and who look down on every exertion
of peace and tranquillity as unbecoming those who aim at the
epithet great, and unworthy the aim of men that are born for
masters of the globe. My ideas are cast in a very different
mould, and I believe the period is advancing with accelerated
pace that shall exhibit character in a light totally new, and
shall rather brand than exalt the virtues hitherto admired, that
shall pay more homage to the prince who gave a ram to a
farmer than for wielding the sceptre."
It is hardly necessary, to remind the reader that these reminiscences belong to old age. No one could write more agreeable
F.nglish than the Suffolk squire in his prime.
A ram and a secretaryship of _600 a year l Such were the
ultimate rewards of a man of splendid talents, one who had
rendered signal services to his country I Seldom, indeed, is the
irony running through human fortunes so forcibly brought home
to us, the lesson of the poet's words, so humiliatingly borne
out-_AIa_! the gratitude of men,
Has of'tner left me mourning."
In 1793 the Board of Agriculture was established by Act of
Parliament.
Here Arthur Young saw the realization of
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darling scheme, and as secretary he was certainly the right
man in the right place. Yet he felt doubtful of nomination,
and even laid a wager of books with his friend, Sir John
Sinclair, a set of the "Annals " against the " Statistical His.
tory of Scotland," that some one else would be chosen for the
post. He lost his wager, and thus wrote of his appointment :
"What a change in the destinies of a man's life I Instead of
entering the solitary lord of 4,000 acres (in allusion to his
former purchase of Yorkshire moorland) in the keen atmosphere
of lofty rock and mountain torrent, with a little creation rising
gradually around me, making the black wilderness smile with
cultivation and grouse give way to industrious population,
active, energetic, though remote and tranquil, and every instant
of my existence making two blades of grass grow where one
was found before, behold me at a desk in the smoke, the fog,
the din of Whitehall."
" It is well to be reminded," writes an author before quoted,
Mr. Pell," that a distinguished man like Arthur Young was satisfied to hold in old age an appointment with a salary of _0600a year,
finding herein a haven of rest after a11his troubles and labours."
In this new capacity he showed all his phenomenal powers of
work. The business of the new board was carried on with the
utmost assiduity. "_Vhilstdirecting several clerks and organizing schemes innumerable, he found time for literary undertakings that would have appalled the soul of any but Varro himself.
It is odd that these two great authorities on agriculture, removed from each other by twelve centuries, should be among
the most voluminous writers on record. Arflmr Young had
already begun his history of agriculture, the opus magnum, the
crowning achievement of his life, destined as he hoped to be his
legacy to the nation.
Alas I like many another bequest of its
kind, it occupies a spare cupboard into which the light of day
never enters. The encyclopaedia was eventualJy finished, and
consisted of ten folio volumes of manuscript ; some years after
_is dea4h, a relation and devoted disciple got through the formidable task of reducing the ten massive tomes to six. We
hardly know which to admire most, the industry of author or
compiler. Were a third enthusiast to take the matter in hand,
and pare down the abridgment by yet a sixth, we should doubtless have a compendium of husbandry adapted to every library,
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Meantime
The Empress
with two rich
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honours
and distinctions
continued
to pour in.
Catherine sent him a magnificent
gold snuff-box,
ermine cloaks for his wife and eldest daughter.

From her representative
at Moscow came a second snuff-box,
set with dismonds,
and inscribed with the words in Russian,
"From a pupil to his master."
The Society of Arts adjudged
him the honorary gold medal. The Salford Agricultural
Society
offered a special
medal,
on which
was engraved,
"for his
services to his country."
And Fanny
Burney
paid him her prettiest
compliments,
which very likely he valued far more than gold snuff-boxes
or
medals.
In a letter preserved at Brad field occurs the following:--"P.S.
Will Honeycomb
says, if you would know anything of a lady's meaning,
(always provided she has any) when
she writes to you, look at the postscript.
Now, pray, dear Sir,
how came you ever to imagine what you are pleased to blazon
to the world with all the confidence of self-belief that youthink
farming
the only thing worth manly attention ? You who, if
taste, rather than circumstances,
had been your guide, might
have found wreaths
and flowers almost any way you had
turned, as fragrant as those of Ceres."
The enforced residence in London had many attractions.
He
dined out, he tells us, from twenty-five
to thirty times in one
month, and had received during the sameperlod,
"forty invitations from people of the highest rank and consequence."
He
mentions the fact of having had two interviews
with the king,
and what interests
us in a far greater degree, a dinner in
company
of Hannah
More.
I was very eager, he writes, in
listening to every word that fell from her lips, though not nearly
so much so as I should have been many years after ; an allusion explained
by the last pages of this memoir.
In 1796 he
visited Burke, and this entry is too interesting to be passed by.
The pair had corresponded
on agriculture
and had met before.
Burke was naturally delighted with Arthur Young's recantation,
"The Example of France."
He had not seen, he wrote, anything
in this controversy
which stood better bottomed.
It was a
"most able, useful, and reasonable
pamphlet."
"I reached Mr.
Burke's before breakfast,"
writes Young," and had every reason
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to be pleased with my reception. 'Why, Mr. Young,' said
Burke, 'it is many years since I saw you, and tothe best of my
recollection you have not suffered the smallest change. You
look as young as you did sixteen years ago. You must be very
strong. You have no belly. Your form shows lightness.
You
have an elastic mind.' I wish I could have returned anything
llke the compliment, but I was shocked to see him so broken,
so low, and with such expressions of melancholy.
I almost
thought that I had come to see the greatest genius of the age in
vain. The conversation was remarkably desultory, a broken
mixture of agricultural observations, French madness, price of
provisions, the death of his son, the absurdity of regulating
labour, the mischief of our poor laws, the difficulty of our
cottagers keeping cows, an argumentative discussion of any
opinion seemed to distress him, and I therefore avoided it.
Speaking on public affairs he said : ' I never read a newspaper,
but if anything happens to occur which they think will interest
me, I am told of it.' I observed there was strength of mind in
the resolution. 'Oh, no,' he replied ; ' it is mere weakness of
mind.' It was evident that he would not publish on the subject
that had brought me to Gregory's (here Arthur Young alludes
to a project mooted in parliament for regulating the price of
labour), but he declared himself absolutely inimical to any regulation whatever by law, that all such interference was not only
unnecessary hut mischievous.
He observed that the supposed
scarcity was extremely ill understood, and that the consumption of the people was clear proof of it. This in his neighbourhood was not lessened, as he had learned by a very careful
e*aml-ation of many bakers, butchers, and excisemen, nor had
the poor been distressed further than what resulted immediately
from that improvidence which was occasioned by the poor laws.
After breakfast he took me a sauntering walk for five hours over
his farm, and to a cottage where a scrap of land had been
stolen from the waste. I was glad to find his farm in good
order, _nd doubly so to hear that it was his only amusement
except the attention he paid to a _hool for aixty children of
noble French emigrants.
"Mrs. Crewe arrived just before dinner, and though she exerted
herself with that brillianoe of imagination whioh renders her
oonvar_tion so interestins, it w_ not sufficient to _
the
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drooping spirits of Mr. Burke .....
Yet he tried once or twice
to rally, and once even to pun. Mrs. Crewe observing that
Thelwel was to stand for Norwich, observed that it would be
horrid for Mr. Wyndham to be turned out by such a man.
'Aye,' Mr. Burke replied, 'that would not _Zl _,e_Z.' She
laughed at him in the style of condemning a bad pun. Somebody said it was a fair one. Burke said, ' It was neither very
bad nor very good.' My visit on the whole," adds Arthur
Young, "was interesting.
I am glad once more to have seen
and conversed with the man who I hold to possess the greatest
and most brilliant parts of any person of the age he lived in.
But to behold so great a genius so depressed with melancholy,
stooping with infirmity of body, feeling the anguish of a lacerated mind, and sinking into the grave under accumulated
misery--to see all this in a character I venerate, and apparently
without resource or comfort, wounded every feeling of my soul,
and I left him next day almost as low-spirited as hlm_elf."
The clouds were already gathering about his own horizon. A
year later, and he too was a grief.stricken, desolated, prematurely aged man.
His second daughter Elizabeth, married to a son of Hoole,
the translator of Ariosto, had died of consumption in 1794.
Signs of the same terrible disease now began to show themselves
in his bright, his adored Bobbin. In the midst of his engrossing
occupations we find him constantly thinking of her, writing
long letters, fulfilling her childish commissions.
Bobbin has
expressed a wish for a workbox, and he bestows as much
attention on the purchase as if he were in treaty for 4,000 acres
of moorland.
He had looked at a good many, he wrote,
but could find none under twenty.five shillings, or at still
higher prices ; he hears, however, that good ones are to be had
at a lower figure, and will continue his researches. He shows
the most painful eagerness about her health. She is to tell him
every particular as to appetite, sleep, pulse, thirst. One of these
letters ends thus : "I cannot read half your mother's letter, but
enough to see that she is very angry with me for I know not
what." He sends strict orders concerning her. Miss Patty is
to ride out in the cha/se or on double horse when Bonnet (a
bailiff) is not obliged to be absent from the farm. If he is at
market, when the day_ are long and Miss Patty rises early, aho
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oan have a ride before breakfast. Bonnet is to pay Miss Patty a
shilling a week. In another note he reasons with the little
patient on the childishness of demurring at medicines.
She is
ordered steel, and only takes it under protest. He urges her
by the love she bears her father to follow out the doctor's orders
in every particular. Change of air was tried, but the precious
life could not be saved. She died about twelve months after
his visit to Burke. "On Friday mol-ning, June 19, at twelve
minutes past one," he writes, "my dear, angelic child breathed
herlast."
In a note below follows a later entry, "Here was my
call to God. Oh I may it prove effective."
He never recoveredfrom the blow. In his overpoweringgrief
he could not bear to part with the mortal remains of his darling.
When, at last, he consented to interment, the coffin was placed
under the family pew, her heart lying where he kneltin prayer.
He wept himself blind ; the terrible calamity that now gradually
overtook him being indeed imputed to excess of weeping.
_orrow mastered, unmanned a nature singularly hopeful and
elastic. He became a prey to morbid introspection, to the
gloomiest views of human life. He fell at last into the mood
that incites men to write or read such works as "Baxter's
Saints' Rest," or in our own day, to join the Salvation Army.
The blindness came on by slow degrees, and for some time he
remained at his post.
"In London, I am alone and therefore at peace," he writes
significantly in 1798. "I rise at four or five, and go to bed at
nine or ten. I go to no amusements, and read some Scripture every day. I never lay aside my good books but for
bttsiness."
He still continues to see old friends, however, and his former
interest in public affairs does not wholly desert him. Daring
the same year he visits Pitt several times at Holwood, and
throws heart and soul into new enterprises, The loss of his child
has awakened pity for suffering childhood. In one month alone
we find seven dinners given to about forty-eight poor children
each time. Another entry is to this effect: "Dinner to fifteen
poor children, eleven shillings, another dinner, do., do., another
to thirty.seven poor ohildren, sixteen lthi!li_,_ and sixpence/' and
so on, and so on. Perhal_ the following note may have someto do with th_ oh_,ie_.
"1798, _old ¢oryright of
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my travels for 280 guineas." What travels these were he do_
not say.
The business of the Board was still carried on as laboriously
as before, but in 1808 he writes that his sight is so indifferent
he is afraid of writing at all, and further on, " My eyes grow
worse and worse. For me to read a letter of two sheets and
a half would be a vain attempt. I pick out as much as they
will let me."
Three years later he was operated upon for cataract, and from
a curious end interesting letter written by his wife, we learn the
cause, or supposed cause, of failure. All seemed going on well
with the somewhat intractable patient, and the oculists held out
good hope of recovery on one condition. He must remain
calm. %Veeping would be fatal. %Vilberforce paid him a visit
as he sat bandaged in a dark room. The visitor had been
cautioned on no account whatever to agitate him, but either
underrating his friend's susceptibility or his own, he began in
his soft gentle voice, "The Duke of Grafton is dead," and went
on to speak of the duke's death so touchingly that the other
burst into tears. The mischief was done past recall. The last
twelve years of life were spent by Arthur Young in total blind°
hess. They were busier for all that than those of many men in
the meridian. He was now chiefly at l_,radfield, where the indefatigable veteran severely taxed the energies of his comparatively youthful associates.
Besides his secretary, M. de
St. Croix, he often enjoyed the friendly services of a granddaughter of Dr. Burney's, Miss Francis by name, a lady who,
like ]_ezzofanti, was " a monster of lm_guages, a Briareus of
parts of speech, a walking polyglot."
It was a definite understanding that this linguistic knowledgemto what special uses it
was put we are not informedmsholfld be kept up. Every day
Miss Francis enjoyed an hour or more for the purpose of reading a little Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, and
so on. In a letter to her brother, Mary Young, the only sure
riving daughter, amusingly describes one of tbese long, well-filled
days. When at Bradfield, she tells us, Miss Francis slept over
the servant's hall with s packthread round her wrist, this pack°
thread passing through the keyhole communicated with Ar_hu_
Young's room, and when he wanted to awake her, which was
generally between four or five o'eloek in the morJ_in8, he pulled
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it, on which she immediately
rose.
The pair would then sally
forth for a two hours' walk on the turnpike
road, stopping at
some farmhouse
to take milk, and afterwards
distributing
religious tracts at the cottages by the way, Miss Francis questioning
the people
upon their principles,
reading
to them,
and catechizing
the children.
"At
half-past
eight _ they
return,"
writes
Miss Young,
" as that is the hour M. St.
Croix gets up, who finds it quite enough to read and write for
two hours and a half before breakfast.
After breakfast the three
adjourn to the library till one, when Mr. St. Croix takes his
walk for an hour, Miss Francis and my father read, write, or
w_lk till three o'clock.
He puts children to school at Bradfield,
('oekfield, and Stauningfield,
and every Sunday they mGet and
are catechized.
:Every Sunday night a hundred meet, when Mr.
St. Croix reads a sermon and chapter, and my father explains
for an hour, after which a prayer dismisses them.
Last Sunday
they (Arthur Young and the linguist) went to church at Acton.
_very Sunday they go to Acton
or Ampton,
each church ten
miles out and ten home, besides teaching
the schools and the
meeting in the hall."
She adds, " My father has taken out a
license for the hall (i.e. :Bradfield), as there is an assembly
of
people which would have been liable to information."
This
letter bears date May 13, 1814.
The Sunday
country folks.

evening services made a deep impression
on the
The villagers
of Bradfield
and the neighbour-

hood still talk of the blind old Squire who was a great preacher.
They know little or nothing of his literary fame.
The achievement by which he will be remembered
is to them a sealed book.
But he lives in local memory as a second Wesley, a wonderful
stirrer-up of men's consciences,
an unrivalled
expounder of the
Gospel. There is still living at Bury St. Edm_mds (1889) a nonagenarian who has a vivid recollection
of Arthur ¥oung's sermons.
In his vehemence
the orator would move to and fro till he
gradually had his back turned to the congregation,
whereupon
his daug_ater or secretary would gently place their hands upon
his shoulders and restore him to the proper position.
It is a touching
figure we now take leave oi; that blind,
fervid, silver-haired

preacher,

a hundred

eager faces fixed upon

i There seems some confusion here, surely six must be meant
d
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his own, the rapt silence of the crowded meeting-place
only
broken by his trembling,
impassioned
tones.
For the story of
Arthur Young's life is mainly
told.
The world had not yet
lost sight of him.
He was from time to time pleasantly
reminded of the conspicuous
part he had played in it. He tells
us how, in 1815, when breakfasting
with Wilbefforce,
he met
General _Iacaulay,
who, recently
travelling
from Geneva
to
Lyons, had _isited a French farm, where he found everything
"in the highest style of management,
and so much superior to
all the rest of the country, that he inquired
into the origin of
such superiority.
The answer of the owner was, ' My cultivation is entirely that of Monsieur Arthur Young, whose recommendations
I have carried into practice with the success you
see.'"
For the most part the remaining
years were uneventful.
He bore his privations
and infi_anities
with resignation,
and
retained full possession
of his faculties to the last.
He died at
Sackville
Street
on the 20th April, 1820, and was buried at
Bradfield.
The handsome tomb in the form of a sarcophagus
erected to his memory stands close to the roadside, over against
the entrance to his old home.
Passers-by
may read the somewhat stilted yet veracious inscription
on the outer slab :-" Let every real patrit_t shed a tear,
For genius, talent, worth, lie buried here."
In France

such

a man would

have

had his statue

long ago.

Perhaps this more modest tribute were more to his taste.
That
a native of his beloved
Suffolk, herseff a frequent wayfarer
throughout
the length and breadth of France, should
edit his
French Travels a hundred years after they were written, would
suxely have pleased Arthur Young well.
Of his children two survived him, his daughter Mary, who
died unmarried,
and his son Arthur, whose son, the present
owner of ]3radfieldt is the last of Arthur Young's race and name.
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PREFACE.
T is a question whether modern history has anything
more curious to offer to the attention
of the politician,
than the progress and rivalship of the French and EngIish
cmpires, from the lainistry of Colbert to the revolution in
France.
In the course of those 130 years, both have
figured with a degree of splendour that has attracted the
admiration of mankind.
In proportion
to the power, the wealth, and the resources
of these nations, is the interest _vhich the world in general
takes in the maxims of political ceconomy by which they
have been govenled.
To examine how far the system of
that ceconomy has influenced
agriculture,
manufactures.
commerce, and public felicity, is certainly an inquiry of no
slight importance;
and so laany books have been composed on the theory of these, that the public can hardly
think that time misemployed which attempts to give THE
PRACTICE,

The survey which I made, some years past, of the agriculture of England and Ireland (the minutes of which I
published under the title of Tours), was such a step towards understanding
the state of our husbandry as I shall
not pres_lme to characterise;
there are but few of the
European nations that do not read these Tours in their
own language;
and, notwithstanding
all their
deficiencies, it has been often regretted,
that
description

of France

could

be resorted

faults and
no similar

to, either by tho
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farmer or the politician.
Indeed it could not but be
lamented,
that this vast kingdom,
which has so much
figured in histolT, were likely to remain another
century
unknown, with respect to those circumstances
that are the
objects of my enquiries.
An hundred
and thirty years
have passed, including
one of the most active and conspicuous reigns upon record, in which the French power
and resources, though much overstrained,
were formidable
to Europe.
How far were that power and those resources
founded on the permancnt
basis of an enlightened
agriculture ? :How far on the more insecure support of manufactures and commerce ? How far have wealth and power
and exterior splendour, from whatever cause they may have
arisen, reflected back upon the people the prosperity they
implied ? Very curious inquiries; yet resolved insufficiently
by those whose political reveries are spun by their firesides, or caught flying as they are whirled through Europe
in post-chaises.
A man who is not practically acquainted
with agriculture, knows not how to make those inquirie_ ;
he scarcely knows how to discriminate
the circumstances
productive of misery, from those which generate the felicity of a people ; an assertion that will not appear paradoxical, to those who have attended
closely to these subjects. At the same time, the mere agriculturist,
who makes
such journies, sees little or nothing of the connection between the practice in the fields, and the resources of the empire; of combinations
that take place between operations apparently unimportant,
and the general interest of the state ;
combinations so curious, as to convert, in some cases, well
cultivated
fields into scenes of misery, and accuracy of
husbandry
into the parent of national weakness.
These
are subjects that never will be understood
from the speculations of the mere farmer, or the mere politician;
they
demand a mixture
of both;
and the investigation
of a
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mind free from prejudice, particularly national prejudice;
from the love of system, and of the vain theories that are
to be found in the closets of speculators alone. God forbid that I should be guilty of the vanity of supposing myself thus endowed! I know too well the contrary; and
have no other pretension to undertake so arduous a work,
than that of having reported the agriculture of Engla_nd
with some little success. Twenty years experience, since
that attempt, may make me hope to be not less qtmlified
for similar exertions at present.
The clouds that, for four or five years past, have indicated a change in the political sky of the French hemisphere, and which have since gathered to so singular a
storm, have rendered it yet more interesting, to know
what France was previously to any change. It would indeed have been matter of astonishment, if monarchy had
risen, and had set in that region, without the kingdom
having had any examination professedly agricultural.
The candid reader will not expect, from the registers of
a traveller, that minute analysis of common practice,
which a mnn is enabled to give, who resides some months,
or years, confined to one spot; twenty men, employed
during twenty years, would not effect it ; and supposing it
done, not one thousandth part of their labours would be
worth a perusal
Some singularly enlightened districts
merit such attention; but the number of them, in any
country, is inconsiderable ; and the practices that deserve
such a study, perhaps, still fewer: to know that unenlightened practices exist, and want improvement, is the
chief kna_wledge that is of use to convey ; and this rather
for the statesman than the farmer. No reader, if he
knows an_hing of my situation, will expect, in this work,
what the advantages of rank and fortune are necessary to
produce of such I had none to exert, and could comb_.t
e
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difficulties with no other arms than unremitted attention,
and unabatiug industry. Had my aims been seconded by
that success in life, which gives energy to effort, and vigour
to pursuit, the work would have been more worthy of the
public eye; but such success must, in this kingdom, be
sooner looked for in any other path than in that of the
plough ; the non ullus aratro dignus honos, was not more
applicable to a period of confusion and bloodshed at
Rome, than one of peace and luxury in England.
One circumstance I may be allowed to mention, because
it will shew, that whatever faults the ensuing pages conrain, they do not flow from any presumptive expectation
of success: a feeling that belongs to writers only, much
more popular than myself: when the publisher agreed to
run the hazard of printing these papers, and some progress
being made in the journal, the whole MS. was put into
the compositor's hand to be examined, if there were a
sufficiency for a volume of sixty sheets; he found enough
prepared for the press to fill 140: and I assure the
reader, that the successive employment of str_ing out
and mutilating more than the half of what I had written,
was executed with more indifference than regret, even
though it obliged me to exclude several chapters, upon
which I had taken considerable pains. The publisher
would have printed the whole; but whatever faults may
be found with the author, he ought at least to be exempted
from the imputation of an undue confidence in the public
favour ; since, to expunge was undertaken as readily as to
composc.--So much depended in the second part of the
work on accurate figures, that I did not care to trust to
myself, but employed a schoolmaster, who has the reputation of being a good arithmetician, for examining the caleulations, and I hope he has not let any material errors
escape him.

_EFAC_..
The revolution

in France was a hazardous

IIx
and critical

subject, but too important to be neglected;
the details I
have given, and the reflections I have ventured, will, I
trust, be received with candour, by those who consider how
many authors, of no inconsiderable ability and reputation,
have failed on that difficult theme:
the course I have
steered is so removed from extremes, that I can hardly
hope for the approbation
of more than a few ; and I may
apply to myself, in this instance, the words of Swift :--" I
have the ambition, common with other reasoners, to wish at
least that both parties may think me in the r/ght ; but if
that is not to be hoped for, my next wish should be, that
both might think me i_ the wrong ; which I would understand as an ample justification
of myself, and a sure
ground to believe that I have proceeded at least with impartiality, and perhaps with truth."

TRAVELS

DURING

THE

1787_ 1788_ AND

YEARS

1789.

HERE
are twoitself,
methods
writing of travels
to register
the journey
or theof result
it. In ; the
former
case, it is a dlal-/, under which head are to be classed all
those books of travels written in the form of letters.
The
latter usually falls into the shape of essays on distinct
subjects.
Of the former method of composing,
almost
every book of modern travels is an example. Of the latter,
the admirable essays of my valuable friend Mr. Professor
Symonds, upon ]Italian agriculture, _ are the most perfect
specimens.
It is of very little importance what form is adopted by
a mare of real genius ; he will make any foi_a useful, and
any information
interesting.
But for persons
of more
moderate talents, it is of consequence
to consider the circumstances for and against both these modes.
The journal form hath the advantage of carrying with it
a greater degree of credibility ; and, of course, more weight.
A traveller who thus registers his observations is detected
the moment he writes of things he has not seen.
He is
precluded from giving studied or elaborate remarks upon
insuffie_nt foundations : If he sees little, he must register
little:
if he has few good opportunities,
of being well
informed, the reader is enabled to observe it, and will be
induced to give no more credit to his relations than the
sources of them appear to deserve : If he passes so rapidly
through a country as necessarily to be no judge of what he
sees, the reader knows it : if he dwells long in places of
1 See 't Annals of Agricuttu,'e," vol. iiL
IAII foot-notes are by the Editor unless it is stated otherwise.]
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little or no moment with private views or for private
business, the circumstance
is seen; and thus the reader
has the satisfaction of being as safe from imposition either
designed or involuntary,
as the nature of the case will
admit:
all which advantages
are wanted in the other
method.
But to balance them, there are on the other hand some
weighty inconveniences ; among these the principal is, the
prolixity to which a dial T generally leads ; the very mode
of writing almost making it inevitable.
It necessarily
causes repetitions
of the same subjects
and the same
ideas; and that surely must be deemed no inconsiderable fault, when One employs many words to say what
might be better said in a few.
Another capital objection
is, that subjects of importance, instead of being treated
de suite for illustration
or comparison, are given by scraps
as received, without
order, and without
connection;
a
mode which lessens the effect of writing, and destroys
much of its utility.
In favour of composing essays on the principal objects
that have been observed, that is, giving the result of
travels and not the travels
themselves,
there is this
obvious and great advantage, that the subjects thus treated
are in as complete a state of combination and illustration as the abilities of the author can make them; the
matter comes with full force and effect.
Another admirable circumstance
is brevity; for by the rejection of all
useless details, the reader has nothing before him but what
tends to the full explanation
of the subject: of the chsadvantages, I need not speak ; they are sufficiently _oted
by shewing the benefits of the diary form ; for proportionably to the benefits of the one will clearly be the disadvantages of the other.
After weighing the pour and the COhere, I think that it
is not impracticable
in my peculiar case to retain the benefits of both theseplans.
With one leading and predominant
object in view,
namely agriculture,
I have conceived that I might throw
each subject of it into distinct chapters, retaining all the
advantages which arise from composing the result only of
my travels.
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At the same time, that the reader may have whatevez
satisfaction
flows from the diary form, the observations
which I made upon the face of the countries through
which I passed ; and upon the manners, customs, amusements, towns, roads, seats, &c., may, without injury, be
given in a journal, and thus satisfy the reader in all those
points, with which he ought in candour to be made acquainted, for the reasons above intimated.
It is upon this idea that I have reviewed my notes, and
executed the work I now offer to the public.
But travelling
upon paper, as well as moving amongst
rocks and rivers, hath its difficulties.
When I had traced
my plan, and begun to work upon it, I rejected without
mercy a variety of little circumstances
relating to myself
only, and of conversations
with various persons which I
had thrown upon paper for the amusement
of my family
and intimate fl_ends.
For this I was remonstrated
with
by a person, of whose judgment I think highly, as having
absolutely
spoiled my diary, by expunging
the very passages that would best please the mass of common readers ;
in a word, that I must give up the jom_al plan entirely or
let it go as it was written.--To
treat the public like a
friend, let them see all, and trust to their candour for forgiving trifles.
He reasoned thus: Depend o_ it, Young,
• that those notes you wrote at the moment, are more likely to
please than what you will now produce coolly, with the idea
of reputati(m in your head : whatever you strike out will be
what is most interesting, for you will be guided by the importance of the subject ; and believe me, it is not this co?_sideralion that pleases so much as a careless and easy mode o]
thinking and writing, which every man e._ereises most when
he.dof_ not compose for the press.
That I am riffht in this
o_mzon you yourself afford a proof.
Your tour of Ireland
(he was pleased to say) is one of the best accounts of a coun.
try I have read, yet it had no great success. Why? Because the
chisf Fart of it is a farming
diary, which, however valuable
it may be to consult, nobody will read.
If, therefore, you
print your journal at all, print it so as to be read; or reject
the method entirely, and confine yourself to set dissertation._.
_emember the t_'avele of .Dr. _
and Mrs.
, from
which it would be di_cult to gather one single important
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idea, yet they were received witle a_lause ; nay, tlte bagatelles
of Baretti,
a_nongst the STanish _zuleteers we,'e read with
avidity.
The high opinion I have of the judgment
of my friend,
induced me to follow his advice; in consequence of which,
I venture to offer my itinerary to the public, just as it was
written on the spot : requesting my reader, if much should
be found of a trifling nature, to pardon it, from a reflection, that the chief object of my travels is to be found in
another part of the work, to which he may at once have recourse, if he wish to attend only to subjects of a more
important
character.

i:

JOURNAL.
ZiAy 15, 1787,

:_
_
,_

_
:_
i
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England,
fortunately
for
her,streight
from allthat
the separates
rest of the
world, somust
be crossed
many times before a traveller ceases to be surprised at the
sudden and universal change that sm_ounds him on landing at Calais. The scene, the people, the language, every
object is new ; and in those circumstances in which there
is
mostin resemblance,
a discriminating
eye finds little difficulty
discovering marks
of distinctions.
The noble improvement of a salt marsh, worked by
Mons. Houron of this town, occasioned my acquaintance
some time ago with that gentleman ; and I had found him
too well informed, upon various important objects, not to
renew it with pleasure. I spent an agreeable and instructire evening at his house.--165 miles.
The 17th. Nine hours rolling at anchor had so fatigued
my mare, that I thought it necessary for her to rest one
day ; but this morning I left Calais. For a few miles the
country resembles parts of Norfolk and Suffolk; gentle
hills,_with some inclosures around the houses in the vales,
and a distant range of wood. The country is the same to
Boulogne. Towards that town, I was pleased to find
many seats belonging to people who reside there. How
often are false ideas conceived from reading au4 report!
I imagined that nobody but farmers and labourers in
France lived in the country ; and the first ride I take in
that kingdom shews me a score "of country, seats. The
road excellent.
Boulogne is not an ugly town ; and from the ramparts
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of the upper part the view is beautiful, though low water
in the river would not let me see it to advantage. It is
well known that this place has long been the resort of great
numbers of persons from England, whose misfortunes in
trade, or extravagance in life, have made a residence
abroad more agreeable than at home. It is easy to suppose
that they here find a level of society that tempts them to
herd in the same place. Certainly it is not cheapness, for
it is rather dear. The mixture of French and English
women makes an odd appearance in the streets ; the latter
are dressed in their own fashion; but the French heads
are all without hats, with close caps, and the body covered
with a long cloak that reaches to the feet. The town has
the appearance of being flom_shing : the buildings good,
and in repair, with some modern ones ; perhaps as sure a
test of prosperity as any other. They are raising also a
new church, on a large and expensive scale. The place on
the whole is cheafful, and the environs pleasing ; and the
sea-shore is a fiat strand of ih'm. sand as far as the tide
reaches. The high land adjoining is worth viewing by
those who have not already seen the petrifieation of clay,
it is found in the stoney and argflaceous state, just as
what I described at ]=[al_vich. ("Annals of Agriculture,"
vol. vi. p. 218.)--24 miles.
The 18th. The view of Boulogne from the other side,
at the distance of a mile is a pleasing landscape ; the river
meanders in the vale, and spreads in a fine reach under
the town, just before it falls into the sea, which opens
between two high lands, one of which backs the town.-The view wants only wood ; for if the hills had more, fancy
could scarcely paint a more agreeable scene. The country
improves, more inclosed, and some parts strongly resembling England.
Some fine meadows about Bonbrie, _ and
several chateaus. I am not professedly in this diary on
husbandry, but must just observe, that it is _o the full as
bad as the countl 7 is good; corn miserable and yellow
with weeds, yet all summer f_llowed with lost attention,
On the hills, which are at no great distance from the sea,
the trees turn their heads from it, shorn of their foliage :
it is not therefore to the S.W. alone that we should attri1 Pont

de Brique

(Pas

de Calais).
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bute this effeet.wJ.f the French have not husbandry to
shew us, they have roads ; notlfing can be more beautiful,
or kept in more g_rden order, if I may use the expression,
than that which passes through a fine wood of _Ions. Neuvilher's ; and indeed for the whole way from Samer 1 it is
wondel_ully
fol-med: a vast canseway, with hills cut to
level vales ; which would fill me with admiration,
if I had

°_
i

"lcuown
nothingthe ofoppressed
the abominable
commiserate
farmers, co_e_s,
from
labour, this magnificence has been wrung.
ing grass and weeds by hand in the woods
a trait of poverty.

2whose
that make
me
extorted
Women _outherfor their cows is

:_
._

3/Iontreuil,'
thoseis atpretty
Newbury.
ThePass
walkturban,ties/near
round the ramparts
of thatliketown
: the
little gardens in the bastions below are singular.
The
place has many English ; for what purpose not easy to
conceive, for it is unenlivened by those circumstances
that
render towns pleasant.
In a short conversation with an
English family returning home, the lady, who is young,
and I conjecture agreeable, assured me I should find the
com_ of Versailles
amazingly splendid.
Oh! how she
loved France !--and should regret going to England if she
did not expect soon to return.
As she had crossed the
kingdom of France, I asked her what part of it pleased her
best ; the answer was, such as a pair of pretty lips would
be sure to utter, "Oh ! Paris and Versailles."
Her husband, who is not so young, said "Touraine."
It is probable, that a farmer is much more likely to agree with the
sentiments of the husband than of the lady, notwithstanding her charms._24
miles.
The 19th.
Dined, or rather starved, at Bernay/where
I (_ls dr Calais.)
2 ,, Un malheureux corvoyeur, qul pays quarante sous de capitation,
et ClUln a pour were que ce qu 11pent gagner dans la journ_e,sera tenu
d'entretenirenviron six toises (measure of six feet) de chemin, entretien
Svalu__ neuf livres (the livre varied in valuefrom twenty to twenty-five
sons) chaque annde. Do plus on la trunsportaitd'une route sur une a-utre,
loin de chez lui."_Pel/tzb_ o/"ttw Parliament of Ren_zes. H. Max'tin,
Histoire de :France, eel. xvi., p. 237. When Arthur Young wrote, th_
carrie had in certainregions beencommutedintoa fixed money payment,

_

(_aidby
the Commune. (Pus de Calais).
s Turbary } _..J Tourbi_re(peat-bed).
' Montreuil-sur-mer
(Pus de Calais.)

i_
_4
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for the first time I met with that wine of whose ill fame I
had heard so much in England, that of being worse than
small beer.
1_o scattered
farm-houses
in this part of
Picardy, all being colleetea in villages which is as unfortunate for the beauty of a country, as it is inconvenient
to
its cultivation.
To Abbeville, 1 unpleasant,
nearly fiat;
and though there are many and great woods, yet they are
uninteresting.
Pass the new chalk chateau of ]k[ons. St.
Maritan, who, had he been in England, would not have
built a good house in that situation, nor have projected
his walls like those of an alms-house.
&bbevil]e is said to contain 22,000 souls ; it is old, and
disagreeably
built;
many of the houses of wood, with a
greater air of antiquity than I remember
to have seen;
their brethren in England have been long ago demolished.
Viewed the manufacture
of Van Robais, 2 which was established by Lewis X__. and of which ¥oltah'e
and others
have spoken so much.
I had many enclui_es concerning
wool and woollens to make here ; and, in conversation
with
the manufacturers,
foundthem
great politicians, condemning with violence the new commercial treaty 3 with England.
--30 miles.
The 21st. It is the same flat and unpleasing country to
Flixcourt.'--15
miles.
The 22d.
Poverty and poor crops to Amiens ; women
are now ploughing
with a pair of horses to sow barley.
The difference of the customs of the two nations is in
nothing more striking than in the labours of the sex; in
England,
it is very little that they will do in the fields
except to glean and make hay; the first is a party of pilfering,
and the second of pleasure:
in France, they plough and
I (Pas de Calais.)
i The Van Xobais, Dutch cloth manufacturers invited to l%ance by
Colbert.
This treaty, so liberal in spirit, was signed at Versailles in Sept.
1786, and ratified the following year. The trade between the two
counu'ies had been up to that time comparatively small _ imports and
expert_ were doubled within twelve months after the treaty had come
into force. Among the clauses was one prodding entire religious
libertyfor subjectsof both countries,and theright of sepulture "in convenient places to be appointed for that purpose." These friendly and
profitablecommercial relations were sooninterrupted by war. Knight's
Hist. Eng._vol. vi., p. 797.
+ (Somme.)
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fill the dung-cart. _ombardy poplars seem to have been
introduced here about the same time as in England.
Picquigny t has been the scene of_a remarkable transaction, that does great honour to the tolerating spirit of
the French nation. WTons.Colmar, a Jew, bought the
seignory and estate, including the viscounty of Amiens, of
the Duke of Chaulues, by virtue of which he appoints the
canons of the cathedral of Amiens. The bishop resisted
his nomination, and it was carried by appeal to the parliament of Paris, whose decree was in favour of Mons. Co]mar.
The immediate seignory of Picquigny, but without its
dependences, is resold to the Count d'Arteis.
At Amiens, view the cathedral, said to be built by the
English ; it is very large and beautifully light and decorated. They are fitting it up in black drapery, and a
great canopy, with illuminations for the burial of the

+

prince
colonel
the was
regiment
of cavalry,
whose
station deis Tingry,
here. To
view ofthis
an object
among
the
people, and crouds were at each door. I was refused entrance, but some officers being admitted, gave orders that

i

an English gentleman without should be let in, and I was
called back from some distance and desired vetT politely
to enter, as they did not know at first that I was an
Englishman.
These are but trifles, but they show liberality, and it is+fair to report them. If an Englishman
receives attention in France, because l_e _ an F_nglishman,
what return ought to be made to a Frenchman in England
is sufficiently obvious. The ch£teau d'eau or machine for
supplying Amiens with water is worth viewing; but plates
only could give an idea of it. The town abounds with
woollen manufactures.
I conversed with several masters
who v_ited entirely with those of Abbeville in condemning
the treaty of commerce.--15 miles.
The 23rd. To Breteuil 2 the eounttT is diversified, woods
everywhere in sight the whole joullaey.--21 miles.
The PAth. A fiat and uninteresting chalky country
continues about to Clermont, 3 where it improves ; is hilly
and has wood. The view of the town as soon as the dale
is seen, with the Duke of Fitzjames' plantation is pretty.-24 miles.
I(Somme.)
s(Oiae.)
' (Oiao.)

:
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The 25th. The environs of Clermont are picturesque.
The hills about Lianeom't are pretty and spread with a
sort of cultivation I had never seen before, a mixture of
vineyards (for here the vines first appear), gardens and
corn. A piece of wheat, a scrap of lucelme, a patch of
clover or vetches, a bit of vine with cherry and other
fruit trees scattered among all, and the whole cultivated
with the spade; it makes a pretty appearance, but must
form a poor system of trifling.
Ohantilly--ma_ificenee
is its reigning ehal_cter, it is
never lost. There is not taste or beauty enough to soften
it into milder features ; all but the ehttteau _ is great, and
there is something imposing in that ; except the gallery of
the great 0ondg's battles and the cabinet of natural history,
which is rich in very fine specimens, most advantageously
arranged; it contains nothing that demands particular
notice ; nor is there one room which in England would be
called large. The stable is truly great and exceeds very
much indeed anything of the kind I had ever seen. It is
580 feet long and 40 broad, and is sometimes filled with
240 English horses. I had been so accustomed to the
imitation in water of the waving and irregular lines of
nature that I came to Chantilly _prepossessed against the
idea of a canal, but the view of one here is striking and
had the effect which magnificent scenes impress. It arises
from extent and from the right lines of the water uniting
with the regularity of the objects in view. It is Lord
Kames/I think, who says the part of the garden contiguous
to the house should partake of the regularity of the buildrag; with much magnificence about a place this is unavoidable. The effect here, however, is lessened by the
parterre before the castle, in which the division and the
diminutive jets d'eau are not of a size to correspond with
the magnificence of the canal. The menagerie is very
pretty, and exhibits a prodigious variety of domestic
poultry, from all parts of the world ; one of the best objects
The cl_teau here spoken of was razed as a fortress iu 1792, and
replaced in 1880 by the elegant construction of the Dnc d'Aumale,
presented to the Institut in 1886.
(Oise.)
I Homes Henry, Lord Kames, Scotch judge and authnr, died 1782.
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to which a menagerie can be applied;these,and the
Corsicanstaghad allmy attention.The hameau contains
an imitation
of an English garden; the taste is but just
introduced into France, so that it will not stand a critical
examination. 3 The most English idea I saw is the lawn in
front of the stables ; it is large, of a good verdure, and
well kept; proving clearly that they may have as fine
lawns in the north of France as in England. Thelabyrinth
is the only complete one I have seen, and I have no inclination to see another : it is in gardening what a rebus is
in poetry.
In the Sylvae are many very fine and scarce
plants.
I wish those persons who view Chantilly, and are
fond of fine trees would not forget to ask for the great
beech ; this is the finest I ever saw ; strait as an arrow,
and, as I guess, not less than 80 or 90 feet high ; 40 feet
to the first branch, and 12 feet diameter at five from the
ground.
It is in all respects one of the finest trees that
can anywhere be met with. Two others are near it, but
not equal to this superb one. The forest around Chantilly,
belonging to the Prince of CondO, 1 is immense, spreading
far and wide ; the Paris road crosses it for ten miles, which
is its least extent.
They say the capitainel_e,
or paramountship, is above 100 miles in circumference.
That is
to say, all the inhabitants for that extent are pestered with
game, without permission to destroy it, in order to give one
man diversion.
Ought not these capitaineries
to be extirpated ?
At Luzarch, -_I found that my mare, from illness, would
travel no further ; French stables, which are covered dunghills, and the carelessness of garcons d'ec_ries, an execrable
set of vermin, had given her cold. I therefore left her to
send fbr from Paris, and went thither post ; by which experiment I found that posting in France is much worse,

;

•

•

]

This prince headed the emigration, a movement that sealed the fate
of Louis XVL The vast Bourbon.Conddestate became the property of
the Duke d'Aumale on the mysterious death of the last duke (sonof the
above-mentloned}in 1830. The old man was found at the chateau of
St. Leu, hanging by his cravat from the sill of a window, and foul play
was suspected. He was father of the Duke d'Enghien, foully murdered
by_L
thefirst Napoleon.
uzarches(connected with Paris by a railway branching from the
Boulogne
andCalais
line}
(SeineetOise).
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and even, upon the whole, dearer than in England.
Being
in a post-chaise I travelled to Paris, as other travellers in
pos_chaises do, knowing little or nothing.
The last ten
miles I was eagerly on the watch for that throng of
carriages which near London impede the traveller.
I
watched in vain; for the road, quite to the gates, is, on
comparison, a perfect desel%
So many great roads join
here, that I suppose this must be accidental. The entrance
has nothing magnificent;
ill built and dirty.
To get to
the Rue de Yarenne Faubdurg St. Gel_nain, I had the
whole city to cross, and passed it by narrow, ugly, and
crouded streets.
At the hotel de la Rochefoucauld
I found the Dut_e of
Liancourt _ and his sons, the Count de la Rochefoucauld,
and the Count Alexander, with my excellent friend Monsieur de Lazowsld/all
of whom I had the pleasure of
knowing in Suffolk.
They introduced me to the Duchess
d'Estissac, mother of the Duke of Lianeourt, and to the
Duchess of Liancourt. The agreeable reception and friendly
_ttentions I met with from all this liberal family were well
calculated
to give me the most favourable impression
* _** *. _2 miles.
The 26th.
So short a time had I passed before in
France, that the scene is totally new to lae.
Till we have
been accustomed to travelling we have a propensity
to stare
at and admire everything--and
to be on the search for
novelty, even in ch'cumstances
in which it is ridiculous
to
It was the Duke de Lianeourt who summoned courage to break to
Louis X VI. the fall of the Bastille. "It is a revolt!" said the King. "_NTO,
sire," replied the Duke, "it is a l_evolution!" His leanings were to
constitutional monarchy, and he made every effort to reconcile the court
and the assembly, lemding the cause of the Revolution, from his point
of view, hopeless, he quitted France, and after years of exile quietly
ended his days at Liancourt among the country people by whom he was
so deservedly beloved. Died 1827, in the Rue St. HonorS, :No. 29.
Madame Roland gives a painful portrait of this Polishprot_g_ of the
Duke. The Nati,_nalAssembly having suppressed his officeas inspector
of manufactures_ he thz ew himself into sa_zs.culoltism,took part in the
terrible events of September, 1792, and dimt soon after. His funeral
oration was pronounced by Robespiela'e. See "_Igmoires de M'adame
Rolznd." l'aris, 1885. See also for Lazowski's sere'ices to French
agriculture, "L'agrieulture in 1785-1787," par MM. Pigeonneau and
De Foville. Paris_1882.
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look for it. I have been upon the full silly gaiJe to find
out things that I had not found before, as if a street in
Paris could be composed of anything but houses, or houses
formed of anything but brick or stone--or that the people
in them, not being English, would be walking on their
heads. I shah shake off this folly as fast as I can, and
bend my attention to mark the character and disposition
of the nation. Such views naturally lead us to catch the
little circumstances which sometimes express them; not
an easy task, but subject to many errors.
I have only one day to pass at Paris, and that is taken
up with buying necessaries. At Calais, my abundant care
produced the inconvenience it was meant to avoid ; I was
afraid of losing my trunk, by leaving it at Dessein's for
the diligence; so I sent it to ]K. ]_ouron's.--The
consequence is, that it is not to be found at Paris, and its contents are to be bought again before I can leave this city on
our journey to the Pyrenees. I believe it may be received
as a maxim, that a traveller should always trust his baggage to the common voitures of the country, without any
extraordinary precautions.
After a rapid excursion, with my friend Lazowski, to see
many things; but too hastily to form any colTect idea,
spend the evening at his brother's, where I had the pleasure of meeting ]_ons. de Broussonet, 1 secretary of the
Royal Society of Agriculture,Sand Moils. Desmarets, both
of the Academy of Sciences. As Mons. YJazowsl,-iis well
informed in the manufactures of France, in the police of
which he enjoys a post of consideration, and as the other
gentlemen have paid much attention to agriculture, the
conversation was in no slight de_ee instructive, and I regrette_ that a very early departure from Paris would not
let me promise myself a further enjoyment so congenial
with my feelings, as the company of men, whose conversation shewed a marked attention to objects of national
Broussenet, Pierre Auguste, a distinguished natttralist, and no insignificant politician, whose life was a long series of adventures. Pro_cl'ibed as a Girondiu, he crossed to Africa.
In 1805 he became member
vf the corps Ldgislatif.
Died 1807.
..
_"Founded 1761. AnaccountofthelaboursofM.'Desmaretsananis
cnl]eagues is given in the work named in note 2, preceding psge.
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importance.
On the breaking up of the party, went with
count Alexauder
de la Rochefoucauld
post to Versailles,
to be present at the f_te of the day following;
(whitsun.
day) slept at the duke de Liancom_'s hotel.
The 27th.
Breakfasted
with him at his apartments
in
the palace, which are annexed to his office of grand master
of the wardrobe,
one of the principal in the court of
France.--Here
I found the duke surrounded
by a circle of
noblemen, among whom was the duke de la Rochefoucauld, 1
well known for his attention
to natural history;
I was
introduced to him, as he is going to Bagnere de Luchon in
the Pyrenees, where I am to have the honour of being in
his party.
The ceremony of the day was, the King's investing
the
Duke of Berri, son of the count D'Artois, with the cordon
blue.
The Queen's band was in the chapel where the
ceremony was performed, but the musical effect was thin
and weak. During the service the King was seated between
his two brothers,
and seemed by his carriage and inattention to wish himself a hunting.
He would certainly have
been as well employed, as in hearing afterwards from his
throne a feudal oath of chivalry, I suppose, or some such
nonsense, administered
to a boy of ten years old.
Seeing
much pompous folly I imagined it was the dauphin, and
asked a lady of fashion near me ; at which she laughed in
my face, as if I had been guilty of the most egregious
idiotism : nothing could be done in a worse manner;
for
the stifling of her expression only marked it the more.
I
applied to Mons. de la Rochefoucauld
to learn what gross
absurdity I had been guilty of so unwittingly ; when, forsooth, it was because the dauphin, as all the world knows
in France, has the cordon blue put around him as soon as
he is born.
So unpardonable was it for a foreigner to be
ignoraut of such an important part of French history, _s
that of _viug a babe a blue slobbering bib instead of a
white one !
I Like his kinsman the Due de LiancourLone of the public-spirlted
noblemenwho welcomed the Revolution. _' La constitution serafare ou
nous no serons plus" were his words two years later. Of liberal mind
and sterling worth the Dtlke de la Rochefoacauld deserved a better
fate. I_illed at Gisors, 1794.
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After _his ceremony was finished, the King and the
knights walked in a sort of procession to a small apartment in which he dined, saluting the Queen as the)' passed.
There appeared to be more ease and familiarity than form
in this part of the ceremony;
her majesty, who, by the
way, is the most beauti£ul woman I saw to-day, received
them with a variety of expression.
On some she smiled ;
to others she talked ; a few seemed to have the honour of
being more in her intimacy.
Her return to some was
formal, and to others distant.
To the gallant Suffrein _ it
was respectful and benign.
The ceremony of the King's
dining in public is more odd than splendid.
The Queen
sat by him with a cover before her, but ate nothing ; conversing withthe duke of Orleans, and the duke of Liancourt,
who stood behind her chair.
To me it would have been a
most uncomfortable meal, and were I a sovereign, I would
sweep away three-fourths
of these stupid forms ; if Kings
do not dine like other people, they lose much of the pleasure of life ; their station is very well calculated to deprive
them of much, and they submit to nonsensical customs,
the sole tendency of which is to lessen the remainder.
The
only comfortable or amusing dinner is a table of ten or
twelve covers for the people whom they like; travellers
tell us that this was the mode of the late King of Prussia,
who knew the value of life too well to sacrifice it to empty
forms on the one hand, or to a monastic reserve on the
other.
The palace of Versailles, one of the objects of which
report had given me the greatest expectation, is not in the
least striking : I view it without emotion : the impression
it ma]_es is nothing.
What can compensate the want of
unity ._ _From whatever point viewed, it appears an assemblage of buildings i a. splendid quarter of a town, but not
a fine edifice ; an objection from which the garden flon_ is
not flee, though by far the most beautiful.--The
great
_al]ery is the finest room I have seen; the other apart_ This brave admiral had commandedthe French fleets in the East
{1773, 1783),coming to sharpencounterswith our own off the coasts of
Madrasand Ceylon. His most brilliant exploit was the captureof Trin.
e_malee,but thesesuccesses were not secondedby the weak government
at home_and the Treaty of Versaillescut short his career. Died 1788.
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merits are nothing ; but the pictures and statues are well
known to be a capital c_izction.
The whole palace, except the chapel, seems to be open to all the world; we
pushed through an amazing croud of all sorts of people to
see the procession, many of them' not very well dressed,
whence it appears, that no questions are asked.
But the
officers at the door of the apal_ment in which the King
dined, made a distinction,
and would not permit all to
enter promiscuously.
Travellers
speak much, even very late ones, of the remarkable interest the French take in all that personally
concerns their King, shewing by the eagerness of their
attention not curiosity only, but love.
Where, how, and
in whom those gentlemen discovered this I know not.--It
is either misrepresentation,
or the people are changed in a
few years more than is credible.
Dine at Paris, and in
the evening the duchess of Liancourt, who seems to be one
of the best of women, carried me to the opera at St. Cloud, _
where also we viewed the palace which the Queeu is building; it is large, but there is much in the front that does
not please me.--20 miles.
The 28th.
Finding
my mare sufficiently recovered for
a journey, a point of impor "t_uce to a traveller so weak in
cavalry as myself, I left Paris, accompanying
the count de
la Rochefoucauld
and my friend Lazowski, and commencing
a jom_ey that is to cross the whole kingdom to the Pyrenees.
The road to OEeans is one of the greatest that
leads from Paris, I expected, therefore, to have my former
impression of the little traffic near that city removed;
but
on the contrary, it was confirmed ; it is a desert compared
with those around London.
In ten miles we met not one
stage or diligence;
only two messageries,
and very few
chaises ; not a tenth of what would have been met had we
been leaving London at the same hour.
Knowing how
great, rich, and important a city Paris is, this circumstance
perplexes me much.
Should it afterwards be confirmed,
conclusions in abundance are to be drawn.
For a few miles, the scene is everywhere
scattered with
This chateau,
famous as the scene of lq'apoleon s Coup d_tat of the
18 Brumaire,
from which also emanated the ordonnances
of Charles X._
_va_ destroyed by the Prussian fire in 1570.
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the shafts of quarries, the stone drawn up by lanthorn
wheels of a great diameter.
The country diversified ; and
its greatest want to please the eye is a river ; woods generally in view;
the proportion
of the :French tenitory
covered by this production
for wan_ of coals, must be
prodigious, for it has been the same all the way from
Calais.
At Arpajon, _ the mar_chal duke de Mouchy _-has
a small house, which has nothing to recommend it.--20
miles.
The 29th.
To Estamps _ is partly through a flat country, the beginning of the famous Pays de Beauce.
To
Toury/ fiat and disagreeable,
only two or three gentlemen's seats in sight.--31
miles.
The 30th. One universal fiat, uninclosed, uninteresting,
and even tedious, though small towns and villages are
every where in sight ; the features that might compound
a landscape
are not brought together.
This Pays de
Beauce contains, by reputation, the cream of French husbandry; the soil excellent;
but the management all fallow. Pass through part of the forest of Orleans belonging
to the duke of that name : it is one of the largest in France.
From the steeple of the cathedral at Orleans, the prospect is very fine. The town large, and its suburbs, of
single streets, extend near a league.
The vast range of
country, that spreads on every side, is an unbounded
plain, through
which the magnificent
Loire bends his
stately way, in sight for 14 leagues ; the whole scattered
with rich meadows, vineyard, gardens, and forests.
The
population must be very great; for, beside the city, which
contains near 40,000 people, the number of smaller towns
and villages strewed thickly over the plain is such as to
render _he whole scene animated.
The cathedral, from
which we had this noble prospect is a fine building, the
{Seineet Oise.)
Philippe Comte de Noailles, Due de _Iouehy, with his wife, gull.
lotined dtu'ing the Terror. He was son of Adrian Maurice, Mar_eha)
de France and l)uc de Noailles, and father of that public-sph'ited
visCOUntwho took the lead in renouncing feudal privileges on _he
wssemblageof the States General.
s ]_tampes(Seine et Oise),
' Stationon the Orleansrailway (Loiret).
C
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choir raised by Hem_ IV.
The new church is a pleasing
edifice ; the bridge a noble structure of steue, and the first
experiment
of the fiat arch made in France, where it is
. now so fashionable.
It contains nine, and is 410 yards
long, and 45 feet wide.
To hear some Englishmen
talk,
one would suppose there was not a fine bridge in all
France ; not the first, nor the last error I hope that travelling will remove.
There are many barges and boats at
the quay, built upon the river in. the Bourbonnois, &c.
loaded with wood, brandy, wine, and other goods; on
arriving at Nantes, the vessels are broken up and sold
with the cargo.
Great numbers built with spruce fir. A
boat goes from hence to that city, when demanded by six
passengers,
each paying a louis-d'or : 1 they lie on shore
every night, and reach Nantes in four days and a half.
The principal street leading to the bridge is a fine one, all
busy. and alive, for trade is brisk here. _dmire the fine
acacias scattered about the town.--20
miles.
The 31st.
On leaving it, enter soon the miserable province of Sologne, which the French writers call the t_4zte
Sol.ogme2 Through all this country they have had severe
spring frosts, for the leaves of the walnuts are black and
cut off.
I should not have expected this unequivocal
mark of a bad climate after passing the Loire.
To La
Fertg Lowendahl, 3 a dead fiat of hungry sandy gravel, with
much heath.
The poor people, who cultivate the soil here,
are _n_tayers, 4 that is, men who hire the '-land without
ability to stock it; the proprietor
is forced to provide
cattle and seed, and he and his tenant divide the produce ;
a miserable system, that perpetuates
poverty and excludes
instruction_
]_eet a man employed on the roads who was
1 Coin thus called in the reign of:Louis _TTL _ valuein 1787 twentyfour francs.
2 Plantations, irrigation, canalization and improvedmethods of agriculture are gradually transformingthis region. La Sologne forms part
of the two departmentsof Loiret and Loir and Cher.
La Fert6-Saint-Aubia (Loiret).
• Mdtayage, Lat. Medietarlus, is the system of farming on half
profits, so successful in various parts of France. The owner of the land
supplies the soilrent-free,the farmergives the necessarylabour, the fruits
being equally shared. Complexas such au arrangement may appear at
first sight, mdtayage must be counted as a factor of great importance
in the agriculturalprosperity of France.
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prisoner at Falmouth four years ; he does not seem to have
any rancour against the English ; nor yet was he very well
pleased with his treatment.
At La Fert_ _ is a handsome
chateau of the marquis de Croix, with several canals, and
a great command of water.
To Nonant-]e-Fuzelier,
_ a
strange mixture of sand and water.
Much inclosed, and
the houses and cottages of wood filled between the studs
with clay or bricks, and covered not with slate but tile,
with some barns boarded like those in Suffolk--rows
of
pollards in some of the hedges ; an excellent road of sand ;
the general features of a woodland country ; all combined
to give a strong resemblance to many parts of England ;
but the husbandry is so little like that of England, that
the least attention to it destroyed every notion of similarity.--27
miles.
Ju_
1. The same wretched country continues to La
Loge; 3 the fields are scenes of pitiable management,
as
the houses are of misery.
Yet all this country highly
improveable, if they knew what to do with it: the properry, perhaps, of some of those glittering beings, who
figured in the procession the other day at Versailles.
Heaven grant me patience while I see a country thus
neglected--and
forgive me the oaths I swear at the absence and ignol_uce of the possessors._Enter
the generality ' of Bourges, and soon after a forest of oak belonging
to the count d'A_ois;
the trees are dying at top, before
they attain any size. There the miserable Sologne ends;
the first view of Verson _ and its vicinity is fine. A noble
vale spreads at your feet, through which the river Cher _
leads, seen in several places to the distance of some leagues,
a bright sun burnished the water, like a string of lakes
amldsf_the shade of a vast woodland.
See Bourges to the
left.--18 miles.
The 2d.
Pass the rivers Oher and Lave; the bridges
well built; the stream fine, and with the wood, buildings,
boats, and adjoining hills, form an auim_ted scene. Several
1 The Chgteau de Lowendal(T_oiret).
2 Nouant-le.Fazelier (Loir and Cher). This little town is an active
centreof bee-farming:
s (Loir and Cher.)
_ G6n_ralit_,ancient fiscaldivision.
s Vierzon (Cher).
s (Cher.)
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new houses, and buildings of good stone in Yerson;
the
place appears thriving, and doubtless owes much to the
navigation.
We are now in Berli, a province governed by
a provincial assembly, consequently the roads good, and
made without corv$es. Vatan i is a little town that subsists chiefly by spinning.
We drank there excellent Sancere 2 wine, of a deep colour, rich flavour, and good body,
20r
the bottle;
but in the country 10.
An extensive
prospect before we arrived at Chateauroux'
where we
viewed the manufactures.--40
miles.
The 3d. Within about three of Argenton _ come upon
a fine scene, beautiful, yet with bold features; a narrow
vale bounded on every side with hills covered with wood,
all of which are immediately
raider the eye, without a
level acre, except the bottom of the vale, through which a
river flows, by an old castle picturesquely situated to the
right ; and to the left, a tower rising out of a wood.
At Argenton, walk up a rock that hangs almost over
the town.
It is a dehcious scene.
A natural ledge of
perpendicular rock pushes forward abruptly over the vale,
which is half a mile broad, and two or three long : at one
end closed by hills, and at the other filled by the town
with vineyards rising above it; the surrounding
scene
that hems in the vale is high enough for relief ; vineyards,
rocks or hills covered with wood.
The vale cut into inclosures of a lovely verdure, and a fine river winds through
it, with an outline that leaves nothing to wish.
The
venerable fragments of a castle's ruins, near the point of
view, are well adapted to awaken reflections on the triumph
of the arts of peace over the barbarous ravages of the
feudal ages, when every class of society was involved in
commotion, and the lower ranks were worse slaves than at
present.
The general face of the country, from Verson to Argentou, is an uninteresting
flat with many heaths of ling.
I Vatan (Inch'e).
_ Sancerre(Chor), famous for its winos.
3 Sol. sou.
4 ChAteauroux(Indre). From time immemorialthis town has been
celebratedfor its cloth manufactures.
s (Indro), within easy reach of the valley of La Creuse, immortalized
by George Sand.
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No appearance of population, and even towns are thin.
The husbandry poor and the people miserable. By the
eircumst_nees to which I could give attention I conceive
them to be honest and industrious ; they seem clean ; are
_: civil, and have good countenances. They appear to me as
;
if they would improve their country, if they formed the
part of a system, the principles of which tended to national
prosperity.--18 miles.
The 4th. Pass an inclosed country, which would have
a better appearance if the oaks had not lost their foliage
by insects, whose webs hang over the buds. They are
but now coming into leaf a_n.
Cross a stream which
separates Berri from La Marche; _ chesnuts appear at
the same time; they are spread over all the fields, and
yield the food of the poor. A variety of hill and dale,
with fine woods, but little sigus of population.
Lizards
for the fn'st time also. There seems a connection relative
to climate between the chesnuts and these hal_nless
animals. They are very numerous, and some of them
near a foot long. Sleep at La Ville au Brunfi--24 miles.
The 5th.
The country improves in beauty greatly;
pass a vale, where a causeway stops the water of a small
rivulet and swells it into a lake, that forms one feature of
a delicious scene. The indented outlines and the swells
margined with wood are beautiful; the hills on every side
in unison ; one now covered with ling the prophetic eye of
taste may imagine lawn. Nothing is wanted to render
the scene a garden, but to clear away rubbish.
The general face of the country, for 16 miles, by far
the most beautiful I have seen in France; it is thickly
inclosed, and full of wood ; the umbrageous foliage of the
chesauts gives the same beautiful verdure to the hills, as
watere_dmeadows (seen for the first time to day) to the
vales. Distant mountainous ridges form the back ground,
and make the whole interesting. The declivity of country,
as we go down to Bassies, _ offers a beautiful view; and
1 The tract _f uncultivated land serving as a frontier between two
states or seig_orial domains.
Thus we find la Marche between ]e
Berri, and le Limousln, les Marches in Savoy, &c. From the firstnamed was formed the department of la CorrSze.
(Indre.)
a Bassines (Hte. Vienne).
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the approach to the town, presents a landscape fancifully
grouped of rock, and wood, and water.
To Limoge, pass
another az#_ificial lake between cultivated hills; beyond
are wilder heights, but mixed with pleasant vales; still
another lake more beautiful than the former, with a fine
accompanyment
of wood; across a mountain of ehesnut
copse, which commands a scene of a character different
from any I have viewed either in France or England, a
great range of hill and dale all covered with forest, and
bounded by distant mountains.
Not a vestige of any
human residence ; no village: no house or hut, no smoke
to raise the idea of a peopled country;
an American
scene;
wild enough for the tomohawk
of the savage.
Stop at an execrable auberge, called Mn.lsou Rouge, where
we intended to sleep; but, on examination,
found every
appearance so forbidding, and so beggarly an account of a
larder, that we passed on to Limoge.
The roads through
all this country, are truly noble, far beyond any thing I
have seen in l_rance or dsewhere.
_ miles.
The 6th.
View Limoge, and examine its manufactures.
It was certainly a Roman station, and some traces of its
antiquity are still remaining.
It is ill built, with narrow
and crooked streets, the houses high and disagreeable.
They are raised of granite, or wood with lath and plaister,
which saves lime, an expensive article here, being brought
from a distance of twelve leagues ; the roofs are of pantiles,
with pro_ecting eaves, and almost flat; a sure proof we
have quitted the region of heavy snows. The best of their
public works is noble fountain, the water conducted
three
quarters of • league by an arched aqueduct brought under
the bed of a rock 60 feet deep to the highest spot in the
town, where it falls into a bason 15 feel diameter, cut out
of one piece of granite;
thence the water is let into reservoirs, closed by. sluices, which are opened for watering the
streets, or in cases of fires.
The cathedral is ancient, and the roof of stone; there
are some arabesque ornaments cut in stone, as light, airy,
and elegant as any modem house can _ooast, whose decorations are in the same _aste.
"
The present bishop has erected a large and handsome
palace, and his garden is the finest object to be seen at

:
:
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Limoge, for it commands a landscape hardly to be equalled
for beauty : it would be idle to give any other description
than just enough to induce travellers to view it. A river
winds through a vale, surrounded by hills that present
the gayest and most animated assemblage of villas, farms,
vines, hanging meadows, and chesnuts blended so fortunately as to compose a scene truly smiling. This bishop
is a friend of the count de la Rochefoucauld's family; he
invited us to dine, and gave us a very handsome entertainment. Lord ]t[acartney, 1when a prisoner in France,
after the Grenades were taken, spent some time with him ;
there was an instance of French politeness shewn to his
lordship, that marks the urbanity of this people. The
order came from court to sing Te Deum on the very day
that Lord Macartney was to arrive. Conceiving that the
public demonstrations of joy for a victory that brought
his noble guest a prisoner, might be personally unpleasant
to him, the bishop proposed to the intendant to postpone
the ceremony for a few days, in order that he might not
meet it so abruptly; this was instantly acceded to, and
conducted in such a manner afterwards as to mark as
much attention to Lord Macaa'tney's feelings as to their
own. The bishop told me, that Lord _Iacartney spoke
better French than he could have conceived possible for a
foreigner, had he not heard him ; better than many well
educated Frenchmen.
The post of intendant here was rendered celebrated by
being filled by that friend of mankind, Turgot, whose well
earned reputation in this province 10laced him at the
head of the French finances, as may be very agreeably
learned, in that production of equal truth and elegance,
his life by the marquis of Oondorcet. The character which
TurgOt left here is considerable. The noble roads we have
passed, so much exceeding any other I have seen in France,
were amongst his good works ; an epithet due to them because not made by corv_es. There is here a society of
:Lord Macartney was appointed envoy extraordinary to the Empress
of Russia in 1764, and later governor of _obago.
On the capture of
that island be was sent to I_'rance. In 1780 he became governor of
Madras, and afterwards Governor-General
of Bengal.
St. Lucia, St.
¥iucent, Grenada, and Tobago (the Windward Islands) now belong to
_.ngland.
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agriculture,
which owes it origin to the same distinguished
patriot : but in that most unlucky path of French exertion
he was able to do nothing:
evils too l_dically fixed were
in the way of the attempt.
This society does like other
societies,--they
meet, converse, offer premiums, and publish nonsense.
This is not of much consequence, for the
people, instead of reading their memoirs, are not able to
read at all. They can however see ; and if a farm was
established in that good cultivation which they ought to
copy, something
would be presented
from which they
_ight learn.
I asked particularly
if the members of this
society had land in their own hands, from which it might
be judged if they knew anything of the matter themselves:
I was assured that they had ; but the conversation presently explained
it: they had _gtayers
around their
country-seats,
and this was considered as fal-ming their
own l_nds, so that they assume something of a merit from
the identical circumstance, which is the curse and ruin of
the whole country.
In the agricultural
conversations we
have had on the journey from Orleans, I have not found
one person who seemed sensible of the mischief of thi_
system.
The 7th.
No chesnuts for a league before we reach
Piere Bussiere, 1 they say because the basis of the country
is a hard granite ; and the_ assert also at Limoge, that in
this granite there grow neither vines, wheat, nor chesnuts,
but that on the softer granites these plants thrive well : it
is true, that chesnuts and this granite appeared together
when we entered Limosin.
The road has been incomparably fine, and much more like the well kept alleys of a
_o_rden than a common high way. See for the first time
old towers, that appear in this country.M33
miles.
The 8th.
Pass an extraordinary
spectacle for English
eyes, of many houses too good to be called cottages, without any glass windows.
Some miles to the right is
Pompadom', 2 where the King has a stud; there are all
kinds of horses, but chiefly Arabian, Turkish and English
rl_Lree years ago four Arabians were imported,
which had
' Pierrebussi_re
(Dordogne.)
for his mistress.

{Hte. Vienne).
This village was created a marquisate
Chateau
and haras remain.

by Louis XV.

178Z]
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been procured at the expence of 72,000 livres (31491.) _
the price of covering a mare is only three livres to the
groom ; the owners are pmlnitted to sell their colts as they
please, but if these came up to the standard height, the King's
officers have the preference, provided they give the price
offered by others. These horses are not saddled till six
years old. They pasture all day, but at night are confined
on account of wolves, which are so common as to be a
great plague to file people, k horse of six years old, a
httle more than four feet six inches high, is sold for 701. ;
and 151. has been offered for a colt of one year old. Pass
Uzarch ;_ dine at Donzenac ; 3 between which place and
Brive meet the first maize, or Indian corn.
The beauty of the country, through the 34 miles from
St. George 4 to Blive, _ is so various, and in every respect so
stril_nq and interesting, that I shall attempt no particular
description, but observe in general, that I am much in
doubt, whether there be anything comparable to it either
in England or Ireland. It is not that a fine view breaks
now and then upon the eye to compensate the traveller for
the dulness of a much longer district ; but a quick succession of landscapes, many of which would be rendered
famous in England, by the resort of travellers to view
them. The country is all hill or valley ; the hills are very
high, and would be called with us mountains, if waste and
covered with heath ; but being cultivated to the very tops,
their mag-nitude is lessened to the eye. Their forms are
various : they swell in beautiful semi-globes ; they project
in abrupt masses, which inclose deep glens: they expand
into amphitheatres of cultivation that rise in gradation to
the eye: in some places tossed into a thousand inequalities of_surface; in-others the eye reposes on scenes of the
softest verdure. Add to this, the rich robe with which
nature's bounteous hand has ch'essed the slopes, with
hanging woods of chesnut. And whether the vales open
their verdant bosoms, and admit the sun to illumine the
rivers in their comparative repose_%r whether they be
closed in deep glens, that afford a passage with difficulty
The livre differed in value from twenty to twenty.five sous.
2 Uzerche (Corr_ze).
s (Corr_ze.)

4st.

'
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thewater rollingovertheirrockybeds,and dazzlingthe
eye with the lustre of cascades ; in every ease the features
are interesting
and characteristic of the scenery.
Some
views of singular beauty rivetted us to the spot; that of
the town of Uzarch, covering a conical hill, rising in the
hollow of an amphitheatre of wood, and surrounded at its •
feet by a noble river, is unique.
Derry in Ireland has
something
of its form, but wants some of its richest
features.
The water-scenes
from the town itself, and immediately after passing it, are delicious.
The immense
view from the descent to Donzenac is equally magnificent.
To all this is added the finest road in the world, every
where formed in the most perfect manner, and kept in
the highest preservation,
like the well ordered alley of
a garden, without
dust, sand, stones, or inequality,
fn'm
and level, of pounded granite, and traced with such a
pelT_etual command of prospect, that had the engineer no
other object in view, he could not have executed it with a
more finished taste.
The view of Brive, from the hill is so fine, that it gives
the expectation of a beautiful
little town, and the gaiety of
the environs encourages the idea ; but on entering, such a
contrast is found as disgusts completely.
Close, ill built,
crooked, dirty, stink_ug streets,
exclude the sun, rand
almost the air fl'om every habitation,
except a few tolerable ones on the promenade.--34
miles.
The 9th.
Enter a different count1T with the new province of Quercy, _ which is a part of Guienne ; not near so
beautiful as Limosin, but, to make amends, it is far better
cultivated.
Thanks to maize, which does wonders ! Pass
Noailles, on the summit of a high hill, the chateau _ of the
Marshal Duke of that name.--Enter
a calcareous country,
and lose chesnuts at the same time.
In going down to Souillac, 3 there is a prospect that must
universally
please: it is a bird's eye view of a delicious
little valley, sunk deep amongst some very bold hills that
1 Formerly le pays de Cadurques, now the department of the Lot..
s The chateau still remains. The Duc de Noailles here mentioned
was brother of the unfortunate Duc de _fouchy. He was created
Marshall of France by Louis XV. without having rendered any services
deser_'ing the honour. Died 1793. (H. Martin.}
s Souillac (Lot).

_
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inclose it; a m _rgin of wild mountain contrasts the extreme
beauty of thrj level surface below, a scene of cultivation
scattered with fine walnut trees; nothing can apparently
exceed the exuberant fertility of this spot.
Souillae is a little town in a thriving state, having some
rich merchants.
They receive staves from the mountains
of Auvergne by their river Dordonne, which is navigable
eight months in the year ; these they export to Bordeaux
and Libourn ; also wine, corn, and cattle, and import salt
in great quantities.
It is not in the power of an English
imagination
to figure the _imals
that waited upon us
here, at the Chapeau Rouge.
Some things that called
themselves
by the courtesy of Souillae women, but in
reality walking dung-hills.--But
a neatly dressed clean
waititlg" girl at an inn, will be looked for in vain in France.
--_34 miles.
The 10th.
Cross the Dordonne by a ferry; the boat
well contrived for (hiving in at one end, and out at the
other,
without the abominable
operation,
common in
England, of beating horses till they leap into them; the
price is as great a contrast as the excellence ; we paid for
an English whislry,_ a French cabriolet, one saddle-horse
and six persons, no more th,n 50s. (2s. I d.) I have paid halfa-crown a wheel in England for execrable ferries, passed over
at the hazard of the horses limbs._This
river runs in a very
deep valley between two ridges of high hills: extensive
views, all scattered with villages and single houses;
an
appearance of great population.
Chesuuts on a calcareous
soil, contrary to the Limosin maxim.
Pass Payrac, = and meet man), beggars, which we had
not done before.
All the country, girls and women, are
witho_ut shoes or stockings;
and the ploughmen
at their
work have ileither sabots nor feet to their stockings.
This
is a poverty, that strikes at the root of national prosperity;
a large consumption
among the poor being of more cons_
quence than among the rich : the wealth of a nation lies
in its circulation
and consumption ; and the case of poor
people abstaining from the use of manufactures
of leather
and wool ought to be considered
as an evil of the first
magnitude.
It reminded me of the misery of Ireland.
I A light
carriage,
also
called
tim-w_i_hoj. _ (Lot.)
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Pass Pont-de-Rodsz/and
come to high land, whence we
enjoyed an immense and singular prospect of ridges, hills,
vales, and gentle slopes, rising one beyond another in
every direction,
with few masses of wood, but many
scattered trees.
At least forty miles are tolerably distinct
to the eye, and without a level acre ; the sun, on the point
of being set, illumined part of it, and displayed a vast
number of villages and scattered farms.
The mountains
of Auvergne,
at the distance of 100 miles, added to the
view. Pass by several cottages, exceedingly well built, of
stone and slate or tiles, yet without any glass to the
windows ; can a country be likely to thrive where the great
object is to spare manufactures ? _¥omen picking weeds
-into their aprons for their cows, another sign of poverty I
observed, during the whole way from Calais.--30
miles.The llth.
See for the first time the Pyrenees, at the
distance of 150 miles.--To
me, who had never seen an
object farther than 60 or 70, I mean the _¢Vicklow mountains, as I was going out of Holyhead, this was interesting.
Wherever the eye wandered in search of new objects it
was sure to rest there.
Their magnitude,
their snowy
height, the line of separation between two great kingdoms,
and the end of our travels altogether
account for this
effect.
Towards Cahors _ the country changes, and has
something of a savage aspect ; yet houses are seen every
where, and one-third of it under vines.
That town is bad ; the streets neither wide nor strait,
but the new road is an improvement.
The chief object of
its trade and resource are vines and brandies.
The true
Vin de Cahors, which has a great reputation, is the produce
of a range of vineyards, very rocky, on a ridge of hills full
to the south, and is called ¥in de Grave, because growing
on a gravelly soil.
In plentiful years, the price of good
wine here does not exceed that of the cask; last year it
was sold at 10s. 6d. a barique, or 8d. a dozen.
We drank
it at the Trois Rois from three to ten years old, the latter
at 308. (Is. 3d.) the bottle; both excellent, full bodied,
great spirit, without being fiery, and to my palate much
better than our ports. I liked it so well, that I established
i Pont de Rode (Lot).

_ (Lot.)
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a correspondence with Mons. Andoury, the innkeeper. 1
The heat of this country is equal to the production of
strong wine. This was the most burning day we had
experienced.
On leaving Cahors, the mountain of rock rises so immediately, that it seems as if it would tumble into the town.
The leaves of walnuts are now black with frosts that
happened within a fortnight.
On enquiry, I found they
are subject to these frosts all through the spring months ;
and though rye is sometimes killed by them, the mildew
in wheat is hardly known ;--a fact sufficiently destructive
of the theory of frosts being the cause of that distemper.
It is very rare that any snow falls here. Sleep at Ventillae. 2
--22 miles.
The 12th. The shape and colour of the peasants houses
here add a beauty to the country ; they are square, white,
and with rather flat roofs, but few windows. The peasants
are for the most part land-proprietors.
Immense view of
the Pyrenees before us, of an extent and height truly sublime :-near Perges, _the view of a rich vale, that seems to
reach uninterruptedly to those mountains is a glorious
scenery; one vast sheet of cultivation: every where chequered
with these well built white houses ;--the eye losing itself
in the vapour, which ends only with that stupendous
ridge, whose snow-capped heads are broken into the boldest
outline. The road to Canssade' leads through a very fine
avenue of six rows of trees, two of them mulbelTies, which
are the first we have seen. Thus we have tTavelled almost
to the Pyrenees before we met with an article of culture
which some want to introduce into England. The vale
here is all on a dead level ; the roads finely maple, and
mended with gravel. ]_ontauban ' is old, but not ill built.
There are many good houses, without forming handsome
streets. It is said to be very populous, and the eye confirms the intelligence. The cathedral is modern, and pretty
well built, but too heavy. The public college, the seminary,
I since had a barrique of him ; but whether he sent bad wine, which
I am not willing to believe, or that it came through bad hands, I know
not. It is, however, so bad, as to be item for folly._Aut_or'8 _ot¢.
Ventaillac (Lot).
s (Tam et Garonne)o
4 (Tam et Garo_ue,)
s Montauban {ibid,.
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the bishop's palace, and the house of the first president of
the court of aids are good buildings : the last large, with a
most shewy entrance.
The promenade
is finely situated;
built on the highest partof the rampart, and commanding
that noble vale, or rather plain, one of the richest in
Europe, which extends on one side to the sea, and in front
to the Pyrenees ; whose towering masses, heaped one upon
another, in a stupendous manner, and covered with snow,
offer a variety of lights and shades from indented forms,
and the immensity
of their projections.
This prospect,
which contains a semi-circle of an hundred miles diameter,
has an oceanic vastness, in which the eye loses itself ; an
almost boundless
scene of cultivation;
an animated, but
confused mass of infinitely varied parts--melting
gradually into the distant obscure, from which emerges the
amazing frame of the Pyrenees,
rearing their silvered
heads far above the clouds.
At Montauban, I met Capt.
Plampin, of the royal navy ; he was with ]_ajor Crew, who
has a house and family here, to which he politely carried
us ; it is sweetly situated on the skirts of the town, commanding a fine view ; they were so obliging as to resolve
my enquiries upon some points, of which a residence made
them complete judges.
Living is reckoned cheap here ; a
family was named to us, whose income was supposed to be
about 1500 louis a-year, and who lived as handsomely
as
in England
on 50001.
The comparative
dearness
and
cheapness of different countries, is a subject of considerable importance,
but difficult to analize. As I conceive the
English to have made far greater advances in the useful
arts, and in manufactures,
than the French have done,
England ought to be the cheaper country.
W_nat we meet
with in F,_nce, is a cheap _wde of living, which is quite
another consideration.--30
miles.
The 13th. Pass Grisolles/where
are well built cottages
without glass, and some with no other light than the door,
Dine at Pompinion/at
the Grand Soleil, an uncommonly
good inn, where Capt. Plampin, who accompanied us thus
far, took his leave.
Here we had a violent storm of thunder and lightning,
with rain much heavier I thought
than
I had known inEngland
; but, when we set out for TouI (Tara et Garonne.)
= Pompignon (Tam e_ Garonne)o

_
i
i

I
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louze, I was immediately
convinced that such a violent
shower had never fallen in that ]fingdom ; for the destruction it had poured on the noble scene of cultivation, which
but a moment before was smiling with exuberance, was
terrible to behold.
All now one scene of distress:
the
finest crops of wheat beaten so fiat to the ground, that I
question whether they can ever rise again ; other fields so
inundated,
that we were actually in doubt whether we
were looking on what was lately land or always water.
The ditches had been filled rapidly with mud, had overflowed the road, and swept dirt and gravel over the
crops.
Cross one of the finest plains of wheat that is any
where to be seen; the storm, therefore, was fortunately
partial.
Pass St. Jorry; _ a noble road, but not better
than in Limosin.
It is a desert to the very gates ; meet
not more persons than if it were 100 miles from any town.
--31 miles.
The 14th.
View the city, _ which is very ancient and
very large, but not peopled in proportion to its size : the
buildings are a mixture of brick and wood, and have consequently a melancholy appearance. This place has always
prided itself on its taste for literature and the fine arts.
It has had a university since 1215 ; and it pretends that
its famous academy of Jeux Floraux 3 is as old as 1823.
It has also a royal academy of sciences, another of painting,
sculpture, and architecture.
The church of the Cordelliers 4 has vaults, into which we descended, that have the
property of preserving dead bodies from corruption;
we
saw many that they assert to be 500 years old.
If I had
a vault well lighted, that would preserve the countenance
and pl_ysiognomy as well as the flesh and bones, I should
like to have it peopled with all my ancestors;
and this
desire would, I suppose, be proportioned to their merit
and celebrity;
but to one like this, that presel_es cada1 St. Jory (Hte. Garonne).
_ Toulouse.
_ ' The jeu.r florau.r or poetic tourneyscelebrated the visit of Charles
Le Bel to Toulouse in 1323 or 1324. A golden violet was given to the
authorof the best poem_also the title ofdocteur du gai actor. But the
days of Proveno_alpoetrywore over_and the king dic_not even attendthe
crowningof the successful candidate.
• ,Nowdesecrated,and used for the storage of hay,
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verous deformity, and gives perpetuity
to death, the voracity of a common grave is preferable.
But Toulouze is
not without
objects more interesting
than churches and
academies;
these are the new quay, the corn mills, and
the canal de Brien.
The quay is of a _eat length, and in
all respects a noble work : the houses intended to be built
will be regular like those already erected, in a stile aukward and inelegant.
The canal de Brien,: so called from
the archbishop
of Toulouze, 2 afterwards
prime minister
and cardinal, was planned and executed in order to join
the Garonne at Toulouze with the canal of Languedoc,
which is united at two miles from the town with the same
river.
The necessity of such a junction
arises from the
navigation of the river in the town being absolutely impeded by the wear which is made across it in favour of
the corn mills.
It passes arched under the quay to the
river, and one sluice levels the water with that of Lan_aedoc canal.
It is broad enough for sever, tl barges to pass
abreast.
These undertakings
have been well planned, and
their execution is truly magnificent:
there is however
more magnificence
than trade; for while the Languedoc
canal is alive with commerce, that of Brien is a desert.
Among other things we viewed at Toulouze, was the
house _ of IKons. du BarrY,' brother of the husband
of the
celebrated countess.
By some transactions, favourable to
anecdote, which enabled hlm to draw her from obscurity,
and afterwards
to marry her to his brother, he contrived
to make a pretty considerable fortune.
On the first floor
1 The canal de Brienne, joining the canals de Languedoc and du
MidL
2 The anti-ProtestantImm_nie de Brlenne, in power at the time this
was written, dismissedthe followingyear.
The Hotel I)ubarry, now No. 13, Place St. Raymond, is occupied
by nuns of the Benedictine Order. What becameof the portrait here
mentionedis not known, no mention of it occurring in the list of objects
confiscatedin 1794.
4 Madamedu Barry, the favourite of Louis XV. She had fled from
Paris on the outbreak of the I_evolution,but venturedto the Bernardine
Convent at Couilly (Seine and AIaroe), now destroyed, in order to get
her diamonds there hidden. She was seized aud guillotinedduring the
Terror. Helen Afaria Williams gives a fearful pictureof her execution.
See Memoir De Goncouns,
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is one principal and complete apartment,
containing seven
or eight rooms, fi'_ted up and furnished with such profusion
of expence, that if a fond lover, at the head of a kingdom's
finances, were decorating for his mistress, he could hardly
give in large any thing that is not here to be seen on a
moderate scale. To those who are fond of gilding here is
enough to satiate;
so much that to an English eye it has
too gaudy an appearance.
But the glasses are large and
numerous.
The drawing-room
very elegant
(gilding
always excepted).--Here
I remarked a contrivance which
has a pleasing effect; that of a looking-glass
before the
chimnies, instead of those various screens used in England :
it slides backwards and folxvards into the wall of the
room. There is a portrait of :5/[adame du BarrY, which is
said to be very like ; if it really is, one would pardon a
King some follies committed at the shrine of so much
beauty--As
to the garden, it is beneath all contempt,
except as an object to make a man stare at the efforts to
which folly can arrive : in the space of an acre, there are
hills of genuine earth, mountains of pasteboard, rocks of
canvass: abb6s, cows, sheep, and shepherdesses
in lead;
monkeys and peasants, asses and altars, in stone.
Fine
ladies and blacksmiths,
parrots
and lovers, in wood.
Windmills
and cottages, shops and villages, nothing excluded except nature.
The 15th. Meet Highlanders, who put me in mind of those
of Scotland ; saw them first at Montauban;
they have round
fiat caps, and loose breeches : "Pipers, blue bonnets, and
oat-meal, are found," says Sir James Stuart, "in Catalonia,
Auvergne and Swabia, as well as in Lochabar."
Many of
the women here are without stockings.
]_eet them coming
from _he market, with their shoes in their baskets.
The
Pyrenees, at sixty miles distance, appear now so distinct,
that one would guess it not more than fifteen ; the lights
and shades of the snow are seen clearly.--80
miles.
The 16th.
A ridge of hills on the other side of the
Garonne, which began at Toulouze, became more and more
regular yesterday;
and is undoubtedly
the most distant
ramification of the Pyrenees, reaching into this vast vale
quite to Toulouze, but no farther.
Approach the mountains; the lower ones are all cultivated,
but the higher
D
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seem covered with wood : the road now is bad all the way.
Meet many waggons, each loaded with two casks of _ne,
quite backward in the carriage and as the hind wheels are
much higher than the lower ones, it shews that these
mountaineers
have more sense than John Bull.
The
wheels of these waggons are all shod with wood instead of
iron. Here, for the first time, see rows of maples, with
vines, _rained in festoons, from tree to tree ; they are conducted by a rope of bramble, vine cutting,
or willow.
They give many grapes, but bad wine. Pass St. _artino, _
aud then a large village of well built houses, without a
single glass window.--30
miles.
The 17th.
St. Gaudens _-is an improving town, with
many new houses, something more than comfortable.
An
uncommon view of St. Bertrand ; s you break at once upon
a vale sunk deep enough beneath the point of view to
command every hedge and tree, with that town clustered
round its large eathech.al, on a rising ground ; if it had
been built purposely to add a feature to a singular prospect,
it could not have been better placed.
The mountains rise
proudly around, and give their rough frame to this exquisite little picture.
Cross the Garonne, by a new bl_dge of one fine arch,
built of hard blue limestone.
Medlars, plumbs, cherries,
maples in every hedge, with vines trained.--Stop
at T_.uresse ; _ after which the mountains
almost close, and leave
only a narrow vale, the Garonne and the road occupying
some pol_ion of it. Immense quantities
of poultry in all
this country;
most of it the people salt and keep in
grease.
We tasted a soup made of the leg of a goose
thus kept, and it was not nearly so bad as I expected.
Every crop here is backward, and betrays a want of
sun ; no wonder, for we have been long tl_velling
on the
banks of a rapid river, and must now be very high, though
still apparently in vales.
The mountains, in passing on,
grow more interesting.
Their beauty, to northern eyes, is
very singular ; the black and dreary prospects which our
i St. _Iartory (Ilte. Garonne).
(Hte. Garonne.)
3 St. Bertrand de Comminges(Hte. Garonne)
4 Loures (Hie. Pyrenees).

}
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mountains offer are known to every one; but here the
climate cloaths them with verdure, and the highest summits in sight are covered with wood; there is snow on
still higher ridges.
Quit the Garonne some leagues before Sirpe,' where the
river Neste _ falls into it. The road to Bagnere is along
this river, in a very narrow valley, at one end of which is
built the town of Luchon, s the tormination of our journey ;
which to me has been one of the most agreeable I evez
undertook ; the good humour and good sense of my companions are well calculated for travelling;
one renders a
journey pleasing, and the other instruetive.--Having
now
crossed the kingdom, and been in many French inns, I
shall in general observe, that they are on an average better
in two respects, and worse in all the rest, than those in
England.
We have lived better in point of eating and
drinking beyond a question, than we should have done in
going from London to the Highlands of Scotland, at double
the expence.
But if in England the best of every thing is
ordered, without any attention to the expence, we should
for double the money have lived better than we have done
in France ; the common cookery of the French gives great
advantage.
It is true, they roast every thing to a chip, it
they are not cautioned : but they give such a number and
variety of dishes, that if you do not like some, there are
others to please your palate.
The desert at a French inn
has no rival at an English one ; nor are the liqueurs to be
despised.--We
sometimes have met with bad wine, but
upon the whole, far better than such port as English inns
give.
Beds are better in France;
in England they are
good only at good inns; and we have none of that torment. which is so perplexing
in England,
to have the
sheet_ aired ; for we never trouble our heads about them,
doubtless on account of the climate.
After these two
points, all is a b]A.nl_. You have no parlour to eat in;
only a room with two, three, or four beds.
Apartnnents
badly fitted up ; the walls white-washed ; or paper of dif1 Cierp (Hte. Garonne).
This word Neste, meaning a torrent stream,is frequeutlyfound in
the Pyrenees.
BagnSres de Lnchon (Hte. Garonne).
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ferent sorts in the same room ; or tapestry so old, as to be
a fit nidus for moths and spiders ; and the furniture such,
that an English innkeeper would light his fire with it.
For a table, you have every, where a board laid on cross
bars, which are so conveniently contrived, as to leave room
for your legs only at the end.--Oak
chairs with rush bottoms, and the back universally a direct perpendicular,
that
defies all idea of rest after fatigue.
Doors give music as
well as entrance ; the wind whistles through their chinks ;
and hinges grate discord.
Windows admit rain as well as
light ; when shut they are not so easy to open ; and when
open not easy to shut.
Mops, brooms, and scrubbingbrushes are not in the catalogue of the necessaries of a
French inn.
Bells there are none ; the fille must always
be bawled for; and when she appears, is neither neat
well dressed, nor handsome.
The kitchen is black with
smoke; the master commonly the cook, and the less you
see of the cooking, the more likely you are to have a
stomach to your dinner ; but this is not peculiar to France.
Copper utensils always in great plenty, but not always
well tinned.
The mistress rarely classes civility or aRention
to her guests among the requisites of her trade.--30
miles.
The 28th.
Having being now ten days fixed in our
lodgings, which the Count de la Rochefoueauld's
friends
had provided for us ; it is time to minute a few pal_ieulars
of our life here. ]_ons. Lazowski and myself have two
good rooms on a ground floor, with beds in them, and a
servant's room, for 4 ]iv. (3s. 6d.) a-day.
We are so unaccustomed in England to live in our bed-chambers, that
it is at first aukward in l_rance to find that people live no
where else: At all the inns I have been in, it has been
always in bed-rooms ; and here I find, that every body,
let his rank be what it may, lives in his bed-chamber.
This is novel ; our English custom is far more convenient,
as well as more pleasing.
But this habit I class with the
_conomy of the French,
The day after we came, I was
introduced to the _LaRochefoucauld party, with whom we
have lived; it consists of the duke and dutchess de la
Rochefoueauld,
daughter of the duke de Chabot;
her
brother, the prince de ]_aon and his princess, the daughter
of the duke de Mon_anorenci ; the count de Chabot, another

i
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brother of the dutchess de la Rochefoucauld ; the marquis
D'Aubourval, who, with my two fellow-travellers and
myself, made a party of nine at dinner and supper. A
traiteur serves our table at 4 liv. a head for the two meals,
two courses anda good desert for dinner ; for supper one,
and a desert; the whole very well selwed, with every
thing in season: the wine separate, at 6./:.(3d.) a bottle.
With difficulty the Count's groom found a stable. Hay is
little short of 51. English per ton; oats much the same
price as in England, but not so good: straw dear, and so
scarce, that very often there is no litter at all.
The States of I_nguedoc are building a large and handsome bathing house, to contain various separate cells, with
baths, and a large common room, with two arcades to walk
in, flee from sun and rain. The present baths are horrible
holes ; the patients lie up to their chins in hot sulphureous
water, which, with the beastly dens they are placed in, one
would th_n_ sufficient to cause as many distempers as they
cure. They are resorted to for cutaneous eruptions. The
life led here has very little variety. Those who bathe or
drink the waters, do it at half after five or six in the morning ; but my friend and myself are early in the mountains,
which are here stupendous; we wander among them to
a_]m_rethe wild and beautiful scenes which are to be met
with in almost every direction. The whole region of the
Pyrenees is of a nature and aspect so totally different
from every thing that I had been accustomed to, that these
excursions were productive of much amusement.
Cultivation is here calTied to a considerable perfection in several
articles, especially in the irrigation of meadows : we seek
out the most intelligent peasants, and have many and long
conversations with those who understand French, which
however is not the ease with all, for the language of the
country is a nli_ture of Catalan, Provencal, and French.-This, with examining the minerals (an article for which the
duke de la Rochefoucauld likes to accompany us, as he
possesses a considerable knowledge in that branch of
natm'al history), and with noting the plants with _vhieh we
are acquainted, serves well to keep our time employed
sufficiently to our taste.
The ramble of the morning
finished, we return in time to dress for dinner, at half after
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twelve or one : then adjourn to the drawing-room of ma_..m
de la Rochefoueauld,
or the countess of Grandval alternately, the only ladies who have apartments large enough
to contain the whole company.
None are excluded ; as the
first thing done, by every person who arrives, is to pay a
morning visit to each paa_'y already in the place ; the visit
is returned, and then every body is of course acquainted at
these assemblies, which last till the evening is cool enough
for walking.
There is nothing in them but cards, tricktrack, chess, and sometimes music;
but the g_reat feature
is cards:
I need not add, that I absented myself often
from these parties, which are ever mortally insipid to me
in England, and not less so in Fiance.
In the evening,
the company splits into different parties, for their promenade, which lasts till half an hour after eight ; supper is
served at nine : there is, after it, an hour's conversation in
the chamber of one of our ladies ; and this is the best part
of the day,--for
the chat is free, lively, and unaffected;
and uninterrupted,
unless on a post-day, when the duke
has such packets of papers and pamphlets,
that they turn
us all into politicians.
All the world are in bed by eleven.
In this arl_ngement of the day, no circumstance is so objectionable as that of dining at noon, the consequence of
eating no breakfast ; for as the ceremony of dressing is
kept up, you must be at home from any morning's excursion by twelve o'clock.
This single circumstance, if adhered to, would be sufficient to destroy any pursuits, except the most frivolous.
Dividing the day exactly in halves,
destroys it for any expedition,
enquiry, or business that
demands seven or eight hours attention, uninterrupted by
any calls to the table or the toilette : calls which, after
fatigue or exel_ion, are obeyed with refreshment and with
pleasure.
We dress for dinner in England with propriety,
as the rest of the day is dedicated to ease, to converse, and
relaxation ; but by doing it at noon, too much time is lost.
What is a man good for after his silk breeches and stockings are on, his hat under his aa'm, and his head b/e1_
poudr$ ?--Can he botanize in a watered meadow ?--Can he
clamber the rocks to mineralize ?--Can he farm with the
peasant and the ploughman ?--He is in order for the conversation of the ladies, which to be sure is in every country.,
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but particularly in France, where the women are highly
cultivated, an excellent employment ; but it is an employment that never relishes better than after a day spent in
active toil or animated pursuit ; in something that has enlarged the sphere of our conceptions, or added to the stores
of our knowledge.--I
am induced to make this observation,
because the noon dinners are customary all over France,
except by persons of considerable fashion at Paris.
They
cannot be treated with too much ridicule or severity, for
they are absolutely
hostile to every view of science, to
every sph-ited exel%ion, and to every useful pursuit in life.
Living in this way, however, with several persons of the
first fashion in the kingdom, is an object to a foreigner
solicitous to remark the manners and character of the
nation.
I have ever), reason to be pleased _vith the experiment, as it affords me a constant opportunity to enjoy the
advantages of an unaffected and polished society, in which
an invaluable sweetness of disposition, mildness of character, and what in English we emphatically call good temper,
eminently prevails :--seeming
t_) arise--at
least I conjecture it, from a thousand little nameless and peculiar circumstances;
not resulting entirely from
the personal
character of the individuals, but apparently holding of the
national one.--Beside
the persons I have named, there are
among others at our assemblies, the marquis and marchioness de Hautfort;
the duke and dutchess de Ville (this
dutchess is among the good order of beings) ; the chevalier
de Peyrac ; Mons. l'Abb4 Bastard ; baron de Serres ; viscountess Dnh,.mel ; the bishops of Croire _and Montauban ;
Mons. de la Marche;
the baron de ]kIontagu, a chess
player; the chevalier de Cheyron;
and ]Hons. de Bellecomb, who commanded in Pondicherry, and was taken by
the_English.
There are also about half a dozen young
officers, and three or foul" abbes.
If I may hazard a remarl_ on the conversation of French
assemblies, from what I have known here, I should praise
them for equanimity
but condemn them for insipidity.
All vigour of thought seems so excluded from expression,
that characters of ability and of inanity meet nearly on a
par: tame and elegant, uninteresting
and polite, the
i Cahors or Aire (Landes) Jsevidently meant.
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mingled mass of communicated
aside has powers neither to
offend nor instruct ; where there is much polish of character
there is little argument;
and if you neither argue nor
discuss, what is conversation ?--Good temper, and habitual
ease, are the first ingredients
in private society ; but wit,
-knowledge, or originality,
must break their even surface
into some inequality of feeling, or conversation
is like a
journey on an endless flat.
Of the rural beauties we have to contemplate,
the valley
of Larbousse, 1 in a nook of which the town of Luchon is
situated, is the principal, with its surrounding
accompanymerit of mountain.
The range that bounds it to the north,
is bare of wood but covered with cultivation ; and a large
village, about tln.ee parts of its height, is perched on a
steep, that almost makes the unaccustomed
eye _emble
with apprehension,
that the village, church, and people will
come tumbling into the valley.
Villages thus perched, like
eagles nests on rocks, are a general circumstance
in the
Pyrenees, which appear to be wonderfully peopled.
The
mountain, that forms the western wall of the valley, is of
a prodigious
magnitude.
Watered
meadow and cultivation rise more than one-third the height.
A forest of oak
and beech forms a noble belt above it; higher still is a
region of hug ; and above all snow.
From whatever point
viewed, this mountain is commanding from its magnitude,
and beautiful from its luxuriant fohage.
The range which
closes in the valley to the east is of a character different
from the others;
it has more variety, more cultivation,
villages, forests, glens, and cascades.
That of Gouzat,
which turns a mill as soon as it falls from the mountain,
is romantic, with every accompanyment
necessary to give a
high degree of picturesque
beauty.
There are features in
that of ]_ontanbau,
which Claude :Loraine would not have
failed transfusing
on his canvass ; and the view of the vale
fl'om the ehesnut rock is gay and animated.
The termination of ore"valley to the south is striking;
the river Neste
pours in incessant cascades over the rocks that seem an
eternal resistance.
The eminence in the centre of a small
vale, on which is an old tower, is a wild and romantic spot
the roar of the waters beneath unites in effect with the
1 Larboustj

or de l'Arboust,

east of Bagn_res-de-Luchon.
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mountains, whose towering forests, finishing in snow, give
an awful grandeur,
a gloomy greatness to the scene ; and
seem to raise a barrier of separation between the l_ngdoms, too formidable
even for armies to pass.
But what
are rocks, and mountains,
and snow, when opposed to
human ambition ? In the recesses of the pendent woods,
the bears find their habitation on the rocks, and above, the
eagles have their nests.
All around is great ; the sublime
of nature, with imposing majesty, impresses awe upon the
mind ; attention is rivetted to the spot ; and ima_nation,
with all its excursive powers, seeks not to wander beyond
the scene.
Deepens the murmurs of the falling flood%
And breathes a browner horror o'er the woods.*
To view these scenes tolerably, is a business of some
days; and such is the climate here, or at least has been
since I was at Bagnere de Luchon, that not more than one
day in three is to be depended on for fine weather.
The
heights of the mountains is such, that the clouds, perpetually broken, pour down quantities
of rain.
From June
26th to July 2d, we had one heavy shower, which lasted
without intermission
for sixty hours.
The mountains,
though so near, were hidden to their bases in the clouds.
They do not only alTest the fleeting ones, which are passing
in the atmosphere,
but seem to have a generative power;
for you see small ones at first, hke thin vapour rising out
of glens, fol_n_ng on the sides of the hills, and increasing
by degrees, till they become clouds heavy enough to rest
on the tops, or else l_se into the atmosphere, and pass away
with others.
Among the original tenants of this immense range of
mountains,
the first in point of dignity, from the importance of the mischief they do, are the bears.
There are
both sorts, carnivorous and vegetable-eaters
; the latter are
more mischievous than their more terrible brethren, coming
down in the night and eating the corn, particularly
buckwheat and maize;
and they are so nice in choosing the
sweetest ears of the latter, that they trample and spoil infinitely more than they eat. The carnivorous bears wage
* Pope,Eloisa
toAbelard,
hnes169,170.
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_ar against the cattle and sheep, so that no stock can be
left in the fields at night.
Flocks must be "watched by
shepherds, who have fire.arms, and the assistance of many
stout and fierce dogs ; and cattle are shut up in stables
every night in the year.
Sometimes,
by accident, they
wander from theh" keepers, and if left abroad, they run a
considerable risque of being devoured.--Thc
bears attack
these animals by leaping on their back, force the head to
the ground, thrust their paws into the body in the violence
of a dreadful hug.
There are many hunting days every
year for destroying them; several parishes joining for that
purpose.
Great numbers of men and boys form a cordon,
and drive the wood where the bears are known or suspected
to be. They are the fattest in winter, when a good one is
worth three louis.
A bear never ventures to attack a
wolf ; but several wolves together, when hungTy, will attack
a bear, and kill and eat him.
Wolves are here only in
winter.
In summer, they are in the very remotest parts of
the Pyrenees--the
most distant from human habitations :
they are here, as every where else in France, di'cadful to
sheep.
A part of our original plan of travelling to the Pyrenees,
was an excursion into Spain. Our landlord at Luchon had
before procured mules and _oxddes for persons travelling on
business to Saragossa and Barcelona, and at our request
wrote to Vielle, _ the first Spanish town across the mountains, for three mules
and a conductor,
who speaks
French; and being arrived according to appointment,
we
set out on our expedition.
For the register of this Tour
into Sl_ain, I _nust refer the reader to the Annals of Ag_'i.
vulture, vol. viii. p. 193.
J_Y
21. Return.--Leave
Jonquieres,_where
the countenances and manners of the people would make one believe all the inhabitants
were smugglers:
Come to a most
noble road, which the King of Spain is making ; it begins
at the pillars that mark the boundaries
of the two monarchies, joining with the French road: it is admirably
executed,
ttere take leave of Spain and re-enter France :
the contrast is strildng,
When one crosses the sea from
1 YieUa(Catalonia).

2 Jonquiera (Catalonia).
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Dover to Calais, the preparation and circumstance
of a
naval passage, leave the mind by some gradation
to a
c_R_uge : but here, without going through a town, a bar°
rier, or even a wall, you enter a new world.
From the
natural and miserable roads of Catalonia, you tread at
once on a noble causeway, made with all the solidity and
magnificence that distinguishes
the highways of France.
Instead of beds of torrents you have well built bridges;
and from a country wild, desert, and poor, we found ourselves in the midst of cultivation and improvement.
:Every
other circumstance spoke the same ]anguage, and told us
by signs not to be mistaken, and some great and operating
cause worked an effect too clear to be misunderstood.
The
more one sees, the more I belive we shall be led to think,
that there is but one all-powerful
cause that instigates
m_.nldud, and that is GOVERNMENT!--Others form exceptions, and give shades of difference and distinction,
but
this acts with pel_nanent and universal force. The present
instance is remarkable ; for Roussillon 1 is in fact a part
of Spain ; the inhabitants
arc Spaniards in language and
in customs ; but they are under a French government.
Great range of the Pyrenees at a distance.
Meet shepherds that speak the Catalan.
The cabriolets we meet are
Spanish. The farmers thresh their corn like the Spaniards.
The inns and the houses are the same.
Reach Perpignan ;_ there I parted with Mons. Lazowski.
He returned
to Bagnere de Luchon, but I had planned a tour in Languedoe, to fill up the time to spare--15
miles.
The 22d. The Duke de la Rochefoucauld had given me
a letter to Mons. Barri de Lasseuses, major of a regiment
at Perpignan, and who, he said, understood
agriculture,
and would be glad to converse with me on the subject.
I
sallie_ out in the morning to find him, but being Sunday,
he was at his country-seat at Pia, about a league from the
town.
I had a roasting walk thither, over a dry stony
country under vines.
Mons. Madame, and Mademoiselle
de Lasseuses,
received me with great politeness.
I ext Le lloussillon, now forming the department of Les Pyren_es()rientales,was addedto the French crownin 1659 by the treaty of the
Pyrenees,
2 (Pyren_-_-Orientales.)
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plained the motives of my coming to France, which were
not to run idly through
the kingdom with the common
herd of travellers, but to make myself a master of their
a_'iculture
; that if I found any thing good and applicable
to England, I might copy it. He commended the design
greatly;
said it was travelling
with a truly laudable
motive; but expressed much astonishment,
as it was so
uncommon;
and was very sure there was not a single
Frenchman in all England on such an errand.
He desired
I would spend the day with him.
I found the vineyard
the chief part of his husbandry,
but he had some arable
land, managed in the singular manner of that province.
:He pointed to a village which he said was Rivesalta, _which
produced some of the most famous wine in France;
at
dinner I found that it merited its reputation.
In the
evening returned to Perpignan,
after a day fel_fle in useful
infm_nation.--8
miles.
The 23d.
Take the road to Narbonne.
Pass Rivesalta.
Under the mountain there is the largest spring I ever saw.
Otters-Pool
and :Holly-well are bubbles to it. It rises at
the foot of the rock, and is able to turn immediately
many
mills; being at once rather a river than a spring.
Pass
an uninterrupted
flat waste, without a single tree, house,
or village for a considerable distance: by much the ugliest
country I have seen in l_rance.
Great quantities
of corn
every where treading out with mules, as in Spain.
Dine
at Sejean, 2 at the Solefl, a good new inn, where I accidentally met with the marquis de Tressan.
He told me,
that I must be a singular person to travel so far with no
other object than agricultm'e : he never knew nor heard of
the like ; but approved much of the plan, and wished he
could do the same.
The roads here are stupendous
works.
I passed a hill,
cut through to ease a descent, that was all in the solid
rock, and cost 90,000 liv. (3,9371.) yet it extends "but a few
hundred yards.
Three leagues and an half from Sejean to
Narbonne
cost 1,800,000 ]iv. (78,7501.)
These _vays are
superb even to a folly.
Enormous
sums have been spent
to level even gentle slopes.
The causeways are raised and
1 Rivesaltes, station and seat of the wine trade (PyrenSes-Orientales)'
Sigean, on the lagoon of that name (Aude).
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walled on each side, forming one solid mass of artificial
road, carried across the rallies to the height of six, seven,
or eight feet, and never less than 50 wide. There is a
bridge of a single arch, and a causeway to it, truly magnificent ; we have not an idea of what such a road is in
England. The traffic of the way, however, demands no
such exertions; one-third of the breadth is beaten, onethird rough, and one-third covered with weeds. In 36
miles, I have met one cabriolet, half a dozen carts, and
_ome old women with asses. For what all this waste of
treasure ?--In T,anguedoc, it is true, these works are not
done by corv_es ; but there is an injustice in levying the
amount not far short of them. The money is raised by
tailles, and, in making the assessment, lands held by a
noble tenure are so much eased, and others.by a base one
so burthened, that 120 arpents in this neighbourhood held
by the former, pay 90 liv. and 400 possessed by a plebeian
right, which ought proportionally to pay 300 liv. is, instead
of that, assessed at 1400 liv. At Narbonne, the canal _
which joins that of Languedoc, deserves attention; it is a
very fine work, and will, they say, be finished next month.
--36 miles.
The 24th. Womeu without stockings, and many without shoes; but if their feet are poorly clad they have a
superb consolation in walking upon magnificent causeways :
the new road is 50 feet wide, and 50 more digged away or
destroyed to make it.
The vintage itself can hardly be such a scene of activity
and an_nation as this universal one of treading out the
corn, with which all the towns and villages in Languedoe
are now _ive. The corn is all roughly stacked around a
dry firm spot, where great numbers of mules and horses
are dx1%enon a trot round a centre, a woman holding the
reins, and another, or a gh.1 or two, with whips drive ; the
men supply and clear the floor; other parties are dressing,
by throwing the corn into the air for the wind to blow
away the chaff. Every soul is employed, and with such an
air of cheerfulness, that the people seem as well pleased
with their labour, as the farmer himself with his great
z I_ Robine.
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heaps of wheat.
The scene is uncommonly animated and
joyous.
I stopped and alighted often to see their method ;
I was always very eivilly treated, and my wishes for a good
price for the farmer, and not too good a one for the poor,
well received.
This method, which entirely saves barns,
depends absolutely on climate: from my leaving Bagnere
de Luchon to this moment, all through Catalonia, Roussillon, and this part of Languedoc, tt_ere has been nothing
like rain ; but one unvarying clear bright sky and burning
sun, yet not at all suffocating, or to me even unpleasant.
I asked whether they were not sometimes caught in the
rain ? they said, very rarely indeed;
but if rain did come,
it is seldom more than a heavy shower, which a hot sun
quickly succeeds and ¢h_es every thing speedily.
The canal of Languedoc 1 is the capital feature of all
this country.
The mountain through
which it pierces is
insulated,
in the midst of an extended
valley, and only
half a mile from the road. It is a noble and stupendous
work, goes through
the hill about the breadth of three
toises, and was digged without shafts.
:Leave the road, and crossing the canal, follow it to
Beziers; 2 nine sluice-gates let the water down the hill to
join the rive," at the town.--A
noble work ! The port is
broad enough for four large vessels to lie abreast;
the
greatest of them carries from 90 to 100 tons.
Many of
them were at the quay, some in motion, and every sign of
an animated business.
This is the best sight I have seen
in France.
Here Lewis XIV. thou art tufty great !_Here,
with a generous and benignant hand, thou dispensest ease
and wealth to thy people !--S¢ sic omnia, thy name would
indeed have been revered.
To effect this noble work, of
uniting the two seas, less money was expended than to
besiege Turin, or to seize Strasbourg like a robber.
Such
an employment of the revenues of a great k'_ngdom is the
only landable way of a monarch's acquiring immortality ;
all other means make their names survive with those only
of the incendiaries,
robbers,
and violators of mankind,
* The canal de Languedoc or du Midi, called also Le canal des deux
Mers, which unites the Mediterranean with the Atlantic, was created
underLouis XIV. by Riquet.
B6ziers(H_rauit).
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The canal passes through the river for about half a league,
separated from it by walls which are covered in floods;
and then turns off for Cette.
Dine at Beziers.
KnQwing
that Mons. l'&bb6 l_ozier/ the celebrated editor of the
Journal Physique, and who is now publishing a dictionary
of husbandry, which in France has much reputation, lived
and farmed near Beziers, I enquired at the inn the way to
his house.
They told me that he had left Beziers two
years, but that the house was to be seen fTom the street,
and accoMingly shewed it me from something of a square
open on one side to the country ; adding, that it belonged
now to a ]_ons. de Ricuse, who had purchased
the estate
of the Abbr.
To view the farm of a man celebrated for
his writings, was an object, as it would, at least, enable
me, in reading his book, to understand
better the allusions
he might make to the soil, situation, and other circumstances.
I was sorry to hear, at the table d'hSte, much
ridicule thrown on the A_bbg Rozier's husbandry,
that it
had be.aucou_ de fa_tasie
_ais _'ier_ sollde; in particular,
they treated his paving his vineyards as a ridiculous
circumstance.
Such an experiment seemed remarkable,
and
I was glad to hear it, that I might desire to see these
paved vineyards.
The Abbg here, as a farmer, has just
that character which every man will be sure to have who
departs from the methods of his neighbours ; for it is not
in the nature of countrymen, that any body should come
among them who can presume with impunity to think for
themselves.
I asked why he left the country ? and they
gave me a curious anecdote of the bishop of Beziers cutting _ road through the Abbg's farm, at the expence of the
province, to lead to the house of his (the bishop's) mistress, which occasioned such a quarrel that :_ons. Rozier
could stay no longer in the country.
This is a pretty
feature o9 a government : that a man is to be forced to sell
his estate, and driven out of a country, because bishops
make love._I
suppose to their neighbours
wives, as no
other love is fashionable in France.
Which of my neighbours' wives will tempt the bishop of Norwich to make a
road through my farm, and drive me to sell Bradfield P_
1 l_ozier (Frangois),an ecclesiasticand agriculturalwriter,born 1754,
killedat the siege of Lyon_ 1793.
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I give my authority for this anecdote, the chat of a table
d'h6te; it is as likely to be false as true; but Languedoelan bishops are certainly not English
ones.--]_Ions,
de
Rieuse received me politely, and satisfied as many of my
enquiries as he could;
for he -knew little more of the
Abbe's husbandry than common report, and what the farm
itself told him_ As to paved vineyards, there was no such
tiring ; the report must have taken rise from a vineyard of
Burgundy
grapes, which the Abbd planted
in a new
manner; he set them in a curved form, in a loss, covering
them only with flints instead of earth ; this succeeded well.
I walked over the farm, which is beautifully
situated, on
the slope and top of a hill, which commands Beziers, its
rich vale, its navigation, and a fine accompanyment
of
mountains.
Beziers has a fine promenade;
and is becoming, they
say, a favourite residence for the English, preferring the
air to that of _[ontpellier.
Take the road to Pezenas)
It
leads up a hill, which commands, for some time, a view of
the Mediterranean.
Through all this country, but particularly in the olive grounds, the cricket (cicala) makes a
constant, sharp, monotonous
noise ; a more odious comi)anion on the road can hardly he imagined.
Pezenas
opens on a very fine country, a vale of six or eight leagues
extent all cultivated;
a beautiful
mixture of vines, mulberries, olives, towns, and scattered
houses, with a great
deal of fine lucerne;
the whole bounded by gentle hills,
eultivated to their tops.--At
supper, at the table d'h6te.
we were waited on by a female without shoes or stockings,
exquisitely ugly, and diffusing odours not of roses : there
were, however, a croix de St. Louis/and
two or three mercantile-looking
people that prated with her very familiarly :
at an ordinary
of farmers, at the poorest and remotest
market village in England, such an animal would not be
allowed by the landlord to enter his house; or by the
guests their room.--32 miles.
The 25th.
The road, in crossing a valley to and from a
1 P_zenas (H_rault).
2 An order created by Louis XIV., and conferred only on oflleers,
naval and military. Suppressed by the Convention,1792, re-established
u_der the Restoration,this order was finally abolished in July, 1830.
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bridge, is a magnificent walled causeway, more than a mile
long, ten yards wide, and from eight to twelve feet high;
with stone posts on each side at every six yards--a prodigious work.--I know nothing more striking to a traveller
than the roads of I_anguedoe: we have not in England a conception of such exertions ; they are splendid and superb ;
and if I could free my mind of the recollection of the unjust
taxation which pays them, I should travel with admiration
at the magnificence displayed by the states of this province.
The police of these roads is however execrable--for
I
scarcely meet a cart but the ch4ver is asleep in it.
Taking the road to Montpellier, pass through a pleasing
country ; and by another immense walled causeway, twelve
yards broad and three high, leading close to the sea.
To
Pijan, 1 and near _'ontignan _ and ]_ontbasin/famous
for
their muscat wines.--Approach
Montpellier ; the environs,
for near a league, are delicious, and more highly ornamented
than any thing I have seen in France.--¥illas
well built,
clean, and comfortable, with every appearance of wealthy
owners, are spread thickly through the country.
They are,
in general, pretty
square buildings;
some very large.
_/[ontpellier, with the air rather of a great capital than of
a provincial town, covers a hill that swells proudly to the
view.--But
on entering it, you experience a disappointment from narrow, ill-built, crooked streets, but full of
people, and apparently alive with business ; yet there is no
considerable manufacture
in the place; the p14ncipal are
verdigrease, silk handkerchiefs,
blankets,
perfumes
and
liqueurs.
The great object for a stranger to view is the
promenade or square, for it partakes of both, called the
Perou/--There
is a ma=-mifieen_ aqueduct on three tires of
arches for supplying the city with water, from a hill at a
considel_ble distance ; a very noble work ; a chateau d'ea_
receive_ the water in a ch'cular bason, from which it falls
into an extexnal reselwoir, to supply the city, and the jets
d'ea_e that cool the air of a garden below, the whole in a
fine square considerably elevated above the surrounding
ground_ walled in with a ballustl_de,
and other mural
decorations, and in the centre a good equestrian statue of
i P_nan (HSrault).
' M_ontbazin
(H6rault,).

2 (H_rauh.)
' Place du Yoyrou.
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I_ouis XI_.
There is an air of real grandeur and magnificence in this useful work, that struck me more than any
thing at Versailles.
The view is also singularly beautiful.
To the south, the eye wanders with delight over a rich
vale, spread with villas, and terminated by the sea. To
the north, a series of cultivated hills.
On one side, the
vast range of the Pyrenees trend away till lost in remoteness.
On the other, the eternal snows of the Alps pierce
the clouds.
The whole view one of the most stupendous
to be seen, when a clear sky approximates
these distant
objects.--32
miles.
The 26th.
_I_e fair of Beancaire 1 fills the whole country with business and motion ; meet many carts loaded;
and nine diligences
going or coming.
Yesterday
and
to day the hottest I ever experienced ; we had none like
them in Spain--the
flies much worse than the heat.--30
miles.

The 27th.
The amphitheatre
of Nismes is a prodigious
work, which shews how well the Romans had adapted these
edifices to the abominable uses to which they were erected.
The convenience of a theatre that could hold 17000 spectators without confusion;
the magnitude;
the massive
and substantial manner in which it is built without mortar,
that has withstood the attacks of the weather, and the
worse depredations
of the barbarians
in the various
revolutions
of sixteen centuries, all strike the attention
forcibly.
I viewed the ]_[aison Quarr_ last night;
again this
morning, and twice more in the day ; it is beyond all comparison the most light, elegant, and pleasing building I
ever beheld. Without any magnitude to render it imposing;
without any extraordinary
magnificence
to surprize, it
rivets attention.
There is a magic harmony in the pro.
portions that charms the eye. One can fix on no particular
part of pre.eminent
beauty; it is one perfect whole of
symmetry and grace.
What an infatuation
in modern
architects, that can overlook the chaste and elegant simplici_ of taste, manifest in such a work ; and ye_ rear such
piles of laboured foppery and heaviness as are to be met
I (Gard.)
The celebrated
creased in importance.
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The temple of Diana, as it is calle_, and
with their modern restoration, and the
parts of the same scene, and are magnifiof the city.
I was, in relation to the
for the water was all drawn off, in order

to clean them and the canals.--The
!
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Roman pavements

are

singularly
and Louvre,
in high preservation.
]_Iy qnarters
at Nismes beautiful,
were at the
a large, commodious,
and
excellent inn, the house was almost as much a fair from
morning to night as Beaucaire itself could be. I dined
and supped at the table d'hSte; the cheapness of these
tables suits my fn._nces, and one sees something
of the
manners of the people ; we sat down from twenty to forty
at every meal, most motley companies of French, Italians,
Spaniards, and Germans, with a Greek and Armenian;
and I was informed, that _here is hardly a nation in Europe
or Asia; that have not merchants at this great fair, chiefly
for raw silk, of which many millions in value are sold in
,
four days: all the other commodities
of the world are to
:
be found there.
!
One circumstance
I must remark on this numerous table
!
d'hSte, because it has struck me repeatedly, which is the
taciturnity of the French.
I came to the kingdom expecting to have my ears constantly fatigued with the infinite
volubility and spirits of the people, of which so many
persons have w'itten, sitting, I suppose, by their English
fire-sides.
At ]Hontpellier, though 15 persons and some
of them ladies were present, I found it impossible to make
them break their inflexible silence with more than a monosyllable, and the whole company sat more like an assembly
of tongue-tied
quakers, than the mixed company of a
people f_mous for loquacity.
Here also, at Nismes, with
a different party at every meal it is the same ; not a
_" Frenchhmn _
open his lips.
To day at dinner, hopeless
of that nation, and fearing to lose thg use of an organ they
: had so little inclination to employ, I fixed myself by a
Spaniard, and having been so lately in his country, I found
him ready to converse, and tolerably communicative
; but '
we had more conversation than thirty other persons main"_ tained among themselves.
._
The 28th,
Early in the morning to the Pont du Gard,
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through a plain covered with vast plant&tions of olives to
the left., but much waste rocky land.
At the first view of
that celebrated
aqueduct,
I was rather
disappointed,
having expected something
of greater magnitude;
but
soon found the error : I was, on exam_nlng it more nearly,
convinced that it possessed
every quality that ought to
make a strong impression.
It is a stupendous
work; the
magnitude,
and the massive solidity of the architecture,
which may probably endure two or three thousand years
more, united with the undoubted utility of file undertaking,
to give us a high idea of the spirit of exertion which executed it for the supply of a provincial town : the surprize,
however, may cease, when we consider the nations enslaved
that were the workmen.--Returning
to :Nismes, meet many
merchants
returning
from the fair; each with a child's
drum tied to their cloakbag:
my own little girl was too
much in my head not to love them for this mark of attention to their children ;--but why a drum ? Have they not
had enough of the military in a kingdom, where they are
excluded from all the honours,
respect, and emolument,
that can flow from the sword ?--I like Nismes much ; and
if the inhabitants
are at all on a par with the appearance
of their city, I should prefer it for a residence to most, if
not all the towns I have seen in France.
The theatre,
however, is a capital point, in that Montpellier
is said to
exceed it.--24 miles.
The 29th.
Pass six leagues of a disagreeable
country
to Sauve. 1 Vines and olives.
The chateau of Mons. Sabbatier 2 strikes in this wild country ; he has inclosed much
with dry walls, planted many mulberries and olives, which
are young, thriving, and well inclosed, yet the soil is so
stony, that no earth is visible ; some of his walls are four
feet thick, and one of them twelve thick and five high,
whence it seems, he thinks moving the stones a necessary
improvement, which I much question.
He has built three
or four new farm-houses;
I suppose he resides on this
estate for improving it. I hope he does not serve; that no
moon-shine pursuit may divert him from a conduct honourI (Gard.)
The chateau
Sabatler
Nimes to Le Vigan.

is seen

to the

right

on the

railway

from
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able to himself, and beneficial to his country.--:Leavlng
Sauve, I was much strnck with a large tract of land,
seemingly nothing but huge rocks ; yet most of it inclosed
and planted with the most industrious attention.
Every
man has an olive, a mulberry, an almond, or a peach-tree,
and vines scattered among them ; so that the whole ground
Is covered with the oddest mixture of these plants, and
bulging rocks that can be conceived. The inhabitants of
this village deserve encouragement for their industry ; and
if I was a French minister, they should have it. They
would soon turn all the deserts around them into gardens.
Such a knot of active husbandmen, who turn their rocks
into scenes of fertility, because I suppose THEIR OW_,
would do the same by the wastes, if animated by the same
omnipotent principle. Dine at St. Hyppolite, _ with eight
protestant merchants returning home to_Rouverge/from
the fair of Beaucaire ; as we par_ed at the same time, we
travelled together ; and from their conversation, ][ learned
some circumstances of which I wanted to be informed;
they told me also, that mulberries extend beyond Vigan/
but then, and especially about Milhaud,' almonds take
their place, and are hi very great quantities.
_fy Rouverge friends pressed me to pass with them to
M.ilhaud and Rodez, assured me, that the cheapness of their
province was so great, that it would tempt me to live some
time amongst them. That I might have a house at Milbaud, of four tolerable rooms on a floor furnished, for 12
louis a-year; and live in the utmost plenty with all my
family, if I would bring them over, for 100 louis a-year :
that there were many famihes of noblesse, who subsisted
on 50, and even on 25 a-year. Such anecdotes of cheapness are only cm'ious when considered in a political light,
as contributing on one hand to the welfare of individuals ;
and on'the other, as contributing to the prosperity, wealth,
and power of the kingdom; if I should meet with many
such instances, and also with others directly contrary, it
will be necessary to consider them more at large._
30 miles.
_ St.
Fort (Gard).
The Hippolyte
Rouergue du
(Aveyron).
' Le Vigan (Gard).

_ Millau

(Aveyron).
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The 30th.
Going out of Gange, _ I was surprised to find
by far the greatest exertion in irrigation which I had yet
seen in Fiance ; and then pass by some steep mountains,
highly cultivated
in terraces.
Much watering
at St.
Laurence. 2 The scenery very interesting to a farmer. From
Gauge, to the mountain of rough ground which I crossed, the
ride has been the most interesting which I have taken in
France; the efforts of industry the most vigorous;
the
animation the most lively. An activity has been here, that
has swept away all difficulties before it, and has cloathed
the very rocks with verdure.
It would be a disgrace to
common sense to ask the cause : the enjoyment of property
_s/have
done it. Give a man the secure possession of a
bleak rock, and he will turn it into a garden ; give him a
nine years lease of" a garden, and he will convert it into a
desert.
To ]_[ontadier, 3 over a rough mountain
covered
with box and lavender; it is a beggarly village, with an
auberge that made me almost shrink.
Some cut throat
figm'es were eating black bread, whose visages had so
much of the gallies that I thought I heard their chains
rattle.
I looked at their legs, and could not but imagine
they had no business to be free. There is a species of
countenance here so horridly bad, that it is impossible to
be mistaken
in one's reading.
I was quite alone, and
absolutely
without arms.
Till this moment, I had not
dreamt of canting
pistols : I should now have been better
satisfied, if I had had them.
The master of the auberge,
who seemed first cousin to his guests, procured for me
some wretched bread with difficulty, but it was not black.
--No meat, no eggs, no legumes, and execrable wine : no
corn for my mule ; no hay ; no straw ; no grass : the loaf
fortunately
was large ; I took a piece, and sliced the rest
for my four-footed
Spanish friend, who ate it thankfully,
but the aubergiste growled.--Descend
by a winding and
excellent road to ]_audieres, 4 where a vast arch is thrown
across the torrent.
Pass St. _urice, 5 and cross a ruined
forest amongst fragments of trees.
Descend three hours,
by a most noble road hewn out of the mountain side to
i Ganges(H_rault).
s Mondardier(H_rault).
(H6rault.)

a St. Laurence le Minier (H_rault).
4 Madi_res (H6rault).

t
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Lodeve, 1 a dirty, ugly, ill built town, with crooked close
streets, but populous, and very industrious.--Here
I drank
excellent light and pleasing wlfite wine at 5fi a bottle.--36
miles.
The 31st. Cross a mountain by a miserable road, and
reach Beg de Rieux, 2 which shares with Carcassonne, the
fabric of Londrins, _for the Levant trade.--Crose much
waste to Beziers.--I met to-day with an instance of ignoremce in a well dressed French merchant, that surprised
me. He had plagued me with almndance of tiresome
foolish questions, and then asked for the third or fourth
time what country I was of. I told him I was a Chinese.
How far off is that country ?--I replied, 200 leagues.
Deu_ cents liens ! Diable ! e'est un grand chemin ! The
other day a :Frenchman asked me, after telling him I was
an Englishman, if we had trees in England ?--I replied,
that we had a few. Had we any rivers ?--Oh, none at all.
Ah ma foi c'est bien trieste ! This incredible ignorance,
when compared with the knowledge so universally disseminated in England, is to be attributed, like every thing else,
to government.--40 miles.
AuGust 1. Leave Beziers, in order to go to Capestan '
by the pierced mountain.
Cross the canal of Languedoc
several times ; and over many wastes to Pleraville. 5 The
Pyrenees now full to the left, and their roots but a few
leagues off. At Carcassonne they carried me to a fountain
of muddy water, and to a ga_ of the barracks ; but I was
better pleased to see several large good houses of manufacturers, that shew wealth.--40 miles.
The 2d. Pass a considerable convent, with a long line
of front, and rise to Fanjour2--16 miles.
The 3d. At ]Kh'epoix_they are building a mostmagni_icent bridge of seven flat arches, each of 64 feet span,
1 Lod_ve(H_rault).
_ B_darieux(H6rault).
Londrins,cloth, imitatingthat of London,hence the name,manu.
facturedin Languedoc,Provence,and Dauphin_.
4 Capestang,CaputStagnum, see for a most interestingaccountof
theLagoonsof Languedoc,M. I_nth6ric's"Les VillesMortesdu Golfe
duLyon"
' Prouille(H_rault).
' Faujeaux(H_rault_
7 (Ari_ge.)
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whichwillcost1,800,000
]iv.
(78,7501.);
ithas been 12
yearserecting,
and willbe finished
in two mort. The
weatherforseveral
dayshas beenas fineas possible,
but
very hot; to-day the heat was so disagreeable, that I
rested from 12 to 3 at Mirepoix ; and folmd it so burning,
that it was an effort to go half a quarter of a mile to view
the bridge. The myriads of flies were ready to devourme,
and I could hardly support any light in the room. Riding
fatigued me, and I enquired for a carriage of some sort to
carry me, while these great heats should continue ; I had
done the same at Carcassonne ; but nothing like a cabriolet
of any sort was to be had. When it is recollected that
that place is one of the most considerable manufacturing
towns in France, containing 15,000 people, and that
Mirepoix is fax from being a mean place, and yet not a
voiture of any kind to be had, how will an Englishman
bless himself for the universal conveniences that are
spread through his own country, in which I believe
there is not a town of 1500 people in the kingdom where
post chaises and able horses are not to be had at a moment's
warning ? What a contrast ! This confil_ns the fact deducible from the little tragic on the roads even around
Paris itself. Circulation is stagnant in France.--The heat
was so great that I left Mirepoix disordered with it : This
was by far the hottest day that I ever felt. The hemisphere seemed almost in a flame with burning rays that
rendered it impossible to turn ones eyes within many
de_ees of the radiant orb that now blazed in the heavens.
--Cross another fine new bridge of three arches; and
come to a woodland, the first I have seen for a great
distance. ]_Iany vines about Pamiers, _ which is situated in
a beautiful vale, upon a fine river. The place itself is
ugly, stinldng, and ill built ; with an inn ! Adieu, Mons.
C_scit ; if fate sends me to such another house as thine--be it an expiation for my sins !--28 miles.
The 4th. Leaving Amous, 2 there is the extraordinary
spectacle of a river issuing out of a cavern in a mountain
of rock ; on crossing the hill you see _vhere it enters by
another cavern.--It pierces the mountain. Most countries,
(AriSge.)
Amous.
Aulus is evidently here meant (Ari_ge).
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however, have instances of rivers passing under ground.
At St. Geronds _go to the Croix Blanche, the most execrable
receptacle of filth, vermin, impudence, and imposition that
ever exercised the patience, or wounded the feelings of a
ta_veller. A withered hag, the d_emon of beastliness, presides there. I laid, not rested, in a chamber over a stable,
whose effluvive through the broken floor were the least
offensive of the pel_umes afforded by tlfis hideous place.
--It could give me nothing but two stale eggs, for which I
paid, exclusive of all other charges, 20f. Spain brought
nothing to my eyes that equalled this sink, from which an
English hog would turn with disgust. But the inns all
the way from Nismes are wretched, except at Lodeve,
Gange, Carcassonne, and Mirepoix.
St. Geronds must
have, from its appearance, four or five thousand people.
Pamiers near twice that number. What can be the circulating connection between such masses of people and other
towns and countries, that can be held together and supported by such inns ? There have been writers who look
upon such obse_wations as rising merely from the petulance
of travellers, but it shews their extreme ignorance. Such
circumstances are political data. We cannot demand all
the books of France to be opened in order to explain the
amount of circulation in that kingdom : a politician must
therefore collect it from such circumstances as he can
ascertain ; and among these, traffic on the great roads, and
the convenience of the houses prepared for the reception of
travellers, tell us both the number and the condition of
those travellers; by which term I chiefly allude to the
natives, who move on business or pleasure from place to
place ; for if they are not considerable enough to cause good
runs, those who come from a distance will not/which is
evident from the bad accommodations even in the high
road fa-om London to Rome. On the contrary, go in
England to towns that contain 1500, 2000, or 3000 people,
m situations absolutely cut off from all dependence, or
almost the expectation of what are properly called travel.
lers, yet you will meet with neat inns, well dressed and
clean people keeping them, good furniture, and a refreshing
* St. Girons(AriSge).
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civility; your senses may not be gratified, but they will
not be offended ; and if you demand a post chaise and a
pair of horses, the cost of which is not less thav 801. in
spite of a heavy tax, it will be ready to carry you whither
you please.
Are no political conclusions to be drawn from
this amazing contrast ? It proves that such a population
in England have connections with other places to the
amount of supporting such houses.
The friendly clubs of
the inhabitants,
the visits of friends and relations, the
parties of pleasure, the resort of farmers, the intercourse
with the capital and with other towns, form the support of
good inns;
and in a country, where they are not to be
found, it is a proof that there is not the same quantity of
motion; or that it moves by means of less wealth, less
consumption,
and less enjoyment.
In this journey through
Languedoe, I have passed an incredible number of splendid
bridges, and many superb causeways.
But this only
proves the absurdity
and oppression
of government.
Bridges that cost 70 or 80,0001. and immense causeways to
connect towns, that have no better inns than such as I
have described, appear to be gross absurdities.
They cannot be made for the mere use of the inhabitants, because
one-fourth
of the expense would answer the purpose of
real utility.
They are therefore objects of public magnificence, and consequently
for the eye of travellers.
But
what traveller, with his person surrounded
by the beggarly
filth of an inn, and with all his senses offended, will not
condemn such inconsistencies
as folly, and will not wish
for more comfort and less appearance
of splendour.--30
miles.
The 5th.
To St. M_artory 2 is an almost uninterrupted
range of well inclosed and well cultivated
country.--For
an hunch'ed miles past, the women generally without shoes,
even in the towns ; and in the country many men also.The heat yesterday and t_day as intense as it was before :
there is no bearing any light in the rooms : all must be
shut close, or none are tolerably cool: in going out of a
light room into a dark one, tho' both to the north, there is
a very sensible coolness;
and out of a dark one into a
(Hte. Garonne.)
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roofed balcony, is like going into an oven. I have been
advised every day not to stir till four o'clock. From ten
in the morning till five in the afternoon, the heat makes
all exercise most uncomfortable ; and the flies are a curse
of Egypt. Give me the cold and fogs of England, rather
than such a heat, should it be lasting. The natives, however, assert, that tl_s intensity has now continued as long
as it commonly does, namely, four or five days ; and that
the greatest part even of the hottest months is much
cooler than the weather is at present.--In 250 miles distant,
I have met on the road two cabriolets only, and three
miserable things like old English one-horse chaises; not
one gentleman ;though many merchants, as they call themselves, each with two or three cloak-bags behind him:
--a paucity of travellers that is amazing.--28 miles.
The 6th. To Bagnere de Luchon, rejoining my friends,
and not displeased to have a little rest in the cool mountains, after so burning a ride.--28 miles.
The 10th. _inding our party not yet ready to set out
on their return to Paris, I determined to make use of the
time there was yet to spare, ten or eleven days, in a tour to
Bagnere de Bigorre to Bayonne, _ and to meet them on the
way to Bourdeaux, at Auch. This being settled, I mounted
my English mare, and took my last leave of Luchon.--28
miles.
The llth.
Pass a convent 2 of Bernardine monks, who
have a revenue of 30,000 liv. It is situated in a vale,
watered by a charming chrystal stream, and some hills,
covered with oak, shelter it behind. Arrive at Bagnere,
which contains little worthy of notice, but it is much frequented by company on account of its waters. To the
valley of Campan, sof which I had heard great things, and
which yet much surpassed my expectation.
It is quite
different from all the other vales I have seen in the Pyre.
nees or in Catalonia. The features and the arrangement
novel. In general the richly cultivated slopes of those
mountains are thickly inclosed; this, on the contrary, is
open. The vale itself is a flat range of cultivation and
I (Hte. Pyrenees.)
_ No longer in existence.
'(Hte. Pyrenees.)
"Celebrated perhaps beyond its deserts from the
time of Arthur Young to the present."--/hrurray's
Guide.
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watered meadow, spread thickly with villages and scattered
houses. The eastern boundary is a rough, steep, and rocky
mountain,
and affords pasturage
to goats and sheep;
a
contrast to the western, which forms the singular feature
of the scene.
It is one noble sheet of corn and grass uninclosed, and intersected only by lines that mark the division
of properties,
or the channels that conduct water from the
higher regions for irrigating
the lower ones;
the whole
hanging is one matchless slope of the richest and most
luxuriant vegetation.
]=fere and there are scattered some
small masses of wood, which chance has _ouped
with
wonderful happiness for giving variety to the scene.
The
season of the year, by mixing the rich yellow of ripe corn,
with the _'een of the watered meadows, added greatly to
the colouring of the landscape, which is upon the whole the
most exquisite for fo_n and colour that my eye has ever
been regaled with.--Take
the road to Lore.de) where is a
castle on a rock, garrisoned
for the mere purpose of keeping state prisoners, sent hither by lettres de cachet.
Seven
or eight are know= to be here at present ; thirty have been
here at a time ; and many for life--torn
by the relentless
hand of jealous tyranny from the bosom of domestic comfort ; from wives, children, friends, and hurried for crimes
unknown
to themselves--more
probably for virtues--to
languish in this detested abode of misery--and
die of despair.
Oh, liberty ! liberty !--and yet this is the mildest
government
of any considerable
country in Europe, our
own excepted.
The dispensations
of providence seem to
have permitted the human race to exist only as the preyof
tyrants, as it has made pigeons for the prey of hawks--35
miles.
The 12th. Pau 2 is a considerable town, that has a parliament and a linen m_nufacture
; but it is more famous for
being the birth-place
of Henry IV.
I viewed the castle,
and was shewn, as all travellers
are, the room in which
that amiable prince was born, and the cradle, the shell of
a tortoise, in which he was nursed.
What an effect on
i Lourdes(Hte. Pyrendes), celebrated in these days for its so-caLled
miraculous fountain and pilgrimages. The castle is now used as a
b_.rrack.
m (Basses-Pyrendes.)
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posterity have great and distinguished
talents ! This is a
considerable town, but I question whether any thing would
ever carry a stranger to it but its possessing the cradle of a
favourite character.
Take the road to ]t/[oneng, 1 and come presently to a scene
which was so new to me in France, that I could hardly believe my own eyes. i succession of many well built, tight,
and CO_'FO_TXBLE farming
cottages, built of stone, and
covered with tiles ; each having its little garden, inclosed
by clipt thorn hedges, with plenty of peach and other fruittrees, some fine oaks scattered iu the hedges, and young
trees nm'sed up with so much care, ttmt nothing but the
fostering attention of the owner could effect an)- thing like
it. To every house belongs a farm, perfectly well inclosed,
with gross borders mown and neatly kept around the corn
fields, with gates to pass from one inclosure to another.
The men are all dressed with red caps, like the highlanders
of Scotland.
There are some parts of England
(where
small yeomen st/ll remain) tlmt resemble
this country of
Bearne ; but we have very little that is equal to what I
have seen in this ride of twelve miles from Pau =to 3Ioneng.
It is all in the hands of little proprietors,
without the
farms being so small as to occasion a vicious and miserable
population.
An air of neatness, warmth,
and comfort
breathes over the whole.
It is visible in their new built
houses and stables ; in their little gardens ; in their hedges ;
in the courts before their doors ; even in the coops for their
poultry, and the sties for their hogs.
A peasant does not
think of rendering
his pig comfortable,
if his own happiness hangs by the thread of a nine years lease.
We are
now in Bearne, within a few miles of the cradle of Henry
IV. Do they inherit these blessings from that good prince ?
The benig_aant genius of that good monarch, seems to reign
still o%er the country ; each peasant has the fowl in the pot.
--84 miles.
The 13th.
The agreeable scene of yesterday continues ;
many small properties;
and every appearance
of rural
i Moneiu (Basses-Pyrenees).
"Dans nos eampagne% tout le monde est propri_taire."--R_nan.
a_rgnc¢of _e Parliamvn$ of Pau, 1788. See H. Martin's"Histoire
de France; vol. xvi., p. ees.
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happiness.Navarcen _ isa smallwalledand fortified
town,
consistiug of three principal
streets, which cross at right
angles, with a small square.
From the ramparts there is
the view of a fine country.
The linen fabric spreads
through it. To St. Palais 2 the country is mostly inclosed,
and much of it with thorn-hedges,
admirably trained, and
kept neatly clipped.--25
miles.
The 14th.
Left St. Palais, and took a guide to conduct
me four leagues to Anspan. 3 Fair day, and the place
crouded with farmers ; I saw the soup prepared for what
we should call the farmer's ordinary.
There was a moun.
rain of sliced bread, the colour of which was not invSting ;
ample provision of cabbage, grease, and water, and about
as much meat for some scores of people, as half a dozen
English farmers would have eaten, and grumbled at their
host for short commons.--26
miles.
The 15th.
Bayonne is by much the prettiest
town I
have seen in France ; the houses are not only well built of
stone, but the streets are wide and there are many openings
which, though not regular squares, have a good effect.
The river is broad, an4 many of the houses being fronted
to it, the view of them from the bridge is fine.
The promenade is charmb_g;
it has many rows of trees, whose
heads join and form a shade delicious in this hot climate.
In the evening, it was thronged with well dressed people of
both sexes: and the women, through all the country, are
the handsomest I have seen in France.
In coming hither
from Pan, I saw what is very rare in that tdngdom, clean
and pretty country girls ; in most of the provinces, hard
labour destroys both person and complexion.
The bloom
of health on the cheeks of a well dressed country girl is not
the worst feature in any landscape.
I hired a chaloup for
viewing the embankment
at the mouth of the river.
By
the water spreading itself too much, the harbour was in.
jured;
and government,
to contract it, has built a wall on
the north bank a mile long, and another on the south shore
of half the length.
It is from ten to 20 feet wide, and
z Navarren.x(Basses Pyrenees).
s St, PaIais (Basses Pyren&_).
s Hasparren (Basses Pyrendes)t an/mlmr_n$ Basque town, still e_le.
brated forits fairs.

about twelve high, from the top of the base of rough stone,
which extends twelve or fifteen feet more. Towards the
mouth of the harbour, it is twenty feet wide, and the stones
on both sides crampt together with irons. They are now
driving piles of pine 16 feet deep, for the foundation. It
is, on the whole, a work of great expence, magnificence
and utility.
The 16th. To Dax is not the best way to Auch, but I
had a m_nd to see the famous waste called Los Landes de
_Bawrdeauz,1 of which I had long heard and read so much.
I was informed, that by this route, I should pass through
more than twelve leagues of them. They reach almost to
the gates of Bayonne ; but broken by cultivated spots for
a league or two. These /andes are sandy tracts covered
with pine trees, cut regularly for resin. Historians report,
that when the moors were expelled from Spain, they applied to the court of France for leave to settle on and
cultivate these/andes ; and that the court was much condemned for refusing them. It seems to have been taken
for granted, that they could not be peopled with French ;
and therefore ought rather to be given to Moors, than to
be left waste.--At Dax, there is a remarkably hot spring
in the middle of the town. It is a very fine one, bubbling
powerfully out of the ground in a large bason, walled in;
it is boiling hot ; it tastes like common water, and I was
told that it was not impregnated with any mineral. The
only use to which it is applied is for washing linen. It is
at all seasons of the same heat, and in the same quantity.
--27 miles.
The 17th. Pass district of sand as white as snow, and
so loose as to blow ; yet has oaks two feet in diameter, by
reason of a bottom of white adhesive earth like marl.
Pass three rivers, the waters of which might be applied in
irrigation, yet no use made of them. The duke de
Some notion of the transformation effected in this region since
Arthur Youug_s time may be gathered from the following facts:
290,000 hectares have been rendered fertile by canals, which in 1877
reached a total of 2,200 kilometres.
90,000 hectares, lying between the
month of the Garonne and of the Adour, are now covered with pine
forests, the creation of this century. A very small portion of the
Landes remains in the condition our author found it jus_ a hundred
years ago. Se_ E, l_&lus, '_G_ographie de la _rance."
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Bouillon _ has vast possessions in these lands.
A Grand
Seigneur will at any time, and in any country, explain the
reason of improveable land being left°waste.--29
miles.
The 18th.
As dearness is, in my opinion, the general
feature of all money exchanges in France, it is but candid
to note instances to the contrary.
At Air6, 2they gave me,
at the Croix d'Or, soup, eels, sweet bread, and green-peas,
a pigeon, a chicken, and veal-cutlets,
with a dessert of biscuits, peaches, nectarines,
plumbs, and glass of liqueur,
with a bottle of good wine, all for 40/. (20d.) oats for my
mare 20/. and ha3- 10/. At the same price at St. Severe, 3
I had a supper last night not inferior to it. Every thing
at Air_ seemed good and clean ; and what _s very uncommon, I had a parlour to eat my dinner in, and was attended
by a neat well dressed girl.
The last two hours to Air_ it
rained so violently, that my silk surtout was an insufficient
defence ; and the old landlady was in no haste to give me
fire enough to be dried.
As to supper, I had the idea of
my dinner.--35
miles.
The 19th.
Pass Beek, 4 which seems a flourishing little
place, if we may judge by the building of new houses.
The Clef d'0r is a large, new, and good inn.
In the 270 miles, from Bagnere de Luehon to Auch, s a
general observation I may mal_e is, that the whole, with
very few exceptions, is inclosed ; and that the farm-houses
are every where scattered, instead of being, as in so many
parts of Prance collected in towns.
I have seen scaa.cely
any gentlemen's
country seats that seem at all modern;
and, in general, they are thin to a surprising degree.
I
have not met with one country equipage, nor any thing
like a gen%leman riding to see a neighbour.
Scarcely a
gentleman at all.
At Aueh, met by appointment
my
friends, on their return to Paris.
The town is almost
without manufactures
or commerce, and is supported
chiefly by the rents of the country.
But they have many
x The duchy of Bouillon was incorporated with _reneh territory in
1793, but annexed to Luxemburg in 1815, and nowformspartof Be]glan
Luxembourg. See Lalannes Dictionnairehistoriquede la _rance.
2 _
(Landes).
3 St. Sever (Landes).
4 Beek, Vie-Bigom.e(Landes).
VAuch (Gers). This name JsBasque.
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of the noblesse in the province, too poor to live here; some
indeed so poor, that they plough their own fields; and
these may possibly be much more estimable members of
society, than the foo_ls and lmaves that laugh at them.-31 miles.
The 20th. Pass Flem_n, 1 which contains many good
houses, and go through a populous country to La Tour, 2 a
bishopricl_,.ihe diocesan of which we left at Bagnere de
Luchon. The situation is beautiful on the point of a ridge
of hills.--20 miles.
The 22d. By Leyrac, s through a fine country, to the
Garonne, which we cross by a ferry. This river is here a
quarter of a mile broad, with every appearance of commerce. A large barge passed loaded with cages of poultry ;
of such consequence throughout the extent of this navigation is the consumption of the great city of Bourdeaux.
The rich vale continues to Agen," and is very highly cultivated ; but has not the beauty of the environs of Leitour.
If new buildings are a criterion of the flourishing state of
a place, Agen prospers. The bishop has raised a magnificent palace, the centre of which is in good taste; but
the junction with the wings not equally happy.--23 miles.
The 23d. Pass a rich and highly cultivated vale to
Aguillon ; _ much hemp, and every woman in the country
employed on it.
Many neat well built farm-houses on
small properties, and all the country very populous. View
the chateau of the Duc d'Aguillon, ° which, being in the
town, is badly situated, according to all rural ideas ; but a
town is ever an accompanyment of a chateau in France, as
it was formerly in most parts of Europe ; it seems to have
1 Fieurance (Gets), one of the numerous towns in this department
having a foreign name.
We find Barcelonc, Cologne, Pis (Pisa),
Valence,
originally seigneurial fortresses.
2 Lect_ure (Ger's), no_longer an episcopate.
s Leyrac (Lot and Garonne).
' (Lot and Garonne).
Aigaillon (Lot and Garonne).
e That cruel and lawless governor of Brittany whose conduct was the
subject of a petition to Louis XV. from the Parliament of Rennes. He
was disgraced by Louis XVI.
His son rehabilitated
family honour
with the Vicomte de l_oailles and others, surrendering feudal privileges
on the outbreak of the Revolution.
The chateau here spoken of was
never completed, and the title is now extinct.
F
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resulted
from a feudal arrangement,
that the Grand
Seigneur might keep his slaves the nearer to his call, as a
man builds his stables near his house.
This edifice is a
considerable one, built by the present Duke ; begun about
twenty years ago, when he was exiled here during eight
years. And, thanks to that banishment, the building went
on nobly ; the body of the house done, and the detached
wings almost finished.
But as soon as the sentence was
reversed, the duke went to Paris, and has not been here
since, consequently
all now stands
still.
It is thus that
banishment
alone will force the French nobility to execute
what the English do for pleasure--reside
upon and adorn
their estates.
There is one magnificent
circumstance,
namely, an elegant and spacious theatre; it fills one of the
wings.
The orchestra
is for twenty-four
musicians,
the
number kept, fed, and paid, by the duke when here.
This
elegant and agreeable luxury, which falls within the compass of a very large fortune is known in every country in
Europe except England:
the possessors
of great estates
here prefen_ng horses and dogs very much before any entertainment
a theatre can yield.
To Tonnance.l--25
miles.
The 24th.
IV[any new and good country seats, of gentlemen, well built, and set off with gardens, plantations,
&c. These are the effects of the wealth of Bourdeaux.
These people, like other Frenchmen,
eat little meat; in the
town of Leyrac five oxen only are killed in a year ; whereas
an English town with the same population would consume
two or three oxen a week.
A noble view towards Bourdeaux for many leagues,
the river appearing in four or
five places.
R_aeh Langon, 2 and drink of its excellent
white wine--32
miles.
The 25th.--Pass
through
Barsae, 3 famous also for its
wines.
They are now ploughing
with oxen between the
rows of the vines, the operation which gave Tull' the idea
of horse-hoeing
celia. Great l_Opulation and country seats
all the way.
At Castres 5 the country changes to an un1 Tonneins (Lot and Garonne).
2 (Gironde.)
s (Gironde.)
' Tull, Jethro, agricultural writer who made the tour of Europe,
died 1740.
J (Gironde.)
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interesting flat. Arrive at Bom'deaux, _tba'ough a continued
village.--30 miles.
26_h. ]Y[uch as I had read and heard of the commerce,
wealth, and magnificence of this city, they greatly surpassed my expectations. Paris did not answer at all, for
it is not to be compared to London; but we must not
name Liverpool in competition with Bourdeaux, The grand
feature here, of which I had heard most, answers the
least; I mean the quay, which is respectable only for
length, and its quantity of business, neither of which, to
the eye of a stranger, is of much consequence, if devoid of
beauty. The row of houses is regular, but without either
magnificence or beauty.
It is a dilly, sloping, muddy
shore ; parts without pavement, incumbered with tilth and
stones; barges lie here for loading and unloading the
ships, which cannot approach to what should be a quay.
Here is all the dirt and disagreeable circumstances of trade,
without the order, arrangement, and magnificence of a
quay. Barcelona is unique in this respect. When I pre.
sumed to find fault with the buildings on the river, it must
not be supposed that I include the whole; the crescent
which is in the same line is better. The place royale, with
the statue of Lewis XV. in the middle, is a fine opening,
and the buildings which form it regular and handsome.
But the quarter of the ohalJeau rouge is truly magnificent,
consisting of noble houses, built, like the rest of the city,
of white hewn stone. It joins the chateau trompette, which
occupies near half a mile of the shore. This fort is bought
of the king, by a company of speculators, who are now
pulling it down with an intention of building a fine square
and many new streets, to the amount of 1800 houses. I
have seen a design of the square and the streets, and it
would, if executed, be one of the most splendid additions
to a cit:_ that is to be seen in Europe.
This great work
stands still at present tha'ough a fear of resumptions. The
theatre, built about ten or twelve years ago, is by far the
most magnificent in France. I have seen nothing that
approaches it: The building is insulated ; and fills up a
space of 806 feet by 165, one end being the principal front,
I leave the spelling of Bordeaux as Arthur Young wrote.
deaux i8 a little town in the DrSme.
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containing a pol_ico the whole length of it, of twelve very
large Corinthian columns.
The entrance from this portico
is by a noble vestibule, which leads not only to the aifferent parts of the theatre, but also to an elegant o_al
concert-room
and saloons for walking and refreshments,
The theatre itself is of a vast size ; in shape the segment
of an oval. The establishment
of actors, actresses, singers,
dancers,
orchestra,
&c. speak the wealth
and luxury
of the place.
I have been assured, that from thirty to
fifty louis a night have been paid to a favourite actress
from Paris.
Larrive, _the first tragic actor of that capital,
is now here, at 500 liv. (211. 12s. 6d.) a night, with two
benefita
Daubcrval, the dancer and his wife (the Mademoiselle Theodore of London) are retained
as principal
ballet-master and first female dancer, at a salary of 28,000
liv. (12251.)
Pieces are performed
every night, Sundays
not excepted, as every where in France.
The mode of
living that takes place here among merchants
is highly
luxm'ious.
Their houses and establishments
are on expensive scales.
Great entertainments,
and many served on
plate : high play is a much worse thing ;--and the scandalous chronicle spea_s of merchants
keeping the dancing
and singing girls of the theatre at salal_es which ought to
import no good to their credit.
This theatre, which does
so much honour to the pleasures of Bourdeaux, was raised
at the expence of the town, and cost 270,0001.
The new
tide corn-mill, erected by a company, is very well worth
viewing.
A large canal is dug and formed in masonry of
hewn stone, the walls four feet thick, leading under the
building for the tide coming in, to turn the water wheels.
It is then conducted
in other equally well formed canals
to a reservoir ; and when the tide returns it _ves motion
to the wheels a_o_in. Three of these canals pass under the
building for containing 24 pairs of stones.
Every part of
the work is on a scale of solidity and duration, admirably
executed.
The estimate of the ex-penee is 8,000,000 liv.
(350,0001.);
but I know not how to credit such a sum.
How far the erection of steam engines to do the same
business would have been found a cheaper method, I shall
z Larrive, Henri_ 1733-1802, eelebrateffactor and vocalist.
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not enquire; but I should apprehend that the common
water mills, on the Oaronne, which start without such
enol_nous expences for their power, must in the common
course of common events ruin this company. The new
houses that are building in all qual_ers of the town, mark,
too clearly to be misunderstood, the prosperity of the place.
The skirts are every where composed of new streets ; with
still newer ones marked out, and partly built.
These
houses are in general small, or on a middling scale, for inferior tradesmen.
They are all of white stone, and add, as
they are finished, much to the beauty of the city.
I
enquired into the date of these new streets, and found
that four or five years were in general the period : that is
to say, since the peace ; and from the colour of the stone
of those streets next in age, it is plain that the spirit of
building was at a stop during the war. Since the peace
they had gone on with great activity. What a satire on
the government of the t_vo kingdoms, to pel_nit in one the
prejudices of manufacturers and merchants, and in the
other the insidious policy of an ambitious court, to hurry
the two nations for ever into wars that check all beneficial
works, and spread ruin where private excision was busied
in deeds of prosperity. The rent of houses and lodgings
rises every day, as it has done since the peace considerably,
at the same time that so many new houses have been and
are erecting, unites with the advance in the prices of every
thing: they complain that the expences of living have risen
in ten years full 80 per cent.--There can hardly be a clearer
proof of an advance in prosperity.
The commercial tTeaty with England being a subject too
hlteresting not to have demanded attention, we made the
necessa_T enquiries.--Here it is considered in a vezT different light from Abbeville and Rouen : at Bourdeaux they
think i$ a wise measure, that tends equally to the benefit of
both countTies. This is not the place for being more
particular on the trade of this town.
We went twice to see Larrive do his two capital parts of
the Black Prince in ]_ons. du Belloy's _Piere le Cruel, and
Philoctete, which gave me a very high idea of the French
t De Belloy, a dramatic writer famous in his day, now forgotten.
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theatre.
The inns at this city are excellent;
the hotel
d'Angletere and the Prince of Asturias ; at the latter we
found every accommodation
to be wished, but with an inconsistence that cannot be too much condemned : we had
very elegant apartments, and were served on plate, yet the
necessary-house the same temple of abomination that is to
be met in a di_y village.
The 28th.
Leave Bourdeaux ;--cross
the river by a
ferry, which employs twenty-nine
men and fifteen boats,
and lets at 18,000 liv. (7871.) a year. The view of the
Garonne is very fine, appearing to the eye twice as broad
as the Thames at London ; and the number of large ships
lying in it, makes it, I suppose, the _'ichest water view that
_trance has to boast.
From hence to the Dordonne, a
noble river, though much inferior to the Garonne, which
we cross by another ferry that lets at 6000 liv. Reach
Cavign.'_c)--20
miles.
The 29th.
To Barbesieux, "_ situated
in a beautiful
country, finely diversified and wooded; the marquisate of
which, with the chateau, belongs to the duke de la Rochefoucauld, whom we met here ; he inherits this estate from
the famous Louvois, the minister of Louis XIV.
In this
thirty-seven
miles of country, lying between the great
l_vers Garonne, Dordonne, and Charente, and consequently
in one of the best parts of France for markets,
the
quantity of waste land is surprising : it is the predominant
feature the whole way.
Much of these wastes belonged to
the prince de Soubise, 3 who would not sell any part of
them.
Thus it is whenever you stumble on a Grand
Seigneur, even one that was worth millions, you are sure
to find his property desert.
The duke of Bouillon's and
this prince's arc two of the greatest
properties in l_rance;
' (Gironde.)
_ Barbdzieux (Charente).
The so-called"roi de la Maraude,"whocommandedthe French forces
during the r6gime of the "I_eine Pompadour." His men gave him the
above sobriquet becauseof the unlimited |icense allowed them to pillage
and plunder. With an army demoralizedby debauchery and want, the
officersbeing followed by a train of courLezans,pedlars, and bangers-on,
the soldiers dependent entirely on black mail, he set out for the defeat
of Rosbach. For a victory gained by another later, Madame de Pompadour gave Soubise a marshal's b_,ton. See tL Martin_ vol xv. pp.
517-2L
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and all the signs I have yet seen of their greatness, are
wastes, landes, deserts, fm_a, ling.--Go
to their residence,
wherever it may be, and you would probably find them in
the midst of a forest, _'ery well peopled with deer, wild
boars, and wolves.
Oh ! if I was the legislator
of France
for a day, I would make such great lords skip again. _
We supped with the duke de la Rochefoucauld
; the provincial assembly of Saintonge
is soon to meet, and this
nobleman,
being
the president,
is waiting
for their
assembling.
The 30th.
Through
a chalk country,
well wooded,
though without inclosures to Angoul_me ; the approach to
that town is free ; the country around being beautiful with
the fine river Charente,: here navigable, flowing through it,
the effect striking.--25
miles.
The 31st.
Quitting Angoul_me, pass through a country
almost covered with vines, and across a noble wood belonging to the duchess d'Anville,
mother of the duke de la
Rochefoucauld,
to Verteul,3 a chateau of the same lady,
built in 14,59, where we found every thing that travellers
could wish in a hospitable mansion.
The Emperor Charles
V. was entertained
here by Anne de Polignac, widow of
Francis II. count de la Rochefoucauld,
and that prince,
said aloud, n' avoir ja_nais 6td en _naison qui sentit q_ieuz sa
gra_u_e vert,t honngtetd & seigneurle 9ue cello la.--It is excellently kept ; in thorough repair, fully fm-aished, and all in
order, which merits praise, considering
that the family
rarely ale here for more than a few days in a year, having
many other and more considerable
seats in different parts
of the kingdom,
If this just attention
to the interests of
posterity was more general, we should not see the melancholy spectacle of l_ined chateaus
in so many parts of
France.
In the gallery is a range of portraits
fl'om the
tenth c_ntury ; by one of which it appears, that this estate
I can assure the reader that these sentiments were those of the
moment; the events that have taken place almost induced me to strike
many such passages out, but it is fah'er to all parties to leave them.-,4uthor'snote.
2 ,, The fairest river in my kingdom," said Henri IV.
s Vorteuil_in the valley of the- Charente. The eh_tteau has been in
pm't reconstructed by M. de la Rochefoueauld_and is not to be confounded
with the magnificent cl_teau de Ia Rochefoucaald, near hngoul_me.
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came by a Mademoiselle
la Rochefoucauld, in 1470.
The
park, woods, and river Charente here are flue: the last
abounds greatly in carp, tench, and perch.
It is at any
time easy to get from 50 to 100 brace of fish that weigh
from three to 10lb. each: we had a brace of carp for
supper, the sweetest, without exception, I ever tasted.
If
I pitched my tent in France, I should choose it to be by a
river that gave such fish. Nothing provokes one so in a
country residence as a lake, a river, or the sea within view
of the windows, and a dinner every day without fish, which
is so common in England.--27
miles.
SSP_E_BER 1st. Pass Caudec, _ Ruffec, _ Maisons-Blanches, s and Chaunay. _ At the first of these places, view a
very fine flour-mill built by the late count de Broglio, s
brother of the marcchal de Broglio, one of the ablest and
most active officers in the French service.
In his private
capacity, his undertakings
_ere of a national kind; this
mill, an iron forge, and the project of a navigation, proved
that he had a disposition for every exertion that could,
according to the prevalent ideas of the times, benefit his
country; that is to say, in every way except the one in
which it would have been effeetive--prac_cal
agriculture.
This day's _ourney has been, with some exceptions,
through a poor, dull, and disagreeable country.--35
miles.
The 2d.
Poitou, 6 fa'om what I see of it, is an unimproved, poor, and ugly country.
It seems to want communication,
demand, and activity of all kinds ; nor does
it, on an average, yield _he half of what it might.
The
lower part of the province is much richer and better.
i (Charente.)
2 Ibid.
_ Ibid.
4 Ibid.
6 Father of the unfortunate Prince Claude Victor, who accepted
command under the Convention, but refusing to acknowledge the Ddchdance, was guillotined 1794.
6 :Nopart of France has more rapidly improved in our own time than
Poitou, now forming the three departments of Vendde, Deux S_vrcs,
and la Vienne. I revisited Ira Vend6e in 1885, after an interval of ten
years, to find extraordinary progress: agriculture has made great
strides, works of public utility have been erected, railways now intersect
the countxy, and, owing to the indefatigable labours of peasant owners_
hundreds of thousands of acres of waste land have been put under
cultivation. The " unimnroved_voor, and u,,lv countr_" of Arthur
Young is now one vast garden. La Vendee m the region of large farms
and stockraising. Mulebreeding iscarriedonlargely aroundNiort.__ED.
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A1Tive at Poitiers, which is one of the worst built towns
I have seen in France ; very large and irregular, but containing scarcely any thing worthy of notice, except the
cathedral, which is well built, and very well kept.--The
finest thing by fax in the town is the promenade, which is
the most extensive I have seen ; it occupies a considerable
space of ground, with gravelled walks, &c. excellently
kept.--12 miles.
The 3d. A white chalky country to Chateanrault, 1open,
and thinly peopled, though not without country-seats.
That town has some animation, owing to its navigable
river, which falls into the Loire. There is a considerable
cutlery manufacture : we were no sooner arrived, than ova"
apartment was full of the wives and daughters of manufacturers, each with her box of knives, seissars, toys, &c.
and with so much civil solicitude %0]lave something bought,
that had we wanted nothing it would have been impossible
to let so much urgency prove vain. It is remarkable, as
the fabrics made here are cheap, that there is scarcely
any division of labour in this manufacture; it is in the
hands of distinct and unconnected workmen, who go
through every branch on their own account, and without
assistance, except from their families.--25 miles.
The 4th. Pass a better country, with many chateaus,
to Les Ormes/where we stopped to see the seat built by
the late count de Voyer d'Aa'genson. This chateau is a
large handsome edifice of stone, with two very considerable wings for offices and strangers' apartments : the entrance is into a neat vestibule, at the end of which is the
saloon, a circular marble room, extremely elegant and well
furnished ; in the drawing-room are paintings of the four
French victories of the war of 1744 : in" eve,T apal_ment
there is a strong disposition to English fm'uiture and
mode_ This pleasing residence belongs at present to the
count d'Argenson.
The late count who built it formed
with the present duke of Graf_n, in England, the scheme
of a very agreeable party. The duke was to go over with
his horses and pack of fox-hounds, and live here for some
1 Ch_tellerault(Vieune).
2 This cl_teau, with its fine gardens,still remains,and is in the
possession
ofthe Argensonfamily.
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months, with a number of friends.
It originated in the
proposal to hunt French wolves with English fox-dogs.
Nothing could be better planned than the scheme, for Les
(:hqnes is large enough to have contained a numerous
party ; but the count's death destroyed the plan. This is
a sort of intercourse between the nobility of two kingdoms,
which I am surprised does not take place sometimes; it
would vary the common scenes of life very agreeably, and
be productive of some of the advantages of travelling in
the most eligible way.--23 miles.
The 5th. Through a dead flat and unpleasant country,
but on the finest road I have seen in France--nor does it
seem possible that any should be finer ; not arising from
great exertions, as in Languedoc, but from being laid flat
with admirable materials.
Chateaus are Scattered every
where in this part of Touraine;
but farm houses and
cottages thin, till you come in sight of the Loire, the banks
of which seem one continued village. The vale, through
which that river flows, may be three miles over; a dead
level of burnt russet meadow.
The en_'ance of Tom's i is truly magnificent, by a new
street of large houses, built of hewn white stone, with
regular fronts. This fine street, which is wide, and with
foot pavements on each side, is cut in a strait line through
the whole city to the new bridge, of fifteen flat arches,
each of seventy-five feet span. It is altogether a noble
exertion for the decoration of a provincial town. Some
houses remain yet to be built, the fronts of which are
done; some reverend fathers are satisfied with their old
habitations, and do not choose the expence of filling up the
elegant design of the Tours projectors ; they ought, however, to be uuroosted if they will not comply, for fronts
without houses behind them have [a ridiculous appearance.
From the tower of the cathedral there is an extensive
view of the adjacent country; but the Loire, for so considerable a river, and for being boasted as the most beautiful in Europe, exhibits such a breadth of shoals and sands
as to be almost subversive of beauty. In the chapel of the
old palace of Louis XI. Les Plessis les Tours, 2 are three
I (Indre

and Loire.)

_ Plessis-l_s-Tours.
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pictures which deserve the travellers notice; a holy
family, St. Catharine, and the daughter of Herod ; they
seem to be of the best age of Italian art. There is a very
fine promenade here ; long and admirably shaded by four
rows of noble and lofty elms, which for shelter against a
burning sun can have no superior; parallel with it is
another on the rampart of the old walls, which looks down
on the adjacent gardens; but these walks, of which the
inhabitants have long boasted, are at present objects of
melancholy; the corporation has offered the trees to sale,
and I was assured they would be cut down the ensuing
winter.--One would not wonder at an English corporation
sacrificing the ladies' walk for plenty of turtle, venison, and
madeira; but that a French one should have so little
gallantry, is inexcusable.
The 9th.
The count de la Rochefoucauld having a
feverish complaint when he an'ived here, which prevented
our proceeding on the journey, it became the second day
a confirmed fever; tLe best physician of the place was
called iu, whose conduct I liked much, for he had recourse
to very little physick, but much attention to keep his apartment cool and airy; and seemed to have great confidence
in leaving nature to throw off the malady that oppressed
her. Who is it that says there is a great difference between a good physician and a bad one ; yet very little between a good one and none at all ?
Among other excursions, I took a ride on the banks of
the Loire towards Saumur, and found the country the
same as near Tours ; but the chateaus not so numerous or
good. Where the chalk hills advance perpendicularly towards the river, they present a most singular spectacle of
uncommon habitations ; 1 for a great number of houses are
cut ouf_of the white rock, _'onted with masonry, and holes
cut above for chimnies, so that you sometimes know not
where the house is from which you see the smoke issuing.
These cavern-houses are in some places in tires one above
another. Some with little scraps of gardens have a pretty
effect. In general, the proprietors occupy them ; but many
are let at 10, 12, and 15 liv. a year. The people I talked
I These strange dwellings are being superseded in Maine and Loire
by neatly.built cottages, homes of peasant owners.
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with seemed well satisfied with their habitations, as good
and comfortable : a proof of the dryness of the climate.
In England the rheumatism would be the chief inhabitant. Walked to the Benedictine convent of ]_armoutier, I
of which the cardinal de Rohan, at present here, is
abbot.
The 10th. Nature, or the Tours doctor, having recovered
the count, we set forward on our journey. The road to
Chanteloup is made on an embankment, that secures a
large level tract from floods. The country more uninteresting than I could have thought it possible for the vicinity
of a great river to be.--View Chanteloup, the magnificent
seat of the late duke de Choiseul. 2 It is situated on a
rising ground, at some distance from the Loire, which in
winter, or after great floods, is a fine object, but at present
is scarcely seen. The ground-floor in front consists of
seven rooms: the dining-room
of about thirty by
twenty, and the drawing-room thirty by thirty-three:
the library is seventy-two by twenty, but now fitted up
by the present possessor, the duke de Penthievre, with
very beautiful tapestry from the Gobelins.--In thepleasureground, on a hi]! commanding a very extensive prospect;
is a Chinese pagoda, 120 feet high, built by the duke, in
commemoration of the persons who visited him in his exile.
On the walls of the first room in it their names are engraved on marble tablets.
The number and rank of the
persons do honour to the duke and to themselves. The
idea was a happy one. The forest you look down on from
this building is very extensive ; they say eleven leagues
across: ridings are cut pointing to the pagoda; and when
the duke was alive, these glades had the mischievous animation of a vast hunt, supported so liberally as to ruin the
master of it, and transferred the property of this noble
estate and residence from his family to the last hands I
1 Now a ruin.
2 The able and patriotic minister of Louis XV. who restored the
French navy, effected the annexation of L_rraine and Corsica to the
crown, expelled the Jesuits, and protected Poland.
He was banished
because he would not acknowledge
the authority
of the infamous
Dubarry.
"Tout. ce,,qui restait, de l'honneur _ran_alse" a"Versailles en
sortit avec ChmseuL
H. Martin, voL xv. The chateau was destroyed
in 1830.
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should wish to see it iu--a prince of the blood. Great
lords love too much an environ of forest, boars, and huntsmen, instead of marking their residence by the accompanyment of neat and well cultivated farms, clean cottages, and
happy peasants, la_ such a method of shewing their magnificence, rearing forests, gilding domes, or bidding aspiring
columns rise, might be wanting; but they would have, instead of them, erections of comfort, establishments of ease,
and plantations of felicity : and their harvest, instead of
the flesh of boars, would be in the voice of chearful gratitude--they would see public prosperity flourish on its best
basis of private happiness.--As
a falaner, there is one
feature which shews the duke had some merit ; he built a
noble cow-house; a platform leads along the middle, between two rows of mangers, with stalls for seventy-two,
and anotamr apartment, not so large, for others, and for
calves. He imported 1"20very fine Swiss cows, and visited
them with his company every, day, as they were kept constantly tied up. To this I may add the best built sheephouse I have seen in France : and I thought I saw from
the pagoda part of the farm better laid out and ploughed
than common in the country, so that he probably imported
some ploughmen.--This has merit in it ; but it was all the
merit of banishment.
Chanteloup would neither have been
built nor decorated, nor furnished, if the duke had not been
exiled. It was the same with the duke d'Aguillon.
These
ministers would have sent the country to the devil before
they would have reared such edifices, or formed such establishments, if they had not both been sent from Versailles.
View the manufacture of steel at Amboise, 1 established by
the duke de Choiseul. Vineyards the chief feature of agriculture.--37 miles.
The llth.
To Blois, _ an old town, prettily situated on
the Loire, with a good stone bridge of eleven arches. We
viewed the castle, for the historical monument it affords
that has rendered it so famous. They shew the room where
the council assembled, and the chimney in it before which
the duke of Guise was standing when the king's page came
to demand his presence in the royal closet: the door he was
i (Indreand Loire.)

_ (Loir and Chef.)
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entering when stabbed : the tapestry he was in the act of
turning aside: the tower where his brother the cardinal
suffered;
with a hole in the floor into the dungeon of
Louis _I. of which the guide tells many hon_ble stories,
in the same tone, from having told them so often, in which
the fellow in Westminster
Abbey gives his monotonous
history of the tombs.
The best circumstance
attending
the view of the spots, or the walls within which great,
dal_ng, or important
actions have been performed,
is the
impression they make on the mind, or rather on the hear_
of the spectator, for it is an emotion of feeling, rather than
an effort of reflection.
The murders, or political executions
perpetrated
in this castle, though not uninteresting,
were
inflicted on, and by men that command neither our love,
nor our veneration.
The character of the period, and of
the men that figured in it, were alike disgusting.
Bigotry
and ambition,
equally dark, insidious,
and bloody, allow
no feelings of regret.
The parties could hardly be better
employed than in cutting each others throats.
Quit the
Loire, and pass to Chambord.
The quantity of vines is
very great; they have them very floulSshing ou a flat poor
blowing sand.
How well satisfied wonld my friend Le
Blanc be if his poorest sands at Cavenham gave him 100
dozen of good wine per acre per annum ! See at one con2
d'¢_il 2000 acres of them.
View the royal chateau of
Chambord, 1 built by that magnificent prince :Francis I. and
inhabited by the late marechal de Saxe.
I had heard much
of this castle, and it more than answered my expectation.
It gives a great idea of the splendor of that prince.
Comparing the centuries, and the revenues of Louis XIV. and
Francis I. I prefer Chambord
infinitely
to Versailles.
The apartments
are large, numerous, and well contrived.
I admired particularly
the stone stair-case in the centre of
the house, which, being in a double sph'al line, contains
two distinct stair-cases, one above another, by which means
people are going up and down at the same time, without
seeing each other.
The four apartments
in the attic, with
arched stone roofs, were in no mean taste.
One of these
count Saxe turned into a neat well contrived theatre.
We
a (Loir and Chef.)
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were shewn the apartment
which that great soldier occupied, and the room in which he died.
Whether in his bed
or not is yet a problem for anecdote hunters
to solve.
A report not uncommon
in France was, that he was ran
through the heart in a duel with the Prince of Conti, who
came to Chambord
for that purpose ; and great care was
taken to conceal it from the king (Louis XV.), who had
such a friendship for the marechal, that he would certainly
have driven the prince out of the kingdom.
There are
several apartments
modernized,
either for the mareehal or
for the governors
that have resided here since.
In one
there is a fit_e picture of Louis XIV. on horsebacl_.
Near
the castle are the barracks for the regiment of 1500 horse,
fo,_ned by marechal de Saxe, and which Louis XV. gave
him, by appointing
them to gan-ison Chambord while their
colonel made at his residence.
He lived here in great
splendour, and highly respected by his sovereign, and the
whole kingdom.--The
situation of the castle is bad; it is
low, and without the least prospect that is interesting ; indeed the whole country is so flat that a high ground is
hardly to be found in it. From file battlements
we saw
the environs, of which the park or forest fol_ns threefourths ; it contains within a wall about 20,000 a_TJents,
and abounds with all sorts of game to a degree of profusion.
Great tracts of this park are waste or under heath, &c. or
at least a very imperfect
cultivation:
I could not help
thinking, that if the king of France ever formed the idea
of establishing
one compleat and perfect farm under the
turnip culture of England, here is the place for it. Let
him assign the chateau for the residence of the director and
all his attendants ; and the barracks, which are now applied
to no use whatever, for stalls for cattle, and the profits of
the wood would be sufficient to stock and support the whole
undert_king. I What comparison between the utility of
such an establishment,
and that of a much greater expence
applied here at present for supporting
a wretched haras
(stud), which has not a tendency but to mischief ! I may,
1 Nmnerous schools of aga.icultm'e,to which are attached model farms,
now exist in Franc% supported by the State. State-paid professors of
agriculturewho lecture gratuitously in the country are now appointedto
many chef-lieux.
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however, recommend such agricultural establlshments
; but
they ne)'er were made in any country, and never will be, till
mankind are governed on principles absolutely contrary to
those which prevail at present--until
something more is
thought requisite for a national husbandry than academies
and memoirs.--35
miles.
The 12th.
In two miles from the park wall regain the
high road on the Loh'e.
Z[n discourse with a vigneron, we
were informed that it froze this mo_ing
hard enough to
damage the vines ; and I may observe, that for four or five
days past the weather has been constantly clear, with a
bright sun, and so cold a north-east wind as to resemble
much our cold clear weather in England in April ; we have
all our great coats on the day through.
Dine at Clarey, 1
and view the monument
of that able but bloody tyrant
Louis XI. in white marble ; he is represented in a kneeling
posture, praying forgiveness,
I suppose, which doubtless
was promised him by his priests for his basenesses and his
murders.
Reach Orleans.--30
miles.
The 13th.
Here my companions, wanting to return as
soon as possible to Paris, took the direct road thitJaer;
but, having travelled it before, I preferred that by Petivier _
in the way to Fountainblcau.
One motive for my taking
this road was its passing by Denainvilliers,
the seat of the
late celebrated _[ons. du Hamel/and
where he made those
experiments in agriculture
which he has recited in many
of his works.
At Petivier
I was just by, and walked
thither for the pleasure of viewing grounds I had read of
so often, considering them with a sort of classic reverence.
]_J.s hamme d'affaire, who conducted the farm, being dead, I
could not get many particulars
to be depended
upon.
Mons. Fougeroux, the present possessor, was not at home,
or I should
doubtless
have had all the information
I
wished.
I examined the soil, a principal point in all exi Notre Dame de Cl_ry (Loiret).
Pithivier (Loiret).
s The works of this celebrated writer on rural economy and vegetable
physiology have been translated into :English. "4 Practical Treatise
on Husbandry," London, 1750 ; "The Elements of Agriculture/' tran_
lat_l by Philip Miller, London, 1764. Dahamel died 1782. The
chttteaustill exists.
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periments, when conclusions are to be drawn from them ;
and I also took notes of the common husbandry.
Learning from _he labourer
who attended me that the drillploughs, &c., were yet in being, on a loft in one of the
offices, I viewed them with pleasure, and found them as
well as I can remember, very accurately
represented
in
the plates which their ingenious author has given.
I was
glad to find them laid up in a place out of common traffic,
where they may remain safe fill some other farming
traveller, as enthusiastic
as myself, may view the venerable
remains of a useful genius.
Here is a stove and bath for
drying
wheat, which he also has described.
In an inclosure behind the house is a plantation of various curious
exotic trees, finely grown, also several rows of ash, elm,
and poplar along the roads, near the chateau, all planted
by Mons. du Hamel.
It gave me still greater pleasure to
find that Denainvilliers
is not an inconsiderable
estate.
The lands extensive ; the chateau respectable ; with offices,
gardens, &c. that prove it the residence of a man of fortune ; from which it appears, that this indefatigable author,
however he might have failed in some of his pursuits, met
with that reward from his court which did it credit to
bestow ; and that he was not like others, left in obscurity
to the simple rewards which ingenuity can confer on itself.
Four miles before _Ialsherbs 1 a fine plantation of a row of
trees on each side the road begins, formed by ]Wons. de
M_alsherbs, and is a striking instance of attention to decorating an open country.
]_ore than two miles of them
are mulben4es.
They join his other noble plantations
at
]_alsherbs, which contain a great varietyof the most curious
trees that have been introduced in France.--86
miles.
The ]4th.
After passing three miles through
the forest
of Foul_tainblean,
a_wive at that town, and view the royal
palace,'which
has been so repeatedly added to by several
kings, that the share of Francis I. its original founder, is
z_ot easily ascertained.
He does not appear to such advantage as at Chambord.
This has been a favourite
with
the Bourbons, from there having been so many Nimrods
of tha_ family.
Of the apartments
which are shewn here,
i {Loiret.) The chateau of Malesherbes still belongs to the descen:lantaof the noble defenderof Louis XVL here mentioned.
O
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the king's, the queen's, monsieur's, and maC.me's, are the
chief.
Gilding seems the prevalent decoration- but in the
queen's cabinet it is well and elegantly employed.
The
painting of that delicious
little room is exquisite;
and
nothing can exceed the extremity
of ornament that is here
with taste bestowed.
The tapestries
of Beauvais and the
Gobelins, are seen in this palace to great advantage.
I
liked to see the gallery of Francis I. preserved
to its
ancient state, even to the andirons in the chimney, which
are those that served that monarch.
The gardens
axe
nothing;
and the grand canal, as it is called, not to be
compared with that at Chantilly.
In the pond that joins
the palace, are carp as large and as tame as the Prince of
CondO's.
The landlord of the inn at Fountainbleau
thinks
that royal palaces should not be seen for nothing;
he
made me pay 10 ].iv. for a dinner, which would have cost
me not more than half the money at the star and garter at
Richmond.
Reach _[eulan.'--34
miles.
The 15th.
Cross, for a considerable
distance, the royal
oak forest of Senhr."--About
]_ontgeron,"
all open fields,
which produce corn and partridges
to eat it, for the number is enormous.
There is on an average a covey of birds
on every two acres, besides favourite spots, where they
abound much more.
At St. George 4 the Seine is a much
more beautiful
river than the Loire.
Enter Paris once
more, with the same obselwation I made before, that there
is not one-tenth of the motion on the roads around it that
there is around London.
To the hotel de la Rochefoucauld.--20
miles.
The 16th.
Accompanied
to Llancourt.--38
miles.

the count

de la Rochefoucauld

I went thither on a visit for three or four days ; but the
whole family contributed
so generally ix> render the place
m every respect agreeable, that I staid more than three
weeks.
At about half a mile from the chateau is a range
of hill that was chiefly a neglected
waste: the duke of
Liancourt has lately converted this into a plantation, with
winding walks, benches, and covered seats, in the Engliah
I Melun (Seine and Marne).
• Montgeron
(Seine and 0ise).
Yilleneuve
S_. Georges (Seine

2 S_uart
and 0_).

(Seine

and Marne),
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style of gardening.
The situation is very fortunate.
These
ornamented
paths follow the edge of the declivity to the
extent of three or fore" miles. The views they command
are every where pleasing, and in some places great. Nearer
to the chateau the dutchess
of Liancourt
has built a
menagerie and dairy in a pleasing taste.
The cabinet and
anti-room are very pretty;
the saloon elegant, and the
diary entirely constructed
of marble.
At a village near
Liancourt,
the duke has established
a manufacture
of
linen and stuffs ndxed with thread and cotton, which
promises to be of considerable
utility ; there aa'e 25 looms
employed,
and preparations
making for more.
As the
spinning for these looms is also established,
it gives employment to great numbers of hands who were idle, for
.they have no sort of manufacture
in the colmtry though it
is populous.
Such efforts merit great praise.
Connected
with this is the execution of an excellent plan of the duke's
for establishing
habits of industry in the rising generation.
The daughters
of the poor people are received into an institution to be educated to useful industry:
they are instructed in their religion, taught to write and read, and to
spin cotton : are kept till marriageable,
and then a regulated proportion of theb" earnings _ven them as a malTiage
portion.
There is another
establishment
of which I am
not so good a judge; it is for training the orphans of
soldiers to be soldiers themselves.
The duke of Liancourt
has raised some considerable
buildings for their accommodation well adapted to the pm])ose.
The whole is under
the superintendance
of a worthy and intelligent
officer,
_Ions. le Roux, captain of dragoons, and croix de St. Louis,
who sees to every thing himself.
There are at present 120
boys, all dressed in uniform.--]_y
ideas have all taken a
turn which I am too old to change: I should have been
bette_pleased
to see 120 lads educated to the plough, in
habits of culture superior to the present ; but certainly the
establishment
is humane, and the conduct of it excellent, l
i A French traveller, Vaysse de Vflliers, visiting Liancourt in 1816,
gives a delightful picture of the progress effected by this true humani.
tarian _ numerous industries established, and agriculture furthered by
the introduction of hemp, flax, colza, the hop, the vine_besides many
vegetableshitherto unknown in theJe regions.
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The ideas I had formed, before I came to France, of a
country residence in that kingdom, I found at Liancourt to
be far from correct.
I expected to find it a mere transfer
of Paris to the country, and that all the burthensome forms
of a city were preserved, without its pleasures ; but I was
deceived; the mode of living, and the pursuits, approach
much nearer to the habits of a great nobleman's house in
England, than would commonly be conceived, k breakfast of tea for those that chose to repair to it; riding,
sporting, planting, gardening, till dinner, and that not till
half after two o'clock, instead of their old fashioned hour
of twelve; music, chess, and the other common amusements of a rendezvouz-room, with an excellent library, of
seven or eight thousand volumes, were well calculated to
make the time pass agreeably ; and to prove that there is
a great approximation in the modes of living at present in
the different countries of Europe. Amusements, in truth,
ought to be numerous within doors ; for, in such a c]ima.te,
none are to be depended on without: the rain that has
fallen here is hardly credible. I have, for five-and-twenty
years past, remarked in England, that I never was prevented by .rain from taking a walk every day without
going out while it actually rains ; it may fall heavily for
many hours; but a person who watches an opportunity
gets a walk or a ride. Since I have been at Liancourt,
we have had three days in succession of such incessantly
heavy rain, that I could not go an hundred yards from the
house to the duke's pavilion, without danger of being quite
wet. For ten days more rain fell here, I am confident, had
there been a guage to measure it, than ever fell in England
in thirty. The present fashion in :France, of passing some
time in the country is new ; at this time of the year, and
for many weeks past, Paris is, comparatively spes.lring,
empty. Every body that have country-seats are at them ;
and those who have none visit others who have. This remarkable revolution in the French manners is certainly
one of the best customs they have taken from England;
and its introduction was effected the easier, being assiste'd
by the magic of Roussean's writings. Mankind axe much
indebted to that splendid genius, who, when living, was
hunted from country to country, to seek an asylum, with
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as much venom as if he had been a mad dog; thanks to
the vile spirit of bigotry, which has not yet received its
death's wound.
Women of the flu'st fashion in France are
now ashamed of not nursing their own children ; and stays
are universally proscribed from the bodies of the poor infants, which were for so many ages tortured in them, as
they are still in Spain.
The comltry residence may not
have effects equally obvious ; but they will be no less sure
in the end, and in'all respects beneficial to every class in
the state.
The duke of Liancourt
being president of the provincial
assembly of the election of Clermont/and
pass:rag several
days there in business, asked me to dine with the assembly,
as he said there were to be some considerable
farmers
present.
These assemblies, which had been proposed many
years past by the French patriots, and especially by the
marquis de ]Yiirabean, _ the celebrated
l'ami des hommes;
which had been treated by ]_. Necker, and which were
viewed with eyes of jealousy by certain persons who wished
for no better government
than one whose abuses were the
chief foundation of their fortunes ; these assemblies were
to me interesting
to see. I accepted the invitation with
pleasure.
Three considerable
farmers,
renters, not proprietors of land, were members, and present.
I watched
their carriage narrowly,
to see their behaviour
in the
presence of a great lord of the first rank, considerable property, and high in royal favour ; and it was with pleasm'e
that I found them behaving with becoming ease and freedom, and though modest, and without anything like flippancy, yet without any obsequiousness
offensive to English
ideas.
They started their opinions freely, and adhered to
them with becoming confidence.
A more singular spectacle_was to see two ladies present at a dinner of this sort,
with five or six and twenty gentlemen ; such a thing could
not happen in England.
To say that the French manners
I Clermont de POise (Oise).
2 Father and persecutor of the great tribune. His famous pamphlet
"L'Ami des Hommes," was followedby the "Thgorie de l'ImpSt," which
consignedits author to the Bastille. "L'Ami des hommes et le tyran de
sa famille," is the historic verdict passed on the father of Mirabeau.-H. Martin, vol. xvL, p. 180.
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in this respect, are better than our own, is the assertion of
an obvious truth. If the ladies are not present at meetings
where the conversation has the greatest probability of
turning on subjects of more impol_nce than the h4volous
topics of common discourse, the sex must either remain on
one hand in ignorance, or, on the other, filled with the
foppery of over education, learned, affected, and forbidding.
The conversation of men, not engaged in trifling pursuits,
is the best school for the education of a woman.
The political conversation of every company I have seen
has turned much more on the affairs of Holland than on
those of F_ance. The preparations going on for a war with
England, are in the mouths of all the world; but the
finances of _rance are in such a state of derangement, that
the people best informed assert a war to be impossible ;
the marquis of Yerac, the late French ambassador at the
Hague, who was sent thither, as the English politicians
assert, expressly to bring about a revolution in the government, has been at Liancourt three days. It may easily be
supposed, that he is cautious in what he says in such a
mixed company ; but it is plain enough, that he is well
persuaded that that revolution, change, or lessening the
Stadtholder's power; that plan, in a word, whatever it was,
for which he negotiated in Holland, had for some time been
matured and ready for execution, almost without a possibility of failure, had the count de Vergennes consented,
and not spun out the business by refinement on refinement, to make himself the more necessary to the French
cabinet; and it unites with the idea of some sensible
Dutchmen, with whom I have conversed on the subject.
During my stay at Liancourt, my friend Lazowsld accompanied me on a little excursion of two days to Ermenonville, the celebrated seat of the marquis de Girardon.
We passed by Chantilly to Morefountain) the countryseat of ]_Ions. de ]Korefountain, _revost des _nerchande of
Paris ; the place has been mentioned as decorated in the
English sty]e. It consists of two scenes ; one a garden of
winding walks, and ornamented with a profusion of temples,
benches, grottos, columns, ruins, and I know not what: ]_
I Mortefontaine(Oise}.
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hope the French who have not been in Eng]aad do not
consider this as the English taste.
It is in fact as remote
from it as the most regular stile of the last age. The water
view is fine. There is a gaiety and eheartulness
in it that
contrast well with the brown and unpleasing hills that surround it, and which partake of the waste character of the
worst part of the sun'ounding
country.
]_ueh has been
done here ; and it wants but few additions to be as perfect
as the ground admits.
B_mh Ermenonville, _through another part of the prince
of CondO's forest, which joins the ornamented
grounds of
the marquis Girardon. 2 rlS_is l_lace, after the residence and
death of the persecuted
but immortal
trousseau, whose
tomb every one knows is here, became so famous as to be
resorted
to very generally.
It has been described,
and
plates published of the chief views ; to enter into a particular description would therefore
be tiresome, I shall only
make one or two observations,
which I do not recollect
having been touched on by others.
It consists of three
distinct water scenes;
or of two lakes and a river.
We
were first shewn that which is so famous for the small isle
of poplars, in which reposes all that was mortal of that extraordinary and inimitable
writer.
This scene is as well
imagined, and as well executed as could be wished.
The
water is between forty and fifty acres ; hills rise from it on
both sides, and it is sufficiently closed in by tall wood at
both ends, to render it sequestered.
The remains of departed genius stamp a melancholy idea, from which decoration would depart too much, and accordingly there is little.
We viewed the scene in a still evening.
The declining sun
threw a lengthened shade on the lake, and silence seemed
to repose on its unruffled bosom ; as some poet says, I forget wko. The worthies to whom the temple of philosophers
is dedicated, and whose names are marked on the columns,
are NEwTon, LUCern.----DEscARTES. 17il in rebus inane.-VO_,TAI_E, l_idiculum.--RoussEAV,
3Taturam.--And
on
another unfinished
eolnmn, Quis hoc Terficiet ? The other
Ermenonville (Oise), on the Soissons railway. Rousseau was interred here in the Ile de Peupliers, but his remains were removed to
the Pantheon in 1794.
2 Marquis de Girardin, the friend of Rousseau_died 1808.
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lake is larger ; it nearly fills the bottom of the vale, around
which are some rough, rocky, wild, and barren sand hills;
either broken or spread with heath ; in some places wooded,
and in others scattered thinly with junipers. The character of the scene is that of wild and undecorated nature, in
which the hand of art was meant to be cgncealed as much
as was consistent with ease of access. The last scene is
that of a river, which is made to wind through a lawn, receding from the house, and broken by wood : the ground
is not fortunate ; it is too dead a fiat, and no where viewed
to much advantage.
:From :Ermenonville we went, the morning after, to
Brasseuse, _ the seat of :Madame du Pont, sister to the
dutchess of Liancourt.
What was my surplSze at finding
this viscountess a great farmer! A French lady, young
enough to enjoy all the pleasures of Paris, living in the
country and minding her farm, was an unlooked for
spectacle. She has probably more lucerne than any other
person in Europe--250 al_ents.
She gave me, in a most
unaffected and agreeable manner, both lucerne and dairy
intelligence; but of that more elsewhere. Returned to
Liancourt by Pont/where
there is a handsome bridge, of
three arches, the constl_lction uncommon, each pier consisting of four pillars, with a towing-path under one of the
arches for the barge-horses, the river being navigable.
Amongst the morning amusements I partook at Liancourt was/a clu_.sse. In deer shooting, the sportsmen place
themselves at distances around a wood, then beat it, and
seldom more than one in a company gets a shot ; it is more
tedious than is easily conceived: like angling, incessant
expectation, and perpetual disappointment.
Pal_ridge and
hare shooting are almost as different from that of England.
We took this diversion in the fine vale of Catnoir/ five or
six miles from Tdancourt ; arranging ourselves in a file at
about thirty yards from person to person, and each with a
servant and a loaded gun, ready to present when his master
fires : thus we marched across and cross the vale, treading
up the game. Four or five brace of hares, and twenty
(OLse.)

_ Pont St. Maixence (Oise).
' Catenoy (Oise).
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brace of partridges were the spoils of the day. I like this
mode of shooting but little better than waiting for deer.
The best circumstance to me of exercise in company (it was
not so once) is the festivity of the dinner at the close of
the day. To enjoy this, it must not be pushed to great
fatigue. Good spirits, after violent exercise, are always the
affectation of silly young folks (I remember being that
sort of fool myself, when I was young), but with something
more than moderate, the exhilaration of body is in unison
with the flow of temper, and agreeable company is then
delicious. On such days as these we were too late for the
regular dinner, and had one by ourseh'es, with no other
da'essing than the refl'eshment of clean linen; and these
were not the repasts when the dutchess's champaigne had
the worst flavour. A man is not worth hanging that does
not drink a little too much on such occasions : mais 2orenezy-garde: repeat it often; and make it a mere drinking
party, the lustre of the pleasure fades, and you become
what was an English fox-hunter.
One day while we were
thus dining _ l'Anglais, and ch'inlring the plough, the chace,
and I know not what, the dutchess of Liancourt and some
of her ladies came in sport to see us. It was a moment
for them to have betrayed ill-nature in the contempt of
manners not French, which they might have endeavoured
to conceal under a laugh :--but nothing of this ; it was a
good humoured curiosity;
_ natural inclination to see
others pleased and in spirits. 1-1sout dr6de grands chasseurs
a_tjourd'hui, said one. Oh ! ils s'alo2laudissent de leurs
e_21oites. Do they drink the gun ? said another. Leurs
maitresses certainement, added a third. J'aime a les voir en
gai3td ; il y a _eel_ue chose d'aimable duns tou$ ceci. To
note such trifles may seem superfluous to many : but what
is life when trifles are withdrawn ? and they mark the
temper of a nation better than objects of importance.
In
the moments of council, _ictory, flight, or death, mankind,
I suppose, are nearly the same. Trifles discriminate better,
and the number is infinite that gives me an opinion of the
good temper of the French. I am fond neither of a man
nor a recital that can appear only on stilts and dressed in
holiday geers.
It is every-day feelings that decide the
colour of our lives ; and he who values them the most
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plays the best for the stake of happiness. But it is time
to quit Liancom% which I do with regret. Take leave of
the good old dutchess, whose hospitality and kindness
ought long to be remembered.--51 miles.
The 9th, 10th, and llth.
Return by Beauvais _ and
Pontoise, _ and enter Paris for the fourth time, confirmed in
the idea that the roads immediately leading to that capital
are deserts, comparatively speaking, with those of London.
By what means can the connection be carried on with the
country ? The French must be the most stationary people
upon earth, when in a place they must rest without a
thought of going to another. Or the English must be the
most restless ; and find more pleasure in moving from one
place to another, than in resting to enjoy life in either. If
the :French nobility went to their country scats only when
exiled there by the court, the roads could not be more solitary.-25 miles.
The 12th. ]_Iy intention was to take lodgings; but
on arriving at the hotel de la Rochefoucauld, I found that
my hospitable dutchess was the same person at the capital
as in the country; she had ordered an apartment to be
ready for me. It grows so late in the season, that I shall
make no other stay in this capital than what will be neces.
sary for viewing public buildings.
This will unite well
enough with delivering some letters I brought to a few
men of science ; and it will leave me the evenings for the
theatres, of which there are many in Paris. In throwing
on paper a rapid cou_ d'_eil, of what I see of a city, so
well known in England, I shall be apt to delineate my own
ideas and feelings, perhaps more than the objects themselves; and be it remembered, that I profess to dedicate
this careless itinerary to trifles, much more than to objects
that are of real consequence, From the tower of the cathedral, the view of Paris is complete. It is a vast city, even
to the eye that has seen London from St. Paul's; being
circular, gives an advantage to Paris ; but a much greater
is the atmosphere. It is now so clear, that one would suppose it the height of summer: the clouds of coal-smoke
that envelope London, always prevent a distinct view of
I (Oise.)

2 (Seineand Oise.}
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that capital, but I take it to be one-thb'd at least larger
than Paris.
The buildings
of the parliament-house
i are
disfigured by a gilt and taudry gate, and a l_rench roof.
The hotel des Monoies is a fine building ; and the facade of
the Louvre one of the most elegant in the world, because
they have (to the eye) no roofs ; in proportion
as a roof is
seen a building
suffers.
I do not recollect one edifice of
distinguished
beauty (unless with domes) in which the
roof is not so flat as to be hidden, or nearly so. What
eyes then must the French architects
have had, to have
loaded so many buildings with coverings of a height destructive of all beauty ? Put such a roof as we see on the
parliament-house
or on the Thuilleries, upon the facade of
the Louvre, and where would its beauty be ?--At night to
the opera, _ which I thought
a good theatre, till they told
me it was built in six weeks ; and then it became good for
nothing in my eyes, for I suppose it will be tumbling down
in six years.
Durability
is one of the essentials of building;
what pleasure .would a beautiful
front of painted
pasteboard give ? The Alceste of Ghck was performed;
that part by Mademoiselle
St. Huberti, their first singer,
au excellent
actress.
As to scenes,
dresses,
decorations, dancing, &c. this theatre beats the Haym_rket
to
nothing.
The 13th.
Across Paris to the rue des blancs ]_anteau_,
to Mons. Broussonet,
secretary of the Society of Agricultin'e; he is in Burgundy.
Called on ]_r. Cook from :London, who is at Paris with his drill-plough, 3 waiting for
weather to shew its performance
to the duke of Orleans;
I The Palais de Justice, made over to the Parliament of Paris by
Charles VII. Very little remains of the original building, which was
almost as ancient as the Palais de Thermes. See Lalanne's '_Dictionnaire historique de Ja France."
2 The opera-house having been burnt in 1781, the Th6gtre de la Porte
St. Martin for a time used in its stead, was planned and built in seventyfive days. It was completely destroyed by fire during the Commune
(1871), and has been since rebuilt.--Lalanne.
• At this time the improvement of the plough occupied the attention
of all interested in agriculture. In spite of many improvements, the
old system remained in vogue thl_)ughout the greater part of England,
the plough being very heavy, two-wheeled and requiring four horses, a
ploughmau and a driver I The single-wheeled drill-plough was an ira.
mense advance.
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thisis a French idea,improvingFranceby drilling.
A
man shouldlearn
towalk beforehe learnstodance.There
is agility in cutting capers, and it may be done with grace ;
but where is the necessity to cut them at all. There has
been much rain to day ; and it is almost incredible to a
person used to London, how dirty the streets of Paris are,
and how horribly inconvenient and dangerous walking is
without a foot-pavement. We had a large pal%y at diane,',
with politicians among them, and some interesting conversation on the present state of France. The feeling of
every body seems to be that the archbishop _will not be
able to do any thing towards exonerating the state from
the burthen of its present situation ; some think that he
has not the inclination ; others that he has not the courage ;
others that he has not the ability. By some he is thought
to be attentive only to his own interest; and by others,
that the finances are too much deranged to be within the
power of any system to recover, short of the states-general
of the kingdom; and that it is impossible for such an
assembly to meet without a revolution in the government
ensuing. All seem to think that something extraordinary
will happen ; and a bankruptcy is an idea not at all uncommon. But who is there that will have the courage to
make it ?
The 14th. To the benedictine abbey of St. Germain, to
see pillars of African marble, &c. It is the richest abbey
in France : the abbot has 300,000 liv. a year (13,1251.) I
lose my patience at such revenues being thus bestowed;
consistent With the spirit of the tenth century, but not
with that of the eighteenth. What anoble farm would the
fourth of this income establish ! what turnips, what cabbages, what potatoes, what clover, what sheep, what wool!
--Are not these things better than a fat ecclesiastic ? If
an active English farmer was mounted behind this abbot,
I think he would do more good to France with half the income than half the abbots of the kingdom with the whole
of theirs. Pass the bastile; another pleasant object to
make agreeable emotions vibrate in a man's bosom. I
search for good farmers, and run my head at every turn
i Lom6nie de Brienne, minister.

See p. 97.
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against monks and state prisoners.--To
the arsenal, to
wait on _Ions. Lavoisier, _ the celebrated chemist, whose
theory of the non-existence
of phlogiston,
has made as
much noise in the chemical world as that of Stahl, which
established
its existence.
Dr. Priestly had given me a
letter of introduction.
I mentioned
in the course of conversatioa his laboratory, and he appointed Tuesday.
By
the Boulevards,
to the Place Louis XV. 2 which is not properly a square, but a very noble entrance to a great city.
The facades of the two buildings erected are highly finished.
The union of the Place Louis XV. with the champs Elisges,
the gardens of the Thuilleries and the Seine is open, airy,
elegant, and superb;
and is the most agreeable and best
built part of Paris;
here one can be clean and breathe
freely.
But by far the finest thing I have yet seen at Paris
Js the Halle au_ bleds, or corn market : it is a vast rotunda ;
the roof entirely of wood, upon a new principle of eal_entry,
to describe which would demand plates and long explanations;
the gallery is 150 yards round, consequently the
diameter is as many feet: it is as light as if suspended by
the fairies.
In the ground area, wheat, pease, beans, lentils, are stored and sold.
In the surrounding
divisions,
flour on wooden stands.
You pass by stair-eases doubly
winding within each other to spacious apartments for rye,
barley, oats, &c. The whole is so well planned, and so
admirably executed, that I know of no public building that
exceeds it in either France or England.
And if an appropriation of the parts to the conveniences
wanted, and an
adaptation of every circumstance
to the end required, in
union with that elegance which is consistent with use, and
that magnificence which results from stability and dul_tion
are the criteria of public edifices, I ]mow nothing that
equals _t :_it has but one fault, and "that is situation ; it
should _have been upon the banks of the river, for the convenience of unloading barges without land carriage.
In
1 Lavoisier, guillotined in 1794, fell a victim to the proscriptionof the
"fermiers-g_n_raux_"or collectors of the revenue, to which hated body
be had belonged in 1769. His wife, daughter of a "fermier-g_n_ral,"
escapedthe fate of her husband, and married Count Romford in 1805,
from whom she was shortly afterwards separated. She aided Lavoisier
m his experiments and published his "Mdmoires de Chimie._ See for
his efforts on behalf of French agriculture the work of MM. Pigconneau
and de Foville before named.
_ The Place de la Concorde.
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the evening, to the Gomeclie Itali_nne, _ the edifice fine; and
the whole quarter regular and new built, a private speculation of the duke de Choiseul, whose family has a box entailed for ever.--L'Aimant
jaloux. Here is a young singer,
Mademoiselle I_naa'd, with so sweet a voice, that if she sung
Italian, and had been taught in Italy, would have made a
delicious performer.
To the tomb of Cardinal de Richlieu, _ which is a noble
production of genius : by far the finest statue I have seen.
Nothing can be wished more easy and graceful than the
attitude of the cardinal, nor more expressive nature than
the figure of weeping science.
Dine with my friend at the
Palais Royale, at a coffee-house;
well dressed people;
every thing clean, good, and well served:
but here, as
every where else, you pay a good price for good things ; we
ought never to forget that a low price for bad things is not
cheapness.
In the evening to l'_,cole des Peres, at the Comedie ]Francaise, a crying larmoyant thing.
This theatre,
the principal one at Paris, is a fine building, with a magnificent portico.
After the circular theatres of France, how
can any one relish our ill contrived oblong holes of London?
The 16th.
To _[ons. Lavoisier,
by appointment.
Madame Lavoisier, a lively, sensible, scientific lady, had
prepared a dejeun_ Anglois of tea and coffee, but her conversation on ]_r. Kirwan's Essay on Phlogiston, _ which she
is translating
fl'om the English,
and on other subjects,
which a woman of understanding,
that works with her
husband
in his laboratory,
knows how to adorn, was the
best repast.
That apal_ment,
the operations
of which
1 The privilege of holding au operacomiquein Paris was first accorded
in 1647, and this opera was afterwardsamalgamated with the Com_die
Italienne, under which title /_ouis XVI. granted state patronage to the
company. "When Arthur Young wrote, representationswere given in a
buildingoccupying the site of the OperaCemique,recently destroyed by
fire. The Comgdie :Fran_aisementioned above, was installed in the
building erected in 1782, and burnt down in ]799, afterwards reconstracted_and nowknown as the Od_on. By the Theatre _ran_is alluded
to far, her on, is evidently meant the above company.--Lalanne.
2 This masterpiece of Girardon, hidden during the l_evolution, is replaced in the church of the Sorbonne. The _leur_,
or weeping
figures are portraits of the cardinal's nieces.
8 Richard Kirwan, 1784-1812_author of many svientifio and philo.
sophlesl works.
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have been rendered so interesting to the phflosophieal
world, I had pleasure in viewing. In the apparatus for
mrial experiments, nothing makes so great a figure as the
machine for burning inflammable and vital air, to make,
or deposit water ; it is a splendid machine. Three vessels
axe held in suspension with indexes for marking the immediate variations of their weights ; two that are as large
as half hogsheads, contain the one inflammable, the other
the vital air, and a tube of communication passes to the
third, where the two airs unite and bm_ ; by contrivances,
too complex to describe without plates, the loss of weight
of the two airs, as indicated by their respective balances,
equal at every moment to the gain in the third vessel from
the formation or deposition of the water, it not being yet
ascertained whether the water be actually m'_le or deposited. If accurate (of which I must confess I have
little conception), it is a noble machine. IKons. Lavoisier,
when the structure of it was commended, said, Mais oiii
monsieur, & m_me par un artiste __rancois / with an accent
of voice that admitted their general inferiority to ours. It
is well known that we have a considerable exportation of
mathematical and other curious instruments to every part
of Europe, and to France amongst the rest. Nor is this
new, for the apparatus with which the French academicians
measured a degree in the polar circle was made by ]Kr.
George Graham. 1 Another engine ]_ons. Lavoisier shewed
us was an electrical apparatus inclosed in a balloon, for
trying electrical experiments in any sort of air. His pond
of quicksilver is considerable, containing 2501b. and his
water appal_tus very great, but his furnaces did not seem
so well calculated for the higher degrees of heat as some
others I have seen. I was glad to find this gentleman
splendidly lodged, and with every appearance of a man of
conside_ble fortune.
This ever gives one pleasure: the
employments of a State can never be in better hands than
of men who thus apply the superfluity of their wealth.
From the use that is generally made of money, one would
th]nl_ it the assistance of all others of the least consequence
in affecting any business truly useful to mankind, many of
1 Whitehttrst_s.
note.
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the great discoveries
that have enlarged
the horizon of
science having been in this respect the result of means
seemingly inadequate to the end : the energie exertions of
ardent minds, bt_rsting from obscurity, and breaking
the
bands inflicted by poverty, l)erhaps by distress.
To the
hotel des _nvalids, the major of which establishment
had
the goodness to shew the whole of it. In the evening to
]_Ions. Lomond, 1 a very ingenious and inventive mechanic,
who has made an improvement
of the jenny for spinning
cotton.
Common machines are said to make too hard a
thread for certain fabrics, but this forms it loose and
spongy.
In electricity
he has made a remarkable
discovery:
you write two or three words on a paper;
he
takes it with him into a room, and turns a machine inclosed
in a cylindrical case, at the top of which is an electrometer,
a small fine pith ball; a wire connects with a similar
cylinder and electrometer
in a distant apartment ; and his
wife, by remarking
the corresponding
motions of the ball,
writes down the words they indicate : from which it appears
that he has formed an alphabet of motions. As the length
of the wire makes no difference in the effect, a correspondence might be carried on at any distance:
within and
without a besieged town, for instance;
or for a purpose
much more worthy, and a thousand times more harmless,
between two lovers prohibited
or prevented
from any
better
connection.
Whatever
the use may be, the invention is beautiful.
_[ons. Lomond
has many other
cm_ous machines, all the entire work of his own hands:
mechanical
invention
seems to be in him a natural propensity.
In the evening to the Oomedie Francaise.
]_Iola
did the Bourru Bienfaisant,
and it is not easy for acting to
be carried to greater perfection.
The 17th.
To ]_ons. l'Abbg ]_Iessier, _-astronomer
royal,
and of the Academy of Sciences.
View the exhibition, at
the Louvre, of the Academy's
paintings.
For one history
piece in our exhibitions at London here are ten ; abundantly
more than to balance the difference between an annual and
1 No mention of this inventor of a mechanical system of telegraph
occurs in Lalanne's biographical dictionary, but aerial telegraphy invented by Chappe was put into use by the Convention in 1794. See
Lalanne.
_ Messier, Charles, 1770.1817.
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biennial exhibition.
Dined to-day with a party, whose
conversation
was entirely political.
_'[ons. de Calonne's 1
_equ_te a_ Roi is come over, and all the world are reading
and disputing on it.
It seems, however, generally agreed
that, without exonerating
himself from the charge of the
agiotage,
he has thrown
no inconsiderable
load on the
shoulders
of the archbishop
of Toulouze,
the present
premier, who will be puzzled to get rid of the attack.
But
both these ministers were condemned
on all hands in the
lump ; as being absolutely unequal to the difficulties of so
arduous a period.
One opinion pervaded the whole company, that they are on the eve of some great revolution
in
the government:
tt_t every thing ]points to it: the confusion in the finances great;
with a deficit impossible to
provide for without the states-general
of the kingdom, yet
no ideas formed of what would be the consequence of their
meeting : no minister existing, or to be looked to in or out
of power, with such decisive talents
as to promise any
other remedy than palliative ones : a prince on the throne,
with excellent dispositions,
but without the resources of
mind that could govern in such a moment without ministers:
a court bm'ied in pleasure
and dissipation;
and
adding to the distress, instead of endeavou14ug to be placed
in a more independent
situation : a great ferment amongst
all ranks of men, who are eager for some change, without
knowing
wl_t to look to, or to hope for: and a strong
leaven of li3_erty, increasing every hoL_r since the American
revolution;
altogether
form a combination
of circumstances that promise e'er long to ferment
into motion, if
i It was the fate of L,uis XVL to have the worst ministers as well
as the best _ after Turgot and Malcsherhes, Calonne and I_)mdnie de
Brienne, Archbishop of Toulouse. Called to a rusk for which Sully or
l_ichel_eumust have proved inadequate, Calomm ]played with the fi_rtunes oTFrance as a desperate gamester, doubling tile stakes in the face
of ruin. During the space of a few years the loans had reached the
figure of 1,250 millions, and the annual deficit of the budget, 115 milllions. Thisrevelation resulted in his fall. In 1789 he became the agent
of the emi_.ant nobles at Turin. His successor Lomfinie de Brienne,
•_rchbishop of Toulouse, afterwards of Sens, had, in the words of Mignet,
only hopeless courses before him, and could decide upon none. The
bqueen's
exile,
he received
a cardinal's
hat,
ut wentfavour
over fi_llowedhim
to the popularinto
side
whenand
revolution
seemed
the winning
game. He committed suicide in 1794.--Mignet, vo].i., EI.Martin, vol.xvi.
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some master haud, of very superior talents, and inflexible
courage, is not found at the helm to guide events, instead
of being driven by them. It is very remarkable, that such
conversation never occurs, but a bankruptcy is a topic : the
curious question on which is, would a banl_tcy
occasion a
civil war, and a total overthrow ofthe ffovernment ? Theanswers
that I have received to this question, appear to be just :
such a measure, conducted
by a man of abilities, vigour,
and firmness, would certainly not occasion either one or
the other.
But the same measure, attempted
by a man of
a different
character, might possibly do both.
All agree,
that the states of the kingdom
canuot assemble without
more liberty being the consequence ; but I meet with so
few men that have any just ideas of freedom, that I question much the species of this new liberty that is to arise.
They know not how to value the privileges of T_. PEOPT._.:
as to the nobility and the clergy, if a revolution added any
thing to their scale, I think it would do more mischief
than good. _
The 18th.
To the Gobelins, which is undoubtedly the
first manufacture of tapestry in the world, and such an one
as could be supported only by a crowned head.
In the
evening to that incomparable
comedy La Metroma_,
of
Pyron, and well acted.
The more I see of it the more I
like the French theatre ; and have no doubt in preferring
it far to our own.
Writers,
actors, buildings,
scenes, decorations, music, dancing, take the whole in a mass, and it
is unrivalled by London.
We have certainly a few brilliants of the first water ; but throw all in the scales, and
that of England
kicks the beam.
I write this passage
with a lighter heart than I should do were it giving the
palm to the French plough.
The 19th.
To Charenton,
near Paris, to see /'Eco/e
Treterlnalve, 2 and the farm of the Royal Society of Agricul_ In transcribing these papers for the press, 1 emile at some remarks
and circumstanceswhich events have since placed in a singularposition;
but I alter none of these passages ; they explain what were the opinions
in _rance, before the revolution, on topics o_importance} and the events
which have since taken place rendex them the more interesting. Jun_
1790._Af_t/wr'8 _w_.
This veterinary school still exists.
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ture. ]_[ons. Chabert, _ the directeur-general, received us
with the most attentive politeness. Mons. Flandrein, his
assistant, and son-in-law, I had had the pleasure of knowLug in Suffolk. They shewed the whole veterinary establishment, and it does honour to the government of Fiance.
It was formed in 1766 : in 1783 a farm was annexed to it,
and four other professorships esto,blished ; two for lalra_
ceconomy, one for anatomy, and another for chemist ry.-I was informed that Mons. d'Aubenton, who is at the head
of this farm with a salary of 6000 liv. a year, reads lectures
of rural ceconomy, particularly on sheep, and that a flock
was for that purpose kept in exhibition. There is a spacious
and convenient apartment for dissecting horses and other
animals ; a large cabinet, where the most interesting parts
of all domestic animals are preserved in spirits ; and also
of such pal_s of their bodies that mark the visible effect of
distempers.
This is very rich. This, with a similar one
near Lyons, is kept up (exclusive of the addition of 1783),
at the moderate expenee, as appears by the writings of M.
Necker, of about 60,000 liv. (26001.) W-hence, as in many
other instances, it appears that the most useful things cost
the least. There are at present about one hundred el_ves
from different parts of the ldngdom, as well as from every
country in Europe, exceTt Eng/and ; a strange exception,
considering how grossly ignol_a_t our farriers are ; and that
the whole expenee of suppol_ing a young man here does not
exceed forty louis a-year; nor more than four years necessary for his complete instruction.
As to the farm, it is
under the conduct of a great naturalist, high in royal academies of science, and whose name is celebrated through
Europe for merit in superior branches of lmowledge. It
would argue in me a want of _udgment in human nature,
to expect good practice from such men. They would probably think f¢ beneath their pursuits and situation in life
to be good ploughmen, turnip.hoers, and shepherds; I
should therefore betray my own ignorance of life, if I was
to express any surprize at finding this farm in a situation
that---I had rather forget than describe. In the evening,
to a field much more successfully cultivated, Mademoiselle
St. Huberti, in the Penelope of Pieini.
Philiber_Chabert,1734-1814.
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The 20th.
To the Ecole Milltaire, _ established by
Louis XV. for the education of 140 youths, the sons of the
nobility; such establishments are equally ridiculous and
unjust. To educate the son of a man who cannot afford
the education himself, is a gross injustice, if you do not
secure a situation in life answerable to that education. If
you do secure such a situation, you destroy the result of
the education, because nothing but merit ought to give
that security. You educate the children of men, who are
well able to give the education themselves, you tax the
people who cannot afford to educate their children, in order
to ease those who can well afford the burthen ; and in such
institutions, this is sure to be the case. At night to
l'Ambigu Comique, _"a pretty little theatre, with plenty of
rubbish on it. Coffee-houses on the boulevards, music,
noise, and flUes without end ; every thing but scavengers
and lamps. The mud is a foot deep ; and there are parts
of the boulevards without a single light.
The 21st. Mons. de Broussonet being retul_aed fi'om
Burgundy, I had the pleasure of passing a couple of hours
at his lodgings very agreeably. He is a man of uncommon
activity, and possessed of a great variety of useful knowledge in every branch of natural history ; and he speaks
English perfectly well. It is very.rare that a gentleman is
seen better qualified for a post than ]_[ons. de Broussonet
for that which he occupies, of secretary to a Royal
Society.
The 22d. To the bridge of Neuili_, 3said to be the finest
in France. It is by fur the most beautiful one I have any
where seen. It consists of five vast arches ; flat, from the
Florentine model ; and all of equal span ; a mode of building incomparably more elegant, and more striking than our
system of different sized arches. To the machine at Marly ;
which ceases to make the least impression.
Madame du
Barrd's residence, Lusienne,' is on the hill just above this
machine ; she has built a pavilion on the brow of the dei The Ecole Militaire was suppressed by the Revolution, and from
th tt time the building has been used as cavalry barracks.
Like most of the theatres mentioned here, since burnt and rebuilt.
3 Neuilly, this famous bridge was built by Perronet.
4 Lucienne, the pavilion of _fadame Dubarry, still stands.
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clivity, for commanding
the prospect, fitted up and decorated with much elegance.
There is a table formed of
Sere _ porcelain,
exquisitely
done.
I forget how many
thousand louis d'ors it cost.
The French, to whom I spoke
of Lusienne, exclaimed against mistresses and extravagance,
with more violence than reason in my opinion.
Who, in
common sense, would deny a -ling the amusement of a mistress, provided
he did not make a business of his plaything ? Mais Frederic le C-_'and avoit-i_ une maitresse, hd
fasoit-il
batir des ]Javillons, et lea meubioit-il de tables de
porcelaine ? :No: but he had that which was fifty times
worse : a king had better make love to a handsome woman
than to one of his neighbour's
provinces.
The king of
Prassia's mistress cost an hundred
millions sterling, and
the lives of 500,000 men ; and before the reign of that mistress is over, may yet cost as much more.
The greatest
genius and talents are lighter than a feather,
weighed
philosophically,
if rapine, war, and conquest, are the effects
of them.
To St. Germain's,
the terrace
of which is very fine.
]Ylons. de Broussonet met me here, and we dined with ]t_ons.
Breton, at the mardchal duc de Noailles, who has a good
collection of curious plants.
Here is the finest so_phora
jaTonica 2 1 have seen.--10
miles.
The 23d.
To Tl_anon, to view the Queen's
Jm'din
Anglois.
I had a letter to _Ions. Richard, which procured
admittance.
It contains about 100 acres, disposed in the
taste of what we read of in books of Chinese gardening,
whence it is supposed the English style was taken.
There
is more of Sir William Chambers 3 here than of ]_r. Brown'
_more
effor_ than natm'e--and
more expence than taste.
It is not easy to conceive any thing that art can introduce
in a garden_that
is not here ; woods, rocks, lawns, lakes,
rivers, islands, cascades, grottos, walks, temples,
and even
1 S_Tes (Seine and Oise). The famous porcelain manufactory was
establishedby Louis XV. in 1756.
Japanese Japonica.
a Sir "iV.Chmnbers (1726-1796), an architectof distinction, laid out the
royal gardens at Kew, wrote i_er alia, " Dissertation on Chinese
G._.,]_:_row
no..l_.;.~,,
seems to be Robert Brown of l_Iiekle, contr,butor to the
"Edinburgh Farmers' Magazine," 1757-1831.
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villages. There are paris of the design very pretty, and
well executed. The only fault is too much crouding; which
has led to another, that of cutting the lawn by too many
gravel walks, an error to be seen in almost every garden I
have met with in France. But the glory of La Petite
Trianon is the exotic trees and shrubs. The world has
been successfully rifled to decorate it. Here are curious
and beautiful ones to please the eye of ignorance ; and to
exercise the memory of science. Of the buildings, the
temple of love is taffy elegant.
Again to Versailles. In viewing the king's apartment,
which he had not left a quarter of an hour, with those
slight tl_its of disorder that shewed he lived in it, it was
amusing to see the blackgnard figures that were walking
unconfrouled about the palace, and even in his bed-chamber; men whose rags betrayed them to be in the last stage
of poverty, and I was Che only person that stared and
wondered how the devil they got there. It is impossible
not to like this careless indifference and freedom from suspicion. One loves the master of the house, who would not
be hurt or offen4ed at seeing lfis apartment thus occupied,
if he retulaled suddenly ; for if there was danger of this,
the intrusion would be prevented.
This is cert::ihly a feature of that good te_nTer which appears to me so visible
every where in France, I desired to see the Queen's apartments, but I could not. Is her majesty in it ? No. Why
then not see it as well as the king';s ? Mafoi, Mons. c'est
un autre chose. Ramble through the gardens, and by the
grand canal, with absolute astonishment at the exaggerations of wlSters and travellers.
There is magnificence in
the quarter of the orangerie, but no beauty any where ;
there are some statues good enough to wish them under
cover. The extent and breadth of the canal are nothing to
the eye ; and it is not in such good repair as a farmer's
horse-pond. The menagerie is well enough, but nothing
great. Letthose who desire that the buildings and establishments of Louis XIV. should continue the iml_ression
made by the writings of Voltaire, go to the canaI of Languedoc, and by no means to Versailles._Return
to Paris.
_14 miles.
The 24th. With Mons. de Broussoaot to the King's
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cabinet of natural history and the botanical garden, which
is in beautiful order. Its riches are well known, and the
politeness of IKons. Thouin, which is that of a most amiable
disposition, renders this garden the scene of other rational
pleasures besides those of botany. Dine at the Invalides,
with r_ons. Parmentier, _ the celebrated author of many
c_conomical works, particularly on the bouIa_e_ie of France.
This gentleman, to a considerable mass of useful knowledge, adds a great deal of that fire and vivacity for which
his nation has been distinguished, but which I have not
recognized so often as I expected.
The 25th. This bu'eat city appears to be in many respects the most ineligible and inconvenient for the residence of a person of small fortune of anythat I have seen ;
and vastly inferior to London. The streets are very narrow, and many of them crouded, nine tenths dirty, and all
without foot-pavements.
Walking, which in London is so
pleaser and so dean, that ladies do it every day, is here a
toil and a fatigue to a rnn.n,and an impossibility to a well
di'essed woman. The coaches are numerous, and, what are
much worse, there are an infinity of one-horse cabriolets,
which are driven by young men of fashion and their imitaters, alike fools, with such z_pidity as to be real nuisances,
and render the streets exceedingly dangerous, without an
incessant 'caution. I saw a poor child run over and probably ldUed, and have been myself many thues blackened
with the mud of the kennels. This beggarly practice, of
driving a one-horse booby hutch about the streets of a great
capital, flows either from poverty or wretched and despicable ¢economy; nor is it possible to speak of it with too
much severity. If young noblemen at London were to
drive their chaises in streets without foot-ways, as their
brethren do at Paris, they would speedily and justly get
i Parmet)tier

was

the

apostle

of the potato

in France.

Turgot

had

indeedintroducedit as an articleof humanfoodinto the Limonsinand
the south. Parmentiea.was mainlyinstrumental in extendingits _se
throughouttheentirecountry. Thepoorkingaidedhim,and woreusa
"button-hole,"a potatoblossom. This worthyfollowerof Olivierde
Serresdevotedhis wholelife to the solutionof twoproblems,the a_rrest
of periodicfamines,and the increaseof foodsupplie§. He also greatly
furtheredthe cultivationof maizeand improvedbreadbakingi died
1813.---SeeH. Martin,vol.xvi. p. 523.
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verywellthreshed,
orrolledin thekennel.Thiscircumstancerenders Paris an ineligible residence for persons,
particularly families that cannot afford to keep a coach ; a
convenience which is as dear as at London. Thefiac_'es,
hackney-coaches, are much worse than at that city; and
chairs there are none, for they would be driven down in the
streets.
To this circumstance also it is owing, that all
persons of small or moderate fortune, are forced to dress in
black, with black stockings ; the dusky hue of this in com.
pany is not so disagreeable a circumstance as being too
great a distinction ; too clear a line d_'awn in company between a man that has a good fortune, and another that has
not. With the pride, arrogance, and ill temper of English
wealth this could not be borne ; but the prevailing good
humour of the French eases all such untoward circumstances. Lodgings are not half so good as at London, yet
considerably dearer. If you do not hire a whole suite of
rooms at an hotel, you must probably mount three, four, or
five pair of stairs, and in general have nothing but a bedchamber. After the horrid fatigue of the streets, such an
elevation is a delectable circumstance.
You must search
with trouble before you will be lodged in a private family,
as gentlemen usually are at London, and pay a higher
price. Servants wages are about the same as at that city.
It is to be regretted that Paris should have these disaAvanrages, for in other respects I take it to be a most eligible
residence for such as prefer a great city. The society for a
man of letters, or who has any scientific pursuit, cannot be
exceeded. The intercourse between such men and the
great, which, if it is not upon an equal footing, ought never
to exist at all, is respectable.
Persons of the highest rank
pay an attention to science and literature, and emulate the
character they confer. I should pity the man who expected,
without other advantages of a very different nature, to be
well received in a br'rlliant circle at London, because he was
a fellow of the Royal Society. But this would not be the
case with a member of the Academy of Sciences at Paris;
he is sure of a good reception every where. Perhaps this
contrast depends in a great measure on the difference of
the governments of the two countries. Politics are too
much attended to in England to allow a due respect to be
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paid to any thing else ; and should the :French establish a
freer government, academicians will not be held in such
estimation, when rivalled in the public esteem by the
orators who hold forth liberty and property in a free
parliament.
The 28th. Quit Paris, and take the road to Flanders.
]_Ions. de Broussonet was so obliging as to accompany me
to Dugny, to view the farm of _ons. Cret_ de Palieul, a
very intelligent cultivator.
Take the road to Senlis : _ at
Dammertin/I
met by accident a French gentleman, a
Mous. du Prg du St. Cotin. Hearing me conversing with
a farmer on agriculture, he introduced himself as an
amateur, gave me an account of several experiments he had
made on his estate in Champagne, and promised a more
particular detail ; in which he was as good as his word.-22 miles.
The 29th. Pass Nanteul, _where the Prince of Condd has
a chateau, to ¥illes-Coterets/
in the midst of immense
forests belonging to the duke of Orleans. The crop of this
country, therefore, is princes of the blood; that is to say,
hares, pheasants, deer, boars !--26 miles.
The 30th.
Soissons _ seems a poor town, without
manufactures, and chiefly supported by a corn-trade,
which goes hence by water to Paris and Rouen.--25
miles.
The 31st. Coucy _is beautifully situated on a hill, with
a fine vale winding beside it. At St. Gobin/which
is in
the midst of great woods, I viewed the fabric of plate-glass
the greatest in the world. I was in high luck, arriving
about half an hour before they begun to run glasses for
the day. Pass La Fere. 8 Reach St. Quintin, _ where are
considerable manufactures that employed me all the afternoon. From.St. Gobin, are the most beautiful slate roofs
I have any where seen.--30 miles.
NOWMBER 1. Near Belle Angloise _01turned aside half
league to view the canal of Picardy, of which I had heard
i (0ise.)
2 Dammartln (Seineand Marne}.
3 Nanteuil.le-Hardouin
(Oise). ' ¥illers-Cotterets
(Aisns).
s Soissons (/b/d.).
e Coucy (Ibid.).
7 St. Gobain (Ibid.).
s La F&'e (Ib/d.).
9 fit. Quintin (Ibid.).
1o Bellenglise (/bid.).
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much.
In passing from St. Quintin to Cambray the
country rises so much, that it was necessary to can:y it in
a tunnel under ground for a considerable
depth, oven
under many vales as well as hills.
In one of these rallies
there is an opening for visiting it by an arched stair-case,
on which I descended 134 steps to the canal, and, as this
valley is much below the adjacent and other hills, the
great depth at which it is dug, may be conceived.
Over
the door of the descent, is the following inscl_ption :-L' ann. 1781. Mons. le Comte _ Agay etant inte_uhtnt de cette
province, Mons. Laurent de Lionni etant direeteur de l' ancieu
& nouveau canal de Pieardie, &Mons. de Cham_prosd in.sTecteux,
Joseph II. Eml)ereur Roi des Ronmi,nes, a Tarcouv_'u eu batteau
le canal sons terrain de2uis eet endroit jusques au t_uit, 2Vo.
20,/e 28, & a tenwignd sa satisfaction d' avoir vu eet ouvrage en
ces termes: "Je suis tier d'etre homme, _uand je vois qdun de
rues semblables a ose imagb_er & e._cuter un ouvrage aussi
vaste e_ aussi hardie.
Cette idea _ze leve l'ame."_These
three Messieurs lead the dance here in a velT _'ench style.
The great Joseph follows humbly in their train ; and as to
poor Louis XVI. at whose expence the whole was done,
these gentlemen certainly thought that no name less than
that of an emperor ought to be annexed to theirs.
When
inscl4ptions are fixed to public works, no names ought to be
permitted but those of the king, whose merit patronizes, and
the engineer or aa_ist whose genius executes the work. As
to a mob of intendants,
directors, and inspectors, let them
go to the devil!
The canal at this place is ten French
feet wide and twelve high, hewn entirely out of the chalk
rock, imbedded,
in which _'e many flints--no
masonry.
There is only a small part finished of ten toises long for a
pa_el_, twenty feet broad and twenty high. Five thousand
toises are already done in the nmnner of that part which I
viewed; and the whole distance under ground, when the
tunnel will be complete, is 7020 toises (each six feet)or
about nine miles.
It has already cost 1,200,000
liv.
(52,5001.) and there wants 2,500,000 ]iv. (109,3751.) to complete it ; so that the total estimate
is near four millions.
It is executed by shafts.
At present there is not above
five or six inches of water in it. This great work has stood
still entirely since the administration
of the archbishop of
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Toulouze. _ When we see such works stand still for want
of money, we shall reasonably be inclined to ask, What
are the services that continue supplied ? and to conclude,
that amongst kings, and ministel_, and nations, ceeonomy
is the first virtue :--without
it, genius is a meteor; victory a sound ; and all courtly splendour a public robbery.
At Cambray/
view the manufacture.
These frontier
towns of Flanders are built in the old style, but the streets
broad, handsome, well paved, and lighted.
I need not
observe, that all are fol_ified, and that every step in this
country has been rendered famous or infamous according
to the feelings of the spectator, by many of the bloodiest
wars that have disgraced and exhausted christendom.
At
the hotel de Bourbon I was well lodged, fed, and attended :
an excellent inn.--22
miles.
The 2d. Pass Bouchaine 3 to Valenciennes,' another old
town, which, like the rest of the Flemish ones, manifests
more the wealth of former than of present times.--18
miles.
The 3d. To Orchees ; _ and the 4th to Lisle/which
is
surrounded
by more windmills
for expressing
the oil of
coleseed, than are to be seen any where else I suppose in
the world.
Pass fewer drawbridges
and works of fortifica.
tion here than at Calais ; the great strength of this place
is in its mines and other souteraines.
In the evening to
the play.
The cry here for a war with England
amazed me.
Every one I talked with said, it was beyond a doubt the
English had called the Prussian
army into Holland;
and
that the motives in France for a war were numerous
and manifest.
It is easy enough to discover, that the
origin of all this violence is the commercial
treaty, which
is execrated h_'e, as the most fatal stroke to their manufactures
they ever .experienced.
These people have the
1 This canMwas completedby :NapoleonI. in 1810. A communication
was thereby openedbetween the river Scheldt and the extreme eastern
depar_nents _f _._'k-ance
and the Atlantic tln'ough the rivers Somme,
Seine and Loire.
(Nord.) :Famous for its 5_/ste or cambric, so called after Baptiste, the inventor, whose statue adorns the Esplanade.
a Bouchain (Nord).
_ (Nord.)
* Orchies (lb/d.).
' Lille (/b/d.).
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tl-ae monopolizing ideas; they would involve four-andtwenty millions of people in the certain miseries of a war,
rather than see the interest of those who consume fabrics,
preferred to the interest of those who make them. The
advantages reaped by four-and-twenty millions of consumers are lighter than a feather compared with the inconveniences sustained by half a million of manufacturers.
Meet many small carts in the town, drawn each by a dog:
I was told by the owner of one, what appears to me incredible, that his dog would draw 700lb. half a league. The
wheels of these carts are very high, relative to the height
of the dog, so that his chest is a good deal below the
axle.
The 6th. In leaving Lisle, the reparation of a bridge
made me take a road on the banks of the canal, close
under the works of the citadel. They appear to be very
numerous, and the situation exceedingly advantageous,
on a gently rising ground, surrounded by low watry
meadows, which may with ease be drowned. Pass Dar.
mentiers, _ a large paved town. Sleep at Mont. Casse12-30 miles.
The 7th. Cassel is on the summit of the only hill in
Flanders. They are now repairing the bason at I)unkh'k, 3
so famous in history for an imperiousness in England,
which she must have paid dearly for. Dunkirk, Gibraltar,
and the statue of Louis XIV. in the Place de Yictoire, I
place in the same political class of national arrogance.
Many men are now at work on this basou, and, when
finished, it will not contain more than twenty or twenty.
five frigates ; and appears to an unlearned eye, a ridiculous
object for the jealousy of a great nation, unless it professes to be jealous of privateers.--I
made enquiries concerning the import of wool from England, and was assured
that it was a very trifling object. I may here observe,
that when I left the town, my little cloak-bag was examined
as scrupulously as if I had just left England, with a cargo
of prohibited goods, and again at a fort two miles of Dunkirk being a free port, the custom-house is at the gates.
1 D'armenti_res or Armenti_res (Nord).
2 Cassel on the Mont Cassel (Nord).

' (Nor_)
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What are we to think of our woollen manufacturers
in England, when suing for their wool-bill, of infamous memory,
bringing
one Thomas Wilkinson
from Dunkirk
quay, to
the bar of the English House of Lords to swear that wool
passes from Dunkirk
without entry, duty, or any thing
being required, at double custom-houses,
for a check on
each other, where they examine even a cloak-bag.
On such
evidence,
did our legislature,
in the tl_e shop-keeping
spirit, pass an act of fines, pains, and penalties against all
the wool-growers
of England.
Walk to Rossendal ' neax
the town, where Mons. le Brun has animprovement
on the
Dunes, which he very obligingly shewed me. Between the
town and that place are a great number of neat little
houses, built with each its garden, and one or two fields
inclosed of most wretched blowing dune sand, naturally as
white as snow, but improved by industry.
The magic of
PROPERTY_-urns sand to gold.--18
miles.
The 8th.
Leave Dunkirk, where the Goneierge, a good
inn/as indeed I have found all in Flanders.
Pass Gravelline, 2 which, to my unlearned
eyes, seems the strongest
place I have yet seen, at least the works above ground are
more numerous than at any other. Ditches, ramparts, and
drawbridges without end.
This is a part of the art military I like: it implies defence, and leaving rascality to
neighbours.
If Gengischan
or Tamerlane had met with
such places as Gravelline or Lisle in their way, where would
their conquests and extirpations
of the human race have
been ?--Reach Calais.
And here ends a journey which
has given me a great deal of pleasure, and more iuforma.
tion.than I should have expected in a kingdom not so well
cultivated as our own.
It has been the first of my foreign
travels ; and has with me confirmed the idea, that to know
our own counC.xy
see something
of others.
•¢ . well, we must
Nations figure l y comparison;
and those ought to be
esteemed the benefactors of the human race. who have most
established public prosperity on the basis of private happiness. To ascertain how far this has been the ease with the
French, has been one material object of my tour.
It is an
enquiry of great range, and no trifling complexity ; but a
I I_, Rosendael.

2 (Nord.)
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single excursion is too little to trust to. I must come ag_n
and again before I venture conclusions.--25
miles.
Wait at Desseins three days for a wind (the duke and
dutchess of Gloucester are in the same inn and situation)
and for a paequet.
A captainbehaved
shabbily : deceived
me, and was hired by a family that would admit nobody
but themselves :--I did not ask what nation this family
was of.--Dover--I,
ondon--Bl_dfield
;--and have more pleasure in giving my little gM a French doll, than in viewing
Versaillea.
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HE long journey I had last year taken in France, suggested a variety of reflections on the agriculture, and
on the sources and pro_'ess of national prosperity in that
kingdom ; in spite of myself, these ideas fermented in my
mind ; and while I was drawing conclusions relative to the
political state of that great country, in every circumstance
connected with its husbandry.
I found, at each moment
of my reflection, the importance
of making as regular a
survey of the whole as was possible for a traveller to effect.
Thus instigated, I determined
to attempt finishing what I
had fortunately enough begun.
JuLY 30. Left Bradileld;
and arrived at Calais.--161
miles.
AUGUST 5. _-lC next day I took the road to St. Omers)
Pass the bridge Sans Pareil, which serves a double purpose, passing two streams at once ; but it has been praised
beyond its merit, and cost more than it was worth.
St.
Omers contaSns little deserving notice;
and if I could
direct the legislatures of England and Ireland, should contain still less :--why are catholics to emigrate in order to
be ill educated abroad, instead of being allowed institutions
that would educate them well at home ? The country is
seen to advantage from St. Bertin's steeple.--25
miles.
The 7th.
The canal of St. Omers is carried up a hill by
a series of sluices.
To Aire/and
IAlliers/and
Bethune/
towns well known in military story.w25
miles.
The 8th.
The country now a champaign,
one changes ;
from Bethune to Arras _an admirable gravel road. At the
last town thel_e is nothing but the ga.eat and rich abbey of
Vat/which
they would not shew me--it was not the right
day--or some frivolous excuse.
The cathedral is nothing.
--17_ miles.
1 (Pas de Calais.)
2 Aire.sur-la-Lys (Pas de Calais).
* Lillers (Pas de Calais}.
4 B_thune (PU de Calais).
' Arras (Pas de Calais).
' Ancient Benedictine abbey of St. Vaast, now appropriatedto the
bishop'spalace, seminary, museum_and public library.
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The 9th. Market-day ; coming out of the town I met
at least an hundred asses, some loaded with a bag, others
a sack, but all apparently _rith a trifling bm_hen, and
swarms of men and women. This is called a market, being
plentifully supplied; but a great proportion of all the
labour of a country is idle in the midst of harvest, to supply
a town which in England would be fed by _o of the people :
whenever this swarm of triflers buz in a market, I take a
minute and vicious division of the soil for granted.
Here
my only companion de voyage, the English mare that
carries me, discloses by her eye a secret not the most
agreeable, that she is going rapidly blind. She is moon.
eyed ; but our fool of a Bury farrier assured me I was safe
for above a twelvemonth.
It must be confessed this is one
of those agreeable situations which not many will believe
a man would put himself into. Mafoy ! this is a piece of
my good luck ;--the journey at best is but a drndgery, that
others are paid for performing on a good horse, and I pay
myself for doing it on a blind one ;--I shall feel this inconvenience perhaps at the expence of my neck.--20
miles.
The 10th. To Amiens. _ Mr. Fox slept here last night,
and it was amusing to hear the conversation at the table
d'h6te; they wondered that so great a man should not
travel in a greater style :--I asked what was his style ?
]_[onsieur and Mada/me were in an English post-chaise, and
the'fille and valet de chambre in a cabriolet, with a French
courier to have horses ready. What would they have?
but a style both of comfort and amusement ? A plague on
a blind marc !--But I have worked through life; and he
TALKS.

The llth.
By Poix 2 to Aumale ; 3 enter Normandy.-25 miles.
The 12th. From thence to Newchatel, 4 by far the finest
country since Calais. Pass many villas of Rouen merchants.-40 miles.
(Somme.)
2 Fassed on the ralhvay from Rouen to Amiens
rieure).
Aumale, the ancient AJbemarle (Seine Inf_rieure).
4 Neufch_te], anciently a fortress (Seine Infdrieurc).

(Seine

Inf,.
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The 13th.
They are right to have country villas--to
get out of this great ugly, stinking, close, and ill built town,
which is full of nothing but dirt and industry.
What a
picture of new buildings does a flourislfing manufacturing
town in :England exhibit!
_[lle choir of the cathedral
is
sm]'ounded
by a most ma_mificeut
railing of solid brass.
They shew the monument
of Rollo, the fn'st duke of Normandy, and of his son ; of William LongswoM ; also those
of Richard Cceur de Lion ; his brother Henry ; the Duke
of Bedford, regent of France ; of their own King Hem'y V. ;
of the Cardinal d'Amboise,
minister of Louis XII.
The
altar-piece is an adoration of the shepherds,
by Philip of
Champa_ome. Rouen 1 is dearer than Paris, and therefore it
is necessary for the pockets of the i)eoplc that their bellies
should be wholesomely
pinched.
At the table d'h6te, at
the hotel perorate d_ 2in we sat down, sixteen, to the following dinner, a soup, about 3lb. of bouilli, one fowl, one
duck, a small fricassee of chicken, rote of veal, of about
2lb. and two other small plates with a sallad:
the price
45]: and 20]:. more for a pint of wine ; at an ordinary of
20d. a head in England
there would be a piece of meat
which would, litel_lly speaking, outweigh this whole dinner ! The ducks were swept, clean so quickly, that I moved
from table without half a dinner.
Such table d'h6tes are
among the cheap things of France!
Of all sombre and
triste meetings a French table d'h6te is foremost ; for eight
minutes a dead silence, and as to the politeness of addressing a conversation
to a foreigner, he will look for it in
vain.
Not a single word has any where been said to me
unless to answer some question:
Rouen not singular in
this.
The parhament-house
here is shut up, and its members exiled a month past to their country seats, because
they would n_t register the edict for a new land-tax.
I
enquired much into the common sentiments of the people,
and found that the King personally" from having been here,
is more popular than the parliament, to whom they attribute the general dearness of every thing.
Called on l_ons.
I (Seine Infdriem_.)
A very different
impression
is now made on the
traveller
by the French
Manchester,
one of the haudsomest
provincial
towns in France.
It is odd that _o many.sided
au observer
should have
halted at Rouen without a souvenir of Jeanne d'Arc.
I
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d'Ambournay,
the author of a treatise on using madder
green instead of dried, and had the pleasure of a long conversatibn with him on various farming topics, interesting to
my enquiries.
The 14th.
To Barentin, _ through abundance
of apples
and pears, and a country better than the husbandry : to
Yvelt 2 richer, but miserable management.--21
miles.
The 15th.
Country the same to Bolbec ; 3 their inclosures remind me of Ireland, the fence is a high broad
parapet bank, very well planted with hedges and oak and
beech trees.
All the way from Rouen there is a scattering
of country seats, which I am glad to see ; farm-houses
and
cottages every where, and the cotton manufacture
in all.
Continues the same to Harfleur.'
To Havre de Grace, s the
approach strongly marks a very flourishing place : the hills
are almost covered with little new built villas, and many
more are building ; some are so close as to form almost
streets, and considerable
additions
are also making to the
town.--30
miles.
The 16th.
Enquiries
are not necessary to find out the
prosperity
of this town ; it is nothing equivocal : fuller of
motion, life, and activity, than any place I have been at in
France.
A house here, which in 1779 let without anyfiue
on a lease of six years for 240 liv. per annum, was lately
let for three years at 600 liv. which twelve years past was
to be had at 24 ]iv.
The harbour's 6 mouth is narrow and
formed by a mole, but it enlarges into two oblong basons
of greater breadth ; these are full of ships, to the number
of some hundreds,
and the quays around are thronged with
business, all hurry, bustle, and animation.
They say a
fifty gun ship can enter, but I suppose without her guns.
What is better, they have merchant-men
of five and six
hundred tons : the state of the harbour has however given
them .much alarm and perplexity ; if nothing had been done
to improve it, the mouth would have been filled up with
1 On the railway from Rouen to Havre (Seine Inf_rieure).
2 Yvetot (Seine Infdrieure).
s Bolbec-Nointat, station, omnibus to Bolbec. There is a river of the
8a_le n_me.

4 Le Havre (Seine Infdrieure}.
_ (Seine Inf_rleure).
e The harbom" consists now of the Avant-Port, or tidal harbour and
eight floating docks.
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sand, an increasing evil ; to remedy which, many engineers
have been consulted.
The want of a back water to wash it
out is so great, that they are now, at the King's expence,
fol-ming a most noble and magnificent work, a vast bason,
walled off from the ocean, or rather an inclosure of it by
solid masomT, 700 yards long, five yards broad, and 10 or
12 feet above the surface of the sea at high water ; and for
400 yards more it consists of two exterior walls, each three
yards broad, and filled up seven yards wide between them
with earth; by means of this new and enormous bason,
they will have an artificial back-water capable, they calculate, of sweeping out the harbour's mouth clean from all
obstructions.
It is a work that does honour to the kingdom. The view of the Seine from this mole is striking ;
it is five miles broad, with high lands for its opposite shore ;
and the chalk cliffs and promontol_es, that recede to make
way for rolllng its vast tribute to the ocean, bold and noble.
Wait on ]_ons. l'Abbd Dicquemarre. 1 the celebl_ted
naturalist, where I had also the pleasure of meeting l_[ademoiselle le ]Hasson Golft, author of some agreeable performances ; among others, Entretien snr le Tlavre, 1281, when
the number of souls was estimated at 25,000. The next
day Mons. le Reiseicour_, captain of the corTs _'oyale du
Genie, to whom also I had letters, introduced me to _Iessrs.
Hombergs, who rank amongst the most considerable merchants of France.
I dined with them at one of their country houses, meeting a numerous company and splendid
entertainment. These gentlemen have wives and daughters,
cousins and fl_ends, cheerful, pleasing, and well informed.
I did not like the idea of quitting them so soon, for they
seemed to have a society that would have made a longer
residence agreeable enough. It is no bad prejudice surely
to like people that like England ; most of them have been
there.--_ov_s avons assur_ment en France de belles, d'agreables et de bonnes choses,_nais on t_'ouve une telle eu_rgie clans
votre nation-The 18th. By the passage.packet, a decked vessel, to
Hontteur, seven and a half miles, which we made with a
strong north wind in an hour, the river being rougher than
Dicquemare
(JacquesFrancois),1733-1789,a distinguishednaturalistandastronomer.
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I thought a river could be.
Honfleur is a small town, full
of industry, and a bason full of ships, with some Guineamen 1 as large as at Havre.
At Pont au de Mer/wait
on
]_[ons. Martin, director of the _nanufacture royale of leather.
I saw eight or ten Englishmen that are employed here (there
are 40 in all), and conversed with one from Yorkshire, wh6
told me he had been deceived into coming ; for though they
are well paid, yet they find things very dear, instead of very
cheap, as the), had been given to understand.--20
miles.
The 19th.
To Pont l'Eveque/towards
which town the
country is richer, that is, has more pasturage;
the whole
has singular featm-es, composed of orchard inclosures, with
hedges so thick and excellent, though composed of willow,
with but a sprinkling
of thorns, that one can scarcely see
through them; chateaus are scattered, and some good, yet
the road is villainous.
Pont l'Eveque
is situated in the
Pay d'Auge,' celebrated
for the great fertility of its pastures.
To Lisieux, 5 through the sanle rich district, fences
ac]m_rably planted, and the country thickly inclosed and
wooded.--At
the hotel d'Angleterre,
an excellent inn, new,
clean, and well furnished;
and was well served and well
fed.--26
miles.
The 20th.
To Caen ; 6 the road passes on the brow of a
hill, that commands the rich valley of Corbon, still in the
Pays d'Auge, the most fertile of the whole, all is under
fine Poictou
bullocks, and would figure in Leicester or
:Northampton.-28 miles.
The 21st.
The marquis de Guerchy, who I had had the
pleasure of seeing in Suffolk, being colonel of the regiment
of Ari_is, quartered here, I waited on him ; he introduced
me to his lady, and remarked, that as it was the fair of
Guibray/and
himself going, I could not do better than
I Probably slavers. See for particulars of this horribls traffic, :E.
Souvestro's "]_n Bretague," p. 166. The Convention in 1794 abolished
slavery throughout the French dominions, prohibited slave-deallng, and
granted full civil rights to negroes. Napoleon L (1802) reestablished
slavery and slave-dealing, and it remained for the secondrepnblic to undo
his work in 1848.--See Lalanne's "Dict. Hist. de la l_rance."
Pont Audemer.
_ Pont l'Ev_que (Calvados).
' La valise d'Auge, celebratedfor its pastures (Ca|vados).
(Calvados°)
6 (Calvados.)
7 A suburb of :Falaise (Calvados).
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accompany him, since it was the second fair in France. I
readily agreed : in our way, we called at Bon, and dined
with the marquis of Turgot, elder brother of the justly,,
celebrated comptroller-general : this gentleman is author of
some memoirs on planting, published in the Trimestres of
the Royal Society of Paris : he shewed and explained to us
aUhis plantations, but chiefly prides himself on the exotics ;
and I was sorry to find in proportion not to their promised
utility, but merely to their rarity. I have not found this
uncommon in France ; and it is far from being so in England. I wished every moment, of a long walk to change
the conversation from trees to husbandry, and made many
efforts, but all in vain. In the evening to the fair playhouse--Richard
Co_ur de Lion ; and I could not but remark an uncommon number of pretty women. Is there
no antiquarian that deduces English beauty from the mixture of l_orman blood ? orwho thinks, with _[ajor Jardine,
that nothing improves so much as crossing; to read his
agreeable book of travels, one would think none wanting,
and yet to look at his daughters, and hear their music, it
would be impossible to doubt his system. Supped at the
marquis d'Ecougal's, at his chateau a la Frenaye. If these
French marquisses cannot shew me good crops of corn and
turnips, here is a noble one of something else--of beautiful
and elegant daughters, the charming copies of an agreeable
mother : the whole family I pronounced at the first blush
amiable: they are chcarful, pleasing, interesting: I want
to know them better, but it is the fate of a traveller
to meet opportunities of pleasure, and merely see to quit
them. After supper, while the company were at cards, the
marquis conversed on topics interesting to my enquiries.-22_ miles.
The 22d. _ At this fair of Guilbray, merchandize is sold,
they say, to the amount of six millions (262,5001.) but at
that of Beaucaire to ten : I found the quantity of English
goods considerable, hard and queen's ware; cloths and
cottons. _k dozen of common plain plates, 8 liv. and 4 liv.
for a French imitation, but much worse; I asked the man
(a Frenchman) if the treaty of commerce would not be very
injurious with such a difference--C'est Tr_elsement le con.
traire Mons.--queblue mauvaise _ue solt eette _nitation, on
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n' a encore rien fait d'aussi bien en France ; l'ann_eTrochaine
on fern mieuz---nous Terfectionnerons--et e_ fiz_ non8 l'em.
porterans sur vous.---I believe he is a very good politician,
and that without competition, it is not possible to perfect
any fabric. A dozen with blue or green edges, English, 5
liv. 5s. Retul_a to Caen ; dine with the marquis of Guerchy,
lieutenant-colonel, major, &c. of the re,meat,
and their
wives present a large and agreeable company. View the
Abbey of Benedictines, 1 founded by W. the Conqueror.
It is a splendid building, substantial, massy, and magnificent, with very large apartments, and stone stair-cases
worthy of a palace. Sup with Mons. du Mesni, captain
of the corps de Genie, to whom I had letters; he had
inCroduced me to the engineer employed on the new port,
which will bring ships of three or four hundred tons to
Caen, a noble work, and among those which do honour to
France.
The 23d. _Ions. de Guerchy and the Abbge de
, accompanied me to view Harcourt, _ the seat of the duke
d'Harcourt, governor of :Noi.nmndy, and of the Dauphin ;
I had hear4 it called the finest English garden in France,
but Ermenonville will not allow that claim, though not
near its equal as a residence. Found at last a horse _ try
in order to prosecute my journey a little less like Don
Quixotte, but it would by no means do, an uneasy stumbling
beast, at a price that would have bought a good one, so my
blind fl'iend and I must jog on still further.--30 miles.
The 24th. To Bayeux ; :_the cathedral has three towers,
one of which is very light, elephant, and highly ornamented.
The 25th. In the road to Carentan, 4pass an ann of the
sea at Issigny, 5 wbich is fordable. At Carentan I found
myself so ill, f_'om accumulated colds I suppose, that I
was sel_ously afraid of being laid up--not a bone without
its aches ; and a horrid dead leaden weight all over me.
The church of St. Etienne, or the Abbaye aux Hom/nes.
2 The chfiteau de Fontaine-Henri_ a few miles from Caen, built in the
early part of sixteenth century, interior not shown to strangers.
(Calvados.)
4 Here is entered lhe peninsula of the Cotentin (Manche).
s Isigny (Manche).
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I went early to bed, washed down a dose of antimonial
powders, which proved sudorific enough to let me prosecute
my journey.--23 miles.
The 26th. To Volo_o_es ; ' thence to Cherbourg, a thick
_,oodland, much like Sussex. The marquis de Guerchy
had desired me to call on ]_ons. Doumerc, a great improver
at Pierbutte near Cherbourg, which I did; but he was
absent at Pal_s. however his bailiff, _Ions. Baillio, with
great civility shewed me the lands, and explained every
thing.--30 miles.
The 27th. Cherbourg.
I had letters to the duke de
Beuvron, who commands here ; to the count de Chavagnac,
and ]_. de ]_eusnier, of the Academy of Sciences, and
translator of Cook's ¥oyages ; the count is in the country.
So much had I heard of the famous works erecting to folwa
a harbour here, that :[ was eager to view them without the
loss of a moment : the duke favoured me with an order for
that pin,pose, I therefore took a boat, and rowed across the
artificial harbour formed by the celebrated cones. As it is
possible that this itiueral T may be read by persons that
have not either time or incliuation to seek other books for
an account of these works, I will in a few words sketch the
intention and execution. The French possess no pol_ for
ships of war from Dunkirk to Brest, and the former capable
of receiving only frigates.
This deficiency has been fatal
to them more than once in their wars with :England, whose
more favourable coast affords not only the Thames, but
the noble harbom" of Portsmouth.
To remedy the want,
they planned a mole across the open bay of Cherbourg;
but to inclose a space sufficient to protect a fleet of the line,
would demaud so extended a wall, and so exposed to heavy.
seas, that the expence would be far too great to be thought
of; and at _he same time the success too dubious to be
ventured.
The idea of • regular mole was therefore given
up, and a partial one, on a new plan adopted ; this was to
erect in the sea, a line where a mole is wanted, insulated
columns of timber and masonry, of so vast a size, as to re.
sist the violence of the ocean, and to breal_ its waves sufficiently to permit a bank being formed between column and
V_lognes(Mauche),
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column. These have been called cones from their form.
l_hey are 140 feet diameter at the base ; 60 diameter at the
_op, and 60 feet vertical height, being, when sunk in the
sea, 30 to 84 feet, immersed at the low water of high tides.
These enormous broad-bottomed tubs being constructed of
oak, with every attention to strength and solidity, when
finished for launching, were loaded with stone just sufficient
for sinking, and in that state each cone weighed 1000 tons
(of 2000 lb.) To float them, sixty empty casks, each of ten
pipes, were attached around by cords, and in this state of
buoyancy the enormous machine was floated to its destined
spot, towed by numberless vessels, and before innumerable
spectators.
At a signal the cords are cut in a moment,
and the pile sinks: it is then filled instantly with stone
from vessels ready attending, and capped with masonry.
The contents of each filled only to within four feet of the
surface, 2500 cubical toises of stone. 1 A vast number of
vessels are then employed to form a bank of stone from
cone to cone, visible at low water in neap tides. Eighteen
cones, by one account, but 33 by another, would complete
the work, leaving only two entrances, commanded by two
very fine new.built fol_s, .Royale and d'Artols, thoroughly
well provided, it is said, for they do not shew them, with an
apparatus for heating cannon balls. The number of cones
will depend on the distances at which they are placed. I
found eight finished, and the skeleton frames of two more
in the dock-yard ; but all is stopped by the archbishop of
Toulouze, in favonr of the ceconomieal plans at present in
speculation. Fonr of them, the last sunk, being most exposed, are now repairing, having been found too weak to
resist the fury of the storms, and the heavy westerly seas.
The last cone is much the most damaged, and, in proportion as they advance, they will be still more and more exposed, which gives rise to the opinion of many skilful
engineers, that the whole scheme will prove fruitless, unless such an expence is bestowed on the remaining cones as
would be sufficient to exhaust the revenues of a kingdom.
The eight already erected have for some years given a new
appearance to Cherbourg; new houses, and even streets,
I The toise,measureof six feet.
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and such a face of activity and animation, that the stolJ to
the works was received with blank eountenauces.
They
say, that, quarry-men included, 3000 were employed.
The
effect of the eight cones already erected, and the bank of
stone folaned between them has been to give perfect security to a considerable portion of the intended harbour.
Two 40 gun ships have lain at anchor within them these
eighteen months past, by way of ex_erhnent,
and though
such storms have happened in that time as have put all to
severe trials, and, as I mentioned
before, considerably
damaged three of the cones, yet these ships have not received the smallest agitation ; hence it is a harbour for a
small fleet without doing more.
Should they ever procee&
with the rest of the cones, they must be built much stronger,
perhaps larger, and fax: greater precautions taken in giving
them fixanness and solidity : it is also a question, whether
they must not be sunk much nearer to each other ; at all
events, the proportional expence will be nearly doubled, but
for wars with England, the importance of having a secure
harbour, so critically situated, they consider as equal almost
to any expence ; atleast this importance
has its full weight
in the eyes of the people of Cherbom'g.
I remarked, in
rowing across the harbour, that while the sea without th_
artificial bar was so rough, that it would have been unpleasant fox" a boat, within it was quite smooth. I mounted
two of the cones, one of which has this inscription :Louis XVI._Sur
ce _remiere c_ne $choue le 6 Juiu 1784, a
vu l'immerslon
de celui de l'e_t, _e 28 Juin 1786._On
the
whole, the undertaking
is a prodigious
one, and does no
trifling credit to the spirit of enterprize
of the present age
in France. _ The service of the marine
is a favourite;
whether justly or not, is another question ; and this harbour shewS, that when this great people mldertake
any
capital works, that are really favourites, they find inventive
genius to plan, and engineers of capital talents to execute
whatever is devised, in a manner that does honour to their
ldngdom.
The duke de Beuvron had asked me to dinner,
The famous breakwater or digue of Cherbourg was not completed
till our own time at a cost of two and a half millions sterling_fifty years'
labour and four million cubic feet of _tone. The area enclosed by the
dlgue amounts to 1,000 hectares
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but I found that if I accepted his invitation, it would then
take me the next day to view the glass manufacture; I
preferred therefore business to pleasure, and taking with
me a letter from that nobleman to secure a sight of it, I
rode thither in the afternoon ; it is about three miles from
Cherbourg.
]Hons. de Puye, the director, explained every
thing to me in the most obliging manner. Cherbourg is
not a place for a residence longer than necessary ; I was
here fleeced more infamously than at any other town in
France ; the two best inns were full ; I was obliged to go
to the barque, a vile hole, little better than a hog-sty;
where, for a miserable dirty wretched chamber, two suppers
composed chiefly of a plate of apples and some butter and
cheese, with some trifle besides too bad to eat, and one
miserable dinner, they brought me in a bill of 31 liv.
(11. 7s. ld.) they not only charged the room 8 liv. a night,
but even the very stable for my horse, after enormous
items for oats, hay, and straw. This is a species of profligacy which debases the national character. Calling, as I
returned, on Mons. Baillio, I shewed him the bill, at which
he exclaimed for imposition, and said the man and woman
were going to leave off their trade ; and no wonder, if they
had made a practice of fleecing others in that manner.
Let no one go to Cherbourg without making a bargain for
everything he has, even to the straw and stable; pepper,
salt, and table-cloth.--10 miles.
The 28th, return to Carentan ; and the 29th, pass through
a rich and thickly inclosed count1T, to Ooutances, capital
of the district called the Cotentin. They build in this
country the best mud houses and bal_s I ever saw, excellent habitations, even of three stories, and all of mud, with
considerable barns and other offices. The earth (the best
for the purpose is a rich brown loam) is well kneaded with
straw; and being spread about four inches thick on the
ground, is cut in squares of nine inches, and these are
taken with a shovel and tossed to the man on the wallwho
builds it ; and the wall built, as in Ireland, in layers, each
three feet high, that it may dry before they advance. The
thickness about two feet. They make them project about
an inch, which they cut off layer by layer perfectly smooth.
If they had the English way of white washing, they would
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look as well as our lath and plaister, and are much more
durable. In good houses the doors and windows are in

stonework.--20 miles.

The 30th. A fine sea view of _he Isles of Chausge, 1 at
five leagues distant ; and afterwa_'ds Jersey, clear at about
forty miles, with that of the town of Grandval _ on a high
peninsula: entering the town, every idea of beauty is lost;
a close, nasty, ugly, ill built hole: market day, and myriadsof triflers, common at a French market.
The bay of Cancalle, all along to the right, and St. Michael's rock l_sing
out of the sea, conically, with a castle on the top, a most
singular and picturesque object.--30 miles.
The 31st. At Pont Orsin, 3enter Bretagne ; there seems
here a more minute division of farms than before. There
is a long street in the episcopal town of Doll,' without a
glass window ; a horrid appearance. My entry into Bretag_negives me an idea of its being a miserable province.-22 miles.
S_PTE_BER 1st. To Combourg, 5 the country has a
savage aspect ; husbandry not much further advanced, at
least in skill, than among the Hurons, which appears incredible amidst inclosures; the people almost as wild as
their country, and their town of Combourg one of the most
blmtal filthy places that can be seen ; mud houses, no windows, and a pavement so broken, as to impede all passengers, but ease none--yet here is a chateau, and inhabited ; who is this Mons. de Chateaubriant, ° the owner,
that has nerves strung for a residence amidst such filth and
poverty ? Below this hideous heap of wretchedness is a
fine lake, surrounded by well wooded inclosures. Comiug
out of Hedg, 7 there is a beautiful lake belonging to Mons.
de Blassac, Bintendant of Poictiers, with a fine accompany.
ment of wo_d. Avm T little cleaning would make here a
delicious scenery. There is a chateau, with four rows of
1 ArchlpelBgoof Chausey.
"-Granville(Manche).
s Pontorson,on the branchrailway fromVitr_ (Manche).
4 Do| (Illeand Vilaine).
5 (llle and Vilaine.)
Chateaubriand, the writer, spent part of his 2hildhood here. In his
"M_moires d'outre T0mbe," he often recurs to the _enes amid which
his youth was pas_ed."
"
v H_d_ (IUe and Vilaine).
The Count de Blossac, after whom the promenade of Poitiers is called.
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trees,and nothing elseto be seenfrom the windows in the
true l_'ench stile. Forbid it, taste, that this should be the
house of the owner of that beautiful
water; and yet this
Mons. de Blassac has made at Poictiers the finest promenade in France ! But that taste which draws a strait line,
and that which traces a waving one, are founded on feelings and ideas as separate and distinct as painting and
music--as
poetry or sculpture.
The lake abounds with
fish, pike to 361b. carp to 241b. perch 4lb. and tench 5lb.
To Rennes the same strange wild mixture of desert and
cultivation, half savage, half human.--31
miles.
The 2d,
Rennes 1 is well built, and it has two good
squares ; that particularly of Louis XV. where is his statue.
The parliament being in exile, the house is not to be seen.
The Benedictines
garden, called the Taboret, _is worth viewing. But the object at Rennes most remarkable at present
is a camp, with a marshal of France (de Stainville),
and
four regiments of infantry, and two of dragoons, close to
the gates. The discontents of the people have been double,
first on account of the high price of bread, and secondly
for the banishment of the parliament.
The former cause
is natural enough, but why the people should love their
parliament
was what I could not understand,
since the
members, as well as of the states, are all noble, and the
distinction
between the noblesse and roturiers no where
stronger, more offensive, or more abominable than in Bretagne.
They assured me, however, that the populace have
been blown up to violence by every art of deception, and
even by money distributed for that purpose.
The commotions rose to such a height before the camp was established,
that the troops here were utterly unable to keep the peace.
_ons. Argentaise, to whom I had brought letters, had the
goodness, during the four days I was here, to shew and
explain every thing to be seen.
I find Rennes very cheap;
and it appears the more so to me just come from Nor.
mandy, where every thing is extravagantly dear. The table
d'hSte, at the grand rnaison, is well served; they give two
courses, containing plenty of good things, _nd a very ample
regular dessert: the supper one good course, with a large
1 (I]le and Vilaine.)

_ Lo Thabor.
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ioint of mutton, and another good dessert; each meal, with
the common wine, 40f. and for 20 more you have very good
wine, instead of the ordinary sort: 30f. for the horse:
thus, with good wine, it is no more than 6 1iv. 10ft a day,
or 5s. 10(t. Yet a camp which they complain has raised
prices enormously.
The 5th.
To Montauban. 1 The poor people seem poor
indeed ; the children terribly ragged, if possible worse clad
than if wlth no cloaths at all ; as to shoes and stockings
they are luxm'ies.
A beauth_ul gh'l of six or seven years
playing with a stick, and smiling under such a bundle of
_gs as made my heal_ ache to see her : they did not beg,
dud when I gave them any thing seemed more surprized
than obliged.
One third of what I have seen of this province seems uncultivated,
and nearly all of it in misery.
_Vhat have kings, and ministers,
and parliaments,
and
states, to answer for their prejudices,
seeing millions of
hands that would be industrious, idle and starving, through
the execrable maxims of despotism, or the equally detestable prejudices of a feudal nobility. _ Sleep at the lion el'or,
at Montauban,
an abominable hole.--20
miles.
The 6th.
The same inclosed country to Brooms; 3 but
near that town improves to the eye, from being more hilly.
At the little town of Lamballe,'
there are above fifty
families of noblesse that live in winter, who reside on their
estates in the summer.
There is probably as much foppery
and nonsense in their circles, and for what I know as much
happiness, as in those of Paris.
Both would be better employed in cultivating
their lands, and rendering
the poor
industrious.--30
miles.
The 7th. le_avingLamballe, the county immediately
changes. The marquis dJUrvoy,who I met at Rennes,and
has a good_estateat St.Brleux,_ gave me a letterfor his
agent,who answered my questions._12½miles.
The 8th. To Guingamp," a sombre inclosedcountry.
i Montauban-de-Bretagne
(file
andVilaine).
See_foran account
oftheextraordinary
progress
iuBrittany,
the
contributions
ofM. H. jBaudrillart,
oftheInstitut,
tothe"Rerae des
deuxMondes,"
Oct.15,Nbv. 15,1884.
Broons
(C6tes
du Nord).
_
du Nor&)
(C6tes du Nor&)
J (CStes
(CStesdu
Nor&)
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Pass Chateaulandrin, I and enter Bas Bretagne. One recogo
nizes at once another people, meeting numbers who have
not more French than Je ne sai pas ce que vous dites, or Je
_'entend _ien. Enter Guingamp by gateways, towers, and
battlements, apparently of the oldest military architecture;
every part denoting antiquity, and in the best preservation.
The poor people's habitations are not so good; they are
miserable heaps of dirt; no glass, and scarcely any light;
but they have earth chimnies. I was in my first sleep at
Belleisle, 2when the aubergiste came to my bedside, undrew a curtain, that I expected to cover me with spiders, to
tell me that I had unejument Anglois _2erbe, and that a
signeur wished to buy it of me : I gave him half a dozen
flowers of French eloquence for his impertinence, when he
thought proper to leave me and his spiders at peace.
There was a great vhasse assembled.
These Bas Bretagne
signeurs are capital hunters, it seems, that fix on a blind
mare for an object of admiration.
A-lvro2os to the breeds
of horses in France; this mare cost me twenty-three
guineas when horses were dear in England, and had been
sold for sixteen when they were rather cheaper ; her figure
may therefore be guessed ; yet she was much a3m_red, and
often in this journey ; and as to Bretagne, she rarely met
a rival. That province, and it is the same in parts of
Nol_andy, is infested in every stable with a pack of gan_n
poney stallions, sufficient to pe_etuate
the miserable
breed that is every where seen. This villainous hole, that
calls itself the grand _i8o_, is the best inn at a post town
on the great road to Brest, at which marshals of France,
dukes, peers, countesses, and so forth, mus_ now and then,
by the accidents to which long journies are subject to, have
found themselves. What are we to think of a country.that
has made, in the eighteenth century, no better provision
for its travellers !_30 miles.
The 9th. _[orlaix 3 is the most singular port I have
seen. It has but one feature, a vale just wide enough for
a fine canal with two quays, and two rows of houses;
behind them the mountain rises steep, and woody on one
side; on the other gardens, rocks, and wood; the effect
i Chateaulandrin
(C6tesda Nord).
2 Belle-Isle-B_gard
(CbtesduNord).
8 (Finistbro.)
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romantic and beautiful. ]h'ade now very dull, but flourished
much in the war.--20 miles.
The 10th. Fail"day at Landervisier, I which gave me an
opportunity of seeing numbers of Bas Bretons collected, as
well as their cattle. The men dress in great trowsers like
breeches, many with naked ]egs, and most with wooden
shoes, strong marked features like the Welch. with countenances a mixture of half energy half laziness ; their persons stout, broad, and square.
The women fmTowed without age by labour, to the utter extinction of all softness of
sex. The eye discovers them at ih'st glance to be a people
absolutely distinct fu'om the French. WondelTul that they
should be found so, with distinct language, manners,
dress,. &c. after having been settled here 1300 years.--35
miles.
The llth.
I had respectable letters, and to respectable
people at Brest, in order to see the dock-yard, but they
were vain; Mons. le Chevalier de Tredairne pal_icularly
applied for me earnestly to the commandant, but the order,
contrary to its being shewn either to Frenchmen or
foreigners, was too strict to be relaxed without an express
direction from the minister of the marine, given very rarely,
and to which, when it does come, they give but an unwilling obedience. _Ions. Tredaime, however, informed
me, that lord Pembroke saw it not long since by means of
such an order: and he remarked himself, knowing that I
could not fail doing the same, that it was strange to shew
the port to an English general and governor of Portsmouth,
yet deny it to a farmer. He however assured me, that the
duke of Chartres went away but the other day without
being permitted to see it. Gretry's music at the theatre,
which, though not large, is neat and even elegant, was not
calculated t% put me in good humour ; it was Panurge.-Brest is a well built town, with many regular and handsome streets, and the quay where many men of war are
laid up, and other shipping has much of that life and
motion which animates a sea.port.
The 12th. Return to Landernau/where, at the duo de
Chartre, which is the best and cleanest inn in the bishopric,
x Landivisiau (YinistSre).

2 Laaderneau

(Finist_re).
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as I was going to Sinner, the landlord told me, there was
a Monsieur un lwmme comme ilfaut, and the _inner would
be better if we united ; de tout mou c_eur. He proved a
Bas Breton noble, with his sword and a little miserable but
nimble nag. This seigneur was ignorant that the duke de
Chartres, the other day at Blest, was not the duke that
was in Mons. d'Orvillier's fleet. Take the road to Nantes.
--25 miles.
The 13th. The country to Chateaulin _ more mountainous; one-third waste. All this region far inferior to
Leon 2 and Tra_(mer; 3 no exertions, nor any marks of intelligence, yet all near to the great navigation and market of
Brest water, and the soil good. Quimper, _though a bishopric, has nothing wol_h seeing but its promenades which
are among the finest in France.--25 miles.
The 14th. Leaving Quimper,there seem to be more culti.
vated features ; but this only for a moment ;--wastes-wastes--wastes.
Reach Qulmperly.'--27
miles.
The 15th. The same sombre country to l'Orient, _ but
with a mixture of cultivation and much wood.--:[ found
l'Orient so full of fools, gaping to see a man of war
launched, that :[ could get no bed for myself, nor stable for
my horse at the eTe_ royale. At the cheval blanc, a poor
hole, I got my horse crammed among twenty others, like
herrings in a balTel, but could have no bed. The duke de
Brissac, with a suite of officers, had no better success. If
the govel_or of Paris could not, without trouble, get a bed
at l'Orient, no wonder Arthur Young found obstacles. :[
went dh'ectly to deliver my letters, found _Ions. Besng, a
merchant, at home ; he received me with a fl_nk civility
better th_.n a million of compliments ; and the moment he
understood my situation, offered me a bed in his house,
which :[ accepted. The TourviUe, of 84 guns, was to be
launched at three o'clock, but put off till the next day,
1 (Finist_re.)
The L6onnais

of which St.

Pol de I_un

was

furmerly

capital

([qnist_re).
3 Tr_guier(CStesdu lqord).
4 Qulmper and Quimperle(Finist6re)are beautifullysituated and
possessbeautifulchtLrcbes.
Lorient(Morbihan).
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much to the joy of the aubergistes,
&c. who were weU
pleased to see such a swarm of strangers kept another day.
I wished the ship in their throats, for I thought only of
my poor mare being squeezed a night amongst the Bretagne
gan-ans ; sixpence, however to the garcon, had effects marvelously to her case. The town is modern, and regularly
built, the streets diverge in rays Jh'om the gate, and are
crossed by others at right angles, broad, handsomely built,
and well paved;
with many houses that make a good
figure.
But what makes l'Orient more known is being the
appropriated
pol_ for the commerce of India, containing
all the shipping and magazines of the company.
The latter
are truly great, and speak the royal munificence from which
they arose.
They are of several stories, and all vaulted in
stone, in a splendid style, and of vast extent.
But they
want, at least at present, like so many other magnificent
establishments
in France, the _figour and vivacity of an
active commerce.
The business transacting
here seems
trifling.
Three 84 gun ships, the Tourville,
l'Eole, and
Jean Bart, with a 32 gun frigate, are upon the stocks.
They assured me, that the Tourville
has been only nine
months building : the scene is alive, and fifteen large men
of war being laid up here in ordinary, with some Indiamen,
and a few traders, render the port a pleasing
spectacle.
There is a beautiful
round tower, 100 feet high, of white
stone, with a railed gallery at top; the proportions
light
and agreeable;
it is for looking out and making signals.
My hospitable merchant, I find a plain unaffected character,
with some whimsical
originalities,
that make him more
interesting ; he has an agreeable d_ughter, who entel_ins
me with singing to her harp.
The next morning the Tourville quitted her stocks, to the music of the re_ments,
and
the shouts of _housands collected to see it.
Leave l'Orient.
Arrive at Hennebon.l--7_
miles.
The 17th.
To Auray/the
eighteen poorest miles I have
yet seen in Bretagne.
Good houses of stone and slate,
without glass.
Auray has a little port, and some sloops,
which always give an air of life to a town.
To Yannes/
the country various, but landes the more permanent feature.
J _eanebont (Morbihan).
2 (Morbihan.)
• _ (Morbihan.)
K
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Vanues is not an inconsiderable town, but its greatest
beauty i_ its port and promenade.
The 18th. To Musiliac. _ Belleisle _ with the smaller
ones, d'Hedic" and d'Honat, are in sight. Musiliac, if it
can boast of nothing else, may at least vaunt its cheapness.
I had for dinner two good flat fish, a dish of oysters, soup,
a fine duck roasted ; with an ample dessert of grapes, pears,
walnuts, biscuits, liqueur, and a pint of good Bourdeaux
wine : my mare, besides hay, had three-fourths of a peck of
corn, and the whole 56/:. 2/:. to the fille and two to the
garcon, in all 2s. 6d. Pass landes--landes--landes--to
la
Roche Bernard.
The view of the river ¥illaine, is beautiful from the boldness of the shores, there are no insipid
flats ; the river is two-thirds of the width of the Thames at
Westminster, and would be equal to any thing in the world
if the shores were woody, but they are the savage wastes of
this country.--33 miles.
The 19th. Turned aside to Auvergnac, 4 the seat of the
count de la Bourdonaye, 5 to whom I had a letter from the
dutchess d'Anville, as a person able to give me every species
of iutelligence relative to Bretagne, having for five-andtwenty years been first syndic of the noblesse. A fortuitous jumble of rocks and steeps could searcely form aworse
road than these five miles : could I put as much faith in
two bits of wood laid over each other, as the good folks of
the country do, I should have crossed myself, but my blind
friend, with the most incredible sure-footedness, carlied me
safe over such places, that if I had not been in the every
day habit of the saddle, I should have shuddered at, though
guided by eyes keen as Eclipse's; for I suppose a fine
racer, on whose velocity so many fools have been ready to
lose their money, must have good eyes, as well as good legs.
Such a road, leading to several villages, and one of the
first noblemen of the province, shews what the state of
Muzillac (Morbihan).
2 Belle-fle-en.Mer (Morbihan), the most important island of the delartment, and well cultivated.
s The isles of Heedie and Honat (Le Canard and I,e Came]or).
' Lauvergnae (I, oire Inf_rieure), now the seat of M. de Mondoret; it
is passed on the way from Gu6ran_e to St. :Nazaire.
4 Afterwards General of Division of the ]_epublican armies in Be]glum
and Lu Vend_e_ died 1793.
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society must be;--no communication--no
neighbom'hood
--no temptation to the expences which flow from society ; a
mere seclusion to save money in order to spend it in towns.
The count received me with great politeness ; I explained
to him my plan and motives for travelling in France, which
he was pleased very warmly to approve, expressing his surprise that I should attempt so large an undertaking, as
such a survey of France, unsupported by my government ;
I told him he knew very little of our government, if he
supposed the)' would _ve a slfitling to any agricultural
project or projector ; that whether the minister was whig
or tory made no difference, the pal_y of THEPLOUGHnever
yet had one on its side ; and that England has had many
Colberts but not one Sully. This led to much interesting
conversation on the balance of agriculture, manufactures,
and commerce, and on the means of encouraging them;
and, in reply to his enquh_ies, I made him understand their
relations in England, and how our husbandry flourished,
in spite of the teeth of our ministers, merely by the protection which civil liberty gives to property : and consequently that it was in a poor situation, comparatively with
what it would have been in had it received the same attention as manufactures and commerce.
I told :5/I. de la
Bourdonaye that his province of Bretagne seemedto me to
have nothing in it but privileges and poverty, he smiled,
and gave me some explanations that are important;
but
no nobleman can ever probe this evil as it ought to be done,
resulting as it does fl'om the privileges going to themselves,
and the poverty to the people. He shewed me his plantations, which are very fine and well thriven, and shelter him
thoroughly on every side, even from the S.W. so near to
the sea ; from his walks we see Belleisle and its neighbours,
and a little _le or rock belonging to him, which he says
the King of England took from him after Sir Edwaa'd
Hawke's victory, but that his majesty was kind enough to
leave him his island after one night's possession.--20 miles.
The 20th. Take my leave of Monsieur and Madame de
la Bourdonaye, to whose politeness as well as friendly attentions I am much obliged. Towards Nazaire _ there is a
fine view of the mouth of the Loire, from the rising grounds,
I St, Nazaire (Loire Inf_rieure),
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but the headlands that form the embouchure axe low,
which takes off from that greatness of the effect which
highlands _ve to the mouth of the Shannon.
The swelling bosom of the Atlantic boundless to the right. Savanal '
poverty itself.--33 miles.
The 21st. Come to an improvement in the midst of
these deserts, four good houses of stone and slate, and a
few acres run to wretched grass, which have been tilled,
but all savage, and become almost as rough as the rest. I
was afterwards infolmaed that this improvement, as it is
called, w_s wrought by Englislunen, at the expence of a
gentleman they ruined as well as themselves.--I demanded
how it had been done? Pare and burn, and sow wheat,
then rye, and then oats. Thus it is for ever and ever ! the
same follies, the same blundering, the same ignorance ; and
then all the fools in the country said, as they do now, that
these wastes are good for nothing.
To my amazement find
the incredible ch'cumstance, that they reach within three
miles of the great commercial city of Nantes ! This is
problem and a lesson to work at, but not at present.
At.
rive--go to the theatre, new built of fine white stone, and
l_s a magnificent pol_ico fl'ont of eight elegant Corinthian
pillars, and four others within, to part the portico from a
grand vestibtde.
Within all is gold and painting, and a
coup d'wil at entering, that struck me forcibly. It is, I belleve, twice as large as Drury-Lane, and five times as magnificent. It was Sunday, and therefore full. Men Dieu !
cried I to myself, do all the wastes, the deserts, the heat_,
ling, furz, broom, and bog, that I have passed for 300
miles lead to this spectacle ? What a miracle, that all this
splendour and wealth of the cities in France should be so
unconnected with the country I There are no gentle transitions from ease to comfort, from comfort to wealth : you
pass at once from beggary to profusion,--from
misery in
mud cabins to ]_[ademoiselle St. Huberti, in splendid
spectacles at 500 liv. a night, (211. 17s. 6d,) The country
deserted, or if a gentleman in it, you find him in some
wretched hole, to save that money which is lavished with
profusion in the luxuries of a capital.--20 miles..
' Savenay(Loire Inf_rieure),heretook placethe final dispersionof
the Yendeanarmy.
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The 22d. Deliver my letters.
As much as agriculture
is the chief object of my journey, it is necessary to acquire
such intelligence of the state of commerce, as can be best
clone from merchants, for abundance of useful information
is to be gained, without putting any questions that a man
would be cautious of answering, and even without putting
any questions at all. Mons. Ri4dy was very polite, and
satisfied many of my enquiries; I dined once with him,
and was pleased to find the conversation take an important
turn on the relative situations of France and :England in
trade, particularly in the _¥est Indies. I had a letter also
to Mons. Epivent, consilier in the parliament of Rennes,
whose brother, Mons. Epivent de la Villesboisnet, is a very.
considerable merchant here. It was not possible for any
person to be more obliging than these two gentlemen;
their attentions to me were marked and friendly, and rendered a few days residence here equally instructive and
agreeable. The town has that sign of prosperity of new
buildings, which never deceives.
The quarter of the
comedie is magnificent, all the streets at right angles and of
white stone. I am in doubt whether the lwtel de Henri IV.
is not the finest inn in Europe: Dessein's at Calais is
larger, but neither built, fitted up, nor furnished like this,
which is new. It cost 400,000 liv. (17,5001.) furnished,
and is let at 14,000 liv. per ann. (6121. 10s.) with no rent
for the first year. It contains 60 beds for masters, and
25 stalls for horses. Some of the apartments of two
rooms, very neat, are 6 liv. a day ; one good 3 liv. but for
merchants 5 liv. per diem for dinner, supper, wine, and
chamber, and 35./:.for his horse. It is, without comparison,
the first inn I have seen in France, and very cheap. It is
in a sm,]] _quare close to the theatre, as convenient for
pleasure or trade as the votaries of either can wish. The
theatre cost 450,000 liv. and lets to the comedians at
17,000 liv. a year ; it holds, when full, 120 louis d'or. The
land the inn stands on was bought at 9 liv. a foot: in some
parts of the city it sells as high as 15 liv. This value of
the ground induces them to build so high as to be destl"uc_
tire of beauty.
The quay has nothing remarkable; the
river is choaked with islands, but at the furthest part nekt
_o the sea is a large range of houses regularly fl'onted. An
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institution
common in the great commercial
towns of
France, but particularly
flourishing in Nantes, is a cha_nbre
de lectu_'e, or what we should call a book-club, that does
not divide its books, but forras a library.
There are three
rooms, one for reading, another for conversation,
and the
third is the libra1T ; good fires in winter are provided, and
wax candles.
_Iessrs. Epivent had the goodness to attend
me in a water expedition, to view the establishment
of Mr.
Wilkinson, for boring cannon, in an island in the I_oire
below Nantes. _ Until that well known English
manu°
facturer
arrived, the French knew nothing
of the art of
casting cannon solid, and then boring them.
Mr. Wilkinson's machinery, for boring four cannons, is now at work,
moved by tide wheels;
but they have erected a steam
engine, with a new apparatus
for boring
seven more;
M. de la Motte, who has the direction of the whole, shewed
us also a model of this engine, about six feet long, five
high, and four or five broad ; which he worked for us, by
making a small fire under the boiler that is not bigger than
a large tea-kettle ; one of the best machines for a traveling
philosopher
that I have seen.
Nantes is as enfla_mg in
the cause of liberty, as any town in France can be ; the
conversations
I witnessed here, prove how great a change is
effected in the minds of the French, nor do I believe it will
be possible for the present government to last halfa century
longer, unless the clearest and most decided talents are at the
helm.
The American revolution has laid the foundation
of
another in l_rance, if government does not take care of itself. 2
The 23d one of the twelve prisoners 3 from the Bastile
arrived here--he was the most violent of them all--and
his
imprisonment
has been far enough from silencing him,
The island of Indret is evidently meant, the great State factory nf
arms at the present day.
It wanted no great spirit of prophecy to foretell this ; but latter
events have sbewn that I was very wide of the mark when I talked of
fifty years._A_thor's _h_otc.
s Twelve Breton gentlemen deputed to Versailles with a dcnunciatinn
of the ministers for their suspen_iun of provincial parliaments. They
were at once sent to the Bastille. It was this war of the king and the
parliaments that brought about the assembly of the States-General, the
step being decided on by the a_sembly of Grenuble, July 21, 1788.
See I1. Martin, vol. xvi., p 608, et _ef.
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The 25th. It was not without regret that I quitted a
society both intelligent and agreeable, nor should I feel
comfortably if I did not hope to see BIessl_. Epiveats
again ; I have little chance of being at Nantes, batif they
come a second time to England, I have a promise of seeing
them at Bradfield. The younger of these gentlemen spent
a fortnight with Lord Shelburne at Bowood, which he remembers with much pleasure; Colonel Barrg and Dr.
Priestley were there at the same time. To Aucenis Lis all
inclosed: for seven miles many seats.--22½ miles.
The 26th. To the scene of the vintage. I had not
before been witness to so much advantage as here; last
autumnthe heavy l_ins made it a melancholy business. At
present, all is life and activity. The count D' all thickly
and well inclosed. Glorious view of the Loire from a village, the last of Bretagne, where is a great barrier across
the road and custom-houses, to search every thiug coming
from thence. The Loire takes the appearance of a lake
large enough to be interesting.
There is on both sides an
accompanyment of wood, which is not universal on this
river. The addition of towns, steeples, windmills, and a
great range of lovely country, covered with vines; the
character gay as well as noble. Enter Anjou, with a great
range of meadows. Pass St. George, _ and take the road to
Angers. For ten miles quit the Loire and meet it again at
Angers. Letters from ]YIons. de Broussonet; but he is
unable to inform me in what part of Anjou was the
residence of the marquis de Tourbilly; to find out that
nobleman's farm, where he made those admirable improvemeats, which he describes in the Memoire sur les defriche_nens, was such an object to me, that I was determined to
go to the place, let the distance out of my way be what it
might._30 _iles.
•The 27th. Among my letters, one to Mons. de la Livo.
mere, perpetual secretal T of the Society of Agriculture
here. I found he was at his country.seat, _wo leagues off
at Mignianne2
On my arrival at his seat, he was sitting
clown to dinner with his family ; not being past twelve, I
1 Ancenis(LoireInf_rieure).
s St. Georges-sur-Loire(Maineand Loire).
s La Meignanne.
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thought to have escaped this awkwardness ; but both himself and Madame prevented all emban'assment by very unaffectedly desh_ng me to partake with them, and making
not the least derangement either in table or looks, placed
me at once at my ease, to an indifferent dinner, garnished
with so much ease and chearfulness that I found it a repast
more to my taste than the most splendid tables could
afford. An English family in the country, similar in
situation, taken unawares in the same way, would receive
you with an unquiet hospitalikv, and an anxious politeness ;
and after w_iting for a hurry-scurry derangement of cloth,
table, plates, sideboard, pot and spit, would give you perhaps so good a dinner, that none of the family, between
anxiety and fatigue, could supply one word of conversation, and you would depar_ under cordial wishes that you
might never retm'n.--This folly, so common in England, is
never met with in France : the :French are quiet in their
houses, and do things without effol_.--Mons. Livoniere
conversed with me much on the plan of my travels, which
he commended greatly, but thought it very extraordinary
that neither government, nor the Academy of Sciences, nor
the Academy of Agriculture, should at least be at the expence of my journey.
This idea is purely French; they
have no notion of private people going out of their way for
_he public good, without being paid by the public; nor
could he well comprehend me, when I told him that every
thing is well done in :England, except what is done with
public money. I was greatly concerned to find that he
could give me no intelligence concerning the residence of the
]ate marquis of Tourbitly, as it would be a provoking circumstance to pass all through the province without finding
his house, and afterwards hear perhaps that I had been
ignorantly within a few miles of it. In the evening returned to Angers.--20 miles.
The 28th. To La Fl_che. The chateau of Duretal/belonging t.o the dutchess d'Estissa_, is boldly situated above
the little town of that name, and on the banks of a beautiful
river, the slopes to which that hang to the south are
covered with vines. The country cheal_ul, (h'y, and plea1 Durtal
It belonged

(Maine and Lob'e).
to the two Marshals

This chateau
Schomberg.

still exists,

partly

restored°
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sant for residence. I enquired here of several gentlemen
for the residence of the marquis of Torn'billy, but all in
vain. The 30 miles to La Fl_che the road is a noble one;
of gravel, smooth, and kept in admirable order.
La
Fl_che is a neat, clean, little town, not ill built, on the river
that flows to Duretal, which is navi_ble ; but the trade is
inconsiderable. My first business here, as every where else
in Anjou, was to enquire for the residence of the marquis
de Tourbilly.
I repeated my enquiries till I found that
there was a place not far from La Fl_che, called Tourbilly,
but not what I wanted, as there was no l_[ons, de Tourbilly
there, but a marquis de Galway, who inherited Tourbilly
from his father. This perplexed me more and more; and
I renewed my enquiries with so much eagerness, that
several people, I believe, thought me half mad. At last I
met with an ancient lady who solved my difficulty ; she informed me, that Tourbilly, about twelve miles from La
Fl_che, was the place I was in search of : that it belonged
to the marquis of that name, who had written some books
she believed; that he died twenty years ago insolvent;
that the father of the present m._rquis de Galway bought
the estate. This was sufficient for my purpose; I determined to take a guide the next morning, and, as I could
not visit the marquis, at least see the remains of his improvements.
The news, however, that he died insolvent,
hurt me very much ; it was a bad commentaryon his book,
and foresaw, that whoever I should find at Tourbilly, would
be full of ridicule, on a husbandry that proved the loss of
the estate on which it was practised.--30 miles.
The 29th. This morning I executed my project; my
guide was a countryman with a good pair of legs, who conducted me across a range of such ling wastes as the
marquis spear, s of in his memoir. They appear boundless
here; and I was told that I could travel many--many
days, and see nothing else : what fields of improvement to
make, not to lose estates ! At last we arrived at Tourbilly, I
a -poor village, of a few scattered houses, in a _ale between
two rising grounds, which _re yet hea.th and waste ; the
chateau in the midst, with plantations of: free poplars lead' Turbilly (Maine and Loire). This chateau, X3rl_tli. Cent., still
exists,and iBin possessionof the De Brocfamily.
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ing to it.
I cannot easily express the anxious inquisitive
curiosity I felt to examine every scrap of the estate ; no
hedge or tree, no bush but what was interesting to me ; I
had read the translation
of the marquis's
histol T of his
improvements
in Mr. Mills' husbanchT, 2 and thought
it
the most interesting morsel I had met with, long before I
procured the ol_ginal Memoire sur les defi'icheme_s ; and
dcterm;ned that if ever I should go to _-ance to view improvements
the recital of which had given me such pleasure.
I had neither letter nor introduction
to the present
owner, the marquis de Galway.
I therefore
stated to hin_
the plain fact, that I had read ]_ons. de Tourbilly's
book
with so much pleasure, that I wished much to view the
improvements
described in it ; he answered me directly in
good English, received me with such cordiality of politeness, and such expressions of regard for the purport of my
travels, that he put me perfectly in humom" with myself,
and consequently with all aa'ouud me.
He ordered breakfast a l'Angloise ; gave orders for a man to attend us in
our walk, who I desired might be the oldest labourer to be
found of the late marquis de Tourbilly's.
I was pleased
to hear that one was alive who had worked with him from
the beginning
of his improvement.
At breakfast ]_Ions.
de Galway introduced me to his brother, who also spoke
English, and regretted that he could not do the same to
Madame de Galway, who was in the straw : he then gave
me an account of his father's acquiring the estate and
chateau
of TourbiUy.
His great-grand-father
came to
Bretagne with King James II. when he fled from the
English throne ; some of the same family are still living
in the county of Cork, particularly
at Lotta.
His father
was famous in that province for his skill in a_owic1_ture ;
and, as a reward for an improvement
he had wrought on
the landes, the states of the province gave him a waste
tract in the island of Belleisle, which at present belongs to
his son. Hearing that the marquis de Tom.billy was totally
ruined, and his estates in Anjou to be sold by the creditors,
t This writer would appear to be the translator of CountGyllenborg's
"]Elements of Husbandry," 177.0,and spoken of in no polite terms as
"Agricult_tre
Mills"in a letter
fromJohn Gra.vto Smollett,
1771.
Millsalsotranslated
Virgil's
"Georgics,"
1780.
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he viewed them, and finding the land very improveable,
made the purchase, giving about 15,000 louis d'ors for
Tourbilly, a price which made the acquisition highly advantageous, notwithstanding his having bought some law-suits
with the estate. It is about 3000 arpents, nearly contiguous,
the seigneury of two parishes, with the haute justice, &c. a
handsome, large, and convenient chateau, offices very cornpleat, and many plantations, the work of the celebrated
man concerning whom my enquiries were directed.
I was
almost breathless on the question of so great an improver
being ruined ! "You are unhappy that a man should be
ruined by an art you love so much." Precisely so. But
he eased me in a moment, by adding, that if the marquis
had done nothing but farm and improve, he had never been
ruined. One day, as he was boring to find marl, his ill
stars discovered a vein of earth, perfectly white, which on
trial did not effervesce with acids. _ It struck him as an
acquisition for porcelain--he shewed it to a manufacturer
it was pronounced excellent: the marquis's imagination took fire, and he thought of converting the poor
village of Tourbilly into a town, by a fabric of china-he went to work on his own account
raised buildings
_and
got together all that was necessary, except skill
and capital.----In
flue,he made good porcelain, was cheated
by his agents, and people, and at last ruined,
k soap
manufactory, which he established also, as well as some
law-suits relative to other estates, had their share in
causing his misfortunes: his creditors seized the estate,
but permitted him to administer it till his death, when it
was sold. The only part of the tale that lessened my
regret was, that, though married, he left no family; so
that his ashes will sleep in peace, without his memory being
reviled by am indigent posterity.
His ancestors acquired
the estate by marriage in the fourteenth century. His
agricultural improvements, Mons. Galway observed, certainly did not hurt him ; they were not well done, nor well
supported by himself, but they rendered the estate more
valuable; and he never heard that they had brought h_
into any difficulties. I cannot but observe here, that there
1 Kaolinwas discoveredin Yrance in 1760. The ma_mificentbeds
near Limogeswerediscoveredby the wifeof a countrydoctorin 1768.
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seems a fatality to attend country gentlemen whenever
they attempt trade or manufacture.
In England I never
knew a man of landed property, with the education and
habits of landed property, attempt either, but they were
infallibly ruined;
or if not ruined, considerably hurt
by them. Whether it is that the ideas and principles of
trade have something in them repugnant to the sentiments
which ough_ to flow from education--or
whether the
habitual inattention of country gentlemen to small gains
and savings, which are the soul of trade, renders their
success impossible ; to whatever it may be owing, the fact
is such, not one in a million succeeds. Agriculture, in the
improvement of their estates, is the only proper and legitimate sphere of their industry; and though ignorance renders
this sometimes dangerous, yet they can with safety attemp_
no other. The old labourer, whose name is Piron (as propitious I hope to farming as to wit), being arrived, we
sallied forth to tread what to me was a sort of classic
ground. I shall dwell but little on the pal_iculars : they
make a much better figure in the Memoire sur les defrichemens than at Tourbilly; the meadows, even near the
chateau, are yet very rough; the general features are
rough : but the alleys of poplars, of which he speaks in the
memoirs, are nobly grown indeed, and do credit to his
memory ; they are 60 or 70 feet high, and girt a foot : the
willows are equal. Why were they not oak? to have
transmitted to the farming travellers of another century
the pleasure I feel in viewing the more perishable poplars
of the present time ; the causeways near the castle must
have been arduous works. The mulberries are in a state
of neglect ; Mons. Galway's father not being fond of that
culture, destroyed many, but some hundreds remain, and I
was told that the poor people had made as far _s 2_ lbs. of
silk, but none attempted at present. The meadows had been
drained and improved near the chateau to the amount of
50 or 60 aliments, they are now rushy, but valuable in such
a-country. Near them is a wood of Bourdeaux pines, sown
35 years ago, and are now worth five or six liv. each.--I
walked into the boggy bit that produced the great cabbages
he mentioned, it joins a large and most improveable bottom.
Piton informed me that the marquis parecl and btu'n_
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about 100 arpents in all, and he folded 250 sheep. On our
return to the chateau, ]_ons. de Galway, finding what an
enthusiast
I was in agriculture, searched among his papers
to find a manuscript of the marquis de Tourbilly's,
written
with his own hand, which he had the goodness to make me
a present of, aud which I shall keep amongst my curiosities
in agriculture.
The polite reception I had met from Mons.
Galway, and the friendly
attention
he had given to my
_iews, entering into the spirit of my pursuits,
aa_d wishing
to promote it, would have induced me very cheerfully to have
accepted his invitation
of remaining
some days with him ;
had I not been apprehensive
that the moment of madame
Galway's being in bed, would render such an unlooked for
visit inconvenient.
I took my leave therefore in the evening,
and returned to La Flc_che by a different road.--25
miles.
The 30th.
A quantity
of moors to Le ]k_us, 1 they
assured me at Guerces, -_that they are here 60 leagues in
circumference,
with no great intelu'uptions.
At Le Marts
I was unlucky in _/_ons. Tou_rnai, secretary to the Society of
Agriculture,
being absent._28
miles.
OeTOBEg 1. Towards Alen?on, 3 the country a contrast
to what I passed yesterday ; good land, well inclosed, well
built, and tolerably
cultivated,
with marling.
A noble
road of dark coloured stone, apparently
fen-aginous,
that
binds well.
Near Beaumont _ vineyards
in sight on the
hills, and these are the last in thus travelling northwards
;
the whole country finely watered by rivers and streams, yet
no irrigation.--30
miles.
The 2d.
Four miles to Nouant, _ of rich herbage, under
bullocks.--28
miles.
The 3d. From Gaed o towards BernayJ
Pass the marishal due de Broglio's chateau at Broglio, 8 which is surrounded by _such a multiplicity
of clipt hedges, double,
treble, and quadruple, that he must half maintain the poor
of the little town in clipping._25
miles.
The 4th.
Leave Bernay ; where, and at other places in
this eountLT, are many mud walls, made of rich red loam,
1 (Sarthe.)
2 La Guierche (Sarthe).
s ((,h'ne.)
4 Beaumont-sur.Sarthe (Sarthe).
• 5 Nouans (Sarthe).
* (Orne.)
T (Eure.)
' Broglie (Eure). Thi_ _hf_teaustill e*i_ts.
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thatched at top, and well planted with frult-trees : a hint
very well worth tat_ng for copying in England, where brick
and stone are dear. Come to one of the richest countries
in Fiance, or indeed in Europe. There are few finer views
than the first of Elbeuf, x from the eminence above it,
which is high; the town at your feet in the bottom; on
one side the Seine presents a noble reach, broken by wooded
islands, and an immense aml_hitheatre of hill, covered
with a prodi_ous wood, surrounding the whole.
The 5th. To Rouen, where I found the ]wtel royal, a
contrast to that dirty, impertinent, cheating hole the
2_omme de pin. In the evening to the theatre, which is no_
so large, I think, as that of Nantes, but not comparable in
elegance or decoration; it is sombre and dirty. Greta's
Caravanne de Gaire, the music of which, though too much
chorus and noise, has some tender and pleasing passages.
I like it better than any other piece I have heard of that
celebrated c_mposer. The next molTaing waited on Mons.
Scanegatty, Trofesseur de Thy_iq_le darts la Soci_td t_oyale
d'Agricultuq'e ; he received me with politeness. He has a
considerable room fm'nished with mathematical and philosophical instruments and models. He explained some of
the latter to me that are of his own invention, particularly
one of a fm_ace for calcining gypsum, which is brought
here in large quantities from ]l_ontmal_re.'-' Waited on
Messrs. ]_idy, Rossec and Co., the most considerable wool
merchants in France, who were so kind as to shew me a
great variety of wools, from most of the European countries,
and permitted me to take specimens. The next monaing
I went to Darnetal, 3 where ]_Ions. Curmer shewed me his
manufacture.
Return to Rouen, and dined with l_ons.
Portier, directeur general des refines, to whom I had brought
a letter from the duc de la Rechefoucauld.
The conversation turned, among other subjects, on the want of new
streets at Rouen, on comparison with Havre, Nantes, and
Bourdeaux ; at the latter places it was remarked, that a
merchant makes a fortune in ten or fifteen years, and
builds away ; but at Rouen, it is a commerce of ceconomy,
in which a man is long doing it, and therefore unable with
x (Seine lnf6rieure.)
2 Suburb of Paris _ the calcined gypsum
referred to is now known as "Piaster of Paris."
The miles from Rouen on the Amiens railway (ibid).
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prudence to make the same exertions. Every pcrson at
table agreed in another point which was discussed, that
the wine provinces are the poorest in all France: I urged
the produce being greater per arpent by far than of other
lands; they adhered to the fact as one generally known
and admitted.
In the evening at the theatre, Madame du
Fresne entei_ained me greatly ; she is an excellent actress,
never overdoes her parts, and make one feel 1)yfeeling hem'self. The more I see of the French theatre, the more I am
forced to acknowledge the superiority to our own, in the
number of good perfmuners, and in the paucity of bad
ones ; and in the quantity of dancers, singers, and persons
on whom the business of the theatre depends, all established on a great scale. I remark, in the sentiments that
are applauded, the same generous feelings in the audience
in France, that have many times in England put me in
good humour with my countrymen.
We are too apt to
hate the French, for myself I see many reasons to be
pleased with them ; attributing faults very much to their
government;
perhaps in our own, our roughness and
want of good temper are to be traced to the same

origin.

The 8th. my plan had for some time been to go directly
to England, on leaving Rouen, for the post-offices had been
cruelly uncertain. I had received no letters for some time
from my family, though I had written repeatedly to urge
it ; the_ passed to a person at Paris who was to forward
them; "but some carelessness, or other cause, impeded all,
at a time that others directed to the towns I passed, came
regularly ; I had fears that some of my family were ill, and
that they would not write bad news to me in a situation
where knowing the worst could have no influence in changing it for better. But the desire I had to accept the invitation to La Roche Guyon, of the dutchess d'Anville's and
the duc de la Rochefoucauld, prolonged my journey, and I
set forward on this further excursion. A truly noble view
from the road above l_ouen; the city at one end of the
vale, with the river flowing to it perfectly checkered with
isles of wood. The other divides into two great channels,
between which the vale is all spread with islands, some
arable, some meadow, and much wood on all. Pass Pont
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l'Arch I to Louviers. 2 I had letters
for the celebrated
manufacturer
Mons. Decretot,
who received me with a
kindness that ought to have some better epithet than
polite ; he shewed me his fabric, unquestionably
the first
woollen one in the world, if success, beauty of fabric, and
an inexhaustible
invention
to supply with taste all the
cravings of fancy, can give the merit of such superiority.
Perfection goes no further than the Vigonia cloths of
_Ions. ])eeretot,
at 110 liv. (41. 16s. 3d.) the aulne.
He
shewed me also his cotton-mills,
under the direction of
two Englishmen.
Near Louviers
is a manufacture
of
copper plates for the bottoms of the King's ships ; a colony
of Englishmen.
I supped with Mons. Decretot, passing a
very pleasant evening in the company of some agreeable
ladles.--17
miles.
The 9th.
By Guillon _ to Vernon;'
the vale fiat rich
arable.
Among the notes, I had long ago taken of objects
to see in France, was the plantation of mulberries, and the
silk establishment
of the marechal de Belleisle, at Bissy, 5
near Vernon ; the attempts repeatedly made by the society
for the encouragement
of arts, at London, to introduce silk
into England, had made the similar undertakings
in the
north of France more interesting.
I accordingly made all
the enquh_ies that were necessary for discovering the success of this meritorious
attempt.
Bissy is a fine place,
purchased
on the death of the duc de Belleisle by the due
de Penthievre, who has but one amusement, which is that
of varying his residence at the numerous seats he possesses
in many parts of the ]dngdom.
There is something rational
in this taste ; I should like myself to have a score of farms
from the vale of Valencia to the Highlands
of Scotland,
and to visit and direct their cultivation
by turns.
From
Vernon, cross the Seine, and mount the chalk hills again ;
after which mount again, and to La Roche Guyon, 6 the
J Pontde l'Arche, Junction Stati(m.
Oneof the principal cloth manufacturin__
towns of France (Eure).
4
8 (Em'e.)
(Eure.)
5 The oldch_.teau
deBizywasreplaced
in1866by a new building
in
thestyle
ofLouisXIV.
s Thisch_,teau
hasbeenreconstructed,
partsoftheancient
building
remaining.
Itstill
belongs
tothefamily
ofLa Rochefoucauld-Liancourt.
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most singular
placeI have seen. ]_lame d'Anvil]e
and
theduc de laRochefouc_uid
received
me in a manner _}mt
would have made me pleased with the place had it been in
file midst of a bog. It gave me pleasure to find also the
dutchess de la Rochefoucauld here, with whom I had passed
so much a_'eeable time at Bagnere de Luchon, a thoroughly
good woman, with that simplicity of character which is
banished by pride of family or foppel T of rank. The Abbg
Rochon, * the celebrated astronomer, of the academy of
sciences, with some other company which, with the domestics and trappings of a grand seigneur, gave La Roche
Guyon exactly the resemblance of the residence of a great
lord in England.
Europe is now so much assimilated, that
if one goes to a house where the fortune is 15 or 20,0001.
a-year, we shall find in the mode of living much more resemblance than a young traveller will ever be prepared to
look for.--23 miles.
The 10th. This is one of the most singular places I have
been at. The chalk rock has been cut perpendicularly, to
make room for the chateau. The kitchen, which is a large
one, vast vaults, and extensive cellars (magnificently filled
by the way) with various oilier offices, are all cut out of the
rock, with merely fronts of brick ; the house is large, containing thirty-eight apal_-ments. The present dutchess has
added a handsome saloon of forty-eight feet long, and well
proportioned, with four fine tablets of the Gobelin tapestry,
also a library well filled. Here I was shewn the ink-stand
that belonged to the famous Louvois, the minister of
Louis X_IV.known to be the identical one from which he
signed the revocation of the edict of Nantes, and I suppose
also the order to Turenne to burn the Palatinate.
This
marquis de Louvois was grandfather to the two dutchesses
d'Anville a_,d d'Estissac, who inherited all his fortune, as
well as their own family one of the house of La Rochefoucauld, fxom which family I conceive, and not from Louvois,
they inherited their dispositions. From the I_rineipal apartment, there is a b_lcony that leads to the walks which
serpentine up the mountain.
Like all French seats, there
is a town, and a great lootager to remove before it would be
Author
1817.

of "Voyage

_ Madagascar
L

et aux Indes Orientales,"

died
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consonant with English ideas. Bissy, the duc de Pen_hievre's, is just the same ; before the chateau there is a
gently falling vale with a little stream through it, that
might be made any thing of for law_ing and watering;
exactly there, in full front of the house, they have placed a
great kitchen-garden, with walls enough for a fortress.
The houses of the poor people here, as on the Loire in
Touraine, are burrowed into the chalk rock, and have a
singular appearance: here are two streets of them, one
above another ; the), are asserted to be wholesome, warm
in winter, and cool in summer, but others thought differently; and that they were bad for the health of the inhabitants.
The duc de la Rochefoucauld had the kindness
to order the steward to give me all the information I
wanted relative to the agriculture of the country, and to
speak to such persons as was necessary on points that he
was in doubt about.
At an English nobleman's, there
would have been three or four farmers asked to meet me,
who would have dined with the family amongst the ladies
of the first rank. I do not exaggerate, when I say, that I
have had this at least an hundred times in the first houses
of our islands. It is however, a thing that in the present
state of manners in France, would not be met with from
Calais to Bayonne, except by chance in the house of some
great lord that had been much in England, _ and then not
unless it was asked for. The nobility in France have no
more idea of practising agriculture, and making it an object
of conversation, except on the mere theory, as they would
speak of a loom or a bowsprit, than of any other object the
most remote from their habits and pursuits.
I do not so
much blame them for this neglect, as I do that herd of
visionary and abstu'd writers on agriculture, who, from
their chambers in cities, have, with an impertinence almost
incredible, deluged France with nonsense and theory,
enough to disgust and ruin the whole nobility of the
kingdom.
•The 12th. Part with regret from a society I had every
reason to bepleased -with.--35 miles.•
The tSth. The" _0 miles to Rouen, "the same features.
I I once knew it at the duc de Liaucotu't's,_,_J_/wF$

._'ote.
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First view of Rouen sudden and sh'iking ; but the road
,doubling, in order to turn more gently down the hill, presents from an elbow the finest view of a town I have ever
seen; the whole city, with all its churches and convents,
and its cathedral proudly rising in the midst, fills the vale.
The river presents one reach, crossed by the bridge, and
then dividing into two fine channels, forms a large island
covered with wood ; the rest of the vale of verdure and
cultivation, of gardens and habitations, finish the scene, in
perfect unison with the great city that forms the capital
feature. Wait on. hIons, d'Ambournay, secretary of the
society of agriculture, who was absent when I was here before; we had an interesting conversation on_gl_culture,
and on the means of encouraging it. I found, from this
very ingenious gentleman, that his plan of using madder
green, which many years ago made so much noise in the
b_ricultm_l world, is not practised at present any where ;
ut he continues to think it perfectly practicable. In the
evening to the play, where Madame Cretal, from Paris,
acted l_ina; and it proved the richest treat I have received
from the French theatre. She performed it with an inimitable expression, with a tenderness, a naivet_, and an
elegance withal, that mastered every feeling of the heart,
against which the piece was written : her expression is as
delicious, as her countenance is beautiful; in her acting,
nothing overcharged, but all kept within the simplicity of
nature. The house was crouded, garlands of flowers and
laurel were thrown on the stage, and she was crowned by
the other actors, but modestly removed them from her
head, as often as they were placed there.w20 miles.
The 14th. Take the road to Dieppe. Meadows in the
vale well warred, and hay now making. Sleep at Tote. _
17{ miles.
The 15th, To Dieppe. I was lucky enough to find the
passage-boat ready to sail ; go on board with my faithful
sure-footed blind friend. I shall probably never ride her
again, but all my feelings prevent my selling her in France.
_Without eyes she has carried me in safety above 1,500
miles ; and for the rest of her life she shall have no other
1 T6tes (Seine Inf_rieure),
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master than myself ; could I afford it, this should be her
last labour:
some ploughing,
however, on my farm, she
will perform for me, I daz'e say, chearfully.
Landing at the neat, new-built town of Brighthelmstone,
offers a much greater contrast to Dieppe, which is old and
dilly, than Dover does to Calais ; and in the castle inn I
seemed for a while to be in fairy land ; but I paid for the
enchantment.
The next day to lord Sheffield's, a house I
never go to, but to reeeive equal pleasure and instruction.
I longed to make one for a few days in the evening library
circle, but I took it strangely into my head, from one or
two expressions,
merely accidental, in the conversation,
coming after my want of letters to France, that I had eert.,_n]y lost a child in my absence ; and I hmwied to London
next morning, where I had the pleasure of finding my alalma
a false one ; letters enough had been wlStten, but all failed.
To Bradfield.--202
miles.
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1789.
Ytern
two half
preceding
journies
had crossed
of France,
in various
directionsthe; whole
and thewesinformation I had received in making them, had made me as
much a master of the general husbandry, the soil, management and productions, as could be expected, without penetrating in every corner ; and residing long in various stations, a method of smweying such a kingdom as France,
that would demand several lives instead of years. The
eastern part of the kingdom remained.
The great mass of
country, formed by the triangle, whose three points are
Paris, Strasbourg and _Ioulins, and the mountainous
re,on S.E. of the last town, presented in the map an
ample space, which it would be necessary to pass before I
could have such an idea of the kingdom as I had planned
the acquisition; I detelunined to make this third effort, in
order to accomplish a design which appeared more and
more important, the more I reflected on it ; and less likely
to be executed by those whose powers are better adapted
to the undertaking than _nh_e. The meeting of the States
General of l_rance also, who were now assembled, made it
the more necessal T to lose no time ; for in all human probability, that assembly will be the epoch of a new constitution, which will have new effects, and, for what I know,
attended with a new agriculture;
and to have the regal
sun in such a kingdom, both rise and set without the territo1T being l_own, must of necessity be regretted by every
man solicitous for real political knowledge. The events of
a century and half, including the brilliant reign of Y_ouls
XIV. will for ever render the som'ces of the French power
interesting to mankind, and particularly that its state may
be known previous to the establishment of an improved
government, as the comparison of the effects of the old and
new system will be not a little curious in future.
J_¢_. 2. To London. At night, 1-/Generosit_ d' Alessa_lro, by Tarchi, in which Signor ]W_rchesi exerted his
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powers, and sung a duet, that made me for some moments
forget all the sheep and pigs of Brad:field. I was, however, much better entertained after it, by supping at my
friend Dr. Burney's, and meeting Miss Burney; how seldom it is that we can meet two chal_cters at once in whom
great celebrity deducts nothing fi'om private amiableness ;
how many dazzling ones that we have no desire to live
with ! give me such as to great talents, add the qualities
that make us wish to shu_ u2 doors with them.
"The 3d. Nothing buzzing in my ears but the f_te given
last night by the Spanish ambassador. The best f_te of
the present period is that which ten millions of people are
giving to themselves,
The feast of reason and the flow of soul.

The animated feelings of bosoms beating with gratitude
for the escape of one common calamity, and the thrHHng
hope of the continuance of common blessings.
]_[eet the
count de Berchtold 1at _Ir. Songa's ; a reach 2of good sense
and important views :_Why does not the :Emperor call
him to his own country, and make him his prime minister ?
The world will never be well governed till pl_nces know
theh' subjects.
The 4th. To Dover in the machine, with two merch._ts
from Stockholm, a German and a Swede; we shall be
companions to Paris. I am more likely to learn something
useful from the conversation of a Swede and a German,
than from the chance medley Englishmen of a stage-coach.
--72 miles.
The 5th. Passage to Calais; 14 hours for reflection
in a vehicle that does not allow one power to reflect.--21
miles.

The 6th.
I Berchtold,
thropist,
born

A Frenchman and his wife, and a French
Count Leopold de, a distinguished
German philan1738, died 1809. He travell.ed for fifteen sears over

wounded Austrian soldiers after the battle of Wagram.
2 Reach, used in a sense now obso|ete--extent
of capacity.
"Be

sure yourself

and your own reach to know."--PoPs.
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teacher from Ireland, full of foppery_nd affec_tion, which
her own nation did not give her, were our company, wittl
a young good-natured raw countryman of hers, at whom
she played off many airs and graces. The man and his
wife contrived to produce a pack of cards, to banish, they
said, l'enuye of the journey; but they contrived also to
fleece the young fellow of five louis.
This is the first
French diligence I have been in, and shall be the last ; they
are detestable.
Sleep at Abbeville.--78 miles.
These men and women, giEs and boys, think themselves
(except the Swede) very cheerful because very noisy ; they
have stunned me with singing ; my ears have been so tormented with French airs, that I would almost as soon have
rode the journey blin4fold on an ass. This is what the
French call good spirits ; no truly chearful emotion in their
bosoms ; silent or singing ; but for conversation they had
none. I lose all patience in such company. Heaven send
me a blind mare rather than another diligence ! We were
all this night, as well as all the day, on the road, and
reached Paris at nine in the morning.--102 miles.
The 8th. To my friend Lazowsld, %0 ],mow where were
the lodgings I had wl_tten him to hire me, but my good
dutchess d'Estissac would not allow him to execute my
commission. I found an apartment in her hotel prepared
for me. Paris is at present m such a ferment about the
States General, _now holding at Versailles, that conversation is absolutely absorbed by them. Not a word of- any
thing else talked of. Every thing is considered, and justly
so, as. important in such a c_sis of the fate of four-andtwenty millions of people. It is now a serious contention
whether the representatives are to be called the Commons
or Tiers :Et_t; they call themselves steadily the former,
while the court and the great lords reject the term with a
species of apprehension, as if it involved a meaning not
easily to be fathomed.
But this point is of little consequence, compared with another, that has kept the states
for some time in inactivity, the verification of their power
separately or in common. The nobility _md the clergy dei The States-General had assembled 5th May of this year, composed
of 308 representatives of the clergy, 285 of the nobles, 621 of the Tiers
6tat, or Commons (Lalanne).
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mand the former, but the Commons steadily refuse it ; the
reason why a circumstance,
apparently of no great consequence, is thus tenaciously regarded, is that it may decide
their si_ing for the future in separate houses or in one. _
Those who are warm for the interest of the people declare
that it will be impossible
to reform some of the grossest
abuses in the state, if the nobility, by sitting in a separate
chamber, shall have a negative on the wishes of the people :
and that to give such a veto to the clergy would be still
more preposterous ; if therefore, by the verification of their
powers in one chamber, they shall once come together, the
popular party hope that there will remain, no power afterwards to separate.
The nobility and clergy foresee the
same result, and will not therefore agree to it. In this
dilemma it is curious to remark the/cellos
of the moment.
It is not my business to _n_te memoirs of what
passes, but I am intent to catch, as well as I can, the
opinions of the day most prevalent.
While I remain at
Paris, I shall see people of all descriptions,
from the
coffee.house politicians
to the leaders in the states; and
the chief object of such rapid notes as I throw on paper,
will be to catch the ideas of the moment ; to compare them
afterwards with the actual events that shall happen, will
afford amusement at least.
The most prominent fea_mre
that appears at present is, that an idea of common interest
and common danger does not seem to unite those, who, if
not hnited, may find themselves
too weak to oppose the
common danger that must arise from the people being sensible of a strength the result of their weakness.
The king,
court, nobility, clergy, army, and parliament,
are nearly in
the same situation.
All these consider, with equal dl.ead,
the ideas of liberty, now afloat ; except the first, who, for
reasons obvious to those who know h{s character, troubles
himself little, even with circumstances
that concern his
power the most intimately.
Among the rest, the feeling
of d_nger is common, and they would unite, were there a
head to render it easy, in order to do without the states at
all.
That the commons themselves
look for some such
hostile union as more than probable, appears from an idea
1 ,, Tout l'avenir de la France _tait dans la s_aration ou dans l_
r_uaiondes ordres" (Mignet),
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which gains ground, that they will find it necessary should
the other two orders continue to unite with them in one
chamber, to declare themselves boldly the representatives
of the kingdom at large, calling on the nobility and clergy
to take their places--and to enter upon deliberations of
business without them, should they refuse it. All conversation at present is on this topic, but opinions are more
divided tha_ I should have expected. There seem to be
many who hate the clergy so cordially, that rather than
permit them to form a distinct chamber would venture on
a new s]stem, dangerous as it might prove.
The 9th. The business going forward at present in the
pamphlet shops of Paris is incredible.
I went to the
Palais Royal to see what new things were published, and to
procure a catal%o-aeof all. Every hour produces something
new. Thirteen came out to-day, sixteen yesterday, and
ninety-two last week. We think sometimes that Debrett's
or Stockdale's shops at London are crouded, but they are
mere deserts, compared to Desein's, and some others here,
in which one can scarcely squeeze from the door to the
counter. The p_ce of printing two years ago was fu'om
27 ]iv. to 30 liv. per sheet, but now it is from 60 liv. to 80
liv. This spil_t of reading political tracts, they say, spreads
into the provinces, so that all the presses of :France are
equally employed. Nineteen-twentieths
of these productions are in favour of liberty, and commonly violent against
the clergy and nobility ; I have to-day bespoke many of
this description, that have reputation;
but enquiring for
such as had appeared on the other side of the question, to
my astonishment I fmd there are but two or three that
have merit _uough to be known. Is it not wouderful, that
while the press teems with the most levelling and even
seditious plineiples, that if put in execution would overturn the monarchy, nothing in reply appears, and not the
least step is taken by the court to restrain this extreme
licentiousness of publication.
It is easy to conceive the
spirit that must thus be raised among the people. But
the coffee-houses in the PalMs Royal present yet more
singular and astonishing spectacles; they are not only
crouded within, but other expectant crouds are at the doors
and windows, listening a gorge de.ploy_ to certain orators,
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who from chairs or tables harangue each his little'audience: the eagerness with which they are heard, and the
thunder of applause they receive for every sentiment of
more than common hardiness or violence against the present government, cannot easily be imagined. I am all
amazement at the ministry permitting such nests and hotbeds of sedition and revolt, which disseminate amongst the
people, every hour, principles that by and by must be
opposed with vigour, and therefore it seems little short of
madness to allow the propagation at present.
The 10th. Every thing conspires to render the present
period in France critical : the want of bread is terrible :
accounts arrive every moment from the provinces of riots
and disturbances, and calling in the military, to preserve
the peace of the markets. The prices reported arc the same
as I found at Abbeville and Amiens 5]:.(2½.) a pound for
white bread, and 3-_/:to 4f. for the common sort, eaten by
the poor : these rates are l_eyond their faculties, and occasion great misery. At Meudon, the police, that is to say
the intendant, ordered that no wheat should be sold on the
market without the person taking at the same time an
equal quantity of barley. What a stupid and ridiculous
regulation, to lay obstacles on the supply, in order to be
better supplied; and to shew the people the fears and
apprehensions of govel_ment, creating thereby an alarm,
and raising the price at the very moment they wish to sink
it. I have had some conversation on this topic with well
informed persons, who have assured me that the price is, as
usual, much higher than the propol_ion of the crop demanded, and there would have been no real scarcity if ]_'.
Necker would have let the corn-trade alone ; but his edicts
of restriction, which have been mere comments on his book
on the legislation of corn, have operated more to raise the
price than all other causes together.
It appears plain to
me, that the violent friends of the commons are not displeased at the high price of corn, which seconds theh"
views greatly, and makes any appeal to the common feeling
of the people more easy, and much more to _heir purpose
than if the price was low. Three days past, the chamber
of the clergy contrived a cunning proposition ; it was to
send a deputation to the commons, proposing to name a
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commission from the three orders to take into consideration the misery of the people, and to deliberate on the
means of lowering the price of bread. This would have
led to the deliberation by order, and not by beads, consequently must be rejected, but unpopularly so from the
situation of the people : the commons were equally dextrous ; in their reply, they prayed and conjured the clergy
to joiu them in the common hall of the states to deliberate,
which was no sooner repol_ed at Paris than the clergy became doubly an object of hatred ; and it became a question with the politicians of the Gaff_ de Foy, 1 whether it
was not lawful for the commons to decree the application of their estates towards easing the distress of the
people ?
The llth.
I have been in much company all day, and
cannot but remaxk, that there seem to be no settled ideas
of the best means of forming a new constitution.
Yesterday the Abb_ Syeyes 2 made a motion in the house of
commons, to declare boldly to the privileged orders, that
if they will not join the commons, the latter will proceed
in the national business without them ; and the house decreed it, with a small amendment.
This causes much conversation on what will be the consequence of such a proceeding ; and on the contrary, on what may flow from the
nobility and clergy continuing steadily to refuse to join the
commons, and should they so proceed, to protest against
all they decree, and appeal to the King to dissolve the
states, and recal them in such aform as may be practicable
for business. In these most interesting discussions, I find
a general ignorance of the principles of government;
a
strange and unaccountable appeal, on one side, to ideal and
visionary rights of nature; and, on the other, no settled
plan that shall give security to the people for being in
' The Caf_ Fo), (J. Bignon), Boulevard des Italiens, :No. 38, corner
of the Chauss6e d'Antin.
2 The anthor of the most famous pamphlet ever written, began his
political career as a pioneer of democracy, and ended it as an apostle ot
despotism.
He vote_l the death of the king, but knew how to take care
of his own head. His maxim was " Vivre."
iEffaeing himseff completely during the Terror, he appearedagain on the scene under the

Directory,anclwas tim mainabett--or
of Napoleonto the Coupd'Etatof
the 18thBrumaire. Died 1836.
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future in a much better situation than hitherte ; a security
absolutely necessary. But the nobility, with the principles
of great lords that I converse with, are most disgustingly
tenacious of all old rights, however hard they may bear on
the people ; they will not hear of giving way in the least
to the spirit of liberty, beyond the point of paying equal
land-taxes, which they hold to be all that can with reason
be demanded. The popular pal%y,on the other hand, seem
to consider all liberty as depending on the privileged classes
being lost, and outvoted in the order of the commous, at
least for making the new constitution ; and when I urge
the great probability, that should they once unite, there
will remain no power of ever separating them; and that
in such case, they will have a very questionable constitution, perhaps a very bad one ; I am always told, that the
first object must be for the people to get the power of
doing good; and that it is no argument against such a
conduct to urge that an ill use may be made of it. But
among such men, the common idea is, that any thing tending towards a separate order, like our house of lords, is
absolutely inconsistent with liberty ; all which seems perfectly wild and unfounded.
The 12th. To the royal society of agriculture, which
meets at the hotel de ville, and of which being an associ_, I
voted, and received ajetton, which is a small medal _veu
to the members, every time they attend, in order to induce
them to mind the business of their institution; it is the
same at all royal academies, &c., and amounts, in a year,
to a considerable and ill-judged expence ; for what good is
to be expected fl'om men who would go only to receive
theirjetton ? Whatever the motive may be, it seems well
attended : near thirty were present ; among them Parmentier, vice-president, Cadet de Vaux, Fourcroy, Tiller,
Desmarets, Broussonet, secret_ry, and Cret_ de Palieul, at
whose farm I was two years ago, and who is the only practical farmer in the society. The secretary reads the titles
of the papers presented, and gives some little account of
them ; but they are not read unless particularly interesting, then memoirs are read by the members, or reports of
references ; and when they discuss or debate, there is no
order, but all speak together as in a warm private conver-
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sation. The Abb_ Reynal 1has given them 1200 liv. (521.
10s.) for a premium on some important subject ; and my
opinion was asked what it should be _ven for. Give it, I
replied, in some way for the introduction of turnips2 But
that they conceive to be an object of impossible attainment; they have done so much, and the government so
much more, and all in vain, that they consider it as a
hopeless object. I did not tell them that all hitherto done
has been absolute folly ; and that the right way to begin,
was to undo every thing done. I am never present at any
soeieti;es of agTiculture, either in France or England, but I
am much in doubt with myself whether, when best conducted, they do most good or mischief; that is, whether
the benefits a national agriculture may by great chance
owe to them, are not more than counterbalanced by the
harm they effect ; by turning the public attention to frivilous objects, instead of important ones, or dressing important ones in such a garb as to make them trifles .9 The
only society that could be really useful would be that
which, in the culture of a large farm, should exhibit a perfect example of good husbandry, for the use of such as
would resort to it ; consequently one that should consist
solely of practical men; and then query whether many
good cooks would not spoil a good dish. The ideas of the
public on the gTeat business going on at Versailles change
daily and even hourly. It now seems the opinion, that the
commons, in their late violent vote, have gone too fax';
and that the union of the nobility, clergy, army, paa'liament, and King, will be by far too many for them ; such
an union is said to be in agitation ; and that the count
d'Artois, the Queen, and the party usually known by her
name, are taking steps to effect it, against the moment
when the proceedings of the commons shall make it necessary to act with unity and vigour. The abolition of the
The briUiant, but somewhat unsca'upulous Jesuit, expelled his order
for free theological views. Although latterly obnoxiotts to the Rovolutions, liaynal escaped the Terror, and died poor in 1796. Charlotte
Corday delighted inhis _ifings.
Arthur Young's enthusiasm on the subject of turnips may be understood when we remember that this invaluable esculent was not cultivated as food for cattle till the latter part of the last century.
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parliaments
is common conversation
among the popular
leaders, as a step essentially necessary ;.because, while they
exist, they are tribunals to which the court can have resort,
should they be inclined to take any step against the existence of the states : those bodies are alarmed, and see with
deep regret, that their refusal to register the royal edicts,
has created a power in the nation not only hostile, but
dangerous to their own existence.
It is now very well
known and understood on all hands, that should the K_ng
get rid of the states, and govern on any tolel_tble principles,
all the edicts would be enregistered by all the parliaments.
In the dilemma
and apprehension
of the moment, the
people look vel T much to the duc d'Orleans, 1 as to a head ;
but with palpable and general ideas of distrust and want
of confidence;
they regret his character, and lament that
they cannot depend on him in any severe and di_cult trial :
they conceive him to be without
steeliness,
and that his
greatest apprehension
is to be exiled fl'om the pleasures of
Paris, and tell of many littlenesses
he practised before, to
be recalled from banishment.
They are, however, so totally
without a head, that they are contented
to loo]r to him as
one; and are highly pleased with what is every moment
reported, that he is determined to go at the head of a party
of the nobility, and verify their powers in common with
the commons.
All agree, that had he firmness, in addition
to his vast revenue of seven millions (306,2501.) and four
more (175,0001.) in reversion, after the death of his fatherin-law, the duc de Penthievre, 2 he might, at t_he head of
the popular cause do any thing.
The 13th.
In the morning to the King's library/which
Here is a portrait of k_hilippeEgalit6 by a contemporary. "Le
duc, sans talents, d6cridpar une vie crapuleuse_par une avMit_ d'argent,
r_pr6hensible dans un particulier, honteuse, avillmsante dans un prince,
avait tous]es vices qui font haSr les crimes, et n'avait pas une des
qualit_sbrillantes qui l'fllustrent enquelque sorte aux yeux de ]aposteritd.
I1fal]ait animer ce cadavre moral, lui donner une apparente volont$ ; on
lui-montre le pouvoir supr6mo sous le nora de lieutenant g6n6ral du
royaume_tout rargent du trdsor public A sa disposition, et dans un
avenir qu'il ne tiendrait qu'k lui de rapprochor_la couronne pour ses
enfans."_M_moires du Mar_d* de F_e_,
I_.9, Paris, 1880.
2 -The Due de Penthi_vre was grandson oi' Louis XIV. and Z£dme.
de Montespan,and son of the Count of Toulouse.
s The BibliothSqueNationale_Rue de Richelieu,
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I had not seen when before at Paris ; it is a vast apal_merit, and, as all the world knows, nobly filled.
Every
thing is provided to accommodate
those who wish to read
or transcribe--of
whom there were sixty or seventy present.
Along the middle of the rooms are glass cases, cont_ining models of the instruments
of many trades preserved for the benefit of posterity, being made on the most
exact scale of proportion ; among others the potter, founder,
briekmaker,
chymist,
&c., &c., and lately added a very
large one of the English garden, most miserably imagined ;
but with all this not a plough, or an iota of agriculture ;
yet a farm might be much easier represented
than the
garden they have attempted,
and with infinitely more use.
I have no doubt but there may arise many cases, in which
the preservation
of instruments
unaltered, may be of considerable utility;
I think I see clearly, that such a use
would result in agriculture, and if so, why not in other
arts ? These cases of models, however, have so much the
air of childrens' play-houses, that I would not answer for
my little girl, if I had her here, not crying for them.
At
the dutchess of d'Anville's, where meet the archbishop
of
Aix, I bishop of Blois, 2 Prince de Laon, and duc and dut. chess de la Rochefoucauld,
the three last of my old Bagnere de Luehon acquaintance,
lord S and lady Camelford,
lord E_'eJ &c., &c.
All this day I hear nothing but anxiety of expectation
for what the crisis in the states will produce.
The embarl_ssment of the moment is extreme.
Eve1 T one agTees
that there is no ministry : the Queen is closely connecting
herself with the party of the princes, with the count
d, Artomo
at.their o head; who are all so adverse to Mons.
l_ecker tha_ every thing is in confusion:
but the King,
The Archbishop of Aix was a staunch upholder of the supremacy
of the Church,and headed the refractory clergy after the decrees of June
and July, 1790.
"
2 The Bishop of Blois was replaced by an "dv_que constitutionel" in
1790.
Thomas Pitt, nephew of the first Earl of Chatham, author of
'"Tracts on the American War."
Sir James Eyre-,afterwardsBaron of the Exchequer. In 1793 one
of the commissioners of the Great Se_l, afterwards Chief Justice of the
CommonPleas.
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who is personally the honestest man in the world, has but
one _rish, which is to do right ; yet, being without those
decisive pal_s that enable a man to foresee difficulties and
to avoid them, finds himself in a moment of such extreme
perplexity,
that he knows not what council to take refuge
in : it is said that _Ious. Necker is alarmed for his power,
and anecdote
repol_s thin_gs to his disadvantage,
whichprobably are not tlxle :--of his trimming--and
attempting
to connect himself to the Abb6 de Yermont/reader
to the
Queen, and who has great influence in all affairs in which
he chuses to intel_ere;
this is hardly credible, as that
party are known to be exceedingly
adverse
to Mons.
Necker;
and it is even said, that, as the count d'Artois,
M'azlame de Polignac/and
a few others were, but two days
ago, walking in the private garden of Versailles they met
]_Iadame Necker, and descended
even to hissing: if half
this is true, it is plain enough that this minister must
speedily retire.
All who adhere to the antient constitution,
or rather government,
consider hinl as their mortal enemy ;
they assert, and truly, that he came in under circumstances
that would have enabled him to do every thing he pleased-he had king and kingdom at commandmbut
that the el_rors
he was guilt), of, for want of some settled plan, have been
the cause of al] dilemmas experienced
since.
They accuse
him heavily of assembling the notables, as a false step that
did nothing but mischief : and assert that his letting the
king go to the states-general,
before their powers were
verified, and the necessary steps taken to keep the orders
separate, after giving double the representation
to the tiers
to that of the other two orders, was madness.
That he
ought to have appointed commissaries
to have received the
verification before admittance : they accuse him further of
', Ancien prdcepteur et conseiIIer intime de Marie Antoinette, pr_eepLeurqui ne ]ui avait rien appris, conseillerqai no lui donnait--jamais
que de pernieieux avis, w'aiMam'epasde MarieAntoinette, aussi _goiste
et moins sagacetluele fatal ministre de Louis XVI. tl. Martin, vo]. xvl.
p. 556. The Abb$ de Vermont very prudently quitted France after the
fall of the Bastille.
2 The Duke and Duchess de Polignac, after having received countless
honours, privileges_and substantial favours from Louis XVI. and the
queen, were the first to desert them. Like the Abb$ de Vermont, they
fled after the 14th July, 1789.
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having done all this tln'ough an excessive and insufferable
vanity, which gave him the idea of guiding the deliberation of the states by his knowledge and reputation. The
character of a man, drawn by his enemies, must necessarily be charged ; hut these are his features here, of which
aq parties recognize some truth, however rejoiced they
m Lybe that error was a part of his constitution° It is expressly asserted by M. Neeker's 1most intimate friends, that
he has acted with good faith, and that he has been in
principle a friend to the regal power, as well as to an amelioration of the condition of the people. The worst thing
I know of him is his speech to the states on theh"assembling,--a great opportunity, but lost,--no great leading or
masterly views,--no decision on circumstances in which
the people ought to be relieved, and new principles of
government adopted ;--it is the speech you would expect
from a banker's clerk of some abili_'. Concerning it there
is an anecdote worth inserting ; he knew his voice woul&
net enable him to go through the whole of it, in so large a
room, and to so numerous an assembly ; and therefore he
had spoken to Mons. de Broussonet, of the academy of
sciences, and secretal T to the royal society of agriculture,
to be in readiness to read it for him. :He _
been present at an annual general meeting of that society, when
Mons. Broussonet had read a discourse with a powerful
piercing voice, that was heard distinctly to the greatest
distance. This gentleman attended him several times to
take his instructions, and be sure of understanding the interlineations that were made, even after the speech was
finished. ]_. Broussonet was with him the evening before
the assemblT of the states, at nine o'clock : and next day,
when he calhe to read it in public, he found still more corrections and alterations, which _Ions. Necker had made
after quitting him; they were chiefly in stile, and shew
how very solicitous he was in regard to the form and decoration of his matter: the ideas in my opinion wanted this
attention more than the stile. ]_ons. Broussonet himself
told me this little anecdote. This molming in Eae state_
I See ]_fdmoires de Montlosier for many interesting
and his fall, chs. 3, 4, 5.

notes on l_ecke,
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three cm'e6s of Poitou have joined themselves
to the commons, for the verification
of their powers, and were received with a kind of madness of applause ; and this even°
ing at Paris nothing else is talked of. The nobles have
been all day in debate, without coming to any conclusion,
and have adjourned to ]_onday.
The 14th.
To the king's garden, where hfons. Thouin
had the goodness to shaw me some small experiments he
has made on plants that promise greatly for the farmer,
pal_icularly the lathyrus bie_nis, _ and the melilotus syberica, 1
which now make an immense figm'e for forage ; both are
biennial ; but will last three or four years if not seeded ;
the Achillcea syberica promises well, and an astraga/us ; he
has promised me seeds.
The Chinese hemp has perfected
its seeds, which it had not done before in France2
The
more I see of ]_ons. Thouin the better I like him, he is one
of the most amiable men I know.
To the repository
of the royal machines, which IKons.
Vandermond shewed and explained to me with great readiness and politeness.
What struck me most was Mons.
Vaucusson's machine for making a chain, which I was told
]_Ir. Watt of Birmingham
admired very much, at which
my attendants seemed not displeased.
Another for making
the cogs indented in iron wheels.
There is a chaff cutter,
from an English original ; and a model of the nonsensical
plough to go without horses, these are the only ones in
agriculture.
]_any of very ingenious contrivance for winding silk, &c. In the evening to the theatre Franeolse, the
I have since cultivated these plants in small quantities, and believe
them to be a very important object.--Author', _To_e.
2 An eminent botanist has kindly elucidated this ps_..age :--"A very
full list of the plants in cultivation at Palls was. published,by Desfon_
mines, first edition, 1804. Ours(Royal J:ternarmm,_ew) _s me tmra
edition, and is called ' Catalogus Plantarum Horti Regii Parisiensis,'
1829. ]_ortus regii evidently means the Jardin des Plantes. I find no
mention of any Lathyrus biennis, and should guess that it means
Lathyrus sativns (Chickling Vetch). There is also named a Melilotus
Siberici,afterwards called MedicagoSiberiei by De Candollc,but it is
unknown to the last author of a Russian flora. Achillma Siberioiis a
near ally of our common :English Aehillsea Ptarmica (Sneezewort).
Astragalus may well have been some specimen of that very large
genus. Chinese hemp is evidently one of the many varietiesof Cannabis sativa."
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Siege of Calais, by ]_ons. de Belloy, not a good, but a
popular performance.
It is now decided by the popular leaders, that they will
move to-morrow to declare all taxes illegal not raised by
authority of the states general, but to grant them immediately for a term ; either for two years, or for the duration of the present session of the states. This plan is
highly approved at Paris by all the friends of liberty ; and
it is certainly a rational mode of proceeding, founded on
just principles, and will involve the court in a great
dilemma.
The 15th. This has been a rich day, and such an one
as ten years ago none could believe would ever arrive in
France ; a very important debate being expected on what,
in our house of commons, would be termed the state of
the nation. My friend ]_ons. Lazowski and myself were at
Versailles by eight in the morning. We went immediately
to the hall of the states to secure good seats in the gallery;
we found some deputies already there, and a pretty nume.
rous audience collected. The room is too large ; none but
stentorian lungs, or the finest clearest voices can be heard ;
however the very size of the apartment, which admits
2000 people, gave a dignity to the scene. It was indeed
an interesting one. The spectacle of the representatives of
twenty-five millions of people, just emerging from the evils
of 200 years of arbitrary power, and rising to the blessings
of a freer constitution, assembled with open doors under
the eye of the public, was framed to call into animated
feelings every latent spark, every emotion of a liberal
bosom. To banish whatever ideas might intrude of their
being a people too often hostile to my own country,--and
to dwell with pleasure on the glorious idea of happiness to
a great nati_u--of felicity to millions yet unborn. MOllS.
rAbb$ Syeyes opened the debate. He is one of the most
zealous sticklers for the popular cause; carries his ideas
not to a regulation of the present government, which he
thinks too bad to be regulated at all, but wishes to see it
absolutely overturned ; being in fact a violent republican :
this is the character he commonly bears, and in his pamphlets he seems pretty much to justify such an idea. lie
speaks ungracefully, and uneloquenfly, but logieally, or
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rather reads so, for he read his speech, which was prepared.
His motion, or rather string of motions, was to declare
themselves the representatives
known and verified of the
French nation, admitting
the right of all absent deputies
(the nobility and clergy) to be received among them on the
verification of their powers.
]_[ons. de }_ir_beau spoke
without notes, for near an hem', with a warmth, animation,
and eloquence, tl_t entitles him to the reputation
of an
undoubted
orator.
He opposed the words known and
verified, in the proposition
of Abbg Syeyes, with great
force of reasoning ; and proposed, in lieu, that they should
declare themselves simply _e_presentatlves dz_ _veuple Bran.
co/se: that no veto should exist against their resolves in
any other assembly : that all taxes are illegal, but should
be granted during the present session of the states, and no
longer : that the debt of the king should become the debt
of the nation, and be secured on funds accordingly.
]ffons.
de Mirabeau
was well heard, and his "proposition much
applauded.
1Wens. de Mounier, 1 a deputy from Dauphine,
of great reputation,
and who has also published
some
pamphlets,
re1 T well approved by the public, moved a
different
resolution
to declare themselves
the legitimate
representatives
of the majority of the nation: that they
should vote by head and not by order : and that they should
never aclvaowledge any right in the representatives
of the
clergy or nobility to deliberate
separately.
]ffons. t_baud
St. Etienne, 2 a protestant
from Languedoc, also an author,
Mounier (Jean Joseph), deput_ of the Dauphin6, and friend of
Necker, is a leading figure in the early period of the Revolution. On
his proposition, the members of the Tiers Ftat took the celebrated oath
of the Jeu de Paume. He was in favour of a constitutional monarchy
on the English model, but reth'ed from the assembly when all hopes of
an understanding between the court and the nation were at an end.
2 Rabaud St. Etienne was one of the first Protestant ministers in
France to exercise his newly acquired civil rights. Imbued with the
re_'olutionary spirit, yet an eloquent :pleader for law, order, and mel_y,
he fell a victim to his generous defence of royalty. In the letters of
Helen Maria Williams (1795) she thus describes him :--"A few weeks
after our release fromprison Rabsud St. :Etienne was put to death. He
was one of the most enlightened and virtuous men whom the revolution
had called forth, and had acquired general esteem by his conduct as a
legislator, and considerable reputation by his talents as a writer. I saw
him on that memorable day (the expulsion of the Girondins from the
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who has written in the present affairs, and a man of considerable talents,
spoke also, and made his proposition,
which was to declare themselves the representatives
of the
people of France; to declare all taxes null; to regrant
them during the sitting of the states; to verify and consolidate the debt ; and to vote a loan.
All which were well
approved except the loan, which was not at all to the feelLug of the assembly.
This gentleman
speaks clearly and
with precision, and only passages of his speech from notes.
IKons. Bernarve, _ a very young man, from Grenoble, spoke
without notes with great warmth and animation.
Some
of his periods were so well rounded, and so eloquently delivered, that he met with much applause, several members
crying--bravo
!
In regard to their genel_l method of proceeding,
there
are two eh'eumstanees
in which they are very deficient:
the spectators in the galleries are allowed to interfere in
the debates by clapping their hands, and other noisy expressions
of approbation:
this is grossly indecent;
it is
also dangerous;
for, if they are permitted to express approbat-ion, they are, by parity of reason, allowed expressions of
dissent ; and they may hiss as well as clap ; which it is
said, they have sometimes done :--this would be, to overrule the debate and influence the deliberations.
Another
circumstance,
is the want of order among themselves;
more than once to-day there were an hundred members on
their legs at a time, and ]_[ons, Bailly 2 absolutely without
convention}filled with despair, not so much from the loss of his own
life, which he considered inevitable, as for that of the liberty of his
country, nowfalling under the vilest despotism." Betrayed by a friend,
he was guillotined 1793.
t Barnave, 1761-1793. Ardent revolutionary, and chivah'ous gentleman, deput_l by the assembly to meet the captured royal family at
Epernay and escort them to Paris. Barnave's sympathies were evoked
by the sufferings of the prisoners, and in trying to save their lives he
lost his own. What irony is lent to Burke's famous peroration by the
careers of such men as Barnave and P_abaudSt. :Etienne! If, indeed, a
thousand swords did not leap from theh" scabbards to avenge so much
as a lo_k that threatened Marie Antoinette with insult, many brave,
ambitious, and generous patriots were cut offin the flower of theh"youth
for having interceded on behalf of royalty. Barnave was a Protestant.
2 Bailly_ Jean Sylvain, more familiar to us as President of the
National Assembly, and firstMayorof Paris, than a brilliant astronomer,
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power to keep order. This arises very much from complex
motions being admitted ; to move a declaration relative to
their title, to their powers, to taxes, to a loan, &c. &c. all
in one proposition, appears to English ears preposterous,
and certainly is so. Specific motions, founded on single
and simple propositions, can alone produce orderiu debate;
for it is endless to have five hundred members declaring
their reasons of assent to one part of a complex proposi.
tion, and their dissent to another part.
A debating
assembly should not proceed to any business whatever till
they have settled the rules and orders of their proceedings,
which can only be done by taking those of other experienced assemblies,
confilTning them as they find useful,
and altering such as require to be adapted to different
circumstances.
The rules and orders of debate in the
house of commons of England, as I afterwards took the
liberty of mentioning to Mons. Rabaud St. Etienne, might
have been taken at once in Mr. Hatsel's t book, and would
have saved them at least a fourth of their time,
They
adjourned
for dinner.
Dined ourselves with the due de
Liancourt, at his apartments
in the palace, meeting twenty
deputies.--I
sat by M. Rabaud St. Etienne, and had much
conversation with him; they all speak with equal confidence on the fall of despotism.
The foresee, that attempts
very adverse to the spirit of liberty will be made, but the
spirit of the people is too much excited at present to be
crushed any more.
Finding that the question of to-day's
debate cannot be decided to-day, and that in all probability
it will be unfinished even to-morrow, as the number that
will speak on it is very great.
Return in the evening to
Paris.
The 16th.
To Dugny, ten miles from Paris, again with
Mons. de Broussonet, to wait on Mons. Cretd de Palieul,
the only practical farmer in the society of agriculture.
_ons. Broussonet,
than whom no man can be more eager
for the honour and improvement of agriculture, was desiwas born 1736. Guillotined 1793. This single-minded patriot forfeited
his popularity for having allowed the National Guard to fire on the
people in 1791 when riotously demanding "la d_ch_ance2' Baillfs
great" History of Astronomy" was pnblished in Paris, 1775-87.
i Hatsell's " Precedentsoi_the House of Commons."
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rous that I should witness the practice and improvements
of
a gentleman who stands so high in the list of good French
farmers.
Called first on the brother of Mons. Cretg who
at present has the Toste, and consequently
140 horses;
walked over his farm, and the crops he shewed me of
wheat and oats were on the whole very fine, and some of
them superior;
but I must confess I should have been
better pleased with them if he had not had his stables so
well filled with a view different
from that of the farm.
And to look for a course of crops in France is vain; he
sows white corn twice, thrice, and even four times in succession.
At dinner, &c. had much conversation
with the
two brothers, and with some other neighbouring
cultivators
present on this point, in which I recommended
either
turnips or cabbages, according
to the soil, for breaking
their rotations of white corn.
But every one of them,
except _[ons. de Broussonet,
was against me; they demanded, Can we sow wheat after turnips and cabbages P
On a small portion you may with great success; but the
time of consuming the greater part of the crop renders it
impossible.
That is su_cie_t, if we cannot sow wheat after
them, they cannot be good in France.
This idea is everywhere nearly the same in that kingdom.
I then said, that
they might have half their land under wheat and yet be
good farmers ; thus ;--1. Beans ;--2. Wheat ;--3. Tares ;
4. Wheat ;--5.
Clover ;--6. Wheat ;--this they approved
better of, but thought their own courses more profitable.
But the most interesting circumstance of their farms is the
chicory (ehico_um intybus). 1 I had the satisfaction to find,
• that Mons. Cret_ de Palieul had as great an opinion of it
as ever; that his brother had adopted it ; that it was very
flourishing
on both their farms; and on those of their
neighbours ,_lso : I never see this plant but I congratulate
myself on having travelled for something
more than to
write in my closet:
and that the introduction
of it in
England would alone, if no other result had flowed from
one man's existence, have been enough to shew that he did
not live in vain. Of this excellent plant, and IKons. Crete's
experiments on it, more elsewhere.
' Wild chicory, succory.
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The 17th.
All conversation
on the motion of FABb_
Syeyes being accepted, yet that of the Count de ]_[irabeau
better relished.
But his character is a dead weight upon
him; there is a suspicion that he has received 100,000
liv. from the Queen ; a blind, improbable
report ; 1 for his
conduct would in every probability
be very different had '
any such transaction
taken place: but when a man's life
has not passed free from gross errors, to use the mildes_,
language, suspicions are ever ready to fix on him, even
when he is as free from what ought at the moment to give
the imputation as any the most immaculate of their patriots.
This report brings out others from their lurking holes;
that he published, at her instigation,
the anecdotes of the
court of Berlin ; and that the king of Prussia, knowing
the causes of that publication,
circulated the memoirs of
]_adame de la Motte_all
over Germany.
Such are the
eternal tales, suspicions, and improbabilities
for which
Paris has always been so famous.
One clearly, however,
gathers from tl_e complexion of conversation, even on the
most ridiculous topics, provided of a public n_ture, how
far, and for what reason, confidence is lodged in certain
men.
In every company, of every rank, you hear of the
count de Mirabeau's talents;
that he is one of the first
pens of France, and the first orator;
and yet that he could
not carry from confidence six votes on any question in the
states.
His writings, however, spread in Paris and the
provinces : he published a journal of the states, written for
a few days with such force, and such severity, that it was
silenced by an express edict of government.
This is a_tributed to Mons. Necker, who was treated in it with so
httle ceremony, that his vanity was wounded to the quick.
The number of subscribers to the journal was such, that
I have heard the profit, to 2_ons. ]_irabeau, calculated at
80,000 liv. (3,5001.) a year.
Since its suppression,
he
publishes once or twice a week a small pamphlet, to answer
1
ce
Reports verified later. c_ In the b%inning
of the year 1790Mirabeau
entered into relations with the court, and pledgedhimself to its interests
in consideration of a large bribe.'--Lalanne. See for much light on
this subject the ]_moires de _erri_res, and _moires de Rfontlosier
The first interview between Mirabeau and the king and queen took
place in a cellar of the Tizilleries.
See Carlyle on _' The Diamond Necklace_'""]Hisc. Essays."
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the same purpose of giving an account of the debates, or
l_ther observations
on them, entitled 1, 2, 3, &c. Lettre des
Comte de Mirabeau a ses Commettans, which, though violent,
sarcastic, and severe, the court has not thought proper to
stop, respecting,
I suppose, its title.
It is a weak and
miserable conduct, to single out any particular publication
for prohibition,
while the press groans with innumerable
productions,
whose tendency is absolutely to overturn the
present government ; to permit such pamphlets
to be circulated all over the kingdom,
even by the posts and diligences in the hands of govel-_ment, is a blindness and
folly, from which there are no effects that may not be expected.
In the evening to the comic opera ; Italian music,
Italinn words, and Italian perfol_ners ; and the applause so
incessant and rapturous, that the ears of the French must
be ch_.n_ng apace.
What could Jean Jacques have said,
could he have been a witness to such a spectacle at
Paris !
The 18th.
Yesterday the commons decreed themselves,
in consequence of the Abbg Syeyes's amended motion, the
_itle of Assemble_ Nationale;
and also, considering
themselves then in activity,
the illegality
of all taxes;
but
granted them during the session, declaring that they would,
without delay, deliberate on the consolidating
of the debt;
and on the. relief of the misery of the people.
These steps
give great spirits to the violent partizans of a new constitution, but amongst more sober minds, I see evidently an
apprehension
that it will prove a precipitate
measure.
It
is a violent step, which may be t_ken hold of by the court,
and converted
very much to the people's
disadvantage.
The reasoning of _Ions. de Mirabeau against it was forcible
and just---Si je voulois em2_loyer eont_'e les autrea motions lea
armes dont o_ se serf 2_our attaffuer la mienne, ne Tourroisje i_as dire a montour : de quel_ue maniere que vous.vous
quali/iez que vous soyez lea reTreaentans eonnus & verifies de
la nation, les re_ffrdsentans de 25 millions d'hommea, lea _'epreaentans de la majoritd du TeuTle, dussiez-vous mdme vous
a2peUer l'Assembled NationalS, lea etats g$ndraux, emTecherezvous lea classes _rivilegieds
de coutiuuer des assembleds que
sa majestd a reconnues ? _e_ emTecherez.vous de Trendre
des dellberationes ? Zes em2echerez.voua
de Tretendre
au
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veto ? Empechere_-vous le Roi de les recevoir ? Des les reconnoitre, de leur continuer
les mgmes titres _u'il leur
adonn_s jusqu' a Tresent ? E_fin, emTecherez.vous la nation
d'appeller le clergd, le clergd, la noblesse, la noblesse ?
To the royal society of agriculture,
where I gave my
vote with the rest, who were lma.nimous for electing general
Washington
an honorary member ; this was a proposal of
]i_ons. Broussonet,
in consequence
of my having assured
him, that the general was an excellent farmer, and had
corresponded
with me on the subject.
Abb_ Commerel _
was present; he gave a pamphlet of his on a new project,
the chouz afauchd, and a paper of the seed.
The 19th.
Accompanied
3_ons. de Broussonet to dine
with Mons. de Parmentier,
at the hotel des invalids.
A
president of the parliament,
a 3/Ions. Mailly, brother-in.
law to the chancellor, was there ; Abb_ Commerel, &c. &e.
I remarked two years ago that Mons. Parmentier is one of
the best of men, and beyond all question understands
every circumstance of the boulangerie better than any other
writer, as his productions clearly manifest.
After dinner,
to the plains of Sablon, _ to see the society's potatoes and
preparation
for turnips, of which I shall only say that I
wish my brethren to stick to their scientific farming, and
leave the practical to those who understand
it. What a
sad thing for philosophical husbandmen that God Ahnighty
created such a thing as couch (triticum reTens ).
The 20th.
News !--News !--Every
one stares at what
every one might have expected, s A message from the King
to the presidents of the three orders, that he should meet
them on Monday;
and, under pretence of preparing the
hall for the seance royale, the French guards were placed
with bayonets to prevent any of the deputies entering the
room.
The circumstances
of doing this ill-judged
act of
violence have been as ill-advised as the act itself.
Moils.
Bailly received no other notice of it than by a letter from
the marquis de Brdzd, and the deputies met at the door of
the hall, without knowing that it was shut.
Thus the
seeds of disgust were sown wantonly in the manner of
I The Abbd Commerel] introduced mangel wurzel into France.
Sabh,nville, between Neuilly and St. Denis.
"Ce jour-lk lut perdue l'autorit6 royale. L'initiative des lois et la
puissance morale pass_rent du monarque _ l'assembl$e" (Mignet).
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doing a thing, which in itself was equally impalatable and
unconstitutional.
The resolution taken on the spot was a
noble and firm one ; it was to assemble instantly at the
Yeu de _aume, _ and there the whole assembly took a solemn
oath never to be dissolved but by theh" own consent, and
consider themselves, and act as the natlonal assembly, let
them be wherever violence or fortune might drive them,
and their expectations
were so little favourable, that expresses were sent off to Nantes, intimating that the national
assembly might possibly find it necessary to take refuge
in some distant city. This message, and placing guards
at the hall of the states, are the result of longand repeated
councils, held in the king's presence at Marly, where he
has been shut up for some days, seeing nobody; and no
person admitted, even to the officers of the court, without
jealousy and circumspection.
The king's brothers have no
seat in the council, but the count d'Artois incessantly
attends the resolutions, conveys them to the Queen, and
has long conferences with her. When this news arrived at
Paris, the Palais Royal was in a flame, the coffee-houses,
pamphlet-shops,
corridores, and gardens were crouded,J
alarm and apprehension sat in every eye,--the reports that
were circulated eagerly, tending to shew the violent intentions of the court, as ff it was bent on the utter extirpation of the French nation, except the party of the Queen,
are perfectly incredible
for their gross absurdity;
but
nothing was so glaringly ridiculous but the mob swallowed
it with undiscriminating
£aith. It was, however, curious
to remark, among people of another description (for I was
in several parties after the news arrived), that the balance
of opinions was clearly that the national assembly, as it
called itself, had gone too farJhad
been too precipitate-and too v_ol_nt---had taken steps that the mass of the
Ptheoplowould not support.
From which we may conclude,
at if the court, having seen the tendency of their late
proceedings,
shall pursue a firm and politic plan, the
popular cause will have little to boast.
The 21st.
It is impossible to have any other employment at so critical a moment, than going from house to
1 This historic tennis-court is still to be seen in the Rue St. Fl_n_ois_
Versailles.
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house demanding news ; and remarking the opinions and
ideas most current.
The present moment is, of all others,
perhaps that which is most pregnant with the future destiny of France.
The step the commons have taken of declaring themselves the national assembly, independent
of
the other orders, and of the king himself, precluding a dissolution, is in fact an assumption of all the authority in
the kingdom.
They have at one stroke converted themselves into the long parliament of Charles I. It needs not
the assistance
of much penetration
to see that if such a
pretension and declaration are not done away, king, lords,
and clergy are deprived of their shares in the legislature
of France.
So bold, and apparently desperate a step, full
in the teeth of every other interest in the realm, equally
destructive to the royal authority, by parliaments and the
army, can never be allowed.
If it is not opposed, all other
powers _ll lie in r,l_n_ around that of the common.
With
what anxious expectation must one therefore wait to see if
the crown will exert itself firmly on the occasion, with such
an attention to an improved
system of liberty, as is absolutely necessary to the moment!
All things considered,
that is, the characters of those who are in possession of
power, no well digested system and steady execution are
to be looked for. In the evening to the play:
]_adame
Rocquere did the queen in Hamlet;
it may easily be"supposed how that play of Shakespeare
is cut in pieces.
It
has however effect by her admirable acting.
The 22nd.
To Versailles
at six in the morning, to be
ready for the seance royale.
Breakfasting
with the due de
Liancourt, we found that the king had put off going to the
states, till to-morrow
morning.
A committee
of council
was held last night, which sat till midnight,
at which were
present Mons. and the count d'Artois
for the first time:
an event considered as extraordinary,
and attributed
to the
influence of the Queen.
The count d'Artois,
the determined enemy of ]_ons. Neeker's plans, opposed his system,
and prevailed to have the seance put off to give time for a
council in the king's presence to-day.
From the chateau
we went to find out the deputies;
reports were various
where they were assembling.
To the l_ecolets, where they
had been, but finding it incommodious
they went to the
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church of St. Louis, _whither we followed them, and were
in time to see ]_. Bailly take the chair, and read the king's
letter, putting off the seance till to-morrow. The spectacle
of this meeting, was singular--the crowd that attended in
and around the church was great,--and the anxiety and
suspense in every eye, with the variety of expression that
flowed from different _'iews and different characters, gave
to the countenances of all the world an impression I had
never witnessed before. The only business of importance
transacted, but which lasted till three o'clock, was receiving
the oaths and the signatures of some deputies, who had
not taken them at the Jeu de Taume; and the union of
three bishops and 150 of the deputies of the cler_oT, who
came to verify their powers, and were received by such
applause, with such clapping and shouting, from all present, that the church resounded.
Apparently the inhabitants of Versailles, which having a population of 60,000
people can afford a pretty numerous mob, are to the last
person in the interest of the commons ; remarkable, as this
town is absolutely fed by the palace, and if the cause of
the eom_ is not popular here, it is easy to suppose what it
must be in all the rest of the kingdom. Dine with the
due de Liancourt, in the palace, a large party of nobility
and deputies of the commons, the duc d'Orleans, amongst
them; the bishop of Rodez, Abbd Syeyes, and _Ions.
Rabaud St. Etienne. This was one of the most striking
instances of the impression madc on men of different
ranks by great events. In the streets, and in the church
of St. Louis, such anxiety was in every face, that the ira.
portance of the moment was written in the physiognomy;
and all the common forms and salutations of habitual
civility lost in attention: but amongst a class so much
higher as th_se I dined with, I was struck with the difference. There were not, in thirty persons, five in whose
countenances you could guess that any extraordinary event
was going forward: more of the conversation was indifferent than I should have expected. Had it all been so,
there would have been no room for wonder; but observations were made of the greatest freedom, and so received
as. to mark that there was not the least impropriety in
I Thecathedralchurchof St, Louis_built 1743.
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making them. In such a case, would not one have expected
more euergy of feeling and expression, and mole attention
iu conversation to the crisis that must in its nature fill
every bosom ? Yet they eat, and drank, and sat, and
walked, loitered and smirked and smiled, and chatted with
that easy indifference, that made me stare at their insipidity.
Perhaps there is a certain nonchalance that is
natural to people of fashion from long habit, and which
marks them from the vulgar, who have a thousand asperities in the expression of their feelings, that cannot be
found on the polished surface of those whose manners are
smoothed by society, not worn by attrition.
Such an observation would therefore in all common cases be unjust;
but I confess the present moment, which is beyond all
question the most critical that France has seen from the
foundation of the monarchy, since the council was assembled that must finally determine the king's conduct,
was such as might have accounted for a behaviour totally
different. The duc d'Orleans presence might do a little,
but not much ; his manner might do more; for it was not
without some disgust, that I observed him several times
playing off that small sort of wit, and flippant readiness
to titter, which, I suppose, is a part of his character, or it
would not have appeared to-day. From his manner, he
seemed not at all displeased. The Abbg Syeyes has a remarkable physiognomy, a quick rolling eye; penetrating
the ideas of other people, but so cautiously reserved as to
guard his own. There is as much character in his air and
manner as there is vacuity of it in the countenance of
IKons. Rabaud St. Etienne, whose physiognomy, however,
is far from doing him justice, for he has undoubted talents.
It seems agreed, that if, in the council the count d'Artois,
carries his point, Mons. Necker, the count de Montmorin, x
and Mons. de St. Priest _ will resign ; in which case _fons.
Necker's return to power, and in triumph, will inevitably
x Armand, Mare, 1745.1792,Ambassadorin
Spain,afterwardsMinister
of Foreign Affairs, and in the confidence of Louis XVI. and Marie
Antoinette.
A victim of the September massacres.
2 Francois, Emmanuel, 1755-1821, Ambassador in Spain, Turkey, and
Ho]land, afterwards Minister of the Interior.
He quitted :France in
Dec., 1790, and was afterwards Private Secretary of Louis XVIIL
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happen. Such a turn, however, must depend on events.-Evening.--The count d'Arteis plan accepted ; the king will
declare it in his speech to-morrow,
hIons. Necker demanded to resign, but it was refused by the king. All is
now anxiety to know what the plan is.
The 23rd. The important day is over: in the morning
Versailles seemed fined with troops : the streets, about ten
o'clock, were lined with the French guards, and some Swiss
regiments, &e. : the hall of the states was surrounded, and
centinels fixed in all the passages, and at the doors ; and
none but deputies admitted.
This military preparation
was ill-judged, for it seemed admitting the impropriety
and unpopularity of the intended measure, and the expectation, perhaps fear of popular commotions. They pronounced, before the king left the chateau, that his plan
was adverse to the people, from the military parade with
which it was ushered in. The contrary, however, proved
to be the fact ; the propositions are known to all the
world: the plan was a good one ; much was granted to the
people in great and essential points ; and as it was granted
before they had provided for these public necessities of
finance, which occasioned the states being called together;
and consequently left them at full power in future to procure for the people all that opportunity might present, they
apparently ought to accept, them, provided some security is
given for the future meetings of the states, without which
all the rest would be insecure ; but as a little negociation
may easily secure this, I apprehend the deputies will ac.
cept them conditionally : the use of soldiers, and some hnprndencies in the manner of forcing the king's system, relative to the interior constitution, and assembling of the
deputies, as well as the ill-blood which had had time to
brood for three days past in their minds, prevented the
commons from receiving the king with any expressions of
applause ; the clergy, and some of the nobility, cried rive
/e Par/! but treble the number of mouths being silent, took
off all effect. It seems they had previously determined to
submit, to no violence: when the king was gone, and the
clergy and nobility retired, the marquis de Br_z_ waiting a
moment to see if they meant to obey the _ng's express
orders, to retire also to another chamber prepared for
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them, and perceiving that no one moved, adeh'essed them,
--Messieurs,
vous connoissez les intentions du 1_oi. A dead
silence ensued ; and then it was that superior talents bore
the sway, that overpowers
in critical moments
all other
considerations.
The eyes of the whole assembly
were
turned on the count de Mirabeau, who instantly replied to
the marquis de Braze--Out,
Monsieur, nous avons entendu
les intentions qu' on a sugg$reSs au Rot, & vons qui ne sauriez
_tre son organe auTr_s des etats g_nSraux, vous qui n'dvez ici
ni Tlace, ni voix, ni droit de Tarler, vous n'_tes Tas fair pour
nous rapeller sou discours.
Cet_endant Tour eviter route
equivoque, & tout delai, je vous declare quesi
l'on vous a
charg_ de nous fab'e sortir d'ici, vous devez demander
des
ordres Tour employer la force, car _wus ne quitterons nos
places que Tar la puissance de la baionette.--On
which there
was a general cry of--Tel est le vceu del l'Assemblee_.
They
then immediately
passed a confirmation
of their preceding
arrets; and, on the motion of the count de _irabeau,
a
declaration that their persons, individually and collectively,
were sacred ; and that all who made any attempts against
them should be deemed infamous traitors to their country.
The 24th.
The ferment at Paris is beyond conception ;
10,000 people have been all this day in the Palais Royal ;
a full detail of yesterday's
proceedings
was brought this
morning,
and read by many apparent
leaders of little
parties, with comments,
to the people.
To my surprise,
the king's propositions
are received with universal disgust.
He said nothing explicit on the periodical meeting of the
states ; he declared all the old feudal rights to be retained as
property.
These, and the change in the balance of representation in the provincial assemblies, are the articles that
give the greatest offence.
But instead of looking to, or
hoping for further
concessions on these points, in order to
make them more consonant to the general wishes;
the
people seem, with a sort of phrenzy, to rejeo¢ all idea of
compromise,
and to insist on the necessity of the orders
uniting, that full power may consequently
reside in the
commons, to effec4 what they call the regeneration
of the
kingdom, a favourite term, to which they affix no precise
idea, but add the indefinite
explanation
of the general
reform of all abuses.
They are also full of suspicions at
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_. Necker's offering to resign, to which circumstance they
seem to look more than to much more essential points.
It is plain to me, fa'om many conversations and harangues
I have been witness to, that the constant meetings at the
Palais Royal, which are carried to _ degree of licentious.
ness and fury of liberty, that is scarcely credible, united
with the innumerable inflammatm,y publications that have
been hourly appearing since the assembly of the states,
have so heated the people's expectations, and given them
the idea of such total changes, that nothing the king or
court could do, would now satisfy them ; consequently it
would be idleness itself to make concessions that are not
steadily adhered to, not only to be obselwed by the king,
but to be enforced on the people, and good order at the
same time restored.
But the stumbling-block to this and
every plan that can be devised, as the people -know and
declaa'e in eve1T corner, is the situation of the finances,
which cannot possibly be restored but by liberal grants of
the states on one hand, or by a bankruptcy on the other.
It is well known, that this point has been warmly debated
in the council : ]_ons. Necker has proved to them, that a
bankruptcy is inevitable, if they break with the states
before the finances are restored; and the dread and terror
of taking such a step, which no minister would at present
dare to ventm'e on, has been the great difficulty that
opposed itself to the projects of the Queen and the count
d'Artois. The measure they have taken is a middle one,
from which they hope to gain a pal_y among the people,
and render the deputies unpopular enough to get rid of
them: an expectation, however, in which they will in_
fallibly be mistaken. If, on the side of the people it is
urged, that the vices of the old government make a new
system necessal,y, and that it can only be by the firmest
measures that the people can be put in possession of the
blessings of a free government; it is to be replied, on the
other hand, that the personal character of the king is a
just foundation for relying that no measures of actual
violence can be seriously feared: that the state of the
finances, under any possible regimen, whether of faith or
bankruptcy, must secure their existence, at least for time
sufficient to secure by negociation, what may be hazarded
N
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by _olence:
that by dl_ving things to extremities,
they
risque an union between all the other orders of the state,
with the parliaments, army, and a great body even of the
people, who must disapprove of all ex_'emities ; and when
to this is added the possibility of involving the kingdom in
a civil war, now so famil;arly talked of, that it is upon the
lips of all the world, we must confess, that the commons,
if they steadily refuse what is now held out to them, put
immense and cel_ain benefits to the chance of fortune, to
that hazard which may make posterity
curse, instead of
bless, their memories as real patriots, who had nothing in
view but the happiness of their country.
Such an incessant buzz of politics has been in my ears for some days
past, that I went to-night to the Italian opera, for relaxation.
Nothing
could be better calculated for that effect,
than the piece performed,
La Irillanella
t_a2ita,
by
Bianchi, a delicious composition.
Can it be believed, that
this people, who so lately valued nothing at an opera but
the dances, and could hear nothing
but a squall,--now
attend with feeling to Italian melodies, applaud with taste
and rapture, and this without the meretricious
aid of a single
dance!
The music of this piece is charming,
elegantly
playful, airy, and pleasing, with a duet, between Signora
]kIandini and Vigagnoni, of the first lusta'e.
The former is
a most fascina_-ing singer,--her
voice nothing, but her
grace, expression, soul, all s_wung to exquisite sensibility.
The 25th.
The criticisms
that are made on Mous.
lqecker's conduct, even by his friends, if above the level of
the pebple, are severe.
It is positively asserted, that kbbd
Syeyes, Messrs. ]_[ounier, Chapellier, _ Bernave,
Target/
Tourette, Rabaud, and other leaders, were glmost on their
l Chapelier (Isaac le), 1754-1794. The upright and eloquent President of the Assembl_e Legislative_ and at the onset of the Revolution an
uncompromising antagonist of the kbb6 Maury, and the reactionaries.
Later he headed the party in favour of constitutional monarchy, and in
consequence was arraigned before the Revolutionary Tribunal.
This brilliant advocate, although a determined opponent of the
court, was selected by Louis X'VL to defend him. Target refused the
hazardous task, which was at once undertaken by the venerable Males.
herbes and young Desfize. He nevertheless published his ,' Observations sat le prochsde Louis XVI.j" pointing to an acquittal. He was
instrumentalin drawing up the Code Civil_and died in 1806,
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knees to him, to insist peremptorily on his resignation
being accepted, as they were well convinced that his retreat
would throw the Queen's party into infinitely greater
difficulties and embalTassment than any other circumstance. But his vanity prevailed over all their efforts, to
listen to the insidious persuasions of the Queen, who spoke
to him in a style of asking a request that would keep the
crown on the -king's head ; at the same time that he yielded
to do it, contrary to the interest of the friends of liberty,
he courted the huzzas of the mob of Versailles, in a
manner that did much mischief. The ministers never go
to and from the king's apartment on foot, across the court,
which ]_ous. Necker took this opportunity of doing, though
he himself had not done it in quiet times, in order to court
the flattery of being called the father of the people, and
moving with an immense and shouting multitude at his
heels. Nearly at the time that the Queen, in an audience
almost private, spoke as above to ]_. Necker, she received
the deputation from the nobility, with the Dauphin in her
hand, whom she presented to them, claiming of their
honour, the protection of her son's rights ; clearly implying that if the step the king had taken, was not steadily
asserbed, the monarchy would be lost, and the nobility
sunk. While ]_. Necker's mob was heard through every
apartment of the chateau, the king passed in his coach to
_rly,
through a dead and mournful silence,--and that
just after having given to his people, and the cause of
liberty, more perhaps than ever any monarch had done
before. Of such materials are all mobs made,--so impossible is it to satisfy in moments like these, when the
heated imagination d_'esses every visionary project of the
brain, in the_ bewitching colours of hberty.
I feel great
anxiety to know what will be the result of the deliberations
of the commons, after their fit'st protests are over, against
the military violence which was so unjustifiably and injudiciously used. Had the king's proposition come after
the supplies were granted, and on any inferior question, it
would be quito another affah" ; but to offer this before one
shilling is granted, or a step taken, makes all the difference
imaginable.
Evening.--The conduct of the court is in.
explicable, and without plan : while the late step was taken,
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to secure the orders sitting separate, a great body of the
clergy has been permitted to go to the commons, and the
due d'Orleans, at the head of forty-seven of the nobility,
has done the same : and, what is equally a proof of the
unsteadiness of the court, the commons are in the common
haU of the states, contrary to the express comu_and of the
"king. The fact is, the seance royale was contl_ry _o the
personal feelings of the king, and he was brought to it by
the council, with much _]ifl_culty ; and when it afterwards
became, as it did every hour, to give new and effective
orders to support the system then laid down, it was necessary to have a new battle for every point; and thus the
scheme was only opened and not persisted in :--this is the
repert, and apparently authentic : it is easy to see that that
step had better, on a thousand reasons, not have been
taken at all, for all vigom"and effect of government will be
lost, and the people be more assuming than ever. Yesterday at Versailles, the mob was violent,--they insulted, and
even attacked all the clergy and nobility that are known to
be strenuous for preserving the separation of orders. The
bishop of Beauvais _ had a stone on his head, that almost
struck him down2 The archbishop of Paris had all his
windows broken, and forced to move his lod_ngs ; and the
cardinal de la Rochefoucauld hissed and hooted.
The
confusion is so great, that the court have only the troops to
depend on ; and it is now said confidently, that if an order
is given to the _'ench guards to fire on the people, they
will refuse obedience: this astonishes all, except those who
lmow how they have been disgusted by the treatment,
conduct, and manceuvres of the duc de Chatelet, their
colonel: so wretchedly have the affairs of the court, in
every particular, been managed ; so miserable its choice of
the men in office, even such as are the most intimately
connected with its safety, and even existence. W_at a
1 If they had knocked him on the head, he would not have been an
object of much pity.
At a meeting of the socieSy of agriculture in the
country, where common farmers were admitted to dine with people of
the first rank, this proud fool made difficulties of sitting down in such
company.--_u_hor'$ hole.
2 The poor "proud fool" was a victim of the September mas_mres
three years later. The archbishop died in 1790. The cardinal joined
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lesson to princes how they allow intriguing courtiers,
women, and fools, to interfere, or assume the power that
can be lodged, with safety, only in the hands of ability and
experience. It is asserted expressly, that these mobs have
been excited and instigated by the leaders of the commons,
and some of them paid by the due d'Orleans. The distraction of the ministry is extreme.--At night to the theatre
Francoise ; the Earl of Essex, 1 and the Maiso_ de Moliere.
The 26th. Every hour that passes seems to give the
people fresh spirit: the meetings at the Palais Royal are
more numerous, more violent, and more assured ; and in
the assembly of electors, at Paris, for sending a deputation
to the National Assembly, the language that was talked,
by aU ranks of people, was nothing less than a revolution in
the government, and the establishment of a free constitution: wilt they mean by a th'ee constitution is easily
understood_a republic ; for the doctrine of the times runs
every day more and more to that point; yet they profess,
that the kingdom ought to be a monarchy too ; or, at least,
that there ought to be a king. In the streets one is
stunned by the hawkers of seditious pamphlets, and descriptions of pretended events, that all tend to keep the
people equally ignorant and alarmed. The supineness, and
even stupidity of the court, is without example: the
moment demands the greatest decision,--and yesterday,
while it was actually a question, whether he should be a
doge of Venice, or a king of France, the king went a hunting I The spectacle the PalaSs Royal presented this night,
till eleven o'clock, and, as we afterwards heard, almost till
morning, is curious. The croud was prodigious, and fireworks of all sorts were played off, and all the building
was illuminated: these were said to be rejoicings on account of the due d'Orleans and the nobility joining the
commons; but united with the excessive freedom, and
even licentiousness, of the orators, who harangue the
people. With the general movement which before was
threatening, all this bustle and noise, which will not leave
them a moment tranquil, has a prodigious effect in preparing them for whatever purposes the leaders of the
i SeveralFrellchplaysbearthisname.
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commons shall have in view; consequently they are grossly
and diametrically opposite to the interests of the court ;but all these are bhnd and infatuated.
It is now understood by everybody, that the king's offers, in the seance
royale, are out of the question. The moment the commons
found a relaxation, even in the trifling point of assembling
in the great hall, they disregarded all the rest, and considered the whole as null, and not to be taken notice of,
unless enforced in a manner of which there were no s_ns.
They lay it down for a maxim, that they have a right to a
great deal more than what the king touched on, but that
they wilI accept of nothing as the concession of power:
they will assume and secure all to themselves, as matters
of right, many persons I talk with, seem to think there
is nothing extraordinary in this,--but it appears, that such
pretensions are equally dangerous and inadmissible, and
lead directly to a civil war, which would be the height of
madness and folly, when public liberty might certainly be
secured, without any such extremity. If the commons axe
to assume ever3_hing as their right, what power is there in
the state, short of arms, to prevent them from assuming
what is not their right ? They instigate the people to the
most extensive expectations, and if they are not gratified,
all must be confusion ; and even the king himself, easy and
lethargic as he is, his indifference to power will, by and by,
be seriously alarmed, and then he will be ready to listen to
measures, to which he will not at present give a moment's
attention.
All this seems to point strongly to great confusion, and even civil commotions ; and to make it apparent,
that to have accepted the king's offers, and made them
the foundation of future negociation, would have been the
wisest conduct, and with that idea I shall leave Paris.
The 27th. The whole business now seems over, and the
revolution complete. The king has been frightened by the
mobs into overturning his own act of the seance royale, by
writing to the presidents of the orders of the nobility and
clergy, requiring them to join the commons,--full in the
teeth of what he had ordained before. It was represented
to him, that the want of bread was so great in every part
of the kingdom, that there was no extremity to which the
people might not be driven : that they were nearly starving,
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and consequently ready to listen to any suggestions, and
on the qui rive for all sorts of mischief : that Paris and
Versailles would inevitably be burnt ; and in a word, that
all sorts of misery and confusion would follow his adherence
to the system announced in the seance royale. His apprehensions got the better of the party, who had for some
days guided him ; and he was thus induced to take this
step, which is of such importance, that he will never more
know where to stop, or what to refuse ; or rather he will
find, that in the future arrangement of the kingdom, his
situation will be very nearly that of Charles I. a spectator,
without power, of the effective resolutions of a long
parliament.
The joy this step occasioned was infinite : the
assembly, uniting with the people, all hurried to the
chateau. Vive le 1_oi might have been heard at ]_Iarly:
the king and queen appeared in the balcony, and wore received with the loudest shouts of applause ; the leaders, who
governed these motions, knew the value of the concession
much better than those who made it. I have to-day had
conversation with many persons on this business ; and, to
my amazement, there is an idea, and even among many of
the nobility, that this union of the orders is only for the
verification of their powers, and for making the constitution,
which is a new term they have adopted ; and which they
use as if a constitution was a pudding to be made by a
receipt. In vain I have asked, where is the power that can
separate them hereafter, if the commons insist on remaining together, which may be supposed, as such an arrangement will leave all the power in their own hands ? And in
vain I appeal to the evidence of the pamphlets written by
the leaders of that assembly, in which they hold the English
constitution_ cheap, because the people have not power
enough, owing to that of the crown and the house of lords.
The event now appears so clear, as not to be difficult to
predict: all real power will be henceforward in the commons, having so much inflamed the people in the exercise
of it, they will find themselves unable to use it temperately ;
the court cannot sit to have their hands behind them ; the
clergy, nobility, parliaments, and army, will, when they
find themselves all in danger of annihilation, unite in
their mutual defence ; but as such an union will demand
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time, they will find the people armed, and a bloody civil
war must be the result. I have more t.h,n once declared
this as my opinion, but do not find that others unite in it. 1
At all events, however, the tide now runs so strongly in
favour of the people, and the conduct of the court seems to
be so weak, divided, and blind, that little can happen that
will not clearly date from the present moment. Vigour
and abilities would have turned every thing on the side of
the court ; for the great mass of nobility in the kingdom,
_he higher clergy, the parliaments, and the army, were with
the crown; but this desertion of the conduct, that was
necessary to secure its power, at a moment so critical, must
lead to all sorts of pretensions.
At night the fire-works,
and illuminations, and mob, and noise, at the Palais Royal
increased ; the expence must be enormous; and yet nobody
knows with certainty from whence it arises: shops there
are, however, that for 12/. give as many squibs and serpents
as would cost five livres, There is no doubt of it being the
duc d'Orleans's money: the people are thus kept in a
continual ferment, are for ever assembled, and ready to be
in the last degree of commotion whenever called on by the
men they have confidence in. Lately a company of Swiss
would have crushed all this ; a regiment would do it now
if led with firmness ; but, let it last a fortnight longer, and
an army will be wanting.--At
the play, Mademoiselle
Cont', in the ]_[isantln'ope of ]_oliere, charmed me. She is
truly a great actress ; ease, grace, person, beauty, wit, and
soul. ]_ola did the misanthrope admirably.
I will not
take leave of the theatre Francois without once more giving
it the preference to all I have ever seen. I shall leave
Paris, however, truly rejoiced that the representatives of
the people have it undoubtedly in their power so to improve
the constitution of their count1T, as to render all great
abuses in future, if not impossible, at least exceedingly
i I may remark

at present,

long after this was written,

that, although

I was totally mistaken in my prediction,yet, on a revision,I think I
was right in it, and that the common course of events would hare produced such a civil war, to which every thing tended, from the moment
the commons rejected the king's prol_sitlons o£ the sea,we roffaZe, which
I now think, more than ever, that they ought, with qualifications, to
have accepted.
The events that followed were as little to be thought
of as of myself being made king of France.--Aut_rf's
note.
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difficult, and consequently will establish to all useful purposes an undoubted political liber_; and if they effect
this, it cannot be doubted but they will have a thousand
opportunities to secure to their fellow-subjecte the invaluable blessing of civil liberty also. The state of the finances
is such, that the government may easily be kept virtually
dependent on the states, and their periodical existence
absolutely secured. Such benefits will confer happiness on
25 millions of people; a noble and animating idea, that
ought to fill the mind of every citizen of the world, whatever be his country, religion, or pursuit.
I will not allow
myself to believe for a moment, that the representatives of
the people can ever so far forget their duty to the French
nation, to humanity, and their own fame, as to suffer any
inordinate and impracticable views,--any visionary, or
theoretic systems,--any frivolous ideas of speculative perfection : much less any ambitious private views, to impede
their progress, or turn aside their exertions, from that
security which is in their hands, to place on the chance and
hazard of public commotion and civil war, the invaluable
blessings which are certainly in their power. I will not
conceive it possible, that men who have eternal fame within
their grasp, will place the rich inheritance on the cast of a
die, and, losing the venture, be damned among the worst
and most profligate adventurers that ever disgraced humanity.--The
duc de Liancourt having made an immense
collection of pamphlets, buying every,thing that has a relation to the present period ; and, among the rest, the cahiers
of all the districts and towns of France of the three orders;
it was a great object with me to read these, as I was sure
of finding in them a representation of the grievances of
the three or_lers, and an explanation of the improvements
wished for in the government and administration.
These
cahiers being instructions given to theh' deputies, I have
now gone through them all, with a pen in hand, to make
extracts, and shall therefore leave Paris to-morrow.
The 28th. Having provided myself a light French
cabriolet for one horse, or gig Anglois, and a horse, I left
Paris, taking leaving of my excellent friend, ]_ons. Lazowski, whose anxiety for the fate of his country, made me
respect his character as much as I had reason to love it for
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the thousand attentions I was in the daffy habit of receiving from him. _[y kind protectress, the dutehess d'Estissac,
had the goodness to make me promise, that I would return
to her hospitable hotel, when I had finished the journey I
was about to undel_ake.
Of the place I dined at on my
road to Nangis, 1 I forget the name, but it is a post-house
on the left, at a small distance out of the road. It afforded
me a bad room, bare w'_ls, cold raw weather, and no fire ;
for, when lighted, it smoked too much to be borne ;--I was
thoroughly out of humour:
I had passed some time at
Paris amidst the fire, energy, and animation of a great revolution.
And for those moments not filled by poli_cal
events, I had enjoyed the resources of liberal and instructing conversation;
the amusements of the first theatre in
the world, and the fascinating
accents of Mandini, had by
turns solaced and charmed
the fleeting
moments;
the
change to inns, and those French inns ; the ignorance of
everybody
of those events that were now passing, and
which so intimately
concerned
them; the detestable
cir.
cumstance
of having no newspapers,
with a press much
freer than the English, altogether
formed such a contrast,
that my heart sunk with depression.
At Guignes," an
itinerant dancing-master
was fiddling to some children of
tradesmen;
to relieve my sadness, I became a spectator
of their innocent pleasures, and, with great magnificence I
gave four 12]:. pieces for a cake for the children, which
made them dance _dth _'esh an_m_ttion ; but my host, the
postmaster,
who is a surly pickpocket,
thought
that if I
was so rich, he ought also to receive the benefit, and made
me pay 9 liv. 10ft for a miserable
tough chicken, a cutlet,
a sallad, and a bottle of sorry wine.
Such a dirty, pilfering disposition,
did not tend to bring me into better
humour.m30
miles.
The 29th.
To Nangis, 3 the chateau of which belongs to
the marquis de Guerchy, who las_ yeaa" at Caen had kindly
made me promise to spend a few days here.
A house
almost full of company, and some of them agreeable, with
the eagerness of IKons. de Guerchy for farming, and the
I (Seine and Marne.)
Portions
of this ch6tteau

remain

in good

2 Ib/do
preservation,
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amiable naivet_ of the marchioness, whether in life, pohtics,
or a farm, were well calculated to bring me into tune again.
But I found myself in a circle of politicians, with whom I
could agree in hardly any other particular, except the
general one of cordially wislfing that France might establish an indestructible system of liberty ; but for the means
of doing it, we were far as the poles asunder. The chaplain
of Mons. de Guerchy's regiment, who has a cure here, and
I had known at Caen, Mons. l'Abb_ de ---,
was particularly strenuous for what is caUed the regeneration of
the ldngdom, by which it is impossible, from the explanation,
to understand any thing more than a theoretic perfection
of government; questionable in its ori_o4n,hazardous in its
progress, and visionary in its end; but always presenting
itself under a most suspicious appearance to me, because
its advocates, from the pamphlets of the leaders in the
National Assembly, to the gentlemen who make its panegyric at present, all affect to hold the constitution of England cheap in respect of liberty : and as tlmt is unquestionably, and by their own admission the best the world ever
saw, they profess to appeal from practice to theory, which,
in the arrangement of a question of science, might be admitted (though with caution); but, in establishing the
complex interests of a great kdngdom, in securing freedom
to 25 millions of people, seems to me the very acing of imprudence, the very quintessence of insanity. My argument
was an appeal to the Enghsh constitution ; take it at once,
which is the business of a single vote ; by your possession
of a real and equal representation of the people, you t_ve
freed it from its only great objection; in the remaining
circumstances, which are but of small importance, improve
it--but imi_rove it cautiously ; for surely that ought to be
touched with caution, which has given from the moment of
its establishment, felicity to a great nation; which has
given greatness to a people designed by nahlre to be little ;
and, from being the humble copiers of every neighbour, has
rendered them, in a single century, rivals to the most successful nations in those decorative arts that embellish human
life : and the masters of the world in all those tl_t contribute to its convenience. I was commended for my attachment to what Ithought was liberty; but answered, that th_
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k_ng of France must have no veto on the will of the nation;
and that the army must be in the hands of the prov_uees,
with an hundred ideas equally impracticable and preposterous. Yet these are the sentiments which the court has
done all in its power to spread through the kingdom ; for,
will posterity believe, that while the press has swarmed
with inflammatory productions, that tend to prove the
blessings of theoretical confusion, and speculative licentiousness, not one writer of talents has been employed to
refute and confound the fashionable doctrines, nor the least
care taken to disseminate works of another complexion ? By
the way, when the court found that the states could not be
assembled on the old plan, and that great innovations must
accordingly be made, they ought to have taken the constitution of England for their model ; in the mode of assem.
bling, they should have thrown the clergy and nobles into
one chamber, with a throne for the ]ring, when present.
The commons should have assembled in another, and each
chamber have, as in :England, verified their powers only to
themselves.
And when the king held a seance royale, the
commons should have been sent for to the bar of the lords,
where seats should have been provided; and the king, in
the edict that constituted the states, should have copied
from England enough of the rules and orders of proceeding
to prevent those preliminary discussions, which in France
lost two months, and gave time for heated imaginations to
work upon the people too much. By talcing such steps,
security would have been had, that if changes or events unforeseen arose, they would at least be met with in no such
dangerous channel as another form and order of arrangement would permit.ml5 miles.
The 30th. :5_y friend's chateau is a considerable one,
and much beff_er built than was common in England in the
same period, 200 years ago; I believe, however, that this
superiority was universal in France, in all the arts. They
were, I apprehend, in the reign of Henry IV. far beyond us
in towns, houses, streets, roads, and in short, in every thing.
We have since, thanks to liberty, contrived to turn the
tables on them. Like all the chateaus I have seen in France,
it stands close to the town, indeed joining the end of it ;
but the back front, by some very judicious l_lan_ations, has
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enLirely the air of tile country., without the sight of any
buildings.
There the present marquis has formed an English lawn, with some agreeable winding walks of gravel,
and other decorations, to skirt it. In this lawn they are
making hay; and I have had the marquis, ]k[ons. l'Abbg,
and some others on the stack to shew them how to make
and tread it : such hot politicians !--it is well they did not
set the stack on fire. Nangis is near enough to Paris for
the people to be politicians ; the perruquier that dressed me
this morning tells me, that every body is determined to pay
no taxes, should the National Assembly so ordain. But
the soldiers will have something to say. No, Sia', never :be assured as we are, that the French soldiers will never
fire on the people : but, ff they should, it is better to be
shot than stalwed. He gave me a frightful account of the
misery of the people ; whole families in the utmost distress ;
those that work have a pay insufficient to feed them--and
many that find it difficult to .get work at all. I enquired
of ]_ons. de Guerchy concerning this, and found it true.
By order of the ma_strates no person is allowed to buy
more than two bushels of wheat at a market, to prevent
monopolizing.
It is clear to common sense, that all such
regulations have a direct tendency to increase the evil, but
it is in vain to reason with people whose ideas are immoveably fixed. Being here on a market-day, I attended, and
saw the wheat sold out under this regulation, with a party
of dragoons drawn up before the market-cross to prevent
violence. The people quart.el with the bakers, asserting the
prices they demand for bread are beyond the proportion of
wheat, and proceeding from words to scuffling, raise a riot,
and then run away with bread and wheat for nothing : this
has happenod at Nangis, and many other markets; the
consequence was, that neither farmers nor bakers would
supply them till they were in danger of starving, and, when
they did come, prices under such circumstances must necessarily rise enormously, which aggravated the mischief, till
troops became really necessary to give security to those who
supplied the markets. I have been sifting Madame de
Guerchy on the expences of living ; our friend Mons. l'Abbg
joined the conversation, and I collect fu'om it, that to live
in a chateau like this, with six men-servants, five maids.
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eight horses, a garden, and a regular t_ble, with company,
but never to go to Paris, might be clone for 1000 louis a
year.
It would in England cost 2000 ; the mode of living
(not the price of things) is therefore cent. per cent. different.
--There are gentlemen (noblesse) that live in this country
on 6 or 8000 liv. (2621. to 3501.), that keep two men, two
maids, ttn'ee horses, and a cabriolet; there are the same in
England, but they are fools.
Among the neighbom's that
visited Nangis was Mons. Trudaine de ]_ontigny, with his
new and pretty wife, to return the first visit of ceremony:
he has a fine chateau at ]_Iontigny, l and an estate of 4000
louis a year.
This lady was ]_ademoiseUe
de Cour Breton,
niece to Madame Calonne ; she was to have been m_rried
to the son of Mons. Lamoignon, 2 but much against her inclinations ; finding that common refusals had no avail, she
determined on a very uncommon one, which was to go to
church, in obedience to her _ather's orders, and give a
solemn _o instead of a yea. She was aftel_vards at :Dijon,
and never stirred but she was received with huzzas and
acclamations
by the people for refusing to be allied wlth la
Cour Pleniere ; and her firmness was every where spoken
of much to her advantage.
Mons. la Luzerne was with
them, nephew to the French ambassador at London, who,
in some broken English, informed me, that he had learned
to box of ]_endoza?
No one can say that he has travelled
without making acquisitions.
Has the duc d'Orleans learned
to box also ? The news from Paris is bad : the commotions
increase greatly:
and such an alal_n has spread, that the
Queen has called the marechal de Broglio to the king's
closet ; he has had several conferences : the report is, thai
1 Probably _ontigmy-Le Roi (tIte. Marne). There are four towns of
this name in eastern France.
2 Lamoignon was associated with Brienne de LomSnie in the establishment of the courpldni_re, a measure which did more than anything
else to hasten the Revolution. During the Middle Ages, the name had
been applied to assemblages of the king and his vassals on the occasion
of f_tes or totu'neys. Under an obsolete title, Louis XVL established
a kind of High Corn.t,suspending the provincial parliaments, and investing
judicial power, in himself, his ministers, and the court. Lamoignon,
like Brienne, committed suicide. See H. Martin, voI. xvi. ch. ] 06.
s At the time Arthur Young wrote boxing formed a regular exhibition, and a theatre was opened for it in the Strand. Mendoza opened
the Lyceum in 1791,
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an army will be collected under him. It may be now
necessary; but woeful management to have made it so.
JuLY 2. To ])Ieaux I ]_ons. de Guerchy was so kind as
to accompanyme to Columiers ; 2 I had a letter to ]_[ons.
Anvec Dumec.
Pass Rosoy _ to Maupertuis/through
a
country chearhtlly diversified by woods, and scattered with
villages; and single farms spread every where as about
Nangis. Maupertuis seems to have been the creation of the
marquis de ]_ontesquieu, who has here _ very fine chateau
of his own building; an extensive English garden, made by
the count d'Artois' gardener, with the town, has all been of
his own forming.
I viewed the garden with pleasure; a
proper advantage has been taken of a good command of a
stream, and many fine springs which l_se in the grounds ;
they are well conducted, and the whole executed with taste.
In the ldtchen-garden, which is on the slope of a hill: one
of these springs has been applied to excellent use: it is
made to wind in many doubles through the whole on a
paved bed, feigning numerous basons for watering the garden, and might, with little trouble, be conducted alternately
to every bed as in Spain. This is a hint of real utility to
all those who folun gardens on the sides of hills ; for watering with pots and pails is a miserable, as well as expensive
succedaneum to this infinitely more effective method.
There is but one fault in this garden, which is its being
placed near the house, where there should be nothing but
lawn and scattered trees when viewed from the ctmteau.
The road might be hidden by _ judicious use of planting.
The road to Columiers is admirably feigned of broken
stone, like gravel, by the marquis of Montesquieu, partly at
his own expence. Before I finish with this nobleman, let
me observe, _hat he is commonly esteemed the second family
in France, and by some who admit his pretensions, even
the first; he elaJans from the house of Arm_gnac, which
was undoubtedly from Charlemagne : the present king of
France, when he signed some paper relative to this faznily,
I (Seine and Marne.)
a Coulommiers.
There are several places of this name in France,
the derivation of the word being Golombier, a place for rearing pigeons
(seine and Marne).
8 Roz_)y.en-Brie (Seine and Marne).
_ Maupertuis (ibiif,),
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that seemed to admit the claim, or refer to it, remarked,
that it was declaring one of his subjects to be a better
gentleman than himself. But the house of Montmorenei,
of which family are the dukes of Luxembourg and Laval,
and the prince of Robee, is generally admitted to be the
first. Mons. de _fontesquieu _ is a deputy in the states, one
of the quarante in the Trench academy, having written
several pieces: he is also chief minister to Monsieur the
king's brother, an office that is worth 100,000 liv. a year
(4,3751.) Dine with Mons. and Madame Dumeg; conversation here, as in every other town of the country, seems
more occupied by the dearness of wheat th,n on any other
:ircumstance ; yesterday was market-day, and a riot ensued
of the populace, in spite of the troops, that were drawn up
_s usual to protect the corn : it rises to 46 liv. (21. 3d.) the
septier, or half-quarter,--and
some is sold yet higher. To
Meaux.--32 miles.
The 3d. ]t_eaux was by no means in my direct road;
but its district, Brie, _is so highly celebrated for fertility,
that it was an object not to omit. I was provided with
letters for M. Bernier, a considerable farmer, at Chaueannln,
near ]_eaux ; and for M. Gibert, of Neuf ]_outier, 3
a considerable cultivator, whose father and himself had
between them made a fortune by agriculture.
The fol_ner
gentleman was not at home ; by the latter I was received
with great hospitality; and I found in him the strongest
desire to give me every infol_nation I wished. Mons.
Gibert has built a very handsome and commodious house,
with farmlng-offices, on the most ample and solid scale. I
was pleased to find his wealth, which is not inconsiderable,
to have arisen all from the plough. He did not forget to
let me know, that he was noble ; and exempted from all
tailles ; and that he had the honours of the chace, his father
having purchased the charge of Secretaire du Rol : but he
very wisely lives en fermier. His wife made ready the table
i Soldier, politician, litterateur.
He separated himself from the court
after the flight to Varennes, commanded the victorious Republican
army in Savoy, but being accused of monarchical sympathies, retired to
Switzerland in 1792. Died 1798.

2 The ComtgdeBrie,in Champa,_:ne,
nowformingpart of the depart.
ment of Seine and Marne, famous for'ira cheeses.
8 Neufmontier, near Meaux.
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for cllnner, and his bailiff, with the female domestic, who
has the charge of the dairy, &c. both dined with us. This
is in a true faming style ; it has many conveniencies, and
looks like a plan of living, which does not promise, like the
foppish modes of httle gentlemen, to run through a fortune, from false shame and silly pretensions,
I can find
no other fault with his system than having built a house
enormously beyond his plan of living, which can have no
other effect than tempting some successor, less prudent
than b_mself into expences that might dissipate all his
and his father's savings.
In England that would certainly be the case: the danger, however, is not equal in
France.
The 4th. To Chateau TMery, 1following the course of the
Marne. The country is pleasantly raided, and hilly enough
to render it a constant picture, were it inclosed. Thiery is
beautifully situated on the same river. I arrived there by
five o'clock, and wished, in a period so interesting to France,
and indeed to all Europe, to see a newspaper. I asked for
a coffee-house, not one in the town. Here are two padshes,
and some thousands of inhabitants, and not a newspaper
to be seen by a traveller, even in a moment when all ought
to be anxiety.--What stupidity, poverty, and want of circulation ! Tiffs people hardly deselxe to be free ; and should
there be the least attempt with vigour to keep them otherwise, it can hardly fail of succeeding. To those who have
been used to travel amidst the energetic and rapid circulation of wealth, animation, and intelligence of England, it
is not possible to describe, in words adequate to one's feelings, the dulness and stupidity of France. I have been to
day on one of their greatest roads, within thirty miles of
Paris, yet I _ave not seen one diligence, and met but a
single gentleman's carriage, nor anything else on the road
that looked like a gentleman.--80 miles.
The 5th. To ]_areuil. 2 The _arne, about 25 rods broad,
flows in an arable vale to the right. The country hilly, and
parts of it pleasant ; from one elevation there is a noble
view of the river. _Iareuil is the residence of ]_ons. Le
Blanc, of whose husband_.'and
ICh_teau-Thierry
{Aisne).
0

improvements, particularly
2 Mareuil-sur-Ay
(Marne).
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in sheep of Spain, and cows of Switzerland, ]_ons. de
Broussonet had spoken very advantageously.
This was
the gentleman also on whom I depended for information
relative to the famous vineyards of Epernay, that produce
the fine Champagne.
What therefore was my disappointment, when his servants informed me that be was nine
leagues off on business. Is Madame Le Blanc at home ?
No, sl_ _ at Dormans. My complaining ejaculations were
interrupted by the approach of a very pretty young lady,
whom I found to be ]_Iademoiselle I,e Blanc. Her mama
would retur_ to dln_er, her Ta_pa at night ; and, if I wished
to see him, I had better stay. When persuasion takes so
pleasing a form, it is not easy to resist it. There is
manner of doing every thing that either leaves it absolutely indifferent or that interests.
The unaffected good
humour and simplicity of ]_ademoiselle :Le Blanc entertained me till the return of her mama, and made me say to
myself, you will make a good farmer's wife. madame Le
Blanc, when she returned, confirmed the native hospitality
of her daughter ; assured me, that her husband would be
at home early in the morning, as she must dispatch a
messenger to him on other business. In the evening we
supped with ]_Ions. B. in the same village, who married
]_[adame :he Blanc's niece; to pass Mareull, it has the
appearance of a small hamlet of inconsiderable farmers,
with the houses of their labourers ; and the sentiment that
would arise in most bosoms, would be that of picturing the
banishment of being condemned to live in it. Who would
think that tJaere should be two gentlemen's fa,mil_es in it ;
and that in one I should find Mademoiselle Le Blanc singing to her systrum, and in the other Madame B. young and
handsome, performing on an excellent English piano forte ?
Compared notes of the expences of living in Cha.mi)agne
and Suffolk ;--agreed, that 100 louis d'or a year in Champagne, were as good an income as 180 in England, which I
believe true. On his return, _Ions. Le Blanc, in the most
obliging manner, satisfied all my enquiries, and gave me
letters to the most celebrated wine districts.
The 7th. To Epernay/famous for its wines. I had letters
(Marne.)
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for Mons. Paretilaine, one of the most considerable merchants, who was so obliging as to enter, with two other
gentlemen, into a minute disquisition of the produce and
profit of the fine vineyards. The hotel de Rohan here is a
very good inn, where I solaced myself with a bottle of excellent vin mousseux for 40fl and _'ank prosperity to true
libel_y in France.--12 miles.
The 8th. To Ay,1 a village not far out of the road to
I_heims, very famous for its wines. I had a letter for Mons.
I_snier, who has 60,000 bottles in his cellar, but unfortunately he was not at home. Mons. Dorse has from 30 to
40,000. All through this country the crop promises miserably, not owing to the great frost, but the cold weather of
last week.
To Rheims, _through a forest of five miles, on the crown
of the hill, which separates the narrow vale of Epernay
from the great plain of Rheims. The first view of that city
from this hill, just before the descent, at the distance of
about four miles, is magnificent.
The cathedral makes a
great figtu'e, and the church of St. Remy terminates the
town proudly.
Many times I have had such a view of
towns in France, but when you enter them, all is a clutter
of narrow, crooked, dark, and dirty lanes. At Rheims it is
very different: the streets ave almost all broad, straight,
and well built, equal in that respect to any I have seen ;
and the inn, the hotel de Moullnet, is so large and wellserved as not to check the emotions raised by agreeable
objects, by giving an impulse to contrary vibrations in the
bosom of the traveller, which at inns in France is too often
the case. At dinner they gave me also a bottle of excellent
wine. I suppose fixed air is good for the rheumatism ; I
had some w_ithes of it before I entered Champagne, but
the vi_ mousse_z has absolutely banished it. I had letters
for ]_ons. Cadot l'ain6, a considel_ble manufacturer, and
the possessor of a large vineyard, which he cultivates himself; he was therefore a double fund to me. He received
me very politely, answered my enquiries, and shewed me
his fabric, The cathedral is large, but does not strike me
like that of Amiens, yet ornamented, and many painted
z (Marne.)

z (/bid.)
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windows.
They showed me the spot where the kings are
crowned.
You enter and quit Rheims through superb and
elegant iron gates : in such public decorations, promenades,
&c. French towns are much beyond English ones. Stopped
at Sillery, _ to view the wine press of the marquis de Sillery; 2
he is the greatest wine-fallner in all Champagne, having in
his own hands 180 arpents.
Till I got to Sillery, I knew
not that it belonged to the husband of Hadamc de Genlis;
but I dctermined,
on hearing that it did, to pluck up impudence enough to introduce myself to the marquis, should
he be at home : I did not like to pass the door of TCradame
de Genlis without seeing her: her writings are too celebrated.
IJa Petite Loge, where I slept, is bad enough of all conscience,
but such a reflection would have made it ten times worse :
the absence, however, of both Mons. and Hadame quieted
both my wishes and anxieties.
He is in the states.--28
miles.
The 9th. To Chalons, _ through a poor country and poor
crops.
H. de Broussonet
had given me a letter to Molls.
Sabbatier, secretary to the academy of sciences, but he was
absent.
A regiment passing to Paris, an officer at the inn
addressed
me in English:
He had learned,
he said, in
America, damme l--He had taken lord Cornwallis, damme!
--]Karechal Brog]io was appointed to command an army of
50,000 men near Paris--it
was necessary--the
tiers gtat
were running
mad--and
wanted some wholesome
correction ;--they want to establish a republic--absurd
! Pray,
Sir, what did you fight for in America ? To establish a republic.
What was so good for the Americans, is it so bad
for the French?
Aye, damme! that is the way the English
want to be revenge&
It is, to be sure, no bad opportunity.
Can the English follow a better example ? He then made
many enquiries about what we thought and said upon it in
England : and I may remark, that almost every person I
meet has the same idea--The
J_nglish Must be very well co_.
tented at our confusion.
They feel pretty pointedly what
they deserve.--12½
miles.
I (Marne.)
2 First called the Comte de Genlis _ he was aRerwardsmemberof the
Convention, guillotined 1793.
Ch_lons-sur-Marne
(Marne).
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The 10th.
To Ore. _ Pass Courtisseau, "_a small village,
with a great church ; and though a good stream, not an
idea of irrigation.
Roofs of houses a]r, ost fiat, with projecting eaves, resembling those from Pau to Bayonne.
At
St. Menehoud 3 a dreadful tempest,'a_er
a burning day, with
such a fall of rain, that I could hardly get to Mons. l'kbb_
Michel, to whom I had a letter.
When I found him, the
incessant flashes of lightning would allow me no conversation ; for all the females of the house came into the room
for the Abb_'s protection I suppose, so I took leave.
The
vim de Ghalnpagne, which is 40fi at Rheims, is 3 liv. at
Chalons and here, and execrably bad; so there is an end
of my physic for the rheumatism.--25
miles.
The llth.
Pass Islets, _ a town (or rather collection of
dirt and dung) of new features, that seem to mark, with
the faces of the people, a country not French.--25
miles.
The 12th.
Walldng up a long hills to ease my mare, I
was joined by a poor woman, who complained of the times,
and that it was a sad country ; demanding her reasons, she
said her husband had but a morsel of land, one cow, and a
poor little horse, yet they had afranchar
(42 lb.) of wheat,
and three chickens, to pay as a quit-rent to one Seigneur ;
and four franchar
of oats, one chicken and If. to pay to
another, besides very heavy taffies and other taxes.
She
had seven children, and the cow's milk helped to make the
soup. But why, instead of a horse, do not you keep another
cow ? Oh, her husband could not carry his produce so well
without a horse ; and asses are little used in the country.
It was said, at present, that something was to b_ done by
some great folks for such poor o_es, but she did not know who
nor how, but God send us better, car les failles & les droits
nous ecrase_t._This
woman, at no great distance_ might
i Auve, on the river of that name (Marne}.
I Courtisois_ a curious Celtic community (Marne}.
g St. Menehould (Marne}.
4 Les Islettes. This "collection of dirt and dung" is h_storie. From the
neighbouring village of Grandpr6, Dumouriez wrote to the ]Kinister of
War in September, 1792. "J'attends les Prussieas. Le camp de Grandpr6
et eciui des Islettes sont les Thermopyles de la France ; mais je serai
plus heureux que L6onidas?'_Mm_ET. The prophecy was not strietly
fulfilled. The l_russians foiled his manoeuvresat Grandprg_ but a few
days later the victory of Valmy savcd the Republic.
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have been taken for sixty or seventy, her figure was so bent,
and her face so fun'owed and hardened by labour,--but she
said she was only twenty-eight. An Englishman who has
not travelled, cannot imagine the figure made by infinitely
the greater part of the countrywomen in France ; it speaks,
at the first sight, hard and severe labour: I am inclined to
think, that they work harder than the men, and this, united
with the more miserable labour of bringing a new race of
slaves into the world, destroys absolutely all symmetry of
person and every feminine appearance. To what are we
to attribute this difference in the manners of the lower
people in the two kingdoms?
To GOVSRNM_._.--23
Iniles.

The 13th. Leave Mar-le-Tour i at four in the morning :
the village herdsman was sounding his horn ; and it was
droll to see every door vomiting out its hogs or sheep, and
some a few goats, the flock collecting as it advances. Very
poor sheep, and the pigs with mathematical backs, large
• se_c_mentsof small circles, They must have abundance of
commons here, but, if I may judge by the report of the
animals carcases, dreadfully overstocked. To _Ietz, 2one of
the strongest
placesin France;passthreedraw-bridges,
butthecommand ofwatermust givea strengthequalto
itsworks. The common garrison
is10,000men,butthere
are fewer at present.
Waited on _/I. de Payen, secretary
of the academy of sciences ; he asked my plan, which I e_plained; he appointed me at four in the afternoon at the
academy, as there would be seance held ; and he promised
to introduce me to some persons who could answer my enquiries. I attended accordingly, when I found the academy
assembled at one of their weekly meetings. Wrons.Payen
introduced me to the members, and, before they proceeded
to their business, they had the goodness to sit in council
on my enquiries, and to resolve many of them. In the
"Almanach des Trois Evechgs," 1789, this academy is said
to have been instituted particularly for agriculture;
I
turned to the list of their honorary members to see what
attention they had paid to the men who, in the present age,
I Mars-la-Tour (Meurthe and Moselle}.
Metz, former chef-lieu of the department of the Moselle_ new annexed
to Pruasia.
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have advanced that art. I found an Englishman, Dora
Cowley, of London. Who is Dom Cowley ?--Dined at the
table d'hSte, with seven officers, out of whose mouths, at
this important moment, in which conversation is as free as
the press, not one word issued for which I would give a
straw, nor a subject touched on of more importance, than
a coat, or a puppy dog. At table d'h6tes of officers, you
have a voluble garniture of bawdi'y or nonsense; at those
of merchants, a mournful and stupid silence. Take the
mass of mankind, and you have more good sense in half an
hour in England than in half a year in France--Government ! Again :--all--all--is
government.--15 miles.
The 14th. 1 They have a cabinet literaire at Metz, something like that I described at Nantes, but not on so great
a plan ; and they admit any person to read or go in and out
for a day, on paying 4./:. To this I eagerly resorted, and
the news from Paris, both in the public prints, and by the
information of a gentleman, I found to be interesting.
Versailles and Pal_s are surrounded by troops : 35,000 men
are assembled, and 20,000 more on the road, large trains
of artillery collected, and a_ the preparations of war. The
assembling of such a number of troops has added to the
scarcity of bread ; and the magazines that have been made
for their support, are not easily by the people distinguished
from those they suspect of being collected by monopolists.
This has aggravated their evils almost to madness; so
that the confusion and tumult of the capital are extreme.
A gentleman of an excellent understanding, and apparently
of considel_tion, from the attention paid him, with whom
I had some conversation on the subject, lamented in the
most pathetic terms, the situation of his country ; he considers a civil wax as impossible to be avoided. There is
not, he added, a doubt but the court, finding it impossible
to bring the National Assembly to terms, will get rid of
them; a bankruptcy at the same moment is inevitable;
the union of such confusion must be a civil war ; and it is
now only by torrents of blood that we have any hope of
establishing a freer constitution : yet it must be established;
for the old government is rivetted to abuses that are insupI Needlessperhapsto remindthe readerthat on thisday tookplace
the stormingof the Bastile.
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tltiortable. He agreed witJa me entirely, that the proposione of the seance royale, though certainly not sufficiently
satisfactory, yet, were the ground for a negocia_ion, that
would have secured by degrees all eve_ that the sword can
give us, let it be as successful as it will. The Turse--the
power of the Turse _s every thing; skilfully managed, with so
necessitous a government as:ours, it would, one after another,
have gained all we wished. As to a war, Heaven k_wws the
event; and if we have success, success itself may ruin us;
France _nay have a Cromwell in its bosom, as well as England.
Metz is, without exception, the cheapest town I
have been in. The table d'hSte is 36]:.a head, plenty of
good wine included.
We were ten, and had two courses
and a dessert of ten dishes each, and those courses plentiful. The. supper is the same; I had mine, of a pint of
wine and a large plate of ehaudlgs, _in my chamber, for 10ft
a horse, bay, and corn 25]:.and nothing for the apartment;
my expence was therefore 71fl a day, or 2s. ll,d. ; and
with the table d'hSte for supper, would have been but 97]:.
or 4s. 0_d.--In addition, much civility and good attend.
ance. It is at the Faisan. Why are the cheapest inns in
_rance the best ?--The country to Pont-a-Mousson _is all
of bold feature.--The river ]_Ioselle, which is considerable,
runs in the vale, and the hills on either side are high.
Not far from Metz there are the remains of an ancient
aqueduc_ for conducting the waters of a spring across the
Moselle: there are many arches left on this side, with the
houses of poor people built between them. At Pon_-a.
]_ousson ]_ons. Pichon, the sub-delegug of the intendant,
to whom I had le_ers, received me politely, satisfied my
enquiries, which he was well able to do from his office,and
conducted me to see whatever was worth viewing in the
town. It does not contain much ; the 3cole _nilitaire, for
the sons of the poor nobility, also the convent de Premonte, 8
i _chaud_, galette or fritter.
2 Pont-_-Mousson (Meurthe and Moselle).
8 Our author was misinformed here.
The Pr_montr_s having resisted alike the authority of the Bishop of Metz, the King and the Pope,
had been finally replaced, as a teaching body, by _he Jesuits under
Louis XIII.
The co°nvent of St. Eloi, originally occupied by the l_r6montrgs, was exchanged by their successors for the n_ore commodious
house of des Petits Carmes, in 1635, and it is of this that Arthur Young
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which has a very fine library, 107 feet long and 25 broad.
I was introduced to the abbot as a person who had some
-knowledge in agriculture.--17
miles.
The 15th.
I went to Nancy/
with great expectation,
having heard it represented as the prettiest town in France_
I think, on the whole, it is not undeserving
the character
in point of building, direction, and breadth of streets.-Bourdeaux is far more magnificent;
Bayonne and Nantes
are more lively; but there is more equality in Nancy; it
is almost all good; and the public buildings are numerous.
The _lace royale, and the adjoining area are superb.
Letters from Paris ! all confusion ! the rn_n]stry removed :
_Ions. Necker ordered to quit the kingdom without noise.
The effect on the people of Nancy was considerable.--I
was
with Moils. Willemet when his letters arrived, and for some
time his house was full of enquirers;
all agreed, that it
was fatal news, and that it would occasion great commotions.
What will be the result at Nancy ? The answer was
in effect the same from all I put this question to: We are
a lrrovinvial tow_, we _n_st wait to see what is done at _Paris;
b_t every thi_ is to be flared fi'om the _eofle, because bread
is so dear, they are half starved, and are consequently ready
for commotion.
This is the general feeling;
they are as
nearly concerned as Paris; but they dare not stir; they
dare not even have an opinion of their own till they know
what Paris thinks ; so that if a starving populace were not
in question, no one would dream of moving.
This confirms
what I have often heard remarked, that the deficit would
not have produced the revolution
but in concurrence with
the price of bread.
Does not this shew the _nfin_te consequence of great cities to the liberty of mankind ? Without Paris, I _tuestion whether the present revolution, which
is fast working
in l_rance, could possibly have had an
origin.
It is not in the villages of Syria or Diarbekir that
tlm Grand Seigneur meets with a murmur against his will ;
and Museum. The library contains man), illuminated MSS. The
country eur_s, largely recruited from this order, rendered much service
to agriculture. See "L'administration de ragriculture, 1785-7."
i (i_Ieurtheand Moselle.) This department was formed fi'om what
remained of the two of that name,the greater part of which was annexed
to Germanyin 1871,
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i__ a_ Const_tmople thathe is obligedto manage _d
m_Y _utloneven_th despo_sm. ]_. Willemet,who is
demons_-_tor
of botany,shewedme thebo_ni_l garden,
but it is in a condition that speaks the w_ut of better
funds. He introduced me to a Mons. Durival, who has
written on the vine, and gave me one of his treatises, and
two of his own on botanical subjects.
He also con.
ducted me to ]_fona l'Abb_ Grandp_re, a gentleman curious
in gardening, who, as soon as he knew that I was an
Englishman, whimsically took it into his head to introduce me to a lady, my countrywoman, who hired, he said,
the greatest part of his house. I remonstrated against the
impropriety of this, but all in vain ; the Abb_ had never
travelled, and thought that if he were at the distance of
England from France (the French are not commonly good
geographers) he should be vel_y glad to see a Frenchman;
and that, by parity of reasoning, this lady must be the
same to meet a countryman she never saw or heard of.
Away he went, and would not rest till I was conducted
into her apal_ment. It was the dowager Lady Douglas;
she was unaffected, and good enough not to be offended at
such a strange intrusion.--She had been here but a few
days; had two fine daughters with her, and a beautiful
Kamchatka dog ; she was much troubled with the intelligence her friends in the town had just given her, that she
would, in all probability, be forced to move again, as the
news of _[ons. Necker's removal, and the new ministry
being appointed, would certainly occasion such dreadful
tumults, that a foreign family would probably find it
equally dangerous and disagreeable.--18 miles.
The 16th. All the houses at Nancy have tin eave troughs
and pipes, which render walking the streets much more easy
and agreeable ; it is also an additional consumption, which
is politically useful. Both this place and Luneville a_e
lighted in the English m_nner, instead of the lamps being
strung across the streets as in other French towns. Before
I quit Nancy, let me caution the unwary traveller, if he is
not a g_'eat lord, with plenty of money that he does not
know what to do with, against the hotel d'Angleterre ; a b_d
dinner 3 liv. and for the room as much more. A pint of
wine, and a plate of chaudid 20fi which at Metz was 10ft and
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in addition, I liked so lit%le my treatment, that I changed
my quarters to the hotel de Halle, where, at the table d'hSte,
I had the company of some agreeable officers, two good
courses, and a dessert, for 36]:.with a bottle of wine. The
chamber 20]:.; for building, however, the hotel d'Angleterre
is much superior, and is the first inn. In the evening to
Luneville.
The country about Nancy is pleasing.--17
miles.

The 17th. T,uneville i being the residence of Mons. ]Sazowsl_, the father of my much esteemed fl_end, who was
advertised of my journey, I waited on him in the morning ;
he received me with not politeness only, but hospitality-with a hospitality I began to think was not to be found on
this side of the kingdom.--From
]Kareuil hither, I had
really been so unaccustomed to receive any attentions of
that sort, that it awakened me to a train of new feelings
agTeeable enough.--An apartment was ready for me, which
I was pressed to occupy, desired to dine, and expected to
stay some days: he introduced me to his wife and family,
particularly to ]_. l'Abb$ Lazowski, who, with the most
obliging alacrity, undertook the office of shewing me whatever was worth seeing.--We examined, in a walk before
dinner, the establishment of the orphans ; well regulated
and conducted. T,uneville wants such establishments, for
it has no industry, and therefore is very poor ; I was assured
not less th_.n half the population of the place, or 10,000
persons are poor. Luneville is cheap. A cook's wages
two, three, or four louis. A maid's, that dresses hair,
three or four louis ; a common house-maid, one louis ; a
common footman, or a house lad, three louis. Rent of a
good house sixteen or seventeen louis. Lodgings of four or
five rooms,_some of them small, nine louis. After dinner,
wait on 1_[.Vaux dit Pompone, an intimate acquaintance of
my friend's ; here mingled hospitality and politeness also
received me, and so much pressed to dine with him tomorrow, that I should certainly have staid had it been
merely for the pleasure of more conversation with a very
sensible and cultivated man, who, though advanced in
),ears, has the talents and good humour to render his coral (Meurthe and Moselle.) Lun_ville is now the seat of a flourishing
and beautitul faience manufactory.
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party universally agreeable : I was obliged to refuse it ; I
was out of order all day. Yesterday's
heat was followed,
after some lightning, by a cold night, and I laid, without
knowing it, with the windows open, and caught cold I suppose, from the infol-mation of my bones.
I am acquainted
with strangers as easily and quie "ldy as any body, a habit
that much travelling can scarcely fail to give, but to be ill
among them would be e_uya_te, demand too much attention, and incroach on their humanity.
This induced me to
refuse the obliging wishes of both the ]_Iessrs. Lazowski,
Mons. Pompone, and also of a pretty and agreeable A_neri°
can lady, I met at the house of the latter.
Her history is
singular, and yet very natural.
She was Miss Blake, of
l_ew-York ; what carried her to Dominica I know not ; but
the sun did not spoil her complexion : a French officer,
Mons. Tibali_, on taking the island, made her his captive,
and _Tnself became her own, fell in love, and marl_ed her;
brought his prize to France, and settled her in his native
town of Luneville.
The regiment, of which he is major,
being quartered in a distant province, she complained of
seeing her husband not more than for six months in two
years.
She has been four years at LuneviUe ; and having
the society of thi'ee children, is reconciled to a scene of life
new to her.
Mons. Pompone, who, she assured me, is one
of the best men in the world, has parties every day at his
house, not more to his own satisfaction
than to her comfort.--This
gentleman
is another instance, as well as the
major, of attachment to the place of nativity ; he was born
at Luneville ; attended _ng Stanislaus in some respectable
office, neaa" his person ; has lived much at Paris, and with
the great, and had first ministers of state for his intimate
5iends ; but the love of the na_ale 8olin brought him back
to Luneville, where he has lived beloved and respected for
many years, surrounded by an elegant collection of books,
amongst which the poets are not forgotten, having h_m_elf
no inconsiderable
talents in transfusing
agreeable sentiments into pleasing verses. "He has some couplets of his
own composition, under the portraits of his friends, which
a_'e pretty and easy.
It would have given me much pleasure to have spent some days at Luneville;
an agreeable
opening was made for me in .two houses, where I should
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have met with a friendly and agreeable reception : but the
misfortunes of travelling are sometimes the accidents that
cross the moments prepared for enjoyment ; and at others,
the system of a journey inconsistent with the plans of destined pleasure.
The 18th. To Har, lng, _through an uninteresting country.-28 miles.
The 19th. To Savern,2 in Alsace : the country to Phalsbourg,s a small fortified town, on the frontiers, is much the
same to the eye as hitherto. The women in Alsace all
wear straw hats, as large as those worn in England; they
shelter the face, and should secure some pretty country
girls, but I have seen none yet. Coming out of Phalsbeurg,
there are some hovels miserable enough, yet have chimnies
and windows, but the inhabitants in the lowest poverty.
From that town to Savern all a mountain of oak timber,
the descent steep, and the road winding. In Savern, I
found myself to all appearance veritably in Germany ; for
two days past much tendency to a change, but here not one
person in an hundred has a word of French ; the rooms are
warmed by stoves ; the kitchen-hearth is three or four feet
high, and various other trifles shew, that you are among
another people. Looking at a map of France, and reading
histories of Louis XIV. never threw his conquest or seizure
of Alsace into the light which travelling into it did : to
cross a great range of mountains ; to enter a level plain,
inhabited by a people totally distinct and different from
France, with manners, language, ideas, prejudices, and
habits all different, made an impression of the injustice and
ambition of such a conduct, much more forcible than ever
reading had done • so much more powerful are things than
words.--22_ miles.
The 20_h. To S_sbourg, _ through one of the richest
scenes of soil and cultivation to be met with in France, and
rivalled only by Flanders, which however, exceeds it. I
i H6ming, _rench ; Hemingen, German.
Saverne, French ; Zabern, German.
s Phalsburg, formerly in the department of Meurthe, now annoxed
to Germany.
4 Formerly chef-Heu of the department o£ Ba8 Rkin, now annexed to
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arrived there at a critical moment, which I thought would
have broken my neck ; a detachment of horse, with their
trumpets on one side, a party of infantry, with their drums
beating on the other, and a great mob hallooing, frightened
my French mare; and I could scarcely keep her from
trampling on Messrs. the tiers etat. On arriving at the inn,
hear the interesting news of the revolt of Paris.--The
Guardes Francoises joining the people ; the little dependence
on the rest of the troops ; the taking the Bastile ; and the
institution of the _nilice bourgeoise ; in a word, of the absolute overthrow of the old government.
Every thing being
now decided, and the kingdom absolutely in the hands of
the assembly, they have the power to make a new constitut-ion, such as they think proper; and it will be a great
spectacle for the world to view, in this enlightened age, the
representatives of twenty-five millions of people sitting on
the construction of a new and better order and fabric of
liberty, than Europe has yet offered. It will now be seen,
whether they will copy the constitution of England, freed
from its faults, or attempt, from theory, to frame something
absolutely speculative : in the former case, they will prove
a blessing to their country; in the latter they will probably
involve it in inextricable confusions and civil wars, perhaps
not in the present period, but cer_.in]y at some future one.
I hear nothing of their removing from Versailles ; if they
stay there under the controul of an armed mob, they must
make a government that will please the mob; but theywill,
I suppose, be wise enough to move to some central town
Tours, Blois, or Orleans, where their deliberations may be
free. But the Parisian spirit of commotion spreads quickly;
it is here ; the troops that were near breaking my neck, are
employed, to keep an eye on the people who shew signs of
an intended revolt. They have broken flae windows of
some magistrates that are no favourites ; and a great mob
of them is at this moment assembled demanding clamourously to have meat at 5f. a pound. They have a cry among
them that will conduct them to good lengths,--Point
vYim2_t & vlvent les etdts._Waited
on Mons. Herman, professor of natural history in the University here, to whom I
had letters ; he replied to some of my questions, and introduced me for others to Mons. Zimmer, who having been in
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some degree a practitioner, had understanding enough of
the subject to afford me some information that was valuable. View the public buildings, and cross the Rhine
passing for some little distance into Germany, but no new
features to mark a change ; Alsace is Germany, and the
change great on descending the mountains. The exterior
of the cathedral is fine, and the tower singularly light and
beautiful; it is well known to be one of the highest in
Europe ; commands a noble and rich plain, through which
the Rhine, from the number of its islands, has the appearance of a chain of lakes rather than of a river.--Monument
of mareehal Saxe, &c. &c. I am puzzled about going to
Carlsrhue, the residence of the ]_argrave of Baden : it was
an old intention to do it, if ever I was within an hundred
miles ; for there are some features in the reputation of that
sovereign, which made me wish to be there. He fixed Mr.
Taylor, of Bifrons in Kent, whose husbandry I describe in
my Eastern Tour, on a large farm ; and the _conom_tss,
in their writings, speak much of an experiment he made in
their Physiocrafieal rubbish, which, however erroneous
their principles might be, marked much merit in the prince.
Mons. Herman tells me also, that he has sent a person into
Spain to purchase rams for the improvement of wool, I
wish he had fixed on somebody likely to understand a good
ram, which a professor of botany is not likely to do too
well. This botanist is the only person Mons. Herman
knows at Carlsrhue, and therefore can give me no letter
thither, and how can I go, unknown to all the world, to
the residence of a sovereign prince, for Mr. Taylor has
left him, is a difficulty apparently insurmountable.w22_
mi]e_.

The 21st. I have spent some time this morning at the
_i_t
llteraire, reading the gazettes and journals that
give an account of the transactions at Pal_s: and I have
had some conversation with several sensible and intelligent
men on the present revolution. The spirit of revolt is gone
forth into various parts of the kingdom; the price of
bread has prepared the populace every where for all sorts
of violence; at Lyons there have been commotions as
furious as at Paris, and the s_me at a great many other
places: Dauphing is in arms: and Bretagne in absolute
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rebellion.
The idea is, that the people will, from hunger,
be driven to revolt; and when once they find any other
means of subsistence than that of honest labour, every
thing will be to be feared. Of s_,.ch consequence it is to a
country, and indeed to every country, to have a good police
of corn ; a police that shall by securing a high price to the
farmer, encourage his culture enough to secure the people
at the same time from famine. My anxiety about Carlsrhue is now at an end ; the Margrave is at Spaw ; I sh_,ll
not therefore think of going.
2Vlght----Ihave been witness to a scene curious to a foreigner; but dreadful to
Frenchmen that are considerate.
Passing through the
square of the hotel de ville, the mob were breaking the
windows with stones, notwithstanding an officer and a de.
tachment of horse was in the squ_re. Perceiving that their
numbers not only increased, but that they grew bolder and
bolder every moment, I thought it worth staying to see
what it would end in, and clambered on to the roof of a
row of low stalls opposite the building, against which their
malice was directed. Here I beheld the whole eorn_no.
diously. Perceiving that the troops would not attack them,
except in words and menaces, they grew more violent, and
furiously attempted to beat the door in pieces with iron
crows ; placing ladders to the windows. In about a quarter
of an hour, which gave time for the assembled magistrates
to escape by a back door, they burst all open, and entered
like a torrent with a universal shout of the spectators.
From that minute a shower of casements, sashes, shutters,
chairs, tables, sophas, books, papers, pictures, &c., rained
incessantly from all the windows of the house, which is
seventy or eighty feet long, and which was then succeeded
by tiles, skirting boards, bannisters, frame-work, and every
part of the building that force could detach. The troops,
both horse and foot, were quiet spectators. They were at
first too few to interpose, and, when they became more
numerous, the mischief was too far advanced to admit of
any other conduct than guarding every avenue around,
permitting none to go to the scene of action, but let_ng
every one that pleased retire with his plunder; guards
being at the same time placed at the doors of the churches,
and all public buildings,
I was for two hours a spectator
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at different places of the scene, secm'e myself from the
falling furniture, but near enough to see a fine lad of about
14 crushed to death by something as he was handing
plunder to a woman, I suppose his mother, from the horror
pictured in her countenance. I remarked several common
soldiers, with their white cockades, among the plunderers,
and instigating the mob even in sight of the officers of the
detachment.
There were amongst them people so decently
dressed, that I regarded them with no small surprize :they destroyed all the public archives; the streets for
some way aro_md strewed with papers; this has been a
wanton mischief ; for it will be the ruin of many families
unconnected with the magistrates.
The 22d. To Schelestadt. 1 At Strasbourg, and the country I passed, the lower ranks of women wear their hair in
a toupee in front, and behind braided into a circular plait,
three inches thick, and is most curiously contrived to convinee one that they rarely pass a comb through it. I could
not but picture them as the nidu8 of living colonies, that
never approach me (they are not burthened with too much
beauty,) but I scratched "my head from sensations of imaginary itching. The moment you are out of a great town
all in this country is German ; the Jnn_ have one corer-on
large room, many tables and cloths ready spread, where
every company dines; gentry at some, and the poor at
others. Cookery also German : schnitz 2is a dish of bacon
and fried pears; has the appearance of a mess for the
devil; but I was surprlzed, on tasting, to find it better
than passable. At Schelestadt I had the pleasure of finding the count de la Rochefoucauld, whose regiment (of
Champagne), of which he is second major, is quartered
here. No,attentions could be kinder than what I received
from him; they were a renewal of the numerous ones I
was in the habit of experiencing from his family ; and he
introduced me to a good farmer from whom I had the
intelligence I wanted.--25 miles.
The 23d. An agreeable quiet day, with the count de la
Schlekstadt, German ; Schlestadt, French, formerly in the depart.
ment of Bas Rhin, now annexed to Germany.
Schnitz is a name applied to any frait cut and dried in the oven.
P
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Rochefoucauld
: dine with the officers of the regiment, the
count de Loumen_, the colonel, nephew to the cardinal de
Loumen_, present.
Sup at my friend's lodgings ; an officer
of infantry, a Dutch gentleman who has been much in the
East Indies, and speaks English there.
This has been a
refreshing day ; the society of wellinformed
people, liberal,
polite, and communicative,
has been a contrast to the
sombre stupidity of table d'hStes.
The 24th. To Isenheim,'by
Colmar. _ The country is in
general a dead level, with the Voge mountains very near to
the right ; those of Suabia to the left ; and there is another
range very distant,
that appears in the opening to the
south.
The news at the table d'h6te at Colmar curious,
that the Queen had a plot, nearly on the point of execution,
to blow up the National Assembly
by a mine, and to
march the army instantly to massacre all Paris. A French
officer present presumed
but to doubt of the truth of it,
and was immediately overpowered with numbers of tongues.
A deputy had written it ; they had seen the letter, and not
a hesitation
could be admitted:
I strenuously
contended,
that it was folly and nonsense at the firs_ blush, a mere
invention to render persons odious who, for what I knew,
might deserve to be so, but certainly not by such means ;
if the angel Gabriel had descended and taken a chair at
table to convince them, it would not have shaken their
faith.
Thus it is in revolutions, one rascal writes, and an
hundred thousand fools believe.--25
miles.
The 25th.
From Isenheim, the country changes from
the dead flat, to pleasant views and inequalities, improving
all the way to Befort, 3 but neither scattered houses nor inclosures. Great riots at Befort :--last night a body of mob
and peasants demanded of the ma_strates
the arms in the
magazine, to the amount of three or four thousand stand ;
being refused, they grew riotous and threatened to set fire
1 Ens/shehn,now Prusshm.
2 Colmar was formerly chef-lieu of the department of the Haut Rhin,
now annexed to Germany.
3 Belfort, formerly in the department of Haut Rhin, now chef-lieu of
the departmentof the Territoirede Belfort, created in 1871 ; a fortified
place of the firstimportancepand laved from manexatlonby the efforts
of M. Thiers.
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tO the town, on which the gates were shut ; and to-day the
regiment of Bourgogne arrived for their protection. _Ions.
Necker passed here to-day in his way from Basle to Paris,
escmged by 50 bourgeois horsemen, and through the town
by the music of all the troops. But the most bl_/llant
period of his life is past; from the moment of his reinstatement in power to the assembling of the states, the
fate of Fiance, and of the Bourbons, was then in his hands;
and whatever may be the result of the present confusions
they will, by posterity, be attributed to his conduct, since
he had unquestionably the power of assembling the states
in whatever form he pleased: he might have had two
chambers, three, or one; he might have given what would
unavoidably have slid into the constitution of England;
all was in his hands ; he had the greatest opportunity of
political architecture that ever was in the power of man :
the great legislators of antiquity never possessed such a
moment : in my opinion he missed it completely, and threw
that to the chance of the winds and waves, to which he
might have given impulse, direction, and life. I had
letters to ]_[ons. de Bellonde, commissaire de Cruerre; I
found him alone: he asked me to sup, saying he should
have some persons to meet me who could give me information. On my returning, he introduced me to Y[adame de
Bellonde, and a circle of a dozen ladies, with three or four
young o_ficers, leaving the room himself to attend Madame,
the princess of something, who was on her flight to Switzerland. I wished the whole company very cordially at the
devil, for I saw, at one glance, what sort of information I
should have. There was a little coterie in one corner
listening to .an officer's detail of leaving Paris. This gentleman furthe_ informed us, that the count d'Al%ois, and all
the princes of the blood, except ]_onsieur, and the duke
d'Orleans, the whole connection of Polignac, the marechal
de Broglio, and an infinite number of the first nobility had
fled the kingdom, and were daily followed by others ; and
lastly, that the R'{ng, Queen, and royal family, were in a
situation at Versailles really dangerous and alarming,
without any dependence on the troops near them, and, in
fac_, more like prisoners +.h,.nfree. Here is, therefore, a
revolution effected by a sort of magic; all powers in the
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realm are destroyed but that of the commons ; and it now
remain to see what sort of architects they are at rebuilding an edifice in the place of that which has been thus
marvellously tumbled in ruins. Supper being announced,
the company quitted the room, and as I did not push myself forward, I remained at the rear till I was very whim°
sically alone; I was a little struck at the turn of the
moment, and did not advance when I found myself in such
an extraordinary situation, in order to see whether it would
arrive at the point it did. I then, sm_llng, took my hat,
and walked fairly out of the house. I was, however, overtaken below ; but I talked of business--or pleasure--or of
something, or nothing--and hurried to the inn I should
not have related this, if it had not been at a moment that
carried with it its apology : the anxiety and distraction of
the time must fill the head, and occupy the attention of a
gentleman ;--and, as to ladies, what can French ladies think
of a man who travels for the plough ? 25 miles.
The 26th. For twenty miles to Lisle sur Daube, 1 the
country nearly as before; but after that, to Baume les
Dames/it is all mountainous and rock, much wood, and
many pleasing scenes of the river flowing beneath. The
whole country is in the greatest agitation; at one of the
little towns I passed, I was questioned for not having a
cockade of the tiers etat. They said it was or_],ined by the
tiers, and, if I was not a Seigneur, I ought to obey. But
_TTose I am a Seigneur, what then, my friends ?--What
then ? they replied sternly, why, be hanged ; for that most
likely is what you deserve. It was plain this was no moment for joking, the boys and girls began to gather, whose
assembling has every where been the preliminaries of mischief; and if I had not declared myself an Englistunan,
and ignorant of the ordln,.nce, I had not escaped very well.
I immediately bought a cockade, but the hussey pinned it
into my hat so loosely, that before I got to Lisle it blew
into the river, and I was again in the same danger. My
assertion of being English would not do. I was a Seigneur,
perhaps in disguise, aud without doubt a great rogue.
At this moment a priest came into the street with a letter
1 L'Isle-sur-le-Doubs (Doub6).
• Baume-les-Dames amid very picturesque scenery (Doubt).
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in his hand : the people immediately collected around him,
and he then read aloud a detail from Befort, giving an
account of ]_. Necker's passing, with some general features
of news from Paris, and assurances that the condition of
the people would be improved. When he had finished, he
exhorted them to abstain from all violence; and assured
them, they must not indulge themselves with any ideas of
impositions being abolished ; which he touched on as if he
knew that they had got such notions. When he retired,
they again surrounded me, who had attended to the letter
like others ; were very menacing in their manner ; and expressed r,,,ny suspicions: I did not like my situation at
all, especially on hearing one of them say that I ought to
be secured till somebody would give an account of me. I
was on the steps of the inn, and begged they would permit
me a few words ; I assured them, that I was an English
traveller, and to prove it, I desired to explain to them a
circumstance in English taxation, which would be a satisfactory comment on what Mons. l'Abb_ had told them, to
the purport of which I could not agree. He had asserted,
that the impositions must be paid as heretofore : that the
impositions must be paid was certain, but not as heretofore,
as they might be paid as they were in England.
Gentlemen, we have a great number of taxes in England, which
you know nothing of in France ; but the tiers etat, the poor
do not pay them ; they are laid on the rich ; every window
in a man's house pays; but if he has no more thn.n six
windows, he pays nothing ; a Seigneur, with a great estate,
pays the vlngtiemes and tailles, but the little proprietor of
a garden pays nothing; the rich for their horses, their
voitures, _nd their servants, and even for liberty to kill
their own-partridges, but the poor farmer nothing of all
this : and what is more, we have in England a tax paid by
the rich for the relief of the poor; hence the assertion of
Mons. l'Abbg, that because taxes existed before they must
exist again, did not at all prove that they must be levied in
the same manner; our English method seemed much
better. There was not a word of this discourse, they did
not approve of; they seemed to tMnlr that I might be an
honest fellow, which I confirmed, by crying, rive le tiers,
sans imTositions , when they gave me a bit of a huzza, and
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I had no more interruption from them. ]_y miserable
French was pretty much on a par with their own patois. I
got, however, another cockade, which I took care to have
so fastened as to lose it no more. I do not half like
travelling in such an unquiet and fermenting moment;
one is not secure for an hour beforehand.--35 miles.
The 27th. To Besan?on ; 1 the country mountain, rock,
and wood, above the river ; some scenes are fine. I had
not arrived an hour before I saw a peasant pass the inn on
horseback, followed by an officer of the guard bourgeois, of
which there are 1200 here, and 200 under arms, and his
party-coloured detachment, and these by some infantry and
cavalry. I asked, why the r,_l_tia took the pas of the
king's troops? 2'or a very good reason, they replied, the
troops would be attacked and knocked on the head, but the
populace will not vesist the milice. This peasant, who is a
rich proprietor, applied for a guard to protect his house, in
a village where there is much plundering and burning.
The mischiefs which have been perpetrated in the country,
towards the mountains and Vesoul/ are numerous and
shocking. Many chateaus have been burnt, others plundered, the seigneurs hunted down like wild beasts, their
wives and daughters ravished, their papers and titles
burnt, and all their property destroyed: and these abominations not inflicted on marked persons, who were odious
for their former conduct or principles, but au indiscrimihating blind rage for the love of plunder.
Robbers,
galley-slaves, and villains of all denominations, have collected and instigated the peasants to commit all sor_s of
outrages. Some gentlemen at the table d'hSte informed
me, that letters were received from the Maconois, the
Lyonois, Auvergne, Dauphnd, &e. and that s_milar commo.
tions and misehiefs were perpetrating every where; and
that it was expected they would pervade the whole ldngdora. The backwardness of France is beyond credibility in
every thing that pertains to intelligence. From Strasbourg
hither, I have not been able to see a newspaper. Here I
asked for the Cabinet £iieraire ? None. The gazettes .9
At the cbffee-house. Yery easily replied ; but not so easily
i (Doubs.}

2 (Haute SaSne.)
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found. Nothing but the Gazette de France; for which at
this period, a man of common sense would not give one
sol. To four other coffee-houses ; at some no paper at all,
not even the Mercure ; at the Gaffd Militaire, the Gouger
de l'Europe a fortnight old; and well dressed people are
now talking of the news of two or three weeks past, and
plainly by their discourse Imow nothing of what is passing.
The whole town of Besan?on has not been able to afford
me a sight of the Journal de Paris, nor of any paper that
gives a detail of the transactions of the states ; yet it is the
capital of a province, lazge,_¢
as half a dozen English counties, and containing 25,000 souls,--with strange to say!
the post coming in but three times a week. At this eventful moment, with no licence, nor even the least restraint on
the press, not one paper established at Paris for circulation
in the provinces, with the necessary steps taken by a:_che,
or Tlacard, to inform the people in all the towns of its
establishment.
For what the country knows to the contrary, their deputies are in the Bastile, instead of the
Bastile being razed; so the mob plunder, burn, and destroy,
in complete ignorance: and yet, with all these shades of
darkness, these clouds of tenebrity, this universal mass of
ignorance, there are men every day in the states, who are
puffing themselves off for the FIRST _AT_ONn_ EU_Op_.!
the GR_.ATEST
PEOPLEI_ THEv_rw_sE ! as if the political
juntos, or literary circles of a capital constituted a people ;
instead of the universal illumination of knowledge, acting
by rapid intelligence on minds prepared by habitual energy
of reasoning to receive, combine, and comprehend it. That
this dreadful ignorance of the mass of the people, of the
events tha£ most intimately concern them, is owing to the
old government, no one can doubt ; it is however curious
to remark, that if the nebility of other provinces are
hunted like those of Franche Comptd, of which there
is little reason to doubt, that whole order of men undergo
a proscription, suffer like sheep, without making the least
effort
to resist
theattack.Thisappearsm_.rvellous,
with
a bodythathavean army of 150,000men intheir
hands;
forthougha partof thosetroopswould certainly
disobey
theirleaders,
yetletitbe remembered,thatout of the
40,000,
orpossibly
100,000noblesse
ofFrance,
theymight,
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if they had iutelligence and union amongst themselves, fill
half the ranks of more than half the regiments of the
kingdom, with men who have fellow-feelings
and fellowsufferings with themselves;
but no meetings, no associations among them ; no union with military men; no taking
refuge in the ranks of regiments to defend or avenge their
cause ; forhmately
for France they fall without a struggle,
and die without a blow.
That universal circulation of intelligence, which in England transmits the least vibration
of feeling or alarm, with electric sensibility, from one end
of the kingdom to another, and which unites in bands of
connection men of slmlh.r interests and situations, has no
existence in France.
Thus it may be said, perhaps with
truth, that the fall of the king, court, lords, nobles, army,
church, and parliaments is owing to a want of intelligence
being quickly circulated, consequently is owing to the very
effects of that thraldom in which they held the people : it is
therefore a retribution rather than a punlshment.--18
miles.
The 28th.
At the table d'h6te last night a person gave
an account of being stopped at Salins for want of a passport, and suffering the greatest inconveniencies ; I found
it necessary, therefore, to demand one for myself, and went
accordingly to the Bureau ; this was the house of a ]_ons.
Bellamy, an attorney; with whom the following dialogue
ensued :
Mais, Monsieur, qui me reTondra de vous ? Est ce que
personne vous connoit ? Connoissez vous quelqun a Besanfo_a ?
_Vo'ajoersonne, mon desseln etalt d'aller a Vesoul d'oi_
)" aurois eu des lettres, mais j' ai ehangg de route a cause de
ces tumultes.
Monsieur je ne vous eonnois Tas, & si vous etes inconnu a
Besa_on
vous ne Touvez avoir de TassTort.
Mais voicl rues lettres j" en ai Tlusieurs Tour d' autres villas
en France, il y a en mg_ne d'adressges a Vesoul e a Arbois,
ouvrez & lisez lee, & vous trouverez gue je ne suis Tas inoonnu
aiUeurs _uo_ue je le eois a Besanfon.
JWimTorte ; je ne vous eonnois Tas, il n'y a Tersonne ici
qui vous connoisse ainsi vous n' aurez Toint de TaSeTOrt.
Ye vous dit Monsieur que ees lettres vous e_li_ueront.
17 me faut des gens, et non Ta# des lettres Tour m'ezTli_uor
qui vous etes ; ces lettres ne me valent _ieu.
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Gdte fa_n d' agir me Tav_it assez singuliere ; aTTaraemeut
que vous la eroyez tree honne2e ; Tour moi, Monsieur, j' en
pense bien autrement.
_h Monsieur je ne m' en soucie de ee que voue en Tensez.
En verit_ voiei ce qui s'aTTelle,
avoir des manieres
graeieuses envers un etra_ger ; c'est la Tremiere,fois
que 3"ai
eu a faire avee ees Messieurs du tiers etat, & vous m'avourez
qu'il n'y a vien ici qui Tuisse me donner une haute idle du
caracterd de ees Messieurs l_.
Monsieur, eela m' est fort dgaZ.
Je donnerai a mon retour on Angleterre le detail de _um
voyage au Tubli_ue, & assurement Monsieur je n' oublirai Tas
d'enregistrer
ee trait de v6tre Tolitesse, it vous fair taut
d'honneu,re, & _ eeuz Tour qui vous agissez.
Monsieur je regarde tout eela avee la derniere indifference.
My gentleman's
manner was more offensive than his
words ; he walked backward and forward among his parchments, with an air veritablement (Tun eommis de bureau.-These passports
are new things from new men, in new
power, and show that they do not bear their new honours
too meekly.
Thus it is impossible for me, without running
my head against a wall, to go see the SalOns,' or to Arbois, 2
where I have a letter from ]l_. de Broussonet,
but I must
take my chance and get to Dijon as fast as I can, where
the president de Virly knows me, having spent some days
at Bradiield, unless indeed being a president
and a nobleman he has got knocked on the head by the tiers dtat. At
night to the play;
miserable
performers;
the theatre,
which has not been built many years, is heavy; the arch
that parts the stage from the house is like the entrance of
a cavern, a_nd the line of the amphitheatre,
that of a
wounded eel; I do not like the air and manners of the
people here--and
I would see Besan_on swallowed up by
an earthquake before I would live in it. The music, and
bawling, and squeaking of Z'ETreuve ViZlageoise of Gretry,
which is wretched, had no power to put me in better
humour.
I will not take leave of this place, to which I
never desire to come again, without saying that they have
a fine promenade ; and that ]l_ons. Arthaud, the arpenteur,
I (Jura.)

s (Ibid.)
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to whom I applied for information,
without any letter of
recommendation
was liberal and polite, and answered my
enquiries satisfactorily.
The 29th. To Orechamp 1 the country is bold and rocky,
with fine woods, and yet it is not agreeable ; it is like many
men that have estimable points in their characters, and yet
we cannot love them.
Poorly cultivated too. Coming out
of St. Vet_, _ a pretty riant lands]rip of the river doubling
through the vale, enlivened by a village and some scattered
houses: the most pleasing view I have seen in Franche
Compt6--23
miles.
The 30th.
The mayor of Dole 3is made of as good stuff
as the notary of Besan_on;
he would give no passport;
but as he accompanied
his re51sal with neither airs nor
graces, I let h_rn pass.
To avoid the centinels, I went
round the town.
The country to Auxonne'
is cheerful.
Cross the Saone at Auxoune ; it is a fine river, through a
region of flat meadow of beautiful verdure;
commons of
great herds of cattle;
vastly flooded, and the hay-cocks
underwater.
To Dijon is a fine country, but wants wood.
My passport demanded at the gate: and as I had none,
two bourgeois musqueteers
conducted me to the hotel de
ville, where I was questioned, but finding that I was lrnown
at Dijon, they let me go to my inn.
Out of luck : Mons.
de ¥irly, on whom I most depended
for Dijon, is at
Bourbon les Bains, and l_[ons, de Morveau, 5 the celebrated
chymist, who I expected would have had letters for me,
had none, and though he received me very. politely, when I
was forced to announce myself as his brother in the royal
society of London, yet I felt very awkwardly ; however, he
desired to see me again next morning.
They tell me here,
I Orchamps (Doubs}.
s St. Vit (ibid.).
a DSle (Jura).
4 (CSte-d'0r.) This littlewalled-in town resisted all theattacks of the
Germans in 1871.
5 Gu),ton de "Morveau, born at Dijon, 1732, died 1813. His house
still remains. Distinguished scientist and litt6rateur. He became a
member of the Legislative Assembly, and joined in the regicide vote ;
on the creation of Eeole Polytechnique, under the Convention he was
named director. His services to science, industry, education, and the
public health were considerable, and he wrote many works of value in
their day.
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that the intendant is fled ; and that the prince of CondO,
who is govelmor of Burgundy,
is in Germany;
they
positively assert, and with very little ceremony, that they
would both be hanged, if theywere to come here at present ;
such ideas do not mark too much authority in the milice
bourgeoise, as they have been instituted to stop and prevent
hanging and plundering.
They are too weak, however, Co
keep the peace: the licence and spirit of depredation,
of
which I heard so much in crossing Franche Compt6, has
taken place, but not equally in Burgundy.
In this inn,
la Ville de l_ryon, there is at present a gentleman, unfortunately a seigneur, his wife, family, three servants, an infant
but a few months
old, who escaped from their flaming
chateau half naked in the night;
all their property lost
except the land itself; and this family valued and esteemed by the neighbours,
with many virtues to command
the love of the poor, and no oppressions to provoke their
enmity.
Such abominable
actions must bring the more
detestation
to the cause from being unnecessary;
the
kingdom
might have been settled in a real system of
liberty, without the regeneration of fire and sword, plunder,
and bloodshed.
Three hundred
bourgeois mount guard
every day at Dijon, axmed, but not paid at the expence of
the town:
they have also six pieces of cannon.
The
noblesse of the place, as the only means of safety: have
joined them--so
that there are croix de St. Louis in the
ranks j The paZais des ,_.tats here, is a large and splendid
•
:
i
-',

:
i

building, but not striking proportionably
to the mass and
expence.
The arms of the prince of Condo are predominant; and the great salon is called the Salle a manger de
Prince.
h Dijon artist has painted the battle of Seniff, _
and the G_rande Oondd thrown from his horse, and a cieling, both well executed.
Tomb of the duke of Bourgogne,
1404. A-picture by Rubens at the Chartreuse. 2 They talk
of the house of ]l_ons. de Montigny, but his sister being in
it, not shown.
Dijon, on the whole is a handsome town ;
-i Seneffe,
Belgium,
a somewhat
indecisive
battleHI.
between
theFrench,
D_tch,
raider
the Prince
of Orange,
afterwards
William
and the
led by the great Cond6, llth August, 1674.
Burial place of the Duke of Burgundy, just outside Dijon, Here
is still seen the magnificent piece of sculpture called Moses' Well.

I .
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the streets, though old built, are wide. and very well
paved, with the addition, uncommon in France, of trotoirs.
--28 miles.
The 31st.
Waited on ]_Ions. de ]_orveau, who has,
most fortunately for me, received, only this morning, from
Mons. de Virly, a recommendation
of me, witch four letters
from _fons. de Broussonet;
but ]_fons. Vaudrey, of this
place, to whom one of them is addressed, is absent. Wehad
some conversation
on the interesting
topic to all philosophers, phlogiston;
Mons. de ]_orveau contends vehemently for its non-existence;
treats Dr. Priestley's last
publication as wide of the question ; and declared, that he
considers the controversy as much decided as the question
of liberty is in France.
He shewed me part of the article
air in the New Encyclopaedia by him, to be published soon ;
in which work, he thinks he has, beyond controversy, established the truth of the doctrine of the French chymists
of its non-existence.
Mons. de ]_orveau requested me to
call on him in the evening to introduce me to a learned and
agreeable lady; and engaged me to dine with him tomorrow.
On leaving him, I went to search coffee-houses ;
but will it be credited, that I could find but one in this
capital of Burgundy, where I could read the newspapers ?
--At a poor little one in the square, I read a paper, afar
waiting an hour to get it. The people I have found every
where desirous of reading newspapers ; but it is rare that
they can g_'atify themselves:
and the general ignorance of
what is passing may be collected from this, that I found
nobody at Dijon had heard of the riot at the town-house
of Strasbourg;
I described it to a gentleman, and a party
collected around me to hear it ; not one of them had heard
a syllable of it, yet it is nine days since it happened ; had
it been nineteen, I question whether they would more than
have received the intelligence ; but, though they are slow
in knowing what has really happened, they are very quick
in hearing what is impossible
to happen.
The current
report at present, to which all possible credit is given, is,
that the Queen has been convicted of a plot to poison the
]_ng and Monsieur, and give the regency to the count
d'Artois;
to set fire to Paris, and blow up the Pa/a/z
_wyale by a mine !--Why do not the several parties in the
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states cause 1)apers to be printed, that shall transmit only
their own sentiments and opinions ? In order that no man
in the nation, arranged under the same standard of reasoning, may want the facts that are necessary to govern his
arguments,
and the conclusions that great talents have
drawn from those facts.
The king has been advised to
take several steps of anthority against the states, but none
of his ministers have advisedthe establishment
of journals,
and their speedy circulation, that should undeceive the
people in those points his enemies have misrepresented.
When numerous papers are published in opposition to each
other, the people take pains to sift into and examine the
truth;
and that inquisitiveness
alone--the
very act of
searching, enlightens them ; they become informed, and it
is no longer easy to deceive them.
At the table d'hSte
only three, myself, and two noblemen, driven from their
estates, as I conjecture by their conversation, but they did
not hint at any thing like their houses being bmmt. Their
description of the state of that part of the province they
come from, in the road from Langres i to Gray, 2is terrible ;
the number of chateaus burnt not considerable, but three
in five plundered, and the possessors (h'iven out of the
country, and glad to save their lives.
One of these gentlemen is a very sensible well informed man ; he considers all
rank, and all the rights annexed to rank, as destroyed in
fact in France;
and that the leaders of the National
Assembly having no property, or very little themselves, are
determined to attack that also, and attempt an equal division.
The expectation is got among many of the people;
but
whether it takes place or not, he considers France as
absolutely ruined.
That, I replied, was going too far, for
the destru_ion
of rank did not imply ruin.
"I call nothing ruin," he replied, "but a general and confirmed civil
war, or dismemberment
of the kingdom, in my opinion_
both are inevitable ; not perhaps this year, or the next, or
the year after that, but whatever government
is built on
the foundation now laying in France, cannot stand any
rude shocks;
an unsuccessful
or a successful war will
equally destroy it."--He
spoke with great knowledge of his* (Hte. Marne.)

s (Hte. Sa6ne.)
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torical events, and drew his political conclusions with much
acumen.
I have met very few such men at table d'hStes.
It may be believed, I did not forget _. de ]_[orveau's appointment.
He was as good as his word;
Madame
Pic_rdet is as agreeable in conversation
as she is learned
in the closet; a very pleasing unaffected woman ; she has
translated
Scheele _ from the German, and a part of ]k_r.
T(_rwan from the English;
a treasure to M. de ]_forveau,
for she is able and willing to converse with him on chymical
subjects, and on any others that tend either to instruct or
please.
I accompanied them in their evening's promenade.
She told me, that her brother, Mons. de Poule, was a great
farmer, who had sowed large quantities of sainfoin, which
he used for fattening oxen ; she was sorry he was engaged
so closely in the municipal
business at present, that he
could not attend me to his farm.
Au_vsT 1. Dined with :_ous. de Morveau by appointment ; ]_ons. Professeur
Chausde, and ]k_ons. Picardet of
the party.
It was a rich day to me ; the great and just reputation of Mons. de Morveau, for being not only the first
chymist of Trance, but one of the greatest that Europe has
to boast, was alone sufficient to render his company interesting ; but to find such a man void of affectation ; free
from those airs of superiority which are sometimes found
in celebrated characters, and that reserve which oftener
throws a veil over their talents, as well as conceals their deficiencies for which it is intended--was
very pleasing.
]_ons. de Morveau is a lively, conversable, eloquent man,
who, in any station of life, would be sought as an agreeable
companion.
Even in this eventful moment of revolution,
the conversation
turned almost entirely on dlymlcal subjects. I urged him, as I have done Dr. Priestley more than
once, and ]kIons. La Voisier also, to turn his enquiries
a little to the application of his science to agriculture
; that
there was a fine field for experiments
in that llne, which
could scarcely fail of making discoveries;
to which he
assented;
but added, that he had no time for such enqniries : it is clear, from his conversation, that his views
Scheele, Karl, August_ 1724-1786,
coverer.

Swedish scientist and dis.
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axe entirely occupied by the non-existence
of phlogiston,
except a little on the means of establishing
and enforcing
the new nomenclature.
While we were at dinner a proof of
the New Encyclopaedia was brought him, the chymieal part
of which work is printed at Dijon, for the convenience of
Mons. de ]_Iorveau.
Z took the liberty of telling him; that
a man who can devise the experiments which shall be most
conclusive in ascertaining the questions
of a science, and
has talents to draw all the useful conclusions from them,
should be entirely
employed
in experiments,
and their
register ; and if I was king, or minister of France, I would
make that employment so profitable to him, that he should
do nothing else. He laughed, and asked me, if I was such
an advocate for working, and such an enemy to writing
what I thought of my friend Dr. Priestley ? And he then
explained to the two other gentlemen,
that great philosopher's attention to metaphysics,
and polemic divinity.
If
an hundred had been at table, the sentiment would have
been the same in every bosom.
]_ons. ]_. spoke, however,
with great regard for the experimental
talents
of the
Doctor, as indeed who in Europe does not ?---I afterwards
reflected on :Hens. de Morveau's not having time to make
experiments
that should apply chymistry
to agrieulhare,
yet have plenty for writing in so voluminous
a work as
Pankouck's. 1 I lay it down as a maxim, that no man can
establish or support a reputation
in any branch of experimental philosophy, such as shall really descend to posterity,
otherwise than by experiment;
and that commonly the
more a man works, and the less he writes the better,
at least the more valuable will be his reputation.
The
profit of writing has ruined that of many (those who know
_[ons. de Mlgrveau will be very sure I am far enough from
having h_rn in my eye ; his situation ,in life puts it out of
the question);
that compression
of materials, which is
luminous;
that brevity which appropl4ates facts to their
destined points, axe alike inconsistent
with the principles
that govern all compilations ; there are able and respectPanckoucke, Charles Joseph, 1736-1798. Celebrated son of the
distingaished bookseller of that name, editor with Beaumarchais and
others of the "Encyelol_&'e M6thodique," and many valuable works,
His son was a litt6rateur of some distinction.
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able men now in every country for compiling; experimenters of genius should range themselves in another
class. If I were a sovereign, and capable consequently of
rewarding merit, the moment I heard of a man of real
genius engaged in such a world, I would give him double
the bookseller's price to let it alone, and to employ himself
in paths that did not admit a rival at every door. There
are who will think that this opinion comes oddly from one
who has published so many books as I have ; but I hope it
will be admitted, to come naturally at least from one who
is writing a work from which he does not expect to make
one penny, who, therefore, has stronger motives to brevity
than temptations to prolixity. The view of this great chymist's laboratory will show that he is not idle :--it consists
of two large rooms, admirably furnished indeed. There
are six or seven different furnaces (of which _acquer's is
the most powerful), and such a variety and extent of apparatus, as I have seen no where else, with a furniture
of specimens from the three kingdoms, as looks truly like
business. There are little writing desks, with pens and
paper, scattered every where, and in his library also, which
is convenient. He has a large course of eudiometrical experiments going on at present, particularly with Fontana's
and Volta's eudlometers. He seems to think, eudiometrical
trials are to be depended on : keeps his nitrous air in quart
bottles, stopped with common corks, but reversed ; and that
the air is always the same, if made from the same materials.
A very simple and elegant method of ascertaining the pro.
portion of vital air, he explained to us, by making the experiment; putting a morsel of phosphorus into a glass
retort, confined by water or mercury, and inflaming it, by
holding a bougie under it. The diminution of air marks
the quantity that was vital on the antiphlogistic doctrine.
After one extinction, it will boil, but notenflame.
He has
a pair of scales made at Paris, which, when loaded with
3000 grains, will turn with the twentieth part of one
grain; an air pump, with glass ban'els, but one of them
broken and repaired; the count de Busson s system of
burning lens ; an absorber ; a respirator, with vital air in
a jar on one side, and lime-water in another; and abundance of new and most ingenious inventions for facilitating
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enquiries
in the new philosophy
of air.
These are so
various, and at the same time so well contrived to answer
the purpose intended, that this species of invention seems
to be one very great and essential part of _/[ons. de _[orveau's merit ; I wish he would follow Dr. Priestley's
idea
of Tublishing his tools, it would add not inconsiderably
to
his great and well earned reputation, and at the same time
promote the enquiries he engages in amongst all other experimenters.
_[. de ]_orweau had the goodness to accompany me in the afternoon in the academy of sciences : they
have a very. handsome salon, ornamented with the busts of
Dijon worthies ; of such eminent men as this city has produced, Bossuet--Few'et---De
Brosses--De
Crebillon-Pyron--Bonhier--Rameau--and
lastly Buffon ; _ and
some future traveller will doubtless see here, that of a man
inferior to none of those, _[ons. de _[orveau, by whom I had
now the honour of being conducted.
In the evening we repaired again to Madame Picardet,
and accompanied her
promenade : I was pleased, in conversation on the present
disturbances of France, to hear ]_ons. de _orvean
remark,
that the outrages committed
by the peasants
arose from
their defects of lu_n_eres. In Dijon it had been publicly
recommended
to the curds to enlighten them somewhat
politically in their sermons, but all in vain, not one would
go out of the usual routine
of his preaching.--Q_ere,
Would
not one newspaper
enlighten
them more than
_t score of priests ? I asked _[ons. de ZIorveau, how far i_
was true that the chateaus had been plundered
and burn_
by the peasants alone; or whether by those troops of
brigands, reported to be formidable ? He assured me, that
he has made strict enquiries to ascertain this matter, and
is of opinior_, that all the violences in this province, that
have come to his l_owledge,
have been commiCted by the
peasants only; much has been reported of br_ands,
but
Concerning the lesser lights in this galaxy of illustrious Dijonnais,
here are a few facts. Fevrette de Fontette, archmologist and historic
wr/ter, 1710-1772; Clms. de Brosses, 1709-1777, president of the
Dijon Parliament, savant and litt6raire ; Bonhier, Jean, 1673-1746,
a writer on philosophy, jurisprudence, history, antiquities, of whom
D'Alember_ wrote : "I1 fit ses preuves daus tousles genres et daus la
plupart il fit des oeuvres distingu6es." His splendid library enriched
that of Dijon, Montpe]lier, and ot_hertowns. Q
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nothing proved.
At Besanqon I heard of 800 ; but how
could a troop of 800 banditti march through a colmtry, and
leave their existence the least questionable ?--as ridiculous
as Mr. Bayes's i army incog.
The 2d.
To Beaune; 2 a range of hills to the l_ght
under vines, and a fiat plain to the left, all open and too
naked.
At the little insignificant town of Nuys "3 fol_y
men mount guard every day, and a large col_s at Beaune.
I am pro_-ided with a passpor_ from the mayor of Dijon,
and a flaming cockade of the t_rs gtat, and therefore hope
to avoicl difficulties ; though the reports of the riots of the
peasants are so formidable, that it seems impossible to
travel in safety.
Stop at Nuys for intelligence concerning
the vineyards of this country, so famous in France, and indeed in all Europe ; and examine the Ggos de Irea_gec_u," of
100 jou_au.%
walled in, and belonging to a convent of
Bernardine
_¢Ionks.--Wheu
are we to find these fellows
chusing badly ? The spots they appropriate shew what a
righteous attention they give to things of the sph'it.
2
miles.
The 3d. Going out of Chagnie/ where I quitted the
great Lyons road, pass by the canal of Chaulais, e which
goes on very poorly ; it is a truly useful undertaking,
and
therefore left undone;
had it been for boring cannon,
or coppering men of wax', it would have been finished long
ago.
To _[ontcenis 7 a disagreeable
country;
singular
in its features.
It is the seat of one ]_ons. Weelkainsong's
establishments
for casting and boring c_.nnon: I have
already described one near Nantes.
The _rench say, that
this active Englishman
is brother-in-law
of Dr. Priestly,
and therefore a friend of mankind;
and that he taught
them to bore cannon, in order to give liberty to America.
Bayes isthehero of the Duke of Buckingham's
farce,
"The
Rehearsal,"
inwhicha battle
isfoughtbetweenfoot.soldiers
andgreat
hobby-horses.
(CSte d'Or.)
s Nuits (/b/d.).
4 This celebrated vineyard was createdby the monks of Citeaux. The
abbey and grounds are now used as a juvenile penitentiary and
orphanage,underState control.
Chagny (SaSne and Loire).
6 The canal here alluded to is the canal du Centre.
":(SaSne and Loire),
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The establishment
is very considerable ; there are from 500
to 600 men employed, besides colliers ; five steam engines
are erected for giving the blasts, and for boring;
and
a new one building.
I conversed with an Englishman who
works in the glass-house,
in the crystal branch;
there
were once many, but only two are left at present : he complained of the country, saying there was nothing good in it
but wine and brandy ; of which things I question not but
he makes a sufficient use.--25
miles.
The 4th.
By a miserable country most of the way, and
through hideous roads to Autun2
The first seven or eight
miles the agriculture
quite contemptible.
From thence to
Autun all, or nearly all, inclosed, and the first so for many
miles.
From the hill before Autun an immense view
down on that town, and the flat country of the Bourbonnois
for a great extent.--View
at Autun the temple of Janus-the walls--the
cathedral--the
abbey. The reports here of
brigands, and burning and plundering, are as numerous as
before; and when it was known in the inn that I came
from Burgundy
and Franche Compt_, I had eight or ten
people introducing
themselves,
in order to ask for news.
The rumour of brigands here had got to 1600 strong. They
were much surprized to find, that I gave no credit to the
existence of brigands, as I was well persuaded, that all the
outrages
that had been committed,
were the work of
the peasants only, for the sake of plundering.
This they
had no conception of, and quoted a list of chateaus burnt
by them ; but on analysing these reports, they plainly appeared to be ill founded.--20
miles.
The 5th.
The extreme heat of yesterday
made me
feverish ; and this morning I waked with a sore throat.
I
was incline_l to waste a day here for the security of my
health; but we are all fools in trifling with the things
most valuable "to us. Loss of time, and vain expence, are
always in the head of a man who travels as much e_ lVM/oso2he as I am forced to do. To Maison de Bourgogne/I
thought myself in a new world ; the road is not only excellent, of gravel, but the country is inclosed and wooded.
There are many gentle inequahties, and several ponds that
(SaSne and Loire.)

2 i/_.
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decorate them.
The weather, since the commencement
of
&ugust, has been clear, bright, and burning ; too hot to be
perfectly agreeable in the middle of the day, but no flies,
and therefore I do not regard the heat. This circumstance
may, I think, be fixed on as the test.
In Languedoc, &c.
these heats, as I have experienced, are attended by myriads,
and consequently they are tormenting.
One had need be
sick at this Maison de Bourgogne ; a healthy stomach would
not be easily filled; yet it is the post-house.
In the
evening to Lusy, 1 another miserable
post-house.
NoLe,
through all Burgundy the women wear flapped men's hats,
which have not nearly so good an effect as the straw ones
of Alsace.--22
miles.
The 6th. To escape the heat, out at four in the morning, to Bourbon Lancy, 2 through the same country inclosed,
but villainously cultivated, and all amazingly improveable.
If I had a large tract in this country, I think I should not
be long in making a fortune ; climate, prices, roads, inclosures, and every advantage, except government.
All from
Autun to the Loire is a noble field for improvement, not
by expensive operations of manuring
and draining, but
merely by substituting
crops adapted to the soil. When I
see such a country thus managed, and in the bands of
starving _dtayers, _instead of fat farmers, 3 1 know not how
to pity the seigneurs, great as their present sufferings are.
I met one of them, to whom I opened my mind :--he pre.
tended to talk of agriculture,
finding I attended to it ; and
assured me, that he had Abb6 Roziere's co_T8 complete, and
he believed, from his accounts, that this country would
not do for any thing but rye. I asked h_m_ whether he or
Abbd Roziere knew the right end of a plough ? He
assured me, that he was un homme de grand merite, beaucoup
• agriculteur.
Cross the Loire by a ferry; it is here the
same nasty scene of shingle, as in Toura_e.
Enter the
Bourbonnois
; the same inclosed country, and a beautiful
gravel road.
At Ghavanne le Roi, _ Mons. Joly, the auber.
I Luzy (Ni_we).
_ (SaSne and Loire,)
3 C_Fat farmers" innumerable may now be seen at the September
(&utun) fair. Every kind of land tenure exists inthis part of France,
and m_tayage has greatly advanced the conditionof the peasants.
4 Chevagnes (Allier).
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giste, informed me of three domains (farms) Co be sold, adjoining almost to his house, which is new and well built.
I
was for appropriating
his inn at once in my imagination
for a farm-house, and had got hard at work on turnips and
clover, when he told me, that if I would walk behind his
stable, I might see, at a small distance, two of the houses ;
he said the price would be about 50 or 60,000 liv. (2,6251.),
and would altogether
make a noble farm.
If I were
twenty years younger, I should think seriously of such a
speculation ; but there again is the folly and deficiency of
life ; twenty years ago, such a thing would, for want of experience, have been my ruin; and, now I have the experience, I am too old for the undertaldng.--27
miles.
The 7th.
Moulins _ appears to be but a poor ill built
town.
I went to the Belle Image, but found it so bad that
I left it, and went to the Lyon d'Or, which is worse.
This
empital of the Bourbonnois,
and on the great post road to
Italy, has not an inn equal to tlie little _dllage of Clmvanne.
To lead the papers, I went to the coffee-house of ]k[adame
Bourgeau, the best in the town, where I found near twenty
tables set for company, but, as to a newspaper, I might as
well have demanded
an elephant.
Here is a feature of
national backwardness,
ignorance, stupidity, and poverty :
In the capital of a great province, the seat of an intendant,
at a moment like the present, with a National Assembly
voting a revolution,
and not a newspaper to inform the
people whether Fayette, _Sirabeau, or Louis XVL is on the
throne.
Companies at a coffee-house, numerous enough to
fill twenty tables, and curiosity not active enough to com'mand one paper.
What impudence
and folly !--Folly in
the customers of such a house not to insist on half a doz.en
papers, and all the jom_als of the assembly; and impudence
of the woman not _o provide them ! Could such a people
as this ever have made a revolution,
or become free ?
Never, in a thousand centuries:
The enlightened
mob of
Paris, amidst hundreds of papers and publications,
have
_Ioulins (ibid.). Here is a different account of Moulins written just
twenty.three years later: "Moulins offre aux voyagem's des bains
propres, un jell"card, une petite salle de,,spectacle, une riehe biblioth6que,
publique et do eharmants promenades. --Vaysse de Villiers, DescripLionde rEmpire Franl_ais," 1813o
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done the whole.
I demanded why they had no papers ?
They are too dear ; but she made me pay 24]:. for one dish
of coffee, with mi]lr, and a piece of butter about the size of
a walnut. It is a great pity there is not a camp of br_jands
in your coffee-room, ]_adame Bourgeau. Among the many
letters for which I am indebted to Mons. Broussonet, few
have proved more valuable than one I had for ]_ons. rAbb_
de Barut, principal of the college of Moulins, who entered
with intelligence
and animation
into the object of my
journey, and took every step that was possible to get me
well informed. He carried me to ]_Ions. le count de Grimau,
lieutenant general of the Baillage, and director of the society
of agriculture at Mo_]ins, who kept us to dinner.
He appears to be a man of considerable fortune, of information,
and knowledge, agreeable and polite.
He discoursed with
me on the state of the Bourbonnois ; and assured me, that
estates were rather given away than sold : that the _r_taye_'s
were so miserably poor, it was impossible for them to cultivate well. I started some observations on the modes which
ought to be pursued ; but all conversation of that sort is
time lost in _'ance.
After dinner, M. Grimau carried me
to his villa, at a small distance from the town, which is
very prettily situated, commanding
a view of the vale of
the Allier.
:Letters from Paris, which contain nothing but
accounts truly alarming, of the violences committed all over
the kingdom, and particularly at and in the neighbourhood
of the capital.
]_. Necker's return, which it was expected
would have calmed every thing, has no effect at all ; and it
is particularly noted in the National Assembly, that there
is a violent party evidently bent on driving things to extremity: men who, from the violence and conflicts of the
moment, find themselves
in a position, and of an impor.
tance that results merely from public confusion, will take
effectual care to prevent the settlement, order, and peace,
which, if established, would be a mortal blow to their consequence : they mount by the storm, and would sink in a
calm.
Among other persons to whom Mons. l'Abb6 Barut
introduced me, was the marquis de Goutte, cl_ef d'e_cadre
of the French fleet, who was taken by admi_
Boscawen at
Louisbourg, in 1758, and carried to England,
where he
learned English, of which he yet ret_2ns something.
I
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had mentioned to IKons. l'Abbg Barut, that I had a commission from a person of fortune in England, to look out
for a good purchase in France; and -knowing that the
marquis would sell one of his estates he mentioned it to
him.
_[ons. de Goutte gave me such a description
of it,
that I thought, though my time was short, that it would
be very. well worth bestowing one day to view it, as it was
no more than eight miles from _oulins, and, proposing to
take me to it the next day in his coach, I readily consented.
At the time appointed, I attended the marquis, with M.
l'Abb6 Barut, to his chateau of Rlaux, _ which is in the
midst of the estate he would sell on such terms, that I
never was more tempted to speculate: I have very little
doubt but that the person who gave me a commission to
look out for a purchase, is long since sickened of the scheme,
which was that of a residence for pleasure, by the disturbances that have broken out here : so that I should clearly
have the refusal of it myself.
It would be upon the whole
a more beneficial purchase than I had any conception of,
and confirms Mons. de Grimau's assertion, that estates are
here rather given away than sold.
The chateau is large
and very well built, containing two good rooms, either of
which would hold a company of thirty people, with three
smaller ones on the ground floor ; on the second ten bedchambers, and over them good garrets, some of which are
well fitted up ; all sorts of offices substantially
erected, and
on a plan proportioned
to a large family, including barns
new built, for holding half the corn of the estate in the
straw, and granaries to contain it when threshed.
Also a
wine press and ample cellaring, for keeping the produce of
the vineyards in the most plentiful years. The situation
is on the side of an agreeable rising, with views not extensive, but pleasing, and all the country round of the same
features I have described, being one of the finest provinces
in France2
Adjoining the chateau is a field of five or six
arpents, well walled in, about half of which is in culture as
a garden, and thoroughly planted with all sorts of fruits.
There are twelve ponds, through a small stream runs,
t ChAteaude Ryau_ at Villeneuve-sur-Allier, now in rains.
2 , The Bourbonnais, the sweetest part of lrrance.'L-STsm_.
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su_cient to turn two mills, that let at 1000 liv. (431. 15s.)
a-year. The ponds supply the proprietor's table amply with
fine carp, tench, perch, and eels ; and besides yield a regular
revenue of 1000 liv. There are 20 arpents of vines that
yield excellent white and red wine, with houses for the
vignerons ; woods more than sufficient to supply the chateau
with fuel ; and lastly, nine domains or farms let to metayers,
tenants at will, at half produce, producing in cash, 10,500
liv. (4591. 7s. 6d.) consequently, the gross produce, farms,
mills, and fish, is 12,500 liv. The quantity of land, I conjecture from viewing it, as well as from notes taken, may
be above 8000 aa_pents or acres, lying all contiguous and
near the chateau. The out goings for those taxes paid by
the landlord; repairs, garde de chasse, game-keeper (for
here are all the seigneural rights, hautcjustice, &c.) steward,
expences on wine, &c. amount to about 4400 liv. (1921 10s.)
It yields therefore net something more than 8000 liv. (3501.)
a year. The price asked is 800,000 liv. (13,1251.) ; but for
this price is given in the furniture complete of the chateau,
all the timber, amounting, by valuation of oak on]y, to
40,000 ].iv. (17501.) and all the cattle on the estate, viz.
1000 sheep, 60 cows, 72 oxen, 9 mares, and many hogs.
Knowing, as I did, that I colfld, on the security of this
estate, borrow the whole of the purchase-money, I withstood no trifling temptation when I turned my back on it.
The finest climate in France, perhaps in Europe ; a beantiful and healthy country; excellent roads; a navigation
to Paris; wine, game, fish, and every thing that ever
appears on a table, except the produce of the tropics; a
good house, a fine garden, ready markets for every sort of
produce; and, above all the rest, 3000 acres of inclosed
land, capable in a very little time of being, without expence, quadrupled in its produce, altogether formed a
picture sufficient to tempt a man who had been five-andtwenty years in the constant practice of husbandry adapted
to this soil. But the state of government---the possibility
that the leaders of the Paris democracy might in their
wisdom abolish property as well as rank ; and that in buy.
ing an estate I might be purchasing my share in a civil
war--deterred me from engaging at present, and induced
me only to request that the marquis would give me the re-
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fusal of it, before he sold it to any body else. _rhen I
have to connect with a person for a purchase, I shah wish
to deal with such an one as the marquis de Goutte. He
has a physiognomy that pleases me; the ease and politeness of his nation is 1nixed with great probity and honour ;
and is not rendered less amiable by an appearance of dignity that flows from an ancient and respectable family.
To me he seems a man in whom one might, in any transaction, place implicit confidence. I could have spent a month
in the Bourbonnois, looldng at estates to be sold ; adjoining to that of M. de Goutte's is another of 270,000 liv.
purchase, Ballain ; _ons. l'Abbd Barut having made an
appointment with the proprietor, carried me in the after.
noon to see the chateau and a part of the lands ; all the
country is the same soil, and in the same management. It
consists of eight farms, stocked with cattle and sheep by
the landlords ; and here too the ponds yield a regular revenue. Income at present 10,000 1iv. (4371. 10s.) a year ;
•arice 9.60,000 liv. (11,3751.) and 10,000 liv. for wood-_wenty-five years purchase. Also near St. Poncin 1another
of 400,000 liv. (17,5001.), the woods of which, 450 acres,
produce 5000 liv. a year; 80 acres of vines, the wine so
good as to be sent to Paris; good hind for wheat, and
much sown ; a modern chateau, avec routes les aisances, &c.
And I heard of many others. I conjecture that one of the
finest contiguous estates in Europe might at present be laid
together in the Bourbonnois.
And I am further informed,
that there are at present 6000 estates to be sold in France ;
if things go on as they do at present, it will not be a question of buying estates, but kingdoms, and France itself will
be under the hammer. I love a system of policy that inspires such aonfidence as to give a value to land, and that
renders men so comfortable on their estates as to make the
sale of them the last of their ideas. Return to _oulins.-80 miles.
The 10_h. Took my leave of Moulins, where estates and
farming have driven even Maria and the poplar from my
head, and left me no room for the tombeau de _ontmorenci; having paid extravagantly for the mud walls,
iSt.Pour_in
(AUier).

-
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cobweb tapestry, and unsavoury scents of the Lyon c/'Or I
turned my mare towards Chateauneuf/ on the road to
Auvergne. The aecompanyment of the river makes the
country pleasant. I found the inn full, busy, and bustling.
To St. Poncin.--30 miles.
The llth.
Early to Riom/ in Auvergne. Near that
town the country is interesting ; a flue wooded vale to the
left, every where bounded by mountains ; and those nearer
to the right of an interesting outline. Riom, part of which
is pretty enough, is all volcanic ; it is built of lava from the
quarries of volvic, which are highly curious to a natm_ist.
The level plain, which I passed in going to Clermont, is
the commencement of the famous Limagne of Auvergne,
asserted to be the most fertile of all France ; but that is
an error, I have seen richer land in both F]anders and
Normandy. This plain is as level as a still lake ; the mountains are all volcanic, and consequently interesting.--Pass
a scene ef very fine irrigation, that will strike a farm_
eye, to Mont Ferrand/and after that to Clermont, Riom,
Ferrand, and Clermont, are all built, or rather perched, on
the tops of rocks. Clermont is in the midst of a most
curious country, all volcanic ; and is built and paved with
lava : much of it forms one of the worst built, dirtiest, and
most stinking places I have met with. There are many
streets that can, for blackness, dirt, and ill scents, only be
represented by narrow channels cut in a night dunghill
The contention of nauseous savours, with which the air is
impregnated, when brisk mountain gales do not ventilate
these excrementitious lanes, made me envy the nerves of
the good people, who, for what I know, may be happy in
them. It is the fair, the town full, and the table d'h6tes
crouded.--25 miles.
The 12th. Clermont is partly free from the reproach I
throw on hIoulins and Besangon, for there is a salle de
lecture at a _Ions. Borates, a bookseller, where I found
several newspapers and journals ; but at the coffee-house, I
' Ch_teauneuf (Puy de D6me).
(Puy de DSme.)
3 ]_Iontferrand, formerly a considerable town and fortress, may now
bc considered a suburb of Clermont-Ferrand, chef.lieu of the department
of the Puy de DSme.
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.enquired for them in vain :--they tell me also, that the
people here are great politicians, and attend the arrival of
the courier with impatience. The consequence is, there
trove been no riots ; the most ignorant will always be the
readiest for mischief. The great news just arrived from
Paris, of the utter abolition of tythes, feudal rights, game,
warrens, pidgeons, &c. has been received with the greatest
joy by the mass of the people, and by all not immediately
interested ; and some even of the latter approve highly of
the declaration: but I have had much conversation with
gwo or three very sensible people, who comph_n bitterly of
the gross injustice and cruelty of any such declarations of
what will be done, but is not effected and regulated at the
moment of declaring. ]_ons. l'Abb_ Arbre, to whom Mons.
de Broussonet's letter introduced me, had the goodness not
only to give me all the information relative to the curious
country around Clermont, which particularly depended on
his enquiries as a naturalist, but also introduced me to
Mons. Chahrol, as a gentleman who has attended much to
agriculture, and who answered my enquiries in that line
with great readiness.
The 13th. At Roya, 1near Clermont, a village in the
volcanic mountains, which are so curious, and of late years
so celebrated, are some springs, reported by philosophical
travellers to be the finest and most abundant in Fl_uce;
to view these objects, and more still, a very fine irrigation,
said also to be practised there, I engaged a guide. Report,
when it speaks of things of which the reporter is ignorant,
is sure to magnify; the irrigation is nothing more than
a mountain side converted by water to some tolerable
meadow, but _lone coarsely, and not well understood. That
in the vale, between Riom and Ferraud, far exceeds it.
The springs are curious and powerful: they gush, or
rather burst from the rock, in four or five streams, each
powerful enough to turn a mill, into"a cave a little below the
village. About half a league higher there are many others;
they are indeed so numerous, that scarcely a projeetdon of
the rocks or hills is without them. At the village, I found
that my guide, instead of knowing the country perfectly,
I Royat (Pay de DSme).
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was in reality ignorant ; I therefore took a woman tocon_
duct me to the springs higher up the mountain ; on my
return, she was arrested by a soldier of the guarde bourgeois
(for even this wretched village is not without its national
militia), for having, without permission, become the guide
of a stranger. She was conducted to a heap of stones, they
call the chateau. They told me they had nothing to do
with me ; but as to the woman, she should be taught more
prudence for the future: as thepoor devil was in jeopardy
on my account, I detcrmined at once to accompany them
for the chance of getting her cleared, by attesting her in.
nocence. "We were followed by a mob of all the village,
with the woman's children crying bitterly, for fear their
mother should be imprisoned.
At the castle, we waited
some time, and were then shewn into another apartment,
where the town committee was assembled ; the accusation
was heard; and it was wisely remarked by all, that, in
such dangerous times as these, when all the world knew
that so great and powerful a person as the queen was conspiring against France in the most alarming manner, for
a woman to become the conductor of a stranger--and'of a
stranger who had been making so many suspicious enquiries as I had, was a high offence. It was immediately
agreed, that she ought to be imprisoncd.
I assured them
she was perfectly innocent ; for it was impossible that any
guilty motive should be her inducement;
finding me
curious to see the sp1_ngs, having viewed the lower ones,
and wanting a guide for seeing those higher in the mountains, she offered herself : that she certainly had no other
than the industrious view of getting a few sols for her poor
family. They then turned their enquiries against myself,
that if I wauted to see springs only, what induced me to
ask a multitude of questions concerning the price, value,
and product of the lands ? What had such enquiries to do
with springs and volcanoes ? I told them, that cultivating
some land in England, rendered such things interesting to
me personally : and lastly, that if they would send to Clermoat, they might know, from several respectable persons,.
the truth of all I assel_ed; and therefore I hoped, as it
was the woman's first indiscretion, for Jeould not ca]J it
vffence, they would dismiss her. This was refused at first,
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but assented to at last, on my declaring, that if they finprisoned her, they should do the same by me, and answer
it as they could. They consented to let her go, with a
reprimand, and I departed ; not marvelling, for I have done
with that, at their ignorance, in imagining that the Queen
should conspire so dangerously against their rocks and
mountains. I found my guide in the nfidst of the mob,
who had been very busy in putting as many questions
about me, as I had done about their crops.--There were
two opinions, one party thought I was a commissairs, come
to ascertain the damage done by the haft: the other, that
I was an agent of the Queen's, who intended to blow the
town up with a mine, and send all that escaped to the
gallies. The care that must have been taken to render
the character of that princess detested among the people,
is incredible ; and there seems every where to be no absm'dities too gross, nor circumstances too impossible for their
faith. In the evening to the theatre, the 02timist well
acted. Before I leave Clermont, I must remark, that I
dined, or supped, five times at the table d'h6te, with from
twenty to thirty merchants and tradesmen, officers, &c. ;
and it is not easy for me to express the insignificance,--the
inanity of the conversation.
Scarcely any politics, at a
moment when every bosom ought to beat with none but
political sensations.
The ignorance or the stupidity of
these people must be absolutely incredible; not a week
passes without their country abounding with events that
axe analyzed and debated by the carpenters and blacksmiths of England.
The abolition of tythes, the destruction of the gabelle, game made property, and feudal rights
destroyed, art French topics, that axe translated into English within six days after they happen, and their consequences, combinations, results, and modifications, become
the disquisition and entertainment of the grocers, chandlers,
drapers, and shoemakers, of all the towns of England ; yet
the same people in France do not think them worth their
conversation, except in private. Why ? because converset-ion in private wants little knowledge; but in public, it
demands more, and thm'efore I suppose, for I confess there
are a thousand d_cu]_es attending the solution, they are
silent. But how many people, and how many subjects, on
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which volubility is proportioned to ignorance? Account
for the fact as you please, but it is confirmed with me, and
admits no doubt.
The 14th. To Izoire, 1the country all interesting, from
the number of conic mountains that rise in every quarter ;
some are crowned with towns ;--on others are Roman
castles, and the knowledge that the whole is the work of
subterranean fire, though in ages far too remote for any
record to announce, keeps the attention perpet_l_]ly alive.
Mons. de l'Arbre had given me a letter to Mons. Br_s,
doctor of physic, at Izoire: I found hlm_ with all the
townsmen, collected at the hotel de ville, to hear a news.
paper read. He conducted me to the upper end of the
room, and seated me by himself: the subject of the paper
was the suppression of the religious houses, and the commutation of tythes. I observed that the auditors, among
whom were some of the lower class, were very attentive ;
and the whole company seemed well pleased with whatever
concerned the tythes and the monks. ]_ons. Brgs, who is
a sensible and intelligent gentleman, walked with me to
his farm, about half a league from the town, on a soil of
superior richness ; like all other farms, this is in the hands
of a rn_tayer. Supped at his house afterwards, in an
agreeable company, with much animated political conversation. We discussed the news of the day ; they were inclined to approve of it very warmly ; but I contended thut
the National Assembly did not proceed on any regular well
digested system: that they seemed to have a rage for
pulling down, but no taste for rebuilding: that if they
proceeded much further in such a plan, destroying every
thing, but establishing nothing, they would at last bring
the kingdom into such confusion, that they would even
themselves be without power to restore it to peace and
order; and that such a situation would, in its nature, be
on the brink of the precipice of bankruptcy and civil war.
--I ventured further, to declare it as my idea, that without
an upper house, they never could have either a good or a
durable constitution. We had a difference of opinion on
these points ; but I was glad to fi_d, that there could be
, Issoire
(puy de DSme).
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a fair discussion,--and
that, in a company of six or seven
gentlemen, two would venture to agree with a system so
unfashionable as mine.--17
miles.
The 15th. The country continues interesting to Brioud. _
On the tops of the mountains of Auvergne are many old
castles, and towns, and villages.
Pass the river, by a
bridge of one great arch, to the village of Lampdes. 2 At
that place, wait on _ons. Greyffier de Talairat, avoe_ and
subdelegu_, to whom I had a letter ; and who was so obliging
as to answer, with attention, all my enquiries
into the
agriculture of the neighbourhood.
He enquired much
after lord Bristol ; and was not the worst pleased with me,
when he heard I came from the same province in England.
We drank his lordship's health, in the strong white wine,
kept four years in the sun, which lord Bristol had much
commended.--18
miles.
The 16th.
Early in the morning, to avoid the heat,
which has rather incommoded me, to Fix. _ Cross the river
by a ford, near the spot where a bridge is building, and
mount gradually into a country, which continues interesting to a naturalist, from its volcanic origin ; for all has
been either overturned, or formed by fire. Pass Chomet; _
and descending,
remark a heap of basaltic columns by
the road, to the right ; they are small, but regular sexatons. Poulaget 5 appears in the plain to the left. Stopped
at St. George, e where I procured mules, and a guide, to see
the basaltic columns at Chilliac, 7 which, however, are
hardly striking enough to reward the trouble.
At Fix, I
saw a field of fine clover; a sight that I have not been
regaled with, I t_ink, since Alsace.
I desired to know to
whom it be_nged ? to _ons. Co/tier, doctor of medicine.
I went to his house to make enquiries,
which he was
obliging enough to gratify, and indulged me in a walk
over the principal part of his farm.
He gave me a bottle
Brioude(Hte. Loire).
2 [._mpdes, Station (Puy de DSme).
s Fix-Saint-C-reneys(Hte. Loire).
4 Chomette (Hte. Loire).
6 Paulhaguet (tlte. Loire).
e St. Georges-d'Aurac(Hte. Loire).
7 On the railway from Paris to Nismes, travellers alight here to see
|a Vofite-Chiliac_a picturesquesite.
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of excellent vin blanc _wusscu_, made in Auvergne.
I
enquired of him the means of going to the mine of antimony, four leagues from hence ; but he said the country
was so enragh in that part, and had lately been mischievous, that he advised me by all means to give up the
project.
This country, from climate, as well as pines,
must be very high.
I have been for three days past
melted with heat; but to-day, though the sun is bright,
the heat has been quite moderate, like an English
summer's day, and I am assured that they never have i_
hotter;
but complain
of the winter's
cold being very
severe,--and
that the snow in the last was sixteen inches
deep on the level.
The interesting
circumstance
of the
whole is the volcanic origin : all buildings and walls are of
lava:
the roads are mended with lava, pozzuolana,
and
basalts;
and the face of the country everywhere
exhibits
the origin in subterranean
fire. The fertility, however, is
not apparent, without reflection.
The crops are not extraordinary,
and many bad; but then the height is to be
considered.
In no other country that I have seen are
such great mountains as these, cultivated so high; here
corn is seen every where, even to their tops, at heights
where it is as usual to find rock, wood, or ling (er/ca _d!Tar_s).----42 miles.
The 17th.
The whole range of the fifteen miles to Le
Puy en Velay, is wonderfully
interesting.
Nature, in the
production of this country, such as we see it at present,
must have proceeded
by means not common elsewhere.
It is all in its form tempestuous
as the billowy ocean.
Mountain
rises beyond mountain,
with endless variety:
not dark and dreary, like those of equal height in other
countries, but spread with cultivation
(feeble indeed) to
the very tops.
Some vales sunk among them, of beautiful
verdm'e, please the eye. Towards Le Puy the scenery is
still more striking, from the addition of some of the most
singular
rocks any where to be seen.
The castle of
Polignae, _ from which the duke takes his title, is built on
a bold and enormous one, it is almost of a cubical form,
and towers perpendicularly
above the town, which sur.
Tiffs striking ruin is now shown to etmngers.
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rounds it at its foot. The family of Polignac claim an
origin of great antiquity ; they have pretensions that go
back, I forget whether to Hector or Achilles ; but I never
found any one in conversation
inclined to allow them
more than being in the first class of French families,
which they undoubtedly are. Perhaps there is no where
to be met with a castle more formed to give a local pride
of family than this of Polignac: the man hardly exists
that would not feel a certain vanity, at having given his
own name, from remote antiquity,
to so singular and so
commanding, a rock ; but if, with the name, it belonged to
me, I would scarcely sell it for a province.
The building
is of such antiquity, and the situation so romantic, that
all the feudal ages pass in review in one's imagination, by
a sort of marc
influence; you recognize it for the residence of a lordly baron, who, in an age more distant and
more respectable, though perhaps equally barbarous, was
the patriot defender of his country against the invasion
and tyranny of Rome.
In every age, since the horrible
combustions
of nature which produced it, such a spot
would be chosen for security and defence.
To have given
one's name to a castle, without any lofty preoeminence or
singularity of nature, in the midst, for instance, of a rich
plain, is not equally flattering to our feelings;
all antiquity of family derives from ages of great barbarity, when
civil commotions and wars swept away and confounded the
inhabitants of such situations.
The Bretons of the plains
of England,
were driven to Bretagne;
but the same
people, in the mountains
of Wales, stuck secure, and
remain there to this day. About a gun-shot from Polignae
is another rcmk, not so large, but equally remarkable ; and
in the town of Le Puy, another commanding one rises to a
vast height; with another more singular for its tower-like
form,--on
the top of which St. ]Kichael's church is built.
Gypsum and lime-stone abound; and the whole country
is volcanic; the very meadows are on lava : every thing, in
a word, is either the product of fire, or has been disturbed
or tossed about by it.
At Le Puy, fair day, and a table
d'hSte, with ignorance as usual.
]_[any coffee-houses, and
even considerable
ones, but not a single newspaper to be
found in any.--15 miles.
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The 18th.
Leaving Puy, the hill which the road mounts
on the way to Cost_rous, _ for four or five miles, commands
a view of the town far more picturesque than that of
Clermont.
The mountain, covered with its conical town,
crowned by a vast rock, with those of St. Michael and of
Polignac, form a most singular scene. The road is a noble
one, formed of lava and pozzuolana.
The adjacent declivities have a strong disposition to run into basaltic pentagons
and sexagons;
the stones put up in the road, by way
of posts, are parts of basaltic columns.
The inn at Pradelles, 2 kept by three sisters, Pichots, is one of the worst I
have met with in France.
Contraction, poverty, dirt, and
darkness.--20
miles.
The 19th.
To Thuytz ; 3 pine woods abound ; there are
saw m_l]s, and with ratchet wheels to bring the tree to the
saw, without the constant attention
of a man, as in the
Pyrenees;
a great improvement.
Pass by a new and
beautiful road, al.ong the side of immense mountains
of
granite ; chesnut trees spread in every quarter, and cover
with luxulJance of vegetation rocks apparently so naked,
that earth seems a stranger.
This beautiful tree is known
to dehght in volcanic soils and situations : many are very
large ; I measured one fifteen feet in circumference, at five
from the ground ; and many are nine to ten feet, and fifty
to sixty high.
At Maisse _ the fine road ends, and then a
rocky, almost natul_l one for some miles ; but for half a
mile before Thuytz recover the new one again, which is here
equal to the finest to be seen, formed of volcanic materials,
forty feet broad, without the least stone, a firm and naturally level cementedsufface.
They tell me that 1800 toises
of it, or about 2_- miles, cost 180,000 liv. (82501.)
It conducts, according to custom, to a miserable inu, but with a
large stable ; and in every respect Mons. Grenadier excels
the Demoiselles
Pichots,
Here mulberries
first appear,
and with them flies ; for this is the first day I have been
incommoded.
&t Thuytz I had an object which I supposed would demand a whole day : it is within four hours
ride of the Montagne de la co_2e a_ C/olet d'Ai_a, _ of which
I Co6taros (Hte. Loire).
Thueyts
(Ard_cho).
s La coupe d'Aizac,
the moJt

2 Pradelles
(Hte. Loire),
• Mayres (&rd_che).
characteristic
crater of the Vivarail_

iJ
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]_I.Faujas de St. Fond has given a plate, in his Researches
sur les volvans eteints, that shews it to be a remarkable
object: I began to make enquiries, and arrangements for
having a mule and a guide to go thither the next morning ;
the man and his wife attended me at dinner, and did not
seem, from the difficulties they raised at every moment, to
approve my plan : having asked them some questions about
the price of provisions, and other things, I suppose they
regarded me with suspicious eyes, and thought that I had
no good intentions.
I desired, however, to have the mule
--some difficulties were made--I must have two mules-Very well, get me two. Then returning, a man was not to
be had ; with fresh expressions of surprise, that I should
be eager to see mountains that did not concern me. After
raising fresh difficulties to ever_hing I said, they at last
plainly told me, that I should have neither mule nor man ;
and this with an air that evidently made the case hopeless.
About an hour after, I received a polite message from the
marquis Deblou, seigneur of the parish, who hearing that
an inqulsigve Englishman was at the inn, enquiring after
volcanoes, proposed the pleasure of taking a walk with me.
I accepted the offer with alacl_ty, and going directly
towards his house met him in the road. I explained
to him my motives and m.y .difficulties ; he said, the people
had got some absurd suspmmns of me from my questions,
and that the present time was so dangerous and critical to
all travellers, that he would advise me by no means to
think of any such excursions from the great road, unless I
found much readiness in the people to conduct me : that at
any other moment than the present, he should be happy
to do it lumself, but that at present it was impossible
fox"any perso_u to be too cautious.
There was no resisting
this reasoning, and yet to lose the most curious volcanic
remains in the country, for the crater of the mountain is as
distinct in the print of Mons. de St. Fond, as if the lava
was now running from it, was a mortifying circumstance. The marquis then shewed me his garden and
his chateau, amidst the mountains ; behind it is that of
best visited from Antraigues-sur-Yolane,
a picturesque village about
eight miles from Aubenas5 by way of Vals5 the miniature Vichy of the
Ard_che.
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Gravene, _ which is an extinguished volcano likewise, but the
crater not discernible without difficulty.
In conversation
with him and another gentleman, on agriculture, particularly
the produce of mnlberries, they mentioned a small piece of
land that produced, by silk only, 120 liv. (51. 5s.) a year,
and being contiguous
to the road we walked to it. Appearing very small for such a produce, I stepped it to
ascertain the contents, and minuted
them in my pocketbook.
Soon after, growing dark, I took my leave of the
gentlemen, and retired to my inn. What I had done had
more witnesses than I dreamt of; for at eleven o'clock at
night, a full hour after I had been asleep, the comm,nder
of a file of twenty _nilice baurgeois, with their musquets, or
swords, or sabres, or pikes, entered my chamber,
surrounded my bed, and demanded my passport.
A dialogue
ensued, too long to minute ; I was forced first to give them
my passport,
and, that not satisfying them, my papers.
They told me that I was undoubtcdly
a conspirator with
the Queen, the count d'krtois,
and the count d'Entragues
(who has property
here), who had employed
me as an
arpenteur, to measure their fields, in order to double their
taxes.
_Iy papers being in English saved me.
They had
taken it into their heads that I was not an Englishman-only a pretended one ; for they speak such a jargon themselves, that their ears were not good enough to discover by
my language that I was an undoubted foreigner. Their finding no maps, or plans, nor anything that they could convert
by supposition to a cadastre of their parish, had its effect, as
I could see by their manner, for they conversed entirely in
Patois.
Perceiving, however, that they were not satisfied,
and talked much of the count d'Entragues,
I opened a
bundle of letters that were scaled--these,
gentlemen, are
my letters of recommendation to various cities of France
and Italy, open which you please, and you will find, for
they are written in French, that I am an honest Englishman, and not tzhe rogue you take me for. On this they
held a fresh consultation
and debate, which ended in my
favour ; they refused to open the letters, prepared to leave
me, saying, that my numerous questions about lands, and
* La Gravenne,

ascended

from Thueyts.
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measuring a field, while I pretended to come after volcanoes,
had raised great suspicions, which they observed were
natural at a time when it was known to a certainty that
the Queen, the count d'Artois, and the count d'Entragues
were in a conspiracy against the Vivarais. And thus, to
my 6ntire satisfaction, they wished me good night, and left
me to the bugs, which swarmed in the bed like flies in
a honey.pot.
I had a narrow escape--it would have been
a delicate situation to have been kept prisoner probably in
some common gaol, or, if not, guarded at my own expence,
while they sent a courier to Paris for orders, and me to
pay the piper.--20 miles.
The 20th. The same imposing mountain features con.
tinue to Villeneuve de Berg. 1 The road, for half a mile,
leads under an immense mass of basaltic lava, run into
configurations of various forms, and resting on regular
columns ; this vast range bulges in the centre into a sort
of promontory.
The height, felon, and figures, and the
decisive volcanic character the whole mass has taken,
render it a most interesting spectacle to the learned and
unlearned eye. Just before Aubenas/mistaldng
the road,
which is not half finished, I had _o turn ; it was on the
slope of the declivity, and very rare that any wall or de.
fence is found against the precipices. _/[y French mare
has an ill talent of backing too freely when she begins:
unforgunately she exercised it at a moment of imminent
danger, and backed the chaise, me, and herself down the
precipice; by great good luck, there was at the spot a sort
of shelf of rock, that made the immediate fall not more
than five feet direct. I leaped out of the chaise in a
moment, and fell unhm_ : the chaise was overthrown and
the mare on'her side, en_._gled in the harness, which kept
the carriage from tumbling down a precipice of sixty feet.
Fortunately she lay quietly, for had she struggled both
must have fallen. I called some lime-burners to my
assistance, who were with great _]_f_culty brought to submit to directions, and not each pursue his own idea to the
certain precipitation of both mare and chaise. We extri1 (Ard_he), full of oouvenlrs of Oliver de Serres,
which the great 8griculmrist was born still exists,

(Ard_che.)
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cared her unhm% secured the chaise, and, then with still
greater difficulty, regained the road with both. This was,
by f_" the narrowest escape I have had. A blessed country
for a broken limb--confinement for six weeks or two months
at the Cheval _/anv, at Aubenas, an inn that would have
been purgatory to one of my hogs :--alone,--without relation, friend, or servant, and not one person in sixty that
speaks French._Th,.nks to the good providence that preserved me ! What a situation--I shudder at the reflection
more tb.q.n I did falling in the jaws of the precipice.
Before I got from the place there were seven men about
me, I gave them a 3 liv. piece to drink, which for sometime they refused to accept, thinking, with unaffected
modesty, that it was too much. At Aubenas repaired the
harness, and leaving that place, viewed the silk mills, which
are considerable. Reach Villeneuve de berg. I was immediately hunted out by the _ilice bourgeoise. Where is
your certificate ? Here again the old objection that my
features and person were not described.--Your _a_ers?
The importance of the case, they said, was great: and
looked as big as if a marshal's barton was in hand. They
tormented me with an hundred questions ; and then pronounced that I was a suspicious looking person. They
could not conceive why a Suffolk farmer could travel into
the Vivarais ? Never had they heard of any person travelling for agriculture ! They would take my passport to the
lwtel de ville--have the permanent council assembled--and
place a centinel at my door. I told them they might do
what they pleased, provided they did not prohibit my
dinner, as I was hungry ; they then departed_ In about
half an hour a gentleman-like man, a Croi_ de St. Lau/s
came, asked me some questions very politely, and seemed
not to conclude that Maria Antonletta and Arthur Young
were at this moment in any very dangerous conspiracy.
He retired, saying, he hoped I should not meet with any
difficulties. In another half hour a.soldier came to conduct
me to the hotel de ville ; where I found the council assembled ; I had a good many questions asked ; and some expressions of surprise that an English farmer should travel
so. far for agriculture--they
had never heard of such a
thing ;--but all was in a polite liberal manner ; and though
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travelling for agriculture was as new to them, as if it had
been like the antient philosopher's tour of the world on a
cow's back, and living on the milk,--yet
they did not deem
any thing in my recital improbable, signed my passport
very readily, assured me of eve_7 assistance and civility I
might want, and dismissed me with the politeness
of
gentlemen.
I described my treatment at Thuytz, which
they loudly condemned.
I took this opportunity to beg
to know where that Pradel I was to be found in this
country, of which Oliver de Selu'es was seigneur, the well
known French
writer on agriculture
in the reign of
Henry IV.
They at once pointed out of the window of
the room we were in to the house, which in this town belonged to him; and informed me that Pradel was within a
league.
As this was an object I had noted before I came
to France, the information gave me no slight satisfaction.
The mayor, in the course of the examination, presented me
to a gentleman who had translated Sterne into French,
but who did not speak English;
on my return to the
anberge I found that this was _[ons. de Boissiere, avocat
general of the parliament of Grenoble.
I did not care to
leave the place without knowing somettfing more of one
who had distinguished
himfelf by his attention to English
literature ; and I wrote him a note, begging permission to
have the pleasure of some conversation with a gentleman
who had made our inimitable author speak the language
of a people he loved so well.
Mons. de Boissiere came to
me immediately,
conducted me to his house, introduced me
to his lady and some friends, and as I was much interested
concerning Oliver de Serres, he offered to take a walk with
me to Pradel.
It may easily be supposed that this was
too much tb my mind to be refused, and few evenings
have been more agreeably spent. I regarded the residence
of the great parent of French agriculture, and who was undoubtedly one of the first writers on the subject that had
then appeared in the world, with that sort of veneration,
which those only can feel who have addicted themselves
strongly to some predominant
pursuit, and find it in such
moments indulged in its most exquisite feelinge
Two
1 Le Pradel, close to Vflleneuve de Berg.
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hundred years after his exertions, let me do honour to his
memory, he was an excellent farmer and a true patriot,
and would not have been fixed on by Henry IV. as his
chief agent in the great project of introducing the culture
of silk in France, if he had not possessed a considerable
reputation;
a reputation well earned, since posterity has
confirmed it.
The period of his practice is too remote to
gain anything more than a general outline of what may
now be supposed to have been his farm.
The basis of it
is limestone ; there is a great oak wood near the chateau,
and many vines, with plenty of mulberries, some apparently
old enough to have been planted by the hand of the vener.
able genius that has rendered the ground classic.
The
estate of Pradel, which is about 5000 liv. (2181. 15s.) a
year, belongs at present to the marquis of Mirabel
who
inherits it in right of his wife, as the descendant of De
Serres.
I hope it is exempted for ever from all taxes ; he
whose writings laid the foundation for the improvement of
a lringdom, should leave to his posterity some marks of
his countrymen's gratitude.
When the present bishop of
Sisteronwas
shewn, like me, the farm of De Serres, he remarked, that the nation ought to erect a statue to his
memory. _ The sentiment
is not without
merit, though
no more than common snuff-box chat ; but if this bishop
has a well cultivated farm in his hands itdoes him honour.
Supped with Mons. and Madame de Boissiere, &c. and had
the pleasure of an agreeable and interesting
conversation.
--21 miles.
The 21st. Mons. de Boissiere, wishing to take my advice
in the improvement
of a fa_un, which he had taken in_
his b.._ds, six or seven miles from Berg, in my road to
¥iviers, accompanied me thither.
I advised him to form
one well executed and well improved inclosure every year
--to finish as he advances, and to do well what he attempts
to do at all; and I cautioned him against the common
abuse of that excellent husbandry, paring and burning.
I
suspect, however, that his ho_n_e d'affaire will be too potent
for the English
traveller.--I
hope he has received" the
1 A statue of de
pyramidal
monument
after him.

Serres now adorns
Villeneuve
de Berg, also a
to his memory, and a street and square are named
-
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turnip-see_I I sent Mm.
Dine at Viviers, 1 and pass the
Rhone.
After the wretched inns of the Vivarais, dirt,
filth, bugs, and starving, to arrive at the hot¢_ de Mwns/eur,
at Montilimart/a
great and excellent inn, was something
like the arrival in France from Spain:
the contrast is
striking ; and I seemed to hug myself, that I was again in
a christian country among the Milor Ninehitreas, and my
I_i Bettis, of ]_ons. Chabet.--23
miles.
The 22d. Having a letter to Mons. Faujas de St. Fond,'
the celebrated n_turalist, who has favoured the world with
many important
works on volcanoes, aerostation,
and
various other branches of natural history, I had the satisfaction, on enquiring, to find that he was at _[ontilimart ;
and, waiting on h;m--to
perceive, that a man of distinguished merit was handsomely lodged, with every thing
about him that indicated an easy fortune.
He received me
with the frank politeness inherent in his character; introduced me, on the spot to a ]_ons. l'Abb_ Berenger, who re.
sided near his country-seat,
and was, he said, an excellent
cultivator;
and likewise to another gentleman, whose taste
had taken the same good direction.
In the evening Mons.
Faujas took me to call on a female friend, who was
engaged in the same enquiries, _adame
Cheinct, whose
husband is a member of the National Assembly ; if he has
the good luck to find at Versailles some other lady as
agreeable as her he has left at Montilimart, his mission
will not be a barren one ; and he may perhaps be better
employed than in voting regenerations.
This lady accompanied us in a walk for viewing the environs of Montilimart; and it gave me no small pleasure to find, that she
was an excellent farmeress, practises considerably, and had
the goodness to answer many of my enquiries, particularly
in the culture of silk. I was so charmed with the _zivstg
of character, and pleasing conversation of this very agreei (Ard_ehe),the ancient capital of the Virarals.
Mont61imar(DrSme).
s Few of our author's numerous introductory letters broughthim a
more distinguished acquaintance than this. _,l. Faujas St. Fond,
afterwardshis visitor at Bradfield,is known as one of the creators of
the science of geology in France. His English and Scotch Travels
have been translated, Died 1819.
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able lady, that a longer stay here would have been delicious
--but the plough!
The 23d. By appointment,
accompanied
Mons. Faujas
to his country-seat and farm at l'Oriol,' fifteen miles north
of Montilimart,
where he is building a good house.
I was
pleased to find his farm amount to 280 septer_s _ of land : I
should have liked it better, had it not been in the hands of
a m_tayer.
Mons. Faujas pleases me much ; the liveliness,
vivacity, Th_ogisto_ of his character, do not run into pert.
hess, foppery, or affectation ; he adheres steadily to a subject ; and shews, that to clear up any dubious point, by
the attrition of different ideas in conversation, gives him
pleasure ; not through a vain fluency of colloquial powers,
but for better understanding
a subject.
The next day,
Mons. l'Abb_ Berenger, and another gentlemen, passed it
at ]_Ions. Faujas' : we walked to the Abbd's farm.
He is
of th6 good order of beings, and pleases me much ; curd of
the parish, and president of the permanent council.
He is
at present warm on a project of reuniting the protestants
to the church; spoke, with great pleasure, of having persuaded them, on occasion of the general thanksgiving
for
the establishment
of liberty, to return thanks to God, and
sing the Te _Dewm in the catholic church, in common as
brethren, which, from confidence in his character, they did.
His is firmly persuaded, that by both parties giving way a
little, and softening or retrenching reciprocally somewhat
in points that are disagreeable,
they may be brought
together.
The idea is so liberal, that I question it for the
multitude, who are never governed by reason, but by trifles
and ceremonies,--and
who are usually attached to their
religion, in propo_ion to the absurdities
i_ abounds with.
I have not the least doubt but the mob in England would
be much more scandalized at parting with the creed of St.
Athanasius, th,.n the whole bench of bishops, whose illnmlnat_on would perhaps reflect correctly that of the throne.
_ons. l'Abbd Berenger has prepared a memorial, which is
ready to be presented to the National Assembly, proposing
and explaining this ideal union of the two religions ; and
I _oriol (Dr6me).
Setier, ancient measure of laud, as much as could be sowed with a
seller (156 litres), of oorn.
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he had the plan of adding a clause, proposing that the
cler_should
have permission to marry.
He was convinced,
that it would be for the interest of morals, and much for
that of the nation, that the clergy should not be an insulated body, but holding by the same interests and connections as other people.
He remarked, that the life of a cur_,
and especially in the country, is melancholy ; and, knowing
my passion, observed, that a man never could be so good a
farmer, on any possession he might have, excluded from
being succeeded
by his children.
He shewed me his
memoir, and I was pleased to find that there is at present
great harmony between the two religions, owing certainly
to such good cv/r_s. The number of protes "t_nts is very
considerable
in this neighbourhood.
I strenuously
contended for the insertion of the clause respecting marriage ;
assured him, that at such a moment as this, it would do all
who were concerned in this memorial the greatest credit ;
and that they ought to consider it as a demand of the
rights of humanity, violently, injuriously, and, relative to
the nation, impolitically,
withheld.
•Yesterday,
in going
with IKons. FAujas, we passed a congregation of protestants,
assembled, Druid-like,'
under five or six spreadiug oaks,
to offer their thanksgiving
to the great Parent of their
happiness and hope.--In
such a climate as this, is it not a
worthier temple, built by the great hand they revere, than
one of brick and mol_ax ?--This was one of the richest days
I have enjoyed in France ; we had a long and truly farmblg
dinner ; drank a l'Anglois success to T_ PLOUe_ ! and had
so much agricultural
conversation,
that I wished for my
farming friends in Suffolk to partake my satisfaction.
J_f
]_ons. Faujus de St. Fond comes to England, as he gives
me hope, I _shall introduce him to _hem with pleasure.
In
the evening return to ]_Iontilimart.--30
miles.
The 25th.
To Chateau Rochemaur, '_across the Rhone.
i In 1788,Louis XVI. acting on fmuneradvice of Turgot, had passed
a decree ameliorating the condition of Protestants in Frauce. They
were still ineligible for civil appointments, but were permitted to celebrate worship,-their marriag-eswere now legal, and their children
legitimate before the law. Entire liberty of conscience and civil
equality were decreedby the National Assembly a year later.
2 R_hemaure (Ard_che),one of the most striking objects seen by the
traveller steaming from Lyons to Avignon.
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It is situated on a basaltic rock, nearly perpendicl!lA_, with
every columnar proof of its volcanic origin. See ]_ons. de
Faujaz' Recherches. In the afternoon to Piere T.attte,_
through a country steril, uninteresting, and fax inferior to
the environs of Montilimaxt.--22 miles.
The 26th. To Orange, _ the country not much better ; a
range of mouutains to the left: see nothing of the Rhone.
At that town there axe remains of a large Roman building,
seventy or eighty feet high, called a circus, of a triumphal
arch, which, though a good deal decayed, manifests, in its
remains, no ordinary decoration, and a pavement in the
house of a poor person, which is very perfect and beautiful,
but much inferior to that of Nismes. The vent de blze has
blown strongly for several days, with a clear sky, tempering the heats, which axe sometimes sultry and oppressive;
it may, for what I know, be wholesome to French constitutions, but it is diabolic&l to mine ; I found myself very indifferent, and as if I was going to be ill, a new and unusual
sensation over my whole body: never drearnlng of the
wind, I knew not what to attribute it to, but my complaint
coming at the same time, puts it out of doubt; besides, instinct now, much more than reason, makes me guard as
much as I can against it. At four or five in the morning
it is so cold that no traveUer ventures out. It is more
penetratingly drying than I had any conception of; other
winds stop the cutaneous perspiration; but this piercing
through the body seems, by its sensation, to dessieate all
the interior humidity.--20 miles.
The 27th. To _,viguon.--Whether
it was because I haxl
read much of this town in the history of the middle ages,
or because it had been the residence of the Popes, or more
probably from the still more interesting memoirs which
Petrarch has left concerning it, in poems that will last as
long as Italima elega_ace and human feelings shall exist,
I know not--but I approached the place with a sort of interest, attention, and expectancy, that few towns have
kindled. Laura's tomb, is in the church of the Cordeliers;
it is nothing but a stone in the pavement, with a figure engraven on it partly effaced, surrounded by an inscription in
1 Pierrelatte(Drfme).

_ (Vaueluse.}
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Gothic letters, and another in the wall adjoining, with the
armorial of the family of Sade.
How incredible is the
power of great talents, when employed in delineating passions common to the human race.
How many millions of
women, fair as Laura, have been beloved as tenderly-but, wanting a Petrarch
to illustrate
the passion, have
lived and died in oblivion ! whilst his lines, not written to
die, conduct thousands under the impulse of feelings, which
genius only can excite, to mingle in idea their melancholy
sighs with those of the poet who consecrated
the_e remains to immortality !--There is a monument of the brave
Cri]lon 1 in the same church ; and I saw other churches and
pictures--but
Petrarch and Laura are predominant
at
Avignon.--19
miles.
The 28th.
Wait
upon Pere BrouiUony,
provincial
visitor, 2 who, with great politeness, procured me the information I wished, by introducing me to some gentlemen
understanding
in agriculture.
From the rock of the
legates palace, there is one of the finest views of the
windings of the Rhone that is to be seen : it forms two
considerable islands, which, with the rest of the plain,
richly watered, cultivated, and covered with mulberries,
olives, and fruit-trees, have a fine boundary in the mountains of Provence, Dauphin_, and Languedoc.--The
circular
road fine.
I was struck with the resemblance
between
the women here and in England.
It did not at once occur
in what it consisted; but it is their caps ; they dress their
heads quite different from the French women,
i better
pal%ieularity, is there being no wooden shoes here, nor, as
I have seen, in Provence?--I
have often complained of
the stupid ignorance I met with at table d'h6tes.
Here,
if possihle_ it has been worse than common.
The politeness of the French is proverbial, but it never could arise
A celebratedcaptain who served Henri IV.
2 "Le p_re visiteur" is charged with the inspection of religious
housesof his order.
a We were, like you, struck with the resemblance of the women at
Avignon to those of England, but not for the reason you _ve; it apo
pea_d to us to originate from their complexions being naturally so
much better than that of the other French women, more than their
head.drea%whichdiffersas much from ours, as it does from the French :
_Note by a female friend to Arthur Young.
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from the manners of the classes that frequent these tables.
Not one time in for_y will a foreigner, as such, receive the
least mark of attention.
The only political idea here is,
that if the English should attack France, they have a
million of men in arms to receive them ; and their ignorance seems to know no distinction between men in arms
in their towns and villages, or in action without the kingdom. They conceive, as Sterne observes, much better than
they combine : I put some questions to them, but in vain :
I asked, if the union of a rusty firelock and a bourgeois
made a soldier ?--I asked them, in which of their wars
they had wanted men ? I demanded,
whether they had
ever felt any other want than that of money?
And
whether the conversion of a million of men, into the
bearers of musquets, would made money more plentiful ?
I asked, if personal service was not a tax ? And whether
paying the tax of the service of a million of men increased
their faculties of paying other and more useful taxes ? I
begged them to inform me, if the regeneration
of the
kingdom, which had put arms into the hands of a million
of mob, had rendered industry more productive, internal
peace more secure, confidence more enlarged, or credit
more stable ? And lastly, I assured them, that should the
English attack them at present, they would probably make
the weakest figure they had done from the foundation of
their monarchy: but, gentlemen, the Euglish, in spite of
the example you set them iu the American war, will disdain such a conduct ; they regret the constitution you are
forming, because they thin]c it a bad one--but
whatever
you may establish, you will have no interruption, but many
good wishes from your neighbour.
It was all in vain;
they were well persuaded their government
was the best
in the world ; that it was a monarchy, and no republic,
which I contended ; and that the English thought it good,
because they would unquestionably
abolish their house of
lords, in the enjoyment of which accurate idea I left them.
--In the evening to Lille,' a town which has lost its name
in the world, in the more splendid fame of Vaucluse.
There can hardly be met with a richer, or better cultivated
I L'Isle,

star.

the Sorgues.

(Vaucluse),

on an island

surrounded

by

branches

ot
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sixteen miles; the irrigation is superb. Lille is most
agreeably situated.
On coming to the verge of it I found
fine plantations of elms, with delicious streams, bubbling
over pebbles on either side ; well dressed people were enjoying the evening at a spot, I had conceived to be only a
mountain village. It was a sort of fairy scene to me.
Now, thought I, how detestable to leave this fine wood
and water, and enter a nasty, beggarly, walled, hot, stinking
town ; one of the contrasts most offensive to my feelings.
W-hat an agl'eeable sm_prise, to find the inn without the
town, in the midst of the scenery I had admired! and
more, a good and civil inn. I walked on the banks of this
classic stream for an horn', with the moon gazing on the
waters, that will run for ever in mellifluous poetry: retired to sup on the most exquisite trout and craw fish
in the world. To-morrow to the famed origin.--16 miles.
The 29th. I am delighted with the environs of Lille ;
beautiful roads, well planted, surround and pass off in
different dh-ections, as if from a capital town, umbrageous
enough to form promenades against a hot sun, and the
river splits and divides into so many streams, and is conducted with so much attention that it has a delicious
effect, especially to an eye that recognises all the fertility
of irrigation. To the fountain of Vaucluse, which is justly
said to be as celebrated almost as that of Helicon. Crossing
a p]9._n,which is not so beautiful as one's idea of Tempe ;
the mountain presents an almost perpendicular rock, at
the foot of which is an immense and very fine cavern, half
filled with a pool of stagnant, but clear water, this is the
famous fountain ; at other seasons it fills the whole cavern,
and boils over in a vast stream among rocks; its bed now
marked by vegetation.
At present the water gushes out
200 yards lower down, from beneath masses of rock, and
in a very small distance forms a considerable river, which
almost immediately receives deviations by art for mills
and irrigation. On the summit of a rock above the village,
but much below the mountain, is a ruin, ea3ied, by the
poor people here, the chateau of Petrarch--who tell you it
was inhabit_l by Mons. Petrarch and Madame T,aur_..
The scene is sublime ; but what renders it truly interesting
to our feelings, is the celebrity which great talents have
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given it. The power of rocks, and water, and mountains,
even in their boldest features, to arrest attention, and fill
the bosom with sensations that banish the insipid feelings
of common llfe--holds
not of inanimate nature.
To give
energy to such sensations, it must receive animation from
the creative touch of a vivid fancy : described by the poet,
or connected with the residence, actions, pursuits, or passions of great geniusses ; it lives, as it were, personified by
talents, and commands the interest that breathes around
whatever is consecrated by fame.
To Orgon.'
Quit the
Pope's territory, by crossing the Durance; there view the
skeleton of the navigation of Boisgelin, the work of the
archbishop of Aix, a noble project, and, where finished,
perfectly well executed ; a hill is pierced by it for a quarter
of a mile, a work that rivals the greatest similar exertions.
It has, however, stood still many years for want of money.
The vent de b{ze gone, and the heat increased, the wind
now S.W. my health better to a moment, which proves
how pel_icious it is, even in August.--20
miles.
The 30th.
I forgot to observe that, for a few days
past, I have been pestered with all the mob of the country
shooting:
one would think that every rusty gun in Provence is at work, killing all sorts of birds ; the shot has
fallen five or six times in my chaise and about my ears.
The National Assembly has declared that every man has
a right to kill game on his own land ; and advancing this
maxim so absurd as a declaration, though so wise as a law,
without any statute of provision to secure the right of
game to the possessor of the soil, according to the tenor
of the vote, has, as I am every where informed, filled all
the fields of France with sportsmen to an utter nuisance.
The same effects have flowed from declarations
of right
relative to tythes, taxes, feudal rights, &e. In the declarations, conditions and compensations
are talked of; but an
unruly ungovernable
multitude
seize the benefit of the
abolition, and laugh at the obligations
or recompense.
Out by daybreak for Salon, "z in order to view the Crau,
one of the most singular districts in France for its soil, or
rather want of soil, being apparently a region of sea flints,
I (Bouches du Rh6ne.)

2 (Bouches du RhSne.)
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yet fee(tinff great herds of sheep • View the improvement
of Monsieur Pasquali, who is doing great things, but
roughly: I wished to see and converse with him, but unfortunately he was absent from Salon. At night to St.
Canat)--46 miles.
The 81st. To Aix2 Many houses without glass windows. The women with men's hats, and no wooden shoes.
At Aix waited on Mons. Gibelin, celebrated for his translations of the worlds of Dr. Priestley, and of the Philosophical
Transactions.
He received me with that easy and agreeable politeness natural to his character, being apparently a
friendly man, He took every method in his power to procure me the information I wanted, and engaged to go with
me the next day to Tour D'Aigues 3 to wait on the baron
of that name, president of the parliament of Aix, to whom
also I had letters ; and whose essays, in the Trimestres of
the Paris society of agriculture, are among the most
valuable on rural oeconomies in that work.wl2 miles.
Ssp_._rB_ 1st. Tour d'Aigues is twenty miles north
of &ix, on the other side of the Durance, which we crossed
at a felTv. The country about the chateau is bold and
hilly, and swells in four or five miles into rocky mountains,
The president received me in a very friendly manner, with
a simplicity of manners that gives a dignity to his character, void of affectation ; he is vel T fond of agriculttu'e
and planting. The afternoon was passed in viewing his
home-farm, and his noble woods, which are uncommon in
this naked province. The chateau of Tour d'Aigues, before much of it was accidentally consumed by fire, must
have been one of the most considerable in France ; but at
present a melancholy spectacle is left. The baron is an
enormous sqfferer by the revolution; a great extent of
country, which belonged in absolute right to his ancestors,
has been granted for quit rents, eens, and other feudal
lPayments, so that there is no comparison between the
ands retained and those thus granted by his family. The
loss of the &.oils honorifi_ues is much more than has been
• St. Chamas (Bouches du Rhfne).
s Aix.en-Pr, Jvenee (Bouches du IthSne).
s Tour d'Aigues (I_uehes du I_h6ne). The ehhteau here spoken of iJ
nOWa rtliiL
B
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apparent, and is an utter loss of all influence; it was
natural to look for some plain and simple mode of compensation; but the declaration of the National Assembly
allows none; and it is feelingly known in this chateau,
that the solid payments which the Assembly have declared
to be rachdable are every hour falling to nothing, without
a shadow of recompense. The people are in arms, and at
this moment very uuquiet.
The situation of the nobility
in this country is pitiable ; they are under apprehensions
that nothing will be left them, but simply such houses as
the mob allows to stand unburnt ; that the mgtaycrs will
retain their farms without paying the landlord his half of
the produce ; and that, in case of such a refusal, there is
actually neither law nor authority in the country to pre.
vent it. Here is, however, in this house, a large and an
agreeable society, and cheerful to a mia-acle, considering
the times, and what such a great baron is losing, who has
inherited from his ancestors immense possessions, now
frittering to nothing by the revolution.
This chateau,
splendid even in ruins, the venerable woods, park, and all
the ensigns of family and command, with the fortune, and
even the lives of the owners at the mercy, and trampled
on by an alaned l_bble. What a spectacle! The baron
has a very fine and well filled library, and one part of it
totally with books and tracts on agriculture, in all the
languages of Europe. His collection of these is nearly as
nmnerous as my own.--20 miles.
The 2d. _ons. Le President dedicated this day for an
excursion to his mountain-falan, five miles off, where he
has a great range, and one of the finest lakes in Provence,
two thousand toises round, and forty feet deep. Directly
from it rises a fine mountain, consisting of a mass of shell
agglutinated into stone ; it is a pity this hill is not plan_ed,
as the water wants the immediate accompanyment of wood.
Carp rise to 251b. and eels to 12lb. (Note, there are carp
in the lake Bourget, in Savoy, of 60lb.) A neighbouring
gentleman, ]_[ons. 5ouvent, well acquainted with the agriculture of this country, accompanied us, and spent the rest
of the day at the castle. I had much valuable infolanation
from the baron de Tour d'Aigues, this gentleman, and from
Mons. l'Abbg de _,
I forget his name. In the evening
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I had some conversation on housekeeping with one of the
ladies, and found among other articles, that the wages of
a gardener are 300 liv. (131. 2s. 6d.) ; a common man-servant, 150 liv. (71.) ; a bourgeois cook, 75 to 90 liv. (90 liv.
are 31. 18s. 9d.) ; a house-maid, 60 to 70 liv. (31. Is. 3d.)
Rent of a good house for a Bourgeois 700 or 800 ]iv. (351.)
--10 miles.
The 3d. Took my leave of Mona Tom' d'Aigues' hospitable chateau, and retul-aed with ]kIons. Gibelin to Aix.-20 miles.
The 4th. The country to _[arseilles is all mouutainous,
but much cultivated with vines and olives ; it is, however,
naked and uninteresting ; and much of the road is left in
a scandalous condition, for one of the greatest in France,
not wide enough, at places, for two carriages to pass with
convenience. What a deceiving painter is the imagination !
--I had read I know not what lying exaggerations of the
bastides about Marseilles, being counted not by hundreds,
but by thousands, with anecdotes of Louis XIV. adding
one to the number of a citadel.--I have seen other towns
in France, where they are more numerous;
and the
environs of _Iontpellier, without extel_al commerce, axe
as highly decorated as those of ]Vraxseilles; yet ]k_ontpel]ier
is not singular. The view of _[axseilles, in the approach,
is not striking.
It is well built in the new quarter, but,
like all others, in the old, close, ill built, and dirty; the
population, if we may judge fl'om the throng in tho streets,
is very great ; I have met with none that exceeds it in this
respect. I went in the evening to the theatre, which is new,
but not striking ; and not in any respect to be named with
that of Boqrdeaux, or even Nantes; nor is the general
magnificence of the town at all equal to Bourdeaux; the
new buildings axe neither so extensive, nor so good--the
number of ships in the pol_ not to be compared, and the
port itself is a horse-pond, compared with the Oaronne.-20 miles.
The 5th. Marseilles is absolutely exempt from the repreaches I have so often east on others for want of newspapers. I breakfasted at the Ccrf$d'Acajou amidst many
Deliver my letters, and receive information concerning commerce ; but I am disappointed of one I exl_cted for Mons.
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l'Abbg Raynal, the celebrated author.
At the table d'h6te,
the count de Mirabean, both here and at Aix, a topic of
conversation ; I expected to have found him more popular,
from the extl_vagancies
committed
in his favour in Provence and at Marseilles;
they consider him merely as
politician of great abilities, whose principles are favom_ble
to theb's : as to his private character, they think they have
nothing to do with it; and assert, that they had much
rather trust to a rogue of abilities, than put any confidence
in an honest man of no talents ; not, however, meaning to
assert, that ]_ons. de ]__irabeau deserved any such appellation.
They say he has an estate in Provence.
I observed,
that I was glad to hear he had property ; for, in such revolutions, it was a necessary hold on a man, that he will
not drive every thing to confusion, in order to possess a
consequence and importance which cannot attend him in
peaceable and quiet times. But to be at Marseilles without
seeing Abl_ Raynal, one of the undoubted
precursors uf
the present revolution in France, would be mortifying.
Having no time to wait longer for letters, I took the resolution to introduce myself.
He was at the house of his
friend ]Wens. Bertrand.
I told him my situation:
and,
with that ease and politeness
which flows from a man's
knowledge of the world, he replied, that he was always
happy to be of use to any gentleman
of my nation;
and, turning to his friend, said, here also is one, Sir, who
loves the English, and understands
their language.
In
conversing on agriculture, which I had mentioned as the
object of my jotu_ey, they both expressed their surprise to
find, by accounts apparently authentic, that we imported
great quantities of wheat, instead of exporting, as we formerly did ; and desired to know, if this was really the case,
to what it was owing ? and recurring, at the same time, to
the 3fercure de _.rance for a statement of the export and
import of co1_, he read it as a quotation from Mr. Arthur
Young.
This gave me the opportunity
of saying, that I
was the person, and it proved a lucky introduction ; for it
was not possible to be received with more politeness, or
with more offers of service and assistance.
I explained,
that the c]_nge had taken place in consequence of a vast
increase of population, a cause still increasing more rapidly
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than even--We had an interesting conversation on the
agriculture of France, and on the present situation of
affairs, which they both think going on badly; are convinced of the necessity of an upper house in the legislature; and dread nothing more than a mere democratical
government, which they think a species of republic,
ridiculous for such a kingdom as France. I remarked,
that I had often reflected with amazement, that Mons.
Necker did not assemble the slates in such a felon, and
under such regulations, as would have naturally led to
adopt the constitution of England, free fl'om the few faults
which time has discovered in it. On which t_ons. Bertrand
gave me a pamphlet he had published, addressed to his
friend Abbd Raynal, proposing several circumstances in
the English constitution to be adopted in that of France.
]_ons. l'Abbd l_aynal remarked, that the American revolution had brought the French one in its train: I observed,
that if the result in France should be liberty, that revolution had proved a blessing to the world, but much more so
to England than to AmelSca. This they both thought such
a paradox, that I explained it by remarldng, that I believed
the prosperity which England had enjoyed since the peace,
not only much exceeded that of any other similar period,
but also that of any other country, in any period since the
establishment of the European monarclfies : afact that was
suppol_ed by the increase of population, of consumption,
of industry, of navigation, shipping, and sailors: by the
augmentation and improvement of agrictfltm'e, manufac.
tares, and commerce; and in a peculiar mass and aggTe.
gate, flowing fl'om the whole, the rising ease and felicity of
the people. I mentioned the authentic documents and
public registers which supported such a representation;
and I remarked, that Abt_ Raynal, who attended closely
to wha¢ I said, had not seen or heard of these circumstances, in which he is not singular, for I have not met
with a single person in France acquainted with them ; yet
they unquestionably form one of the most remarkable and
singular experiments in the science of politics that the
world has seen ; for a people to lose an empire--thirteen
provinces, and to eArN by that /oss, an increase of wealth,
felicity, and power l When will the obvious conclusions,
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to be drawn from that prodi_ous event, be adopted ? that
all transmarine, or distant dominions, are som'ces of weakness : and that to renounce them would be wisdom. Apply
this in France to St. ])omingo, in Spain to Peru, or in
England to Bengal, and mark the ideas and replies that
are excited. I have no doubt, however, of the fact. I
complimented him on his generous gift to the society of
agriculture at Paris of 1200 liv. for a premimn ; he said
they had thanked him, not in the usual form, by the secretary signing alone, but had every one present signed it.
He said, that he should do the same by the academies of
sciences and belles lettres ; and he has given the same sum
to the academy at Marseilles, for a premium relative to
their commerce. He said also, that he had formed a plan
which he should execute when he has saved money enough,
which is to expend, by means of the society of agriculture,
1"200liv. a year in purchasing models of all the useful implements of husbandry to be found in other countries,
especially in England, and to spread them over France.
The idea is an excellent one, and merits great praise; yet
it is to be questioned, whether the effect would answer the
expence. Give the tool itself to a farmer, and he will not
know how to use it, or will be too much prejudiced to like
it; a model he will still less take the trouble to copy.
Gentlemen fa_ub_g every where their own lands, with
enthusiasm and passion for the art, would apply and use
those models ; but I fear that none such are to be found
in France. The spilit and pursuits of gentlemen must be
changed from their present frivolous trams, before any
such thing could be effected. He approved of my recommending turnips and potatoes; but said, that good sorts
were wanting; and mentioned a trial he had made himself, a comparison of the English and Provenqal potatoes
in making bread, and the English produced one.third
more flour than the French.--Among
other causes of bad
husbandry in France, he named the illegality of usury ; at
present moneyed people in the country locke_t it up, instead
of leuding it for improvement.
These sentiments of an
illustrious writer do him honour ; and it was pleasing to
me to find, that he gave attention to objects which have
almost monopolized mine; and yet more so to find, that
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this justly celebrated
writer, though not young, is in good
spirits ; and that he may live many years to enlighten
the
world by the productions
of a pen that has never been
employed but for the benefit of the human species.
The 8th.
The Cuges. _ For three or four miles the road
leads through
rows of bastides and walls ; it is made of
owdered white stone, and without
exception, the most
usty I ever saw ; the vines, for twenty rods on each side,
were like a dressed head: the counh T all mountains
of
rocks, with poor pines.--Uninteresting
_z_d ugly; the plains,
of no great breadth, are covered with vines and olives. ]_eet
capers first at Cuges.
At Aubagne, 2 1 dined on six dishes,
not bad, a dessert, and a bottle of wine, for 24fi and by
myself too, for no table d'h6te. What _Ions. Dutens could
mean by calling the post-house at Cuges a good auberge, is
inexplicable ; it is a miserable hole, in which I have one of
the best rooms, without glass to the windows.--21
miles.
The 9th.
The country to Toulon is more interesting;
the mountains
are bolder ; the sea adds to the view ; and
there is one passage among the rocks, where are sublime
feahLres,
l_ine-tenths
are waste mountain, and a wretched
country of pines, box, and miserable aromatics, in spite of
the climate.
Near Toulon, especially at Olioules, _ there
axe pomegranates
in the hedges, with fruit as large as
nonpareils ; they have a few oranges also.
The bason of
Toulon, with ranges of three deckers, and other large men
of war, with a quay of life and business, are fine.
The
town has nothing that deserves description ; the great and
only thing that is worth seeing, the dock-yard, I could not
see, yet I had letters ; but the regulation
forbidding it, as
at Brest; al_ applications were vain.--25
miles.
The 10th: Lady Craven 4has sent me upon a wild-goose
chase to Hyeres_one
would think this country, from her's
and many other descriptions, was all a garden _ but it has
Ca_ds_a poor-looking town near which the caper is cultivated
(Bouches du ]_hSne.)
Ollioules (Vat), in the valley of the l_eppe, famous for its orange
trees and immbr_elJes.
Elizabetb_ Lady Craven, who after a Platonic friendship of many
years' standing, married the Margrave of Anspach, and was the author
of works of travel_ and an autobiography.
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been praised much beyond its merit. The vale is every
where ricMy cultivated, and planted with olives and vines,
with a mixture of some mulberries, figs, and other flallt
trees. The hills are either rocks, or spread with a poor
vegetation of evergreens, pines, lentiscus, &c. The vale,
though scattered with white bastides which animate the
scene, yet betrays that poverty in the robe of nature,
which always offends the eye where olives and fruits fO1Ta
the principal cloathing. Every view is meagre, on comparison with the rich foliage of our northel_ forests.
The
only sin_o_llar features are the orange and lemon trees;
they here thrive in the open "air, are of a great size, and
render every garden interesting to eyes that travel to the
south; but last winter's frost has shol_ them of theh"
glory. They are all so nearly destroyed as to be cut
almost to the root, or to the trunk, but are in general
shooting again. I conjecture that these trees, even when
in health and foliage, however they may be separately
taken, add but little to the general effect of a view. They
are all in gardens, mixed with walls and houses, and consequently lose much beauty as the part of a landscape.
I_dy Craven's Tour sent me to the chapel of __'otreDa_ne
de consolation/and to the hills leading to _ions. Glapiere de
St. Tropes ; and I asked for father Laurent, who was however, very little sensible of the honour she had done him.
The views from the hills on both sides of the town are
moderate. The islands Portecroix, Pourcurolle, and Levant 2
(the nearest joined to the continent by a causeway and
saltmarsh, which they call a pond,) the hills, mounts,
rocks, all are naked. The pines that spread on some of
them have not a much better effect than gorse. The verdure of the vale is hurt by the hue of the olives. There is
a fine outline to the views ; but for a climate, where vegaration is the chief glory, it is poor and meagre ; and does
not refresh the imagination with the idea of a thick shade
1 Notre Dame, a favourite pilgrimage.
s The Isles d'Hy_res or Isles d'Or, via :-1. Porquerolles (300 inhabitants, 5 miles long).
2. Fort Cros.
3. Levant or Titan, is the largest and most beautifu]_ and contains
9enitentiary for boys.
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against the rays of an ardent sun. I can hear of no cotton
in Provence, which has been reported in several books; but
the date and pistachio succeed: the myrtle is indigenous
everywhere, and the jasminum, commune, and fruticans. _
In l'Isle de Levant is the genista candescens," and the
teucrlum herba _oma. 3 Returning from my ride to the
hotel de Necker, the landlord wola_ied me with a list of
English that pass the winter at Hyeres ; there are many
houses built for letting, from two to six louis a month, ineluding all the furniture, linen, necessary plate, &e. Most
of these houses command the prospect of the vale and the
sea ; and if they do not feel the vent de bize, I should suppose it must be a fine winter climate. In December,
January, and Febl_ary perhaps it may not incommode
them, but does it not in March and April ? There is a
table d'hSte, very well served, at the hotel de Necker in
winter, at 4 liv. a-head each meal. _riew the King's
garden here, which may be 10 or 12 acres, and nobly produetive in all the fruits of the climate, its crop of oranges
only last year was 21,000 liv. (918L 15s.) Oranges at
Hyeres have produced as far as two louis each tree. Dine
with Mons. de St. C_esaire, who has a pretty new built
house, a noble garden walled in, and an estate around it,
which he would sell or let. He was so obliging as to give
me, with Doctor Battaile, much useful infol_nation concerning the agriculture and produce of this country. In
the evening return to Toulon.--34 miles.
The llth.
The an'angement of my journey in Italy
occupied some attention. I had been often informed, and
by men that have travelled much in Italy, that I must not
think of going thither with my one-horse chaise. To watch
my horse _eing fed would, they assm'ed me, take up abundantly too much time, and if it was omitted, with respect
to hay, as well as oats, both would be equally stolen.
There are also parts of Italy where travelling alone, as I
did, would be very unsafe, from the number of robbers
that infest the roads. Persuaded by the opinions of
I Jasminium commune fructicans_ yellow jasmine.
Genista candicans_ hoary genista.
:_ Teucrium herba rota in other editions 3 both equally

unintelligible.
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persons, who I suppose must know much better than myself, I had determined to sell my mare and chaise, and
travel in Italy by the _eturini, who are to he had it seems
everywhere, and at a cheap rate. At A_Ythey offered me
for both 20 louis; at _arseilles, 18 ; so the further I went
I expected the price would sink ; but to get out of the
hands of the aubergistes, and the garcons d'$curies, who
expected everywhere to make a propel_y of me, I had it
drawn into the street at Toulon, with a large label, written
a vendre, and the price 25 louis: they had cost me at
Paris 32. ]_Iyplan took, and I sold them for 22; they had
brought me above twelve hundred miles, but yet were a
cheap bargain to an officer that was the purchaser.
I had
next to consider the method to get to Nice ; and will it be
believed, that from ]_[arseilles with 100,000 souls, and
Toulon with 30,000, lying in the great road to Antibes,
Nice, and Italy, there is no diligence or regular voiture.
A gentleman at the table d'hSte assured me, they asked
him 3 louis for a place in a voiture to Antibes, and to
wait till some other person would give 3 more for another
seat. To a person accustomed to the infinity of machines
that fly about England, in all dh'ections, this must appear
hardly credible. Such great cities in France have not the
hundredth part of connection and communication with
each other that much inferior places enjoywith us : a sure
proof of their deficiency in consumption, activity, and animation. A gentleman, who knew every part of Provence
well, and had been from Nice to Toulon by sea, advised
me to take the common barque, for one day, from Toulon,
that I might at least pass the isles of Hyeres : I told him
I had been at Hyeres, and seen the coast. I had seen
nothing, he said, if I had not seen them, and the coast
from the sea, which w_s the finest object in all Provence ;
that it would be only one day at sea, as I might land at
Cavalero, and take mules for Frejus; and that I should
lose nothing, as the common route was the same as what
I had seen, mountains, vines, and olives. His opinion
prevailed, and I spoke to the captain of the barque for my
passage to Cavalero.
The 12th. At six in the morning, on board the barque,
captain Jassoirs, of Antibes; the weather was delicious_
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and the passage, out of the harbour of Toulon, alld its
great bason, beautiful and interesting.
Apparently it is
impossible to imagine a harbour more completely secure
and land-locked. The inner one, contiguous *o the quay,
is large, and seems formed by art ; a range of mole, which
it is built on, separating it from the great bason. Only
one ship can enter at a t_me, but it could contain a fleet.
There are now lying, moored, in two ranges, one ship, the
Commerce of Marseilles, of 130 guns, the finest ship in the
French navy, and seventeen others of 90 _oams,each, with
several smaller. When in the great bason, which is two or
three miles across, you seem absolutely inclosed by high
lands, and it is only on the moment of quitting it, that you
can guess where the outlet is, by which you are connected
withthe sea. The town, the shipping, the high mountain,
which rises immediately above it, the hills, covered with
plantations, and spread every where with bastides, unite to
form, a striking cou_vd'eeil. But as to the Isles of Hyeres
and the fine views of the coast, which I was to enjoy, my
informant could have no eyes, or absolutely without taste:
they are, as well as all the coast, miserably barren rocks
and hills, with only pines to give any idea of vegetation.
If it was not for a few sohtary houses, with here and
there a square patch of cultivation to change the colour of
the mountains, I should have imagined that this coast
must have borne a near resemblance to those of New
Zealand, or New Holland--dark, gloomy, and silent ;--a
savage sombre air spread over the whole. The pines, and
evergreen shrubs, that cover file _eatest pal% cover it
with more gloom than verdure. Landed at night at
Cavalero, which I expected to have found a little town;
but it consists only of three houses, and a more wretched
place not _to be imagined. They spread a mattress on a
stone floor for me, for bed they had none ; after starving
all day, they had nothing but stale eggs, bad bread, and
worse wine ; and as to the mules which were to take me
to Frejus, there was neither horse, ass, nor mule in the
place, and only four oxen for ploughing the ground. I
was thus in a pretty situation, and must have gone on by
sea to Antibes, for which also the wind gave tokens of
being contrary, if the captain had not promised me two of
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his men to carry my baggage to a village two leagues off,
where mules were certainly to be had, with which comfort
I betook myself to my mattress.---24 miles.
The 13th. The captain sent three sailors ;--one a Corsican, another a mongrel Italian, and the third a Proven?al:
among the three, there was not French enough for half an
hour's conversation. We crossed'the mountains, and wandered by crooked unknown paths, and beds of torrents, and
then found the village of Gassang on the top of a mountain,
which, however, was more than a league from that to which
we intended to go. Here the sailors refreshed themselves,
two with wine, but the third never drank any thine_ exceut.
water. I asked if he had equal strength with the others
that drank wine ? Yes, they replied, as strong for his size
as any other man : I rather think, that I shall not soon
find an English sailor who will make the experiment
No
nfilk; I breakfasted on grapes, rye bread, and bad wine.
Mules were reported to abound at this village, or rather that
which we missed ; but the master of the only two we could
hear of being absent, I had no other resource, than agreeing with a man to take my baggage on an ass, and myself
to walk a league further, to St. Tropes, 1 for which he demanded 3 liv. In two hours reached that town, which is
prettily situated, and tolerably well built, on the banks of
a noble inlet of the sea. From Cavalero hither, the count1T
is all mountain, eighteen-twentieths
of it covered with
pines, or a poor wilderness of evergreen shrubs, rocky and
miserable.
Cross the inlet, which is more than a league
wide ; the ferrymen had been on board a king's ship, and
complained heavily of their treatment--but
said, that now
they were freemen, they should be well treated; and, in
case of a war, they should pay the English by a different
account---it would now be man to man ; before it was free
men fighting with slaves. Land at St. Maxime, and there
hire two mules and a guide to Frejus2 The counh'y the
same mountainous and rocky desert of pines and lentiseus ;
but, towards Frejus, some arbutus.
Very little culture before the plain near l_'ejus. I passed to-day thirty miles,
I st. Trol__z(Var).
Fr_jus(Var). The riverdoesnot enter the departmentthus named.
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of which five are not cultivate& The whole coast of Provence is nearly the same desert; yet the climate would
give, on all these mountains, productions valuable for feeding sheep and cattle ; but they are incumbered with shrubs
absolutely wol_hless. The effect of liberty had better appear in their cultivation, than on the decks of a man of
_w_r.--30 miles.
The 14th. Staid at Frejus to rest myself ;--to examine
the neighbourhood, which, however, contains nothing--and
to arrange my journey to Nice. Here are rem,_ns of an
amphitheatre and aqueduct.
On enquiring for a voiture to
go post, I found there was no such thing to be had ; so I
had no resource but mules. I employed the garqon d'_curic
(for a postmaster thinks himself of too much consequence
to take the least trouble), andhe reported, that I should be
well served for 12 liv. to Estrelles : this price, for ten miles,
on a miserable mule, was a very entertaining idea ; I bid
him half the money; he assured me he had named the
lowest price, and lef_ me, certainly thinking me safe in his
clutches. I took a walk round the town, to gather some
plants that were in blossom, and, meeting awoman with an
ass-load of grapes, I asked her employment; and found, by
help of an interpreter, that she carried grapes from vineyards for hire. I proposed loading her ass to Estrelles
with my baggagenand
demanded her price.--40 Jb/s. I
will give it. Break of day appointed ; and I returned to
the inn, at least an ceconomist, saving 10 liv. by my walk.
The 15th. Myself, my female, and her ass jogged merrily
over the mountains ; the only misfortune was, we did not
know one word of each others language; I could just dis.
cover that she had a husband and three children. I tried
to know _ he was a good husband, and if she loved him
very much ; but our language failed in such explanations ;
--it was no matter ; her ass was to do my business, and not
her tongue. At Estrelles I took post-horses ; it is a single
house, and no women with asses to be had, or I should
have prefelTed them. It is not easy for me to describe,
how agreeable a walk of ten or fifteen miles is to a man who
walks well, after sitting a thousandin a carriage. To-day's
journey all through the same bad country, mountain beyond mountain, incumbered with worthless evergreens, and
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not one mile in twenty cultivated. The only relief is the
gardens at Grasse, 1where very great exertions are made, but
of a singular kind. Roses are a great article for the famous
otter, all of which is commonly supposed to come from
Bengal. They say, that 1500 flowers go to a single _Irop ;
twenty flowers sell for 1/el, and an ounce of the otter 400
liv. (171. 10s.). Tuberoses, &c. are also cultivated for perfumes in immense quantities, for Paris and London. Rosemary, lavender, bergamot, and oranges, are here capital
al%icles of culture. Half Europe is supplied with essences
from hence. Cannes is prettily situated, close on the shore,
with the isles of St. _Iarguerite, where is a detestable state
prison, about two miles off, and a distant boundary of the
Estrelles mountains, with a bold broken outline.
These
mountains are baleen to excess. At all the villages, since
Toulon, at Frejus, Estrelles, &c. I asked for milk, but no
such thing to be had, not even of goats or sheep : the cows
are all in the higher mountains ; and as to butter, the landlord at :Estrelles told me, it was a contraband commodity
that came from Nice.
Good heaven l--what an idea
nol%hern people have, like myself, before I knew better, of
a fine sun and a delicious climate, as it is called, that gives
myrtles, ol_nges,lemons, pomegranates, jasmines, and aloes,
in the hedges; yet are such countries, if irrigation be
wanted, the veriest deserts in the world. On the most
miserable tracts of our heaths and moors, you will find
butter, milk, and cream ; give me that which will feed a
cow, and let oranges remain to Provence. The fault, however, is in the people more than the climate ; and as the
people have never any faults (till they beeo_nethe masters)
all is the effect of government.
The arbutus, ]aurustinus,
cistus, and Spanish broom, are found scattered about the
wastes. Nobody in the inn but a merchant of Bom'deanx
returning home from Italy ; we supped together, and had
a good deal of conversation, not uninteresting;
he was
melancholy to think, he said, what a sad reputation the
French revolution has wherever he has been in Italy. Unhappy Flmlce! was his frequent ejaculation.
He made
many enquiries of me, and said, his letters confil_ned my
' (AlpesMgrittmes.)
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accounts; the Italians seemed all:convinced that the rivahy
of France and England was at an end, and that the English
would now have it in their power amply to revenge the
American war, by seizing St. Domingo, and indeed all the
possessions the French have out of France itself. I said
the idea was a pernicious one, and so contrary to the personal interests of the men who governed England, that it
was not to be thought of. He replied, that if we did not
do it, we should be marvellously forbearing, and set an
example of political purity sufficient to etemize that part
of our national character, in which the world thought us
most deficient, moderation. He complained bitterly of the
conduct of certain leaders of the National Assembly, who
seemed to be determined on a bankruptcy, and perhaps a
civil war.---22 miles.
The 16th. At Cannes, I was quite without a choice ; no
post.house, can'iage, nor horses, nor mules to let; I was
therefore forced again to take refuge in a woman and her
ass. At five in the mol_ing I walked to Antibes. _ This
line of nine miles is chiefly cultivated, but the mountains
rise so immediately, that, in a general idea, all is waste.
Antibes being a frontier town, is regularly for_ified ; the
mole is pretty, and the view fl'om it pleasing. Take a postchaise to Nice: cross the Var, and bid adieu for the present to France. The approach %oNice is pleasing. The
first approach to that country so long and justly celebrated
that has produced those who have conquered, and those
who have decorated the world, fills the bosom with too
many throbbing feelings to permit a bush, a stone, a clod
to be uninteresting.
Our percipient faculties are expanded ;
we wish to enioy ; and then allis attention, and willingness
to be pleasQd. The approach marks a flourishing town;
new buildings, the never-failing mark of prosperity, are
numerous.
Pass many gardens full of oranges. Arrive in
time for dinner at the table d'h6te, hotel de quatre nations,
and agree wi_h the master of it for my apartment, which
is exceedingl) good, and dinner and supper at five Piedmontese ]lyres a-day, that is five shillings. Here I am,
then, in the ufidst of another people, language, sovereignty
' (AlpesMaritlmes.)
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and country--one of the moments of a man's life that will
always be interesting, because all the springs of curiosity
and attention are on the stretch. Several Frenchmen, but
more Italians, at the table d'h6te ; aud t_heFrench revolution only talked of. The Frenchmen all in favour of it,
and the I_lians all against it, and absolute victors in the
argument.--25 miles.
The 17th. I have no letters for Nice; and therefore, know.
ing nothing of the insides of the houses, I must be content
with what meets the eye. The new paa.t of the town is very
well built; the streets straight and bread. The sea-view is
fine, and, for enjoying it in greater perfection, they have an
admirable contrivance, which I have seen no where else. A
row of low houses forming one side of a street, a quarter of
a mile long, has flat roofs, which are covered with a stucco
floor, forming a noble terrace, opens immediately to the
sea, raised above the dirt and annoyance of a street,
and equally free from the sand and shingle of a beach.
At one end some fiuely situated lodging-houses open
directly on to it. The walk this terrace a_ords is, in fine
weather, delicious.
The square is handsome, and the
works which form the port are well built, but it is small
and cllf_cult to enter, except in favourable weather; admits
ships of near three hunch.ed tons ; yet, though free, has but
an inconsiderable trade.--The number of new streets and
houses building at present is an unequivocal proof that the
place is flourishing; owing very much to the resort of
foreigners, principally English, who pass the winter here,
for the benefit and pleasure of the climate. They are disreally alamned at present, with the news that the disturbances in France will prevent many of the English
from coming this winter ; but they have some consolation
in expecting a great resort of l_rench. Last winter, there
were fifty-seven English, and nine French; this winter,
they think it will be nine English, and fifty-seven French.
At the table d'hSte informed that I must have a passport
for travelling in Italy ; and that the English consul is the
proper person to apply to. I went to Mr. Consul Green,
who informed me that it was a mistake, there was no want
of any passport; but if I wished to have one, he would
very readily give it. My name occun'ing to him, be took
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the opportunity to be very polite to me, and offered any
thing in his power to assist me. On my telling him the
object of my travels, he remarked, that the gardens here,
and mixture of half garden half farm, were rather singular,
and if I called on him in the evening, he would walk and
shew me some. I accepted his obliging invitation, and
when I went again, met a Colonel Ross, a gentleman from
Scotland, second in command in the king of Sardinia's
marine, and at present in chief: ha_4ng been much in
Sardinia, I made some enquiries of him concerning that
island, and the circumstances he instanced were curious.
The intemperia is so prevalent in summer, from the quantity of evaporating wafer leaving mud exposed to the sun,
as to be death to a stranger : but in winter it is a good
climate. The soil wonderfully 14ch and fertile, but yast
plains that would produce any thing are uncultivated. He
has past one line of fifty miles by thirty, all plain and the
land good, yet without one house and mostly a neglected
desert. The people are wretched, and deplorably ignorant :
there are districts, he has been informed, where there are
olives, and the fruit left rotting under the trees, for want
of knowing how to make oil. In general, there are no
roads, and no inns. When a traveller, or other person,
goes into the island, he is recommended from convent to
convent, or curg to cur4, some of whom are at their ease ;
you are sure to be well entertained,--and
at no other
expence than a trifle to the servants. The plenty of game
and wild-fowl great. The horses are small, but excellent;
all stallions. One has been known to be rode four-andtwenty hours without drawing bit. I demanded to what
could be attributed such a neglected state of the island ? to
government, I suppose? By no means; government has
manifested every disposition to set things on a better
footing. It certainly is owing to the feudal rights of
the nobili_, keeping the people in a state of compaa_tive
slavery. They are too wretched to have the inducement to
industry.
Such is the case at present in many other
countries besides Sardinia. When I see and hear of the
abominable depredations and enormities committed by the
French peasants, I detest the democratical principles;
when I see or hear of such wastes as are found ha Sardinia,
T
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I abhor the aristocratical ones. Accompany Mr. Green to
view some gardens, which have a luxuriance of vegetation,
by means of watering, that makes them objects worth
attention ; but the great product, and a most valuable one
it is, are oranges and lemons ; chiefly the former, and a few
bergamots for curiosity. We examined the garden of
a nobleman, some under two acres of land, that produces
30 louis d'or a-year in oranges only, besides all the crops
of common vegetables. The great value of these products,
such is the perversity of human life, is the exact reason why
such gardens would be detestable to me, if under the
cBconomieal management of the gentry of Nice. An acre
of garden, forms an object of some consequence in the income of a nobleman who, in point of fortune, is reckoned
in good circumstances, ff he has 1501. to 2001. a year.
Thus the garden, which with us is an object of pleasure, is
here one of ceconomy and income, circumstances that are
incompatible. It is like a well furnished room in a man's
house, which he lets to a lodger.--They sell their oranges
so strictly, that they c_nnot gather one to eat. A certain
momentary and careless consumption is a part of the convenience and agreeableness of a garden ; a system which
thus constrains the consumption, destroys all the pleasure.
Oranges may certainly be sold with as much propriety as
corn or timber, but then let them grow at a distance from
the house; that open apartment of a residence, which we
call a garden, should be free from the shackle of a contract,
and the scene of pleasure, not profit.
The 18_h. Walked to Villa Franche, _ another little
seaport of the ]ring of Sardinia's, on the other side
of the mountain, to the east of Nice.
Call on Mr.
Green, the consul, who has given me letters to Genoa,
Alexandria, and Padoua : he has behaved with so f_end]y
an attention, that I cannot omit acknowledging warmly his
civilities. Learn this tooling from him that lord Bristol
is somewhere in Italy, and that lady Erne is probably at
Turin, my stars will not be propitious if I do not see them
both.
1 Vi]lefranche (Alpes Maritimes).
A visit to Villefranche
one of the most delightful excursions from Nice.

is now
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The 19gh. I have now waited two days merely for the
means of getting away; I can go either by a felucca to
Genoa, or with a vett_,rlno to Turin ; and there is so much
for and against both schemes, that priority of departure is
as good a motive for a preference as any other. If I go by
Genoa to Milan, I see Genoa and a part of its tenitory,
which is much, but I lose sixty miles of superb irrigation,
from Coni to Turin, and I lose the line of country between
Turin .and Milan, which I am told is better than that
between Genoa and Milan ; as to Turin itself, I should see
it in my return. But here is Lui_ Tonini, a vetturino,
from Coal, who sets out on ]_onday morning for Turin,
which decides me; so with Mr. Green's kind assistance
I have bargained with him to take me thither for seven
French crowns. He has got two officers in the Sardinian
service, and is not to wait longer for filling the third place.
We have every day, at the table d'h4te, a Florentine Abb4,
who has been a marvellous traveller--no man names a
country in which he has not travelled ; and he is singular
in never having made a note, making rather a boast that
his memory retains every particular he would wish to
know, even to numbers correctly. The height and measures of the pyramids of Egypt, of St. Peter's church
at Rome, and St. Paul's at London, &c. with the exact
length and breadth of every fine street in Europe, he has
at his tongue's end. :He is a great critic in the beauty of
cities; and he classes the four finest in the world thus,
1. Rome.--2. Naples.--3. Venice.--4. London. Being a
little inclined to the marvellous, in the idea of an old
Piedmontese colonel, a knight of St. Maurice, a plain and
unaffected character, and apparently a very worthy man,
he pecks _at the authority of Signore Abbate, and has
afforded some amusement to the company.
The 20th, Sunday. Mr. consul Green continues his friendly
attention to the last ; I dined, by invitation, with him today; and, for %he honour of Piedmontese grazing, ate as
fine, sweet, and fat a piece of roast beef as I would ever
wish to do in England, and such as would not be seen at
the table d'hSte at the quatre n_io;_a, in seven years--if in
seven ages. An English master and mistress of the table,
wi_h roast beef, plumb pudding, and porter, made me drop
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for a moment the idea of the formidable distance that
separated me from England.
Unknown and unrecemmended at Nice, I expected nothing but what could be shot
flying in any town ; but I found in Mr. Green both hospitality, and something too friendly to call politeness. In
the evening we had another walk among gardens, and conversed with some of the proprietors on prices, products,
&c. The description ]_r. Green gives me.of the climate of
Nice in the winter is the most inviting that can be imagined ;
a clear blue expanse is constantly over head, and a sun
warm enough to be exhilerating, but not hot enough to be
disagreeable.
:But, Sir, the vent de bize ! We are sheltered
from it by the mountains ; and as a proof that this climate
is vastly more mild than where you have felt that wind, the
oranges and lemons which we have in such profusion will
not thrive either in Genoa or Provence, except in a very
few spots, singularly sheltered like this. He remarked, that
Dr. Smollet, in his description, has done great injustice to
the climate, and even against the feelings of his own crazy
constitution ; for he never was so well after he left Nice as
he had been at it, and made much interest with Lord
Shelburne to be appointed consul, who told him, and not
without some foundation, that he would on no account be
such an enemy to a man of genius ;--that he had libelled
the climate of Nice so severely, that if he were to go again
thither the Nissards would certainly knock him on the
head. ]Kr. Green has seen hay made, and well made,
at Christmas.
DEC_B_R 21st.: The shol_est day in the year, for one
of the expeditions that demand the longest, the passage of
Mont Cents, about which so much has been written.
To
those who, from reading are full of expectation of something
very sublime, it is almost as great a delusion as to be met
with in the regions of romance : if travellers are to be believed ; the descent rammassant _on the snow, is made with
the velocity of a flash of lightning; I was not fortunate
' The _'rench diary ends on the 19th Sept,, and is resumed on the
21st Dec_
2 Eamasse (Ita]. ramazz_), a sledge pushed by a man down snowcovered mountain slopes,--LITTa_.
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enough to meet with any thing so wonderful.
At the
grand cro_z we seated ourselves in machines of four sticks,
dignified with the name of traineau - a mule draws it, and
a conductor, who walks between the machine and the
animal, serves chiefly to kick the snow into the face of the
,ider. When arrived at the precipice, which leads down to
Lanebourg, _ the mule is dismissed, and the razn_assang
begins. The weight of two persons, the guide seating himself in the front, and directing it with his heels in the
snow, is sufficient to give it motion. For most of the way
he is content to follow very humbly the path of the mules,
but now and then crosses to escape a double, and in such
spots the motion is rapid enough, for a few seconds, to be
agreeable ; they might very easily shorten the line one half,
and by that means gratify the English with the velocity
they admire so much. As it is at present, a good English
horse would trot as fast as we ram_nassed. The exaggerations we have read of this business have arisen, perhaps,
from travellers passing in summer, and accepting the descriptions of the muleteers,
h journey on snow is commonly productive of laughable incidents ; the road of the
traineau is not wider than the machine, and we were always
meeting mules, &c. It was sometimes, and with reason, a
question who should turn out; for the snow being ten
feet deep, the mules had sagacity to consider a moment
before they buried themselves. A young Savoyard female,
riding her mule, expel_enced a complete reversal ; for, attempting to pass my traineau, her beast was a little restive,
and tumbling, dismounted his rider: the girl's head
pitched in the snow, and sunk deep enough to fix her
beauties in the position of a forked post ; and the wicked
muletee%-s,instead of assisting her, laughed too heartily to
move: if it had been one of the ballerini, the attitude
would have been nothing distressing to her. These laughable adventures, with the gilding of a bright sun, made the
day pass pleasantly ; and we were in good humour enough
to swallow with chearhdness, a dinner at Lanebourg, that,
had we been in England, we should have consigned very
readily to the dog-kennel.--20 miles.
* Lans-le-Bourg(Savoie).
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The 22d. The whole day we were among the high Alps.
The villages are apparently poor, the houses ill built, and
the people with few comforts about them, except plenty of
pine wood, the forests of which harbour wolves and bears.
Dine at _/Iodane,1 and sleep at St. ]_[iche12--25 miles.
The 23d. Pass St. Jean ]_Iaurienne/where there is a
bishop, and near that place we saw what is much better
than a bishop, the prettiest, and indeed the only pretty
woman we saw in Savoy; on enquiry, found it was
Madame de la Coste, wife of a farmer of tobacco ; I should
have been better pleased if she had belonged to the
plough.--The mountains now relax their telTifie features :
they recede enough, to offer to the willing industry of the
poor inhabitants something like a valley ; but the jealous
torrent seizes it with the hand of despotism, and like his
brother tyrants, reigns but to destroy. On some slopes
vines: mulberries begin _o appear; villages increase; but
still continue rather shapeless heaps of inhabited stones
than ranges of houses ; yet in these homely cots, beneath
the snow-clad hills, where natural light comes with tardy
beams, and art seems more sedulous to exclude than admit
it, peace and content, the companions of honcsty, may reside ; and certainly would, were the penury of nature the
only evil felt; but the hand of despotism may be more
heavy. In several places the view is picturesque aud
pleasing: inclosures seem hung against the mountain sides,
as a picture is suspended to the _,all of a room. The
people are in general mol_lly ugly and dwarfish. Dine
at La Chambre; 4 sad fare. Sleep at Aguebelle/--30
miles.
The 24th. The country to day, that is, to Chambery,
improves greatly; the mountains, though high, recede;
the rallies are wide, and the slopes more cultivated; and
towards the capital of Savoy, are many country houses,
which enliven the scene. Above ]_al Taverne e is Chateauneuf, 7 the house of the Countess of that name. I was
J (Savoie.)
_ (Savole.)
8 St. Jean de Maurienne(Savoie),original seat of the Dukes of
Savoy.
' (Savoie.)
_ Aiguebelle(Savoie).
6 Malataverne(Savoie}.
_ (Savoie.)
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sorry to see, at the village, a care.an, or seigneural standard,
erected, to which a chain and heavy iron collar are
fastened, as a mark of the lordly arrogance of the nobility,
and the slavery of the people. I asked why it was not
burned, with the horror it merited P The question did not
excite the surprize I expected, and which it would have
done before the French revolution. This led to a conversation, by which I learned, that in the haut Savoy, there
are no seigneurs, and the people are generally at their
ease ; possessing little properties, and the land in spite of
nature, almost as valuable as in the lower count, y, where
the people are poor, and ill at their ease. I demanded
why? Because there are seigneurs eve_T where. What a
vice is it, and even a curse, that the gentry, instead of
being the cherishers and benefactors of their poor neighbours, should thus, by the abomination of feudal rights,
prove mere tyrants.
Will nothing but revolutions, which
cause their chatea_a_ to be burnt, induce them to give to
reason and humanity, what will be extorted by violence
and commotion ? We had arranged our journey, to arrive
early at Chamber),, for an opportunity to see what is most
interesting in a place that has but little. It is the winter
residence of almost all the nobility of Savoy. The best
estate in the dutchy is not more than 60,000 Piedmontese
livres a year (30001.), but for 20,000 [iv. they live en grand
seigneur here. If a country, gentleman has 150 louis d'or a
year, he will be stu'e to spend three months in a town; the
consequence of which must be, nine uncomfortable ones in
the country, in order to make a beggarly figure the other
three in town. These idle people are this Christmas dis.
appointed, by the com't having refused admittance to the
usual conhpany of French comedians ;rathe government
fears impelling, among the rough mountaineers, the present spirit of French liberty. Is this weakness or policy ?
But Chambery had objects to me more interesting. I was
eager to view Charmettes, the road, the house of Madame
de Warens, the vineyard, the garden, every thing, in a
word, that had been described by the inhnitable pencil of
Rousseau. There was something so deliciously amiable in
her character, in spite of her frailties--her constant gaiety
and good humour--her tenderness and humanity--her
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farming speculations--but, above all other circumstances,
the love of Rousseau, have written her name amongst the
few whose memories are connected with us, by ties more
easily felt than described. The house is situated about a
mile from Chambery, fronting the rocky road which leads
to that city, and the wood of ehesnute in the valley. It is
small, and much of the same size as we should suppose, in
England, would be found on a farm of one hundred acres,
without the least luxury or pretension; and the garden,
for shrubs and flowers, is confined, as well as unass-m_ng.
The scenery is pleasing, being so near a city, and yet, as he
observes, quite sequestered. It could not but interest me,
and I viewed it with a degree of emotion; even in the
leafless melancholy of December it pleased. I wandered
about some hills, which were assuredly the walks he has so
agreeably described. I returned to Chambery, with my
heart full of Madame de Warens. We had with us a
young physician, a Monsieur Bernard, of ]_odanne en
Maurienne, an agreeable man, connected with people at
Chambery ; I was sorry to find, that he knew nothing more
of the matter than that _[adame de Warens was certainly
dead. With some trouble I procured the following certificate :
.Extract from the Mortuary _Register of the Parish Church of
St. _Peter de Ze_ens.
"The 30th of July, 1762, was buried, in the burying
ground of Lemeus, Dame Louisa Frances Eleonor de la
Tour, widow of the Seignor Baron de Warens, native of
Yevay, in the canton of Berne, in Switzerland,.who died
yesterday, at ten in the evening, like a good Christian, and
fortified with her last sacraments, aged about sixty-three
years. She abjured the Protestant religion about thirtySLXyears past ; since which time she lived in our religion.
She finished her days in the suburb of Nesin, where she
had rived for about eight years, in the house of _. Crepine.
She lived heretofore at the Rectus, during about four
years, in the house of the Marquis d'Alinge.
She passed
the rest of her life, since her abjuration, in this city.
(Signed) G_r_E, rector of Lemens."
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"I, the underwritten, present rector of the said Lemens,
certify, that I have extracted
this from the mortuary
register of the parish church of the said place, without any
addition or diminution whatsoever;
and, having collated it,
have found it conformable to the original.
In witness of
all which, I have signed the presents, at Chambery, the
24th of December, 1789.
(Signed)
A. SAeHOD, rector of Lemens."
23 miles.
The 25th.
Left Chambery much dissatisfied, for want
of knowing more of it. Rousseau gives a good character _
of the people, and I wished to know them better.
It was
the worst day I have known for months past, a cold thaw,
of snow and rain; and yet in this dreary season, when
nature so rarely has a smile on her countenance, the en.
virons were charming.
_
hill and dale, tossed about
with so much wildness, that the features are bold enough
for the irregularity
of a forest scene;
and yet withal,
softened and melted down by culture and habitation, to
be eminently beautiful."The country inclosed to the first
town in France, Pont Beauvoisin, s where we dined and
slept.
The passage of Echelles, cut in the rock by the
sovereign of the country, is a noble and stupendous work.
Arrive at Pont Beauvoisin, once more entering this noble
kingdom, and meeting with the cockades of liberty, and
those arms in the hands of THE PEOPLE, which,
it is tO be
wished, may be used only for their own and Europe's
peace.--24
miles.
The 26th.
Dine at Tour du Pin/ and sleep at Verpilierc. 5 This is the most advantageous
entrance
into
France, in respect of beauty of country.
From Spain,
England, Flanders, Germany, or Italy by way of Antibes,
all are inferior to this.
It is really beautiful,
and well
planted, has many inclosures
and mulberries,
with some
"S'il est une petite ville au monde oh l'on gofite la douceur de la vie
dans un commerce agr_able et sur c'esg Chamb6ry." (Confessions.)
2 Savoy and the Comt_ de Nice, were annexed to France in 1860,
from which were formed the departments of (l) La Savoie, (2) La Hte.
Savoie, (3) Les Alpes Maritimes.
3 Pont de Beauvoisin (Is_re or Savoie).
4 La Tmu" du Pin, Star. (Is_re).
La Verpili6re (Is6re),
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vines.
There is hardly a bad feature, except the houses ;
which instead of being well built, and white as in Italy,
are ugly thatched
mud cabins, without
chimnies, the
smoke issuing at a hole in the roof, or at the windows.
Glass seems unknown ; and there is an air of poverty and
misery about them quite dissonant to the general aspect
of the country.
Coming out of Tour du Pin, we see a
great common.
Pass Bourgoyn, 1 a large town.
Reach
Verpiliere.
This day's journey is a fine valuation of hill
and dale, well planted with chateaux, and farans and cotrages spread about it. A mild lovely day of sunshine,
threw no slight gilding over the whole.
For ten or twelve
days past, they have had, on this side of the Alpe, fine
open warm weather, with sun-shine;
but on the Alps
themselves,
and in the vale of Lombardy,
on the other
side, we were frozen and buried in snow. At. Pont Beauvoisin and Bourgoyn,
our passports where demanded by
the _ni//ce bourgeo/se, but no where else: they assure us,
that the country is perfectly quiet every where, and have
no guards mounted in the villages--nor
any suspicions of
fugitives,
as in the summer.
Not far from Verpiliere,
pass the bunlt chatea_z of _i. de Veau, in a fine situation,
with a noble wood behind it. Mr. Grundy was here in
August,
and it had then but lately been laid in ashes;
and a peasant
was hanging on one of the trees of the
avenue by the road, one among many who were seized by
the milice bouvgeoise for this attroclous act.--27 miles.
The 27th.
The country changes at once ; from one of
the finest in France, it becomes almost fiat and sombre.
Alive
at Lyons, and there, for the last time see the/kips ;
on the quay, there is a very fine view of Mont Blanc,
which I had not seen before; leaving Italy, and Savoy,
and the Alpe, probably never to return, has something of
a melancholy sensation.
For all those circumstances
that
render that classical country illustrious, the seat of great
men--the
theatre of the most distinguished
actions--the
exclusive field in which the elegant and agTeeable arts
have loved to range---what
country can be compared with
Italy ? to please the eye, to charm the ear, to gratify the
a Bourgoin (Is_re), in 1768, Rousseau resided here.
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enquiries of a laudable curiosity, whither would you travel ?
In every bosom whatever, Italy is the second country in
the world--of
all others, the surest proof that it is the
first.
To the theatre;
a musical thing, which called all
Italy by contrast to my ears!
What stuff is French
music!
the distortions
of embodied
dissonance.
The
theatre is not equal to that of Nantes;
and very much
inferior to that of Bourdeaux.--18
miles.
The 28th.
I had letters to ]YIons. Goudard, a considerable silk merchant, and, waiting on him yesterday,
he appointed me to breakfast with him this moluling.
I
tried hard to procure some information
relative to the
manufactures
of Lyons;
but in vain: every thing was
selon and suiwnt.
To Mons. l'Abb_ Rozier, author of the
voluminous dictional:y of agriculture, in quarto.
I visited
him, as a man very much extolled, and not with an idea of
receiving information
in the plain practical li/le, which is
the object of my enquiries, from the compiler of a dictionary.
W]mn ]_ons. Rozier lived at Beziers, he occupied
a considerable farm ; but, on becoming the inhabitant
of
a city, he placed this motto over his door--La_dato
ingentia
tufa, e_iguum colito/_'hich
is but a bad apolog_ for _o
farm at all. I made one or two efforts towards a little
Tractlcal conversation ; but he flew off from that centre in
such eccentric radii of science, that the wmity of the attempt was obvious in the moment.
A physician present,
remarked to me, that if I wanted to know common practices and products, I should apply to common farmers,
indicating,
by his air and manner, that such things were
beneath tbe dignity of science.
Mons. l'Abb_ Rozier is,
however, a man of considerable
knowledge,
though no
farmer;
i_ those pursuits,
which he lms cultivated with
inclination, he is justly celebrated--and
he merits every
elogium, for having set on foot the Journal
dc Physique,
which, take it for all and all, is by far the best journal
that is to be found in Europe.
His house is beautifully
situated,
commanding
a noble prospect.;
his library is
furnished with good books;
and every appearance about
1 Virgil, Georgics, iii. v. 113
" Praise great estates, cultivate small ones."
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him points out an easy fortune.
Waited then on _ons.
de Frossard, a protestant
minister, who, with great rcadi.
ness and liberality, gave me much valuable information;
and for my further instruction
on points _th
which he
was not equally acquainted, introduced me to _ons. Roland
la Plati_re, inspector of the Lyons fabrics. This gentleman
had notes upon many subjects which afforded an interesting
conversation;
and as he communicated
fTeely, I had the
pleasure to find, that I should not quit Lyons without a
good portion of the k*nowledge I sought.
This gentleman,
somewhat advanced in life, has a young and beautiful
wife _ the lady to whom he addressed his letters, written
in Italy, and which have been published
in five or six
volumes.
Mons. Frossard
desi,ing _ons. de la Platerie
to dine with him, to meet me, we had a great deal of conversa_ion on agriculture,_nanufaetm'es
and commerce; and
differed but little in our opinions, except on the treaty of
commerce between England and France, which that gentleman condemned, as I thought,
unjustly;
and we debated fhe point.
He warmly contended, that silk ought
to have been included
as a benefit to France;
I urged,
that the offer was made to the French ministry, and refused ; and I ventured to say, that had it been accepted,
the adr_ntage
would have been on the side of England,
instead of France, supposing,
according
to the vulgar
ideas, that the benefit and the balance of trade are the
same things.
I begged him to give me a reason for believing that France would buy the silk of Piedmont and
of China, and work it up to undersell England;
while
England buys the French cotton, and works it into fabrics
that undersell those of France, even under an accumulation
of charges and duties ? We discussed these, and similar
subjects, with that sort of attention
and candour that
render them interesting
to persons who love a liberal conversation upon important points.--Among the objectsat
Lyons, that are worthy of a stranger's
curiosity, is the
point of junction of the two great rivers, the Soane and
the Rhone; Lyonswould
doubtless be much better situated,
I Madame Roland
had
high notion of the English

travelled
nation,

in Englaud
and
See her Memoirs.

entertained

a very
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if it were really at the junction ; but there is an unoccupied
space sufficient to contain a city half as large as Lyons
itself. This space is a modern embankment, that cost six
millions, and ruined the undertakers. I prefer even:Nantes
to Lyons. When a city is built at the junction of two
great rivers, the ima_nation is apt to suppose, that those
rivers form a part of the magnificence of the scenery.
Without broad, clean, and well built quays, what are rivers
to a city but a facility to carry coals or tar-barrels ? What,
in point of beauty, has London to do with the Thames,
except at the terrace of the Adelphi, and the new buildings
of Somerset-place, any more than with Fleet ditch, buried
as it is, a common shore ? I know nothing in which our
expectations are so horribly disappointed as in cities, so
very few are built with any general idea of beauty or
decoration !
The 29th. Early in the morning, with ]_Ions. _rossard,
to view a large farm near Lyons. Mons. Frossard is a
steady advocate for the new constitution establishing in
France. At the same time, all those I have conversed
with in the city, represent the state of the manufacture as
melancholy to the last de_ee.
Twenty thousand people
are fed by charity, and consequently very ill fed ; and the
mass of distress, in all kinds, among the lower classes, is
greater than ever was known,--or than any thing of which
they had an idea. The chief cause of the evil felt here, is
the stagnation of trade, occasioned by the emigrations of
the rich from the kingdom, and the general want of confidence in merchants and manufacturers ; whence, of course,
ba.n_ruptcies are common. At a moment when they are
are little able to bear additional burthens, they raise, by
voluntary_contributions, for the poor, immense sums; so
that, including the revenues of the hospitals, and other
charitable foundations, there is not paid, at present, for
the use of the poor, less than 40,000 louis d'or a year. My
fellow traveller, Mr. Grundy, being desirous to get soon to
Paris, persuaded me to travel with him in a post-chaise, a
mode of travelling which I detest, but the season urged me
to it; and a still stronger motive, was the having of more
time to pass in that city, for the sake of observing the
extraordinary state of things,_-of a King, Queen, and
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Dauphin of France, actual prisoners ; I, therefore, accepted
his proposal, and we set off after dinner to-day. In about
ten miles come to the mountains.
The country dreary;
no inclosures, no mulberries, no vines, much waste, and
nothing that indicates the vicinity of such a city. At Arnas/
sleep at a comfortable inn.--17 miles.
The 30th. Continue early in the morning to Tarar ;_ the
mountain of which name is more formidable in reputation
than in reality. To St. Syphorien 3 the same features. The
buildings increase, both in number and goodness, on approaching the Seine, which we crossed at Roane ; ' it is here
a good river, and is navigable many miles higher, and consequently at a vast distance from the sea. There are many
flat bottomed barges on it, of a considerable size.--50
miles.
The 31st. Another clear, fine, sunshiny day ; rarely do
we see any thing like it at this season in England. After
Droiturier/the
woods of the Bourbonnois commence. At
St. Gerund le Puy _the country improves, enlivened by white
houses and chateau$, and all continues flue to ]_oulins.
Sought here my old friend, IKons. l'Abbe Barut, and had
another interview with _Ions. le ]_arquis Degouttes, concerning the sale of his chateauz and estate of Riaux ; I desired still to have the refusal of it, which he promised, and
will, I have no doubt, keep his word. Never have I been
so tempted, on any occasion, as with the wish of possessing
this agreeable situation, in one of the finest parts of France,
and in the finest climate of Europe. God grant, that, should
he be pleased to protract my life, I may not, in a sad old
age, repent of not closing at once with an offer to which
prudence calls, and prejudice only forbids ! Heaven send
me ease and tranquillity, for the close of life, be it passed
either in Suffolk, or the Bourbonnois !--38 miles.
Jx_u___Y 1,1790. Nevers 7makes a flue appearance, l_sing
proudly from the Loire; but, on the first entrance, it is
like a thousand other places. Towns, thus seen, resemble
x Les Arnas (RhSne).
s St. Symphorien-de-Laye
(Allier.)

(Loire).

2 Tarare (RhSne).
• Roauue (Loire).
e St. G6rand le Puy (ALlier.)

7 (Ni_vre.)
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a groupe of women, huddled close together : you see their
nodding plumes and sparkling
gems, till you fancy that
ornament is the herald of beauty ; but, on a nearer inspection, the faces are too often but common clay.
From the
hill that descends to Pougues, l is an extensive view to the
north; and after Pouilly _ a fine scenery, with the Loire
doubling through it.--75 miles.
The 2d. At Briare, 3 the canal is an object that announces
the happy effects of industry.
There we quit the Loire.
The country all the way diversified ; much of it dry, and
very pleasant, with rivers, hills, and woods, but almost
every where a poor soil.
Pass many chateaux, some of
which are very good.
Sleep at Nemours," where we met
with an innkeeper, who exceeded, in knavery, all we had
met with, either in France or Italy : for supper, we had a
souTe maigre, a partridge and a chicken roasted, a plate of
celery, a small cauliflower, two bottles of poor vln du Pays,
and a dessert of two biscuits and four apples : here is the
bill :--Potage,
1 liv. 10fi
Perdrix, 2 liv. 10f.--Poulet,
2
liv.--Celeri,
1 liv. 4f.--Choufleur,
2 liv.--Pain
et dessert,
2 liv.
Feu & apartement, 6 liv.--Total,
19 liv. 8f. Against
so impudent an extortion, we remonstrated severely, but in
w_n We then insisted on his signing the bill, which, after
many evasions, he did, a l'etoile ; :Foulliare.
But having
been carried b-, the inn, not as the star, but the Jcu de
:France, we suspected
some deceit:
and going out to
examine the premises, we found the sign to be really the
Jcu, and leal_aed, on enquiry, that his own name was J_ou_,
instead of :Foulliare : he was not prepared for this detection, or for the execration we poured on such an infamous
conduct ; but he ran away, in an instant, and hid himself,
till we were gone.
In justice to the world, however, such
a fellow _ught to be marked out_--60 miles.
The 3d. Through the forest of Fontainbleau,
to Melun
and Paris.
The sixty postes from Lyons to Paris, making
three hundred English miles, cost us, including 3 louis for
1 (Ni_vre), now much resorted to for its mineral waters.
2 Pouilly.sur-Loire (Ni_vre).
3 (Loiter.) The canal thus named connects the Lom_ with the Seine
hy joining
du I_ing at Montargis.
(Seine the
andCanal
Marne.)
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the hire of the post-chaise (an old French cabrlolet of two
wheels), and the charges at the inns, &e. 151. English;
that is to say, ls. per English miles, o1"6d. per head.
At
PaAs, I went to my old quarters, the hotel de la Roehefoucauld ; for at Lyons I had received a letter from the duke
de Liancour_, who desired me to make his house my home,
just as in the time of his mother, my much lamented friend,
the dutchess d'Estissae, who died while I was in Italy.
I
found my friend Lazowski well, and we were _ gorge de.
ploy_e, to converse on the amazing scenes that have taken
place in France since since I left Paris.
4,6 miles.
The 4th.
After breakfast,
walk in the gardens of the
Thuilleries, 1 where there is the most extraordinary
sight
that either French or English
eyes could ever behold at
Pal_.
The king, walking with six grenadiers of the vailice
bourgeolse, with an officer or two of his household, and a
page•
The doors of the gardens are kept shut in respect
to him, in order to exclude every body but deputies, or
those who have admission.tickets.
When he entered the
palace, the doors of the gardens were thrown open for all
without
distinction,
though the Queen was still walking
with a lady of her court.
She also was attended so closely
by the gardes bourgeoise, that she could not speak, but in a
low voice, without being heard by them.
A mob followed
her, talking very loud, and paying no other apparent respect than that of taking off their hats wherever she passed,
which was indeed more than I expected. Her majesty does
not appear to be in health ; she seems to be much affected,
The ill-judged banquets given to the Flemish troops at Versailles
when the people were starving, had mainly brought about the terrible
events of October 1-5, the storming of the palace, and the enforced
journey of the royal family.to Paris But Louis XVL had still a chance,
aye_ morethanoncofinauguratingconstitutionalmonarchy.
]_venafter
the flight from Varennes, do we not find him warmly welcomed in the
Assembly,
•£ la Henri

his conciliatory
Quatre.
Vive

speech applauded
with crms of
Un discours
le roi.
(See MInuET.)
This estimable,
and con.

sldering all things, extraordinarily enlightened monarch, fell a victim to
his domestic virtues. But f_r his exaggerated devotion to Marie Antoi.
nette, his over-weening family affections, he would have kept faith with
the nation. Again and again he swore the most solemn oaths to maintain
the constitution _ fiveminutes'conference with his wife, the motherof his
heir, and he was oncemore plotting to restore the aaeien r6_me by armed
force.
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and shews it in her face ; but the king is as plump as ease
can render him. By his orders, there is a little garden
r_iled of[, for the Dauphin to amuse himself in, and a
small room is built in it to retire to in case of rain ; here
he was at work with his little hoe and rake, but not without a guard of two grenadiers.
He is a very pretty goodnatured-looking boy, of five or six years old, with an
agreeable countenance; wherever he goes, all hats are
taken off to him, which I was glad to observe. All the
family being kept thus close prisoners (for such they are
in effect) afford, at first view, a shocking spectacle ; and is
really so, if the act were not absolutely necessary to effect
the revolution ; this I conceive to be impossible; but if it
were necessary, no one call blame the people for taking
every measm'e possible to secure that liberty they had
seized in the violence of a revolution.
At such a moment,
nothing is to be condemned but what endangers the national
freedom. I must, however, freely own, that I have my
doubts whether this treatment of the royal family can be
justly esteemed any security to liberty; or, on the contraa'y, whether it were not a very dangerous step, that exposes to hazard whatever had been gained. I have spoken
with several persons to-day, and have star_ed objections to
the present system, stronger even than they appear to me,
in order to learn their sentiments ; and it is evident, they
are at the present moment under an apprehension of an
attempt towards a counter revolution• The danger of it
very much, if not absolutely results from the violence
which has been used towards the royal family. The
National Assembly was, before that period, answerable
only for the permanent constitutional laws passed for the
future : s_mcethat moment, it is equally answerable for the
whole coffduct of the government of the state, executive as
well as le_slative.
This critical situation has made a constant spirit of exertion necessary amongst the Paris militia.
The great object of M. la Fayette, and the other military
leaders, is to improve their discipline, and to bring them
into such a form as to allow _ rational dependence on
• them, in case of their being wanted in the field ; but such
is the spirit of freedom, that even in the military, there is
so little subordination, that a man is an officer to.day, and
u
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in the ranks to-morrow ; a mode Of proceeding, that makes
it the more difficult to bring them to the point their leaders
see .necessary. :Eight thousand men in Paris may be called
the standing army, paid every day 15/:. a man ; in which
numbor is included the corps of the French guards from
Versailles, that deserted to the people: they have also
eight hundred horse, at an expenee each of 1500 liv. (621.
15s. 6d.) a year, and the officers have double the pay of
those in the army.
The 5th. Yesterday's address of the National Assembly:
to the king has done them credit witJa everybody. I have
heard it mentioned, by people of very different opinions,
but all concur in commending it. It was upon the question of naming the annual sum which should be granted
for the civil list. They determined to send a deputation to
his majesty, requesting him to name the sum himself, and
praying him to consult less his spirit of eeconomy, than
a sense of that dignity, which ought to environ the throne
with a becoming splendour. Dine with the duke de IAancourt, at his apartments iu the Thuilleries, which, on the
removal from Versailles, were assigned to him as grand
master of the wardrobe ; he gives a great r]inner, twice a
week, to the deputies, at which from twenty to forty are
usually present.
Half an hour after three was the hour
appointed, but we waited, with some of the deputies that
had left the Assembly, till seven, before the duke and the
rest of the company" came.
There is in the Assembly at present a writer of character, _
the author of a very able book, which led me to expect
' The Assembly had followed the king to Paris and held its sittings,
first in the Archbishop's palace, afterwards in the Man6ge, or riding
ground of the Tuilleries gardens, where a temporary building was erected
for the purpose.
2 A learned friend, M. Dugast-_Iatifeux,
of Montaigu (Vendee), sends
me the follnwing elucidation of this passage.
"Having
carefully
examined the allusion I am of opinion that it is not Volney, as you

suggest, but Siey_s, to whom Arthur Young refers, Siey_s, whom
Mirabeau often styled' Mahomet,_and Robespierre,with his habitual
aptness,' the mole' (Ja loupe)of the l%public. _oreover_Young had
evidentlynomere work of descriptiol,or philosophyin his mind,but
a purely politicalone of the period,in harmonywith public opinion
and contemporaryevents. 81e"
y6s had just publishedhis celebrated
pamphlet,therebyobtainingenor-mous
imp-ularity."
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something much above mediocrity m him ; but he is made
up of so many pretty httlenesses, that I stared at him
with amazement. His voice is that of a feminine whisper,
as if his nerves would not permit such a boisterous
exertion as that of speaking loud enough to be heard;
when he breathes out his ideas, he does it with eyes half
closed; waves his head in circles, as if his sentiments were
to be received as oracles ; and has so much relaxation and
pretension to ease and delicacy of manner, with no personal
appearance to second these prettinesses, that I wondered
by what artificial means such a mass of heterogeneous
parts became compounded. How strange that we should
read an author's book wifll _eat pleasure ; that we should
say, tMs man has no stuff hi him ; all is of consequence ;
here is a character uncontaminated with that rubbish which
we see in so many other men--and after this, to meet the
garb of so much littleness.
The 6th, 7th, and 8th. The duke of Liancourt having
an intention of taking a farm into his own hands, to be
conducted on improved principles after the English manner,
he desired me to accompany him, and my friend Lazowski,
to Liancom-t, to give my opinion of the lands, and of the
best means towards executing the project, which I very
readily complied with. I was here witness to a scene
which made me smile: at no great distance fu'om the
chateau of Liancourt, is a piece of waste land, close to the
road, and belonging to the duke. I saw some men very
busily at work upon it, hedging it in, in small divisions;
levelling, and digging, and bestowing much labour for so
poor a spot. I asked the steward if he thought that land
worth such an expence ? he rephed, that the poor people
in the t_wn, upon the revolution taking place, declared,
that the poor were the nation ; that the waste belonged to
the nation ; and, proceeding fl'om theory to practice, took
possession, without any further authority, and began to
cultivate; the duke not viewing their industry with any
displeasure, would offer no opposition te it. This circumstance shews the universal sph'it that is gone forth; and
proves, that were it pusBed a little farther, it might prove
a serious ma_ter for all the property in the kingdom.
In
this ease, however, I c_.nnot but commend it; for if theri
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be one public nuisance greater than another, it is a man
presel_-ing the possession of waste land, which he will
neither cultivate himself, nor let others cultivate.
The
miserable people die for want of bread, in sight of wastes
that would feed thousands.
I think them wise and
rational, and philosophical, in seizing such tracks : and I
heartily wish there was a law in England for making this
action of the French peasants a legal one with us.m72 miles.
The 9th. At breakfast this morning in the Thuilleries.
]_[ons. :Desmarets, of the Academy of Sciences, brought a
Me_noire _rese.r_t_ Tar l_ _ociet_ R_ale d'Agricult_re, a
l'Assemblge Nationale, on the means of improving the
agriculture of France ; in which, among other things, they
recommend great attention to bees, to panification, and to
the obstetrick art. On the establishment of a free and
patriotic government, to which the national agriculture
might look for new and halcyon days, these were objects
doubtless of the first importance.
There are some parts of
the memoir that really merit attention.
Called on my
fellow traveller, Mons. Nicolay, and find him a considerable person; a great hotel; many servants; his father a
marechal of France, and himself fn'st president of a
chamber in the parliament of Paris, having been elected
deputy, by the nobility of that city, for the states-general,
but declined accepting ; he has desired I would dine with
him on Sunday, when he promises to have Mons. Decretot,
the celebrated manufacturer and deputy, from Louviers.
At the National Assembly_The count de Mirabeau, speaking upon the question of the members of the chamber of
vacation, in the parliament of Rennes, was truly eloquent,
--ardent, lively, energie, and impetuous. At night to the
assembly of the Duchess d'Anville; the Marquis and
Madame Condorcet _there, &c. not a word but politics.
Condorcet (Marquis de), celebrated geometer, philosopher and
politician, represente(I Paris in the National Assembly, and the Aisne
in the Convention.
His integrity, brilliant talent and moderation gave
him a leading place in both bodies.
He opposed the execution of the
King, and was proscribed after the fall of the Girondins.
The story
runs that the mathematician to whom tremendous problems were
child's pla_', lost his life becanse he did not know how many eggs are
used {n an omelette.
The author of the "Progr_s de rEsprlt Humain,"
had fled from the proscriptions of Robespierre, to Auteuil, and entering
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The 10th.
The chief leaders iu file National Assembly,
are, Target, Chapellier, Mh.abeau, Barnave,
Volney_ the
traveller,
and, till the attack upon the property of the
clergy, l'Abbd Syeyes ; but he has been so much disgusted
by that step, that he is not near so forward as before. The
violent democrats,
who have the reputation
of being so
much republican
in pl4uciple, that they do not admit any
pollticaJ necessity for having even the name of a king, are
called the enrages.
They have a meeting at the Jacobins,
called the revolution
club, which assembles every night,
in the very room in which the famous league was formed,
in the reign of Henry IlL ; and they are so numerous,
that all material business is there decided, before it is discussed by the National Assembly.
I called this morning
on several persons, all of whom are great democrats ; and
mentioning
this circumstance
to them, as one which
savoured too much of a Paris junto governing the kingdom,
an idea, which must, in the long run, be unpopular
and
hazardous;
I was answered, that the predominancy
which
Paris assumed,
at present, was absolutely
necessary, for
the safety of the whole nation ; for if nothing were done,
but by proctoring a previous common consent, all great
opportunities
would be lost, and the National Assembly
left constantly exposed to the danger of a counter-revolution.
They, however, admitted,
that it did create great
jealousies,
and nowhere more than at Versailles,
where
some plots (they added) are, without doubt, hatching
at
this moment, which have the king's person for their object :
l_ots are frequent
there, under pretence of the price of
bread;
and such movements are cel_ainly very dangerous,
for they cannot exist so near Paris, without the aristoeratica1 palCy of the old government
endeavouring
to take adan aubergodemanded an omelette. "How many eggs thereto, eitoyen ?"
asked the housewife. "A dozen," answered the poorphilosopher innocently. Such ignorance of domestic economy beta'ayedthe aristocrat in
the eyes of the landlady and he was arrested, but eluded the guillotine by
means of poison. His wife, the translator of Adam Smith, survived him.
She edited her husband's works. Died 1822.
1 The famous author of the "Voyage en Egypte," represented Anjou
in the Tiers Etat, escaped the guillotine by the fall of l{obespierre, and
was appointed by the Convention professor in the newly established
Ecole 1_ormale. He became a count and senator under the Empire.
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vantage of them, and to turn them to a very different end,
fromwhatwas, perhaps, originallyintended.
I remarked, in
all these conversations, that the belief of plots, among the
disgusted party, for setting the king at liberty, is general;
they seem almost persuaded, that the revolution will not
be absolutely finished before some such attempts are made ;
and it is curious to observe, that the general voice is, that
if an attempt were to be made, in such a manner as to
have the least appearance of success, it would undoubtedly
cost the king his life; and so changed is the national
character, not only in point of affection for the person of
their pl_nce, but also in that softness and humanity, for
which it has been so much admired, that the supposition
is made without horror or compunction.
In a word, the
present devotion to liberty is a sort of rage; it absorbs
every other passion, and permits no other object to remain
in view, than what promises to confirm it. Dine with a
large party, at the duke de "laRoehefoucauld's ; ladies and
gentlemen, and all equally politicians ; but I may remark
another effect of this revolution, by no means unnatural,
which is, that of lessening, or rather reducing to nothing,
the enormous influence of the sex : they mixed themselves
before in everything, in order to govern everything: I
think I see an end to it very clearly. The men in this
kingdom were puppets, moved by their wives, who, instead
of giving the ton, in questions of national debate, must
now receive it, and must be content to move in the political
sphere of some celebrated leader, that is to say, they are,
in fact, sinking into what nature intended them for;
they will become more a.m_,.ble, and the nation better
governed.
The llth.
The riots at Versailles are said to be serious;
a plot is talked of, for eight hundred men to march, armed,
to Paris, at the instigation of somebody, to join somebody_
the intention, to murder La Fayette, Bailly, and Necker ;
and very wild and improbable reports are propagated every
moment. They have been sufficient to induce Mons. La
Fayette to issue, yesterday, an order concerning the mode
of assembling the militia, in case of any sudden alarl_.
Two pieces of cannon, and eight hundred men, mou_C
guard at the Thuilleries every day. See some royalist_
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this morning, who assert, that the public opinion in the
kingdom is chang4ng apace ; that pity for the king, and
disgust at some proceedings of the Assembly, have lately
done much:-they
say, that any attempt at present to
rescue the king would be absurd, for his present situation is
doing more for him than force could effect, at this moment,
as the general feelings of the nation are in his favour.
They have no scruple in declaring, that a well concerted
vigorous effort would place him at the head of a powerful
army, which could not fail of being joined by a great, disgusted, and injured body. I remarked, that every honest
man must hope no such event would take place; for if a
counter-revolution should be effected, it would establish a
despotism, much heavier th, n ever France experienced. This
they would not allow; on the contrary, they believed, that
no government could, in future, be secure, that did not
grant to the people more extensive rights and privileges
than they possessed under the old one. Dine with my
brother traveller, the count de Nicolay; among the company, as the count had promised me, was _ons. Decretot,
the celebrated manufacturer of Louviers, from whom I
learned the magnitude of the distresses at present in
Normandy.
The cotton mills which he had shewn me,
last year, at Louviers, have stood still nine months ; and
so many spinning jennies have been destroyed by the
people, under the idea that such machines were contrary
to their interests, that the trade is in a deplorable situation.
In the evening, accempanied ]_ons. T,azowski to the Italian
opera, La Berblera di Seviglia, by Paiesello, which is one
of the most agreeable compositions of that truly great
master. Mandini and Raffanelli excellent, and Baletti a
sweet voice. There is no such comic opera to be seen in
Italy, as this of Paris, and the house is always full : this
will work as great a revolution in French music, as ever
can be be wrought in French government.
What will
they think, by and by, of Lully and Rameau ? And what
a triumph for the manes of Jean/[acques !
The 12th. To the National Assembly :--a debate on
Lhe eohduct of the chamber of vacation, 1 in the parliament
i Chambredes vacations,chambrecharg6derendre la justicependant
la vacation._LiTTR_.
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of Rennes, continued,
l_ons, l'Abbd ]_faury,1 a zealous
royalist, made a long and eloquent speech, which he delivered with great fluency and precision, and without any
notes, in defence of the paa'llament: he replied to what had
been urged by the count de ]Yfirabeau,on a former day, and
spoke strongly on his unjustifiable call on the people of
Bretagne, to a redoubtable denombrement. He said, that it
would better become the members of such an assembly, to
count their own principles and duties, and the fruits of
their attention, to the privileges of the subject, than to
call for a denombre.ment, that would fill a province with fire
and bloodshed. He was intelTupted by the noise and confusion of the assembly, and of the audience, six several
times ; but it had no effect on him ; he waited calmly till
it subsided, and then proceeded, as if no interruption had
been given. The speech was a very able one, and much
relished by the royalists ; but the enrages condemned it, as
good for nothing. :No other person spoke without notes ;
the count de Clel_nont _ read a speech that had some brilliant passages, but by no means an answer to l'Abbg
Maury, as indeed it would have been wonderful if it were,
being prepared before he heard the Abb_'s oration. It can
hardly be conceived how flat this mode of debate renders
the transactions of the Assembly.
Who would be in the
gallery of the English House of Commons, if ]_r. Pitt were
to bring a written speech, to be delivered on a subject on
which ]_r. Fox was to speak before him ? And in proportion to its being uninteresting to the hearer is another evil,
that of lengthening their sittings, since there are ten persons who will read theft" opinions, to one that is able to
deliver an i_2ro_nlJt_. The want of order, and every ]rind
The Abb6 Maury was one of tlm ablest and least scrupulous defenders of the ancien rdgime in the States. General... ,c Quoique avee beau-.
coup de talent, il manquait de ee qm le wvffie, la v_rit6. Maury ajou.
tait les erreurs de son esprit A celles qui gtaient insSpambles de sa
cause.'--Mm_sT.
In 1807, :Bonaparte made him a cardinal ; after the
fall of the Empire he quitted France, and died at l_ome, 1817o

Count de Clermont-Tonnen_(notto beconfoundedwiththeMarqnis
deClermont),deput$of the noblesseat the States General,he warmly
espousedthe causeof the people,voluntarilysurrenderedall selgneurial
rights, anddemandedcivilrights forProtestants,Jews, and comedians.
Massacredby his ownservantsin 1792.
"
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of confusion, prevails now almost as much as when the
Assembly sat at Versailles. The interruptions given are
frequent and long ; and speakers, who have no right by the
rules to speak, will attempt it. The count de Mirabeau
pressed to deliver his opinion after the Abbg ]_faury ; the
president put it to the vote, whether he should be allowed
to speak a second time, and the whole house rose up to
negative it; so that the first orator of the Assembly has
not the influence even to be heard to explain--we have no
conception of such rules ; and yet their great number must
make this necessary. I forget to observe, that there is a
gallery at each end of the saloon, which is open to all the
world ; and side ones for admission of the friends of _he
members by tickets: the audience in these galleries are
very noisy : they clap, when any thing pleases them, and
they have been known to hiss; an indecorum which is
utterly destructive of freedom of debate. I left the house
before the whole was finished, and repaired to the duke of
Liancourt's apartments in the Thuilleries, to dine with his
customary pal_v of deputies; ]_ess. Ghapel]ier and Demeusniers were tlmre, who had both been presidents, and
are still members of considerable distinction ; ]g. Volney,
the celebrated traveller, also was present; the prince de
Poix, the count de ]Kontmorenci, &c. Waiting for the
duke of Liancourt, who did not arrive till half after seven,
with the ,,oTeatest part of the company, the conversation
almost entirely tm_aed upon a strong suspicion entel_ained
of the English having made a remittance for the purpose
of embroiling matters in the kingdom. The count de
Thiard, cordo_ blue, who commands in Bretagne, simply
stated the fact., that some regiments at Brest had been
regular in their conduct, and as much to be depended on
as any in the service; but that, of a sudden, money had
found its way among the men in considerable sums, and
from that time their behaviour was changed. One of the
deputies demanding at what period, he was answered;: on
which he immediately observed, that it followed the remit:
tahoe of 1,100,000 liv. (48,1251.) from England, that had
occasioned so much conjecture and conversation. This re.
It wasa late transaction.--Aut_or's/fete.
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mittance, which had been particularly enquired into, was
so mysterious and obscure, that the naked fact only could
be discovered ; but every person present asserted the truth
of it. Other gentlemen united the two facts, and were
ready to suppose them connected. I remarked, that if
England had really interfered, which appeared to me incredible, it was to be presumed, that it would have been
either in the line of her supposed interest, or in that of the
king's supposed inclination; that these happened to be
exactly the same, and if money were remitted from that
ldngdom, most assuredly it would be to support the falling
interest of the crownr and by no means to detach from it
any force whatever; in such a ease, remittance from
England might go to ]_Ietz, for keeping troops to their
duty, but would never be sent to Brest to corrupt them,
the idea of which was grossly absurd. All seemed inclined
to a_m_t the justness of this remark, but they adhered to
the two facts, in whatever manner they might, or might
not, be connected. At this dinner, according to custom,
most of the deputies, especially the younger ones, were
dressed au_olisson, many of them without powder in their
hair, and some in boots ; not above four or five were neatly
dressed. How times are changed!
When they had no.
thing better to attend to, the fashionable Parisians were
correctness itself, in all that pertaSx_ed to the toilette, and
were, therefore, thought a frivolous people ; but now they
have something of more importance than dress to occupy
them ; and the light airy character that was usually given
them, will have no foundation in truth.
Every-thing in
this world depends on government.
The 13th. A great commotion among the populace late
last night, which is said to have arisen on two accounts-one to get at the baron de Besenval/who
is in prison, in
order to hang him ; the other to demand bread at 2/:. the
pound. They eat it at present at the rate of twenty-two
millions a.year cheaper t]_.n the rest of the kingdom, and
yet they demand a further reduction. However, the cur1 The Baronde Besenvalwith the Marquisde FavrasandMonsieur,
the King's brother,was accused of plotting against the constitution.
Besenvalobtainedhis liberty, but Favraswas executed. The scheme
wasto placethe kingat the head of an armyat P4ronne.
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reut discourse is, that Favras, an adventurer also in prison,
must be hanged to satisfy the people ; for as to Besenval,
the Swiss cantons have remonstrated so firmly, that they
will not dare to execute him. Early in the morning, the
guards were doubled, and eight thousand horse and foot
are now patrolling the streets. The report of plots, to
carry off the king, is in the mouth of every one ; and it is
said, these movements of the people, as well as those at
Versailles, are not what they appear to be, mere mobs, but
instigated by the aristocrats ; and if permitted to rise to
such a height as to entangle the Paris militia, will prove
the part only of a conspiracy against the new government.
That they have reason to be alert is undoubted; for though
there should actually be no plots in existence, yet there is
so great a temptation to them, and such a probability of
their being formed, that supineness would probably create
them. I have met with the lieutenant-colonel of a regiment of horse, who is come from his quarters, and who
asserts, that his whole regiment, officers and men, are now
at the king's devotion, and would march wherever he
called, and would execute whatever he ordered, not contrary to their ancient feelings; but that they would not
have been inclined to be so obedient before he was brought
to Paris; and from the conversation he has had with the
officers of other regiments, he believes that the same spirit
pervades their corps also. If any serious plans have been
laid for a counter-revolution, or for carrying off the ]dng,
and their execution has been, or shall be prevented,
posterity will be much more likely to have information of
it than this age. Certainly the e_,es of all the sovereigns,
and of all the great nobility in Europe, are on the French
revolutibn; they look with amazement, and even with
terror, upon a situation which may possibly be hereafter
their own case ; and they must expect, with anxiety, that
some attempts will be made to reverse an example, that
will not want copies, whenever the period is favourable to
make them. Dine at the Palais Royal, with a select
$rty; politicians they must be, if they are Frenchmen.
e qtiestion was discussed, Are the plots and conspiracies
of which we hear so much at present, real, or are they invented by the leaders of the revolution, to keep up the
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spirits of the militia, in order to enable themselves
to secure the government on its new foundation irreversibly ?
The 14th. Plots ! plots !--the marquis LaFayette, last
night, took two hundred prisoners in the Champs :E/ysSes,
out of eleven hundred that were collected. They had
powder and ball, but no musquets.
Who ? and what are
they ? is the question ; but an answer is not so easily to
be had. .Brigands; according to some accounts, that have
collected in Paris for no good purpose ; people from _ersailles by others; Gemnans by a third: but every one
would make you believe, they are an appendix to a plot laid
for a counter-revolution.
Reports are so various and contradictory, that no dependence is to be placed on them ;
nor credit given to one-tenth of what is asserted. It is
singular, and has been much eomr, euted on, that :La
Fayette would not trust his standing _roops, as they may
be called, that is _the eight thousand regularly paid, and of
whom the French guards fomn a considerable portion, but
he took, for the expedition, the bourgeoise only ; which has
elated the latter as much as it has disgusted the former.
The moment seems big with events; there is an anxiety.,
an expectation, an uncel_ainty, and suspense that is visible
in every eye one meets; and even the best informed
people, and the least liable te be led away by popular reports, are not a little alarmed at the apprehension of some
lmlmown attempt that may be made to rescue the king,
and overtm_ the National Assembly. Many persons are
of opinion, that it would not be difficult t_ take the King,
Queen, and Daupl_in away, without endangering them, for
which attempt the Thuilleries is particularly well situated,
provided a body of troops, of sufficient force, were in
readiness to receive them. In such a case, there would be
a civil war, which, perhaps, would end in despotism, whatever party came off victorious;
consequently such an
attempt, or plan, could not orighiate in any bosom f_'om
true patriotism. If I have a fair opportunity to pass much
of my time in good company at Paris, I have also no small
trouble in turning over books, MSS. and papers, which 1
cannot see in England: this employs many hours a day,
with what I borrow from the night, in making notes. I
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have procured also some public records, the copying of
which demapds time. He who wishes to give a good
account of such a kingdom as France, must be indefatigable in the search of materials; for let him collect
with all the care possible, yet when he comes to sit
.down coolly to the examination and arrangement, will
find, that much has been put into his hands, of no real
consequence, and more, possibly, that is absolutely useleSS.

The 15th. To the Palais Royal, to view the pictures of
the duke of Orleams2 which I had tried once or twice before
to do in vain. The collection is known to be very rich, in
pieces of the Dutch and Flemish masters ; some finished
with all the exquisite attention which that school gave to
minute expression. But it is a genre little interesting,
when the works of the great Italian artists are at hand: of
these the collection is one of the first in the world. Raphael,
]_L_nibalCarracci, Titian, Dominichino, Correggio, and Paul
Veronese. The first picture in the collection, and one of
the finest that ever came from the easel, is that of the
three ]Kaxies, and the dead Clu_st, by H. Caxracci; the
powers of expression cannot go further.
There is the St.
John of Raphael, the same picture as those of Florence and
Bologna ; and an inimitable Virgin and Child, by the same
great master. A Venus bathing, and a Magdalen, by Titian,
Lucretia, by Andi'ea del Sarto, Leda, by Paul Veronese,
and also by Tintoretto.
Mars and Venus, and sevmul
others, by Paul Veronese.
The naked figure of a woman,
by Bonien, a French painter, now living, a pleasing piece.
Some noble pictures, by Poussin and :Le Seur. The apartments.must disappoint
every one :--I did not see one good
.
.
room, and all mfemor to the ra_k and immense fortune of
the possessor, certahfly the first subject in Europe. Dine
at the duke of Liaucourt's : among the company was Mona
de Bougainville, 2the celebrated circumnavigator, agreeable
as weU as sensible ; the count de Castellane, and the count
• t This rich collection was afterwards dispersed throughout Europe.
"_ Bougainville_ Louis Antoine Comte de (1729-1811).
The discoverer
of the Samoau group, or Navigator's Island_, wasas l_tmoas in his own
country as Couk in our own. His "Description
d:un voyageau tour du
Monde" Was published in 1771-2
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de Montmorenei, two young legislators, as e_r_j_8 as if
their names were only Bernave or Rabeau. In some allusions to the constitution of England, I found they hold it
vei T cheap, in regard to political liberty. The ideas of the
moment, relative to plots and consph'acies were discussed,
but they seemed very generally to agree, that, however the
constitution might, by such means, be delayed, it was now
absolutely impossible to prevent its taking place. At night
to the national circus, as it is called, at the Palais Royal,
a building in the gardens, or area, of that palace, the most
whimsical and expensive folly that is easily to be imagined:
it is a large ball room, sunk half its height under ground;
and, as if this circumstance were not su_ciently adapted
to make it damp enough, a garden is planted on the roof,
and a river is made to flow around it, which, with the addi.
tion of some spirtlng je_s o_eau, have undoubtedly made it
a delicious place, for a winter's entertainment.
The expence of this gew-gaw building, the project of some of the
duke of Orlean's friends, I suppose, and executed at his expence, would .have established an English farm, with all
its principles, buildings, live stock, tools, and crops, on a
scale that would have done honour to the first sovereign of
Europe ; for it would have converted five thousand arpents
of desert into a garden. As to the result of the mode that
has beeu pursued, of investing such a capital, I know no
epithet equal to its merits. It is meant to be concert, ball,
coffee, and b]l]_,rd room, with shops,- &c. designed to be
something in the style of the amusements of our Pantheon.
There were music and singing to night, but the room being
almost empty, it was, on the whole, equally cold and
sombre.
The 16th. The idea of plots and conspiracies has come
to such a height as greatly to alarm the leaders of the revolution. The disgust that spreads every day at their
transactions, arises more from t_e king's situation than
from any other circumstance.
They c_nnot, after the
scenes that have passed, venture to set him at liberty before the constitution iq finished: and they dread, at the
same time, a change worl_ng in his favour in the minds of
the pedple: in this dilemma, a plan is laid for persuading
his majesty to go suddenly to the N_tional Assembly; and,
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in a speech, to declare himself perfectly satisfied with their
proceedings, and to consider himself as at the head of the
revolution, in terms so couched, as to take away all idea
or pretence of his being in a state of confinement or
coercion. Tiffs is at present a favourite plan; the only
dlmculty will be, to persuade the king to take a step that
will apparently preclude him from whatever turn or advantage the general feeling of the provinces may work in
his favour ; for, after such a measure, he will have reason
to expect that his friends will second the views of the
democratical party, from an absolute despair of any other
princi,ples becoming, eflicien_ It is thought probable, that
this scheme will be brought about ; and if it is, it will do
more to ease their apprehensions of any attempts than any
other plan. I have been among the booksellers, with a
catalogue in hand to collect publications, which, unfortunately for my purse, I find I must have on various
topics, that concern the presenf state of France. These
are now every day so numerous, especially on the subjects
of commerce, colonies, finances, taxation, defic/_, &c. not to
speak of the subject immediately of the revolution itself,
that it demands many hours every, day to lessen the number to be bought, by reading pen in hand. The collection
the duke of I_ancom_ has made from the very commencement of the revolution, at the first meeting of the notables,
is prodigious, and has cost many hundred louis d'ors. It
is uncommonly complete, and will hereafter be of the
greatest value, to consult on abundance of curious questions.
The 17th. The plan I mentioned yesterday, that was
proposed to the king, was urged in vain : his majesty received t_heproposition in such a manner as does not leave
any great hope of the scheme being executed; but the
marquis La Fayette is so strenuous for its being brought
about, that it will not yet be abandoned ; but proposed
again at a more favourable moment. The royalists, who
know of this plan (for the public have it not), are delighted
at the chance of its failing. The refusal is attributed to
the Queen. Another circumstance, which gives great disquiet at present to the leaders of the revolution, are the
accounts daily received from _11 parts of the ldngdom, of
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the distress, and even starviug condition of the manufaco
turers, artists, _ and sailors, which grow more and more
serious, and must make the idea of an attempt to overturn
the revolution so much the more alarming and dangerous.
.The only branch of industry in the kingdom, that remains
flourishiug, is the trade to the sugar-colonies; and the
scheme of emancipating the negroes, or at least of putting
an end to importing them, which they borrowed from
England, has tin'own Nantes, Havre, Marseilles, Bourdeaux,
and all other places connected secondarily with that commerce, into the utmost agitation.
The count de Mirabeau
says publicly, that he is sva.e of canting the vote to put an
end to negro slavery--it is very much the conversation at
present, and pl_ncipally amongst the leaders, who say, that
as the revolution was founded on philosophy, and supported
by metaphysics, such a plan c_nnot but be congenial. But
sm'ely title depends on practice much more than on theory ;
and the planters and merchants, who come to Paris to oppose the scheme, are better prepared to shew the importance of their commerce, than to reason philosophically on
the demerits of slavery. Many publications have appeared
on the subject--some deserving attention.
The 18th. At the duke of Liancourt's dinner, to-day,
meet the marquis de Casaux, the author of the mechanism
of societies ; notwithstanding all the warmth, and even fire
of argument, and vivacity of manner and composition for
which his writings are remarkable, he is perfectly mild and
plaid in conversation, with little of that effervescence one
would look for from his books. There was a remarkable
assertion made to.day, at table, by the count de Marguerite,
before near thirty deputies ; speaking of the determination
on the Toulon business, 2 he said, it was openly supported
by deputies, under the avowal that more insurrections were
_ Oar-author'suseof this wordis nowobsolete.
"How to build ships and dreadfulordnancecast,
Instruct the artist and rewardtheir haste."
•W_LL_m
A sedition that broke out Dec. 1, 1789. The Count Albert de
Riom,and other_flicers,were throwninto prison,accusedof insulting
the GardeNationale. See Le Mo_iteur,Dec. 11, t789.
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necessary. I looked round the table, expecting some decisive answer Co be given to this, and[ was amazed to find
that no one replied a word. ]_ons. Volney, the traveller,
after a pause of some moments, declared, that he thought
the people of Toulon had acted right, and were justifiable
in what they had done. The history of this Toulon busi.
ness is known to all the world. This count de Marguerite
has a tet_ dure and a steady conduct--it may be believed
that he is not an enragd. At dinner, M. Blin, deputy from
Spain, mentioning the conduct of the revolution club at the
Javob/ns, said, we have given you a good president; and
then asked the count why he did not come among them ?
He answered, Ye me trouve heureuz en verit_ de n'avoir
jamals ttd d'aucune soci_tg Toliti_lue Tartieuli_re ; je Tense
_ue mes fonetions sent l_ubliques, et qu'elles Teuvent aisdment
se rem plir sane associations 2wrticulibres. He got no reply
here.--At night, Mons. Decretot, and Mons. Blin, carried
me to the revolution club at the Yacobins; the room where
they assemble, is that in which the famous league was
signed, as it has been observed above. There were above
one hundred deputies present, with a president in the
chair; I was handed to him, and announced as the author
of the Arithmdti_ue Politique ; the president standing up,
repeated my name to the company, and demanded if there
were any objections
- None ; and this is all the ceremony,
not merely of an introduction, but an election : for I was
told, that now I was free to be present when I pleased,
being a foreigner.
Ten or a dozen other elections were
made. In this club, the business that is to be brought
into the National Assembly is regularly debated ; the
motionsd_re read, that are intended ¢o be made there, and
rejected or corrected and approved.
When these have
been fully agreed to, the whole party are engaged to sup.
por_ them. Plans of conduct are there determined; proper
persons nomlnuted for being of committees, and presidents
of the Assembly named. And I may add, that such is
the majority of numbers, that whatever passes in this
club, is almost sure to pass in the Assembly.
In the
evening at the dutehess d'Anville's, in whose house I never
failed of spending my time agreeably.
One of the most amusing circumstances of travelling
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into other countries, is the opportunity of remarking the
difference of custonls amongst different nations in the
common occurrences of life.
In the art of living, the
French have generally been esteemed by the rest of Europe,
to have made the greatest proficiency, and their manners
have been accordingly more imitated, and their customs
more adopted than tho_ of any other nation. Of their
cookery, there is but one opinion ; for every man in Europe, that can afford a great table, either keeps a French
cook, or one instructed in the same manner. That it is
far beyond our own, I have no doubt in asserting. We
have about half a dozen real English dishes, that exceed
any thing, in my opinion, to be met with in France; by
English dishes I mean, a turbot and lobster sauce-ham
and chicken--turtle--a
haunch of venison--a turkey and
oysters--and after these, there is an eud of an English
table. It is an idle prejudice, to class roast beef among
them ; for there is not better beef in the world than at
Paris. T,arge handsome pieces were _.]most constantly on
the considerable tables I have dined at. The variety given
by their cooks, to the same thing, is astonishing; they
dress an hundred dishes in an hundred different ways, and
most of them excellent; and all sorts of vegetables have
a savouriness and flavour, from rich sauces, that are absolutely wanted to our greens boiled in water. This val_ety
is not striking, in the comparison of a great table in France
with another in England ; but it is manifest in an instant,
between the tables of a French and English family of
small fortune. The English dinner, of a joint of meat and
a pudding, as it is called, or po_ luck, with a neighbour, is
bad luck in England; the same fortune in France gives,
by means of cool_ery only, at least four dishes to one
among us, and spreads a small table incomparably better.
A regular dessert with us is expected, at a considerable
table only, or at a moderato one, when a formal entertainment is given ; in _rance it is as essential to the smallest
dinner as to the largest; if it consists only of a bunch of
dried grapes, or an apple, it will be as regularly served as.
the soup. I have met with persons in England, who
imagine the sobriety of a French table carried to such a
length, that one or two glasses of wine are all that a man
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can get at dinner; this is an error; your sel_ant mixes
the wine and water in what proportion you please; and
large bowls of clean glasses are set before the master of
the house, and some friends of the family, at different
par_s of the table, for serving the richer and rarer sorts of
wines, which are drunk in this manner freely enough. The
whole nation are scrupulously neat in refusing to drink
out of glasses used by other people. At the house of a
carpenter or blacksmith, a tumbler is set to every cover.
This results from the common beverage being wine and
water; but if at a large table, as in England, there were
porter, beer, cyder, and perry, it would be impossible for
three or four tumblers or goblets to stand by every plate ;
and equally so for the selTants to keep such a number
separate and distinct. In table-linen, they are, I think,
cleaner and wiser than the English : that the change may
be incessant, it is every where coarse. The idea of dining
without a napkin seems ridiculous to a Frenchman, but in
England we dine at the tables of people of tolerable fortune, without them. A journeyman carpenter in Fl_mce
has his napkin as regularly as his fork; and at an inn,
the fille always lays a clean one to every cover that is
spread in the kitchen, for the lowest order of pedestrian
travellers.
The expence of linen in England is enormous,
from its fineness; surely a great change of that which is
coarse, woul4 be much more rational. In point of cle_nllhess, I thln_ the merit of the two nations is divided ; the
French are cleaner in their persons, and the English in
their houses ; I speak of the mass of the people, and not
of individuals of considerable fortune. A bidet in France
is as universally in every apartment, as a bason to wash
your hands, which is a trait of personal cleanliness I wish
more common in England ; on the other hand their neces.
salt houses are temples of abomination; and the practice
of spiffdng about a room, which is amongst the highest as
well as the lowest ranks, is detestable. I have seen a
gentleman spit so near the cloaths of a dut_hess, that I
have stared at his unconcern. In every thing that concerns
the stables, the English far exceed the French; horses,
grooms, harness, and change of equipage; in the provinces
you see cabriolets undoubtedly of the last century; au
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Englishman, however small his fortune may be, will not
be seen in a carriage of the fashion of forty years past; if
he e_unot have another, he _ill walk on foot. It is not
true that there are no complete equipages at Paris, I have
seen many; the carriage, horses, harness, and attendance,
Without fault or blemish ;--but the number is certainly
very much inferior to what are seen at London. English
horses, grooms, and carriages, have been of ]ate years
largely imported. In all the articles of the fitting up and
furnishing houses, including those of all ranks in the
estimate, the English have made advances far beyond their
neighbours.Mahogany isscarcein France,but the use
)f itisprofuseinEngland. Some ofthe hotelsin Paris
•
are immense in size,
from a circumstance
which would
giveme a goodopinionof thepeople,
ifnothingelsedid,
which isthegreatmixtureof fami]ies.
When theeldest
sonmarries,
he bringshiswifehome to thehouse of his
father,
where thereisan apartmentprovidedforthem ;
and ifa daughterdoesnotwed an eldest
son,herhusband
is alsoreceived
intothefamily,
in the same way,which
makes a joyousnumber ateverytable.Thiscannotalto.
getherbe attributed
to ceconomical
motives,
thoughthey
certainly
influence
in many cases,
becauseitis found in
families
possessing
the first
properties
in the kingdom.
ItdoeswithFrenchmannersand customs,
butin England
itis sureto fail,
and equallyso amongst allranks of
people:may we not conjecture,
with a greatprobability
of truth,
thatthenationin whichitsucceedsistherefore
better
tempered? Nothingbut good humour can render
sucha jumbleoffamilies
agreeable,
or eventolerable.
In
dresstheyhavegiventheto_to allEurope formore than
a century
; butthisisnotamong anybutthehighest
rank
an objectof such expenceas inEngland,where themass
of mankind wear much betterthings(tousethelanguage
of common conversation)
than inFrance:thisstruckme
more amongst ladies
who, on an averageof al_ranks,do
not dressat one halfof theexpenceof Englishwomen.
Volatility
and changeableness
areattributed
totheFrench
asnational
eharacteristicks,
butinthecaseofdresswith
thegrossest
exaggeration.
Fashionschangewithtentimes
more rapidity
inEngland,inform,colour,
andassemblage;
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the vicissitudes of every part of dress are phantastic with
us: I see little of this in _ance;
and to instance the
mode of dressing the gentlemens' hair, while it has been
varied five times at London, it has remained the same at
Paris. Nothing contributes more to make them a happy
people, than the chearful and facile pliancy of disposition
with which they adapt themselves to the circumstances of
life: this they possess much more than the high and volatile spirits which have been attributed to them ; one excellent consequence is, a greater exemption from the
extravagance of living beyond their fortunes, than is met
with in England. In the highest ranks of life, there are
instances in all counf_ies; but where one gentleman of
small property, in the provinces of France, runs out his
fortune, there are ten such in England that do it. In the
blended idea I had formed of the French character from
reading, I am disappointed from three circumstances,
which I expected to find predominant.
On comparison
with the English, I looked for great t_lkativeness, volatile
spirits, and universal politeness. I think, on the contrary,
that they are not so talkative as the English; have not
equally good spirits, and are not a jot more polite : nor do
I speak of certain classes of people, but of the genera]
mass. I think them, however, incomparably better tempered; and I propose it as a question, whether good temper
be not more reasonably expected under an arbitrary, than
under a free government ?
The 19th. my last day in Paris, and, therefore, employed in waiting on my friends, to take leave ; amongst
whom, tke duke de I_iancourt holds the first place; a
nobleman, to whose uninterrupted, polite, and friendly
offices I owe the agreeable and happy hours which I have
passed at Paris, and whose kindness continued so much, t_
the last, as to require a promise, that if I should return to
France, his house, either in town or country, should be my
home. I shall not omit observing, that his conduct in the
revolution has been direct and manly from the very beginning; his rank, family, fortune, and situation at court,
all united to make h_m one of the first subjects in the kingdom; and upon the public affairs being sufficiently embroiled, to make assemblies of the nobility necessary, his
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determination to render himself master of the great ques.
tions which were then in debate, was seconded by that
attention; and al_plication which was necessary in a period,
when none but men of business could be of importance in
the state. _k'om the first assembling of the States General,
he resolved to take the party of freedom ; and would have
joined the t_'s at first, if the orders of his constituents had
not prevented it ; he desired them, however, either to consent to that step or to elect another representative ; and,
at the same time, with equal liberality, he declared, that if
ever the duty he owed his country became incompatible
with his o/rice at corn% he would resign it ; an act that was
not only unnecessary, but would have been absurd, after
the king himself had become a party in the revolution. By
espousing the popular cause, he acted conformably to the
principles of all his ancestors, who in the civil wars and
confusions of the preceding centuries, uniformly opposed
the arbitrary proceedings of the court. The decisive steps
which this nobleman took at Yersailles, in advising the
king, &c. "d_c.are known to all the world. He is, undoubtedly, to be esbeemed one of those who have had a
principal share in the revolution, but he has been invariably guided by constitutional motives ; for it is certain,
that he has been as much averse from ,nnecessary violence
and sanguinary measures, as those who were the most
attached to the ancient government.--With
my excellent
friend Lazowski, I spent my last evening; he endeavouring to persuade me to reside upon a farm in France,
and I enticing him to quit French buskle for English tranquilllty.
The 20th--25th.
By the diligence to London, where I
arrived the 25th ; though in the most commodious seat, yet
languishing for a horse, which, after all, affords the best
means of travelling. Passing from the first company of
Paris to the rabble which one sometinies meets in diligences
is contrast suflicient_--but the idea of returning toEngland,
to my family, and friends, made all things appear smooth.
--272 miles.
The 30th. To Bradfield; and here terminate, I t/ope,
my travels. After having surveyed the agriculture and
political resources of England and Ireland, to do the same
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with France, was certainly a great object, the importance
of which a._imated me to the attempt: and however
pleasing it may be to hope for the ability of giving a better
account of the agriculture of _rance than has ever been
laid before the public, yet the greatest satisfaction I feel,
at present, is the prospect of remaining, for She future, on
a farm, in that calm and undisturbed retirement, which is
suitable to my fortune, and which, I trust, will be agreeable
to my dis]position.--72 miles.

ON THE

REVOLUTION

OF FRANCE.

HE gross infamy which attended lettres de cachet and
the Basfile, during
the whole reign of Louis X-V'.
made them esteemed
in England, by people not well informed, as the most prominent
features of the despotism of
France.
They were certainly carried to an access hardly
credible ; to the length of being sold, with blanks, to. be
filled up with names at the pleasure of the purchaser;
who
was thus able, in the gratification
of private revenge, to
tear a man from the bosom of.his family, and bury him in
a dungeon, where he would exist forgotten, and die un.
known ! 1reBut such excesses could not be common in any
i An anecdote, which I have from an authority to be depended ons
will explain the profligacy of government, in respect to these arbitrary
imprisonments. :LordAlbemarle, when ambassador in ]_'ance, about
the year 1753, negotiating the fixing of the limits of the American
colonies, which, three years after, produced the war, calling one day on
the minister for foreign affairs, was introduced, for a few minutes, into
his cabinet, while he finished a short conversation in the apartment in
which he usually received those who conferred with him. As his lordship walked backwards and forwards, in a very small room (a French
cabinet is never a large one), he could not help seeing a paper lying on
the table_ written in a large legible hand, and containing a list of the
prisoners _ the Bastile, in which the first name was Gordon. When
the minister entered, lord Albemarle apologized for his involuntarily remarking the paper; the other replied, that it was not of the least consequence, fez:they made no secret of the names. Lord A. then said,
that he had seen the name of Gordon firsg in the list, and he begged to
know, as in all probability the person of this name was a British subject,
on what account he had been pug into the Basfile. The minister told
him, that he knew nothing of the matter, but would make the p_er
inquiries. The next time he saw lord Albemarle, he informed hun,
that, on inquiring into the case of Gordon, he could find no person who
could give him the least information } on which he had Gordon himself
interrogated, who solemnly affirmed, that he had not the smallest knowledge, or even suspicion, of the cause of his imprisonment, but that he
had been confined 30 years ; however, added the minister, I ordered him
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country; and they were reduced almost to nothing, from
the accession of the present King. The great mass of the
people, by which I mean the lower and middle ranks, could
suffer very little from such en_nes, and _s few of them are
objects of jealousy, had there been nothing else to complain
of, it is not probable they would ever have been brought to
take allns. The abuses attending the levy of taxes were
heavy and universal.
The kingdom was parcelled into
genel_ities, with an intendant at the head of each, into
whose hands the whole power of the crown was delegated
for every thing except the military authority ; but particularly for all affairs of finance. The generalities were sub.
divided into elections, at the head of which was a sub.delegu_, appointed by the intendant.
The rolls of the faille,
ca2itatio_, vlngti_mes, and other taxes, were distributed
among districts, parishes, and individuals, at the pleasure
of the intendant, who could exempt, ch_.n_e, add, or
diminish, at pleasure. Such an enormous power, constantly acting, and from which no man was free, might in
the nacre of things, degenerate in many cases into absolute tyranny. It must be obvious, that the friends, acquaintances, and dependents of the intendant, and of all
his 8ub-delegugs, and the friends of these friends, to a long
chain of dependence, might be favom'ed in taxation at the
expence of their miserable neighbours ; and that noblemen,
in favour at court, to whose protection the intendant himself would naturally look up, could find little difficulty in
throwing much of the weight of their taxes on others,
without a similar support.
Instances, and even gross ones,
have been reported to me in many parts of the kingdom,
that made me shudder at the oppression to which numbers
must have been condemned, by the undue favours granted
to such crooked influence. But, without recurring to such
cases, what must have been the state of the poor people
paying heavy taxes, from which the nobility and clergy
were exempted ? A cruel aggravation of theh" misery, _o see
those who could best afford to pay, exempted because able !
to be immediately
no comment, t

releas.ed, and he is now at large.

Such a case wants
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--The inrolments for the militia, which the cahiers call a_
injustice without e_am21e,1were another drea_l
scourge on
the peasantry; and, as married men were exempted from
it, occasioned in some degree that mischievous population,
which brought beings into the world, in order for little else
than to be stal_ed. The corvje_, or police of the roads,
were annually the ruin of many hunch.eds of farmers;
more than 300 were reduced to beggary in fi!Iiug up one
v._le in T_oraine: all these oppressions fell on the tiers _tat
only; the nobility and clergy having been equally exempted
from failles, r-i]itia, and terries. The penal code of finance
makes one shudder at the horrors of punishment inade.
quate to the crime)
A few features will sufficiently characterize the old government of France.
1. Smugglers of salt, armed and assembled to the number of five, in Provence, a fine of 500 liv. and nine years
gullies ;--in all the rest of the kingdom, death.
2. Smugglers armed, assembled, but in number under
five, a fine of 300 liv. and three years gaUies. Second
offence, death.
3. Smugglers, without arms, but with horses, carts, or
boats; urine of 300liv. if hot,aid, three years gullies. Second
offence, 400 ].iv. and nine years gallies.--In Dauphlnd,
second offence, gallies for life. In Provence,five year's gallies.
4. Smugglers, who carry the salt on their backs, and
without arms, urine of 200 ].iv. and, if not paid, are flogged
and branded. Second offence, a fine of 300 liv. and 8i_
ye_'s gallles.
1 , Nob. ]_riey/'p. 6, &e.&e._c

2 It is calculated by a writer ( I_echerehes et Consid. par M:. le Baron
de Cormer_," tom. iL p. 187) very well informed on every subject of
flnance_ that, upon an average, there were annually taken up and sent
to prison or the ga]lies, Men, 2340. Women, 896. Children, 201.
Total, 3437. 300 of these to the gallies (t_m. i. p. 112}. The r_tcon.
flscated from these miserable people amounted to 12,633 quintals, which,
at the mean price of 8 liv. are, ....
101,064 liv.
2772 lb. of salted flesh, at lOj:
.
1,386
1086 horses, at 50 liv.
.
,
54,300
52 carts, at 150 liv..
.
o
7,800
_Fiues.
.
.
..
.
.
53_207
- Seized in houses
,
,
.
.105,530
323,287
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5. Women, married and single, smugglers, first offence,
a fine of 100 liv. Second, 300 liv. Third, flogged, and
banished the kingdom for life. Husbands re_2o_si]o_both in
fine and body.
6. Children smugglers, the same as women.--_athere
and _nothers resTonsible ; and for defect of payment flogged.
7. Nobles, if smugglers, de_rlved of their nobility ; and
their houses rased to the ground.
8. Any persons in employment (I suppose in the saltworks or the reveuue), if smugglers, death. And such
as assist in the theft of salt in the transport, hanged.
9. Soldiers smuggling, with arms, are hanged ; without
arms, dallies for life.
10. Buying smuggled salt to resell it, the saz_e iounish_entsasfor smuggling.
11. Persons in the salt employments, emyowereg if two,
or one with two witneese_, to enter wnd e_Tznine ho_es even of
the l_rivilegecl orders.
12. All farn_|_es, and persons liable to the faille, in the
provinces of the _randes Gabellee inrolled, and their con.
sumption of salt for the 2or and sallgre (that is the daily
consumption, exclusive of salting meat, &e. &c.) estimated
at Tlb. a head per annum, which quantity they are forced
to buy whether they want it or not, under the pain of
various flues according to the case.
The Galdtain_rle_ were a dreadful scourge on all the
occupiers of land. By this torm, is to be understood the
pa.ramountship of certain districts, granted by the king, to
pnnces of the blood, by which they were put in possession
of the property of all game, even on lands not belonging to
them ; and, what is very singular, on manors granted long
before to individuals; so that the erecting of a district into
a car2i_ain_rie, was an annihilation of all manorial rights to
game within it. This was a trifling business, in comparison
to other circumstances ; for, in speaking of the preservation
of the game in these ea2itai_eries, it must be observed, that
by game it must be understood whole droves of wild boars,
and herds of deer not confined Joy any w_l or pale, but
wandering, at pleasure, over the whole country, to the destruction of crops; and to the peopling of the gallies
by the wretched peasants, who presumed to ldll them, in
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order to save that food which was to suppol_ their helpless
children.
The game in the ca pitainerie of Montceau, in
four parishes only, did mischief to the amount of 184,263
liv. per annum. _ No wonder then that we should find the
people asking, "/_rons demandons _ grand cris _a dest_ctio_
des ca_Titaineries & celle de route sorte de giblet. ''2 And
what are we to think of demanding,
as a favour, the permission--"/)e
nettoyer ses grains, de faucher les Trds a_i.ficiels, & d'enlever 8es chaumes sans _gard Tour la perdri_
o_ tout autre giblet. ''3
Now, an English
reader will
scarcely understand
it without being told, that there were
numerous edicts for preserving
the game which prohibited
weeding and hoeing, lest the young partridges
should be
disturbed;
steeping seed, ]est it should injure the game;
manuring with night soil, lest the flavour of the partridges
should be injured
by feeding on the corn so produced;
mowing hay, &c. before a certain time, so late as to spoil
many crops; and taldng away the stubble, which would
deprive the birds of shelter.
The tyranny
exercised in
these caTitaine_ies,
which extended
over 400 leagues of
country, was so great, that many cahiers demanded
the
utter suppression
of them.'
Such were the exertions
of
arbitrary
power which the lower orders felt directly from
the royal authority ; but, heavy as they were, it is a question whether the others, suffered circuitously
through
the
nobility
and the clergy, were not yet more oppressive?
Nothing
can exceed the complaints
made in the cah/ers
under this head.
They speak of the dispensation
of justice in the manorial courts, as comprizing
every species of
despotism : the districts indeterminate--appeals
endless-irreconcileable
to liberty and prosperity--and
irrevocably
proscribed
in the opinion
of the public _--augmenting
litigations--favouring
every species of chicane---ruining
1 , Cahier du tiers _tat de Meaux_" p. 49.
"De Mantes" and" Meulan," p. 38.
s /b/d. p. 40.--Also" Nob. & Tiers Etat de Peronne," p. 42. "De
Trois ordresde Monfort,"p. 28.
• "Clergd de Provins & Montereau," p. 35.--" Clergd de Paris,"
p. 25._"Clergd de _antes & Meulan," pp. 45, 46.--" Clergd de Laon"
p. ll.--"Nob,
de Nemours_"p. 17.--" l_ob. de Parish" p. 22.--"Nob.
d'Arras," p. 29.
s ,, Rennes," art. 12.
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the palSies--not only by enol_nous expences on the most
petty objects, but by a dreadful loss of time. The judges
commonly ignorant pretenders, who hold their courts in
cabarets, and are absolutely dependent on the seigneurs, in
consequence of their feudal powers. They are "vezations
_ul sord le plus grand fl_au des Teuples._--Esclavage a_ligeant._--Oe r_gin_e desastreuse.S--That the feodalit6 be for
ever abolished.
The countryman is tyrannically enslaved
by it. Fixed and heavy rents; vexatious processes to
secure them; appreciated unjustly to augment:
rents,
solidaires, and _'evenchables; rents, ch_antes, and levantes,
fumages. Fines at every change of the property, in the
direct as well as collateral line; feudal redemption (retraite) ; fines on sale, to the 8th and even the 6th penny ;
redemptions (rachats) injurious in their origin, and still
more so in their extension; banalit6 of the mill/ of the
oven, and of the wine and cyder-press ; corve_ by custom ;
eorvegs by usage of the fief ; corve6s established by unjust
decrees; vorwgs arbitrary, and even phantastical; servitudes; prestatious, extravagant and burthensome: collections by assessments incollectible ; aveu_c,minus, _mTunisse_ns;
litigations ruinous and without end: the rod of
seigneural finance for ever shaken over our heads; vexation,
ruin, outrage, violence, and destructive servitude, under
which the peasants, almost on a level with Polish slaves,
can never but be miserable, vile, and oppressed2 They
demand also, that the use of hand-mills be free; and hope
that posterity if possible, may be ignorant that feuchtl
tyranny in Bretagne, armed with the judicial power, has
not blushed even in these times, at breaking hand-mills,
and at selling annually to the miserable, the faculty of
I _ Nevernois,"
art.43.
"Tiers Elat de Vannes," p. 24.
s ,, T. :Etat Clermont 1Perrand," p, 52.
' "T. Etat Auxerre," art. 6.
s By this horrible law, the people are bound to grind their corn at
the mill of the seigneur oTdy _ to press their grapes at his press only
and to bake their bread in his oven ; by which means the bread is often
spoiled, and more especi_flly wine, since in Champagne those grapes
which, pressed immediately, would make white wine, will, by waiting
for the press, which often happens, make red wine only.
Whilst the guest of a Vendean gentleman "in 1876, at Montaign
(Vendde), I saw _,ne of these seigneurial mills.--ED.
"Tiers Etat de l_ennes/' p. 159.
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bruising between two stones a measure of buck-wheat

or

barley. _ The very terms of these complaints are unknown
in England, and consequently untranslatable:
they have
probably aa'isen long since the feudal system ceased in this
kingdom.
What are these tortures of the peasantry in
Bretag,ne, which they call chevauch_s,2ffuintaines, souls, saut
de poissou, baiser de marie,s ;3 chansons; tra_Torte d'_euf
sur un charette ; silence des grenouilles ;4 corvde _ miserieorde ;
milods ; leide ; coulJonage ; cartelage ; barage ;5 fouage ;*
marechauss_ ; banvin ;7 bal_ d'a6ut ; trousses ; gelinage ; ci.
verage ; taillabilitS ; vingtab_ ;8sterlage ; bordelage;9minage ;_o
ban de ve_utanges; droit d'accatvte. _1 In passing through
many of the French provinces, I was struck with the
various and heavy complaints of the farmers and little proprietors of the feudal grievances, with the weight of which
their industry was burthened ; but I could not then conceive the multiplicity of the shackles which kept them poor
and depressed.
I understood it better afterwards, from the
conversation and complaints of some grand seigneurs, as
the revolution advanced; and I then learned, that the
principal rental of many estates consisted in services and
feudal tenures; by the baneful influence of which the
industry of the people was almost exterminated.
In regard
to the oppressions of the clergy, as to tythes, I must do

I _ Rennes," p. 57.
2 C/wvauaMs, obl'gation

substituted

for

the corvde during

royal

progresses.
a See, oons_rningthe horribleprivilege of la Marquette,M. Henri
Martin's
Histoire de la France, vol. 5, 6e]airei_emens.
The right
alluded to by Arthur Young had existed therefore in other parts of

]_Yance.--ED.
• This is a curiousarticlei whentheladyof the seigneurlies in, the
!_oopleare obliged to beat the waters in marshy districts,to keep the
xrogssilent,that she maynot be disturbedi this duty, a very oppressive
one,is commutedinto a pecuniaryfine.
6 21ardage,
a kind of turnpikeduty.
6 Seigneurialtax uponfires.
Seigneurialright of sellingwineexclusivelyin his parish.
s lZingtaine,seigneurialright to the twentiethof produce. See De
Tocqueville'sAncienl_6gime. AppendixforFeudalRights.
oBorddage,seigneurialrightof theNivernais,a kindof legacyduty.
lo Seigneurialtax upon'eachmineor half s6tierofcorn(Littr_).
_l , Resum6des cahiers,"tom.iii. pp. 316, 317.
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that body a justice, to which a claim cannot be laid in
England. Though the ecclesiastical tenth was levied in
France more severely than usual in Italy, yet was it never
exacted with such horrid greediness as is at present the
disgrace of Englan& When taken in kind, no such thing
was known in any part of France, where I made inquiries,
as a tenth ; it was always a twelfth, or a thirteenth, or even
a twentieth of the produce. And in no part of the kingdom
did a new article of culture pay any thing ; thus turnips,
cabbages, clover, chicor_e, potatoes, &c. &c. paid nothing.
In many parts, meadows were exempted. Silk worms nothing.
Olives in some places paid--in more they did not.
Cows nothing.
Lambs from the 12th to the 21st. Wool
nothing.--Such mildness, in the levy of this odious tax, is
absolutely unknown in England.
But mild as it was, the
burthen to people groanlng under so many other oppresions, united to render their situation so bad that no change
could be for the worse. But these were not all the evils with
which the people struggled. The administration of justice
was partial, venal, infamous. I have, in conversation with
many very sensible men, in dif[erent parts of the kingdom,
met with something of content with their government, in
all other respects than this ; but upon the question of expecting justice to be really and fairly administered, every
one confessed there was no such thing to be looked for.
The conduct of the parliaments was profligate and atrocious. Upon almost every cause that came before them,
interest was openly made with the judges: and woe betided the man who, with a cause to support, had no means
of conciliating favour, either by the beauty of a handsome
wife, or by other methods. It has been said, by many
writers, that property was as secure under the old govern.
ment of France as it is in England; and the assertion
might possibly be true, as far as any violence from the
King, his ministers, or the great was concerned : but for all
that mass of property, which comes in every country to be
litigated in courts of justice, there was not even the
shadow of security, unless the parties were totally and
equally unknown, and totally and equally honest ; in every
other case, he who had the best interest with the judges,
was sure to be the winner. To reflecting minds, the
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cruelty and abominable practice attending such com'ts are
sufficiently apparent. There was also a cfi'cumstance in the
constitution of these parliaments, but little known in England, and which, 1ruder such a government as that of
F_nce, must be considered as very singular.
They had
the power, and were in the constant practice of issuing
decrees, without the consent of the crown, and which had
the force of laws through the whole of their jurisdiction ;
and of all other laws, these were sure to be the best obeyed ;
for as all infringements of them were brought before
sovereign courts, composed of the same persons who had
enacted these laws (a hon'ible system of tyranny !) they
were certain of being punished with the last severity. It
must appear strange, in a government so despotic in some
respects as that of France, to see the parliaments in every
part of the kingdom making laws without the King's consent, and even in defiance of his authority.
The English,
whom I met in France in 1789, were surprized to see some
of these bodies issuing an'&ts against the export of corn out
out of the provinces subject to their jurisdiction, into the
neighbouring provinces, at the same time that the King,
through the organ of so popular a minister as ]_[ons.
Necker, was decreeing an absolutely free transport of corn
throughout the kingdom, and even a.t the requisition of the
National Assembly itself. But this was nothing new ; it
was their common practice. The parliament of Rouen
passed an arr_t against killing of calves; it was a preposterous one, and opposed by administration ; but it had
its full force ; and had a butcher dared to offend against
it, he wou_ have found, by the rigour of his punishment,
who was his master. Innoculation was favoured by the
court in Louis XV.'s time; but the parliament of Paris
passed an arr_t against it, much more effective in prohibiting, than the favour of the court in encouraging that practice. Instances are innumerable, and I may remark, that
the bigotry, ignorance, false principles, and tyranny of
these bodies were generally conspicuous; and that the
cour_ (taxation excepted), never had a dispute with a
rliament, but the parliament was mire to be wrong.
eir constitution, in respect to the administration of justice, was so truly rotten, that the members sat as judges,
Y
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even in causes of private property, in which they were
themselves
the parties, and have, in this capacity, been
guilty of oppressions and cruelties, which the crown has
rarely dared to attempt.
it is impossible to justify the excesses of the people oll
their taking up arms; they were certainly guilty of cruelties ; it is idle to deny the facts, for they have been proved
too clearly to admit of a doubt. But is it really the people
to whom we are to impute
the whole ?--Or to their
oppressors
who had kept them so long in a state of
bondage ? He who chooses to be served by slaves, and by
ill-treated
slaves, must know that he holds both his pro- perry and life by a tenure far different
from those who
prefer the service of well treated freemen;
and he who
dines to the music of groaning
sufferers, must not, in the
moment of insurrection,
complain that his daughters
are
ravished, and then destroyed;
and that his sons' throats
are cut.
When such evils happen, they surely are more
imputable to the tyranny of the master, than to the cruelty
of the servant. The analogy holds with the French peasants
--the murder of a seigneur, or a chateau in flames, is recorded in every newspaper;
the rank of the person who
suffers, attracts notice; but where do we find the register
of that sei_mur's oppressions of his peasantry, and his exactions of feudal services, from those whose children were
dying around them for want of bread ? _ Where do we find
the minutes that assigned these starving wretches to some
vile petty-logger,
to be fleeced by impositions,
and a
mockery of justice, in the seigneural courts ? Who gives
us the awards of the intendant and his 8ub-delegugs, which
took off the taxes of a man of fashion, and laid them with
accumulated
weight, on the poor, who were so unfortunate
as to be his neighbours ? Who has dwelt sufficiently upon
explaining all the ramifications of despotism, regal, aristoeratical_ and ecclesiastical, pervading the whole mass of the
people ; reaching, like a circulating fluid, the most distant
capillary tubes of poverty and wretchedness ? In these
cases, the sufferers are too ignoble to be known; and the
mass too indiscriminate
to be pitied.
But should a phiJo_
i Compare this passage with Carlyle'sj book i. chap. iii. "Such are
the ahepherdsof the people," &c.--Ev.
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sopher feel and reason thus ? should he mistake the cause
for the effect ? and giving all his pity to the few, feel no
compassion for the many, because they suffer in his eyes
not individually,
but by millions ? The excesses of the
people cannot, I repeat, be justified ; it would undoubtedly
have done them credit, both as men and christians, if they
had possessedtheir
new acquired power with moderation.
But let it be remembered,
that the populac_e in no country
ever use power with moderation ; excess is inherent in their
aggregate
constitution:
and as every government
in the
world knows, that violence, infallibly attends power in such
hands, it is doubly bound in common sense, and for common
safety, so to conduct itself, that the people may not find an
interest in public confusions.
They will always suffer much
andlong, before they are effectuany roused ; nothing, therefore, can kindle the flame, but such oppressions
of some
classes or order in the society, as give able men the opportmfity of seconding the general mass ; discontent will soon
diffuse itself around ; and if the goverument take not warning in time, it is alone answerable for all the burnings, and
plunderings,
and devastation,
and blood that follow.
The
true judgment
to be formed of the French revolution, must
surely be gained, from an attentive
consideratiou
of the
evils of the old government:
when these are well understood--and
when the extent and universality of the oppression under which the people groaned--oppression
which
bore upon them from every quarter,
it will scarcely be
attempted
to be urged, that a revolution was not absolutely
necessary to the welfare of the kingdom.
Not one opposing voice _ can, with reason, be raised against this assertion :
Many opposing voices have been raised; but so little to their credit,
that ][leave the passage as it was written long ago. The abuses that
are rooted in all the old governments of Eurol,e, give such numbers of
men a direct interest in supporting, cherishing, and defending abuses,
that no wonder advocates ibr tyranny_ of every species, are tbund in
every counts.y,and almost in every company. What a mass of people_
in every part of England, are some way or other interested in the present representation of the pe_ple_tythes, charters, corporaLions,mono.
polies_and taxation ! and not merely to the things themselves_ bu_ to
all the abuses attendir,g them ; and how. many are there who derive
their profit or their consideration in life, not merely from such institutions_but from [he evils they engender ! The great mass of the people_
however, is free from such influence,and will be enlightened by degrees _
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abuses ought certainly to be corrected, and corrected effectually:
this could not be done without the establishment
of a new form of government
; whether the form that has
been adopted were the best, is another question absolutely
distinct.
But that the above-mentioned
detail of enormities practised
on the people required some great change is
sufficiently apparent ; and I cannot better conclude such a
list of detestable
oppressions,
than in the words of the
Tiers Etat of Nivernois, who hailed the approaching
day of
liberty, with an eloquence worthy of the subject.
"Les plaintes du peuple se sont long-terns perdues duns
l'espaee immense
qui le sdpare du trSne: cette classe la
plus nombreuse
& la plus int&'essante
de la societ_ ; eette
classe qui mgrite les premiers
soins du gouvernement,
puisqu' elle alimente toutes les autres; cette classe _ laquelle on dolt & les arts ngeessaires _ la vie, & ceux qui en
embellissent
le cours; cette classe enfin qui en reeueillent
moins a toujours pays davantage, peut elle apres tant de
si_cles d'oppression
& de mis_re compter aujourdhui
sur
un sort plus heureux ? Ce seroit pour ainsi dire blasphgmer
l'autoritg tutglaire sous laquelle nous vivons que d'6n douter
un seul moment.
Un respect aveugle pour les abus gtablis
ou par la violence ou pax"la superstition,
une ignorance profonde des conditions
du pacte social voil_ ce qui a perp,gtug jusq' _ nous la servitude dans laquelle ont gemi nos
pores.
Un jour plus pup est pros d'gclorre : le to1 a manifestg le desir de trouver des sujets capables de lui dire la
v_rit_; une des ses loix, l'edit de creation des assemblges
provinciales
du moi de Juin 1787, -.nnonce clue le vceu le
plus pressant de son cceur sera toujours celui qui tendra au
soulagement
& an bonheur
de ses peuples:
une autre loi
qui a retenti du centre du Royaume _ ses derni_res extr_mit_s, nous a promis la restitution
de tous nos droits, dont
nous n'avions perdu, & dont nous ne pouvions perdre q.ue
l'exercice puisque le fond de ces m_mes droits est mahgnable
& imprescriptible.
Osons donc secouer le joug
assuredly they will find out, in every country of Europe, that by combinations, on the principles of liberty and properly, aimed equally
against regal, aristocratical, and mobbish tyranny, they will be able to
resist successfully, that variety of combination, which, on principles of
plunder and despotism, is every where at work to enslave them.
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des anciennes erreurs : osons dire tout ce qui est vrai, tout
ce qui est utile; osons r_clamer les droits essentiels
&
prhnit_fs de l'homme : la raison, l'_quit_, l'op_on
g_n_rale,
la bienfaisance connue de notre auguste souverain tout concours _ assurer le succ_s de nos dol_ances."
Having seen the propriety,
or rather the necessity, of
some change in the government,
let us next briefly inquh'e
into the effects of the revolution on the principal interests
in the lcingdom.
In respect to all the honours, power, and profit derived
to the nobility from the feudal system, which was of an extent in France beyond any thing known in England since
the revolution, or long parliament of 1640, all is 1Md in the
dust, without a rag or remnant being spared: 1 the importance of these, both in influence and revenue, was so
great, that the result is all but l_n to numbers.
However, as these properties
were really tyrannies;
as they
rendered the possession of one spot of land ruinous to all
round it--and
equally subversive of agriculture, and the
common rights of mankind, the utter destruction brought
on all this species of property, does not ill deserve the
epithet they are so fond of in France ; it is a real regeneration of the people to the privileges of human nature. No
man of common feelings can re_'et the fall of all of that
abominable
system, which made a whole parish slaves to
the lord of the manor.
But the effects of the revolution
1 It is to be observed,
that the orders
served _ when the National Assembly,

of knighthood

were

at first pre-

with a tbrbearance that did them
honour, refused to abolish those orders, becanse personal, of merit, and
J_uthereditary, they were guilty of one gro_ error. They ought immediately to have adch.essedthe King, to institute a new order of knighthood_K_iGnTS or T_E rLOUO_. There are doubtless little souls that
will smile at this, and think a thistle_ a garter, or an eagle more significant_ and more honourable _ I say nothing of orders, that exceed common sense and common chronology, such as St. Esprit, St. Andrew, and
_t. Patrick, leaving them to such as venerate most what they least
understand. But that prince, who should first institute this order of
rural merit, wiU reap no vulgar honour : Leopold, whose twenty years,
of steady and well earned Tuscan fame gives him a good right to do it
with propriety, might, as Emperor, institute it with most effect. In
him, such an action would have in it nothing of affectation. But I had
rathea" Tim _LOUOnhad thus been honoured by a free assembly. It
would have been a trait_that marked the philosophy of a new age, and
a new system.
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have gone much farther; and have been attended with
consequences
not equally justifiable.
The rents of land,
which are as legal under the new government as they were
under the old, are no longer paid with reg_darity.
I have
been lately informed (August 1791), on authority not to be
doubted, that associations
among tenantry,
to a great
amount and extent, have been formed, even within fifty
miles of Paris, for the non-payment
of rent; saying, in
direct terms, we are strong enough to detain the rent, and
you are not strong enough to enforce the payment.
In a
country where such things are possible, property of every
kind it must be allowed, is in a dubious situation.
Very
evil consequences will result from this ; arrears will accumulate too great for landlords to lose, or for the peasants
to pay, who will not easily be brought to relish that order
and legal government, which must necessarily secure these
an'ears to their right owners.
In addition to all the rest,
by the new system of taxation, there is laid a land-ta_ of
300 mi11ions, or not to exceed 4s. in the pound ; but, under
the old gove_mment, theh" vingtiemes did not amount to the
seventh part of such an impost.
In whatever light, therefore, the case of French landlords is viewed, it will appear,
that they have suffered immensely
by the revolution.-That many of them deserved
it, cannot, however, be
doubted, since we see their calders demanding
steadily,
that all their feudal rights should be confirmed : l that the
ean_ug
of arms should be strictly prohibited to every body
but noblemen: _ that the infamous arrangements
of the
militia should remain on its old footing : _ that breaking
up wastes, and inclosing commons, should be prohibited
:"
that the nobility
alone should be eligible to enter into
the army, church, &c. : 5 that lettres de cachet should conI , Evreux," p. 32.--" Bourbonnois," p. 14._" Artois," p. 22.-"]3azas," p. 8.--" Nivernois," p. 7.--" Poitou," p. 13.-_' Saintonge,"
p. 5._" Orleans," p. 19.--" Chaumontj" p. 7.
" Vermandois,'" p. 41._" Quesnoy," p. 19.--"Sens," p. 25.-"Evreux," p. 36..--" S_zanne," p. 17._" Bar sur Seine_"p. 6.--" Beau°
vais," p. 13.--" Bugey," p. 34.--" Clermont Ferand," p. I1.
/- 3 , Limoges_'p. 36.
L ,, Cambray_,fp. 19.--" Pont &Mousson," p. 38
• "Lyon," p. 13.--"Tom.nine,
p. 32._"Angoumois,"
p. 13.-"Auxerre," p. 13. The author of the" Historical Sketch of the French
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tinue: _ that the press should not be free: = and, in fm.e.
that there should be no free corn trade. 3
To the clergy, the revolution has been yet more fatal.
One word will dispatch this inquiry. The revolution was
a decided benefit to all the lower clergy of the kingdom ;
but it was destructive of all the rest. It is not easy to know
what they lost on the one hand, or what the national
account will gain on the other. :_Ions. Necker calculates
their revenue at 130,000,000 liv. of which only 42,500,000
liv. were in the hands of the cur_s of the ldngdom.
Their
wealth has been much exaggerated: a late writer says,
they possessed half the kingdom.' Their number was as
little known as their revenue; one writer makes them
400,000 ; _ another 81,400 ; e a third 80,000. 7
The clergy in France havebeen supposed, bymany persons
in England, to merit their fate from their peculiar profligacy.
But the idea is not accurate : that so large a body of men,
possessed of re1T great revenues, should be free from vice,
would be improbable, or rather impossible ; but they preserved, what is not always preserved in England, an exterior
decency of behaviour.--One
did not find among them
poachers or fox-hunters, who, having spent the morning
in scampering after hounds, dedicate the evening to the
bottle, and reel from inebriety to the pulpit. Such advertisements were never seen in France, as I have heard of in
England :--Wanted a curacy i_ a good s_orting country,
Revolution," 8re. 1792, says, p. 68," the worst enemies of nobility have
not yet brought to light any calder, in which the nobles insisted on their
exclusive right to military preferments."_In
the same page, this gentleman says, it is impossible for any Englishman to study four or five
hundred tamers.
It is evident, however, from this mistake, how necessary it is to examine them before writing on the revolution.
1 _, Vermandois," p. 23.--" Chalons-sur-Marne,"
p. 6.--" Glen," p. 9.

= "Cr_py," p. 10.
a , St. Quintin,"p. 9.
' '_Del'Autoritd de Montesquieadana la revolutionpresente_"8vc4

1789, p. 61.
I "Etats G4neraux convoqugs_ par Louis XVI." par M. Target,
prem. suite, p. 7.
s ,, Qu'est ce-que le Tiers Etat," _I edit. par M. l'Abb_ Siey_s. 8re.

p. 51.
T "BibliothSquede l_hommepublique/' par M, Condorcet_&c.
tom.iii.
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where the duty is light and the neighbourhood co_vivial.
The proper exercise for a country clergyman, is the employment of agriculture, which demands strength and activity
--and which, vigorously followed, will fatigue enough to
give ease its best relish. __ sportsman parson may be, as
as he often is in England, a good sort of man, and an
honest fellow; but certainly this pursuit, and the resorting
to obscene comedies, and kicking their heels in the jig of an
assembly, axe not the occupations for which we can suppose
tythes axe given. 1 Whoever will give any attention to the
demands of the clergy in their cahiers, will see, that there
was, on many topics, an ill spirit in that body. They
maintain, for instance, that the liberty of the press ought
rather to be restrained than extended: 2 that the laws
against it should be renewed and executed: _ that admission into religious orders should be, as formerly, at sixteen
years of age:' that lettves de cachet are useful, and even
necessary. _ They solicit to prohibit all division of commons;6--to
revoke the edict allowing inclosures ;7 that
the export of corn be not allowed; 0 and that public granaries be established. 8
The ill effects of the revolution have been felt more
severely by the manufacturers of the ]dngdom, than by
any other class of the people. The rivalry of the English
fabrics in 1787 and 1788, was strong and successful ; and
the confusions that followed in all parts of the kingdom,
had the effect of lessening the incomes of so many landlords, clergy, and men in public employments; and such
numbers fled from the kingdom, that the general mass of
the consumption of national fabrics sunk perhaps threefourths. The men, whose incomes were untouched, lessened
their consumption greatly, from an apprehension of the
i Nothing appears so scandalous to all the clergy of Europe, as their
brethren..in En.gland dancing at public assemblies-_ and a blshop's _/fi
engageti m the same amusement, seems to them as preposterous as a
bishop, in his lawn sleeves, following the same diversion would to us.
Probably both are wrong.
"Saintonge/'
v. 24.--" Limoges;' n. 6.
Lyon, p. 13.-Dourdon
(Seine and O_e), p. 5.
• "Saintonge," p. 26._" Montar£is/' v. 10.
6 ,Limorres_,_
¢_o
e L_W,.^:,,_'_, _T
T cc_f_t_
1!
" " l_ouen/'

p. 24.

_ "L ann/' p. 11._"

Dourdon," p. 17.
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unsettled state of tb_gs: the prospects of a civil war,
suggested to every man, that his safety, perhaps his future
bread, depended on the money which he could hoard. The
inevitable consequence, was turning absolutely out of end
ployment _mrnense numbers of workmen.
I have, in the
diaaT of the journey, noticed the misery to which I was a
witness at Lyons, Abbeville, Amiens, &c. and by intelligence, I understood that it was still worse at Rouen : the
fact could hardiy be otherwise. This effect, which was absolute death, by starving many thousands of families, was a
result, that, in my opinion, might have been avoided. It
flowed only from carrying things to extremities--from
driving the nobility out of the kingdom, and seizing, instead
of regulating, the whole regal authority.
These violences
were not necessary to liberty; they even destroyed true
hberty, by giving the government of the l_ingdom, in too
great a degree, to Paris, and to the populace of every town.
The effect of the revolution, to the small proprietors of
the kingdom, must, according to common nature of events,
be, in the end, rem,.rkably happy; and had the new government adopted any principles of taxation, except those
of the veconomist_, establishing at the same time an absolute freedom in the business of inclosure, and in the police
of corn, the result would probably have been advantageous,
even at this recent period. The committee of imposts
mention (and I doubt, not theh" accuracy), the prosperity
of agriculture, in the same page in which they lament the
depression of every other brance of the national industry.
Upon a moderate calculation, there remained, in the hands
of the classes depending on land, on the account of taxes
in the years 1789 and 1790, at least 300,000,000 liv. ; the
execu%ion of corvges was as lax as the payment of taxes.
To this we are to add two years' tythe, which I cannot
estimate at less than 300,000,000 ]iv. more. The abolition
of all feudal rents, and payments of every sort during
those two years, could not be less than 100,000,000 liv.
including services. But all these articles, great as they
were, amounting to near 800,000,000 ]iv. were less than
the immense sums that came into the hands of the farmers
i . Rapportdu 6,Decembre1790, sur les moyensde pourvoiraux
depennespour1791, p. 4.
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by the high price of corn throughout the year 1789; a
price arising almost entirely from Mous. Necker's fine
operations in the corn trade, as it has been proved at large;
it is true there is a deduction to be made on account of the
unavoidable diminution of consumption in every article of
land produce, not essentially necessary to life : every object
of luxm'y, or tending to it, is lessened greatly. But after
this discount is allowed, the balance, in favour of the little
proprietor farmers, must be very great. The benefit of
such a sum being added, as it is to the capital of husbandr)., needs no explanation. Their agricultm'e must be
invigorated by such wealth--by the freedom enjoyed by its
its professors;
by the destruction of its innumerable
shackles; and even by the distresses of other employmeats, occasioning new and great investments of capital
in land : and these leading facts will appear in a clearer
light, when the prodi_ous division of landed propel_y in
France is well considered;
probably half, perhaps twothh.ds, of the kingdom are in the possession of little proprietors, who paid qnit-rents, and feudal duties, for the
spots they farmed.
Such men axe placed at once in compal_tive affluence ; and as ease is thus acquired by at least
half the kingdom, it must not be set down as a point of
trifling importance.
Should France escape a civil wax, she
will, in the prosperity of these men, fred a resource which
politicians at a distance do not calculate. With rents the
case is certainly different ; for, beyond all doubt, landlords
will, sooner or later, avail themselves of these circumstances, by advancing their rents; acting in this respect,
as in every other country, is common ; but they will findit
impossible to deplive the tenantry of a vast advantage,
necessarily flowing from their emancipation.
The confusion, which has since arisen in the finances,
o)ving almost entirely to the mode of taxation adopted by
the assembly, has had the effect of continuing to the present
moment (1791), a freedom from all impost to the little proprietors, which, however dreadful its general effects on the
national affairs, has tended strongly to enrich this class.
The effects of the revolution, not on any particular class
of cultivators, but on agriculture in general, is with me, I
must confess, very questionable ; I see no benefits fiowing,
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particularly to agriculture (liberty applies equally to all
classes, and is not yet sufficiently established for the protection of _roperty), except the case of tythes ; but I see
the rise of many evils; restrictions and prohibitions on
the trade of corn--a varying land-tax--and impeded inclosures, are mischiefs on _rinciple, that may have a generative faculty ; and will prove infinite di'awbacks from the
prosperity, which certainly was attainable. It is tobe hoped,
that the good sense of the assembly will reverse this
system by degrees; for, if it is not reversed, AGRICULTUre.
C_'_OT _LOURZSm
The effect of the revolution, on the public revenue, is one
great point on which ]Hons. de Calonne lays considerable
stress ; and it has been since urged in France, that the ruin
of 30,000 families, thrown absolutely out of employment,
and consequently out of bread, in the collection of taxes on
salt and tobacco only, has had a powcl_l influence in
spreading universal distress and misery. The public revenue sunk, in one year, 175 millions : this was not a loss
of that sum ; the people to whom assi_ats were paid on
that account lost no more than the discount; the loss,
therefore, to the people to whom that revenue was paid,
could amount to no more than from 5 to 10 per cent. I But
was it a loss to the miserable subjects who formerly paid
those taxes; and who paid them by the sweat of their
brows, at the expence of the bread out of their childi'en's
mouths, assessed with tyranny, and levied in blood. Do
they feel a loss in having 175 millions in their pockets in
1789, more than they had in 1788 ? and in possessing other
175 m_]l_ons more in 1790, and the inheritance in future?
Is n_ such a change ease, wealth, life, and animation to
those classes, who, while the pens of political satirists
slander all innovations, are every moment reviving, by in.
heriting from that revolution something which the old
government assuredly did not give ? The revenue of the
clergy may be called the revenue of the public :--those to
whom the" difference between the present pa5_,mentof one
I Since Lhis was written_ assignats
January 1792, to 34 to 38 per cent. paid
gold, arising from great emissions _ from
issued _ from forged ones being eommonj

fell in December
1791_ and
in silver, and 42 to 50 paid hi
the quantity of private paper
and from the-prOSlmCt of a war.
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hundred alld forty millious, and the old tythes, are a deduction of all revenue, are, beyond doubt, in great distress ;
but what say the farmers throughout the kingdom, from
whom the detestable bm_hen of those taxes were extorted ?
Do not they find their culture lightened, their industry
freed, their products their own ? Go to the aristocratical
politician at Paris, or at London, and you hear only of the
rum of France--go to the cottage of the m_tayer, or the
house of the farmer, and demand of h_m what the result
has been--there
will be but one voice from Calais to
Bayonne. If tythes were to be at one stroke abolished in
England, _ no doubt the clergy would suffer, but would not
the agriculture of the kingdom, with every man dependent
on it, rise with a vigour never before expelienced P
FUTURE

EFFECTS.

It would betray no inconsidel_ble presmnp_ion to attempt to predict what will be the event of the revolution
now passing in France; I am not so imprudent.
But
there are considerations that may be offered to the attention of those who love to speculate on future events better
than I do. There are three apparent benefits in an aristocracy forming the part of a constitution ; first, the fixed,
consolidated, and hereditary impol_ance of the great
nobility, is, for the most part, a bar to the dangerous
pretensions, and illegal views, of a victorious and highly
popular king, president., or leader. Assemblies, so elected,
as to be swayed absolutely by the opinion of the people,
would frequently, under such a prince, be ready to grant
him much more than a well constituted aristocratic senate.
Secondly, such popular assemblies, as I have just described,
are sometimes led to adopt decisions too hastily, and too
It is an en'or in Trance to suppose, that the revenue of the church
is small in England.
The Royal'_ociety
of Agriculture at Paris states
that revenue at 210,000l. _ it cannot be stated at less than five millions
sterling.
"Mere. presentd par la S. t_, d'Ag. a l'Assembl6e Nationale,"
1789, p. 52.wOne of the greatest and wisest men we have in England,
persists in asserting it to be _nuch lass than two millions.
_rom very
numerous inquiries, which I am still pursuing, I have reason to believe
this opinion to be founded on insufficient data.
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imprudently;
and particularly
in the case of wars with
neighbouring nations ; in the free countries, we have known
the commonalty have been too apt to call lightly for them.
An aristocracy, not u_zd_dy influenced by the crown, stands
like a rock against such phrenzies, and hath a direct interest in the encouragement
and support of peaceable
maYims. The remark is applicable to many other subjects,
in which mature deliberation
is wanted to ballast the impetuosity of the people.
I always suppose the aristocratic
body well constituted,
upon the basis of a sufficient property, and at the same time no _tnlimited power in the
crown, to throw all the property of the kingdom into the
same scale, which is the case in England.
Thirdly, whatever benefits may arise from the existence of an executive
power, distinct from the le_slative, must absolutely depend
on some intellnediate
and independent
body between the
people and the executive power.
Every one must grant,
that if there be no such body, the people are enabled, when
they please, to annihilate
the executive authority,--and
assign it, as in the case of the long parliament,
to committees of their own representatives;
or, which is the same
thing, they may appear, as they did at Versailles, armed
before the King, and insist on his consent to any propositions they bring him : in these cases, the seeming advantages derived from a distinct
executive power are lost.
And it must be obvious, that in such a constitution as the
_resent one of France, the "kingly office can be put down as
easily, and a re._lily, as a secretary can be reprimanded for
a false entry in the journals. If a constitution
be good, all
great changes in it should be esteemed a matter of great
difficulty and hazard : it is in bad unes only that alteration_ should not be looked upon in a formidable light.
That these circumstances
may prove advantages
in an
aristocratical
portion of a legislature, there is reason to
believe;
the inquiry is, whether they be counter-balanced
by possible or probable evils.
May there not come within
this description, the danger of an al_stocracy uniting with
crown against the people ? that is to say, influencing
by
weight of property and power, a great mass of the people
dependent--against
the rest of the people who are independent ? Do we not see this to be very much the case in
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England at this moment ? To what other part of our constimtion is it imputable that we have been infamously involved in perpetual wars, from which none reap any benefit but that tlibe of vermin which thrive most when a
nation most declines ; contractors,
victuallers, paymasters,
stock-jobbers,
and money-scriveners:
a set by whom
ministers are surrounded;
and in favour of whom whole
classes amongst the people are beggared and ruined. Those
who will assert a constitution
can be good 1 which suffers
these things, ought at least to agree, that such an one as
would not suffer them would be much better2
If an alistocracy have thus its advantages
and disadvantages, it is natural to inquire, whether the French nation
be likely to establish something of a senate, that shall have
the advantages without the evils. If there should be none,
no popular representatives
will ever be brought,
with the
consent of their constituents,
to give up a power in their
own possession and enjoyment.
It is experience 'alone, and
long experience, that can satisfy the doubts which every one
must entertain on this subject.
What can be know, experimentally,
of a government
which has not stood the
brunt of unsuccessful
and of successful wars ? The English
constitution has stood this test, and has been found deficient;
or rather, as far as this test can decide any thing, has been
proved worthless ; since in a single century, it has involved
1 It ought not to be alh_wedeven tolerable, for this plaiu reason_such
public extrav,gance engenders taxes to an amount that will sooner or
later force the people into resistance, which is always the destruction of
a constituti(m ; and surely that must be admitted bad, which carries to
the most careless eye the seeds of its own. desta'uetion. Two hundred
and forty millions of public debt in a century, is in a ratio impossible to
be supported_ and therefore evidently ruinous.
2 ,, The direct power of the king of England," says Mr. Burke," is
considerable. His indirect is great indeed. When was it that a king
of England wanted wherewithal to make him respected,courted, or perhaps even feared in every state in Europe?" It is in such passages as
these, that this elegant writer lays himself open to the attacks, formidable, because just, of men who have not an hundredth part of his
talents. Who questions, or can question, the power of aprince that in
l-_s than a century has expended above I000 millions, and involved his
people in a debt _,f 240! The point in debate is not the ex/stenoe of
power,but its exce.6s. What is the constitution that generates or allows
of such expences? The very mischief complained of is here wrought
into a merit, and brought in argument to prove that poison is salutary.
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the nation in a debt of so vast _ a magnitude,
that every
blessing which might otherwise have been pel_)etuated is
put to the stake ; so /.hat if the nation do not make some
change in its constitution,
it is much to be ch-eaded that
the constitution will ruin the nation.
Where prac4ice and
experience have so utterly failed, it would be vain to reason
from theory : and especially on a subject on which a very
able writer has seen his own prediction,
so totally erroneous : "In the monarchical
states of Europe, it is highly
improbable
that any form of properly equal government
should be established for many ages ; file people, in general,
and especially in France, being proud of their monarchs,
even when they are oppressed by them." 2
In regard to the future consequences of this singular revolution, as an example to other nations, there can be no
doubt but the splint which has produced it, will, sooner or
later, spread throughout
Europe, according to the different
degrees of illumination
amongst the common people ; and
it will prove either mischievous
or beneficial, in proportion
to the previous steps taken by governments.
It is unquestionably the subject of all others the most interesting
to
every class, and even to every individual of a modern state;
the great line of division, into which the people divides, is,
1st, those that have propel_y;
and, 2d, others that have
none.
The events that have taken place iu France, in
many respects,
have been subversive
of property;
and
have been effected by the lower people, in direct opposition
to the nominal legislature
; yet their constitution began its
establishment
with a much greater degree of regularity,
by a formal election of representatives,
than there is any
probability
of seeing in other countries,
l_evolutions will
there ibe blown up from riotous mobs--from
the military
called out to quell them, but refusing obedience, and joining the insurgents.
Such a flame, spreading
r_pidly
through a country, must prove more hostile, andmore fatal
This debt, and our enormous taxation, are the best answer the
National Assembly gives to those who would have had the English
government, with all its faults on its head, adopted in France ; nor was
it without reason said by a popular writer, that a government, formed
like the English, obtains more revenue than it could do, either by direct
despotilm, or in a full state of freedom.
2 Dr. Priestly's "Lectures on Hist." 4to. 1788, p. 917.
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to property, than any thing that has prevailed in France.
The probability of such events, every one must allow to be
not inconsiderable ; the ruin that must attend them cannot
be doubted ; for they would tend not to produce, a National
Assembly, and a free constitution, but an universal anarchy
and confusion.
The first attempt towards a democracy in
England would be the common people demanding an admission and voic_ in the vestries, and voting to themselves whatever rates they thought proper to appropriate;
which, in
fact, would be an agrarian law. Can there be so much supineness in the present governments of Europe, as to suppose that old principles and maxims will avail any longer ?
Can such ignorance of the human heart, and such blindness
to the natural course of events be found, as the plan of rejecting all innovations
lest the)-should
lead to greater?
There is no government to he found, that does not depend,
in the last resort, on a military, power ; and if that fail
them, is not the consequence easily seen? A new policy
must either be adopted, or all the governments we know
will be swept from their re1T foundations.
This policy
must consist, first, in making it the interest, as much as
possible, of every class in the state, except those absolutely
without property, _ to support the established
government;
and also to render it as palatable, as the security of properry will allow, even to these ; farther than this, none can
look ; for it is so directly the interest of the people, without
lrro_erty, to divide with those who have it, that no government can be established,
which shall give the poor an
equal interest in it with the rich ;2rathe visible tangible in1 The representation of mere population is as gross a violation of
sense, reason_and theory, as it is found pernicious in practice _ it gives
to ignorance to govern knowledge ; to uncultivated intellect the lead of
intelligence ; to savage force the guide of law and justice _ and to folly
the governance of wisdom. Knowledge, intelligence, information,
learning, and wisdom ought to govern nations ; and these m.e all found
to reside most in the middle classes of mankind _ weakened by the habits
an'l _rejudices of the.qreat, and stifled by the ignorance of the vulgar.
2 _fhosewho have not attended much to French affairs, might easily
mistake the representation of territory and contribution in the French
constitution_ as something similar to what I contend for_but nothing is
mute remote _ the number chosen is of little consequence, while pets, ms
without property are the electors. Yet bIr. Christie says, vol. i.
lx 196, that property is a base on which representation ought to be
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terest of the poor (if I may use the expressions),
and not
the ultimate
_nd remote
which they _ll
never voluntarily
regard,
is a pure
democl_cy,
and a consequent
division
of property,
the
sure path
to anarchy
and despotism.
The means of making
a government
respected
and beloved
are, in England,
obvious;
taxes
must
be immensely
reduced;
assessments
on malt,
leather,
candies,
soap, salt,
and windows,
must be abolished
or lightened
; the funding
system,
the parent
taxing
the interest
that admits
a debt,

of taxation,"
anniMlated
for ever, by
of the public
debt--the
constitution
carries
in its vitals the seeds
of its de-

struction;
tythes
' and tests abolished
; the representation
of parliament
reformed,
and its duration
shortened
; not to
give the people,
without
property,
a predominancy,
but to
prevent
that corruption,
in which our debts and taxes have
originated;
the utter
destruction
of all m6nopolies,
and,
among them, of all charters
and col_porations
; game-made
property,
and belonging
to the possessor
of one acre, as
much as to him who has a thousand
; and, lastly, the laws,
both criminal
and civil to be thoroughly
reformed.--These
circumstances
include
the 5n'cat evils of the British
constifounded ; and it is plain he thinks that property is represented, though
the representatives of the property are elected by men that do not possess a shilling ! It is not that the proprietors of property should have
voices in the election proportioned to their property, but that men who
have a direct interest in the plunder or division of property should be
kept at a distance from power.
Here lies the great difficulty of modern
legislation, to secure property, and at the same time secure freedom to
those that have no property.
In England there is much of this effected
for the small portion of every man's income that is left to him after
public plunder is satiated (the poor, the parson, and the king take 50 to
60 per cent. of every man's rent)--but
tile rest is secure. In America
the poor, tl_e parson, and the king take nothing (or next to nothing),
and the whole is secure. In France ALL seems to be at the mercy of
the populaco.
The exaction of tythes is so absurd and tyrannical an attack on the
property or mankind, that it is almost impossible for them to continue
in any country in the world half a century longer. To pay a man by
force 10001. a year, for doing by deputy what would be much better
done for 100L is too gross an impesition to be endm_l.
To levy that
1000L in the most pernicious method that can wound beth property and
liberty_ are circumstances collgeaial to the tenth centm'y, but not to the
eighteenth.
Italy, France, and America have set noble examples for
the imitation of mankind _ and those countries that do not follow them,
will soon be as inferior in cultivation as they are in policy.
z
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tution ; if they be remedied, it may enjoy even a Venetian
longevity ; but if they be allowed, like cancerous humours
to prey on the nobler parts of the political system, this
boasted fabric may not exist even twenty years.
To guard
property effectually, and to give permanency to the new
system, the m_litia laws ought all to be repeale_L
When
we see, as in all the monarchies of Europe, the government
only armed, despotism
is established.
When those who
have property alone are armed, how secure the people from
oppression ?--When
those who have no propertry are armed,
how prevent their seizing the property of others ?--Perhaps
the best method of guarding
against these contrary evils,
is to embody, in a national militia, all who have property ;
and, at the same time, to allow arms (unembodied)
to all
citizens indiscriminately
: we see, in the case of Berne, that
the people being armed, keeps an aristocracy in such order,
that great oppressions
are unknown.
An army was always dangerous ; and, in the probable state of Europe, it
may be doubly so ; discipline preselwed, it cemented despotism ; undisciplined,
it may unite with the people of no
property, and produce anarchy and ruin.
There seems to
be no sufficient guard upon it, but a national militia, formed
of every man that possesses a certain degree of properly,
rank and file as well as officers. 1 Such a force, in this
island, would probably amount to above 109,000 men ; and
would be amply sufficient for repressing all those riots,
whose object might be, _mmediately or ultimately,
the democratic mischief of transferring
property. 2 This for a
t The late riots at Birmingham [riots against persons commemorating
the French Revolution, July, 1791.--ED.] ought to convince every
man, who looks to the preservationof peace, that a m_/t_ ofprop_r_._is
absolutely necessary ; had it existed at that town, no such infamous
transactions could have taken place, to the disgrace of the age and
nation. _hose riots may convince us how insecure our propertyreally
is in England, and how very imperfect that POLITICAL
STSTZM,which
could, twice in tweh'e years, ace two of the greatest towns in England
at the mercy of a vile mob. The military must, in relation to the
greater part of the kingdom, be always at a distance _ but a militia
is on the spot, and easy to be collected, by previous regulations, at a
moment'swarning.
The class of writers who wish to spread the taste of revolutions,
and make them every where the order of tho ds2/, affect to confound the
governments of France and America, as if established on the same prin.
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free government :--despotic ones, that would wish to escape
destruction, must emancipate their subjects, because no
military
conformation can long secure the obedience of ill
ciples; if so, it is a remarkable fact that the result should, to appearance,
turn out so differently : but a little examination will convince us, that
there is scarcely any thing in common between those governments,
except the general principle of being free. In :France, the populace arc
electors, and to so low a degree that the exclusions are of little account
and the qualifications for a seat in the provincial assemblies, and in the
national one, are so low that the whole chain may be completed, from
the first elector to the legislator, without a single link of what merits
the name of property.
The very reverse is the case ill America, there
is not a single state in which voters must not have a qualification of
property: in _[assachussets and New Hampshire, a freebeld of 31. a
year, or other estate of 601. value: Connecticut is a country of substantial freeholders, and the old government remains: In l%w Y,rk,
electors of the senate must have a prt*perty of I001. free from debts;
and those of the assembly freeholds of 40s. a year, rated a_d paying
taxes : in Pensylvania, payment of taxes is necessary : in Maryland,
the possession of 50 acres of land, or other estate worth 301. : in Virginia, 25 cultivated acres, with a house on it : in North Carolina, for
the senate 50 acres, and ibr the assembly payment of taxes : and in all
the states there are qualifications much more considerable, necessary ibr
being eligible to be elected. In general it should be remembered, that
taxes being so very few, the qualification of paying them excludes vastly
more voters than a similar regulation in Em-ope.
In constituting the
legislatures also, the states all have two houses, except :Pensylvania.
And Congress itself meets in the same form. Thus a ready explanation
is found of that order and regularity, and security of property, which
strikes every eye in America; a _ntrast
to the.spectacle which France
has exhibited, where confusion of every sort has operated, in which
property is very far from safe _ in which the populace legislate and
then execute, not laws of their representatives, but of their own ambulatory wills ; in which, at this moment (March 1792), they are a scene of
anarchy, with eve_T sig_ of a civil war commencing.
These two great
experiments, as far as they have gone, ought to pour conviction in every
mind, tha_ order and property never can be safe if the right of election
is personal, instead of being attached to property : and whenever propositions for the reformation of our representation
shall be seriously
considered, which is certainly necessary, nothing ought to be in contemplation but taking power from the crown and the aristocracy--not
to give it to the mob, but to the middle classes of moderate fortune.
The proprietor of an estate of 50l. a year is as much interested, in the
preservation of order and of proporty, as the possessor of fifty thousand ;
but the people without property have a direct and positive interest in
public confusion, and the consequent division of that property, of which
they are destitute.
Hence the necessity, a pressing one in the present
moment, of a militia rank and file, of property ; the essential counterpoise to assemblies in ale.house kitchens, clubbing their pence to have
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treated slaves ; and while such governments are giving to
their people a constitution worth preserving, they should,
by an absolute renunciation of all the views of conquest,
make a small army as efficient for good purposes, as a large
force for ambitious ones : this new-modelled military should
consist, rank and file, of men interested in the preservation
of property and order : were this army to consist merely
of nobility, it would form a military aristocracy, as _an.
gerous to the prince as to the people ; it should be composed, indiscriminately, of individuals, druwa from all
classes, but possessing a given property.--A good government, thus supported, may be durable ; bad ones will be
shivered to pieces by the new spirit that ferments in
Europe. The candid reader will, I trust, see, that in whatever I have ventured to advance on so critical a subject as
this great and unexampled revolution, I have assigned
the merit I think due to it, which is the destruct/o_ of the
old government, and not the establishment of the new. All
that I saw, and much ttmt I heard, in France, g_ve me the
clearest conviction, that a change was necessary for the
happiness of the people ; a change, that should llrnit the
royal authority ; that should restrain the feudal tyranny of
the nobility ; that should reduce the church to the level of
good citizens ; that should correct the abuses of finance ;
that should give purity to the administration of justice;
and that should place the people in a state of ease, and
give them weight enough to secure this blessing. Thus
fax I must suppose every friend of mankind agreed. But
whether, in order to effect thus much, all France were to
be overthrown, ranks annihilated, property attacked, the
the Right8 of Ida_ read to them, by which should be understood (in
Europe, not in America) the mQHT To I_LUm)ER. Let the state of
France at present be coolly considered, and it will be found to originate
absolutely in population, without property being represented : it exhibits
scenes such as can never take place in America.
Sce the National Assembly of a great empire, at the crisis of its fate, listening to the harrangues of the Paris populace, the female populace of St. Antoine, and
the president formally answering and flattering them ! Will such spectacles ever be seen in the American Congress ? Can that be a well
'constituted government, in which the most precious moments are so
consumed?
The place of assembling (Paris) is alone sufficient to en.
danger the constitution,
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monarchy abolished, and the king and royal family trampled
upon ; and above all the rest, the whole effect of the revolution, good or bad, put on the issue of a conduct which,
to speak in the mildest language, made a civil war probable :
--this
is a question absolutely
distiuct.
In my privato
opinion, these extremities
were not necessary;
France
might have been free without violence ; a necessitous court,
a weak mlnlstry, and a timid prince, could have refused
nothing to the demands of the states, essential to public
happiness.
_"ne power of the purse would have done all
that ought to have been done.
The weight of the commons would have been predominant;
but it would have
had checks and a controul, without which i_ower is not
CONSTITUTION,but tyrunny.--While,
however, I thus venture to th_n]r that the revolution might have been accomplished upon better principles,
because probably more
durable ones, I do not therefore assign the first National
Assembly in the gross to that total condemnation, they
have received from some very intemperate
pens, and for
this plain reason, because it is certain that they have not
done much which was not called for by the people.
Before the revolution is condemned in the gross, it should
be considered what extent of liberty was demanded by the
three orders in their cahiers ; and this in particular is necessary, since those very ca/biers are quoted to show the mischievous proceedings of the National Assembly.
Here are
a few of the ameliorations demanded ; to have the trial by
jury, and the lmb_s co_
of England; ' to deliberate by
head, and not by order, demanded by the nobility tl:em.
seZves ; 2 to declare all taxes illegal and suppressed
but to
grant t_em anew for a year ; to establish for ever the capitaineries ; s to establish a ca/sse nationale eeTar6e inacces_ble _ route influence du pouvoir executiff ; " that all the in1 "Nob. Auxois;'p. 23. "Artois," p. 13. "T. Etat de Peronne,n
p. 15. ,c Nob. Dauphin_," p. 119.
2 , Nob. Touraine," p. 4. "Nob. Senlis," p. 46. "Nob. :Pays de
Labour"
(Labourd,
Pyre_nees,
E
D.), p.
3. (("Nob.-Quesnoy,"
p.
6. • "l_ob.
++_
16
*
• :,
----_
Seas, p. 3.
Nob. Thlrnerms, p. 3.
Clerg_ du Botu'bonnom, p. 6.
"Clerg_ du Bas Limosin," p. 1o.
r -s Too numerousto quote, of both Nobility and Tiers.
+ Many _ Nobility as well as Tiers.
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tendants should be suppressed: _ that no treaties of com.
merce should be made but with the consent of the states : 2
that the orders of begging monks be suppressed •3 that all
monks be suppressed, and their goods and estates sold : '
that tythes be for ever suppressed : Bthat all feudal right,
duties, payments, and services be abolished: _ that salaries
(traitement Tdeuniare), be paid to the deputies: Tthat the
permanence of the National Assembly is a necessary part
of its existence : s that the Bastile be demolished : 9 that the
duties of aides, on wine, brandy, tobacco, salt, leather,
paper, iron, oil, and soap, be suppressed: '° that the
apanages be abolished : 11that the domalnes of the king be
alienated : _2that the king's studs (barns), be suppressed : i,
that the pay of the soldiers be augmented :" that the kingdom be divided into districts, and the elections proportioned to population and to contributions : _5that all citizens
paying a determinate quota of taxes vote in the parochial
assemblies : _ that it is indispensable in the states-general
to consult the Rights of Man: 17 that the deputies shall
accept of no place, pension, grace, or favour. TM
I ,, Nob. Sezanne," p. 14. "T. _tat _letz/' p. 42. "T. Etat de
Auvergne," p. 9. "T. Etat de Riom," p. _3.
2 "bTob. :Nivernois," p. 25.
3 ,, 1Nob. Bas Limosin," p. 12.
4 ':T. Etat du Haut Vivarais," p. 18. " Nob. Rheim%" p. 16.
"Nob. Auxerre," p. 41.
":Nob. Toulon," p. 18.
• Too many to quote,
"Nob. Nomery en Loraine," p. 10.
s ,, Nob. l_,tantes & 'Meulan," p. 16. "Provins & Montereaux;' art.
1. "IRennes," art. 19.
g "Nob. Paris," p. 14.
lo "Nob. Vitry te Francois," _[S.
"Nob. Lyon," p. 16. "Nob.
Bugey," p. 28. "Nob. Paris," p. 22.
l_ "Nob. Ponthieu," p. 32. "Nob. Chartres," p. 19. ":Nob, Auxerre;' art. 74.
l_ , Nob. Bugey," p. 11. "Nob. Montargis," p. 18. ":Nob. Paris,"
• 16. "Nob. Bourbounois," p. 12. '_ Nob. :Nancy," p. 23. ":Nob.
Angoumois," p. 20. " Nob. Pays de Labour," fol. 9.
l_ , Nob. Beauvois," p. 18. "Nob. Troyes," p. 25.
1, ,, iNob. Limoges," p. 31.
_s , T. Etat de Lyon," p. 7. "Nismes,'
p. 13. "Cotentin," art. 7.
16 "T. Etat llennes/' art. 15.
17 "T. Etat Nismes," p. 11.
T. Etat Pont _, Mousson,
p. 17. Mr. Burke says,
When the
several orders, in their several bailliages, had met in the year 1789, to
chuse and instruct their representatives, they were the people of France }
whilst they were in that s-tate, in no one of their instructions did they
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From this detail of the instructions given b_the nation,
I will not assert that every thing which the National Assembly has decreed is justifiable ; but it may be very fairly
concluded, that much the greater part of their arrets, and
many that have been the most violently arraigned, are here
expressly demanded. To reply that these demands are not
those of the nation at large, but of particular bodies only,
is very wide from the argument; especially as the most
virulent enemies of the revolution, and particularly _[ess.
Burke and De Calonne, have, from these eahiers, deduced
suchconclusions as suited theirpurpose ; and if they are made
authority for condemning the transactions in that kingdora, they certainly are equal authority for supporting those
transactions.
I shall make but one observation on these
demands. The assemblies that drew them up, most cerl_._nly never demanded, in express terms, the abolition of
the monarchy, or the transfer of all the regal authority to
the deputies; but let it be coolly considered, what sort of
a monarchy must necessarily remain, while an assembly is
permanent, with power to abolish tythes; to suppress the
intendants ; not only to vote, but to keep the public money:
to alienate the king's domains ; and to suppress his studs :
to abolish the ea2itaineries, and destroy the bastile :--the
assembly that is called upon to do all this, is plainly meant
to be a body solely possessing the legislative authority : it
is evidently not meant to 2etition the king to do it ; because
they would have used, in this case, the form of expression
so common in other parts of the cahiers, that his majesty
will have the goodness, &c.
The result of the whole inquiry, cannot but induce temperate _,en to conclude, that the abolition of tythe, of
feudal services and payments, of the gabelle, or salt-tax, of
that on tobacco, of the entregs, of all excises on manufacturers, and of all duties on transit, of the infamous proceedings in the old courts of justice, of the despotic practices of the old monarchy, of the militia regulations, of the
monasteries and nunneries, and of numberless other abuses;
I say, that temperate men must conclude, that the advantages derived to the nation are of the very first importance,
charge, or even hint at any of those things which have drawn upon the
usurping assembly the detestation of the rational part of mankind,"
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and such as must inevitably secure to it, as long as they
continue, an uncommon
degree of prosperity.
The men
who deny the benefit of such events, must have something
sinister in their views, or muddy in tl_,ir understandings.
On the other hand, the extensive and unnecessary
ruin
brought on so many thousands
of families, of all descril_
tions, by violence, plunder, terror, and injustice,
to an
amount that is shewn in the utter want of the precious
metals, the stagnation of industry, and the poverty and
misery found aIhongst many, is an evil of too great a magnitude to be palliated.
The nourishment
of the most pernicious cancer in the state, public credit: the deluge of
paper money;
the violent and frivolous extinction
of
rank ; I the new system of taxation, apparently so hu_ul
to .landed property ; and a restricted corn trade ; all these
are great deductions
from public felicity, and weigh the
heavier in the scale, because unnecessary to effect the revolution.
Of the nature and durableness of the constitution
established,
prudent men will not be eager to prophesy:
it is a new experiment, _ and cannot be tried or examined on
It is so because the inequality remains as great as if titles had
remained, but built on its worst basis, wealth. The nobility were bad,
but not so bad as Mr. Christie makes them i they did _wt wait till the
Etat8 Ge_erauxbefore they agreed to renounce their pecuniaryprivileges,
"Letters on the Revolution of France," vol. i. p. 74. The first meeting
of the states was :May5,1789 ; but the nobility assembled at theLouvre,
Dec. 20, 1788, addressedthe king, declaring that intention.
After all that has been said of late years, on the subject of constitutions and governments by various writers in England, but more
especially in France, one circumstance must strike any attentive reader
it is, that none of the writers who have pushed the most forward in
favour of new systems, have said any thing to convince the unprejudiced
part of mankind,that experiment is not as necessary a means of knowledge in relation to government, as in agriculture, or any other branch
of natural philosophy. Much has been said in favour of the American
government, and I believe with perfect justice, rea_ning as fwr as t_
_¢rime'at exg_J,s _ but it is fair to consider it as an imperfect experiment, extending no further than the energy of personal virtue, seconded
by the moderation attendant on a circulation not remarkably active.
We learn_by Mr. Payne, that General Washington accepted no salary
as commanderof their troops, nor any as president of their legislature
--an instance that does hen-ourto thei-rgo;Jernment,their country, and
to.human naturei but it may be doubted,whether any such instances
wm occur two hundred:yearshence? The exports of the United States
_ow amount to 20 milhous of dollars_ when they amount to 500 rail-
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old ideas ; but the EFFECTS, good and bad, here arranged,
in opposition to each other, are visible to every eye; the
advantages are recognized; the evils are felt. On these
circumstances we are competent to reason. _

1792.
T may afford the reader some satisfaction to note a few
circumstances of the state of France at the opening of
1792, which I draw from the col_espondenee of some friends,
on whose accuracy I can rely.
A_rlculture.--Small
proprietors, who farm their own
lands, are in a very improved and easy situation: renters
are proportionally so, to the degree in which their landlords
have not been able to acquire in new rents, the payments
from which the ]and has been freed. Owners of meadows,
woods, and a variety of al_icles for which no tythe was paid
before, gain much less than others whose property used to
be subject to that burthen. In regard to the payment of
rent, there is a distinction between the north and south of
lions, Lwhen great weahh, vast cities, a rapid circulation, and, by conse.
quence, immense private fortunes are |brined, will such spectacles be
found ? Will their government then be as faultless as it appears at
present ? It may. Probably it will still be found excellent _ but we
have no convictions, no proof_ it is in the womb of time--THs
_x.PE_.
MENT IS _OT ,aADE. Such remarks, however, ought always to be
accompanied with the admission, that the British government has been
experimer_d._With
what result ?--Let a debt of 240 millions---let
seven wars--let Bengal and Gibraltar--ie_ 30 milllons sterling of hational burthens, taxes, rates, tythes, and monopolies--let these answer.
1 The gross abuse which has been thrown on the French nation, and
particularly on their assemblies, in certain pamphlets, and without
interruption, in _veral of our newspapers_ ought to be deprecated by
every man who feels for the future interests of this counh_y. It is in
some instances carried to so scandalous an excess, that we must neces.
sarily give extreme disgust to thousands of people, who may hereafter
have an ample opportunity to vote and act under the influence of impressions unfavourable towards a country, that, unprovoked, has loaded
them with so much contumely _ for a nation groaning under a debt of
240 millions, that deadens the very idea of future energy, this seems, to
use the mildest language, to be at least very imprudent.

:
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of the Loire ; in the fol_ner, rents continue to be paid ; but
to the south, many landlords have been unable to receive a
penny ; and here a difference is observable ; absentees, who
were not beloved, or whose agents are disliked, are in an ill
situation ; but others, who reside, or who, though absent,
are beloved, are paid proportionally
to the ability of the
_n_yer, which species of tenant is chiefly found south of
the Loire.
The last crop (of 1791), is said to have been
short ; in a good year, in Picardy, 40 sheaves gave a septet
of wheat, of 240 lb. ; but now it takes 50 to 60.
This
circumstance,
however, cannot be general, as the price
plainly proves; for January 7th 1792, price at Pa_s of
wheat was 22 to 28 liv. with assignats at 36 per cent. discount, a remarkable proof, that the most depreciated paper
currency will answer every purpose for objects of physical
necessity, and daily consumption.
The discount on this
paper, is greater than ever was foretold by those who predicted an enormous rise of all the necessaries of life; a
proof how new the science of politics is, and how little able
the most ingenious men are to foretell the effects of any
specified event.
The sale of the national estates has been
of late very slow, which is a strange circumstance,
since the
rapidity of their transfer ought to have been proportioned
to the discount upon assignats, for an obvious reason ; for,
while land is to be acquired with money, the more depreciated paper is, the greater the benefit to the purchaser.
While the sale of the estates lasted with any degree of
briskness, the common price, of such as have come to my
knowledge, was 20 to 30, and even more years purchase;
at which rate the advantages
attending investments
may
be great.
Commerce a_d Ma_ufac_/res.--The
result of the vast discount upon assignats has, in relation to the national industry,
been almost contrary
to what many persons, not ill informed, expected.
Early in the confusion of the revolution,
nothing suffered so severely as manufactures;
but I am
now (1792) informed, that there is much more motion and
employment
in them than some time past, when the
general aspect of affairs was less alarming.
The very circumstance which, according to common ideas, should have
continued
their depression,
has most unaccountably
re-
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rived them in some measure ; I mean the depreciation of
the assignats. Paper currency has been at so low a pitch,
*_hatevery species of goods has been preferred in payments;
master manufacturers paying their workmen, &c. in assighats, by which bread is purchased at a price proportioned
to the crop, can sell the product of that labour to such an
advantage, as to create demand enough to animate theh"
business: a most curious political combination, which
seems to shew, that in circumstances where evils are of
the most alarming tendency, there is a re-action, an undercurrent, that works against the apparent tide, and brings
relief, even from the very nature of the misfortune. Combine this with the point of depression of England, in all
her wars, as explained with such talents by the ingenious
]Kr. Chalmers, and something of a similarity will strike
the reflecting reader. The loss by the depression of
assignats has not been by any interior transactions, but by
those with foreign powers. In consequence of it, the
course of exchange rose at last so high, that the loss to the
kingdom has been great, but by no means so great as some
have imagined, who supposed the intercourse to be moving
in the same ratio as in preceding periods. But this is no
light error: the evil of exchange, like all other political
evils, corrects itself ; when it is very much against a people,
they necessarily lessen their consumption of foreign cornmodifies; and on the contrary, foreign nations consume
theirs very freely, because so easily paid for. Through
the month of January 1792, the course of exchange between
us and Paris, has been about 18 on an average ; reckoning
the par at_t 30 (which, however, is not exact),
here is 40 per
°
•
cent. against France ; deduct 36 for the discount on asslgnats, and this apparent enormity of evil is reduced to 4
per cent. Through the month of January 1791, the course
was 25_ ; this was 15 per cent. disadvantage and deducting
5 for the discount on assignats, the real disadvantage was
10. Thus the exchange in January, 1792 is 6 per cent. more
favourable to France than in 1791 ;a remark, however, which
must not be extended to any other case, and touches not
on the internal mischiefs of a depreciated currency. It

'i

seems to shew,
thatgenerality
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their here,
situation,
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themselves, relative to foreigners, through the operation of
the causes I have mentioned. It is at th*J same time to be
remarked, that while the price of corn, and other things,
in which there is no competition by foreigners, rises merely
on account of a scarcity, real or apprehensive ; at the same
time, every thing bought by foreigners, or which can be
bought by them, has risen greatly ; for instance, the cloth
of Abbeville, a French commodity, has risen from 80 liv.
to 42 liv. the aulne ; and copper, a foreign commodity, has
increased, it is asserted, in the petition of the Nonuan
manufactures to the National Assembly, 70 per cent.
Such a fabric may suffer; but if their pins fell proportionably with other things, the evil, it must be admitted, tends
to correct itself.
Eirtanees.--The prominent feature is the immensity of
the debt which, increases every hour. That which bears
interest, may be about 5,000,000,000 liv. ; and assignats,
or the debt not bearing interest, may be grossly estimated at 1,500,000,000 liv.; in all 6,500,000,000 liv. or
284,375,0001. sterling : a debt of such enormity, that nothing but the most regular, and well paid revenue, could
enable the kingdom to support it. The annual deficit may
be reckoned about 250,000,000 ]iv. at lyresent, but improveable by a better collection of the revenue. The following
is the account for the month of February 1792.
Recette

.....

I)_penses extra_rdinaire de 1792.
Id. pour 1791
Avances au depart, de "Paris
.
Deficit
.

20,000,000
12,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
43,000,000
58,000,000

I am afraid that any attempt _o support such infinite
burthens, must continue f_ deluge the kingdom with paper,
till, like Congress dollars in America, circulation ,_eases
altogether. There seems to be no remedy but a bankruptcy, which is the best, easiest, and most beneficial
measure to the nation, that can be embraced ; it is also the
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most just and the most honom'able ; all shifting expedients
are, in fact, more mischievous to the people, and yet leave
government as deeply involved, as if no recourse had been
made to them. If the _nilice bourgeoise of Paris is so
interested in the funds, as to render this too dangerous,
there does not appear to be any other rule of conduct,
than one great and last appeal to the nation, declaring,
that they must either DESTROY
PUBLIC
CREDIT,
OR
BE
DESTROrSDBY IT. If the National Assembly have not virtue
and courage enough thus to extricate France, she must at
all events, rem,.in, however free, in a state of political
debility.
The impossibility of levying the evconom/stes, land-tax, is
found in France to be as great in practice as the principles
of it were absurd in theory. I am informed (February
1792), that the confusion arising from this eause, in almost
every part of the _ngdom, is great. The tax of 300
millions, laid on the rental of France, would not be more
than 2s. 6d. in the pound; too great a burthen on just
political principles, but not a very oppressive one had it
been once fairly assessed, and never afterwards varied.
But, by pm-sulng the jargon of the produit net, and maldng
it variable, instead of fixed, every species of inconvenience
and uncertainty has arisen. The assembly divided the
total among the departments; the departments the quotas
among the districts; the districts among the municipalities ; and the municipalities assembled for the assessment
of individuals : the same decree that fixed the tax at 300
millions, limited it also not to exceed one-fifth of the
produit n_ ; every man had therefore a power to reject any
assessment that exceeded that proportion ; the consequence
was, the total assi_oxledto the municipalities, was scarcely
any where to be found, but upon large farms, let at a
money-rent in the north of France; among the small propl_etors of a few acres, which spread over so large a part
of the kingdom, they all screened themselves under defini.
tions, of what the Troduit ne_ meant ; and the result was,
that the month of December, which ought to have produced 40 millions, really produced but 14. So practicable
has this visionary nonsense of the ln'odult ne_ proved,
under the dispensations of a mere democracy, though act.
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ing nominally _ by representatives.
The fact has been, that
this ill-conceived
and ill-laid laud-tax,
which, under a
different management,
and under the orderly government
of the settled part of America, might have been effectively
productive, has been so contrived,
that it never will, and
never can produce what it was estimated
at in France.
The people, without property, have a direct interest in
seconding the refusals of others to pay, that are in the
lowest classes of property, and who can really ill afford it ;
one great objection to all land-taxes, where possessions are
much divided.
With power in such h_.nds, the refusal is
effective, and the national treasury is empty.
But supposing such enormous difficulties overcome, and these little
properties valued and taxed on some practicable plan, from
that moment there must be a new valuation every year;
for, if one has wealth enough to improve beyond the
capacity of the rest, they immediately
shift a proportion
of their tax on him; and this has accordingly happened,
early as it is in the day, and indeed is inherent in the
naklre of the tax, as promulgated
by the assembly. = Thus
annual assessments,
annual confusion,
annual quarrels,
and heart-burnings,
and ,.nnual oppression, must be the
consequence;
and all this because a plain, simple, and
practicable mode of assessment was not laid down by the
legislature itself, instead of leaving it to be debated and
fought through 500 legislatures,
on the plan, purely ideal
and theoretical, of the _conomistes !
Ponce of cor_.--The
National Assembly has been of late
repeatedly employed in receiving complaints
from various
departments, relative to the scarcity and high price of corn,
and debates on it arise, and votes pass, which are printed,
to satisfy the people that all precautions are taken to prevent exportation.
Such a conduct shews, that they tread in
the steps of Moils. Necker, and that they consequently may
1 Whether nominally, or really, is not of consequence, if zffe_tiv*
qualifications of property be not, at every step, the guard, as in the
American constitutions.
"Aussit,_t que les op6rations preliminaires seront termine_s ]es
o_ciers municipaux et les commissairesadjoints fcrontj en leur Ameet
conscience l'evaluation du revenue net des differentes propri6tes fontitres de la commuDantesectionpar section." "Journal des _EtatsGeIi."
tom. xvi. p. 510.
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expect, with a crop but slightly deficient, to see a famine.
In the "Gazette Nationale," of March 6, 1792, I read, in
the jourtml of the Assembly, In_uigtudes--prJcautio_s
prises--eommissaires
envoyJs---veiller h la subsista_ce du
peupls--fonds pour aeheter des grains chez l'Jtranger---di_
milllons--&c.
Now this is precisely the blind and infatua_ conduct of IKons. Necker. If these steps ere necessary to be taken (which is impossible), why talk of and
print them ? Why alarm the people, by shewing yourselves
alarmed?
Forty-five millions loss, in the hands of M.
Necker, purchased not three days corn from France; ten
millions will not purchase one day's consumption ! but the
report and parads of it will do more mischief than the loss
of five times the quantity : without being in France, I am
clear, and can rely enough upon principles to know, that
these measures will _s_, not sink the price. One of the
many instances in legislation, that proves the immense dif.
ference (regarding the cases of France and the United
States) between a representation of mere population, and
one of property ! M---2our pr_venir les in_uietudes qui l_our.
talent arriver l'ann_e prochaine et le8 suivantes, l'azse_nbl_e
dolt s'oeeuTer d_s ce moment d'un plan general sur lea sub.
sistances--There is but one plan, AVSOT.V_.P_.DO_ ; and
you will shew, by accepting or rejecting it, what class of
the people it is that you represent.
Proc]n,_ma free trade,
a_d from that moment ordain tl_t an inkstand be crammed
instantly into the throat of the first member that pronounces the word corn.
Prohibition of the E_port of the raw Materials of Mann.
factures._The
last information I have haA from France is
a confirmation of the intelligence our newspapers gave,
that the National Assembly had ordered a decree to be
prepared for this prohibition.
It seems that the master
manufacturers of various towns, t_k_-ng advantage of the
great decline of the national fabrics, made heavy compl_._ntsto the National Assembly ; and, among other means
of redress, demanded a prohibition of the export of cotton,
silk, wool, leather, and, in general, of all raw materials, It
was strenuously opposed by a few men, better acquainted
tha_ the common mass with political principles, but in
vain ; and orders were given to prepare the decree, which
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I am assured will pass. As I have, in various papers in
the "Annals of Agriculture," entered much at large into
this question, I shall only mention a few circumstances
here, to convince France, if possible, of the mischievous
and most pernicious tendency of such a system, which will
be attended with events little thought of at present in that
kingdom. As it is idle to have recourse to reasoning, when
facts are hand, it is only necessal T to describe the effect of
a similar prohibition in the case of wool in England :ul,
The place is sunk by it 50 per cent. below that of all the
countries around us, which, as is proved by documents unquestionable, amounts to a land-tax of between three and
four millions sterling; being so much taken from land
and given to manufactures.
2d, Not to make them flourish; for a second curious fact is, that of all the great
fabrics of England that of wool is least prosperous, and
has been regularly most complaining, of which the proofs
are before the public ; the policy therefore has failed ; and
because it fails in England, it is going to be adopted in
_nco.
The home monopoly of wool gives to the manufacturers so great a profit, that they are not solicitous
about any extension of their tl_te beyond the home product; and to this it is owing that no foreign wool, Spanish
alone excepted (which is not produced here), is importexl
into England.
The same thing will happen in France;
the home-price will fall ; the landed interest will be robbed;
and the manufacturer, tasting the sweets of monopoly, will
no longer impol_ as before : the fabric at large will receive
no increase; and all the effect will be, to give the master
manufacturer a great profit on a small trade : he will gain,
but the nation will lose. 3d, The most flourislfing manufacture of England is that of cotton, of which the manufacturer
IS
is so far from having a monopoly, the _bths of the material
are imperted under a duty, and our own exportable dutyfree.
The next (possibly the first) is that of hardware ; English
iron is expol_ed duty free, and the import of foreign pays
21.16s. 2d. a ton ; English coals exported in vast quantities.
Glass exhibits the same spectacle ; English kelp exportable
duty free, and 16s. 6d. a ton on foreign ; raw silk pays 3s.
a lb. on import; exporL of British hemp and flax undressed
is free, foreign pays a duty on imlmrt ; British rags, for
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making paper, expol_ble duty free ; unwrought tin, lead,
and copper all exportable either free or under a slight
duty. The immense progress made by these manufactures, particularly hardware, cotton, glass, flax, and earthern-ware, another in which no monopoly of material can
exist, is -l_own to all Europo ; they are among the greatest
fabrics in the world, and have risen rapidly ; but note (for
it merits the attention of France), that wool has experienced no such rise. 1 Otu. policy in wool stands on fact,
therefore convicted of rottenness ; and this is precisely the
policy which the new government of _rance copies, and
extends to every raw material ! 4th, The free trade in raw
materials is necessalT, lille the free trade in corn, not to
send those materials abroad, but to secure their production at
home ; and lowe_.ug the price, by giving a monopoly to the
buyer, is not the way to encourage farmers to produce. 5th,
France imports silk and wool to the amount of 50 and 60
m_]llons a year, and exports none, or next to none ; why prohibit an export, wl_ich in settled times does not take place ?
At the present moment, the export either takes place, or it
does _wt take place ? if the latter, why prohibit a title which
l_s no existence ? If it does take place, it proves that the
manufacturers cannot buy it as heretofore : is that a reason
why the farmers should not produce it ? Your manufacturers cannot buy, and you will not let foreigners ; what is
that but te]!_ng your husbandmen that they shall not produce ? Why then do the manufacturers ask this favour ?
They are cunn_ug : they very well know why ; they have
the same view as their bretln'en in England_solely
that
of sr_G
TH_ I_RIC_,and thereby putting money in their
own pockets, at the expence of the landed interests.
6th,
All the towns of France, contain but six millions of people ;
the manufacturing towns not two millions: why are twenty
millions in the country _ be cheated ou_ of theh. property,
in order to favour one.tenth of that number in towns ?
7th, In various passages of these travels, I have shown the
wre_hed state of French agriculture, for want of more
sheep; the new system is a curious way to effect an increase
Exports 17571 4,758,095l. In 1767, 4,277,4621. In1777,8,743,537L
In D'87", 3,687,7951.
See this subject fully examinedj "Annals
of
Agricu]tare_ vol. x. p. 235.
AA
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---by lowe_
the pro_ of keeping them. 8th, The French
manufachn'ers, under the o_ system of free.m,
bought
raw materials from other nations, to the amount of several
millions, besides worlMng up all the produce of France;
sinking the price be not their object, what is ? Can they
desire to do more than this ? If under the new government their fabrics do not flourish as under the old one, is
that a reason for prohibition and restriction, for robbery
and plunder of the landed interest, to make good their own
losses ? And if such a demand is good logic in a manufacturer's counting-house, is that a reason for its being
received in a NATIONAL ASS]_MRLY ! !
One of the most curious inquiries that can be made by
a traveller, is to endeavour to ascertain how much per cent.
a capital invested in laud, and in farming-stock, will return
for cultivation in different countries ; no person, according
to my knowledge, has attempted to explain this very important but difficult problem. The price of land, the interest of money, the wages of labour, the rates of all sorts
of products, and the amount of taxes, must be calculated
with some degree of precision, in order to an_.lyze this
combination. I have for mauy years attempted _o gain info_unation on this curious point, concerning various countries. If a man in England buys land rented at 12s. an
acre, at thirty years purchase, and cultivates it himself,
making five rents, he will make not more than from 4_ to
5 per cent, and at most 6, speaking of general eultm'e, and
not estim,_ing singular spots or circumstances, and including the capital invested in both land and stock. I learn,
from the correspondence of the best farmer, and the greatest
character the new world has produced, certain circumstances, which enable me to asse1% with confidence, that
money invested on the same principles, in the middle sta_es
of North America, will yield considerably more than double
the return in England, and in many instances the treble
of it. To compare France with these two cases, is very
difficult :_ha_ the National Assembly done for the agriculture of the kingdom what France had a right to expect
from F_EEDO_t,the account would have been advantageous.
For buying at 30 years ptu'chase, stocking the same as
in England, and reckoning products 6 per cent. lower in
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price (about the fact), the total capital would have paid
from 5½ to 6_ per cent. ; land-tax reckoned at 3s. in the
pound, which is the proportion of the total tax to the
rental of the kq_ngdom2 It is true, that the course of exchange would make an enormous difference, for when exchange is at 15, this ratio per cent. instead of 5_ becomes
11, if the capital is remitted from Britain : but as that immense loss (50 per cent.), on the exchange of France, arises
from the political state of the kingdom, the same circumstances which cause it, would be estimated at so much
hazard and danger. But bring to account the operations of
the National Assembly, relating to the non-inclosure of
commons: the land-tax, variable with improvements (an
article sufficient to stifle the thoughts of such a thing);
the exuort of corn at an end; the transport every where
impeded ; and your granaries burnt and plundered at the
pleasm'e of the populace, if they do not like the price ; and,
above all, the prohibition of the export of all materials of
manufactm'es, as wool, &c. and it is sufficiently clear, that
America offers a vastly more eligible field for the investment of capital in land than France does ; a proof that the
measures of the National Assembly have been ill-judged,
ill-advised, and unpolitical: I had serious thoughts of
settling in that kingdom, in order to farm there ; but the
two measures adopted, of a variable land-tax, and a prohibition of the export of wool, damped my hopes, ardent as
they were, that I might have breathed that fine climate,
free from the extortions of a government, stupid in this
respect as that of England.
It is, however, plain enough,
that America is the only country that affords an adequate
_l But this land-tax is variable_ and therefore impossible to esLimate
accurately 4 if you remahl no better farmers than your French neighbotars,/t/s so much; but if you improve, _ozt are raised, and they are
su_k; all that has, and can be said against tythes, hears with equal
force against such a tax.
And though this imposition cannot go by the
present law beyond 4s. in the pound, it would be very easy to shew, by
a plain calculation, that 4s. in the pound, rising with improveme_t, is a
tax impossible to be borne by o1_ wAo imTroves; and consequently, that
it is a airect tax on improvement _ and it is a tax in the very worst form,
since the power to lay and inforce it, is not in the government of the
kingdom, but in the municipal government of the parish.
Your neigh.
hour, with whom "you may he on ill terms_ has the power to tax yon
no such private heart.burnings
and tyranny are found in excises.
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profit, and in which a man, who calculates with intelligence
and precision, can think of investing his capital.
How different would t_is have been, had the National Assembly
conducted themselves on p15nciples directly contraa'y ; had
they avoided all land4axes ;_ had they preserved the fl_e
corn-trade,
a trade of import more than export ; had they
been silent upon inclosures ; and done nothing in relation
to raw materials, the profit of investments would have been
higher in France than in America, or any country in the
world, and immense
capitals would have flowed into the
kingdom from every part of Europe : scarcity and famine
would not have been heard of, and the national wealth
would have been equal to all the exigencies of the period.
•

•

•

@

_
ATr/1 26, 1792.

In the last moment which the preparation for publication allows me to use, the intelligence
is arrived of a declaration of war on the part of France against the House
of Austria;
the gentlemen in whose company I hear it,
all announce destruction to France ;--they will be bea_ ;_
they want disciTline ;--they
have no subordination
;_and
a To have avoided laud-taxes, might very easily have been made a
most popular measure, in a kingdom so divided into little properties as
• rance is. No tax is so heavy upon a small proprietor ; and the
_onom_tes might have foreseen what has happened, that such little
democratic owners would not pay the tax ; but taxes on consumption,
laid a_ i_ E1_gland,and not in the infamous methods of the old government of _ranee, would have been paid by them in a light proportion,
without knowing it _ but the ¢conomixt_, to be consistent with their old
pernicious doctrines, took every step to make all, except land.taxes,
unpopular; and the people were ignorant enough to be deceived into
the opinion, that it was better to pay a tax on the bread put into their
children's mouths--and_ what is worse, on the land which oughL but
does not produce that bread, than to pay an excise on tobacco and salt_
better to pay a ta_ which is demanded equally, whether they have or
have not the money to pay itj than a duty whieh_mingled with the price
of a luxury, is paid m
_ -the easiest mode, and at the most convenient
moment. In the writings of the _cono_stes, 'you hear of a free corn
trade_ and free export of every thing being the xecomponce for a landtax ; but see their actions in power--they impome the burthen, and
forget the recompence!
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this idea I find general. So cautiously as I have avoided
pro2hetlc presumption through the preceding pages, I shall
scarcely assume it so late in my labours ;--but thus much
I may venture,--that
the expectation of destruction to
France has many difficulties to encounter.
Give all you
please to power of field evolution, depending on the utmost
strictness of discipline---you must admit that it bears only
on the question of battles. But guarded as France is, by
the most important frontier fortresses the world knows,
why hazard battles ? Undisciplined troops behind walls
and within works, are known on experience to be effective:
and where are the resources to be found that shall attack
those strong holds, 700 miles from home ? I was at Lisle,
]_etz, and Strasbourg ; and if the military intelligence I had
was accurate, it would demand 100,000 men, completely
provided with everything for a siege, three months to take
either of those towns, supposing them well provided and
well defended. We know, on positive experience, what the
Austrians and Prussians led by some of the greatest men
that have existed, were able to do in sieges, when undertaken at their own doors ;--what will they effect against
places ten times as strong and 700 miles from home ? It
is a matter of calculation--of
pounds and shillings ;--not
of discipline and obedience.
But many depend on the deranged state of the French
finances; that derangement flows absolutely from a vain
attempt at preserving public credit :--the National Assembly, will see its futility ; misery ; ruin ; the _XTIO_
must be preserved--what on comparison is _ublic credit ?
The divisions, factions, and internal disturbances, offer
tb others the hope of a civil war. It ought to be a vain
hope. During peace, such _culties
fill the papers, and
are dwelt upon, till men are apt to think them telTible; in
war they are T_ASON, and the gallows sweeps from the
world, and the columns of a gazette the actors and the
recital.
Oil and vinegar--fire and water--Prussians
and Austrians are united to carry war amongst 26 millions of men,
arranged behind 100 of the strongest fortresses in the
world._If we are deceived, and Frenchmen are not fond
of freedom, but will fight for despotism_something
may
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be done ; for then _'ance falls by the power of Fiance :
but if united but tolerably, the attack will be full of difficultiss in a country where every man, woman, and child is
an enemy, that fights for freedom.
But, suppose tb_s idea erroneous--suppose an impression
made--and that ,the German banners were flying at Pads.
--Where is the seem_ty of the rest of Europe ? Is the
division of Poland forgotten ? Is an unforeseen union of
two or three great powers to protrude through Europe a
predominancy dangerous to all ? Gentlemen, who indulge
their wishes for a counter-revolution in Fiance, do not,
perhaps, wish to see the Prussian colours at the Tower, nor
the Austrian at Amsterdam.
Yet success to the cause
might plant them there.
Should real danger al_se to
France, which I hold to be problematical, it is the business,
and direct interest of her neighbours, to support her.
The revolution, and anti-revolution parties of England,
have exhausted themselves on the French question; but
there can be none, if that people should be in danger :-W_ hold at present the balance of the world; and have
but to speak, and it is secure.
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Perges, 29.
Pe i na_, 43
rp g
. :
Petivier (PJthlviers), 80.
P_zenas, 48.
Phalsbourg, 205.
Pin, 43.
Picardy, 346 ; canal of, 105.
Picquigny, 9.
Pierrebussi_re, 24.
Pierrelatte, 252.
Pignan, 49.
Place du Peyrou, 49.
Plessis l_s Tours, 74.
Poitiers, 72.
Polignac, chateau de, 241.
Poliguac, Due and Duehesse de,
160, 211.
Pompadour, 24.
Pompignon, 30.
Pont (Pont St. ]_aixence), 88.
Pont b. Mousson, 200.
Pont de l'Arche, 144.
Pont de Beauvoisin, 281.
Pont deBrique, 6.
Pont du Gm'd, 51.
Pont de Rode, 28.
Pontoise, 90.
Pontorsin (Pontorson), 123.
Porquerolles, 264.
Port Cros, 264.
Potato, th% in France, 103.
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Pollgues, 287.
I _,uilly, 287.
Poulaget (Paulhaguet), 239.
xTaael, le, 247.
Pradelles, 242.
Ih'emontrds, ]es, 200.
Priestly, Dr., 220, 222, 223, 335 _
riots at Birmingham. 338.
Protestants at worship_ 251.
Prouille, 55.
Puy.
Gee Le Puy.
Pyrenees, 16, 29, 30_ 37_ 40_ 42,
43, 50, 55, 59.
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Sabatier, ch/Reau, de, 52.
Seblonville, 170.
St. Bertrand, 34.
St. Brieux, 125.
St. Canat (St. Chamas), 257.
St. Cloud, 16.
St. Etienne, l{abaut, 164, 173,
174, 179.
St. Gaudens, 34.
St. George_ 25.
St. Georges D'Aurac, 239.
St. Georges-sur-Loire,
135.
St. Gea'mains, 92. 101.
S_. Germain-|es-Belles,
25.
Querey, 26.
St. Gdrund le Puy, 286.
Quimper, 128.
St. Girons, 57.
Quimper]_, 128.
St. Gobin (St. Gobain), 105.
St. Hippolyte du Fort, 53.
St. Jean de Maurienne, 278.
l_aynat, l'Abbd, 155, 157, 261.
St. Jory, 31.
]Rennes, 124.
St. Laurence, 54.
:Revolution, the Frcnch, 199, 201_
St. Louis, Church of, 173.
206, 207, 313-358 ; effects of_
St. Martino, 34.
328, 332.
S$. Martory, 58.
Rheims, 195.
St. Maurice, 54.
]_iaux (Ryau), chateau de, 231.
St. Maxime, 268.
Richelieu, Tomb of_ 94.
St. Menehould, 197.
It,iota, 234, 304.
St. Michel, 278.
l{ivesaltes, 44.
St. Nazaire, 131.
Roanne, 286.
St. Omer, 111.
l_bais, Van, 8.
St. Palais, 62.
]{obespierre, 290.
St. Poncin (St. Pourfaiu)_ 233.
:Robine, ]a, 45.
St. Pourfain, 233.
l_ochefoucauld,
Cardinal do In,
St. Priest, M. de, 174.
180.
St. Quintin, 106.
Roche la Guyon, 143.
St. Severe (St. Sever), 64.
Roehemaure, 251.
St. Symphorien-de-Laye, 286.
l{oehon, l'Abb6, 145.
St. Tropez, 268.
:Rodez, 5_j.
St. Vet_ (St. Vit.), 218.
:Roland, Monsieur and l_,Iadame_
Salins, 216.
284.
Salon, 256.
Rosoy (Rozoy-en-Brie), 191.
Samer, 7.
Rossendal (Rosendael, Le), 109.
Sancerre, 20.
:Rouen_ 112, 142.
Sardinia, 273.
l_ouergue, la, 53.
Sauve, 52.
:Rousseau, 84, 283 _ his tomb, 87,
Savanal (Savenay), 132.
280.
Saverne (Zabern), 205.
I{oussillon, le, 43, 45.
Scenery, 40.
Roya (Royat), 235.
Sehee]e, Karl, 222.
Rozier, l'Abh4, 47,228, 283.
' Sehelestadt (Sehlestadt), 209.
Ruffec, 72.
Sorulr (S_nart, forest of), 82
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Seaeffe, battle of, 219.
Senlis, 105.

U_rehe,

Serres, O_ivier de, 247, 248.
Sere (S_vres), 101.

Valenciennes, 107.
Valognes, 119.
Vannes, 129.
Van Robais cloth, 8.
Var (Vaast, St.), Ul.
Vatan, 20.
Vaucluse, 252,254.
Vaucusson, Mons., 162.
Ventaillac, 29.
Vermont, l'Abbd de, 160.
Vernon, 144.
Verpili6re, la, 281.
Versailles, 13, 14, 15, 100, 101,
102_ 171_ 172_ 173, 174_ 175_
288.
Verteuil, 71.
Vesoul, 214.
Vie-Bigorre, 64.
Viella, 42.
Vierzont 19.
Vigan, le, 53.
Villefranehe, 274.
Villeneuve de Berg_ 245, 246.
Villeneuve St. Georges, 82.
Villers-Cotterets,
105,
Viviers, 249.
Volaey, 288, 290, 293, 305.
Volognes (Valognes), 119.
Volta's eudiometers, 224.
Voltaire, 8.

Sie_6s, l'abbd, 155,162, 163, 166,
168_ 173, 178, 288, 290.
Sijean, 44.
Sil/ery, 196.
Soissons, 105.
Sologne, La, 18.
Souillae, 26, 27.
States-General,
151.
Strasburg, 205, 357.
Suffrein, Admiral, 15.
Symonds, l'rofessor,
Target, 178.
Taxes in France,
Land tax, &c.
Thabor, le, 124.

1.
314.

Theatres, at Bourdeaux,
Paris, 94, 95_ 96, 184.
Thuitlieries, gardens, 288.

_e

also

68_ at

Thuytz (Thueyts), 242, 243, 244.
Tonnance (Tonneins)_ 66.
Tote (TStes), 147.
Toulon, 263.
Toulon, affair of, 304.
Toulouse, 31, 32, 33.
Tourbilly (Turbilly), 137,138,139.
Tour d'Aigues, chateau de, 257.
Tour du l_in, la, 281.
Tours, 74, 75.
Toury, 17.
Trade, depression of, 347.
See
also :Free Trade.
Traguer (Tr_guier), 128.
Trianon, La Petite, 101.
Tull, Jethro, 66.
Turbarries, 7.
Turbitly_ 137.
Turgot, 23, 97, 117.
Turnips, 157.
Tythes, 337.
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Warens, Madame de, 279.
Watt, _[r., of Birmingham, 162.
Women in France, 84, 253.
Wool, exports of, French
and
English_ 352.
Yvetot, 114.
Zabern, 205.
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&i:IDIBON'8
Works.
With the
[Notes of Bishop Hard, Portrait,
and 8 Plates of Medals and Coins.
F.Aited by H. G. Bolm.
6 vols.
_.6d. each.

AITDERSEN'S
Danish Logemlis
and. Fah.y TsaoS. Translated
by Caroline Pe_chey.
With L*o
Wood Engravings.
5s.

• LqO_US,
The Dramas
of.
• Translated into English Verse by
_Anna Swanwick.
4th Edition,

ANTONINUS
(m. Am_tm),TheWhoughts oL
Trans. literally,
with Notes and Introductioh by
George Long, M.A.
3s. 6d.

revised.
:
•
• :-

-

5s.

The Tragedies
of.
Newly
translated from a revised text by
Walter tleadlam,
IAtt.D.,
and
";C. ]_. S: Headlam, M.A. 3s. 6d.

R_rODIUS.

The -Tragedies
of. Translated into Prose by T. A. BucMey,

,The Aa_gonsuflos.'
Tra-sl,ted
,. _
by E. P. Coleridge, B.A.. 5s.
"- " " £:
APPIAN'S
Translated byRomsn
Horace IttstolT.'.
White,
-:
M.A., LL.D.
With Maps and :-_
Illustrations.
z vols. 6s. _
.[:

B.A.

APULEIUS,

3s. 6d.

AT.T.'_S
(ffoseph, R. N.) Be,tries
.of.the
Brlta_h Navy.
Revised
• Edition,.with 57 Steel Fmgmvlngs.
•[ "ZvoW. -Ss. each.
"
.

APOLLONIUS

-;_.

_ A.MIW_K._TU,.qoMAR_,T.TI_U_"
5:= i_!lstor_
Of Rome
during the
_-".-R_
0fComttmflus,
Jiflian,
j o_ikims, Valentinian, and Valens.
. _ : :Translated by Prof. C.D. Yonge,

The

Works"

of _ "

Comprising the Golden Ass, God
of
Socrates,
Florida,
course
of Magic.
5s. and Dis,
A.RGrY7._

(Duke

of).

of Queon _'lotorl_.

3s._6d,

The-IM1"e.:
lllustyat_'d.

.

: "_

"_ _
7:

"_-

ARIOSTO'B_!Orlanflo
_d0So.
/-:_!_
Tramhted into English Verse by. -.:_,'
W.S. Rose. With Portrait, and _4:._/

2

A n Aljolu, betical List of Books

ARISTOPHANES'
OometlLles.
Translated
by W. J. H]ckie.
2
vols. 5s. each.

BA.X'S Handbook of the
of Philosophy.
for the use of
Students. By E. Belfort Bax. Sf.

ARISTOTLE'S
lql_maohean
1_.thloS. Translated s with Introduction and Notes, by the Venerable A:chdes_on Browne.
5s.

BEAUMONT
and FLET_
their finest Scenes, Lyrics, and
other Beauties, selected from the
whole of their works, and edited

. PoLities
and Economies.
Translated by E. Walford, M.A.,
with Introduction by Dr. Gillies.
St_

Metsphyulo&
Translated by
the Rev. John H. M'Mahon,
M.A. 5s.
3_IstorYof Animals. Trans.
by Richard CressweU, M.A. 5s.
Organon;
or, Logical Tteatlses, and the Introduction
of
Porphyry.
Translated
by the
Rev. O. F. Owen, M.A.
z vols.
3s.6,1. eaeh.
Rhetorlo
and Poetlou.
Trans. by T. Buekley, B.A.
5s.

A.R_TAIW,S

A.nabsx_

of

Alex-

with
tho
Translatecl by E.J.
Chinnoc_
M.A., LL.D.
Wkh Maps an
Plans.
5s.
ATI_N_m.US.
The DeJlmosophltRs; or, the Banquet of the
Learned.
Trans. by Prof. C.D.
Yonge, M.A. 3 vols.
.f,s. each.
BACON'S Moral and Hlgtorloal
"WorkJ, including
the Essays,
Apophthcgms, Wisdom
of the
Ancients,New Atlantis, Henry
VII.,
Henry VIH.,
Elizabeth,
Henry Prince of Wales, History
of Great Britain, Julius C___,
_d Augustus C_esar. Editedby
J. Devey, M.A.
3s. 6d.
,, Novam
_
and Ad.vanoement of Leamtng.
Edited
.by J. Devey, M.A. 5_.

I_ASS'S
Lexloon
tot_eGreek

by Lelgh Hunt.

3s. 6,/.

BEOHSTEIN'S
Cago Natural
and
Ghamber
Birds, th.eit
History, -Habits, Food, 'Dis_m___
andModesofCapture.
Tr_n_lated_
with considerable
additions on
Structure, Migration,
and F.co.
horny, by H. G. Adams. Together
with SWEET
BRITISH WARBLggS.
With
43 coloured
Plates
and
Woodcut Illustrations.

5s.

BEDE'S
(Venerable)
J_oelealmb
tloal History of England.
Togethe_ with the ASOLo-SAxoN
CHRONICLE.
Sd_t.ed-by J. A.
Giles, D.C.L.
With Map.
5s.
B_T.T.
TheofAnltomy (81r
and Charles).
Philosophy
gxthe
FLu6 Arts.
By Six Chm'les
prem_on,
as aonlaeotad
Bell, K.H.
7th edition, revised.
5s'
BERKEc.wY
(Gem_),
Blzhop
Of Oloyne,
The
Wm_km of.
Edited by George Sampson. With
Biographical Introduction by the
Right Hon. A. J. Balfour,
M.P.
3 vols.
5s. each.
BION.

8_

THROCRITUS.

BJORNSON'S
An_
a_l the
Plsh_
Lug.
Tmaslamd by
W.H.
low, M.A. 3s.6d.
BLAIR'S
Ohax_ol_e_mltlTabl_
,R_._ad
F.azt_ed.
hendimz the Chronolc_ _
t_
toryof_heWc_ld,from-theEm'HeE
Times to the R_ t_n
_ T
Tr_If

P_-_e_
Ap_nzS_6. _ .L,._V_.,-

Contained

in Bohn's LibraHss.

BLV-EK'S
Introduction
to the
Old Teetament.
By Friedrich
Bleek.
Edited by Johann Bleek
and Adolf Kamphausen.
Transfated by G. IL Venables, under
the supervision of the Roy. Canon
Venables.
2 vols.
5s. _,_ch:

3

BI:_,AIq'D_ ]Popular Antlquitlom
of Emgl_d,
S_otland_ and IreIv.rid.
Arranged,
revised, and
greatly enlarged, by Sir Henry
Ellis, K.H., F.R,S., &c., &c. 3
vols.
St. each.

BREM_R'S
(Frederlka} Works.
BOleTHIUS'S
Consolation
of
Trans!_tedby Mary Howitt. 4
1_hflcmopt_. KingAlfred'sAnglo.
vols.
3s. 6d. each.
Saxon Version of. With a literal
English Translation on opposite
BI_IDGWAW_IR
'_:t_..ATZ_S.
pages, Notes, Introduction,
and
Glossary t by Rev. S. Fox, M.A.
_
($£r Charles) on the Iws,ud.
5_'
With numerous Woodcuts.
5"
BOJKlq"B Dloflonary of Poetloa.1
Kirby on the History,:Habits,
Quotations.
4thedition.
6s.
and Instinots
of Animals.
Edited by T. Rymer Jones.
BO]ZN'8 ]_tndbooks
of C_mes.
With upwards ofIOO Woodcuts.
New edition.
In _ vols., with
Vol. I., 5s. VoI.II.out of print,
numerous Illustrations
3s. 6d.
•_ch_t'_dd on the Ad_ptation
of _x.
Vol. L--TABLE GAMES :--Bib
ternal Nature to the ]Physical
Bagatelle, Chess, Draughts,
Oondltlon of M_n:
3s. 6,/.
]_mkgammon,
Dominoes,
Soiltail,
Reversi, Go-Bang,
Rouge
Ch_)mers on the Adaptation
et Noir, Roulette, E.O., Hamrd,
of _xterns.1
Nature
to th0
Faro.
2More/and Intelleotaal
Con.
Vol. II.-- CARD GA_ES : -ffdtution
o!Man. 5s.
Wlfist, Solo Whist, Poker, Piquet,
Eea_,
Endue,
]3_zique, CribBRINK
(B. ten)
Early Fmglish
_/
lingo,
Loo,V'mgt-et-un_
Napoleon,
Literature. By Bernhard ten
Newmarket, Pope Joan, SpeculsBrink. Vol.I.To Wyclif.Trans.
fio_ &c., &c.
lated by Horace M. Kennedy.
BOlq'D'8 A l__Rndy Book of Rules
_.ad _tbles
for verifying Dates
withc.heChristianEra,&c.
Giving
an__c____y_nt
of the'Chief Eras and
S_ems
used by various Nations ;

3s. 6d.
Vol. II. Wyclif, Chaucer, Earl]est Drama Renaissance.
Trans.
fated by W. Clarke Robinson,
Ph.D.
3s. 6d.

with the easy Methods for deter_._.
the Corresponding Dates.
• Bond.
5s.

Vol. III. From the Fourteenth
Century to the Death of Surrey.
Edited
by Dr. Alois
Bra.ndl.
Trans. by L
Dora Schmitz.
_. 64.

BONOMI'S

Nhmveh
and its
7 Plates and z94 Wood-

eat r!!-,trations.
5_.
BOBW'eT-T,'8 Life of 3ohnson,
with the Tour _" THK lisa.IDes
JO]L-'_SOSlANA. E,dlted by
•the gev. A. Napier, M,A.
With
Fm_tispiec, e to each vol,
6 vols.
_¢, _. each.

_'-

Five Leetures
on Khaki.
spem_
T_-_. byJuliaFranldin..
_. 6d.
BROWlq_'_
(Sir _hom_)
Edited by Simon Wilkin:
_. 6_. each.

Warks
._ vols.
. !.

t
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List of Books

BUIIKE'8
Works.
8 vols. 3s. 6d.
BURN'EY'S
0eollls.
With an Ineach.
troducfionand Notes by A. R.
L--Vindicationof NaturalSoEllis. 2 vols. 3s,6#'.
each.
ciety--Essay
on the Sublime and Beautiful,
and
BURN
(IL) Anolent Rome mad
various Political
MiscelIts Neighbourhood. An Illuslanies,
tratedHandbook to the Ruinsin
the City and the Campagna, for
II.--Reflections
on the French
the use of Travellers.
ByRobert
Revo]u'iou-Letters reBurn, M.A.
With numerous
|ating to the Bristol ElecIllustrations,
Maps, and Plans.
6on-- Speech on Fox's
7s. 6d.
-_
East IndiaBill,
&c.
III.--Appealfrom theNew tothe
Old Whigs---On the Nabob of Arcot's Debts_
The Catholic Claims, &c.
IV.--Report
on the AZ_
of
India, and Articlesof

•

s.agamst Warren
V.--Conclusion
of the Articles of
Charge
against Warren
IIastings--Politieal
Leton
a Regicide Peace,
tersontheAmericanWar,
the Empress ofRussia.

"

to

VI.--Miseellaneous
Speeches _
Letters and Fragments_
Abridgments
of English
History, &c. With a
General Index.
VII. & VIII.--Speeches
on the Impeachment
of
Warren
IIastings ; and Letters.
With Index.
By Sir J. Prior.

3s. 6a'.

_/BU_NgY.
The _rly
Diary
of _Panny Burney
(M'_td_me
D'Arblay),
a selection
ence and

1708-1778.
Wkh
from her Correspondfrom the Journals of

her si_tcrs, Susan and Charlotte
Burney.
Edited by Annie Raine
Ellis.
2 vo16. 3r. 6d. each.

/

Eveltna.
By Frm,ces Burney
(Mine. D'Arblay).
With an In:
_roduct,ion and Notes by A.R.
Ellis.
3s. 6_.

BURNS
(Robsrt),Life oL
By
J.G.
Lockhart,
D.C.L.
A
new and enlarged Edition.
Revised by William Scott Douglas.
3s. 6,/.
BURTON'S
Melanoholy. (l_bort)
Edited An=foray
by the Rev.
of
A.R. Shilleto, M.A.
With Introduction by A. H. Bullen, and
full Index.
3 vols. 3s. 6a'. ,-cb_
BURTON
(Sir R.F.)
Personal
NmTative
of zt Pflgrbngigo to

/

A1-Mad.tnahand Meoo_a. By
Captain Sir RichardF. Burton,
ICC.M.G.
With an Introduction
by Stanley Lane.Poole,
and all
theoriginal
lllugrationr_
z vols.
3s. 6d. each.

*.* This is the copyright edition, containing the author's later
notes.
BUTLlgR'8
(Bishop) And|e417 o_
Religion, Natural and Revealed,
to the Constitution and Course of
Nature ; together with two Di_scrtations
on PersonalIdentity
and
on the Nature of Virtue, and
Fifteen Sermons.
3s. 6d.
BUTLER'S
(Sax_uel) wudllm_s.
With Variorum Notes,
_t Biogra_hy, Portrait, and 28 IllusUatmas.
5s.
or, f_rther Ilhtstrated with 60
Outline Portraits.
:z rots,
]is.
each.

Contatned

in

Bohn's

Libraries.

5

C_.SA.R.
0ommentm-lu
on tho
Osl/lo and Civil Warm, Translated by W. A. McDevitte, B.A.

CATULLUS,
Tlbullus,
and
Vigil of Venus.
A Literal Prose
Trzn_!_tion.
5s.

_"
CAMOENS'Lmdad;
or, the Discovery of India. An Epic Poem.
Translated by W. ]. Mickle. 5th
Edition, revised by E. R. Hodges,
M.C.P.
3.t. 6,/.

CELLINI
molts
of,
Translated
3s, 6d.

OA.RLYLE'S
French Revolution.
Edited by .I. Holland
Rose,
Litt.D.
Illus. 3vols.
5s. each.
Sartor
Re,u-tun.
With 75
Illustrations by Edmund J. Sullivan. ._d.
CARPENTER'S
(Dr. W.
B.)
Zoology.
Revised Edition, by
W.S. DaIIas, F.L.S.
Withvery
numerous Woodcuts.
Vol. L 6s.
[ Vol. II. out ofz_rint.
UARPENTER'S

Mechanical

. Philosophy,
Astronomy,
and
;R:o_rology. I8I Woodcuts.
5s.
Vegetable
lahyalology
mad
_tto
Bot_y.
Revised
Edition, by E. Lankester, M.D.,
&e. With very numerous Woodettts. 6a.
, ..&utmal
_Aidom
Wood_ts.

Phyafology.
Revised
With upwards of 3oo
5s.

CASTLE
(E.)
Schools
and
tut_
of Fence, from the
Middle Ages to the End of the
Eighteenth Century.
By Egerton
Castle, M.A., F.S.A.
With a
C.Amaplete B_liogtaphy.
Illustrated with I4O Reproductions of
Old Engravings and 6 Plates of
Swords, showing tl 4 Examples.
6,r.
OATTERMOLE'S
Eveninp
at
Haddon
HaIL
With 2.4 Envlngs on Steel _om designs by
the, mole, the Letterpress by the
de Carabella.
5s.

(Benvonuto).
Mewritten by Himself.
by Thomm.s Roscoe.

CERVANTES'
Don Quixote de
la Mancha.
Motteaux's Translation revised.
2 vols.
3.r. 6d.
each.
Gaa_tea.
A Pastoral Romance.
Translated by G. W. J.
Gyll. 3s. 6,/.
- Exemplary
Novels. Transfated by Walter K. Kelly. 3s. 6d.
CHAUOER'S
Poetical
Works.
Edited by Robert Bell. Revised
Edition, wilh a Preliminary Essay
by Prof. W. W. Skeat, M.A.
4
vols,
3t. 6d. each.
CHEVI_UL
on Colour. Translated from the French by Charles
Martel.
Third Edition,
with
Plates, 5s. ; or with an additional
series of 16 Plates in Colours,
7s. 6,/.
CHINA,
Plok_rl_l,
Dvsm'tptlve,
and ]_dstorlea2.
With Map and
nearly too Illustrations.
5s.
CHRONICLES
OF 'l'_._ ORUSA.DES.
Contemporary Narratives of the Crusade of Richard
Coeur de Lion, by Richard of
Devises and Geoffrey de Vinsauf;
and of the Cru-_,Ae at St. Louis,
Vy Lord John de J oinviUe. _.
CHRONICLES
OF
THE
TOMBS.
A Collection of Epitaphs by T..[. Pettigrew, FATS.
5s.
CICERO'S
Orations.
T_,_tat_d
by Prof. C. D. Yonge, M.A. 4
vols. $:. each,
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CItOIRO'S
Lettera
Translated by
Evelyn S. Shuckburgh.
4 vols.
_. each.

COLERIDGE'S
Blographlagdte.
ratio;
togethez with Two /:ay
Sermons.
_. 6d.

On Oratory
and Orators.
With Letters
to Quintus
and
Brutus.
Translatedby the Rev.
J. S. Watson, M.A,
St.

--Blographia
Eplstolax_.
Edited byArthurTurnbuil.
3s.6d.
T&ble-T_.Ik and Onml_n_,
Edited by T. Ashe, B.A. _. 6d.

On the N_ture of the God J,
Divination,
Fate, Laws, a Reblic, Consulship.
Translated
Prof. C. D. Yonge, bLA., and
Francis Batham,
5s.

...

Axmdemlca,
De Finibus, and
Tnscnh_
Questions.
By Prof.
C. D. Yonge, M.A.
5s.

COMTE'fl
Poldflve
PlKlolophy.
Translated
and condensed
by
tIarriet Martineau.
With Introduction by Frederic Harrison.
3 vohL St. e*_ch,

Oflloea ; or, Moral Duties.
Cato Maior, an Essay on Old
A_e ; I..,elius, an Essay on Friendship; Scipio's Dream ; Paradoxes ;
Letter to Quintus on Magistrates.
Translated by C. R. F,dmonds.
3s. 6d.
O_'S
(HuSh) Introduotion
to Hm'sldry.
xSth Edition, Revised mad Enlatged
by J.R.
Planch6,
Rouge Croix.
With
nearly Iooo Illustrations.
5s. Or
with the Illustrations
Coloured,
xtis.

M.ttmollaaxies, _.#dmtlo glad
l".4ter_ry; to which is added,
THJ¢ THEORY OF LIFE.
Colleeted and arranged by T. A.d_,
B.A.
3s, 6,/.

Philosophy
of tile Scienoes,
being an Exposition
of the
Principles
of the
Cours
d_
PMloso_hle Positive.
By G. H.
Lewes.
St.
oo_'S
ltlntory
of tim De.
minion of the .a..r_]_ in _paln.
Translated by Mrs. Foster.
3
vols.
3r. 6d. each.

OLABSIG
TALES,
containing
Rasselas,
Vicar of Wakefield,
Gulliver's Travels, and The Sentimental Journey.
3s. 6d.

OOOPER'B
l_ogrsphlo_
tlonaw.
Containing
Concise
Notices (upwards of 15,ooo) of
Eminent Persons of all Ages and
Countries. ByThompsonCooper,
F.S.A.
With a Supplement,
bringing the work down to 1_3.
z vols. St. each.

COLERIDGE'S
(S. T.) Friend.
A Series of Essays on Morals,
Polities, and Religion.
3s. 6,/.

CORNELIUS
NEPOS.--5"_¢
JUSTIN.
00_I_S
Memolrm of the Dultv of

_
-

Aids to Refieoff,ion, and the
CONFZSSZONSOF AN INQUXXtNO
SPilt.iT, to which ate added the
ESSAYS
ON FAITH
and the BOOK

:'

OF COMMON

,,

PKAYgR.

3 s. 6d.

, Leotures
and Notes
on
cm=lm_peare and other _
"Poeba
Edited by T. Ashe,
3'. 6£

"7"

List of Baohs

Marlborough. With his orlg_
Correspondence.
M.A,
F.R.S.
l_ John Wade.

By W. Coxe,
Revised edition
3 vols. _. 6d.

ddi.
• _Kistory or the _,omm 0t
Amda_
(t218-I_9, }. W'Rh a
Continuation from the Accession
ofFmncisl,
tothtRevolafiohof
xS4& 4 vols, _. 6d: each. -

Contained

in Bohn's Li3rari_r.

O]_8(G-L.)]_oI']_[_OW.
Dlflloulfles.
Illus.
trated tttxler
byAneedotes
and Memoirs.

7

DEFOR'S NOVELS AND MlSCtrL.
LANKOUS WORKs--contlnued.

Revised edition, with numerous
Woodcut Portraits and Plates. 5s.

IV.--Roxana,
and Life of Mrs,
Christian Davies.

OUXWLWINGH.K_CS Lives of the
Moat Eminent Brltl_ Painters.
A New Edition, with Note, and
Sixteen fresh Lives.
By Mrs.
Heatom
3 vols. 3;. rid. each.

V.--TIistoryoftheGreatP|ague
of London, I_5 ; The
Storm (x7o3) ; and the
Tme-bomEnglLdmmn.
Vl.--Duncan
Campbell, Nt,_
Voyage
round
the
World, and Polltiod
Tracts.

DAlq%'.m. Divine OomodF. Translated by the Rev. H. F. Cary,
M.A.
New Edition, by M.L.
Egerton-Castle.
3;. 6a_
Translated into English Verse
by I. C. Wright, M.A.
3rd Editlon, revised. With Portrait, and
l,_laxmlllustrations on Steel, after
a.,
DA--N'TE. The l.ltferno. A Literal
Prose Translation, with the Text
of the Original printed on the same
page. By John A. Carlyle, M.D.
5s"
OOMMINES

(Phlllp),
Me.

moLmot ContainingtheHistories
of Louis Xl. and Charles VIII.,
Kinga of France, and Charles
tim Bold, Duke of Burgundy.
Together
with the Scandalous
Chronicle, or Seczet History ot
Louis _I., by Jean de Troyes.
Franrdated b_ Andrew R. Scobl¢.
- With Porttmta
2 vol& Ss. 6d.
me..h.
_OE'B
Nov_
mad lflaoel,
lameotm _'o_lm.
V_th Prefaces
_b_Notes,
including tho_ attrito Sir W. Scott. 7 vols.
3;. 6d. each.
L--Ctptatn
Shagleton,
Col_el Jack.
_"

LL_M.¢moirs

of a

and

Cavalier,

•
"ILL--Moll

Captain
Carleton,
Dickory Cronke, &c.
Flandea% and the
History of theDevil.

VII.--Robinson
Crusoe. 3;. 6d.
Also with 86 Ilhmtrations. 5s.
D'mZ.C_rlN'S
:ELtatory of An'rim
and Armour, from the Earliest
Period.
By Aueuste Demm;,
Translated by C. C. ];lack, M'?'A'."
With nearly 2000 Illustrations.
7;. 6d.
DEMOST_rENES'
Orations.
Translated by C. Rann Kennedy.
5 vols.
Vol. I., 3;. 6_. ; Vols.
II.-V.,
5s. each.
DE STA.EL'S
Oorha_e or Ita_.
By Madame de Sta61.
Tnmslated 5)' Emily Baldwin
and
Paulina Driver.
3;. 6d.
DIOTIOlq'A.RY
of Latln
Greek Quotations;
includit_
Prov_bs, Maxims, Mottoes, Law
Terms and P_
With all the
Quantities marked, and English
Translations.
With Index "Vet.
borum (6z2 pages).
5s.
DICTIONARy
of Oimoloto mad
_rovinel_
En_tah.
Com_ed
by Thomas Wright, M.A., F._ A.,
&c. 2vols.
DIDRON'B

5s. each.
Ohrlsflan

Ioono-

gmphy:
a History of Christian
An in the Middle Ages.
Trans.
lated by E. J. Milllngton
and
completed by Mar_
Stokes.
With 240 Illusttatiom.
_ vo_
5-_.
each.

_.
- :'
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DIOGENES

LAERTIUS.

IAvem

and Opinions
of the Ancient
Philosophm's.
Translated
by
Prof. C. D. Yonge, M.A.
5s.
D0_._'S
Adversaria.
by the late Prof. Wagner.
5s. each.

Edited
2 vols.

D 0 D D 'B Eplgramm_tlsts. A
Beleot_n fxom the Epigrammatic
Literature of Ancient, Mediaeval,
and Modem Times.
By the Rev.
Henry Philip Dodd, M.A.
Orford.
and Edition, revised and
enlarged.
6s.
DONAT.DSON'S
the Greeks.

The Theatre of
A Treatise on the

History and Exhibition of the
Greek Drama.
With numerous
Illustrations and 3 Plans. By John
William Donaldson, D.D.
5s.
DRAPER'S
History
of the
Intelleatual
Development
of
_m'ope. ByJohnWiUiamDraper,
M.D., LL.D.
2 vols.
5_- each.
DUNLOP'B
History of Fiction.
A new Edition.
Revised
by
Henry Wilson.
2 vols. 5s. each.
_DYER'S History of Modern Europe, from the Fall of Constautinople.
3rd edition, revised and
continued to the end of the Nineteenth Century.
By Arthur Hassail, M.A. 6 vols. 3s. 6d each.
DYER'S
(Dr T. H.) Pompe_ : its
Buildings and Antiquities.
By
T. If. Dyer, LL.D.
With nearly
30o
large
Map, Wood
and a Engruvinffs,
Plan of the aForum.
7s. 6d.
DYER (T. F. T.) British I'opule_
Customs,
Present
and
Past.
An Account of the various Games
and Customs associated
withDifferent Days of the Year in the
British Isles, an'an_d according
to the Calendar.
_y the Rev.
T. F. Thiselton Dyer, M.A.
5s.

List of Books
W..BERS' Egyptian

Princess.

Historical
Novel.
Ebers.
Translated
Buchheim.
3s. 6d.

An

By G_r
by -. .

EDG-EWORTH'S
Stories
for
Children.
With 8 Illustrations
by L. Speed. 3s. 6d.
ELZE'S
William
Sh-_pear_
--See SHAKESPEARE.
H_RSON'S
Works.
3s. 6J. each.
I.--Essays
Men.

5 vols.

and Representative

II.--E_gllsh
Traits, Nature,
Conduct of Life.

and

III.--Society
and Solitude--Letters
and Social
Aims--Addresses.
IV.--Miscellaneous
Pieces.
V.--Poems.
EPICTETUS,
With the

The I)tsoom'ses Of.
ENCHEIRIDION' and

Fragments. Translated by George
Long, M.A.
5s.
EURIPIDES.
A New Lite_'al
Translation in Prose.
By E P.
Coleridge, M.A. s vols. 5s. each.
EUTROPIUS.---Se¢

JUSTIN.

EUSEBIUS
pAMP_HILUS,
Eoolesl_tlonlHlgtory
of.Trazslatedby Kev.C.F.Cruse,M.A,

5s.

EVELYN'B
Diary Rnd Corr_
spondondenoe.
Edited from the
Original
MSS.
by W. Bray,
F.A.S.
With 45 engravings.
4

vols. 5s.each.

FArt_OLT'S
Costume In England.
A History of Dress to the
end of the EighteenthCentury,
3rd Edition, revised, by Viscount
Dillon, V.P.S.A. IUustrated with
above 700 Engravings.
_ vols,
5s. each.

ConSained in Botm's Libraries.
FTELDING'S
Adventures
of
Jo_phAnd.reWaand
his Friend
Mr. Abraham
Adams.
With
Cmikshank's Illustrations. 3s. 5d.

Churchman.
With = Maps and
Portrait.
7 vols. 3r. 6d.
GILBART'S
_oe

H/_tory of Tom Jones,
a
Fou__dl_ng.
With Cmikshank's
Illustrations. = vols. 3s. 6d. each.
AmaUa.
Illustrations.

Prin_lple_,

oJp _.nIrina.

B_

the late J. W. Gilban,
F.R.S.
New Edition (I9o7), revised bF
Ernest Sykes.
2 vols. 5r. each.

FLAXM.AN'S
Lootures on SculpCure. By John Flaxman, R.A.
With Poltrait and 53 Plates.
6s.
FOS_ER'S
(John) Essays:
on
Decision
of Character ; on a
Man's writing Memoirs of Ilimself; on the epithet Romantic ;
on the aversion of Men of Taste
to Evangelical
Religion.
3s. 6d.

@IRALDUS
CAMBRENSIS'
_lBtorloal
Works.
Translated
by Th. Forester, M.A., and Sir
R. Colt Hoare. Revised Edition,
Edited by Thomas Wright, M.A.,
F,S.A.
St.

Fa_tysontheEvilsofPopular
Ignorance; to which is added, a
Discourse on the Propagation of
Christianity in India.
3s. 6,/.

GOETHE'S
Faust.
Part I. German Text with Hayward's Prose
Translation and Notes.
Revised
by C. A. Buchheim, Ph.D.
5s.

Essays on the Improvement
of Time.
With Nor£s
oF SEaMo_s and other Pieces.
3s. 6d.

OOET_/I'S
Worlfdl.
Translated
into English by various hands.
x4 vols. 3s. 6,/. each.
I. and IL--Poetry
and Truth
from My Own Life. New
and revised edition.

Dmato.
Odsner,

Cruikshank's

HlstorF,

GIL BIAS,
'the AdventureB o£
Translated from the French of
Lcsage by Smollett.
With =4
Engmvings on Steel, after Smirke,
and IO Etchings by George Cmlk.
shank.
5s.

OASPAR_S
I_terature

With
5s.

9

History
of Italian
to the Death
of
Translated
by Herman
M.A., Ph.D.
3s. 6d.

GEOFF_q_EY OF MONMOUTH,
OKronlole of.--See
Old _nglish
C_ronicles.
GESTA
ROM.AN'ORUM, or Enretraining Moral Stories invented
R_the Monks. Translated by the
ev. (_arles Swan.
Revised
Edition, by W)mnard Itooper,
B.A.
5s.
6II,DAS,
_nglisii

Chronlolos
C]ironicbs.

of--See

O/d

GI_SBON'S
Doollae
and F_II of
.tim Roman _nplre.
Complete
and Ombridged,
with Vaxiorum
lqotes.
Edited
by an English

III.--FausL
plete.

Two Parts,
(Swanwick.)

com.

IV.--Novels
and Tales.
V.--Wilhelm
Meister's Appren.
ticeship.
VI.--Conversations
with Eckermann and Sorer.
VIII.--Dramatic
Works.
IX.--Wilhelm
Meister's Travels.
X.--Tour
in Italy, and Second
Residence in Rome.
XI.--Miscellaneons
Travels.
XII.--Early
and
Letters.

Miscellaneous

XIII.--Correspondenee
with Zelter
(out of print).
XlV.--Reineke
Fox, West-Eastern
Divan and AchilIdd.

"._-7_"_ -- _ .........
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G_A_I_ONT'S

Mamoirs of the

Sir Walter Scott. Together with
OoartofOharleslL
the
BOSOOBZL
TI_CTS,Edltedby
including
two not before published, &c.
New Ed/t/on. 55.
G'_Y'S
LetterJ.
Including the
Corrcspo_ence of Gray and
Mason.
Edited by the Rev.
D. C, Tovey, M.A.
Vols. I.
and II. 3s. 6a. each. (Vol. III.
in the Press.)
_,RT..r.ir AlqTHOLOGY. Transfated by George Burges, M.A.
G_REEK ROMA_OESof
Hellodorus, Longus, and Aa_!!_m
'I'at_u_---viz., The Adventures of
Theagenes & Ch_iclea _ Amours
of
; andLoves
of Dal_m_isand
Clitopho andChloe
Leuclppe.
Translated by Rev. R. Smith, M_A.
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An Alphabetical List af Books

GOd'S
Works, A new
_A_on, by J, W. M. Gibbs. 5
vols. _. 6d. each.

_////

_

5s"
GREENE,
_A_L0_VE,
BEN JONSON.
Poems of.
Edited by Robert Bell. 3s. 6d.
GR.]gG_ORY'S Letters on the
Evidenoes, Dootrfues, & Duties
Of the Christian l_om
By
Dr. Oliathus G_egory. 3s, 6d.
GRIMM'S TALES.
With the
Notes ofthe Odg,i_fl. Translated
dbYMrs. A. Hunt. With Introuction by Andrew Lang, M.A.
• vols. 3s. 6,/. each.
Gammer G_;
or, German Fairy Tales and Popular
Stories. Containing 42 Fairy
Tales. Tram. by Edgur Taylor.
'With numerous Woodcuts after
Geoage Cruiksh_b sad Ludwig

GROSSI'S
Maroo VlsoonU.
Trmmlated by A. F.D.
The
_
rendezed inte E_ish
VersebyC. M. P. 3s. 6d.
English Revolution of 1640.
GUIZOT'S
N.ktm'yof ofCha_es
the
From the Acces_on
I. to his Death. Translated by
"W'flliaml_zlitt. _. 6d.
_
of OiTll_tton, from
the Fall of the Roman Empire to
the French Revolution. Trmmslated by William Hazlitt. 3 vols.
3s. 6,/. each.
• rAr.r.,S trey. Robert) _m_1.
laneous Works and :R_,_.
_s. 6d.
HAMPTON COURT: A _hort
HIMxxr_
of Ernest
the wr_-,-,or
end
P_aoe.
By
Law, B.A.
With numerous Illustrations. _.
I_rARDWIOK'S Hds_
of the
Artinle_ofRel_on.
Bythelate
C. Hanlwick.
Revised by the
Rev. Francis l_ecter, M.A.y._+
HAUFF'S Tales. The CaravanThe Sheik of Alexandria--The
Inn in the Spesmrto Trans. _rom
the German by S. Mendel. $s, 6d.
HA'W_]FJKOR1TE'S
T_.'I__: 4 vols.
3s. 6d. each.
' L--Twice-told Tale*_ and the
Snow Image.
ll.--ScarletLetter,andtheHcatse
with the Seven Gables.
IlL--Transformation [The Marble
Faun], and Blithedsle Ro_ce.

IV.--Mosses _rom an Old Manse.
I_kZLITT'S _l_ble-t_k.
on Men and Ma_rs.

Contained in Bokn' s Libraries.
_bZT.J_'8

Loet_es

on

the

Y,.4te_tm_ of the Age of Elizabeth and on Characters of Shakespesre's Plays, 3s. 6d.
on the E_!t_h
Poets, and on the English Comic
Writers.
3s. 6d.
_e_P]alnSpe_k_.
Opinions
onBooks, Man_andThings.
3s.6d.
Round

Table.

. Sketohes
_.6£

HELI_'S

]K_gATON'S Cono_
Htstory of
Painting.
New Edition, revised
by Cosine Monkhouse.
5s.
]KEGEL'S Leotures
_,phy of History.

on the PhiloTranslated by

Translated from the Latin and
edited by Ernest F. Henderson,
A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
5_.
H'I_.NFREY'S
Guide to _gng]_a
Coins, from the Conquest
to
I885,
New and revised Edition
by C. F. Keary, M.A., F.S.A.
6s.
HENRY
OF HUNTINGDON'S
History of the EngLish.
Translated by T, Forester, M.A.
5s.
_KENRY'S (Matthew)EXp0_On
of the Book of the p_lm,.

k.

:

......

-Tour in the Hart, Norderney, and
Boolt of Ideas, together with the
Rom_mic School.
Translated by
Francis Storr. A New Edition,
throughout. With Appendices and Maps.
3_. 6d.
]_LIODORUS.
Theqenes
and
O_
_ See GREEK ROMg_c_tS.
Ivr_LP'S
Life of Christopher
Columblm,
the Discoverer
of
America.
By Sir Arthur Helps,
ILC.B,
_. 6d.
_ •, Life
of Wernando
Cortes,
and the Conquest of Mexico.
_
volS. 3s. 6d. _.h.

5s"

HERODOTUS.
Translated by the
Rev. Henry Cary, M.A.
3s. 6d.

J. Sibree, M.A.
_[_11_In'$
Poems,
Complete
Translated by Edgar A. Bowring,
C.B. 3s. 5d.
_mve1-P1c_u_,
including the

_. 6d.

HENDERSON
('E.) Seloot H.is.
torloal Doeuments of the Middle
Ages, including the most famous
Charters relating to England, the
Empire, the Church, &c., from
the 6th to the I4th Centuries.

Essays.

_no Spirit of the Age; or,
Contemporary Portraits.
Edited
by W. Caxew Hazlitt.
3s. 6d.
View of the English
Stage.
Edited by W. Spencer Jackson.
3r. 6d.

Life of Pizarro.

Life of Las Oasu the Apostle
of the Indies.
3s. 64.

3s. 6d.
and

II

A.ualys_

and

S"mma W Of

EyJ. T. Wheeler.
5s,
1qEBIOD, GAT.T.T_AG]ITIa, stud
THEO(_NIS.
Translated by the
Rev. J. Banks, M.A.
5s.
_rOFFX_aWl_'S
(E. T. W.) The
Beraplon Brethren.
Translated
from the German by Lt.-Col.Alex.
Ewing.
2 vols.
3s. 6d. each.
HOLBEIN'S
Dance
of Death
and Bible Guts. Upwardsof I5o
Subjects, engraved in faeslmile,
with Introduction and Descrlp.,
tious by Francis Douee and Dr.
Thomas Frognall Dibden,
.9grOMER'S Iliad.
A new tran_lation by E. If. Blakeney, M.A.
Vol. I, containing Books I.-XIt.
--

3s. 6d. (Vol. II. in the _e_.)
Translated into EUglI_ Prose
by T. A, Beckley, B.A.
5s.

•
_
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"I:rOMER'S
Od_sey.
Hymns,
Etch.ares, and Battle of the Frogs
and Mice.
Translated into Endllsh Prose by T. A. Buckley, B.A.
5*.
de also POPE.
• rOOPI!R'S (O.) Waterloo : The
Downfall
of the First Napeleon: a History of the Campaign
of I8I 5.
By George Hooper.
With Maps and Plans.
3s. 6d.

"

The Campaign
of Sedan :
The Downfall of the Second Emp_e, August-September,
x870.
With General Map and Six Plans
of Battle.
3;- 6d.
_HORAOE.
A new literal Prose
ttamdation, byA. Hamilton Bryce,
LL.D.
_'. 6d.
_UOO'S
(Victor)
Dramatic
Works.
Hernani--Ruy
Bias-The King's Diversion. Translated
by Mrs. Newton Crosland and
F.L. Slous.
3s. 6d.

"

_ "
_,,
!_:

By
re-

B'U_0KINSON
(Colonel).
Memo/rs of the Life of.
By his
Widow, Lucy : together with he*
Autobiography,
and an Account
of the Siege of Lathom Heroin.
3s. 6d.
ING_'S
Chronicles
of the
Abbey of Oroyland,
with the
CONTXNUATION by Peter of Blois
and other Writers. Translated by
H.T. Riley, M.A.
M.
IRVING'S
(Wsah!ngton)
Omnploto Works. x5 vols. With Portraits, &c. 3s.6d. each.
L--Salmagundi,
Knickerbocker's ttistory of New
York.
II.--The
Sketch-Book,
and the

]K_'MBOLDT'S
Cosmos.
Translated by E. C. OttO, B. H. Paul,
and W. S. Dallas, F.LS.
5 vols.
3s. 6d. each, excepting Vol. V. 5s.

V.--Chronicle
of the Conquest
of Granada, Legends of
the Conquest of Spain.
VI. & VII.--Life
and Voyages of

Narrative

, TIows of Natm.o.
"

HUNT'S
Poetry of Solmum.
Richard Hunt.
3rd Edition,
vised and enlarged.
5s.

Life of Oliver Golcl,_n_th.
III._Bracebridge
Iiall_ AbbotsfordandNewsteadAblmy.
IV.--The
Alhambra, Tales of a
Traveller.

of

his

Travels to the Equinoctial Regiom of America during the years
x799-18o4.
Translated
by T.
Ross. 3 vols.
5s. each.

'_"

HD'NGARY:
its History and Re.
volutlon, together with a copious
Memoir of Kossuth.
3.t. 6d.

Poems, chiefly Lyrical. Tran._• lated by various Writers, now first
collected by J. H. L. William_
3s. 6d.

Personal
;-

List of Boo "]_

Translated

by E. C. Ott_ and H. G. Bohn.
_'
_tuMPHR._YS'
Coin Collector's
Mn_ual,
By H. N. Humphreys.
with upwards of 14o Illustrations
on
Wood and Steel.
each.

2 vols.

5s.

Columbus, together with
the Voyages of his Com.
paniom.
VIII.--Astodaj
A
Prairies.

Tour

on

the

IX.--Life of Mahomet,Live,oft.he
Successors

of Mahomet.

X._Adventures
of Captain Benneville, U.S.A., W olf_rt's
Roost.
XI.--Biographies
and
neous Papers.

Misewala-

XlI.-XV.--Life
iugtomof4 George
vols.

Wash-

Contained

zn Bohn' s Libraries.

!3

IRVING'S
(Washington)
.IAfe
_. and I.,ettera.
By his Nephew,
Pierre E. Irving. 2 vols. 3s. 6d.
each.

JUNIUS'S
I_ters.
With all the
Notes of Woodfall's Edition, and
important
Additions.
2 vols.
3s. 6,/. each.

ISOORA_FES,
The Orations
of.
Translated by J. H. Freesem M.A.
Vol. I. 5s.

JUSTIN. CORN'ELI'US NEPOS,
and EU'I_ROPIUS.
Translated
by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
5s.

J'A_..S'S
17Aoha_

(G. P. R.) Life
of
C¢_ur de Lion. 2 vols.

3s. 6d. each.

(Vol. I. out of print.)

JAMESON'S
(Mrs.) Shakospeare's Heroines.
Characteristics of Women: Moral, Poetical,
and Historical. By Mrs. Jameson.
_. 6,/.
FESSZ'S (E.) Aneodot_s of Dogs.
With 4° Woodcuts and 34 Steel

Eng_vin_

_.

4_ Port_alts.
5s. each.
Memoirt of the 1_etandere
and their Ad.hecenta.
With 6
Portmita
Ss.
JO]WNSO1WS Lives of the Poets.
._ed
by Mrs. Alexander Napier,
Introduction by Professor
Hales.
3 vols.
_. 6,/. each.
(]_IALTIUll),

BULTrans5s.

lrAN_,SOrltlqueofl_m.eReason.
Translated by J. M. D. Meiklejohn.
5s.
.
Prolegomena
and Morn.
phys_oal Foundation s ofl_'aturll
Solenoe. Translated by E. Belfort
Bax.

5s.

_nvrrGI;'TLEY'B('l_omM) ]_r-

JESSE'S
(J. H.) Memoirs of the
Oourf of England
during the
Reign of the StY,
including
the Protectorate.
3 vols.
With

_'Ol_._S

JU'V'ENAL,
PERSIUS.
PICIA and LUOILIUS.
lated by L. Evans, M.A.

The

Works

of. Whiston's
Translation,
revised by Rev. A. R. Shilleto, M.A
With Topographical
and Gee.
Rraphiml Notes by Colonel Sir
W. Wilson, K.C.B.
5 vols.
_. 6,/. each.
,T'ULI&_, the Emperor.
Contain.
tug Gregory Nazian_'s
Two Invectives and Libanus' Monody,
with Julian's extant Theosophical
Works.
Translated by C.W.
King, M.A.
5s.

thology
Italy.
Leonard
With Iz
_.

of Anolent G-,'eeoe and
4th Edition, revised by
Schmitz, Ph.D., LL.D.
Plates from the Antique.

KEIGHTLEY'S
Fairy
Mythology, illustrative of the Romance
and Superstition of Various Countries.
Revised
Edition,
with
Frontispiece by Cmikshank.
_.
LA FONTA.TN'E'S Fables. Translated into English Verse byElizur
Wright. New Edition, with Notes
by J. W. M. Gibbs.
3s. 6,/.
History of the
Gtrond.lsts.
Translated by H. T.
Ryde.
3 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

T.A'M'A.'i_v_]"_'S

History of the lq_tm'atton
°fMaaarehylnl_ran°e(aSeq
uel
to the History of the Girondistsb
4 vols.
3s. 6,/. each.
_ry
volutlon

of the Frenoh
of 1848.
3s. 6,/.

Re.

L/LMB'._3 (Charles) Ealays of_la"
mad Ellana.
Complete Edition..
3s. 6¢/,

:

r4
I,AMB'S

An Atptmbetical List a/Books
(Oharle_) S_

of

EngUah Dramatto Poet_ of the
of Ell_abet_
3_. rid.
Memorials
and Lette_
of
Charles
Lamb.
By Sergeant
Talfourd.
New Edition, revised,
by W. Csrew Hazlitt.
2 vols.
3s. b/. each.
Ta/es from Sb=]respeare.
With Illustrations by Byam Shaw.
_. 6d.
LANE'S Arabian Night_'Enterf_ttnm_nts.
Edited by Stanley
Lane-Poole,
M.A.,
Litt.D.
4
vols.
3n 6d. each.

_

LAPPJ_NBERG'S
Hls_ry
of
]_a-d
under
th_
A_8!o_lazon
xt,_.
Translated
by
B. Thorpe, F.S.A.
New edition,
revised by E. C. Ott_ 2 vols.
3_. 6d. each.
L'_.ONARDO

DA

VINCI'S

T_-

lat_ byI_. SpiLla,, C,..Edmonds, V _
and other_, 4 vols..rj.
LOCKE'S
PhilosopMcal
Edited by _. A. St. _o]_
3s. 6g. e_-c_h.
LOUE'_ART

ot

;_

sad the ]_n_mt_Uon

;

][_a_
by Ule Ancients. Trahsluted by F_.C. Be_L_T and Het_m
Zimmem.
Edited by Edward
Bell, M.A.
With a Frontisl_ieee
of the Laokoon group. St. 6d.

"**".,7,A[LL"_t"8 Int_d.ucUon
to Aztro.
-, _'.
With a G_s
o_r,,
:_"
,_T
and Tables for Col.;_ ' tmlafing Nativities, by Zadkiel. _s.

_'orks.
2 vola_'

_J.G.)--S_ Bvm'_s.

LODGE'S Portralt_:of Ill_,Je_s
Personages
of Great Britain,
with Biographical and Historical
Memoirs. _
Portraits engraved
on Steel, with the _espective Biographics unabridged.
8 vols. $s.
each.
[Vols. II.
print.]

IV.

aml

VII.

out of

L O U D 0 N ' S (Mrs.)
NatUral
History.
Revised edition, by
W.S.
Dallas, F.LS.
With
numerous Woodcut

_,_att_
on Painting.
TransI_ed by ]. F. Rigaud, R.A._
:
With a Life of Leonardo by John
Wil}_
Brown. With numerous
Plates.
_.
LEPSI'US'S
Lette_
_
:Egypt,
Ethiopia, and the p_m_._
of
B_n_L
Tmuslat_-dby L. and
J. B. Homer.
With Maps.
5s.
•
•I_[N_S
I>ramaUa
Weeks,
Complete. Edited by Ernest Bell,
M.A.
With Memoir of Lessi_
by Helen
Zi_mmem.
z vols.
"
_. _. each.
-.,.
Laokocm,
Drffim-t[o Not_,

_,, .'

_I'WC,r'B _'f_Rome.

Illus.

5s.

L O W N D E S' Bible--s
Manual of Engll_
IAteratm.e.
Enlarged Edition.
By tL G.
Bohu.
6 vols. cloth, 5r. each.
Or 4 vols. half morocco, 2/. 2.r.
LONGUS.
Dapbnin
and Chloe.
--.See GREEK ROMANCES.
LD'CAN'_ Phsl, ml_.
Tmas_a%_t
by H, T. Riley, M.A.
,_.
LUCIAN'S
Dialogmm
of the
God_, of the Se_ _
:_of th8 D_d.
Tnm_tcd
bF
Howard Williams, M,A.
._
"LUCR_'rtUS.
A Prose _t_fl_-'
lation.
By H. A. J. Munro.
Reprinted from the Fined {4_a')
Edition.
With an Introduction
by ]. D. Duff, M.A.
_s, , Llt, vrally _ted,.
BF._e
Rev, J, S. Wat_on_ bLA, :Wit_
a MetricalVe_sion hy[. M, _¢od.
5s.

2

Contained

in Bo_n'

r__
_blo-_tIIL
Tmn*tated and Edited by W'_
_11_.
3r. _
. Autobiography.
Mmu_,rr.
'IM£C'IPII'A'VI_.T,T.T_B

_ See

Literature, of the Ancient Scandlnavlans.
Translated by Bishop
P.et-_.
Revised and Enlarged
Editaon, with a Translation of the
PROSE EDD.% by J. A. BLackwell. 5s.
I[A_TZONI.
The Be_hed:
bein_ a Translation of ' I Promeam Spot.'
By Alessandro
Mam_ni. With numerous Wood_uts. Ss.
W_IM'AT/O0
POL0'S
Travels ; the
_t Translation of Marsden revised
by T, Wright, M.A., F.S.A.
5_.
(Capt.
ItN.)
Ready.
With 93
3_. 6d.

_nmd,_n; or, Scenes in Af_ica.
Illns_rated by Gilbert and Da_o1.
3.¢.6d.
Pirate and Three Gutte_.
With 8 Steel Engravings, from
Dntwh_
by Clarkson Stantleld,
P,.A. 3s. 6d.

:

lhqv_teersm_n

W'ah 8 f_ll.
'.W._.

of

MAr.r._.T'S
Northern
AnflquL
flea, or an Historical Account of
the Manners, Customs, Religions
and Laws, Maritime Expeditions
and Discoveries, Language and

....

1_

MARRYAT'S
(C_I_6: R.I_._
Poor ,Taek.
With x6 lllustrations after Clarkson Stansfield,
ILA. 3s. 6&
_
81mpl_
page Illustrations.

]_.],I_OIT

Flozenoe,
together with the
Prince_ Savonarola, various Historical Tracts, and a Memoir of
M_h;_velli.
3s. 6d.

M&I_RYAT'S
!Wmttqrma_
Woodcuta

_ Libraries.

8 Engrav-

ings: on Steel.
3_, 6d.
-- S_.l_'_
In Oanada.
lo Enggg_ng_ by Gilbert and Dalzid.
, _,f_

MA.RTTAr.'SEplgrams,
complete.
Translated into Prose_ each ac.
companied by one or mo_e Memo
Translations selected from the
Works of English Poets, and
other sources.
7s. 6,_
MA_TINEAU'S
(Hart'let) _KlJWry of England,
from 1Boo18z 5. 3s. 6d.
-

]Xistory of the Thirty Yeaes'
Peace, A.D. X$I_-46.
4 voL_
3s. 6d. each.
"
See Comte's t"ositi_eP_t7OSOlOt*Y.

MATT'flEW
OF W'ES_MI_STER'S
Flowers
of ]_latory,
from the beginning of the World
tOX.D, x3o7. Translated by C. D,
Yonge, M.A. ¢ vols.
5s. each.

=

_WELL'S
Victoriesof Wel.
[ngton and the British A.r_.
Frontispiece and 5 Por_r_tits. 5s.
MENZEL'S
_ry
of Germany,
from the Eaxliest Period to x84-_
3 vols.
3s. 6d. each.
MIC_rAEL
ANGELO
AND
_,A.PI:]'A'I_.T,, thoh" LiVeS _,_
Work&
By Duppa aud Qtmt_mere de Quincy.
With Portrait,
and Engravlngs on-Steel.
_.

:

MIC1_rl_T.ET'S
Luther's
AutoMography.
Tmus. by Wifl/am
Hazlitt.
With an Appendix (xlo
pages) of Notes.
3s. 6_.

""

_

l_astory of the _eneh Revoluflon from itsearlie._ indimtlon_
to the flight of the King m/79I¢
_s. 6d.

"
/

._2__L_

_-=__===_

I6

_ ............

"2_ -

:MILL (J'. S.). Early Essays
by
JohnStum'tMflL
Collected from
various sources byJ. W. M. Gibbs.
St. 6d.
MILLER
(Profeuor),
]_latory
lWhfl°S°PhlOally
_lust_ted,fr°m
the Fall of the Roman Empire to
the French Revolution,
4 vols.
3s. rid. each.
_wrrLTON'S Prose WorkL
_e_

A. St. John.

5 vols.

Edited
3s. 6d.

Poeflcafl Worka, with a Memoir and Critical Remazks
by
ames Montgomery, an Index to
atadLseLosh T°dd'sVerhalIndex
to all the Poems, and a Selection
of Explanatory Notes by Henry
G. Bohn.
Illustrated with x2o
Wood Engravlngs from Drawings
b7 W. Harvey.
a vols.
3s. 6d.
each.
MI_gFORD'S
(]/Lisa) Our Village
Sketches of Rural Chexacter and

Scenery.With_ Enfraving_
on

Steel.

a vols.

_. o_. each.

MO_'B
Dramsflo
Works.
A new Translation
in English
Prose, by C.
3s. 6d. each.

H. Wall.

3 vols.

_lq_AGU.
The _
and
Worka of Lady Marl Wortley
]_mlta,l_
F_,dhed by her greatgrandson, Lord Wharn¢lifle's Edition, and revised by W. Moy
Thomas.
New Edition, revised,
with 5 Portraits. z vols. 5s. each.

_-

;: _ =_

_\_ "

An A1/habetlcal List of Books

MIGlq_T'BHlstoryoftheFrenoh
]_rOIUt1OD_ from I789 to I8I 4.
3s. 6,/. New edition, reset,

•,

..

vONTAIGlq_'SEmay_
Cotton's
Trandation,
revised by W.C.
Hazlitt.
New Edition.
3 vols.
3.t. rid. each.

MONTESQUIEU'S
_pirlt o_
TaaWll. New Edition, revised and
corrected.
By _. V. Fritchard,
A.M.
z vols.
3s. 6d. each.
MORE'S
Utopia.
Robinson's
translation,
Roper's
' IAt'e
of Sir Thomaswith
More,'
and More's
Letters to Margaret Roper and
others.
Edited, with Notes, by
George Sampson.
Introduction
and Bibliography
by A. Guthkelch.
5s,
MORP]_'Y_S
Games
of Chess.
Being the Matches and best Gmnes
played by theAmerican Champion;
with
and Analytical
Notes Explanatory
by J. I_wenthaL
5s.
MOTLEY
(_. I_).
The _
of
the Dutoh RepubIio. A History.
By John Lothrop Morley.
New
Edition, with Biographical Introduction by Moncure D. Conway.
3 vols. 3s. 6d. each.
_tuj_rlg'S BrlKeh Bh'ds; or, HistoryoftheFeatheredTfibes
ofthe
British Islands.
Revised by W.
C. L. Martin.
With 5z Figures
of Birds and 7 Coloured Plates of,
F,ggs.
2 vols.
NEANDER
(Dr. _L)
Llfe of
Jesus Christ, Translated
by J.
McClintock
and C. Bluing, thal.
3s. 6d.
,
Hb_orT of the Planting and
Training
of
the
C_a_vlsflan
Churoh
by
the
Apostles.
Translated
by J. E. Ryland.
2 vols.
3s. 6d. each.
Meanorlala of CKrlsflan Life
In the Early Iknd Middle Ages ;
including Light in Dark Places.
Trans. by J.E. Ryland.
3s. 6d.
NIBELUNGEN
LIED.
The
Lay of the Nlbe],n_ _a, metrically
translated from the old German
text by AliceHoxton, and edited

_:

Contaiued

in Bohn' s Libraries.

by Edward Bell, M.A. To which
is prefixed the Essay on the Nibelungen Lied by Thomas Carlyle.
_.
NICOLINI'S
JKlatory of the
Jesuits : their Origin, Pro_.ress,
Doctrines, and Designs.
With 8
Portraits.
Ss.
NOR_
(R.) Lives ofthe Right
Hon.FrancisNorth,Baron Guildford, the Hon. Sir Dudley North,
and the Hon. and Rev. Dr. John
North.
By the Hon. Roger
North. Together with the Autobiography of the Author.
Edited
byAugustusJessopp,
D.D. 3vols.
3s. 6d. each.
NUOrENT'S
(Lord) Memorials
of ]Kampden,
his Party and
Times.
With a Memoir of the
Author, an Autograph Letter, and
Portrait.
5s.
OLD

ENGLISIt

CHrON-

PAULI'S
(Dr. IL) Life of A1t_gl
the Gre_t.
Translated from the
German.
To which is appended
Alfred's ANGLO-SAXON VZRSION
OF OROSHJS.
With a literal
Translation
interpaged,
Notes,
and an ANGLO-SAxoN GR.A.MMAK
and GLOSSARy, by B. Thorpe.
._.
PAUSANIAS'
Oreooo.
Shilleto,

Desorlptlon

PEPYS' Diary and Correspond¢noo. Deciphered by the Roy.
J. Smith, M.A., from the original
Shorthand MS. in the Pepysian
Library.
Edited by Lord Braybrooke.
4 vols.
With 3x Engravings.
5s. each.

Giles, D.C.L.

PERSIUS.--See

With
Notes,
Appendices,
nlustr_ions._. 5a.

Rellques

of

Annient

English
Poetry. Withand
ana Essay
on AncientMinstrels
Glossary.
A.M.

Edited
]. 5a_
V. Pritchard,
2 vols. by3s.
each.
JUVZl_AL.

PETRARCH'S
umphs,
and

Sonnets,
Trlother
Poe_L
,/
t'
Translated into English Verse by
various
With Campbell.
a Life of
the PoetHands.
by Thomas

and

With Portraitand t S Steel Eugravings.S#.

OvJ_'SWorks,
complete. Literally
translated into Prose.
3 vols.
._. each.

PIOKERING'S
History
of the
Raoes of Man, and their Geographical Distribution.
With AN
A_ALrrICAL SwoPsxS oF _z
NATURAL HISTORY OF MAN by
Dr. Hall.
With a Map of the
World and x2 coloured Plates.
9.

p_OAr-'S Thotlgh_. Translated
f_om the Text of M. Auguste
Molinie_ by C. Kegan Paul.
3rd
Edition.
3*. 6aL

"

PEARSON'S
Exposltlon
of the
CreocL Edited by E. Walford,
M.A. is.

PERCY'S

O_A_
(ft.
O.) The Groat I_d_
Epics:
the Stories of the RATAYANA and the MAHABHARATA.
By John Campbell Oman, Principalof Khalsa College, Amritsar.

of

Newly translatedbyA. P,.
M.A. 2 vols. 5s. each,

ICLES,
including
Ethelwerd's
Chronicle, Asscr's Life of Alfred,
Geoffrey of Monmouth's British
History, Gildas, Nennius, and the
sp_ious
chronicle of Richard of
C/rencester.
Edited by J. A.
5s.

I7

"

-....-

-

'

" _ " ''. '- <

_"DA.R.
T_oslated
into Prose
by Dawson W. Turner. Towhich
is added the Metrical Ve_fion by
Abaaham Moore.
5s.
PLANO'_
_
of Br_b
Costume, f_om the Earliest Time
to the Close of the Eighteenth
Century.
By J. R. Planch_,
Somerset HarM& With upwards
of 4co Illustratiom.
5_.
/
_/]P_&TO'H
_/
lated,
Notes.

Wor_.
Literally transwith
Introduction
and
6 vols. 5s. each.

I.--T_e
Apology of Socrates,
Crlto, Ph_edo, Gorglas, Protagoras, Ph._irus, Themtetus,
Euthyphron, Lysis.
Trans.
l_ted by the Rev. H.C.arey.
IL--The Republic., Tim_us,
and
Critias. Translated by Henry
Davis.
IH.-_Meno,
Euthydemmh
The
Sophist, Statesman, Cratylus,
Parmenides, and the Banquet.
Translated by G. Burges.
IV.--Philebus,
Ch_rmidea,
Menexenes,
Hippias,I.a_es,
Ion,
The Two Alciblades,
Theages, Rivals,
Hipparchus,
:

Minos, Clitopho,
Epistles.
Translated by G. B_8¢s.
V._The
Laws.
Translated
by
G. Burges.

-/.

VI._The
Doubtful Works.
tated by G. Bur_.

Trans-

"
....... Summary and Analyais
of
the Dl_osu_.
With Analytical
Index.
By A. Day, LL.D.
5s.
:
"".'
'::.
:.....
_.
- ' ....
:'o;,: "

.

?i"
/

I_LOSFINITS,Sel_ot
"W_
• oil
Transla_d
by Thoma_ Taylm.
With an Introductkm _in
S
the subs-tance of Porphy_s
Plotinus. Edited by G.R.S. Mead,
B.A., M.R.A.S.
5s,
PLUTAR0"It'B
Lives. Tzanslated
by A. Stewart, M.A., and George
Long, M.A. 4 vols. 3s. 6d. each.
Morals. Theosophical Enays.
Tr_n_hted by C. W. King, M.A.
_.
.
Morals.
Ethical
Translated by the gev.
Shilleto, M.A.
5s.

Essays.
A, 1L

POETRY
OF AM-I'_.RICA.
leotions
from One Hundred
2_m,_fican Poets, f_om I776 to
1876. By W. J. Linton.
5s. &f.
POLITICAL
OYOLOP_IA.
A Dtoflo'_m'y of Political, C_,¢mstitutlouM,
Statistical,
aud Forensic Knowledge ; forming
a
Work of gefe_mace on subjects of
Civil
Administ_atlon,
Pofit_al
Economy,
F_n-nc¢, Commerces
Laws, and Social Relations.
4
vols.

(x848.)
3s. 6,/.
each.
[YoL _.. aut of print.

POPE'S Pc_leal
Work,/. Ea_ited,
with copious Notes, by Robert
Carruthe_s. With numezous DIu_
tration_
a vols.
5s. _h.
[ Vo/. 2". out ¥2_inA
..... Mam_r'n Iliad.
Edited by
the Rev. J. 8. Watson, M,A.
Illu_orated by the entire Series o_
Flaxman's Designs.
5s.

TransM.A.
a

1Xo_aer'a Odysaey, with the
Battle of Frogs and Mice, H_,
&c., by other tramlators.
Edited
by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M_t.,
With the entire Series of Flax-

_,dtlq_.
The Letters of _
t_ Younger_
Melmoth's transl_tien, revised by the Rev. F.C.
T. 1k_anquet, M.A.
5s.

man's Designs.
_.
".....
Life, including . !_," _
Left,m.
By Ro_..xt C_
With numerous IRustra_ioi_
_,

PL&UTUS'S
_omedim.
lated by H. T. Ril_
vo_
5s. each.

/
,

f

•

.

Contailwd in _oAn s Zibrartes.
POX_Jg]Cl_,B
_moe-_:
The
Captain's ]>aughtet--Doubxovsky
--The
Queen of Spades--An
Amateur Peasant Gir|--The Shot
--The
Snow Storm--The
PostmasterThe Coffin MakerKirdjali--The
_tizm
Nights-Peter the Great s Negro.
Trans.
fated by T. Kesne.
3s. fit/.
_PItEBOOTT'B
Conquest
of
2M_zloO. Copyright edition, with
the notes by John Foster Kirk,
and an introduction by. G. P,
W'mship.
3 .vols. 3s. oa_.each.
....
Conqt_atofPeru.
Copyright
edition, with the notes of John
Fmter Kirk, 2 vols. 3s. 6d. each.
•,,

]Reign or Fexdlnand
and
Isabolls.
Copyright
edition,
with the notes of John Foster
Kirk.
3 vols. 3r. 6,/. each.
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PROUT'S
(Fst.her) Rellques. Co_lected and arranged by Rev, Fo
Mahony.
New i._sne, with =x
Etchings by D. Maelise, R.A,
Nearly 6oo pages.
5s.
QUINTILIAN'S
I.n_tutam
of
Oratory,
or Education
of an
Orator. Translated by the Key.
J. S. Watson, M.A.
2 vols.
St.
each.

,

RAOINE'$
(flee,n) Dt_Ut_I
Works.
A metrical English vet.
sion.
By 17,.Bruce Boswell, M.A.
Oxon.
2 vols.
3s. 6d. each.
I_k.-NTK_'S _d_ry
of the laol3ml,
during the Last Four Centuries.
Trausiated by E. Foster.
Mm.
Foster's translation revised, with
considerable
additions, by G. R.
Dennis, B.A. 3 vols. M. 6d. each.

PROPERTIUS.
Translated by
Rev. F. J. F. GantiIlon, M.A.,
and accompanied
by Poetical
Verteiomb from various sources.
3s'6d"

. History of Servia and tam
_
Xo_rolu_Jon.
With _m
Account of the Insurrection in
Bosnia. Translated by Mrs. Ke_.
3s. 6d.

I_ROVERBS, Handbook of. Conta_ing an entire _epublication
of P_y's Collection of English
Proverbe, with his additions from
Foreign Languages mad s completeAlplmbeticallndex;
inwhich
int¢oduced large additions as
w_-of Proverbs as of Sayings,
• _'_te_ef_
_
and Phrases,
eotlected by H.G. Bohn.
5*.

PoEO_.ATIONS
lnSlt_.
By' Craven? With 6It Engravln_
on Wood after Harvey, a_i 9
Engravings on Steel, chiefly afte_
A. Cooper, R.A.
5s.
ttElffNIE'_
lnseot A.rohiteotm_
Revised and enlarged by Rev.
J.G.
Wood, M.A.
With I_
Woodcut ILlustrations.
St.

_POTT_RY
AND
POROELA.IN,
REYNOLDS'
(Sir ft.)
and other Objects of Vertu. CornWork& Edited by H.W. Beechy,
prist_ an Illustrated Catalogue of
a vo_
3s. 6£ each.
ihe Bern_
Collection of Works
.Of&rt, with the prices at which
RIOA.ICDO on the XYmo_lm ef
tl_
we/. sold by auction, and
Po]ltioaa Eoonomy
rout
tmmesofthepomessors.
Towhich
tion. EditedbyE.
C. ICGom_,
are added, an Introductory Lecture
M.A.
_.
, '_Ot}"t_ffery and Porcelatn_ and an
_W1m_d List of all the known
l_IO_
(_ean _aul Frledtteh).
• _tmdMonograms.
_yHenry
l._vmm, sTreati_
on Ede_ioa:
: _._11,_
With mtmermm---Woodcod togethe_ with the Autotiegmldq
:.
"' _
._. ; or with _
(a Fragment), and a short FxeIllmmmttons_ Io_r. 6d,
f_tory Memoir.
3s. 6d.

" "

:"
*
_

/.
._,_
_ __.
" 7-

.7,

,_ _,_

t 2o

An Alpfiabetical

RICH']FER (Jean Paul Friedrioh).
Flow_,
Frutt,
and
Thorn
Pleoea, or the Wedded Life, Death,

Li_t of Books
8O_I'LT._R'S
World.
Trtmdtt_
byvariot_lmnds.
?vols.
3*.6,/.
Pac_h:-

and Man4age of Fmnian Stanislaus Siebenkaes, Parish Advocate
in the Parish of Kuhschnapptel.
Newly translated by Lt.-Col.Alex.
Ewing.
3f. 6,/.
ROGER
D_E HOVED'mN'S
_ala of English History,

Ancom-

prising
at_d
of other
the Countries
History ofof England
Europe
frOl_

/LD.

t

tO

A.D.

12OI.

ROSOOE'S (W.) Life and Ponti.
floate of Leo X. Final edition,
ievised by Thomas Rotmoe.
a
vols.
3s. 6,/. each.
,
IAfe of Lorenzo de' Medtol,
called ' the Magnificent.'
With
his poems, letters, &c.
xoth
Edition, revised, with Memoir of
Roscoe by his Son.
3s. 6d.
RUB 81JL
l:rtatory of, from the
earliest Period, compiled
from
the most authentic
sources by
"_ValterK. Kelly. With Portraits.
_ vols.
3_. 6d. each.

•
_._
"

.SAr-'_UBT,

LEIUS
i

732

Translated by H. T. Riley, M.A.
a vol_. 5s. each.
ROGER
OF _ENDOVER'S
Flowm's of ]_datory, comprising
t_ History of England from the
Descent of the Saxons to A.D.
lz3_,formerlyascribedtoMatthew
Paris.
Translated by J. A. Giles,
D.C./,,.
z vols. 5s. each.
[ Vol. 11. out _rint.
ROME in the Nl'lq'_'l_,.Elff'l_
OElq"PU_Y.
Contalninga
complete Account of the Ruins of the
Ancient City, the Remains of the
Middle Ages, and the Monuments
of Modem Times. By C. A. Eaton.
With 34 Steel Engravings. z vols.
5r. each.
See Buzz.

:,

FLORUS,

and "V'EL.

PATEROULUS.

Trans. by J. S.Watson, M.A.

5*.

L--History of the Thixty Years"
War.
II._History

of the Revolt in the

Netherlands, the Trials of
Counts Egmont and Horn,
the Siege of Antwmp, and
theDistuflmncesinFrance
eced"
the Reign of
IVI_receamg.
HemT
III.--Don
Carlos, Mar 7 Stuart,
Maid of Orleans, Bride of
Messitm, together with the
Use of the Chosus in
Tragedy (a short F.mmy).
These Dr2m_= aze all
tr_nst_ted in metre.
IV._Robbers
( with
Schille_'s
original PreEn),
Fiesco,
Love and Intrigue, Demetrius, Ghost Seer, Sport
of Divinity.
The Dramas in t_
volume are translated into
Prose.
V._Poems.
VI.--Essays,Ag.stheticaland
Philosophical
Vll.--Wallenstein's
Camp, PicColomlrd and Death of
WaUenstein,WilliamTeIL
SC'_rlLLER
and GO_.T_KZ.
_nde_oe
between,
fi'om
a.o. I794-t8o 5. Translated by
L. Dora Schmitz. z vols. _t.
each.
SOHLEGEL'8
(F.) Ymmtu_
on
the Philosophy
of Llfe an_ the
l_hfloeophyofLm3guage.
Tra.uslated by the Rev. A. J. W. Mo_riscm, M.A.
3s. _.
_
on tha _
Of
Y.dte_ture, Ancient and Modem.
TranslatedfromtheGemam.
3s.6d.
,

Leotum_

on the

of_.

Tmu_tedbyJ.

Rolmtt_

_:. 6d.

B.

Contained

in Bohn 's Libraries.

8CHLEGEL'8
Lectur_
on
Modern _K/atory, together with
the Lectures entitled _
and
Alexander, and The Beginning of
our History.
Translated by L.
Purcell and R. H. Whitelock.
3t. 6d.
2Esthetto and Mlsc_11_,eoul
Works.
Translated by E. _.
Millington.
3r. 6d.
S_L_.GEL'S
(A.W.) Lectures
on Dramatlo
Art and Literature.
Translated by J. Black.
Revised
Edition, by the Rev.
A. J. W. Morfison, M.A. 3s. 6,/.
SCHOPENI_AUER

on the Four-

fold Root of the Principle
of
Sufficient Reason, and On the
Will In Nature.
Translated
Madame Hillehrand.
5s.
E_tys.
lated.
With
duct.ion and
sophy, by E.

by

Selected and TransaBiographicalIntroSketch of his PhiloBelfort Bax,
5s.

SOWOuW'S
Earth, Plants, and
Man. Translated by A. ltenfTey,
With colouredMap of the Geography ofPlants. 5s.
SOlXU_A'lCN(Robert).
His Life
'and Works, by August Reissmann.
Tranalated by A. L. Alger. 3s. 6d.
-. ]_rlyLott_rs.
Originallypubbllshed by his Wife.
Translated
by May Herbert.
With a Preface
by Sir George Grove, D.C.L.
_t. 6d.
BENEOA
on Benefit&
Newly
translated by A. Stewart,M.A.
3,.6,/.
Minor Essays and On Olemenoy. Translatedby A. Stewart,
M.A. 5s.
I_rAKE
SPEARE
MENTS.
Arranged

D00Uby D.H.

Lambert, B.A. 3s. 6,/.

z_

SHAKESPEARE'S
Dmmatia
Art. The History and Character
of Shakespeare's Plays. By Dr.
Herm,nn Ulrici.
Translated by
I.,. Dora Sehm!tx.
z vo]_ &v.6d.
_*'_'._h,
8waw_.SPEARE
(William).
A
Literary Biography by Kind Ehe,
Ph.D.,
LL, D.
Translated
by
L, Dora Schmltz.
5s.
S_AR/_E
(S.) The _[Istoryof
Egypt, from the Earliest Times
till the Conquest by the Arabs,
A.D. 640.
By Samuel Sharpe,
= Maps and upwards of 40o Ilhu_
trafive Woodcuts. 2 vois, 5s. each.
SHERIDAN'S
Complete.
3s. 6d.

Dr*m-rio Works,
With Life by G. G. S.

-4

-

SISMONDI'S
History
of the
IAtm'_lre
of the South
oI
Europe.
Translated by Thomas
Roscoe.
_, vols.
_. 6,/. each.
SMITH'S
Synonyms
and
An.
tonyms, or Kindred Word8 and
theirOppoaltos.
Revised Edi.
tion. 5s.
-Synonyms
Dlscrlmh_ated.
A Dictionary
of Synonymous
Words in the English Language,
showing the Accurate signification
of words of similar mea_g,
Ed/ted by the Rev. H. Percy
Smith, M.A.
6s.

k:-

SI#.t'A'_'S (Adam)The
Wealth o!
Natlona
Edited by E. Belfort
Bax. z vols.
_. 6,/. each.
TheoryofMoraISentlmentll.
With a Memoir of theAuthor by
Dugald Stewart. 3a.6,/.
SMI_[TS
(Pye) Geolog_ and
Sorlpture. zndEdifion. _r.
SMYTH'S
(Professor)
on Modern Hletory.

=

3s. 6,/.each.
r
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RMOLL'mTT'S
_dven_
of
]_dm.iok Rtm_m.
With short
Memoir and Bibliography,
and

BTAUlffTON'B
OhessPraxls,
A_
Supplement to the Ch_s-piayer's
Handbook.
5_.

Ca'uil_h,mtr'sllhtstratious.
3s. Sd.
.
Chess-pLayer's
Companion.
,, Adventures
of P_egt_e
Comprising a Treatise on Odds,
Pickle.
With Bibliography and
Collection of Match Games, and
Cruikshank's Illustrations. = vols.
a Selection of Original Problems.
_. f_. each.
5a"
_ae
Expedition
of Humpitt7 Cl!nker. With Bibliography
STOO'R'IR'A'R,DT'S _e_t,f,_l
and Cruikshank'sIllustrations. Olmmlst_.
Edited by C. W.

3s. 6d. q[qgS (surnamed
' Ek3hohts- STOW'E
Heaton, {MIs.H.B.)UnoIe
F.C.S.
5s.
Tom's
tietm'). _oEooles_stloalH.ts.
Cabin,
Illustrated.
3s.f_
tory of (A.D. 3o5-445). Translated
fuma the Greek.
5s.
STRABO'S
Geography.
Tnms///BOpI_rooI,ES,
_(.--"

Coleridge,

of.

M.A.

5s.

lavedH.by C.W.Hamilton.
Falconer,3M.A.,
and
vols.
5s. each.
STRICKLAND'S

(Agnes)

I.arm

BOUTI:rEY'J_
Life of lqahzon,
With Portraits, Plans, end upwards of 50 Engravings on Steel
and Wood.
5_.

of the Queens of Fmgland, from
the Norms,
Conquest.
Revised

, • Ltfeof
_ealey,
and the Rise
_tI _Progress of Methodism.
5s.
", ..... Robert Southey.
TheStory
,."
of his Lifewrittenin hisLetters.
-_.
Edited by John Denni_
3t. 6d.

IMe of MaryQu_aoft_otL
= vols. Ss. each.
LivesoftheTt_do_andBtuart
1_Bnoost_. With Portraits._,

,_
v

•

The _os

A New Prose Translation, with
Memoir, Notes, &c., by E. P.

,/rtiozoMEN'_
Eoolesltae_oal
History. Translated from the Greek.
Together with the ECCLRSIASTIC&L HtSTORY OF PHILOSTORGIUS, as epitomised by Photius.
TtmasL_ted by Rev. E. Walfotd,
M.A.._.
_PINOZA'S
Chief Works. Transhted, wlth Introduction,by K. H.M.
Etwea. avols,
_.each.

,_
_. ,"8TANLEY'S
Classified Synopsis
_"
of the P_mol1=d.Patnter, of the
_:.
Ikateh
mad Flemieh
Bohools.
::_
: ,B_ George Stanley.
5s,
_."_-'_
ij_a_l_'_01ff'8
_:::"'_.,/_Ktmdtmok.

Ohetm.PIaye_'s
5_.

Edition.
5_. __h.

With 6 Portraits.

6 vols.

STUART
qutUem of
and Athens,
P,_'VETT'B
and Antiother
Monuments of Greece.
With 71
Plates engraved
On Stcml.and
numetom Woodcut Capitah.
_.
SU'ETOlq'1"US'IAveeofthe_Nvelve
/Ommu-s
and laves of the Gram.1 /
/marlans.
Thomson's tmmhtion,'v
revised by T. Forester.
_.
Bwt_r'B
Proee Worka.
Edited
by Temple Scott.
With = Biogmphkml Introduction bythe_
Hon. W. E. H. Lecky, _LP.
With Pormdts
and F_imil_
t2 vols.
5s. each.
l.--A

Tale of a Tub, The, lipide
of the Books, gnd other

Contained

in Bokn' s Libraries.

SV61FT'S PRosEWORK$ (c_I/nucd).
early works.
Edited by
Temple Scott.
3_F/th a
Biographical Introduction
by W. E. H. Lecky.
II.--TheJomnalto
Ste]la. Edited
byFrederick Ryland, M.A.
With
simile. z Portraits and Fac-

"23,

"

T_iIOORITUS,
BION, MOSCIKUS,_nd.TYRTA_U&
Ureaally iron.ted
by the Roy. J.
Banks, M.A.
To which ace appeaded the Metrical Vet_iom of
Chapman.
5;.

','

THEOD01_T
and EVA(_BID_
Histories of the Church from k.v_

"/

Ill.& IV.--Writings
on Religion and
332 to A.D. 427 ; and flora _t.D."
the Church.
I
43 x to A.D. 544- Trand_ted.._,
V.--Historical
and
Political I THIERRY'S
]_lStory of. the
Tracts (English).
]
Conquest
of England
by the
VI.--The
Drapier's
Letters.
Nornmn,.
Translated by WilWith facsimiles of Wood's
liam Hazlitt. = vols. 3s. 6_ each. '
Coinage, &c.
VII.--Historical
and
Political
THUCYI)IDES.
'1'11o PelOl_mTracts (Irish).
neslan War. Literallytransh_d
VIII.--Gulliver's
Travels.
Edited
by the Roy. H. Dale,
a .oh.
by G. R. Dennis, B.A.
3s. 6d. each.
With Portrait and Maps.
, An Analysts and. S_
IX. --Contributions
to Periodicals.
of: By J. T. Wheeler.
5s.
X.--Historical
Writings.
XI.--Literary
Essays.
WHUDIOHUM
(J, L. W.) A_reeXIL--Full
Index
and Bibliorise on Winos.
Illustrated.
._.
graphy, _ith Essays on
the Portraits of Swift by
U'R_'S {Dr. A.) Cotton M'wnn _f_-,.
Sir Frederick
Falkiner,
_ro of Great Britain.
Edited
,and on the Relations beby P. L. Simmonds.
', vols, $_.
tween Swift and Stella
each.
by the Very Rev. Dean
Phllosophyof_au._ui,
m_lL
Bernard.
Edited byP. L. Simmonds. 7:, 6d.
S_/.FT'S Poems. Edited by W.
Ernst Browning.
2 vols. 3s. 6d.
each.
TA(tlTUS.
_he Worka off Literally trans!ated,
z vols. 5:. each.

VASARI'S
LIvos of the lacet
Em_ent
PaAntere, Seu.lptoz_
and Arohtteeta
Tramlated by
Mrs. J. Foster, with a Connnen.
tary by J. P. Richter, Ph.D.
6
vols.
3s. 6d. each.

TASSO'St
;_orusalem Dellverod,
Translated inw English Spenserian
Verse by J. H. Wiffen.
With 8
Engravings on Steel and z 4 Woodcuts by Thurston.
9_.

VIRGIL.
lation
LL.D.

TAYLOR'S

( Biahop

fferamy )

IXoLVLiving and Dying. 3_- 6,/.
BRINK.--._¢
BRINK.
=
....
",_:

•_ _ "

TER_.NGE
and pH;mDRUS.
Liter_y translated by tI. T. Riley,
M.A. To whichis added, Smurt's
Metrical Version of Phaedrus.
5_.

A Literal Prose Transby A. Hamilton
Bzy_
With Portrait.
3s. &L

VOLTAIRE'S

Talea.

Tran_la_ed

by IL B. Boswell.
Contalelng
Bobouc, Memnon, Candide, L'I_
g6nu, and other Tales.
_t.

WALTON'8
Edited
Portrait
Wood
Steel.

wr

Complete Am#or,

by Edward Jesse.. WRit
and zo 3 Engravings cm "
and z6 Engravings. en
;
5s.
:_:
-_;,
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WALTON'S
Lives of Donne,
l_.ookea', &o. New Edition reby A. H. Bnllen, with a
Memoir of Izaak Walton by Win.
Dowling.
lmtions.

With numerous
._.

Illus-

O]rpruJ.

Templarll

In

Translated by E.A,M.
3;. 6d.

.w_STROPP
(H.
book of _logy,
G-mmk, Etrtmcan,
tinted.
5s.

land.
Translated by the Rev. J.
Sharpe.
Edited by ]. A. Giles,
D.C.L.
5s.
XENOPHON'S
Works.
Translated by the Rev. J. S. Watson,
M.A., and the Rev. H. Dale. In
3vols.
5s. each.
YOUNGFranoe

M.) A ;i'_-4Egyptian;
Roman.
Illus ....

wjd._ATLEY'SARatlonallqlus.
t_tiort of the Book of Ck)rnmon
- Praye_.
3;. 64.
WIEITE'S
Natural
H.tstory oL
Selborne.
With Notes by Sir
William Jardine.
Edited by Edward Jesse.
With 4o Portraits
and coloured Plates.
5s.

BOHN'S

WIESELER'8
Ohronolouj-a!
SynolxalJ of the Four Go_e_ls.
Translated
by the Rev. Canon
Venables.
3s. 6,/.
W'ILLI/kMofMALMES.BURY'S
Chronicle of the Kings of Eng-

_F,Z,LINGTON,
Life o£ By ' An
Old Soldier.'
From the materials
o_ Maxwell.
With Index and I8
Steel EnEravings.
5r.
"V'lotories of. See MAXWir.LL.
WERNER'S

List of Baoks.

(Arthlr).
_h'avels In
during the years 1787,

1788, and. 1789.
Edited by
M. Betb_m Edwards.
3s. 64.
Tour
in Ireland,
with
General Observations on the state
of the country during the years
1776-79.
Edited by A. W.
Hutton.
With Complete Bibllography by ]. P. Anderson, and
Map,
z vols. 3;. 5d. each.
x u,.E-TIDE
STORIES.
A Collection of Scandinavian and NorthGerman Popular Tales and Traditions. Edited byB. Thorpe. 5s.

LIBRARIES.

A SPECIAL OFFER.
MESSRS. BELL have made arrangements to supply selections
of loo or So volumes from these famous Libraries, for ,_I I I Is. or
,_5 6s. net respectively. The volumes may be selected without
"any restriction from the full List of the Libraries, now numbering
nearly 75o volumes.
WRITIZ
L

FOR

FULL

PARTICULARS.

"_

THE

YORK

A NEW
l_'t/_

SERIES

s:ccialTy

OF

designed
Fcap.

REPRINTS

ON

tille_a_es,

8vo.
In

LIBRARY
THIN

PAPER.

binding,

and
;

in

cloth,

2s.

leather,

3s.

net.

net

emt_a/ers.

' The ¥o,k Library is noticeable by reason of the wisdom and intelligence display.ed in the choice of unhackneyed
classics ....
A most
attractive series of reprints ....
The size and style of the volumes are
exactly what they should be.'--Bookman.
TAe followi#_
CHARLOTTE
BURNEY'S
Notes, by
BURNEY'S

EVELINA.
ANNII_

BURTON'S
Rev.

A.

volumes

BRONT]_'S

R.

are now

JANE

EYRE.

Edited,

with

ready
an

:

Introduction

and

RAINE ELLIS.

2 vols.

_P.AINI_ ELLIS.

CECILIA.

Edited

ANATOMY

OF

SHILLETO,

M.A.,

byAN.WIE

MELANCHOLY.

with

Introduction

by

A.

H.

Edited

by the

BULLEN.

3 VO_

BURTON'S
(SIR
RICHARD)
PILGRIMAGE
TO
ALMADINAI-I AND MECCAH.
With Introduchon by STANLEY LAN_.POOLE.

2 VOLS.

CALVERLEY.
THE
IDYLLS
OF THEOCRITUS,
with the
Ecto'rues
of Virgil
_)
o % "l'ranslated into l_:nglish
*
. Verse by C. S. CALVERLEY.
With an Introduction by R. Y. TYRRELL,
LlttD.
CERVANTES'
DON
QUIXOTE.
MOTTEUX'S
vised. XVith LOCKHART'SLife and Notes. u vols.
CLASSIC
OF

TALES
_.VAKEFIELD.

: JOHNSON'S
STERNE'S

RASSELAS,

SENTIMENTAL

CASTLE OF OTRANTO. With Introduction by
COLERIDGE'S
AIDS
TO REFLECTION,
of_n Inquiring Spirit.
COLERIDGE'S
FRIEND.
A series of
Polities, and Religion.

Translation,

GOLDSMITH'S

reVICAR

JOURNEY.
WALPOL,E,'$
C. S. FEARENSID_,.
M.A.

and the

Confessions

Essays

on

Morals,

COLERIDGE'S
TABLE
TALK
AND
OMNIANA.
Arranged
and Edited by T. ASHFo B.A.
COLERIDGE'S
LECTURES
AND
NOTES
ON
SHAKE*
SPEARE, and other English Poets. Edited by T. ASH_, B.A.
DRAPER'S
HISTORY
OF
THE
INTELLECTUAL
Dl!_VELOPME;NT
OF EUROPE.
a vols.
EBERS'

AN

EGYPTIAN

PRINCESS.

Translated

by

:"
"_!

E. S.

BUCHHEIM.

GEORGE

ELIOT'S

ADAM

BEDE.

EMERSON'S
WORKS.
A new edition
in 5 volame%
Teat edited and collated by GEORGESAMPSON.
FIELDING'S
ANDREWS

TOM JONES
(x vol.).

(2 vols.), AMELIA

with the

(l vol.), JOSEPH

;:*
_
, ,_::

\

"'

THE YORK LIBRARY_tenMnxed,

• GASKELL'S
SYLVIA'S
GESTA
ROMANORUM,

LOVERS.
or Entertaining

Moral

Stories

in-

ve_nted by the Monks.
Translated
from the Latin by fl_e ReD. CItARLI_
SWAN.
Revised edition, by WYNNARD HOOPER, M.A,

GOETHE'S

FAUST.

Revised edition,
LitL D., Ph.D.

. GOETHE'S

Translated

by ANNA

with an Introduction

POETRY

and

AND TRUTH

Translated
by M. STEELE-_MITH,
KARL ][_REUL, Lttt.D.

with

LL.D.

SWANWICK,
Bibliography
by KARL

BREUL,

FROM

LIFE.

MY OWN

Introduction

ancl Bibliography

by

HAWTHORNE'S
TRANSFORMATION
(THv. MARBLE FAUn).
HOOPER'S
WATERLOO:
THE
DO_VNFALL
OF THE
FIRST

NAPOLEON.

IRVING'S

With

SKETCH

Maps

and

Plans.

BOOK.

,IRVING'S BRACEBRIDGE
HALL, OR THE HUMOURISTS.
JAMESON'S
SHAKESPEARE'S
HEROINES.
LAMB'S ESSAYS.
Including the Essays of Elia, Last Essays
of Elia,

and Eliana.

MARCUS

AURELIUS

OF.
Translated
by
Aurelius by MATTHEW

MARRYAT'S

MR.

ANTONINUS,
GEORGE LONG,
ARNOLD.

MIDSHIPMAN

trations, x vol. PETER

MON-TAIGNE'S
W. C. HAZLITT.

MOTLEY'S

OF

RISE

OF

FRENCH

Cotton's

THE

PASCAL'S

THOUGHTS.

AUGUSTE MOLINIER

PLUTARCH'S

DUTCH

RANKE'S
Centuries.

Revised

REPUBLIC.

D. CONWAV.

PAUL.

Translated,

M.A.,

HISTORY

REVOLUTION,
by

With a

3 vols.

Translatedfrom the Text of M.

by C. KEGAN

LIVES.

AUBREY _TEWART,

With 8 lllustra-

translation,

• " BiographicalIntroduction_byMONCURE
'.

THOUGHTS
an Essay on Marcus

X_qth 8 Illustrations.IvoL

THE

ESSAYS.
3 VOLS.

V¢ith

EASY.

SIMPLE.

MIGNET'S
HISTORY
from x789 to xSx4.

THE

M.A.

and

Third edition.

with Notes

_KORGE

LONG, ]k{.A.

OF THE

POPES,

translation.

Revised

Mrs. Foster's

and a-Life

by

4 vol_

during the Last Four
by G. I,L DENNIS.

3 vols.

SWIFT'S
GULLIVER'S
TRAVELS.
Edited, with Introduction
•md Notes, by G. R. DENmS, with facsimilesof the original illustrations.
" SWIFT'S
JOURNAL
TO STELLA.
Edited, with Introduction
mad Notes,

'.
":"
.

TROLLOPE'S
"

by F. R_'L,AND, M.A.

BARSETSHIRE

(t voL), BARCHESTER
TOWERS
FRAMLEY
PARSONAGE
(x vol.),
TON (2 vols.), LAST CHRONICLE

I_OVELS.--THE

WARDEN

(t voL), DR. THORNE
SMALL
HOUSE
AT
OF BARSET
(a vols.).

(tvol.),
ALLINt3-

VOLTAIRE'S
ZADIG AND OTHER
TALES.
Translated by
,i_ _- R." B_vca BOSWZLL.
i "_R.THUR YOqJNG'S TRAVELS
IN FRANCE,
during the
_ .

._'_:_t'_

t787,

x788, and

_789.

Edited

with

Introd_e.lon

anti

Notes,'_oy

_M._

!

MASTERS
OF

LITERATURE
Cro_v_ 8_,o. _,i//z 2_or/ratT, 3s. 6a¢. _ze/alch.

TIIIS Series represents an attempt to include in a portable fenn
the finest passages of our prose masters, with some apparatus
for the intensive study of what is, by the consent of the specialists,
the particular authm's very best. The selection of passages has
been entrusted
to the best contemporary
guides, who are also
critics of the first rank, and have the necessary power of popular
exposition.
The editors have also been asked to adjust their
introductions
to the selection, and to write the connecting links
which form a special feature of the series. These connections
bring the exce"pts together in one focus, and exhibit at the same
time the unity and development of the given writel_s work.

First
SCOTT.

List

By A. W.

DE

DICKENS.

7""

By G.

QUINCEY.

STERNE.

CHESTERTOY.
SAIXTSUL'RV.

EVANS.

By JOHN MASEFIELD.

EMERSON.
:

K.

By Professor

CARLYLE.

,"

A. J. GRANT.

By G.

FIELDING.
DEFOE.

Volumes

By Professor

THACKERAY.

.-

o/

H.

PERRIS.

By'SII_,_EY
By TaO_AS

LOW.

SECCO_BE.

By Dr. SIDNEY LZE.

M detailed x_rosikectuswill be sent at, a/pNcatiopt.

f
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.
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_
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BELL'S HANDBOOKS
OIr

THE
IN

GREAT
PAINTING
EDITED

AND

MASTERS
SCULPTURE.

BY G. C. WILLIAMSON,

NEW

AND

Post 8vo. With 40 Illustrations

CtIEAPER

LITT.D.

REISSUE.

and Photogravure Frontispiece.

Ttu _llow_ttg

3s. 6d. net each.

Volumes Im_ve been issued :

BOTTICELLI.
By A. STRRETER. and Edition.
BRUNELLESCHL
By LSADE_ SCOTT.
CORREGGIO.
By SELWYN BRINTON, M.A.
2nd Edition.
CARLO
CRIVELLI.
By G. McNEIL RUSHFORTH,
M.A.
2rid F_lidon.
DELLA ROBBIA.
By the MARCHESA BURLAMACCHI. and Edition.
ANDREA
DEL SART0.
By H. GUINNESS. 2nd Edition.
DONATELLO.
By HOPE RsA. _nd Edidon.
]i'_kNCI.A..
By GEORGE
C. WILLIAMSON,
Litt.D.
GAUDENZIO
FERRARI,
By ETHEL HALSEY.
GERARD
DOU.
By Dr. W. M_TIN.
Translated by Clara Bell.
GIORGIONE.
By HERBRBT COOK, M.A. 2nd Edition.
GIOTTO.
By F. MASON PERKINS. 2rid Edition.
FRANS HALS.
By GERALD S. DAVIES, _.t.A,
LEONARDO
DA VINCI.
By EDWA_.D MCCURDY, M.A.
2nd Edidon.
"LUINI.
By GsOROS C. WILLIAMSON, Litt.D. 3rd Edition.
MANTEGN._
By MAUD Ctu I-i=wltLL. 2nd Edition.
• MEMLLNC.
By W. H. JAMZS WltALE.
_'nd Editiov.
MICHEL ANGELO.
By Lord RONALD SUTHERLAND GOWER, M.A.,
F.S.A.
2nd Edition.
PERUGINO.
By G. C. WILLLaMSON, Litt.D.
2nd Edition.
PIERO DELLA
FRANCESCA.
By W. G. WATt.as, M.A.
PINTORICCItlO.
By EVSLX'N MARCH Pf-.IILLIPPS.
RAPHAEL.
By H. STRACH_Y. xad Edition.
REMBRANDT.
By I_ALCJ3LMB=LL. 2nd Edidon.
RUBENS.
By HoPS RV.A.
SIGNORELLI.
By MAUD CRuTrWZLL.
2nd Edition.
SODOMA.
By the CONTgSSA LORm_ZO Pttvta-BON.
TINTORETTO.
By J. B. STOUGHTOS HOLm3RN, M.A.
VAN DYCK.
By LIOUEL CUST, M.V.O., F.S.A.
VF.LASQUEZ.
By R. A. M. ST_vzrcsoN.
5th Edition.
WATTEAU.
By E_umsE
STALEY,
B.A.
.

. WILKIE.

By Lord RONALD SUTH_RLAND C_,OWltR,M.A.,
ISrrite for Illustrated Prospectus.

F.S.A.

s
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New Editions,

THE

_9

)

leap. 8vo. _. 6& each net.

ALDINE

EDITION
OF

BRITISH
Thk
r..holsrly
e_tracts

acellent

edition

intwoduction_
whloh are just

"An exee]]en_

series,

POETS.

of the

EngKsh

]_m.U,

handy,

with

Edited by W. M. Rossetti.
Edited by G. A. ARken.

Butler.

Edited by B. B. _ohneon.

Mlltos ,oI_.
Parnell.
Pope.

$ vohb

Oampbell.
Edited by H/s SonfnJaw, the Rev. A. W. Hill
With
Xe=c_r by W. l_h_
Uha_rton.
Edited by the Bey.
_ke_t,

M_k.

oomplet_

_ VoI_.

texte

and

volum_

of

_ew.

Edited by Dr. Bradeh_w.
Edited
Edited

With

W.

their

from the cheap
,Ira,_as's _z_,

aud oomplete.'--_rd_y

Blake.
Bm'nB.
S_

W.

classic_,

are someth/ng
very
different
now so much too common.'_8_.

Memoir

by Q. A. ARken.
by G. B. D_ni_

by John

Dennis.

3 vohL

Prior. Edited by B. B. Johnson.
g vole.
Raleigh and Wo_n.
With Se.
leetiona
from the
Writings
of other
COURTLY
POETS
from 1540 to 16_0.
Edited
by Ven. Archdeacon
Hauuah,

Chauoer.
Edited by Dr. B. Mottle,
with WemolrbySir H. _iool_. e volz.
Chm.eh_
Edited byJas. Hannay.
l vok.
Coleridge.
Edited by T. Ashe,
B.A. g vols.
OoJlim_
Edited by W. Moy
T_,z_._
Cowper.
Edited by John Bruee,
F,S._. s _
Dr_de_
Edited by the _ev. /L
HooI_, u.X. 5 vol_
Goldsmith.
Revi_ed Edition by
Austin Dobeo_ With Portrait.

D.O.L.
Rogers.
Edited by Edward Be_,
M._
ScotL
Edited by John Derek.
5 ,olz.
Shakespeaze's
Poems.
Edited by
_ev.b. Dyne.
Shelley.
Edited by H. Buxton
Formsn. 5
Bpez_r.
Edited by J. Psyne (_llier. 5vok.
Surrey.
Edited by J. Yeowell.
Swif_
Edited by the ]_,v. 3.
Mtt/ord. 3 vol_.

G'my.

Thomson.

Edited

by J. Bradshaw,

LL.D.

C. Tovey.

l_erbert.

EditedbytheRev.

A.B.

_t_l_rt.

Vsugha_
PioUs

Herrink.
Z_tt_bnry.
_m._.
_t_

Edited
_ vote.

Edited
Whlt_

Morner;by

by

by the
Edited,

_Sir H. NiooI_s.

George

late

Lord

with

s

Edited by the Rev. D.
2 vols.

Sacred
Ejaculations,

Poems
Edi_

Bey. H. Lyre.
Wordsworth.
Edited
Dowden. 7 vc_.
Wyatt.

Edited

Young.
Rev.

S vole.

J. Mitford.

and

by

b3 Prof.

by J. YeowelL
Edited

by, the

"

THE
"_best
p_.°--0_o_i

ALL-ENGLAND

Crloket.
By F_
Orloket.
By the
I. LTrr_o_.

C. HeL_D,
Hen. and Bey,

(h_quet.
By Lieut.-Col. the Hen.
EL 0. NXZD_AZ.
Lawn
Tennis,
By H. W. W.
WxL_Jr_wO_Cg.

With

a Chapter

for

Ladie_ b_ Mrs. H_t._J_D.
Tan_la and Rackets and Fives.
By J_u_Mtas_L_,M_or
J. S_s,
m_l ltev. J. A. _
Ta_.
Oolf.
By H. S, C. EVe_EaD.
Double vol. 2_.
Bowin8 and Sonn_g.
By Gux
Rtxo_.
Rowing and Souut_.
By W.B.

Cyelin_
ByH. H. Gan_m,I_A_C..
N.c.u., O.T.C. With a Chapter for
Ladies, by Mi_ .A.O:IIsWOOu. Double
vol. 2a.
[s_.ao_o. New Edit_
Wrestlina
By W_LTAa ARW,
Broadsword
and
Singlestlok.
BI" R. O. At.t.tTSoN-Wr_zr

Indian
Club_.
G. T. B. Coz_x-rrand
A. F. By
J_x_.
Dumb-bel_.
By F. G_r.
Football _ Rugby
Gta_.
HA_

Swimming.
By M_m
and J.
R_cs_z_ Conx'rr.
O_mpin_ out.
By A, A. Maovo_ax_ Doublevol. _.
_auoein_
By Dr. J. D. Hz_w_a_.
Double voL 2s.
Mounfalneerin8.
By Dr. CLtU_
W_'.,_O_. Ikmble vol. 28.
By W. A. K_
Y.C.
DeublevoL _.
LsdYm'_la_n_.
ByWA.j_an,V,0.
B_.
By R. G, A_Lz_sos-Wnrs.
_Prefater_NotebyBatM-ll_
Fenel_.
ByH.A.Co_o_lDuss.

,_';
•

_,_

and G, P_l_-

Ln_.s.WotJ_rr.
[D_nble vo_ 2a
Gymnuflo&
By A. F. J_.
Gymnanflo Competition
and _
play _.=m_31sea.
Compiled by
F. Gat_.

Woov_'_.

•

SERIES.

HANDBOOKS
OF ATHLETIC
GAMES.
b_uction on_
and Iport4 by tim be_ uuEaoel(_a, at the lowe_
_f_ne.
Smn_ 8re. _oth, Illustrated. _
la each.

_S_.L.

Revi_ed

_y

Edi_o_

Football_Assoolation
Game. By
C.W. AI.CO_. Revised Edition.
Hoakey.
By F. S. C_ma_
New _,dlt_on.
f_kating.
By DOUGLAS Az)_s.
With a Chapter for Ladle_ by Mi_ I_
0an-_w*_, and a ghspter on Speed
Skating. by a Fen Skater. DbLvoL_.
BasebalL
By Nxw_os Caa_.
Bounders,
Fleldball,
Bowl_
Quoft_, Curling, Skittish,
&o.
By J. M. W-,._-_ and O. O. Mo_,
' Dancing.
By Evw_
Seo_.
_ Doublevol. Zs,

THE
CLUB
SERIES
OF CARD
AND
TABLE
GAMES.
•No w_ll.regula*.edclub or country house should be without _
useful _
of
_'--6kbe.
s_u so. _oth, m_t_
1_
b. wh.
B_td#_.
By ' TEMP_.'
Revor_! and Go Ban&
Six-hande_
Bridge. By HUBERT
By 'B_a_'_.
°
s_:.
_.
Dominoe_
and Soll_dre.
Whist.
By Dr. W_. Pc_, F.I_S.
_ '_,"
_
By ROBZ_T F.
B_ique
and Cribbage.
)_l:la_.
By Major-Ge_. A.W.
Daa_so_, F.R.A.S. With a Prefsm
by W. J.PeaU.
_
on Bflllarda
By J.P.
B_C_A_.
Double voL 2s.

_

_

Round

Two-Move

:' "._., " Cl_esl Ol_n!_,_..

Oheee

P_oblam.

By L GU_B]I_I.

a_d _'n_are.
By 'B_._'r.
°

Piquet
By ' B_rr.
and B_blean
°
f_l;ltik By Louis

Plqu_

Game_,_metudi_

B_ut.rz'-Wz'Ax.

Pok_
' *

,

BELL'S CATHEDRALSERIES.
Profusely

Illus#ruled_

dottY,

crown

8_,o

Is.

6d.

he!

tac_

ENGLISH
CATHEDRALS.
-An Itiuerm_ and I)escriptiou.
Compiled by ]Aims
GtLC_RtST A.M., M.D.
Revised" and edited with an Introduction on
Architecture by the Rev. T. PttttK1_s, M.A., F.R.A.S.
2nd Edit o_, revised.
BANGOR.
By P. B. Iao,'_it_ B,_.
BRISTOL.
By EL J. L. ]. MAr,sd, M.A.
2nd Edition.
-_k_J_RBIJRY.
By H._R'rLEYWITHERS. 6th Editl0n.
CARLISLE.
By C. KiNG ELaY.
CHESTER.
B7 C_LM_Ltr.$
HIATT. 3rd Edition.
CHICHESTER.
By' H. C. CORLmE, A.R.I.B.A.
2rid Edition.
DURI'IAM.
By]. E. B'rGA'r'z, A.R.C.A.
4th Edition.
ELY.
By Rev. W. D. SW_-ETtNC;,M.A. 3rd Edition.
EXETER,
By PEacv AODL_.SH._W,B.A. 3rd Edition, reviCed.
GLOUCESTER.
By H. ]. L. J. MAS._., M.A. 5th Edition.
HEREFORD.
By A. HUGh Ftsma_ A.R.E.
2nd Edition, re_i_ed.
LICHFIELD.
By A. B. CLIFTON. 3rd Edition, revi_d.
LINCOLN.
By A. F. Kr_DRm_, B.A. 4th Edition.
LLANDAFF.
By E. C. MORGAN Wn.L_tOTT, A.R.I.B.A.
MANCHESTER.
By Rev. T. PERKINS, M.A.
NORWICH.
ByC. H. B. QUENNELL. 2ud EdJtlon revised.
OXFORD.
ByRev. P_RCv Dx._zR,
M.A. _nd Edition, revised.
]F'ETERBOROUGH.
By Rev. W. D. SWmZTtt_G. 3rd Edition, revised.
RIPON'.
By Cm::IL H^LLtt'rT, B.A. _nd Edition.
ROCHESTER.
By G. H. P^LM_m, B.A. zad Edition, revised.
ST. ALBANS.
By Rev. T. PERKINS, _.A.
ST. ASAPH.
By P. B. Iaou_aDJ¢ BAx.
ST. DAVID'S.
By PVrtL[_,ROBSON, A.R.I,B.A.
_nd Edition.
ST. PATRICK'S, DUBLIN.
By Rev. J. H. Bt_t_NARD,_t.A., D.D. _nd F_ititm.
ST..PA AUL'S.
By 11ev. A_THU_ DI_OCK, M.A. 4th Edition, revise&
ST. SAVIOUR'S,
SOUTHWARK.
By G_ot_7._ WORLrV.
SALISBURY.
By GLtt_sou WmTX.
4th Edition t revised.
SOUTHWELL.
By Rev. AR-rwt:R Dtgoc_:, M.A. :rod Edition: revisctL
WELLS.
By Rev. P_cv
D_:.',RMEZ, M.A, 4th Edition.
WINCHESTER.
By P. W. SzmutzAu'r. 4th Edition, revised.
WORCESTER.
By' R. F. S'r_O,I,tGE. 3rd Edition.
YORK.
By A. CLtyr'rou.Bltocl:,
M.A.
5th Edltion.
U_tarm

tt_t/_ _

S_.

_r_

marly,

t*. 6d. nit ea_.

BATH ABBEY_ MALMESBURY
ABBEY, and BRADFORD-ON-AVON
CHURC]_
By the Rev. T. P_._KtNS, M.A.
B_V'KRLE¥
MINSTER.
By C_t_JtLZS HL_'r'r. und Edition.
THE CHURCHES
OF COVENTRY.
By F_EDWRtC:<W. WoOnXOt'S_.
MAL"tYERN PRIORY.
By the Rev. Az_'rsouY C. DF_m_.
{In tke Pre_.)
ROMSEY A_BBEY.
By the Rev. T. PE_K_._'S, M.A.
ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S,
SMITHFIELD.
By C,_o_
WO_LaV.
[2rid Edil_+ca
ST. MARTII_'S CHURCH,
CANTERBURY.
By the Rev. Canon C. F. Rov-rLauula,
STRATFORD-ON-AVON
CHURCH.
By HA_tOLD B_=Ea.
_nd Edition,
THE TEMPLE
CHURCH.
By GEo_;_ WOat.EV.
..
TEWKF_BURYABBEY.
ByH. J.L.J.M.*_sft,
M.A. 4thEdttton.
WIMBORNE
MINSTER
and CHRISTCHURCH
PRIORY.
By me Rg'v. T.
t_'gga_,m, M.A. _nd Edition.
WESTMINSTER
ABBEY.
By C_Am_ts HtAT'r.
3rd Editio_.
BELL'5

HANDBOOKS
2arofut¢ly

I4lustrated.

TO
Crown

CONTINENTAL
8_o,

cloil,,

CHURCHHS,
_.

6d.

net eac&

AMIENS.
By the Rev. T. P,_mrdss, M.A.
BAYF.IdX_ By" tire R_v. R. S. M_..u_.
CHARTRES
: Th© Cathedral and Oth¢* Churches. By H. J. L. J. MASS_ M,A.
MOIqT ST. MICHEL.
By H.. J. L. J. MAss'I, M.A.
]P_S
(I_OTRE.DAM_
By C_tARLgS Hm.'rT.
P.OUEN :The _
aod Other Churches. By the Rev. T. Pz_Kms, M.A.
•

. +

New
from
i
i
i

Cover

to Cover.

WEBSTER'S
NEW INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY.

i

entirely new edition
of Webster's
International
Dictionary.
The
fruit
of
ten
years'
work on
ESSRS.
BELL
have pleasure
in announcing
an
the part of the large staff of Editors
and Con- trlbutors
is represented
in this edition,
which
is in no
sense a mere revision
of ' The International,'
but exceeds
that
book--in
convenience,
quantity,
and quality_as
much as it surpassed
the 'Unabridged.'

Points

of the

New

International.

_l[O0,O00 _,VORDS AND PHRASES DEFINED.
Half this number
ill old International.
2700 PAGES, every line of which has been revised and reset. (_00
pages in excess of old International, and yet the new book is practically the same size.)
6000 ILLUSTRATIONS,
each selected for the clear explication of "
the term treated.
DIVIDED PAGE: important _ords above, less important below.
ENCYCLOP.'EDIC INFORMATION on thousands of subjects.
SYNONYMS more skilfully treated than in any other English work.
GAZETTEER and BIOGRAPHICAL
DICTIONARY are up to date.
MORE INFORMATION
of MORE interest to MORE people than
any other Dictionary.
GET

WRITE
:

THE

BEST
in Scholarship,
Authority,
Utility.

NO W for

full

LONDON:
YORK

•

_o,_o. S. &S,

_-_OUSE_

prospectwS

G. BELL
PORTUGAL

Convenience,

and

& SONS,
_T._

]',_INGSWAY,

specimen
LTD.,
W.C.

_

pages

. [

